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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Findings, Opinions, and Orders 

IN THE MATTER OF 

NUTRlTION 21, ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3758. Complaint, July II, I997--Decision, July II, I997 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the two California-based 
companies and their officer from making unsubstantiated advertising claims 
for their weight loss and health care products containing chromium picolinate 
and requires competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate any 
representation concerning the benefits, performance, efficacy or safety of any 
food, dietary supplement or drug they advertise or sell. The consent order also 
prohibits misrepresentations of the results of any study, test or research. In 
addition, the consent order requires the company to send its customers a notice 
of the Commission's allegations and a request to stop using sales materials that 
make the challenged claims. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Beth Grossman, Loren G. Thompson and 
C. Lee Peeler. 

For the respondents: Stephen McNamara, Hymans, Phelps & 
McNamara, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Nutrition 21, a limited partnership; Selene Systems, Inc., a 
corporation and general partner of Nutrition 21; and Herbert H. 
Boynton, individually and as President of Selene Systems, Inc., a 
corporation ("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission 
that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Nutrition 21 is a California limited partnership 
with its principal office or place of business at 1010 Turquoise St., 
Suite 335, San Diego, CA. 

2. Respondent Selene Systems, Inc. is a California corporation 
and a general partner of Nutrition 21. Its principal office or place of 
business is the same as that ofNutrition 21. 

1 
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3. Respondent Herbert H. Boynton is President of Selene 
Systems, Inc., a corporation. Individually or in concert with others, 
he formulates, directs, and controls the acts and practices of Nutrition 
21 and Selene Systems, Inc., including the acts or practices alleged 
in this complaint. His principal office or place of business is the same 
as that ofNutrition 21. 

4. Respondents have manufactured, advertised, offered for sale, 
sold, and distributed Chromium Picolinate for use in dietary 
supplements. Chromium Picolinate is a product subject to the 
provisions of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act. The United States Department of Agriculture holds the patent on 
Chromium Picolinate, and Nutrition 21 holds the exclusive license to 
manufacture and sell Chromium Picolinate. 

5. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "comn1erce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

6. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for 
Chromium Picolinate, including but not necessarily limited to the 
attached Exhibits A-G. These advertisements and promotional 
materials contain the following statements: 

A. Lose the Fat but Keep the Muscle ... 
Chromium Picolinate 
At last there is a safe nutritional supplement that helps you lose unwanted fat more 
easily and quickly, while retaining vital muscle tissue. Now you can have a 
trimmer, firmer, leaner body. 
LOSE THE FAT BUT KEEP THE MUSCLE 
Most dieters who achieve significant weight loss lose far too much lean body mass 
(muscle and organ tissue) .... Even worse, this lessened lean body mass lowers 
your metabolic rate, making it that much harder to keep the fat off permanently -
the yo-yo syndrome! 

There is now excellent scientific evidence that Chromium Picolinate can 
accelerate fat loss while helping to preserve or even increase nmscle. 
CONVINCING NEW EVIDENCE 

Overweight adults were recruited by a prominent San Antonio weight loss 
clinic to participate in a weight loss study. About half of the volunteers received 
supplemental Chromium Picolinate (200 or 400 micrograms chromium daily), 
while the others received placebos. Neither the participants nor the doctors 
evaluating them knew who was getting the chromium (a "double- blind" study). 
The volunteers were not placed on any specific diet or exercise regimen, although 
most of them were motivated to lose weight. After only 60 days, these were the 
impressive results: 
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The changes in the placebo group were negligible. But the Chromium 
Picolinate group, on average, lost over 4 pounds of fat while gaining nearly a 
pound and a half of lean muscle for a Net Physique Enhancement of 5.6 pounds. 

**** 
Another double blind-study was conducted in young off- season football 

players participating in a six-week weight-training program. The results were much 
the same: more muscle, less fat with Chromium Picolinate. Chromium Picolinate 
more than doubled the net benefits of exercise alone. 

**** 
LEANER AND FIRMER 
Because many people gain muscle with Chromium Picolinate, their weight loss in 
pounds doesn't accurately reflect the benefits of chromium. Most users report that 
event [sic] a modest weight loss as shown on the bathroom scale is accompanied 
by lost inches and smaller clothing sizes. They look and are leaner and firmer. 
Chromium Picolinate promotes fat loss, while enhancing the muscle that assures 
a trim athletic physique. 
HOW DOES CHROMIUM PICOLINATE WORK? 
Controls Hunger Many people report that Chromium Picolinate helps to control 
appetite, especially sugar cravings. It is believed that chromium sensitizes the 
"glucostat" in the brain that monitors blood sugar availability and "tells" you when 
you're hungry or not hungry. 
"Spares" Protein ... By "sensitizing" muscle to insulin, Chromium Picolinate 
helps to preserve muscle in dieters so that they "burn" more fat and less muscle. 
Preservation of lean body mass has an important long-term positive effect on 
metabolic rate, helping dieters keep off the fat they've lost. 
Stimulates Metabolism It promotes efficient metabolism by aiding the 
thermogenic (heat producing) effects of insulin. Insulin levels serve as a rough 
index of the availability of food calories, so it's not at all surprising that insulin 
stimulates metabolism. 
HOW MUCH CHROMIUM PICOLINATE SHOULD I TAKE FOR OPTIMAL 
WEIGHT LOSS? 

Clinical trials with 200 to 400 micrograms of chromium daily produced 
significant benefits. Larger individuals and those engaged in strenuous work or 
exercise may see better results with higher levels -- up to a maximum of 400 
micrograms daily. 
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

The best thing about Chromium Picolinate is that it makes other sensible 
weight control efforts more effective. Many people report that they have tried diet 
and exercise before, but say that they didn't get good results until they added 
Chromium Picolinate .... 

Chromium Picolinate, all by itself, isn't likely to make a fat person thin. But 
it can be the decisive component of an overall strategy for long-term weight control 
and, in the bargain, make an important contribution to good health. 

**** 
(Exhibit A) (references omitted) 

B. WEIGHT LOSS, FAT LOSS AND MUSCLE LOSS 
or "How to Break the String of Yo-Yo Diets" 

CLEARLY, THE KEY TO BREAKING THIS DISCOURAGING CYCLE OF 
EVER MORE FAT, EVER LESS MUSCLE, IS LOSING FAT WHILE 
PRESERVING--OR EVEN INCREASING--MUSCLE .... 
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This is precisely what Dr. Gilbert Kaats and his colleagues achieved in a 
recently completed study .... 

One hundred fifty men and women were asked to join in a weight loss study. 
Roughly half were given supplemental Chromium Picolinate (200 or 400 
micrograms chromium daily), while the others got a placebo. They were not placed 
on any specific diet or exercise regimen, although most were trying to lose weight. 
... After 72 days, these were the impressive results: 

**** ' 
The changes in the placebo group were insignificant. However the Chromium 

Picolinate group, on average, lost over 4 pounds of fat while gaining nearly a 
pound and a half of lean muscle! 

**** 
The review of clinical trials reported that supplementation with Chromium 

Picolinate: 

reduced total serum cholesterol and LDL, the "bad" cholesterol 
reduced elevated blood sugar levels and glycosylated hemoglobin in diabetics 
significantly reduced body fat and increased muscle in exercising individuals. 

**** 
Chromium is an essential nutrient that is in short supply in 90% of typical U.S. 

diets .... 
CHROMIUM PI COLINA TE: Take daily, 200 to 400 micrograms to preserve 
muscle while you lose weight 

**** 
Chromium Picolinate has other important attributes: 

preserving or enhancing muscle; it maintains or increases the metabolic rate 
making weight loss easier. 
significantly lowering elevated serum cholesterol 
significantly lowering elevated blood sugar 
helping to control appetite. A great many people report reduced appetite, 
especially sugar cravings. 

**** 
(Exhibit B) 

C. CHROMIUM PI COLINA TE: 
The yeast-free BioActive Chromium with Important Clinically Proven Benefits 

**** 
Chromium is vitally important to good health because it is essential to the 

efficient function of the hormone insulin. Poor responsiveness to insulin is very 
common and is linked with increased risk for overweight, heart disease, elevated 
blood fat, high blood pressure, and diabetes. 

Yet chromium's nutritional status in the U.S. is very poor: 90% of American 
diets provide less than the minimal amount recommended by the National 
Academy of Sciences, and most nutritional forms of chromium are poorly 
absorbed. 

Chromium Picolinate is well absorbed and highly bioactive. In clinical trials 
at major hospitals and universities it has been shown to: 

significantly reduce body fat 
help build lean, strong muscles 
lower elevated cholesterol 
reduce elevated blood sugar in diabetics 

**** 
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By mechanisms that are not yet fully understood nutritional (trivalent) 
chromium is absolutely essential to the function of insulin. 

**** 
A great many U.S. adults have poor insulin function. They produce normal or 

even elevated amounts of insulin, but their body's tissues are relatively insensitive 
to it. Indeed, recent studies show that at least one in four adults has reduced 
sensitivity to insulin. 

The majority of these people don't become overtly diabetic because their 
pancreas compensates by secreting increased amounts of insulin. In these people, 
insulin insensitivity is a "silent" problem that can be diagnosed only by observing 
increased blood insulin levels and/or modest impairments of glucose tolerance. 

There is increasing evidence that this "silent" insulin insensitivity is in fact a 
serious medical problem. 

**** 
But there is now evidence that insulin insensitivity may itself lead to weight gain, 
owing to an impairment of "dietary thermogenesis .... " 

Insulin insensitivity almost certainly also impairs the development of muscle. 
**** 

Diabetes As noted, most people can compensate for modest impairments of insulin 
sensitivity by producing more insulin. But in some people, as insulin sensitivity 
continues to decline, the pancreas is unable to keep up with the increased need for 
insulin, and "adult-onset" (Type II) diabetes results. In this syndrome, there is a 
significant net reduction in insulin activity, resulting in persistent elevations of 
blood sugar even after an overnight fast. Adult-onset diabetes ... is responsible for 
a tremendous toll in premature death and disability. Long-term diabetes can lead 
to heart disease, arterial disease (often requiring leg amputation), blindness, kidney 
failure, and nerve damage. 

**** 
POOR CHROMIUM NUTRITION AND METABOLISM 

Diets that are too high in fats and too low in fiber-rich umefined foods, 
inadequate exercise, as well as overweight, are all major factors contributing to 
poor insulin responsiveness. Poor chromium nutrition also plays a vitally important 
role. 

Refined American diets are very poor sources of chromium. The National 
Academy of Sciences has recommended a daily chromium intake of 50 to 200 
micrograms. Yet studies by the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicate that 90% 
of Americans receive less than 50 micrograms daily--and 25% receive less than 20 
micrograms! 

This problem is compounded because most sources of chromium are not 
efficiently absorbed .... 

In addition, there is evidence that many people may have defective chromium 
metabolism .... Diabetics also tend to have lower chromium levels. 

In brief, impaired insulin sensitivity is very prevalent and is associated with 
increased risk for overweight, heart disease, diabetes, and high blood pressure. 

Chromium, which is crucial for proper insulin function, is in short supply in 
most American diets, is often inefficiently absorbed, and may not be efficiently 
metabolized by many people. 
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THE SOLUTION: BIOACTIVE CHROMIUM 
These considerations emphatically suggest the desirability of dietary chromium 

supplementation. But not all chromium supplements are equally effective. In 
clinical studies, inorganic chromium (e.g. chromic chloride) has been beneficial for 
mild impairments of glucose tolerance, but has not proven useful in overt diabetes 
or for lowering elevated cholesterol. In contrast, large intakes of brewer's yeast, a 
rich source of organically bound chromium, have been found useful for treating 
diabetes and high cholesterol. ... 
The most likely explanation is that some organic chromium complexes are more 
readily taken up by cells than is inorganic chromium. 

**** 
CHROMIUM PICOLINATE 

Scientists at the U.S. Department of Agriculture have developed an excellent, 
perhaps an ideal organic complex of chromium .... Chromium Picolinate thus 
proves exceptionally effective for achieving intestinal absorption and intracellular 
uptake of chromium. 

**** 
(Exhibit C) (references omitted) 

D. CHROMIUM PICOLINATE --THE CLINICAL PROOF ... 
The initial studies with Chromium Picolinate have yielded exciting results: 
Physique Enhancement for Athletes 

Young male athletes engaged in an exercise program at Bemidji State 
University (Minnesota) received daily doses of Chromium Picolinate (200 
micrograms chromium) or a matching placebo. After 6 weeks, the chromium group 
gained 44% more lean body mass than the placebo group. Even more striking, the 
chromium group lost 23% of its body fat as compared to only 7% in the placebo 
group. These differences were highly statistically significant. 

A similar study has been conducted at Louisiana State University with men 
and women beginning weight-training students. A preliminary report indicates that 
Chromium Picolinate accelerated the increase in muscle size in both men and 
women, and, in the women, nearly doubled the increase in lean body mass. 

**** 
Cholesterol Reduction In a double-blind crossover study conducted by the 

medical staff of San Diego's Mercy Hospital, people with elevated cholesterol 
received a daily dose of Chromium Picolinate providing 200 micrograms 
chromium, alternating with a matching placebo. After 6 weeks of chromium, LDL 
cholesterol ... had dropped 1 0% .... Inorganic chromium has not been reported 
to lower elevated cholesterol. 

**** 
Adult-Onset Diabetes A similar double-blind crossover trial was conducted 

at Mercy Hospital with Type II (adult-onset) diabetics. After 6 weeks of Chromium 
Picolinate (200 micrograms of chromium), fasting blood sugar was lowered by 
18% ... 
This is the first time that a nutritional intake of chromium per se has been reported 
to improve glucose metabolism in overt diabetes. (Exhibit D) (references omitted) 

E. Chromium Picolinate --The Results Speak For Themselves 
Two well designed, well executed studies prove that Chromium Picolinate 
accelerates muscle growth and reduces body fat. Such a statement cannot be made 
for any other chromium compound. 

A recent issue of MUSCLE & FITNESS presented an article calling attention 
to the newly proven anabolic role of chromium. Body builders have believed for 
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a long time that chromium helps build muscle. What is new is that scientists now 
have measured, during a clinical study, the actual gains that chromium produces. 

It no longer makes any difference what people "think" about chromium or 
about the different forms of chromium because the facts are in -- facts determined 
by clinical tests conducted according to acceptable scientific standards. And they 
have shown that one form of chromium --Chromium Picolinate--does accelerate 
muscle growth. (Exhibit E) 

F. Lose The Fat; Keep The Muscle With Chromium Picolinate. 
Here's Why You Need Chromium Picolinate. 
Like iron, calcium, and zinc, chromium is a nutritionally essential mineral. Its most 
biologically available form, Chromium Picolinate, can have nutritionally helpful 
effects on your health and fitness. Combining it with a lifestyle of low-fat eating 
and everyday exercise can improve both health and fitness. 
Lose Fat and Keep Muscle with Chromium Picolinate. 
Nine confirming scientific studies with humans and animals demonstrate a 
significant reduction in body fat when Chromium Picolinate is added to the diet. 
These studies also show a consistent trend toward increased lean muscle. Muscle 
burns calories, fat merely stores calories. 
Chromium Picolinate Helps Maintain A Normal Healthy Metabolism. 
Insulin has very important functions: ,t maintains the normal nutritional 
metabolism of protein (muscle building), carbohydrate (major energy source), and 
fat (energy storage). It also influences appetite control and calorie-burning. Insulin 
simply can't perform normally without an adequate supply of chromium. 
Chromium is Undersupplied in 90°/o of Adult Diets. 
The National Academy of Sciences recommends 50 to 200 micrograms of 
chromium daily. U.S. Department of Agriculture studies show that men get only 
33 micrograms and women get only 25 micrograms, on average, from their food. 
So, help yourself stay lean and healthy. Choose low-fat meals; choose exercise that 
you enjoy; and choose Chromium Picolinate to supplement your daily diet. Do it 
for the healthy edge. Do it for life! 

**** (Exhibit F) 
G. "Lose the Fat; Keep the Muscle" with Chromium Picolinate. Millions of 

Americans are trying to lose weight and many succeed -- but only temporarily. 
Typically, up to 30% of lost weight is muscle. This lowers your metabolic rate 

and slows calorie burning. Muscles burn calories even while you sleep; fat merely 
stores calories. This lowered metabolic rate makes it hard to keep lost pounds from 
creeping back. Result: the "yo-yo" syndrome in which weight is repeatedly lost and 
then regained. After each lose-gain cycle the proportion of fat increases. This can 
result in a permanently depressed metabolic rate, persistent overweight. .. and utter 
frustration. 

To break this vicious cycle it is important to lose only fat while maintaining, 
or even increasing muscle. 

Most diet plans not only don't work, they're counterproductive. Permanent 
weight loss requires a permanent commitment. Steps 1, 2, and 3 in the box [below] 
are endorsed by nearly all weight loss experts. Studies show that optimal chromium 
nutrition, Step 4, is also an effective part oflong-term fat loss programs. Chromium 
is in short supply in 9 out of 10 American diets and it's absolutely essential for 
normal insulin function. Normal insulin activity is crucial for hunger control and 
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calorie-burning. Studies show that 200-400 micrograms of chromium daily, as 
Chromium Picolinate, results in significant fat loss while muscle tissue is 
maintained or even increased. Dr. Gil Kaats of San Antonio reports, "During six 
weeks on Chromium Picolinate, overweight volunteers lost more than four pounds 
of fat, while muscle increased by nearly a pound and a half." 
FOUR STEPS TO A LEANER FIRMER BODY 
1. Reduce Dietary Fat Consumption to No More Than 20% of Calories--Eating 

Fat Makes You Fat 
2. Increase Dietary Fiber--Low in Calories; High in Nutrients 
3. Get Regular Aerobic Exercise--and Bum Fat Calories! 
4. Take Chromium Picolinate Daily--Lose the Fat; Keep the Muscle 
(Exhibit G) 

7. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces body fat. 
B. Chromium Picolinate causes significant weight loss. 
C. Chromium Picolinate causes significant weight loss without 

dieting or exercise. 
D. Chromium Picolinate causes long-term or permanent weight 

loss. 
E. Chromium Picolinate increases lean body mass and builds 

muscle. 
F. Chromium Picolinate significantly Increases human 

metabolism. . 
G. Chromium Picolinate controls appetite and cnfving for sugar. 
H. Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces total and LDL 

serum cholesterol. 
I. Chromium Picolinate significantly lowers elevated blood 

sugar levels. 
J. Chromium Picolinate is effective in the treatment and 

prevention of diabetes. 
K. Ninety percent of U.S. adults do not consume diets with 

sufficient chromium to support normal insulin function, 
resulting in increased risk of overweight, heart disease, 
elevated blood fat, high blood pressure, and diabetes. 

8. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set forth in paragraph seven, at the time the representations were 
made. 
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9. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph seven, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eight was, and is, 
false and misleading. 

10. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that scientific studies 
demonstrate that Chromium Picolinate: 

A. Significantly reduces body fat. 
B. Causes significant weight loss. 
C. Causes significant weight loss without dieting or exercise. 
D. Causes long-term or permanent weight loss. 
E. Increases lean body mass and builds muscle. 
F. Significantly reduces total and LDL serum cholesterol. 
G. Significantly lowers elevated blood sugar levels. 
H. Is effective in the treatment and prevention of diabetes. 

11. In truth and in fact, scientific studies do not demonstrate that 
Chromium Picolinate: 

A. Significantly reduces body fat. 
B. Causes significant weight loss. 
C. Causes significant weight loss without dieting or exercise. 
D. Causes long-term or permanent weight loss. 
E. Increases lean body mass and builds muscle. 
F. Significantly reduces total and LDL serum cholesterol. 
G. Significantly lowers elevated blood sugar levels. 
H. Is effective in the treatment and prevention of diabetes. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph ten were, and are, 
false or misleading. 

12. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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r;r:rmmenl/1 - the IQ-1{} Sl ndrome' 

'l'1'lffi' :s OOo4 f'la>Liffil sc~nfx ~ thai Olromlum 
Plco!J.n:ue CJil Jal'ier:ue fll i<l>'i ~~otule ~!plllg 10 presmt> or t"t'f1 

ll'ICl'ea9?mU'£'le. 

~ghr Jdu/rs ~re re::ru,lfd !:1' a proo'Jfle'll San :IJHofoo 

~ghr m Cllruc ro paroapalf LI1 3 ~~e~ghl m sn.dv ( I ! '-.bour hJ.if 
ci the >'0/un~ern 1'8:PMlJ ouil).le'r:eltaJ Ouwm.:.~ Px:o!J.n:ue 1 XO 

or -lOO fTUCDgr.uns chrorruum d.:liJ1 '· ..ruJe the ,::;(hm ~~~e:l 

~- Se!tro the pat0Clp311!5 nor the ib:1oo eo.-aJuli.JJlg thffi1 
lcrP.w~ ._'aS gt'l!lflg the duoouum ia 'tb.Jble--Olirl:!" snrl-1 The 

~unla'r.>~llOipl;mjonarw~dlelor~~ 

.tthoogh rrct5l d them lle'e rnoovaeJ ., kR ~ghl .Wr oM til 

d:lys.. d'ler ~the~~ l'tSllt> 
~ dunge; U1 the 

pl,uOO group l4t'n' 

reg!igilile. But rhf.' 
Olroouum Pla:JIJnalf 

grco..ql.OO~iasl 

Olr'e'4~cif31 

~~otuJe gauung neart.· a 

~m:IJh:iJfci 

lean mLB:Ie hx a .\e! 

Ph~ f.Ml1'Xlme'JI 

ci'i6~ 

,_,...,.. 
0 l Go ... ibj 

'"'""" ibi 
0. 

,... ~y ....... .; 
~.v.a ... -,.._, O..b ~-6 
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Til' eifec. li1 n'e'1 :J.Jcno 'W'lS N'!' ~ ;mlcng. 11.1lti Jl1 

~ fll m ci-- p:lUfdi lnlfresl!Il!L~ the greJlfS1 ~JI1CP· 

rre11 ci muscle mass 'W'lS Sfe1 IT1 the om Sl.lbi€C1S. lha.e ~ ~ 

.!(j .. he ~:ure::t ~.1 ~ ,j :ntKie y,fuie lwng 4 4 runfs ci iJL 

J1us IS ~a)]\ tmjX>J'Uill :iJU mt«ie ~ r>prca1JI <h_-l.tre; 

•11.'1~. 

~r oouble bi.u'xJ-rull .... 'JS coodl.Cled li1 >oong oo-
5f'JS()Il foo<b:!l./ p/:r.e'.i pJ!OC1p:IDJ1g li1 J ;L\-\06S; ''"t'lghl·tTl!IlJ.r.£ 

progr:un 1 ~I fu> res.Jits -~ moc'l tit' SJ.';l' "UJrf mu.'de 0 
_ia; ~~o1lh (.hJOO];um PlaJIJm.Je C.'lror:'\JL:ITl ?'.aJ!m:ue ~re ~Jr 

.bublsJ the rt'l t:e-ei ts 
j~~li~ 

TI'a'ftrxilrlgsJn> 
.J.OO~!Jo.· 

Xi<!'l~qs :u L.JW.IIlllJ 

:'--t.1le ~ ru~'~ receJt./1 

JttXll1frl ihll IWTlg pig; 

lm'!V!Ilg C.'uoo'\Jum 
PlcoUr.JJR ~'ut-.ei ~ • 
more ~llide 11.1ch :I 'I> 

~ro:i~·fall'i 

.::r:mpamJIOp!giCI1 

Jl1 ~OCli·re~ 
!'E"t?.''\IlgOvoouum 
~lj) 

• c 

~,..,.,~ ';'( 

l.nhance~ 
~-1 t>.J ll.J, 

S7L'U1~ 
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EXHIBIT A 

flel::uB> mJil' ~ ga:n muscle 11o1th CtromiU!n Pla:>lmale. 
rrer -.egh1 m 111 ~ .:h?sl ·1 XOJr.llf~· rd1ec te l:eler'il5 ci 

chrtrntum .\bi: UBS ~ !tw t'\e'll 3 rooi5l ~-~'liE z; 

~mlht~miS~~IcrsrVI¢esand 
s:J1IIlJJer d«btng .QI ~ 1oo1< aro ~ ~e:wr aro firrm' 
Oumuum Picl:>linR prrm::II!S fat lets! ~ enharong ~ ·· 

IT1Uidt> dul Z!!UJe a tnm llhJeoc ph~ 

WHAT IS OfROMIUM PICOUJ'JAm 

Olroouum Pmlina tS an exCEpOOlaih bloa:IM> SCUJt:f fi 
the ~oal rnmml dut:mum. Ouaruum pllM. a r~Lalrole Ill 
·esllZlnf ~tnt.··slm!ero !he hoooooe U1Sl.Jlm. ~ei~ gJl!1 

111 ~form d f:u t!li5 tJ ~ sernlivlr.· tD U1Sl.J!in anJ tiM ll1 

lllm. mW5 n ~ll ia!L'teg!'H (4). 

HOW DOES OfROMIUM PICOUNATE WORK? 

iJ.§@5i!l!.l.$ ~am-~lere;x>nth310lromlum 
Pmin2 rdpsiYaJl!!Ot'~~- ~a.Uv sugarcmm~ /r 1.'5 

llelr«< rhal dumuum SEJ1Iilizs !he .. gJIJJliUI" Ill the br.un !hJJ 

mooim blcal sugar mlln!Jr. and "tells .. 100 w.'he1100 · re 
hungry CK rd h~. 

Q .. iiJ Q@@ !rs8J dlm:Dv stimuJJ.Ie5 ~ sm~ 
;nl~proen~lllrnusdes(S.6l Thl:s"prolf!Il· 

~· ~ec ri irsJlin t!li5 10 f:aJ.J ~ dunng ~<aione ~ z; 

usilin Pe ~ n5Jlting 111m d mt.B:.Ie aro ~ Q:l&£ 

9v ·!!nVtizlng· l'!m21lli"SJlin. Olzt:mum PicoUna.lt 1$ 10 

. ~ lllll!D mda:lsJJ lhal ~·"bum" more i:u anJ ~ 
m~-~ a 1m lnjy rrm; has an~~ loog

~ J:O!iiM ~ m ~ ra. helping dJe<.m ~ c:if d'e fll 
~lea 

Stimufatrs Metabafism II prornoif5 t!!'fioenl rnf"..Jto. 

tsn IJ\· •g the~ lhe:al p!OOunngJ ene:z ci lllSl.llm 
lrrulm ffl r.w JS a roo¢\ uxb ri the J">:ll 13M r, t' rocx:: 
.:J.looe.. JJ 11 I flO( Jl .1iJ ~g :t.Jl J'&.JJ.~ s<:rnuiJle. 

~~-i~ 57CiJ15 

Wruc:l1 tn:lls WIth ))) 10 .!()) rnx:rogrm, ci chrcmHll"!l d;uj\· 

-,r)jtx'8J II.~ICl!ll ~IS ~~ :l"ldr\'\dl.llls Jrd ~~ t'!1g:l~ 
~ S<rnl~ 100rk ex exen:-& rn;r. see t&111Sl1!5 .,.,U1 h.Jgher 

~-uproarna:wnumd.!())~d:u/1 

f..'«l'IJenl chn::mum nuO'loon :s J11 ~oJJ C001fXJOffil ri 
ll('lghl comrot Here l11:' Dlh'r ~nJill ~~ kl J :nr.~r !xrl,· 

ref.±: .."US R~rih.tl/at17kllt3:Q!J 'JJ' 
Dleooans tniiuonallv h:M ~ ~ .::l/01'1<' • 

:&rlCJOOi for ~1g/'11 control. tx.a 1!'1 r10o1· de:!r th.Jl fJJ :;:J.;Ones 

shruJd t:f Sj:'e:'JiCJlJ\ MIOO:J 1g, 101 ~1'1 .'>ia.III1ge;:a:; :.u 15 

qux:kii5Wmi II1100f .x!Jp:JSe lla!!rl tl$.£. 1.)ro: Jb;o~ :; 

OCe;n ! prow~ fee:ibri contro/10 ·:eu .. "X: :-.a.: ·.<;>t; 1? x; 

hungro. Th;u I~ II c;n I direaJ1 .n-:l!lJbr l5 ln ~:-;:-. iDIJitF 

ior the br:un .. .IJl<l. un1Jke c:.:JJtxJn>dr.lle ()( pn:Af'l.n. ;Jc;:e.- ·. ::-.gg~: 

~ lfl'ililirH~~lCeil ~ rne:furlNillilul proouc: J 

~ and there!on- ill redi..CU1g lfO'eB' II1100f 

irelJOOUc:-ale 

ln ron D"':N. CDr1'lpb car-dll&ales r as II1 bre:rl flX.1!Ce>. 
.'n.L'tl anJ ~les 1 proo.1de goo:J fe:rlbrl cavroi ci hun~: 
llofule somuJaong 3fl ~ :reaOOlx: l'llf . mtdlm1= ibaJ 

~Jn mJxrr.cai fr.· C1Jrvmrum ~ 
For tel ~Its ~ dx-.JI\ f:u OOlxi .'0'\ o/!OUl olones 

a::m.ure1 Ou~e. ~- nuts.~ otl. ni rn.ll'pf".ne :~re 

.1iJ e:arene~~· high lf1 fat ~ ma;:1 0!1'6 frxrll net r:i ammaJ 
ong111are quue Ia-· U1 f;u and :~re ~ frx diem. .'mllg JI1L'l1J! 
feat.~ ~~ofulf rreu p:JUiQ'\ aJYJ fiSh 'prep:wj <M~Chour 

fr>ll1g'l l11:' geed .11:1re oon-f;u m:J )o...faJ ~ .UX:ro1!J? 

~ Yc.m and 1'\. rrulk m:i eg,g ;.tutes • X1l -t&1 ·~~. ·I'JU 

ml.S LBi' OU. LBi' 11 ~f\ ;p".lf'Jl\!.k 

CH 5 ees \los: ~'('·ie ~1.:t'W ~al :tl' -~,·1!: .:::,~-· 
:e-e11S r:J. t.\f!'C~ '1Suli rre~!·. '~..m .:..J.J•'~ c•~c cc~S.C 

o'.f!~~ 3cL :r. :·:;c_ ~\e~ .J.:.' :n.:~ ; :..-::;:ro~· "~ ::··n i 
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Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

>O..li rn'IJ!x>uc r:ue th.u :1 JUJif ~rr.p:l~Ulll for ·.oe1gh1.:ootrol 1 1 i. 

12l Ouoouum Plcolm~ t-t~ fus ~ed ~ ll19.ilin pi:M an 
lfTl!XXUill role ll1 lf"CeNilg It'£ me!JOOlJc i:lle t I ~ I Regu I ar 
JerOOtc e:tfrt!Se l!i res: rex E!lhJrcJlg rrruOOisn Jnd burrung f3J.. 
v.+uie ~~eJgtH-l!fung h~ a ~aJ &:1 on m:.'l."lb:llcrn tl\ 
U"Xre:15lflg muscle m.m .\fusd.• crils-!B me~ fa~ a>/ls tnerf!h 
Slore ll 

8\ .oold!ng fall\ foo:il. pg ~ar e:teru<£. Jnd suwlem'!i[l[lg 
.,. 1 lh Chrorru urn PlaJIJnJJe. SOITl' peq>/e c:u1 lase fa1 md su.trun · 
caJh·IITlp~ trrlf ph1~1qt.e.. eo;en 11o1thoUill1\ sp:c:ll dfortiO 

m1trol thelf ca/ooe lflLW. ~-~ ~~ono ~""lll!IO m 
~ghl qwd\h. ex ~~one~ J ictrifl!IO iolf.or11.00hN" ~ 
~- mJI ;~,t<i11D .xn"lerale the~ t:o~· reslnCll/1g thetr 
ClJore in® r r.tuJ IS. gotllg oo a dleiJ If -...JU oo 9Jtwnoalh 
rejln' \001" clone lflLW. rTlJke sure ihJJ 'OU grt l!T1ple proleU1 tr. 
lflCILrllflg hl~·prtl(f!IV bio-fll fro:is D1 '.00! dJel · !hf. IS LffiiXJrtarll 

llon2 .,.,lh Chromium Plcolml!t' fex rrununJ.zmg I~ ci mll!Cie lf 
-...JU ~~tv llSI"1C!lllg C!lones {ex~ JJ J ture. J OO:tor s 

~!S~OalR~tlu!-quiCldix""d.le!5.lrent 
li.ke/110 oo \00 ~ ~~ gooJ ~ 100 io~Jo.> up wuhan 
abiding a:mtTU!imll k>low-i:l fro:is .an:l ext!t1Se. 

PUTTING IT All TOGETHER 

The best thing alnJI Quoouum P'lco!inalf IS tluJ It make; 

cdEr !fn5lble -.ey)lt ClXltrol effons rrore ~ ~ ~ 
rq:m ttw ~tie\· ~ !ned difl .an:l e:rm:15r ~ore. t:u1 sz.- that ttr.· 
diJn"t &l! gool resuiiS lW1l ~- ;dls1 Outrruum ~--~ 

lM'It' ench~&a:IDC al:oo! bl>-f:u eanng plU5 ~ant are~
~ ci thelr l:r:wufuJ l"f'llo b:xiil51 \Then \OOr effom are 
~bY gcxxi leiUlt!.. \Ql.J.It' ITl:)re Ui.fiiiO ~ [1">1J1g. 

Ouoouum PicD!Jr.a!. all bl itrl!. S1 t ILI<elv 10 make a faJ 
J:mCf1 thin. But II c:!J"', ~ tJ"Y ~~I cJ 311 ~ 

srr.uey;. for long-1em1-.egh1 rontroll!1d.. lf1 ttY barg3.111 m:W an 
~~ ronmbuuco 10 gcaJ hf.':lllh 

570017 

I K.uts GR. Ftlher.IA Blum K. The E!!eas ri duomJum piCil!Jna.to 

suwiEmfntJDOO 00 txxll a::mp:l51000 lf1 d!fferent age ~ 
~ •.menc:.111.~~ ~JIIon. ~ ISI.W"!uai .\lefnng. !:elle'. 

Cr:tcb?r I~ I 
2. EYatlS c~· The effea ri duorruum piCilluure on lll5Uilll 

m1trol.led ~ ITl humlt15 lnt J BIOSCC .\'ej Res 1981}. II 

lb.:;· liD 

; P~ TG. \lard n.. Soulhein ll. El!!l": ri duoouum ?IOJUnJII' 

;., ~th Jt.d ~ dlJrXlmSI.JC ci ~1J1g-nrusiung ptgs. J 
Arumll :i, t19. suw1 : \!J.s:J·":ICI iO~. l<llll 

4. F~hg P lm.JI!r. 11 the rnedJJIOr r:J {eed.ir.g-~l:ued 
lt'£rmogere;tS. ll"tSU1Jr. ~l'Ufla' lfrl ex~- re:ul!5 l!i ;i . 

lt'£fTTl01!13'U' ~ea ;~,hie.~ wmnbuJeS tD the pa!txlgme515 ci ol::e-11' 
Clll1 Ph'.S!0/1~. ~ ~b--~---

.; l;ur.ba!J SR. ld!eNn l' CeUu!Jr rre;::-,arum; lfl~l~ tn the 
non i ~on pr:-lt't:. ,,nthesl5. OIJll?'.f! \lo:'.lb Rl:" -1 -3 
IQI:l!l 

b Fulcu~ \l\. \\Jnal"ll!r Q R~ f'. e1 aL lnsultn· rrel!3J8:J 
redlll!OO ci ...00/e txxll procelll b~n.] Cllnlnleil ·6. 
l_31Xl.198"i 
7 FehJmann .It FrNtlel P lmJI.in dg!~ snmulaDon ci 
(\a•li·l. All'ase o;u-e;;x:m JC!I\1t>lfl w~ r.u hf;la.IOC\taj 

BlolQ-en2'i6. -+191981. 

8 Ptaman C:S. SuiJ l.K. Olartlllm )B. Jr .. lUv Gr lmpaue:f 3.:; J · · 
rruaXxhraurr IT ;i prOOUCilOO lf1 dJ alroc paoents. '.\eutxllsn ::.S 

333. 19-:'ll 
q DanforlhE.]r Olt1mdGresi!I.~]Oln.\Lttr;l 113~. 19BS 

10 ~1c{.am· W The uruque meniSci~ Jo..fJI dlellor ~ght 
ronrrol \i9j H:>JXllll· :0 183. lce6 

I I B.el!nlkt R. ~ut21 .lt'qUier E ~ me'.atxll.tsm dunng the 

~\e~ l1!llJ\('f\ 111 m311 Am_/ ClJn SUD"-\."!: f:f.l. 19BS 

1~ 1oung)C. Tf'e:rl,.-:11 JL BJ.Ion 7\r GMVZ HP. Rtxrnr..ar. >,o 
Pnor ~'~relY? ~OJ.Ie5 :he :hemuc dl'e::J. ri J c:utxlh~ !o:ri 
\le~lm _;; !~ iC!&l 
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EXHIBITB 

WEIGHT LOSS, FAT LOSS AND MUSCLE LOSS 
or-

"How to Break the String of Yo-Y~ .. !?~ets-" 
In his syndicated column Nutn-ti.on Nnus dated 

Oc-tober 16, 1991, the eminent nutritionist Dr. Jean 
Mayer states, 

"Evidence show-s th<lt the amount of fat 
stored i.n tl1e body i..ncreases with eac.h cycle 
of up-iU1d-dO'WTl dieting. When a person 
loses weight, both fat and muscle tissue are 
shed. ""'hen the weight is put back, however, 
it tends to be made up of a greater propor· 
tion of fat and Jess muscle, leaving the per· 
son 'fatter' than ever. 

wconsider a 5-foot·5 woman weighing 145 
pounds, of which 51 pounds ;ue fat. or 35 
percent of her total body weight. After diet· 
ing for a few months, she loses 20 pounds -
13 i..n the form of fat and the rest as muscle 
tissue and water. She now weighs 125 
pounds, including 38 pounds (30 ('ercent) of 
fat. During tlv next six months, however, all 
the lost weight creeps baclc.. But the regained 
weight is composed of 17 pounds of fat and 
only three f"?unds of muscle tissue and 
water. Thw, the woman weighs what she 
did originally, but she's carrying more fat-
55 pounds, or 38 percent. Each time the cycle 
i.s repeat~. she's l.i.kely lo become 'fatter'." 

CLE.ARL Y, THE KEY TO BREAKING TH15 DIS
COURAGING CYCLE OF EVER MORE FAT, 
EVER LESS MUSCLE, IS LOSING FAT WHILE 
PRESER\-'lN~R EVEN INCREASLNG
~ruSCLE. (A more acC'W'ate term is lean bodv 
mass which includes not only muscle, but als;, 
organ hssue such as heart. liver, kidney, etc.) 

Tius l5 prec'.sely what Dr Ci!N?rt Kaats and h.is 
coll~ac;-~es acrjeved in a tt'<'ently completed study 
:hat was reoorted on October 11 at the-- al'\J'\ual 
:T\e-e!ir.g of the American Aging A.ssoclatJon. 

One hundred fifty men and womt?n ~o.·ere Jske-d 
:c join lr. a weignt loss <huiv RouszhJv h..Jll were 

given supplemental Chromium Picol.inate (200 or 
• 400 m.icrograJru chromiW!' da.i:Jy), wh.il~ the others 
got a placebo. They were not placed_ on any 
spedfic diet or exerdse regimen. although most 
were trying to lase ~ght. Neither the volunte£'T'S 
nor their doctors knew who was getting the 
chromium which made it a udouble-blind- study. 
Alter 72 days, these were the impressive results: 

The changes in the placebo group were i.nsig· 
nificant. However the Chromium PicoUNte group. 
on average. 105t over 4 pounds of iat while ga.i.rung 
nearly a pound and a hall of lean muscle' A ."-:~ 

Phys1que E.'\..~.HKement oi 5.6 pounc!s. 
The oiJt'r peopie Jr. thJS study (average age s;:·, 

J1d t?ve:-~ bt't1er :.han :he younger peopi~ (average 

Continued on pagt 3 
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EXHIBITB 

0-1'27·35 15:13 --- ~EDERAL 7RADE 

2 Chromium Picolinate and Diabetes I Journal RevieWs Studies I Pigs Slim DoW7'1 

NOTED PHYSICIAN 
RECOMMENDS CHROMIUM 
PICOLINATE FOR DIABETIC 

PATIENTS 
, ~ advise my diabetic patients to suppletnent 

thrlr diet with a 200 m.iaogram a day tablet of 
chrom.iwn pit"OliNte, a supplement available at 
:-~-~~~ fc:cd $tores and pharmacies. It m..y hC:l" 
z:nai;e it easier lo control sugar levels. • 

With those words, Isadore Rosenfeld, M.D., 
joined the growing list of zned.ical authorities who 
endorse the health benefits of Chromium 
Picolinate. The guote is fTozn his new book, TiiE 
BEST TR.EA TMENT (Simon & Schuster - 1991 ). 

Dr. Rosenfeld is a clinical professor of znedidne 
New York Hospital-CorneD Med.ical Center. 

~ omunentatcir on the long-running. 
nationally ·Syndicated television series 

~~~bJ~~·~=- and author ol several to~ 
and health . 

~thOr& who end~r.;e ·-t.M superior 
of biologically active Chromium 

· ·Jeffrey Pisber, M.D., niB 
~~'MJ'UM PROGRAM ('Harpet- & Row Pub-

1990); Sheldon Saul Hendler, M.D., 
pti:p., .. TiiB . .:. IXX:TORS' 'VlTAMIN AND 
MINERAL •iBNCYCLOPEDlA (Simon &: 
Sc!J;fer;,_,;I9~ffEJ...nn; HeynJ~ M.D., THE 
PRINCETON PLAN (St. Martin's Pn:s.s-1990); 
RDnltd Hof~ M.D., 00~ DOCTORS BCXJK 
~oMB .. ~DIES CRodale Press-1990); 
] •. __ ,· M... Whitaker, M.D ... HOW TO LOSE 
~~HT WITHOUT DIFT'ING and 99 SECRETS 

~). LONGER HEAL THIEK LlFE Cl'hillips 
..ci!llltilA~l991) .. ~.-GfL:=RJchard •. A. -
P t~'K5.fTHB NEw sufwn.mmiON 
<P. Boo~A1.~~-. 

Dr. Brian Le:ibovitz, editor, says, ~new f~ 
of THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED ~"UTRRTTON is 

on supplementary macro- arul micro-nutrients il'l 
the prevention a!ld treatment of dis€ase as well as 
in the mainte:'lariC'I! of optimal health. Ail enor
znous, and ever-ina-easing volwne of data sup
ports this t'OOCI!pt. .. 

The review of clinical t:rial.s reported that sup
p!ell"'entation with 0\rom.iwn PiccLinate: 

- rvduad total serum cholesterol and LDL 
the "'biid• cholesterol 

- reduad elevated blood sugar levels and 
glyc:asyiated hemoglobin in diabeti~ 

- &ignifiantly reduced body .fat and increased. 
znusde in exercising individuals. 

Because of its ability to enhance the activity of 
insulin. the article In the JournaJ suggests that ad
ditional c::li.Ncal · a ppli.cations far Ovotniwn 
?icolinate aUght be found. such u:: 

- iznp~ve:d.~ound healing·· .· 
- i.znprcm:f ~une ~nse · 
- improved brain function 
- . redUCed riS'k of himt' aLsea.se.. 

PIGS_ON_CHROMIUM. ·· ~ 
PICOLINATE LOSE FAT AND 

.· ·~·;·--~~M.tJSCLE 
Ou-oc:niuln P'la:ilinate supplemented p~ had 

21 '1. Jes:, CUCII:S!i fat and 7CK. more m usde than un
supplemerlte::i pip acrcrdi.ng to a report delivered 
to the A:neric:an Asscdat:lon of Animal Scienc"e in 
Aupl .All_ ether fKtors were the sazn£.. Same 
bre,Sf o( prp: Sa.ti\e feed. same living-condl tions. 
Arod. yes. thrf aD ate like pigS. The Ouomlwn 
Pi.cclinate supplemented piglets also had lower 
cholesterolleve!s than C"Cntrol,. (Journal of An.UNJ 
Science, VoL 69, Supp. 1) 

. Dr. I..ee Sou them, Thn Page, and T .L W arti a:n
ducted the study of o.J"Ql.SS ch.aracterist:fo at tbe 
~ent ol AnJ.mal Science it Loliliian.a Sbt.e 
Ul'\Jv~ty. In _the trial they_.~,.~ 
chloride, picol.inlc acid, and Chromlum PlcCnna te. 

Onl)' ~ ~ supplemented with 0\rDin)lizn ~ 
Pic:cllnate sho\Rfed favorable results. · '- ~ 

~·'""~· ~ . ..,... n· .. ·J-. . ... ~ .... ·.~ --

J'hree aepantle CU'efu.Dy controlled stu..d.ies. Jo.aw ~'" 
now be-en conducted with piglet&, two aj -~. .. 
Sate University a.n.d one at Oregan Sb~.~-
slty. It is ~g tc lcnow L\.,at virtU.&!Iy the 
Sol.":".e be:-.eficaJ elfecrs de.'l1or;..st:-ated for h'..i.'T'..l..."l.!! 
J~o:' :-:-:-.. ~~~ i:-: 1_-j;;J; 5~..:d:~ 
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EXHIBITB 

Diabetes: Chippf1!.'tl l"dia"s Benefit from Chromium Picolinatt 3 

DRAMATIC IMPROVEMENT IN TYPE II DIABETICS 
flo• 

Ameri"an !11diaru are especially vulneu b le to 
Type II diabetes. The incidence of the di..se~ has 
increa..sed dra.matic.ally during the past 50 yurs. 

The potential health benefits ue so st:rikin& that 

&<aUS~ Ou-om.iwn Picol.in.1te reduced elevated 
blood suga.r in clinical sh.Jdies Jt Mercy Hospital in 
San Diego, Dr. Gary Evans conducted a.t1 infortn.tl 
trial with five Chippewa Indians in northern Min
nesou. Normal non-<liabetic blood suga.r readings 
range between bi.J and 120 milligrams/deciliter. 
Supplementation with 200 micrograms J c:Uy of 
chromium frorn Chromium Picolinare produced 
t11~ impressive resulta: 

BLOOD SUGAR {motdn 

a full sc.a..le srudy will be undmal.m in Jahu.uy. 
The results of the prelirr.in.lr; srudy are scheduled 
for publication in h'F.STER."l jOURNAL OF 
~ICN"E in ~ovember. 

IMPORT ANT NOTE: Since Chromium 
Picotinate m~y ~educe the requirement lor In· 
sulin or diabetic drugs, all diabetics, whether 
Type I or Type U. should tab Chroairwn 
Picolin.ate ONLY Wlder the direction of their 
physi~ 

0 

. fERcEir;;· 
sex START END 

BENEF!CtAL 
CHANGE ·-cHANGE'. 

Mala 245 197 

Femele 268 212 

FemaJ .. 
~, 

357 137 

Female' 136 89 

FemP1 282 203 

·48 

·56 

220 

• 1.7 

·7'9 

,.-¥\ .,9.s%if 
·~8-l::i 
··.; ~ • .(!J 

.,61.6%~ 

34.5%' 
0 

28.0% 0 

1) Thil ...t;ed wu 1 ci.abetc WOng 50 units ~ ~flfl in !tie ~ arod 25 units mon lcltet WI !he clay. Het 
lnsu&n irlW hal been adjU5led downwaro. · 

b) This s..tljed hu been lajQng 1 cfiCI.betic dn..g which hu now been ~D-lued. 

c) Thil &ubjed !\ad dropped to 1-1.7 alter !'No week.s. She pt'ecfcled ltli5 rei~ would be high beca~ ~~; .. 
been 'Niing I loC ol COOiOeL • 

.~.-'.·~.:. -~--.. 

BREAKING THE STRING OF YO-YO DIETING 
(continued from p~ge 1) 

age 36) which is why this srudy was reported at 
the American Aging Association meeting. 

Chromium is o~n essential nument that is in 
short supply in 90~ of typic.al US diets. So try 
these simple rules to bre.a.lt the yo-yo syndrome: 

CHROMIUM PICOLINA -n; Take daily. 200 to 
400 micrognms to preserve muscle while you 
IO!"oe weight 

FAT: Stop storing it by cutting daily con· 
sumpoon to Ius th.an 20~ o( daily calones 

FAT: St.ut burning it . by exerc'.sing at least 3C 
rrunute per day at least four da~·s per \o·e-ek 

CARBOHYDR.A IT: Eat fr~sh 1:-·.J::s. ves~?:abio>s 

and whole gral.!l products rugh l.1l dle:ar:· 
fiber Cut way down on foods tha: conta1n 
sugar 

PROTEIN: Eat moderate amounts but make sure 
it's very low fat or no fat as in skim milk or 
non-fat yogurt. 

Although preserving muscle is of overriding un
port.a.nce i.n solvi.ng the yo-yo diet probli?t;n.. 
Chromium Pico!in.1te has other importa.nt at· 
tnbutes: 

-preserv1ng or enhancing mu..sc.le; i! ma.i.nta.iM 
or increases the metabolic rate ma.ki.ng weight lo5s 
fa5le!. 

~1gnificantly lowenng elevated seruD'I 
cholesterol 

~1gruficant!y lower.:-.g e!e\·J:e..:l bl()()(;j s._;gar 

-he!?1ng to conrrol appE't:te A great :7.a.J1:V 

pE"C;'le repvr: rew::uc~ aF;:--et:::e. espeaally sugar 
craVU1gs. 

57~110 
¥/ 
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4 Promotional Materials Arailablt 

-----------------------, 
CHROMIUM PICOLINATE 

Lose the Fat; 
Keep the Muscle 

Three nev..· ·pv~·.toov[..,.,_;.," i"''"'"'otionaJ 
F i«es are OO\o' available to clistribu tors arLl 
retailers of Ovomi um Picol.ina re prod uct:s: 

l. A vivid ye1low....md -black s.helft:alker that 
prodairns OiROMIUM PIC'OlL'iA TE
L..o&e the Fat Keep the M u.sde.. • 

2. A ""Neight Lass" foldeT th.lt picks up the 
t.he:ne oi 1...ose the Fat but Keep the 
Muscle." Designed to fit into a regular 
business envelope or literature rack. the 
folder explains how Ovomiu.m Picol.in.lre 
work.s to help reduce bcx:ly fat while retain
ing and building muscle. 

3. A "'Muscle" folder describe5 the scien
tific test5 that shew significant gams in 
muscle ma.s.s reult from supplementation 
with Chromiwn Picol.in.lte. With the con
tinuing concern about health haurds of 
anabolic steroids, a sale and effective 
nutrient is an import.lrlt a.s.sef to athletes 
or anyone interested in mai.ntaining a 
strong.. lean ph~ique. The folders and 
shelitalker are available in reasonable 
quantities free from Nut:Tihon 21. 

Ou-omium Picolinate is a biologically 
active forrn of trivalent chromium L,...t ts 
patented by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. It is licensed exclusively to 
Nutrition 21. 

NUTRITION 21 
1010 Turquoise, Suite 335 
S.tn Diego, CA 92109 

Lose the Fat --------
but KRep .!!!!__ 
.Hu..sck ... 

Chlvmzitm 
Picolirltlle 

-~pt. 

.n.tr"-l'rf.'=""'"' 

.-.l.ni~ !IN 

~·/"TX"' 
ID~_!__ __ _ 

_firr'ter ---- -

---~---17~ 
---~~~-

ld>:lr>~~~ 

.e. :br;:r;Jr->~lir 

.bi.Jfr~ 

l'>::mruu-'> 

lUI<tr-

WcnNtlcn Ln !lw N\ltnt><~~ Jl 
I'<CW5UTTU to ~ &am 
thl- rtiloblll~ !Uti'"' 

huld> "'~ II ill ""' tnr~ 
• !I'IP<1iaJ .o:t-"\01. llo ina!r.'""". 
oo~<lr lnlor:NoONJ lol'd .c·..a~ 
&l '"'"- <t>nou/1 l p~ "' 
I><.Jt/1 pttW06~ oN:>W<I thl nroaj 

lot antt ""ll'odlallld 
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JC~·~·(· ~; l n-it :i'lQk Jl\f!-. e,~;J:'.~.- _. ·: ~ :-...r.-'t X"-p:.X ..::-........ -..::.:.:-:· ~ ,:.t:-: :.._·, ~;L..A:f' .L:- · .:.:. ~·-.r: · . .:.·~-~ ~~ ..:.,): - _ ;-.:..-lli 

ax:-.. -~\~JretlXH~· ~f\ ~ :...-:- ... ~:~'~-. .in 6w"'k:'t'"~-.J,: .::·.::r.:1~ .--.. .:~ :..-c..:J.:!- :..:-~ .. :~--~-· ..... : .. "'-"":?.: ~-...:ic ~~w~~: •--e-- Y::._"'~ 

\I'-..i'~s~ ~a !!'X'd~'-'~d~t·.'l.::w~~~. ··t>.!.·- ·~j(.~,J,i;·.~X,.~. J.ll.:.?.J·:.:-' .> .. :...: j.J...'-cc:;: p..~ ·:: -:-.~·:< 
~~.-:-r-.~":1 L\ not~ l!':. Sl.if'rle:.'):'~~ ..:~:o: ~.x·:n.-,J.-!-"' .,.j..,-:-,. .i - .. ~.:.~ ~~ J nor...:.·'""·~·:...:.-.- c'~~ ·.·..:~·-: :.~ ~-.: 

·e:J.S: :'!q!Jrre:i nite::JLN'rithe~ .-~~ . . :i ·el:il Jll?rx· -;1:..;.;; .;h .111 ~-~-:c<".l' r:Y:<.:nt'· 

c-f!e-:.-~ '•'el51-~ •:>l!l.lllJC chrorruur. :;:;.;;~.\;, .lil.lC"X:'•f i~t:.:.u;-.~ ~e;;-::c ~'y: re-n~...:.:--: ;,.:;,-: . .:i ':::.!"':.-~~~!.:'.lit '- .:-·:-:·r.:: 

CHIOMIUM PICOUNAlE . -

S..~t&S JJ :1le l S ~:JJ'!l'lr.! :i ~ruin.:~ h.M .i--'!!c¢ lfl e.'crlk~~ 
~~;::)! .J.r: tdeJ1 Ofi!lnx comple' ·:f· :~.":17\J'..:r, ::.1r:mH:.-:-: nccL::.l!f 
.~:.:.::--_.; ~d ~ J nJl'.;~..l) rrt:."..J/'I}i!:t ;-~:.JU'C J', :hl' ~W..J.': ~-~: "'~ td; .... 

~ :i '~ u."JqtX (~oe:.uwJ ;;r...,-:.,;";:. ,; ;' .... ~ ir:r·~ d-.::~<." 

~-:.~:·.<. ~ llJC~ J..' .:me. mlfl~.li'~ m.j .:."\\tt7lfumt ~: • In ~:~lf. 

;c ::to::~ le':\ stJ...'-Ie '~r. :n JCltil<: g.z:.r:c :utll' .-:J<..."i ~J""n !TlOSl 

::Je'~' !!'e£ ptcOil.nJif ;;::xnplexe; ~ ~!c{".;u.,\ neutr:li. 01c ;:c;::'r 
--~~"?' JJ\J fJJ !iJiubie "l'uch ~~ :".J: :"'!!'· ..:r. ;::JSS tt:':'t:¢ ~!! 

~::;~: :::;~· ;::::~-,,~.~~-;:;:1:.::~:: 
::'l."..C..:':'. 

re::DfTlf':1t'fC. J~ lnw;cci ~:. • .) :-x· -...... -::0~ i:.:-_ .. _.-__ ... _ . ..L.'"~ 
C::WOC,(l) ~li.".:); ;he '.3 ci fWr<' -: . .:.:- ':IX• :r~~7:> ~'· 

n ~, ~ .. ~c~ . ~ I .. 

e c 

A~lool 

~olirW ocid bif'dJ 
'0 (#otromilJm'" 2 
fi'GI~Ifll'tdlft~l 
f.o,rrto,,. 1f'f'oot"9 
-~,_·,~ 

A ""*"vlo <>I 
,...:.co~'~""« ood. ,.,aon,: 
~dtiDC"''''f'OI""'IU""' 

"""J.ylpc,~ 
a,..cJ ~. 'ot--1 d 

WH.1~1CV""p<41. 



NUTRITION 21, ET AL. 21 

Complaint 

EXHIBITD 

l·'··H.I''" Vd·!U11,§d·J·t.:· 51!: :g.:M 
:.c'<l' 10 ~!:if_~<·"~~ • .~.-.~ ... .:..·.rorruum 1 ~..lblis-.:: JfiJ ~~- :n ~ 

~· :;-,.. Jnt·.?..J.WJr~ • ::_,_;: ~ ::_,~Jli~~;;r~. ~.JUJ'T1' 
~ ~: ~ b•. c~:O.':: .~ i!-!'-'":!";n ~ ~~":·ikd cJLcvcJJ·Nte -r'-r 

:rue~ ~.:~o~;.., :~ ~~~~~·;;ire ~Jit ;!!'~.:: ~'~~-~:~~;:': 

tn an e:'.-T-<t> p~'Tl .11.-~-

BerrJ~~- ~w L r.~1t\ . ~ .:.·.·~- ~. ~.-.. :-_ ~ _ 

•'ur.<li:!'~u·iUI~t:i:ufl·~· -
. Ji Ch.-·~.;:.un P~CJJi;rJlf' • J:l,~ .. 
~t:"''~·~ ~'uoo'J~·, .ir J 

!1UIC" .;.r.gpl.AlUl .. lf~ ~ -~ ... 
the d-~uffi~ ~~"~:: .... 
roore leJ.n OC,dl· ~ du"l '!'l"': 
pi~?"=''-'PE~~-, ·· 
~!he~~t>ITJ~· 
1051 ~5". ·i itl /:x:dl :u .15 

~IO:r.f'.-...:nttr 

placEtt ~ 11-ef JJ.f!~ 

~t'.!~".f.~oi." 
5l grutic:uu' :.31 

A similar ~- has te'1 
a:o;1u::ed :u l..otusl J/14 SIJ.l' 
l·~r· ,.,dJ me!llNi \1oO(;el 

~g ~ghl·lnlnl. ·g 

st\.tentl ~ preUrn!rul' ~1'1 
trrl<::lii3 thll Olrorruum 

i.J.c:l,.~u 
. Co·• :lbo"!' 

. lett :..ou 
lib•• 

<~t·eoc .. · 

. :··:,~"" .
P.c:>ooft!O .. 

,;; 

w. .. 
Cl'uOf"'•~ 
•·col•,...,._, 

7S 

1l.2 

P'lo:>l.lr.JJe .x:tl!~ !he~ lil mU5C!e s1.1::: ~ ~ ~ "')(T'f!'1. 

JJ1d. lil d'le ~- re:ut-· ±-ut.led tte tneel5f :r. a to:>·~ 

J 0 #· :S 5ue'·~ JJ :..."<. ~.r.e re;xJr.EC -::: -:.'."T~~-:- =>-..:::-b.Jr 

~to C:et~ :i P-"'·-~g p1~:.: :oo · ::ro ~C."'-._-:_ -~ :..-.:;~;2, 
... 1t,::<>,~'J:J."(:~· .. ?.:t.'r\.~(:;· ~l"::l."' -~·'J">·:r. 
:C'Y ~-~ :( :~u. .:;,;-.-__ -:, ::>.:;::J.:.r..:.:: -1·· x:: l' -:!:~-':- :..".:."l! 

..:·.c-:-...;.::--~ -:::r -"f :i:--:-r-.:..· -..:~ Jl-:-e _'"=-.0 ."~.:..-~· 
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Complaint 
124 F.T.C. 

EXHIBITD 

!r. J -i"Lt-i:>-~U,rxj ~-..e iU.J:l'. .::::aJt.ea: :'\ 

rte merl.oc::aJ ~ j ~~I \lee. ,Yaf.;uJ.. ~~ "''~ ~"J.:ed d'r:~t 
~~cial}..)R)(;IIOC"J\JTlfl'la::.Ur...ue~::m~ 

c:!"m:mn.:m. ~.g .• ,:j, J maJCJIIg ~ .ik 6 ~ ri Jlrcr.Jwr.1 

lDl choie;erol lrl'l' dr~ hrd) IW dftwrl!O\ .zp:>!Jj:qJ~ B I a 
O)'T'.[a'"t111ci:it·~'".TI'li lo\. ... t-Jlt-~ \ :l~ci 
p~HDt "H :·•, :,, 'f:OI.p:proer.B~.,.,._;-,~he::J:: 

1'15k..,.~II'C'e:l.<e.:n~~.r.'-,:1~•11!1:o..e--:sk Thi.!S.J.ll 
atht~C..1!1~iJgge;l<~:-&:/rxi'e:utd::e::zsf lnurgJTIX 

dumuwn Ius f7d ~ .~ :o 1o.1e de'>'ll'!J d"..esseroo ·r.· J :" .. J 
I . .:.~·- •J ... ·-~·.&-:..'t' .,. I . .,. ...... -
• . "L·· ~· •! 

,_ ..... -. ' ...... , .. 
T-1 on</ "'"'-*n•i<y r,~,. ,,.,.,..,. til 14 Jvb;.c... ~ 

pJoui>o ~-' l>r ,~,....... •• ," pict>fi- ._-._,.,, n.- .....,,._ 
d.p<ct.d ~ !+. ..,._ "'l"""'' OI'Y fo, -..1 dw>J.J,_.,., on<i tiM .,;, 
""' on 1ft,. /ell .,..-.;.o/ .,..,., no. rolo.-1 ~ wm. "'• rio ...I 
.., .... ,... ""' lor .,..,.,..,.;.., '-""'- (l.DtJ dt<>J..,..~ a"<< 1ft. 
''"ih '""' on r+.. "flirt ,_.,;.,o/ ruU. 

.~ gre:u rT1Jf7l U5m ri WA:";JUffi 

ficD!u'l.lle re;:on • rn"\8.! !'all.COOt'l ri S~.:gar 07\lllg!> .'i.ll'l' rx.">!r lTl 

er~ r:i .Te".uj ~ Pe Oll'le!. twe rx::k1J ~IT~pro~ gum 
heaJ!h ~ rer.aro ~~~~!if' thai~~ tre< ~·"esB'll 
~UR ~~ ilef ~Wtei ~~o'\l.l ~ rliresse:J ITlfulure clJ.ruoJ sariJes. 
~ are cWibt.> oa mg :o d'Jf f .a rtlJJ <11'iUlm llilJ.Je'l(B the furc.Joo r:i ;n::s 

a rht !n:!v's lmL!i 

'rl''f¥#5 Tk~llZlng~ciCh.rooJngn 
Plcx>l!ru.l' Ius a&l tml Co::u!mlred lfl ~ a.tlb.ue. lt'h6l r.u m!b::le <Flh ln' 

pre·~JUJi'>Jlt?!J .,.,tn C.":.rx:-uum f>oalimllf.lf&llrl·snmu!Jh:"C ~rl.l).;e ri gil!CCfC 

aro ammo :ni ·J'('Y.!,~ .:;.~.~.:maJr. ;r, .xe; 111SU~r. ~1!"...::', -.~,rx.'"J!-J:J•Jr 

.,.,th ,:.'\rorruU11: :'XN: . .:;,. ·Jr -:..'Wm1C .:nion.:): hJ:. Clo.'· '"-ll:."':.':l.:. ,,~Jor.l 

<:!lee: OJ'llf':'oUI<r. "-Y.·.' r. :r. :t:e..> srudJes( ~~ 

\.·o- C'"l':·f'l~ \&:'!r.J:t ;-._(:·.,·r.~ 

Sul>stnLr R.ldio:acti'\il) !CP"1) 

GICIC::l!€ -. ~:.=~ " ::'\,) ""''="<: 
l.t.>= -·· ;;=!l ::-..:Jll : .. =•" 
-lllliittll·.....a~~-·TGIIII .· ... 
~ilillillk. .····· 

r=:::::::::c:::::l ~ m>iw h.a?t--~ 
,:-'A~ :r ..J.J '.v.z! a:n:i.J2d :i .~ lbpillJ ~ ' 
j\~ II (rui-<T9!1) ~1m 6 ~ ri 
C.\'Ui1Jt:m ?-aXul.1r (JX) ~ ci d-~. 
fJS:J.ngbla::d~g:~tw;~I:J:'I~w 

g;·-cl>.~.UOO ·~(a~ ci lalg-em 

?".x:::R o:r.uo/) ~ 10\1'23) 

:',;,s :s ~ fir.;; turr dut • rll1"'la'"QJ lllr.ak.e 
ci ;tuoo'Jum ~ ~ hz l!rn n;x:nd tl 
l!.'.p~ Vt.ml' J'T't'IJtxmu 11 011e1 

JJatar. 

'0.: oom.J <X ur.g d ir XJ) ore lTlJ. rruJ 51lJd.e; 11.1 th C1rcmJ ur;) l'nfu:zlr
.x:·.A~g CfF JJ J J'l'l.JJC(dlel cme~ te!r. .:nr..pie'.a:J or ;zre 01 ~ 
:;"'. :ei.Jl~·itef snrle l1lUil !:r ~ a:.ofi£bcal uncil ti'J.orQD ~ 

po.:biS8J Ill~ t>orelci )OUITtals. 4 
(; 

• 



NUTRITION 21, ET AL. 23 

Complaint 

EXHIBITD 

Tbr ~1/t< ·:, .. :/t.."t .:r,".":':: ::./;,_<. :'h ·~?r: n::: •. '>/ ?-.. ~ •. ~~::-· t::...11f' 

~IU'Itft.fl"if''-r"j;I::J)t.~ 

1:::!:1 ~~:rr··· .-·.0--=l:..:.t ~.:, .. ):-t--1'\.•.'t"··,.)·;.l-~-;:.:- -· ~-:
;y:r~l VI.:.: .: -~· "':'.l< :• '· •.· > .;_~ o--~.,-,.~; .... ,,, .. .- .- .. -, . ..:..:· ~ 

Tbr [JxJJJrs ;ii.Jn::rt .md i},?:rr.;. :·.-.~...:t.{tff.; -

ShelOOn 5.lul ~ \I D f't, i) I ~tm)ll & XhLL<terl 

Tbrebromu.m .~Lim -.Je::~ 1,. F:.lii:~ 11:; ~H~d. :::." 1 

Tbr~ :,_,·.r :iH·:tr.<' :r"':n/;,_•

Roo.ili 1-kdrr..l.".n. 11 D 1 R:J.!J.i,> P~ 1 

lbt> F'urfr.ill'l.'•; .~7"{1:...'7; -

Sh>fulS.WI ~- \I.D. PhD · •r::t.lfn ll.;r..- & C.:. 

'Tbr.\'e:r'Su{A'r.\LJr".V!-

R.CiJ.I'd ~'lit.'~ PhD ISllilOO& ;,:~.~ 

C· T :S ::-t :!'M rrulkt-.. 'f'.lli-~ ci ~:·i:.<m '\IJ·. :.::.:. • ,'f'.:L 

J d.lsc\.isslcr1 <i Chr:mH:m P'C:i.:-. .llt; •ll·.x 'c~ :Xi~-~~ :'lt> ~~'lt' \ 

\l!rxle ~,- ~dloiellerol-;t!dlJC1!1gkJO:rvrnJt.r., f\:::.U.1Jlf 

2. m® \lm,ci:hen.ll!On;roo;I~.a:iaro"'1Ce!'-.ie:l1 
~·l::t':'i :-,.l\1? ~nlfrlr.xie ~ Ci'.rtmJ~ Plc:i:::.lle ~::£...·.~ 

Ll't '-'GE.l.i.S n1\LS lr.\.'r.L\v"70:-- POST. L5.A. -:-ODAY. Y,\ ::n::c.o ~'\~0' 
Y.\ ~!EGO TR.IBL '\I. Y,\ Fi\1,.\C:SCD 000\IC...:. DITROr. SE PR.ESS 

P!iOE.'-~\ G.".ZZTTT.lf'd HOl o/J\ PQST 

~ -,~ oJ pct-L-..~r. ;t-.•.:·~ u:-rW1L~: :o roU ~ ri::oocli ;;,~"" 
~~::....::..;.. :.:.:_:. r: .i."": ; ..... ~!..~-~ --1 ~'); -:xr::.~ ~~ ·,e:, ~ :0 ~ 

~-' •'~-~.:aj :.i\C'r:k-t -:-e.:_J .r-r~'~)() ~mlJ".UJ l ~~ .1~ 

;: .... -_ ~ -_:_"'\::'_ :~(':"--.."':r.~_-:. ?\_:"_- ..ilt':'r.:L'~ 
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Complaint 124 F.T.C. 

EXHIBITD 

SOME f'I(QUI:NilY ASICID GUES1IONS ~ •. . . • · 

I;JlsChrt>IT.l~!:". ?:.::::nJ!L' err; a \s pn--10.!1:- "X~ ~'"t'"? i.\ .._, n).j ... ~ (Cf :.'J: "!\.:.~ ci l 
~lC CJ111JfnJW":".:: o-;ie\,; u7f :.· . .J: ~.J..Ie' ,~.-:'(T'JWT: i i)/'11"./CIL'"!!CJ.. 

e!les::!. ~ .l'~ ...l:r. ~_.:. :ft:rJW:O .:::;qJ~<!\ !:J!-'"-; "elSSOJth ~ 

s.a.r:~ ro hN ··err r~~ 111 · i[l :r.; 'E:".:r ~~.ll ~~ m rron- C!f lClt!llu'un 

lfla"&JTl.'C chrt:murr. tr. .JC.Jt">~r• :r'?.'~r.i nr.-o0r. !l"tr ... :~Udu q:llke 
.nil1"6lllll1 jX)Il!1UlDor. Owrut!tr. ?lCDI!n.lll' ,:mJidl r..l'i ~rt GTF 
~~~ · 111 rtu.< r"!f H~. 10 ;r.old ~~en "f prr:it?r 10 rr:ier 10 

Ouurruum f'k:ollfl.lli ~ &oxvlf' C'uoov~r.: · 

rr c; 111rt~c :c """':lui~-~~ s '!$ .:1>il! m:W p~CD!Jruc .rxi .Pt>maps 
piCDllruC .rx1 :!' J '.:or.-~-~.A?!ll-i ~ ru!!['i> ~~ ... ~-:~~ ,:.'lromJum .l.'IT'.ple.-.e 

/rund 111 bl'£""fr l "ot':l,<", 

1:!::1/sn: f'ICX'l.~:c" .J.::.: :ouc' 

a \fhen ~'!l.!.".J.<:C:-e; !ll >e"· .'Jig_~ j,'!'e> :C ~!"'.~·:.:_· J."'.C:.ili ;'IC:hl"u( 

aoj pt>r Sl' Cll1 exe~. W\JC a! eo. ~1bil II\:!Lillr~ J •~:Jo.-..n ll1~~ .!fe:t 
ThJS hJS no ~it-- l"'..l: .~.Jk'\~~ "-' J.~l l"X<...~~ r:i ;-..:::~~J.: . .11: • ..: .:.-r{i.:.\d:J 

11.11h nutnliOnJJ.l~c~,;:~ i ~aJJ .-y!Jl.< \n efr:C,E :.--.~ 1 ·:i 1 ~":...-or.::;.:.-:-: 

Plcolul.il.lf pl'(llld;,~~ ~'J .. :rx:-,;.--;.n. :.·."~-.... 7'. ~, ;:,r..r-c.'~ !D onll : ' 
f71111gr:liT'6 cJ p1.::iL'll.: JC.C -_:.;r & :b.r: :ft tr .. lfr-·•: '>.'•f .... ...,a. <1 ,.-, 

~- .\s ~ C;l.~it~ ;:'ICl:'UruC :a.~d l' J r . .l!'~:-...: ~:11 !Th"..Jto. b: ~-,")jt.m:J 111 

~ human fM>r J.'l(j \Jdre f•Ji't}k'TTOO!f. II sJ'lclilC ~ ~ ::1::.: lhe 

chat"JC!fnsoo ~ phi~II)IDglWJ cn!'£!5':1 r;-o~.rd 7 .. ~/f.JJe Ulr.opie.'~ .. ~u ~ 
ds!ncllmn ihclt t) Itt pa:DUruc acxi .'<rrher"t! .'X.lr _..-,.:,-.:: ··~ :C-'OC:lle; 

!he use cifre!! piO.li.:ruc lC1d lS l nul!looruJ ~t 

In phaf"'-m~Q dae,, rua;wuc ;l('1(J I rlJ.i.-.Ji I ~ 0.:, .If J iv\ til!! sd

dfeas l1ld ~ !l"'dl..a5 !/\~~ f:ulu~ Bur rl ~ ~ uniJJr Jfld iT. ..li!"J'. 

rrlin.tJou5 1D 1.B? :i'.JS fJt1 iiJCllJ ll:ID qutSJOr. ~i-t' SJif.'!'. ci ~UL"IUOI1J.l the, cJ 
&.rorruum rlJC:'Or.llf Sl trw... :i:>.r.. ~-... cf.n- ;;." ~:·.:r. ~~ ~U'Ur.;-: .~c":.= 
cle:lttl· h:M no ~-111!".~ Jr. :t-.. <.ll·er. ci nuc;-.~oru: .:.b6 .x· C:.rorruum 

f'xDU.nlle 

Or~ hell'd~~J! 'Omdorm-d c!\.'1)mJ;.;~ J1'f. iC\JC ·J:-:ll J..'<:Jur CJwiTllum f>x:::i:~.Jli· 
~~~~~~~·~~::glr;~::::::."~~-.~:;~·~~~um 
t;..~J.ge D\' .l."\! .v~~ -.1!.l] ~-;-n~-:: 

-~~-~~~: -~.:~~~ ~~:~~:~~~~::-~ ;··~(~:~·~:~~~~ 
:--.~~:..:.:-r.-1! ~- '"~ .·:-.;-- -·:'-'1"'. ?-._-:,- ~;; .1.:! .-:.r-_: """!' :--~·· ~ ... ~ ~--. ~:,.-· "' ... -~ ... :..-.T . .i· 
•'·:-:7":-~·i..:~ .... : __ -. ' .... - .. ~--:..~... . -·- ._-_:,;_·...:·_·..._ .. -~:.,_..:..~<h. 

;i ::0\'C-I:"JGG ~iJr..'l!L' tt-J; ;::.__!,; f~1~\ ~ .\:!r..r.~ lrr.J11\ ~ 

:i :.rlt! '"J~~ :!'.1.-o ~"\" nLL":.~.l! d.....-.:c ··~~r<,;: .If', ~J~ie ~ 

r:?.t" .. "':' 

~ ~~ hJ't'r. ; -~t' he:!rd ::x ~ ililul ~::r.m1um' 
fJr.)1romJL:m :5 .;n i ~'"t' -~~ ~uli tr:a ~ieT't'nrs L r.Li;e LtOO 

Jfldlcd!J"t' 'oli>JC.~ h:M ~- .:-oo:110 ~ :S?.lU.li for~ I Xl '~:he 

~.LJ.!1r. cic~..rtmn:!ll"'l'~'~rW~l!t'h _1{)~-.lgO .~ies! :1"' 

<"t'!"· ~~; lS IIT".fCrtlnr lll!Or.. Ul!!le. or ::11( ior pn:;ptr .~utr:~m lfld ~ 
,<':!JL'l 

_lias; prr<1N.:!111u ,;-• .:~ •:ih ,;.~.":r.:Jt1In "J't .L'di c:-:r:.r.:t;i[l] 

.-.".Jor:ol: •1"JC.~ Sl.l If!"··"'?:.,;.~~ or ~u::.:ru \c" ~~ll (.'·,.·.rr.:-.-:-: 

?:C:Vilf1.J:e ~ .1\Ji).Jble ~ ~ ~.LC. ~~ ~IOJC'Jit :'-L;'f·I~!..L: '-'t.:r:J?. "•o:'li .i t't

"<':lf'.r.s J 101 Jt\.": c~-.r:xn;~-c-: ..::Jr.J~~ '"'~"' 

DJ.~,·. :5-(.iror;uur.;·~-=~·:rc-..: .. ": .. 7;-=Jl 1 .. 7.'t'r.(.L~J.Jr~-
f:! '.\us;.':"~ Jn: :"':~.::-, <~-:~< ~-. ...: .!.~ ~~.i. ':r ~~~.:.~ ltf ll: 
:55<':.~,!! :'or p;.:,r,:s. pi :Jr.~··~.::.·~-. .u-.~.u lt'f: .• x· ~-o: -:-:.1:~ 
~ t"k'f"J.-:!Jf' ~~::rAJ:." : ~ ? ..... : ·) . .::.:~· ::c ~.--.. ...;~.Jr..: .:;.,."'(lf;J~ l.~ 

not tt'"-1Ui-~b\ piJlltl. .lOC .::-:c· ;.-:----: ,-,~~~<",.·~ .i~~ :c,r~:-is •1.1 
,~;rt-. r."-f' ..11Tl.lil!T1QIJr.:> 

Tho> refl!lf'fT"e11 r:Jncw ~ o~ ci~uc.'l ci'iu.< .:-JCrrJ;..;.: .:on1em ~ 

1rurrune~ r:i hlg.h .::liore-:..-... ~ul!luoo 1uri !m or: r:prui lJ:"r.'Clrl d.oe::; 
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1010 Turquoise· S:w Diego, C.JiiforniJ 9210'} • (6 19) .J88-1021 

Chromium Picolinate-The Results 
·Speak for Themselves 

Two wdJ designed, well execuJed studies prove that Chromium Picolino/e accelerates muscle 
growth and reduces body fat Such a statement cannot be mack for any other chromium compound. 

by Richard Passwater, Ph.D. 

A recent issue of MUSCLE & FITNESS 
presented an article calling attention to the 
newly proven anabolic role of chromium. 
Body builders have believed for a long time 
that chromium helps build muscle. What is 
new is that scientists now have measured, 
during a clinical study, the actual gains that 
chromium produces. 

It no longer makes any difference what 
people "think" about chromium or about the 
different forms of chromium because the facts 
are in-facts determined by clinical tests con· 
ducted according to acceptable sdentific 
standards. And they have shown that one 
form of chromium-Chromium Picolinate
does accelerate muscle growth. 

This article will discuss the studies showillg 
that Chromium Picolinate is specifically effec· 
tive for building muscle and promoting fat 
loss. 

THE FIRST STUDY 
Two clinical studies examined the effects of 

Chromium Picolinate on body composition in 
young male athletes. They were conducted 
recently at Bemidji (Minnesota) State Univer
sity under the direction of Dr. Muriel Gilman 
and Cuv Otte. Ten male students enroUed i.n 
a weight training course were randomly· 
divided into two groups of five each. All oi 
them worked out for 40 minutes twice a wc•:J.; 

One group rece1-. t'd Chromium Pico!::-..Jtc 
C:.:OO micrograms of .:rJom:um dailyl wh.Jie t:C~ 

other got a placebo. J similar looking e2psuic 
but without any Jctlve 1ngredienLS. It ,,.J:' J 

"double-blind" sr .. hL· T:-.Jt is. the St.:;:'r:';c~ 

ments were coded so neither the students nor 
the scientists evaluating them knew who was 
getting the chromium. Body content of fat 
and muscle, as well as biceps and e2lf circum
ferences, were recorded at the start of the 
study and again after two weeks and six 
weeks of supplementation. 

At the end of the study the ch.3nges in the 
students' muscle size and body fat were 
measured. Then the code was broken and the 
scientists learned for the first time which of 
the studenLS had been taking Chromium 
Picolinate and which had received placebos. 

In six weeks, the Chromium Picolinate 
group gained an average of 3.5 pounds of lean 
body mass, compared to only 1/10 of a pound 
in the placebo group. This difference was 
highly statistically significant. 

When the researchers analyzed all the dif· 
ferences between the two groups, they felt the 
results warranted further study with a larger 
number of participants. 

THE SECO;"o"D STUDY 
The second study involved 31 football 

players dunng the off-season. They ail 
engaged in a weight training program, four 
times a week, one ho~r per session. The ath· 
letes were divided ra:1dc :~!y into two groups; 
one rece1ved Chror..ium Picoli:.Jte and the 
other J plJccbo .. -1.p::1, it "'JS a double-blind 
s~udy. l::h;L!:· cor.~;:-ositlon \vJs Liet~rrr\ine~ 
DL'l~.."~rc J;';d J:·~c:- S:\ ·,, el'~S .J( s~:-·:Jie;.1e:-;:J::v:..., 

\\'hen the stucv ·,,·Js compiett'C, :: wJ.'
fvu;"";d tr~t ~:;l1 t:~0:Jp ~J:...:::t: c: ........... o:r.;u;-:"'. 
P:~vi::--:J~L· 5J!r.L1 C: J:---, J'.'l'~J:;e a:· :- ~ Fl)L;=-.~s .:: 
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lean body mass. compared to 3.9 pounds m 
those getting a placebo. This 44% greater In
crease is statistically L•ery significant. 

BODY FAT LOSS 
Even more intriguing was the eifect on 

body fat. The group that had been taking 
Chromium Picolin.Jte averaged a fat loss of 7.5 
pounds. TI1at was 22%J of their total body fat. 
The other group lost atl average of 2.2 pounds, 
only 6% of their total body fat. nus difference 
also had a very high statistical significance. 

The anabolic effect of good chromium nutri
tion can readily be attributed to the known 
anabolic effects of the hormone insulin. But 
the fat burning result with Clvomium 
Picolinate, as demonstrated in Dr. Gilman's 
study, is not so readily predictable. 

A likely possibility is that Clvomium Pi
colinate enhances metabolism in "brown fat". 
This type of adipose tissue is found on the 
back and near many internal organs. It is acti· 
vated after a carbohydrate-rich meal by a 
chain of events that requires insulin action on 
a portion of the brain known as the hypo
thalamus. Probably Clvomium PicoLnate 
makes the hypothalamus more sensitive to in
sulin. 

Activated brown fat raises the metabolic 
rate by rapidly burning fatty acids and gener· 
ating heat. Thus, Chromium Picolinate may 
promote· fat burning while aiding the syn
thesis and retention of protein in m uscl~er· 
tainly an ideal state of affairs for body 
builders 1 

HOW IT WORKS 
Picolinic aCid is a mineral binder---a 

chelator-that is produced in the human bodv 
from protein....,_lt is exceptionally effective for 
promoL:-~g the absorption and cellular up~ke 
of minerals such as zinc. iron. manganese. and 
chromium. Dr. Cary Evans, formerly a re
search scientist for the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture and now a chemistry 
professor at Bemidji State University. is 
primarily responsible for demonstrating the 
superb nutritional value of mineral 
picolinates. 

Clvomium Pi col ina te is of special interest. 
Inorganic sources of chromium such as 
chromic chloride are very poorly absorbed. 
only about 1/2 of 1% of an oral dose. Animal 
studies conducted by Dr. Evans showed that 
Clvomium P.i.eoiffi.a_te was five to 10 times bet
ter abs~ed a1rd retained than other forms of 
chmmiun: tested. 

The Chromium Picolinate molecule is high
!/ stable and passes across cell membranes 
,much more readily than inorganic chromium. 
This is in contrast to the compound of 
chromium and niacin which Dr. Walter Mertz 
has reported to be unstable. Animal studies 
also show that Chromium Picolinate is excep
tionally safe. Fears that Chromium Picolinate 
might prove toYic because of an antagonism 
between niacin and picolinic add are ground· 
less. The standard daily dose of Chromium 
Picolina te provides only 1.4 milligrams. of 
picolinic acid-less t.h.ln 1/10 of the amount 
produced in the human body evJKY day! 

Weight Control Results With Chromium Picolinate 
The sharp reduction in body fat noted in 

the Bemidji State study WJS remarkable and 
unantidpated, and suggests that Chromium 
Picolinate may have value as a diet aid. The 
following outstanding and unequivocal case 
results were reported by julia Ross. Executive 
Director of Recovery Systems: 

L--: ,\f,J-tlll.rti(s. with .; lo"g !ristor_o~ of 
obes1ty. Sir~ u.·~rslr~J 250 Ius. most of lru .;Jult 
life. Siu u.·.;s not.; Jr<!,·r .;i:huu,(: ,:,,. J:..'. :\·,·,_,;::: 
Y\.'atchers Scfl.Jw:ii!< t!rr,·,· lrmc;;. 

11) Re[i11~d c.;;uo!r:~Jratcs .J~:J t·,,:, : . .. ,, tlr,· 
mainsta~s ol ir,•.' Ji,·:. 

(:) She t.L":..'nt L1~1 n:..JS5f·~-~· o.J.•:..i 'F:.'-l~' ·::: ~;:·:sl·;;. 

High alcohol and tobacco consumption as an 
adult. Dust symptoms worse befor( rruals. 

(J) She had a long history of clinic;;rl hypo
glycemia with associat(d St1JtTt and chronic 
headaches, di::::iness and sugar aavings. These 
s-_o~n:ptoms persisted even during the past nine 
years of stable weight loss (through the Over
e.Jters A11011Y'"ous program) and a protein and 
:·,·:;d.;/;l,·s (only! diet. 

Tire first Jose of Shap(-llp (Chromium 
.":,·,,fi•:.11."! L"f:,rinatcd th~ hc'.;Jadus within ~0 

'":'; 1\"rli::·: :.:,,., J-':-s. ::,,. sh;.~J..: . ..,c'~; b<'i•"' 
or:,·:!:; ';'..J' ,··~!' . . J: 2t 1U '"c.\·· In .-l'·L .JnJ ~00 rML'.I"' 
; .. : ;~_'.!. - ...... 

Cor:~:'lu,·J 011 !.Js: ;'··~·: 

:J~'-·- ~~ 
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Lose The Fat; Keep The lVIuscle 
With Chromium Picolinate. 

Here·s \\"hv You :'\eed Chromium 
Picolinate. 

''h'!"''~r .. Jii\ ,\' .. tri.lhi~.· !,•r:.l ~:,~.·r~::~:r.1 

rk~..'ilnJt~· .... m h.l\c' ::.u::-~t:.·n.r!i·. ~ .. ::;:~:: 
~.:tl~.\.::' ,•n 'l'llr i"lc.:.tl:h .rn~ :::r:~,·:;:- ....:.·r:~,...:·· 

;r ',\ rrn .I .l!l.'::»l'··:~.· ~.,1[ i,•\\ .:.1: 1,,'.\llr.~ .u:...: r.,.". ,:: 

JJ,. 1.'.'\,:r~.:~.: .. :.tr. r~pr.,, ... h,•r:-: :-: ... ·.1.!~ .r;.~.: 

Lose Fat and Keep ~luscle with 
Chrom1um Picolinale. 
'~mt' ... •~1:rmm~ ~~.:1~.·nr11: ... ~;~r...:J.::- .\rt:--; 

~ur.-un~ Jnd Jnu·:;Jl! Jt.'r.h'r,:i:~.u~.· .1 :- • ..:r•:· 

~c.·dud!•'r. :n ~"'d'· :.11 ''h~.·~ ~:-u,·n~':.;'~~ 
P~ .. --•i:r.J:l· .:- J~~\.·J !.• :h •. : ...:r~.:: r:,'-·=-.,· .;·_: •.• · 
Ji:-,• :-;-,, ... ~, J ,,•n:-r~t~.·n~ ::-~,·:~ ... ; :,•\\.rr.,i 

Chrom1um Picolinate Helps ~laimam 
.-\ :'\ormal Healthv \,letabolism. 
;;,:-l..iiii':. :-:.1:- -... .-:--. nnr·•!':.m: run~..:~.•r.:- :: 

1l.rr:-;:Jrn:i ; ~"'· :1. ':"n\.ri nt:r ::::, ·~.r: :~:\ :.r:', ·: 

.•! ~h'l\'tn ·:11U~~..k ~uli~..:Jr.:.: ,.Jri~,.,·· ... iu:\ 

:"'llJI•'r .-~~..·~~\ :-•'U(o,;," .lrh: ~.II .,· .... ~,.·~..:\ <. ·. 

J~1.· · it .r~:-.• i:~!h..r"'·n"',::- .l:-'~"\:::iL ~··r~tr.·r .ir' .... i 
,,d,~rr~,·.r...l!rnrnt::. :n .... ulln .. imii'- ,.:n: ;·y:~. 

r;,•rm.lih ,, a~~.·ur .rn .1\.k...:~:.lt .... ·dr'r.h .·r 

Chromium is L"ndersupplied tn '-lll'',. 

of .-\dull Diets. 

JJ:i' L ~ :\·~.:r~~~"'·r.t .'! .;~i: .... ·.::l~:r~,.· .: .. ~::~ · 

.:.r.,,,\ :ru: :n1..':1 ...:~.:t ,,ni·. ~ i :-:~: ... ·.·~~.1:~~ .... r,: 
i.\·,•mt""r. i1..'l .•nh- ~ ~ m1~.. :-,•<:!r.U:..· .·": .!'. \ .. ,!...:·. 
fr,lm rhl'H !,,.,_.~J ~1...' ht""lp .,•ur:-~.·~r <.:' \·.1:-: 

.!nLl ht""JIIrl'. (!'·h.'•''=''-' !,,,,·!,II ~~\'.!L" .. ~ .• ····~ 

OffiOI\'OlJ~I 
PICOLINATE 

Call or ~<.rice .'-"urnrwn ~I {or •I FREE 
brochure. ""HiJdrn ftJl in rn<" Arnn1cdll 
Dkr"'· -'."urririon ~I. I 0 I iJ T11ra11,>1S< 
Srrct'l·Pp2. StJn DI<":S"· C.4 Y~ iL1u 
1614' -IH8-~-12J 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission, having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of the complaint which the Bureau of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Cmnmission Act; and. 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such cmnplaint, other 
than the jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other 
provisions as required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a con1plaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments received, now in further conformity with the procedure 
described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Con1mission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1.Respondent Nutrition 21 is a limited partnership organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of California with its office and principal place of business at 
1010 Turquoise St., Suite 335, San Diego, CA. 

2.Respondent Selene Systems, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of California with its office and principal place of business at 
1010 Turquoise St., Suite 335, San Diego, CA. It is a general partner 
ofNutrition 21. 

3 .Respondent Herbert H. Boynton is President of Selene Systems, 
Inc., a corporation. He formulated, directed, and controlled the acts 
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and practices of Nutrition 21 and Selene Systems, Inc. His address is 
the same as that of Nutrition 21. 

4.The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Purchaser for resale" shall mean any purchaser or other 
transferee of Chromium Picolinate, or of the right or license to sell 
Chromium Picolinate, either as Chromium Picolinate or as an 
ingredient of any other product, other than respondents, who sells, or 
who has sold, Chromium Picolinate, either as Chromium Picolinate 
or as an ingredient of any other product, to other purchasers or to 
consumers. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Nutrition 
21, a limited partnership, Selene Systems, Inc., a corporation, their 
successors and assigns and their officers; and Herbert H. Boynton, 
individually and as an officer of Nutrition 21 and Selene Systems, 
Inc.; and each of the above's agents, representatives, and employees. 

4. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufactming, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Chromium Picolinate or any 
food, dietary supplement, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined 
in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
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commerce, shall not make any representation, 111 any manner, 
expressly or by implication, that: 

A. Such product reduces body fat; 
B. Such product causes weight loss; 
C. Such product causes weight loss without dieting or exercise; 
D. Such product causes long-term or pennanent weight loss; 
E. Such product increases lean body mass or builds muscle; 
F. Such product increases human metabolism; 
G. Such product controls appetite or craving for sugar; 
H. Such product reduces serum cholesterol; 
I. Such product lowers elevated blood sugar levels; 
J. Such product is effective in the treatment or prevention of 

diabetes; or 
K. Ninety percent or any number or percentage of U.S. adults do 

not consume diets with sufficient chron1ium to support normal insulin 
function, resulting in increased risk of overweight, heart disease, 
elevated blood fat, high blood pressure, diabetes, or any other adverse 
effect on health, unless, at the time the representation is made, 
respondents possess and rely upon con1petent and reliable scientific 
evidence that substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Chromium Picolinate or any 
food, dietary supplement, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined 
in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner, 
expressly or by implication, regarding the benefits, performance, 
efficacy, or safety of such product, unless, at the time the 
representation is made, respondents possess and rely upon con1petent 
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product or program, in or 
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affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any malll1er, expressly 
or by implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, 
conclusions, or interpretations of any test, study, or research. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall send by certified 
mail, return receipt requested, a copy of the attached Exhibit A to: 

A. Each purchaser for resale of Chromium Picolinate with whom 
respondents have done business since January 1, 1993, within thirty 
(30) days of the date this order becomes final, to the extent that such 
purchasers are known to respondents through a diligent search of their 
records, including but not limited to computer files, sales records, and 
inventory lists. The mailing shall not include any other documents; 
and, 

B. For a period of three (3) years following service of this order, 
each purchaser for resale with whom respondents do business after 
the date of service of this order who has not previously received the 
notice. Such notices shall be sent no later than the earliest of: (1) the 
execution of a sales or licensing agreement or contract between 
respondents and the prospective purchaser for resale; (2) the receipt 
and deposit of payment from a prospective purchaser for resale of any 
consideration in colll1ection with the sale or licensing of chromium 
picolinate; or (3) the date on which respondents first ship chromium 
picolinate to the purchaser for resale. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, and their successors and 
assigns, shall, for five ( 5) years after the last date of dissemination of 
any representation covered by this order, maintain and upon request 
make available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
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representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall notify the Federal 
Trade Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed 
change in the partnership or corporation( s ), that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assigmnent, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the partnership or corporation 
name or address. Provided, however, that with respect to any 
proposed change in the corporation about which respondents learn 
less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to take place, 
respondents shall notify the Commission as soon as is practicable 
after obtaining such knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall 
be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of 
Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade 
Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall deliver a copy of this 
order to all current and future principals, partners, officers, directors, 
and managers, and to all current and future e1nployees, agents, and 
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed 
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondents 
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the date of service of this order, and to future personnel within 
thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position or 
responsibilities. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Herbert H. Boynton, for a 
period often (10) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall 
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current business 
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or employment or of his affiliation with any new business or 
employment. The notice shall include respondent's new business 
address and telephone number, and a description of the nature of the 
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All 
notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60) 
days after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as 
the Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission 
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 

X. 

This order will terminate on July 11, 2017, or twenty (20) years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade 
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the 
complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

[To be printed on Nutrition 21 Stationery] 

BY CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

[Date] 

Dear [purchaser for resale]: 

This letter is to inform you that Nutrition 21 recently entered into a 
consent agreement with the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") concerning 
certain claims we made for chromium picolinate, which the FTC has 
alleged to be deceptive. Although Nutrition 21 does not admit the FTC's 
allegations, we have agreed to have substantiation for any future claims 
about the effectiveness of chromium picolinate at the time we make those 
claims, and to stop making claims that scientific studies demonstrate the 
effectiveness of chromium picolinate unless those claims are true. 

As a part of our settlement with the FTC, we also agreed to send this 
letter notifying our distributors, wholesalers and others to whom we sell 
chromium picolinate to stop using or distributing advertisements or 
promotional materials con~aining the challenged claims. 

The FTC alleged that we made unsubstantiated claims relating to the 
effectiveness of chromium picolinate. Specifically, the FTC alleged that we 
did not have a reasonable basis for claims that: 

Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces body fat; 
Chromium Picolinate causes significant weight loss; 
Chromium Picolinate causes significant weight loss without dieting or 
exercise; 
Chromium Picolinate causes long-term or permanent weight loss; 
Chromium Picolinate increases lean body mass and builds muscle; 
Chromium Picolinate significantly increases human metabolism; 
Chromium Picolinate controls appetite and craving for sugar; 
Chromium Picolinate significantly reduces total and LDL serum 
cholesterol; 
Chromium Picolinate significantly lowers elevated blood sugar levels; 
Chromium Picolinate is effective in the treatment and prevention of 
diabetes; and 
Ninety percent of U.S. adults do not consume diets with sufficient 
chromium to support normal insulin function, resulting in increased 
risk of overweight, heart disease; elevated blood fat, high blood 
pressure, and diabetes. 

The FTC considers a reasonable basis for these types of claims to consist 
of competent and reliable scientific evidence. 
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In addition, the FTC alleged that we falsely claimed that scientific 
studies demonstrated many of the above claims about chromium picolinate. 

We request your assistance by asking you to discontinue using, relying 
on or distributing any advertising or promotional materials for chromium 
picolinate that make any of the above claims unless and until you possess 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the claims. 
Please also notify any of your retail or wholesale customers that they 
should follow the same procedures. 

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Very truly yours, 

HERBERT H. BOYNTON 
Chairman of the Board 
Nutrition 21 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

COLUMBIA/HCA HEALTH CARE CORPORATION 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3619. Consent Order, Oct. 3, 1995--Modifying Order, July 14, 1997 

This order reopens a 1995 consent order -- that permitted Columbia/RCA and 
Health trust, Inc., to merge and required the divestiture of the lease agreement 
--and this order modifies the consent order by terminating Columbia/RCA's 
obligation to divest a commercial lease (the Infusamed Lease) for office space 
in a building in Utah. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

On February 18, 1997, Columbia/RCA Healthcare Corporation 
("Columbia") filed its Petition Of Columbia/HCA Healthcare 
Corporation To Reopen And Modify Order ("Petition") pursuant to 
Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b), 
and Section 2.51 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, 16 CFR 2.51. Respondent asks that the Commission 
reopen the proceeding in Docket No. C-3619 and modify the order to 
terminate the requirement that Columbia divest the commercial lease 
identified in Item 6 of Part II of Section A of Schedule B of the order 
("the Infusamed Lease"). The Petition was placed on the public 
record for thirty days, until March 24, 1997, and no comments were 
received. For the reasons .discussed below, the Con1mission has 
determined to grant Columbia's Petition. 

Columbia states that this Petition is the second step of two 
procedural steps to remedy a minor error in the order. On December 
5, 1995, Columbia filed a petition to reopen and 1nodify the order to 
terminate the Utah Hold Separate requirements upon its completion 
of the divestiture of the Part I assets listed on Schedule B of the order, 
i.e., the Utah hospitals themselves. The Part II assets listed on 
Schedule B consist of certain assets and businesses that were 
identified by Columbia during consent negotiations with Commission 
staff as being related to each of the listed Utah hospitals, I and 
included the Infusamed Lease. On May 15, 1996, the Commission 

I . . . . 
The only dJstmctJOn that the order expressly makes between the Part I and Part II assets 1s that 

the acquirer of a divested Part I hospital need not give the Commission prior notification of the re-sale 
of a Part II asset to anyone who also owns a hospital in the relevant market. See order, paragraph IV.F. 
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granted Columbia's December 5, 1995 petition. In addition, as ofMay 
17, 1996, Columbia completed the divestitures of all of the Utah 
hospitals and related assets and businesses required by the order 
except for the Infusamed Lease Asset. 

As explained in the Petition, 2 the leased space in question is used 
by Infusamed, a home health care company providing infusion and 
pharmacy services that was owned by Healthtrust, Inc. when it was 
acquired by Columbia. The order does not require Columbia to divest 
the Infusamed business. It also appears that the lease was not part of 
the business of Pioneer Valley Hospital, with which it was identified 
as a relevant asset. Specifically, Columbia explains that, although the 
Infusamed program was located temporarily at Pioneer Valley 
Hospital to enable it to register with the state of Utah and secure 
necessary licenses, it was subsequently separately incorporated and 
was not in fact part of the competitive package comprising the 
Pioneer Valley Hospital Assets. 

Columbia claims that the order should be reopened and modified 
on the grounds of changed conditions of fact. Specifically, Columbia 
asserts that there was a mutual mistake of fact during consent 
negotiations. According to Columbia, during consent negotiations, 
both Columbia and the Commission were under the impression that 
the Infusamed Lease Asset was intrinsically related to Pioneer Valley 
Hospital, one of the Schedule B hospital assets. In reality, Columbia 
claims, the Infusamed Lease Asset was not "related" to Pioneer 
Valley Hospital in any sense that is competitively meaningful in 
terms of that hospital specifically or the relevant acute care inpatient 
hospital services market in Utah generally. As a result of this mistake, 
Columbia asserts that there has been a "constructive change of fact" 
which warrants correction by reopening and modifying the order to 
eliminate the requirement that Columbia divest the Infusamed Lease 
Asset. 3 

Columbia also asserts that reopening and modifying the order to 
eliminate its obligation to divest the Infusamed Lease Asset is in the 
public interest. Columbia states that forcing it to divest the Infusamed 
Lease will not further the original purposes of the order. Columbia 
also states that it will be burdened by u1U1ecessary compliance 
obligations that will impede its ability to compete in the relevant Utah 

2 
Petition at 3 & Exhibit D. 

3 
In support, Columbia cites the Commission's decision in Saint-Gobain/Norton Industrial 

Ceramics Corporation, Docket No. C-3673, Order Reopening and Modifying Order (November 19, 
1996) (mutual mistake caused a "constructive change of fact" justifying a modification). 
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acute care hospital market. Further, Columbia states that a forced 
divestiture will cause significant and unforeseen harm to competition 
for the provision of home health services by interfering with the 
ongoing business of the Infusamed regional 4ome health care 
company. 

Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45 
(b), provides that the Commission shall reopen an order to consider 
whether it should be modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory 
showing that changed conditions of law or fact" require such 
modification. A satisfactory showing sufficient to require reopening 
is made when a request to reopen identifies significant changes in 
circumstances and shows that the changes eliminate the need for the · 
order or make continued application of it inequitable or harmful to 
competition. S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1979) 
(significant changes or changes causing unfair disadvantage); 
Louisiana-Pacific Corp.,.Docket No. C-2956, Letter to Jolm C. Hart 
(June 5, 1986), at 4 (unpublished) ("Hart Letter").4 

Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission may modify an 
order when, although changed circumstances would not require 
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so 
requires. Respondents are therefore invited in petitions to reopen to 
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification. 
Hart Letter at 5; 16 CFR 2. 51. In such a case, the respondent must 
demonstrate as a threshold matter some affirmative need to modify 
the order. Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, Letter to Joel E. 
Hoffman, Esq. (March 29, 1983), 1979-83 Transfer Binder, FTC 
Complaints and Orders, (CCH) ~22,007, p. 22,585 ("Damon Letter"), 
at 2. For example, it may be in the public interest to modify an order 
"to relieve any impediment to effective competition that may result 
from the order." Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, 101 FTC 689, 
692 (1983). Once such a showing of need is made, the Commission 
will balance the reasons favoring the requested modification against 
any reasons not to make the modification. Damon Letter at 2. The 
Commission also will consider whether the particular modification 
sought is appropriate to remedy the identified harm. Damon Letter at 
4. 

The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden 
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed 

4 
See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 1372, 13 76-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A 

decision to reopen does not necessarily entail a decision to modify the order. Reopening may occur 
even where the petition itself does not plead facts requiring modification."). 
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conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history 
also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other 
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modified. The 
Commission "may properly decline to reopen an order if a request is 
merely conclusory or otherwise fails to set forth specific facts 
demonstrating in detail the nature of the changed conditions and the 
reasons why these changed conditions require the requested 
modification of the order." S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 
9-10 (1979); see also Rule 2.51 (b) (requiring affidavits in support of 
petitions to reopen and modify). If the Commission determines that 
the petitioner has made the necessary showing, the Commission must 
reopen the order to consider whether modification is required and, if 
so, the nature and extent of the modification. The Commission is not 
required to reopen the order, however, if the petitioner fails to meet 
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statute. 
The petitioner's burden is not a light one in view of the public interest 
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. See Federated 
Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public 
interest considerations support repose and finality). 

Columbia has not met its burden of showing that changed 
conditions of fact require reopening and modifying the order. First, 
the Commission disagrees with Columbia's assertion that the 
mistaken inclusion of the Infusamed Lease Asset was a mutual 
mistake by both parties to the consent negotiations. In deriving the 
list of related assets and businesses to be divested by Columbia along 
with the core divestiture assets required to be included as the Part I 
assets of Schedule B (i.e., which Utah hospitals should be divested), 
the Commission relied on the representations of Columbia that each 
one of the three separate lease assets identified by Columbia for 
inclusion on Part II, Section A, of Schedule B (i.e., Items 3 and 4 as 
well as Item 6, the Infusamed Lease Asset) was related to the 
business of Pioneer Valley Hospital. It was only when Columbia 
negotiated its divestiture agreement with Paracelsus Healthcare 
Corporation, which acquired, among other things, the Pioneer Valley 
and Davis hospitals in Utah, that Columbia realized its error and also 
ascertained that Paracelsus did not want the Infusamed Lease Asset. 
As the Commission stated in Saint-Gobain: "Oversights made 
unilaterally by respondents do not constitute changed conditions of 
fact within the meaning of Section 5(b) of the FTC ACT." 5 The 

5 
Saint-Gobain/Norton Industrial Ceramics Corporation, Docket No. C-3673. 
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mistake in this case was made unilaterally by Columbia and was not 
·a mutual mistake of fact. 

More significantly, however, this case does not present the kind 
of situation that the Commission recognized as establishing a 
"constructive" change of fact in Saint-Gobain. Application of the 
"constructive" changed facts ground for reopening a final order is 
limited to situations where, as in Saint-Gobain, the order misnames, 
mislabels or misidentifies a person, place or thing, and this error 
incorporated in the order prevents the respondent from complying 
with the order as written, so that the purposes of the order cannot be 
achieved. In these situations, the error will typically involve a single 
fact, the truth or accuracy of which is easily and objectively 
verifiable, e.g., whether an individual is or is not an officer of a 
particular corporation, or whether an asset is located at "1 05 Wright 
Bros. Drive" or 11 150 Wright Bros. Drive. 11 In these circumstances, 
reopening and modification is necessary to allow achievement of the 
order's remedial purposes. Unlike the situation presented in 
Saint-Gobain, Columbia is not prevented from complying fully with 
the order as written, nor would divestiture of the Infusamed Lease 
Asset frustrate the order's purposes. Accordingly, Columbia has not 
demonstrated that reopening of the order is compelled on grounds of 
changed condition of fact. 

Columbia has, however, met its burden of showing that public 
interest considerations warrant reopening and modifying the order to 
eliminate the requirement to divest the Infusamed Lease Asset. 
Columbia has met its burden of showing an affirmative need to 
reopen the proceeding caused by the continued operation of the order. 
Columbia has shown that in view of its divestiture of Pioneer Valley 
Hospital (the hospital with which the Infusamed Lease Asset was 
identified as a related asset), the Pioneer Valley Hospital acquirer's 
lack of interest in the Infusamed Lease Asset, and the lease's lack of 
competitive significance in the relevant acute care hospital market, 
continuing to require Columbia to divest the lease is burdening it with 
unnecessary expense in terms of achieving the order's remedial 
purposes, and is having a negative impact on its ability to compete. 
Columbia has also shown that requiring it to divest the Infusamed 
Lease Asset will cause harm to competition in the market for the 
provision of home health services. The Commission's complaint did 
not identify any competitive problems in the market for home health 
services and, accordingly, the Commission sought no relief in this 
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market. Requiring Columbia to divest the lease in light of a lack of 
interest by the acquirer of the other divested assets, and the lack of 
any allegation in the complaint that a competitive problem exists in 
the home health services market, would impede competition in that 
market. 

Where the potential harm to the respondent outweighs any further 
need for the order, the Commission may modify the order in the 
public interest to allow the respondent to retain the relevant assets. 6 

Because the Infusamed Lease Asset has been shown to have no 
competitive significance in the acute care hospital market in Utah, 
there is no need for Columbia to divest the lease. The remedial 
purposes identified in the order have already been achieved by the 
divestitures that have taken place. Further, requiring Columbia to 
divest the Infusamed Lease Asset will cause harm to competition for 
the provision of home health services. The harm and costs to 
Columbia associated with the continuing requirement to divest the 
lease appear to be significant, while there do not appear to be any 
benefits associated with requiring the divestiture. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened; and 

It is further ordered, That the order in Docket No. C-3619, be, 
and it hereby is, modified by deleting the asset identified as Schedule 
B, Section A, Part II, Item 6: "Lease of7,134 sq. ft., 150 Wright Bros. 
Drive, Suite 540, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116" from the list of assets 
to be divested. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga and Commissioner Starek concurring 
in the result only. 

CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 

Today, the Commission reopens the order against Columbia/HCA 
Health care Corporation under Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b), to eliminate the requirement that 
Columbia/HCA divest an ordinary commercial lease of a 7143 square 
foot office suite on the ground that reopening and modifying the order 
is in the public interest. I agree with the result but not with the 
reasoning of the majority. 

6 . . 
See S.C. Johnson & Sons, Inc., Docket No. C-3418, Order Reopenmg Proceedmg and 

Modifying Order (November 8, 1993) (order modified on public interest grounds to eliminate 
requirement to divest remaining international Renuzit assets not in the relevant market and not wanted 
by the acquirer of the divested North American Renuzit assets); T &N pic, Docket No. C-3312, Order 
Reopening Proceeding and Modifying Order (November 13, 1991) (order modified on public interest 
grounds to permit respondent to retain inventory not wanted by the acquirer). 
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The majority is correct that a showing of affirmative need is 
required before an order will be reopened under the public interest 
standard, and only after such a showing of affirmative need does the 
Commission balance the public interest reasons for and against the 
modification. See Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, Letter to Joel 
E. Hoffman, Esq. (Mar. 29, 1983). Commission Rule 2.51(b), 16 CFR 
2.51 (b), provides that the petition must be supported by affidavits 
containing "specific facts" justifying the reopening and modification 
of an order and cautions against "conclusory" justifications. Because 
Columbia/HCA failed to make the requisite showing of affirmative 
need under Rule 2.51 (b), I cannot agree with the majority that the 
petition should be granted under the public interest standard. 

Finding affirmative need, the majority states: "continuing to 
require Columbia to divest the lease is burdening it with unnecessary 
expense in terms of achieving the order's remedial purposes, and is 
having a negative impact on its ability to compete." Order at 5. The 
affidavit filed in support of Columbia/RCA's petition contains the 
bare assertion that the expenditure of time and other resources 
(presumably to find a buyer for the lease) will impede its ability to 
compete in the hospital market. 1 It is virtually always foreseeable at 
the time a consent agreement is signed that a divestiture will entail 
"time and other resources" to accomplish. An order need not be 
reopened and modified on the basis of a circumstance that is 
foreseeable at the time that a consent order is signed. See 
Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Docket No. C-2956, Letter to John C. Hart 
(June 5, 1986); United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 
1372, 1378 (9th Cir. 1992). 

Columbia/HCA does not assert, much less support, a particular 
cost of leaving the requirement to divest the lease in the order. This 
omission alone is sufficient ground to deny the petition under the 
public interest standard. On this point, the Commission's decision is 
tantamount to waiving the requirements of Rule 2.51 (b) that a 
petition must be supported with particularity. It seems to me that the 
requirements of Rule 2.51 (b) are there for good reason, and I see no 
reason to waive them. 

1 
The entire explanation provided in the supporting affidavit is as follows: "Columbia/HCA will 

suffer unforeseen competitive harm if it is forced to divest the Infusamed Lease Asset. Columbia/HCA 
is extremely unlikely to find a buyer for the lease, which will terminate in five months. Meanwhile, 
the required expenditure of time and other resources will impede Columbia/HCA's ability to compete 
effectively, particularly in the Salt Lake Area acute care hospital market. Finally, a forced divestiture 
will interfere with the ongoing business of the Infusamed regional home health care company." 
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The majority's substantive discussion of affirmative need is 
contained in one paragraph. Order at 4-5. After stating its conclusion 
that the petitioner has shown affirmative need, the majority refers in 
one sentence to three circumstances to bolster its conclusion: the 
already completed divestiture of Pioneer Valley Hospital, the hospital 
acquirer's asserted lack of interest in the lease, and the "lack of 
competitive significance [of the lease] in the relevant acute care 
hospital market." Order at 4-5. None is explained. Pioneer Valley 
Hospital was divested, as required by the Commission's order, to 
Paracelsus Healthcare Corp., except for the lease in question, which 
was listed among the "Pioneer Valley Assets" to be divested. It is at 
best unclear why a partial divestiture justifies elimination of the 
remaining divestiture obligation. Surely this is not a precedent the 
majority would like to establish for other cases. 

Second, the majority relies on "the Pioneer Valley Hospital 
acquirer's lack of interest" in the lease. Assuming the truth of this 
conclusion, it is not at all clear why it should be relevant. 
Columbia/HCA asserts in a single sentence that Paracelsus did not 
want the lease in question. Petition Para. 8. In the past, the 
Commission has been rigorous in probing assertions like this. Its 
failure to do so here is an indication that the Commission thinks the 
lease is competitively insignificant, which, indeed, is the next 
circumstance to which the majority refers as a basis for granting the 
petition. The majority's reliance on the "lack of competitive 
significance [of the lease] in the relevant acute care hospital market" 
amounts to a finding that the Commission made a mistake in 
requiring divestiture of the lease. But for the assumption that the lease 
was competitively significant, there would have been no possible 
reason to require divestiture in the first place. 

, Finally, the majority states that divestiture of the lease "will cause 
harm to competition in the market for the provision of home health 
services." Order at 5. This asserted harm is entirely unexplained/ no 
doubt because the market for home health services was not alleged in 
the complaint and is not otherwise at issue in the order that 
Columbia/RCA seeks to have changed. Presumably, the majority 

2 . . . . . . . . 
The closest the maJOrity comes to an explanatiOn 1s: "Requmng Columbia to d1vest the lease 

in light of a lack of interest by the acquirer of the other divested assets, and the lack of interest by the 
acquirer of the other divested assets, and the lack of any allegation in the complaint that a competitive 
problem exists in the home health services market, would impede competition in that market." Order 
at 5. The complaint also lacks any allegation that a competitive problem exists in the market for 
commercial real estate in Salt Lake City, just to take one of any number of examples, but that hardly 
justifies changing an order that addresses the market for acute care hospital services. 
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would not so lightly assume harm to competition in a market it has 
not studied or previously identified if the majority were deciding 
liability. To do so in this context undermines the Commission's 
analytical standards. 

The petitioner asserts that the petition should be granted on the 
basis of mutual mistake of fact (constructive change of fact), citing 
Saint-Gobain/Norton Industrial Ceramics Corp., Order Reopening 
and Modifying Order, Docket No. C-3573 (November 19, 1996). On 
that ground, I concur in the result. 

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROSCOE B. STAREK, III 
CONCURRING IN THE RESULT 

The order in this case requires respondent to divest assets in 
several areas of the country, as a remedy for the likely 
anticompetitive effects of respondent's acquisition ofHealthtrust, Inc. 
-The Hospital Company. One of the assets required to be divested is 
the "Infusamed Lease," an office space in Salt Lake City from which 
respondent's Infusamed subsidiary provides infusion and pharmacy 
services. 

Respondent has petitioned to reopen and modify the order to 
eliminate the Infusamed Lease from the schedule of assets to be 
divested. Respondent claims that both parties to the consent 
settlement of this matter (i.e., both respondent and the Commission) 
labored under the erroneous assumption that the Infusamed Lease was 
a vital part of Pioneer Valley Hospital -- one of the primary assets 
that respondent was required to divest -- when in fact the Infusamed 
Lease has no critical relationship to the Hospital. Arguing that this 
mutual error regarding the Infusamed Lease constitutes a 
"constructive change of fact," respondent bases its request on our 
ruling last fall in Saint- Gobain/Norton Industrial Ceramics Corp. 1 

-

the case in which we articulated the concept of a "constructive change 
of fact." Alternatively, respondent contends that the public interest 
requires the deletion of the Infusamed Lease from the divestiture 
assets. 

I reach the same conclusion as my colleagues: respondent has 
made the case for modifying the order. The Infusamed Lease is not 
critically related to Pioneer Valley Hospital and should not have been 
included in the assets to be divested. I am comfortable reaching this 

I 
Docket No. C-3673 (Order Reopening and Modifying Order, Nov. 19, 1996). 
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result either on a "constructive change of fact" basis or on the ground 
that it is in the public interest to grant the requested modification. 

In the present order, however, the majority concludes that 
respondent has not shown a "constructive change of fact" within the 
parameters outlined in Saint-Gobain. First, my colleagues "disagree[] 
with Columbia's assertion that the mistaken inclusion of the 
Infusamed Lease Asset was a mutual mistake by both parties to the 
consent negotiations. "2 The majority tries to bolster this conclusion 
by observing that "the Commission relied on the representations of 
Columbia that each one of the three separate lease assets identified by 
Columbia for inclusion [in the relevant schedule to the consent order] 
was related to the business of Pioneer Valley Hospital. . . . The 
mistake in this case was made unilaterally by Columbia and was not 
a mutual mistake of fact. "3 

But as I understand the facts, both respondent and the 
Commission were under the misimpression that the Infusamed Lease 
was sufficiently related to Pioneer Valley to require inclusion in the 
set of divestiture assets. That the Commission may have "relied" on 
respondent's representations to this· effect changes nothing: with or 
without such reliance, the fact remains that both parties to the consent 
agreement -- Columbia/RCA and the Commission-- entertained an 
incorrect view of the Infusamed Lease. This mistake was no less 
"mutual" than was the error (concerning the status of certain 
Carborundum managers) at the heart of the "constructive change of 
fact" doctrine that we announced in Saint-Gobain.4 

The majority's second reason for rejecting respondent's 
"constructive change of fact" claim is even more perplexing. The 
majority states: "[T]his case does not present the kind of situation that 
the Commission recognized as establishing a 'constructive' change of 
fact in Saint-Gobain. Application of the 'constructive' changed facts 
ground for reopening a final order is limited to situations where, as in 
Saint-Gobain, the order misnames, mislabels or misidentifies a 
person, place or thing, and this error incorporated in the order 
prevents the respondent from complying with the order as written, so 
that the purposes of the order cannot be achieved. In these situations, 

2 . . . 
Order Reopenmg and Mod1fymg Order at 4 (July 14, 1997). 

3 !d. 
4 

Nor, I suspect, did the Commission "rely" any less on respondent's representations in Saint
Gobain than in the present case. Indeed, if the Commission had done an independent fact-finding 
concerning the Carborundum personnel --rather than relying on respondent's representations -- it is 
highly likely that there never would have been an error concerning the Carborundum managers. 
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the error will typically involve a single fact, the truth or accuracy of 
which is easily and objectively verifiable ... "5 

I search in vain for language in our Saint-Gobain order to support 
the gloss my colleagues have put on it here. Nothing in that order 
speaks to the singularity of the fact at issue or to its easy or objective 
verifiability. With regard to prevention of compliance with the order 
and frustration of its purposes, the only sentence pertinent to this 
issue in our Saint-Gobain order6 is hardly authority for the almost 
categorical limitation that my colleagues announce today. All of the 
majority's post hoc qualifications on the meaning of Saint-Gobain 
seem designed to mitigate the impact of a decision with which they 
may have become uncomfortable. If that is the majority's purpose, 
however, it finds no source in the text of Saint-Gobain itself. 

In any event, even if my colleagues are correct that the kind of 
mistake cognizable under the "constructive change of fact" doctrine 
"will typically involve a single fact, the truth or accuracy of which is 
easily and objectively verifiable," why is the Infusamed Lease 
situation not a suitable candidate? Although my colleagues are silent 
on this question, the critical facts surrounding the Infusamed Lease 
do not differ materially (in terms of objective verifiability, etc.) from 
the facts concerning the Carborundum managers in Saint-Gobain, and 
I find the present case a worthy candidate for application of the 
constructive change of fact doctrine. 

Having rejected changed conditions of fact as a basis for 
modifying the order, the majority turns to respondent's assertion that 
public interest considerations also warrant the requested relief. 
Although I agree that it is in the public interest to excuse respondent 
from an obligation to divest the Infusamed Lease, I cannot agree that 
respondent has satisfied the "affirmative need" standard, which has 
become enshrined in the Comn1ission's public interest order 
modifications despite having no rightful place in our jurisprudence.7 

Indeed, were my colleagues to apply their affirmative need 
criterion with any sort of rigor, respondent's public interest argument 
would fail. For example, I would be interested to learn what evidence 
supports the majority's observation that "continuing to require 

5 0 0 0 

Order Reopenmg and Mod1fymg Order, supra n.2, at 4. 
6 0 0 0 

"Samt-Gobam cannot, therefore, comply w1th the tenns ofparagraph S.d. ofthe Hold Separate." 
In the Matter of Saint-Gobain/Norton Industrial Ceramics Corp., Order Reopening and Modifying 
Order? supra n.l, at 4. 

For one directly pertinent illustration of my oft-stated views on affirmative need, see In the 
Matter of Columbia!HCA Healthcare Corp., Docket No. C-3619, Order Reopening and Modifying 
Order (May 15, 1996) (Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, Concurring in the Result). 
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Columbia to divest the [Infusamed] lease is burdening it with 
unnecessary expense in terms of achieving the order's remedial 
purposes, and is having a negative impact on its ability to compete. "8 

Moreover, how has Columbia shown that "requiring it to divest the 
Infusamed Lease Asset will cause harm to competition in the market 
for the provision of home health services"?9 And what is in the record 
to support the majority's conclusion that "[r]equiring Columbia to 
divest the lease in light of a lack of interest by the acquirer of the 
other divested assets, and the lack of any allegation in the complaint 
that a competitive problem exists in the home health services market, 
would impede competition in that market"?10 Absent more 
information and analysis regarding home health services in the Salt 
Lake City area, how could the Commission possibly know that 
requiring respondent to divest the Infusamed Lease would "impede 
competition" in that "market"? Respondent's petition furnishes little 
in the way of substantiation, nor does the order issued today go 
beyond the conclusory. 

Nevertheless, it is clearly in the public interest to grant the 
requested relief. The Infusamed Lease was included among the 
divestiture assets through an error, and -- entirely apart from the role 
that this error plays under the constructive change of fact doctrine -
the public interest requires that it be rectified. This conclusion is 
derived from a simple, straightforward balancing of the reasons to 
delete this divestiture requirement against the reasons to retain it. 
Consideration of the "affirmative need" question simply muddles the 
analysis. 11 

8 . . . 
Order Reopenmg and Mod1fymg Order, supra n.2, at 5. 

9 Jd. 
10 Jd. 
11 I h d . . . . As ave note elsewhere, "[a] case such as th1s one -- m wh1ch the affirmative need 

'evidence' is paltry, but the requested relief fairly cries out to be granted -- demonstrates why the 
Commission should summon the will to jettison the 'affirmative need' concept and embrace explicitly 
a simple cost/benefit balancing approach to order modifications pursuant to the 'public interest' 
standard of [Commission] Rule 2.51." Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, Concurring 
in the Result, supra n.7, at 2. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CLASS RINGS, INC., ET AL. 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3701. Consent Order, Dec. 20, 1996--Modifying Order, July 21, 1997 

This order reopens a 1996 consent order -- that prohibited the respondents from 
having any interest in or assets of Gold Lance, Inc. --and this order modifies 
the consent order by setting aside a provision prohibiting the respondents, for 
one year, from employing or seeking to employ any person who is or was 
employed during 1996 by Gold Lance, Inc. or Town & Country Corporation. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

On May 29, 1997, respondents Commemorative Brands, Inc., 
formerly known as Class Rings, Inc. ("Class Rings"), and Castle 
Harlan Partners II, L.P. (collectively "CBI") filed a Petition of 
Commemorative Brands, Inc. and Castle Harlan Partners II, L.P. to 
Reopen and Modify Order ("Petition"), pursuant to Section 5(b) of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b ), and Section 
2.51 ofthe Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 16 CFR 
2.51. In its Petition, CBI requests that the Commission reopen the 
order in Docket No. C-3701 ("order") to set aside paragraph V, which 
prohibits CBI, for a period of one year, from employing or seeking to 
employ any person who is or was employed at any time during 1996 
by Gold Lance, Inc. ("Gold Lance") or by Town & Country Corpora
tion ("Town & Country") in any position relating to the design, 
manufacture, or sale of class rings (the "Employment Restriction"). 

For the reasons discussed below, the Commission has determined 
that CBI has demonstrated changed conditions of fact sufficient to 
require the reopening and modification of the order. 1 

In its Petition/ CBI requests that the Commission modify the 
order to set aside the Employment Restriction contained in paragraph 
V of the order. 3 The restrictions in paragraph V expire by their own 

I . . . .. 
Because the Comm1sswn has determmed to grant CBI's Pet1t10n based on change of fact, we 

do not reach a determination with respect to CBI's assertion that the provision should be set aside under 
· the sefarate public interest standard. 

In support of its Petition, CBI provided the affidavit of Jeffrey H. Brennan, President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Commemorative Brands, Inc. ("Brennan Affidavit"): 

3 0 • 

Paragraph V prov1des that Castle Harlan and Class Rmgs: 
shall not, for a period of one (1) year from the date this order becomes final, employ or seek to employ 
any person who is or was employed at any time during calendar year 1996 by Gold Lance or by Town 
& Country in any position relating to the design, manufacture, or sale of Class Rings. 
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terms on January 9, 1998, one year from the date on which the order 
became final. 4 

CBI bases its Petition on changed conditions of fact and public 
interest considerations. 5 The changes of fact alleged by CBI include 
the fact that Gold Lance is no longer a stand-alone competitor, but is 
now a part of the industry's market leader, Jostens, Inc. ("Jostens"). 
Since the order became final, Jostens, the largest producer of class 
rings in the country, purchased Gold Lance from Town & Country. 
CBI contends that, as a result of the acquisition, the Employment 
Restriction no longer operates to achieve the purpose for which it was 
designed but has the unintended effect of precluding CBI from 
competing against Jostens for Gold Lance employees.6 

In addition to change of fact, CBI argues that it is in the public 
interest to grant its Petition because the Employment Restriction now 
has the unintended effect of preventing Gold Lance employees, many 
of whom will soon be out of work due to the Jostens' acquisition, 
from obtaining employment with CBI, which desires to offer jobs to 
qualified individuals. The Petition asserts that such a result is 
inconsistent with the purpose of the order and is unduly harmful to 
these employees. 7 

STANDARD FOR REOPENING AND MODIFYING FINAL ORDERS 

Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45(b ), provides that the Commission shall reopen an order to consider 
whether it should be modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory 
showing that changed conditions of law or fact" so require. A 
satisfactory showing sufficient to require reopening is made when a 
request to reopen identifies significant changes in circumstances and 
shows that the changes eliminate the need for the order or make 
continued application of it inequitable or harmful to competition. 8 

Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission may modify an 
order when, although changed circumstances would not require 
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so 

4 
Order~ V. 

5 . . 
CBI does not assert that any change of law requires reopenmg the order. 

6 . . . 
Petition ~~ 5-12. Brennan Affidavlt ~~ 4-6. 

7 .. 
Pet1t10n ~~ 13-15. 

8 . . . 
S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1979) (s1gn1ficant changes or changes causmg 

unfair disadvantage); Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Docket No. C-2956, Letter to John C. Hart (June 5, 
1986), at 4 (unpublished) ("Hart Letter"). See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific Corp., 967 F.2d 
1372, 1376-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A decision to reopen does not necessarily entail a decision to modify 
the order. Reopening may occur even where the petition itself does not plead facts requiring 
modification."). 
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requires. Respondents are therefore invited in petitions to reopen to 
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification.9 In 
such a case, the respondent must demonstrate as a threshold matter 
some affirmative need to modify the order. 1° For example, it may be 
in the public interest to modify an order "to relieve any impediment 
to effective competition that may result from the order." 11 Once such 
a showing of need is made, the Commission will balance the reasons 
favoring the requested modification against any reasons not to make 
the modification. 12 The Commission also will consider whether the 
particular modification sought is appropriate to remedy the identified 
harm. 13 

The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden 
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed 
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history 
also makes clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other 
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modified. The 
Commission "may properly decline to reopen an order if a request is 
merely conclusory or otherwise fails to. set forth specific facts 
demonstrating in detail the nature of the changed conditions and the 
reasons why these changed conditions require the requested 
modification of the order." 14 If the Commission determines that the 
petitioner has made the necessary showing, the Commission must 
reopen the order to consider whether modification is required and, if 
so, the nature and extent of the modification. The Commission is not 
required to reopen the order, however, if the petitioner fails to meet 
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statute. 
The petitioner's burden is not a light one in view of the public interest 
in repose and the finality of Commission orders. 15 

9 
Hart Letter at 5; 16 CFR 2.51. 

10 
Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, Letter to Joel E. Hoffman, Esq. (March 29, 1983), 1979-83 

Transfer Binder, FTC Complaints and Orders, (CCH) ~ 22,007, p. 22,585 ("Damon Letter"), at 2. 
11 

Damon Corp., Docket No. C-2916, I 01 FTC 689, 692 (1983). 
12 

Damon Letter at 2. 
13 

Damon Letter at 4. 
14 .. 

S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 9-10 (1979); see also Rule 2.5l(b) (requmng 
affidavits in support of petitions to reopen and modify). 

15 
See Federated Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981) (strong public interest 

considerations support repose and finality). 
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CBI HAS DEMONSTRATED CHANGED CONDITIONS OF FACT THAT 
REQU1RE THE REOPENING AND MODIFICATION OF THE ORDER 

53 

CBI's Petition demonstrates that Jostens's acquisition of Gold 
Lance eliminates the need for the Employment Restriction contained 
in paragraph V of the order. The complaint in this matter charged that 
on May 20, 1996, Class Rings, an entity controlled by Castle Harlan, 
agreed to purchase all of the class ring assets from two companies, 
Town & Country and CJC Holdings, Inc. and CJC North America, 
Inc. ("CJC"). 16 At the time of the proposed merger, CJC was 
manufacturing class rings. Town & Country, another leading 
producer of commemorative jewelry, manufactured class rings 
through its class ring divisions Gold Lance and L.G. Balfour 
Company, Inc. ("Balfour"). 17 Under the consent order, Castle Harlan, 
in effect, was prohibited from acquiring the Gold Lance business but 
permitted to acquire the Balfour business as well as the CJC business 
from Town & Country. 18 Paragraph V of the order, the subject of the 
Petition, was included in the order to ensure that Town & Country, 
through its subsidiary Gold Lance, remained a viable independent 
competitor in the manufacture and sale of class rings. 19 

On April 21, 1997, J ostens, the largest producer of class rings in 
the United States, announced that it had purchased Gold Lance from 
Town & Country. Such a change, which was not foreseen at the time 
the Commission issued the order, results in the Employment 
Restriction having the unintended effect of precluding CBI from 
competing against the market leader Jostens for a significant number 
of skilled and experienced workers in this industry. 

Gold Lance is no longer in need of the protection afforded by the 
Employment Restriction. Therefore, the acquisition of Gold Lance by 
J ostens constitutes a change of fact that eliminates the need for the 
Employment Restriction and requires the reopening and modification 
of the order to set aside paragraph V. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened and that the Commission's order be, and it hereby is, 
modified to set aside paragraph V as of the effective date of this 
order. 

16 . . . 
The complamt alleged that the proposed merger would vwlate Sectwn 7 of the Clayton Act, 

15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. Complaint~~ 24-25. 
17 . 

Complamt ~~ 1-8. 
18 

Order '11 II. 
19 

Order~ II. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

SOFTSEARCH HOLDINGS, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3759. Complaint, July 28, 1997--Decision, July 28, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, Dwight's Energydata, a subsidiary 
of Softsearch, to license a set of complete well history and production data to 
a Commission-approved buyer, which then will be an independent competitor. 
In addition, the Commission has appointed a trustee to find a licensee and to 
complete the required divestiture. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: George Cary, Frank Lipson, Phillip Broyles 
and William Baer. 

For the respondents: Sandy Pfunder, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, 
Washington, D.C. and Neil !nus, Vincent & Elkins, Washington, 
D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Comn1ission"), having reason 
to believe that Dwight's Energydata, Inc. ("Dwight's"), a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent SoftSearch Holdings, Inc., a 
corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade 
Commission, has entered into an agreement to merge with Petroleum 
Information Corporation ("PI"), a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
respondent GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc., a corporation 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, in violation of Section 
7 ofthe Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), as mnended, 15 U.S.C. 
45, and it appearing to the Con1mission that a proceeding in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 
stating its charges as follows: 

THE RESPONDENTS 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent SoftSearch Holdings, Inc., is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its offices and 
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principal place of business located at 1202 Estates Drive, Suite A, 
Abilene, Texas. Its wholly-owned subsidiary, Dwight's Energydata, 
Inc., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under 
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place of business located at 1633 Firman Drive, Suite 100, 
Richardson, Texas. Dwight's Energydata, Inc., holds a 37 percent 
interest in Graphic Information Technologies, Inc., ("GITI") a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware. 

PAR. 2. Respondent GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc., is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State· of Delaware with its office and 
principal place of business located at 5333 Westheimer Drive, 
Houston, Texas. Its principal subsidiary is Petroleum Information 
Corporation, a corporation organized, existing, and doing business 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its 
office and principal place of business located at 5333 Westheimer 
Drive, Houston, Texas. 

PAR. 3. At all tin1es relevant herein, each of the respondents or 
their predecessors, has been and is now engaged in commerce, as 
"con1merce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S. C. 12, 
and is a corporation whose business is in or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

THE MERGER 

PAR. 4. In July 1995 respondents agreed to merge the businesses 
of Dwight's and PI. 

THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

PAR. 5. One relevant line of commerce in which to evaluate the 
effects of the n1erger is the sale or licensing of well data. "Well data" 
n1eans infom1ation in any media concerning the location, permitting, 
drilling or completion of any oil and gas well located in the United 
States, and related information. 

PAR. 6. One relevant line of commerce in which to evaluate the 
effects of the merger is the sale or licensing of production data. 
"Production data" means information in any media concerning the 
locations of, and volume of oil, gas, or water produced from any oil 
or gas well located in the United States, and related information. 
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PAR. 7. One relevant section of the country in which to evaluate 
the effects of the merger is the United States as a whole. 

PAR. 8. The relevant markets set forth in paragraphs five, six, and 
seven are highly concentrated, whether n1easured by 
Herfindahl-Hirschmann Indices or two-firm and four-firm 
concentration ratios. Dwight's and PI are actual competitors in the 
relevant markets. Dwight's and PI are the only competitive providers 
of well and production data for many areas of the country. The 
merged ,Dwight's/PI will have the largest market share in the relevant 
markets. 

PAR. 9. · Respondents are the only firms that have extensive, 
multi -state collections of historical information on oil and gas 
properties. Firms lacking similar databases cannot effectively 
compete in the relevant markets. Assembling a database that matches 
the database possessed by either respondent would be very difficult, 
expensive, and time consuming. This factor makes timely and 
effective entry into the relevant markets difficult and unlikely. 

EFFECTS OF THE MERGER 

PAR. 10. The merger may substantially lessen competition in the 
relevant markets in the following ways, among others: 

(a) By eliminating direct competition between Dwight's and PI; 
(b) By increasing the likelihood that respondents will unilaterally 

exercise market power; and 
(c) By increasing the likelihood of, or facilitating, collusion or 

coordinated interaction; 

each of which increases the likelihood that the prices of well data and 
production data will increase. The merger is also likely to lead to 
reduced service for customers. The merger may lead to a decline in 
technological innovation due to loss of rivalry in making product 
enhancements. The merger may further lead to a deterioration in the 
accuracy of the data compiled due to loss of competition in securing 
and verifying data. 

VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

PAR. 11. The merger described in paragraph four constitutes a 
violation of Section 5 ofthe FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. 
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PAR. 12. The merger described in paragraph four, if 
consummated, would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 45, and Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission") having initiated 
an investigation of the proposed merger of Dwight's Energydata, Inc., 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of SoftSearch Holdings, Inc. 
("respondent"), and Petroleum Information Corporation, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc. 
("respondent"), having been furnished with a copy of a draft 
complaint that the Bureau of Competition proposed to present to the 
Commission for its consideration, and which, if issued by the 
Commission, would charge respondents with violations of the 
Clayton Act and Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

Respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in 
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the 
Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Acts, and that complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments received, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1. Respondent SoftSearch Holdings, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Texas, with its office and principal place of 
business located at Suite A, 1202 Estates Drive, Abilene, Texas. Its 
wholly-owned subsidiary, Dwight's Energydata, Inc. is a corporation 
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organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1633 Firman Drive, Richardson, Texas. Dwight's 
Energy data, Inc. holds a 3 7 percent interest in Graphics Information 
Technologies, Inc. ("GITI"), a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Delaware. GITI has no operating assets, but since the formation of 
Tobin Data Graphics LLC in June 1994, GITI has held a 50% percent 
interest in Tobin Data Graphics LLC. 

2. Respondent GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc. is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware with its office and 
principal place of business located at 5333 Westheimer Drive, 
Houston, Texas. GeoQuest is a holding company and has no 
operating assets. Its principal subsidiary is Petroleum Information 
Corporation, a corporation organized, existing, and doing business 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its 
office and principal place of business located at 5333 Westheimer 
Drive, Houston, Texas. 

3. Tobin Data Graphics LLC is a Texas limited liability company, 
with its office and principal place of business located at 114 Camp 
Street, San Antonio, Texas. 

4. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of respondents, and the proceeding is 
in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "Dwight's" means SoftSearch Holdings, Inc., its directors, 
officers, employees, agents and representatives, successors, and 
assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups and affiliates controlled by 
SoftSearch Holdings, Inc., and the respective directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, successors and assigns of 
each. 

B. "PIC" means GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc., its 
directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives, successors, 
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and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups and affiliates 
controlled by GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc., and the 
respective directors, officers, employees, agents, and representatives, 
successors and assigns of each. 

C. "TDG"means Tobin Data Graphics LLC, its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, successors, and assigns; its 
subsidiaries, divisions, groups and affiliates controlled by Tobin Data 
Graphics LLC, and the respective directors, officers, employees, 
agents, and representatives, successors and assigns of each. 

D. "Graphics Information Technologies, Inc.," is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1560 Broadway, Suite 903, Denver, Colorado. 

E. "HPDI, L.L. C.," is a Texas limited liability company with its 
office and principal place of business located at 9300 Research 
Boulevard, Suite 306, Austin, Texas. 

F. "Respondents" means Dwight's and PIC. 
G. The "Merger" means the proposed combination of the 

businesses of Dwight's Energydata, Inc., and Petroleum Information 
Corporation. 

H. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
I. "Relevant product" means well data and production data. 
J. "Well data" means information in any media concerning the 

location, permitting, drilling activity or completion of any oil or gas 
well located in the United States, including U.S. territorial waters, 
and related information. 

K. "Well header data" means the following information regarding 
an oil, gas, or other well: API Number, Surface and Bottom Hole 
Locations (Township, Range, Section, Area, Block, Section, Survey, 
Abstract, and Footage Calls), Lease Name and ID, Well Number, 
Permit Number, Operator Name, Total Depth, Completion or 
Plugging Date, Final Status, Class, Field Name, Elevation, and 
Dwights ID. 

L. "Production data" means information in any media concerning 
the identity, location and volume of fluids, including, but not limited 
to, oil, water, and natural gas, produced from or injected into any oil 
or natural gas well or leases located in the United States, including 
U.S. territorial waters, and related information. 

M. "Acquirer" means the person or persons approved by the 
Commission to acquire the specified data. 
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N. ''Divest" means to grant a perpetual, world-wide license to the 
Acquirer, with the right, subject to the terms of this order, to use, 
combine with other information, reproduce, market, assign or 
otherwise transfer, and sublicense the specified data. 

0. "Specified data" means digital well data and production data 
that are included in one or more of the Schedule A products and the 
well header data received by Dwight's from TDG under the Data 
Exchange and Sales Representative Agreement entered into on June 
1, 1995. 

P~ "Schedule A products" means those products listed in Schedule 
A of this order. 

Q. "Shared employee" means any person whose salary or other 
compensation for services rendered is paid, directly or indirectly, by 
both TDG and Petroleum Information/Dwight's. 

R. "Petroleum Information/Dwight's" means the entity that is 
created as a result of the Merger. 

S. "Royalty-based compensation" means a payment to a vendor 
or licensor based, directly or indirectly, upon the revenue generated 
by the sale of the vendor's or licensor's well data or production data. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Following completion of the Merger, respondents shall divest 
the specified data, absolutely and in good faith, at no minimum price, 
consistent with the provisions of this ordet, either to (1) HPDI, 
L.L.C., pursuant to, and in accordance with the time frame set out in 
paragraph 2(a) of, the License Agreement for specified data entered 
into between Dwight's and HPDI, L.L.C., dated September 18, 1996 
(Exhibit A hereto); or (2) another person that receives the prior 
approval of the Commission, and only in a manner that receives the 
prior approval of the Commission. Provided, however, if, at the time 
the Commission determines to make this order final, the Commission 
notifies respondents that HPDI, L.L.C., is not an acceptable acquirer, 
then respondents shall not divest the specified data to HPDI, L.L.C. 
Upon expiration of the divestiture period described in paragraph 
III.B.4 of the order, respondents shall have no further obligation to 
divest. 

B. The purpose of the divestiture of the specified data is to ensure 
the continued use of the specified data in the same type of business 
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in which the specified data is used at the time of the Merger, and to 
remedy any lessening of competition resulting from the Merger as 
alleged in the Commission's complaint. 

C. After the specified data has been divested, respondents shall 
not exercise any right they may have, whether at common law, in 
equity, or in bankruptcy or reorganization (including through 
obtaining any equity interest in a reorganized debtor) or otherwise, to 
terminate the license granted under this order or to seek to have such 
license terminated, or to require, or seek to require, the Acquirer or 
its successor or assignee to return the specified data. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondents have not divested, absolutely and in good faith 
and with the Commission's prior approval, the specified data, the 
Commission may, on the date this order becomes final, or at any time 
thereafter, appoint either Ben C. Burkett, II, of Burkett Consulting, 
Dallas, Texas, ("Burkett") or someone else to act as trustee to divest 
the specified data. In the event that the Commission or the Attorney 
General brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S. C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the 
Commission, respondents shall consent to the appointment of a 
trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a 
decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude 
the Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties 
or any other relief available to it, including a court-appointed trustee 
pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any 
other statute enforced by the Commission, for any failure by the 
respondents to comply with this order. 

B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant 
to paragraph III.A of this order, respondents shall consent to the 
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, 
authority, and responsibilities: 

1. The Commission either (1) shall select Burkett to be the trustee 
under the terms of a trustee agreement as set out in Exhibit B hereto; 
or (2) shall select another trustee subject to the consent of 
respondents, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The 
trustee, if not Burkett, shall be a person with experience and expertise · 
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in acquisitions and divestitures. If respondents have not opposed, in 
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any 
proposed trustee, other than Burkett, within ten (1 0) days after notice 
by the staff of the Commission to respondents of the identity of any 
proposed trustee, respondents shall be deemed to have consented to 
the selection of the proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall have the exclusive power and authority to divest the specified 
data. 

3. Within ten (1 0) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondents shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission, and in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by 
this order. Such agreement may contain provisions requiring the 
trustee to protect against unauthorized disclosure or use of the 
specified data before the specified data is divested. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
III.B.3 to accomplish the divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period, the trustee has submitted a plan of 
divestiture or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a 
reasonable time, the divestiture period may be extended by the 
Commission, or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the 
Court; provided, however, the Commission may extend this period 
only two (2) times for up to twelve (12) months each time. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the specified 
data and to the personnel, books, records and facilities related to the 
specified data or to any other relevant information, as the trustee may 
reasonably request. The trustee may require that a repository be 
established to allow for examination of the specified data by 
prospective Acquirers. Respondents shall develop such financial or 
other information as such trustee may reasonably request and shall 
cooperate with the trustee. Respondents shall take no action to 
interfere with or impede the trustee's accomplishment of the 
divestiture. Any delays in divestiture caused by respondents shall 
extend the time for divestiture under this paragraph in an amount 
equal to the delay, as determined by the Commission or, for a 
court -appointed trustee, by the court. 
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6. The trustee shall make reasonable efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to respondents' absolute and 
unconditional obligation to divest at no minimum price. The 
divestiture shall be made in the manner and to the Acquirer as set out 
in paragraphs II and III of this order, provided, however, if the trustee 
receives bona fide offers from more than one acquiring entity, the 
trustee shall submit all such bids to the Commission, and if the 
Commission determines to approve more than one such acquiring 
entity either for the whole data set or for any of the same parts of the 
data set comprising the specified data, the trustee shall divest to the 
acquiring entity or entities selected by respondents from among those 
approved by the Commission. The Commission may approve 
divestiture of parts of the specified data to different acquiring entities, 
but in no event will there be more than one Acquirer for either the 
whole data set comprising the specified data, or any of the same parts 
of the data set comprising the specified data. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondents, on such reasonable and customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
respondents, and at reasonable fees, such consultants, accountants, 
attorneys, investment bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other 
representatives and assistants as are reasonably necessary to carry out 
the trustee's duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for 
all monies derived from the divestiture and all expenses incurred. 
After approval by the Commission and in the case of a 
court-appointed trustee, by the court, of the account of the trustee, 
including fees for his or her services, all remaining monies shall be 
paid at the direction of the respondents, and the trustee's power shall 
be terminated. The trustee's compensation shall be based at least in 
significant part on a commission arrangement contingent on the 
trustee's divesting the specified data. 

8. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses 
incurred in connection with the preparation for, or defense of any 
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent 
that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
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misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 

9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in 
paragraph Ill. A of this order. 

10. Consistent with the terms of this order, the Commission or, in 
the case of a court-appointed trustee, the court, may on its own 
initiative or at the request of the trustee issue such additional orders 
or directions as may be reasonably necessary or appropriate to 
accomplish the divestiture required by this order. Notwithstanding 
paragraph IV.G herein, such additional orders or directions may 
provide for, among other things, giving the Acquirer the right to use 
the record layouts specified in paragraph IV .A when sublicensing the 
specified data, with provisions that insure against confusion of the 
origin of the data. 

11. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the specified data. 

12. The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and the 
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish divestiture. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. The specified data shall be delivered to the Acquirer in 
machine-readable, usable form in the record layouts in Annex 1 of 
this order for well data, Annex 2A of this order for production data, 
Annex 2B of this order for the Texas oil test (W1 0) file; Annex 2C of 
this order for the Louisiana oil test (DM1R) file; and Annex 3 of this 
order for Petroleum Data System (PDS) data, which support the 
Dwight's Petroleum Reservoirs CD-ROM. Respondents shall provide 
the Acquirer the specified data in the computer code set in which the 
records are maintained or in industry standard (8-bit) ASCII, at the 
Acquirer's option. 

B. Respondents shall provide the Acquirer with all existing 
technical system documentation and user documentation relating to 
the specified data. Such documentation includes, but is not limited to, 
a description of all data elements in Dwight's Well Data System, a 
description of the data file in Dwight's A-File (unpacked) file; a 
description of the test file in the Texas oil test (W1 0) file; a 
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description of the test file in the Louisiana oil test (DM1R) file; 
Dwight's "Data Item Manual;" and the keys to all codes used by 
Dwight's, whether maintained in machine-readable format, hard copy, 
or microfilm. 

C. Respondents shall provide Acquirer with data that is current as 
ofthe date of the divestiture for all data elements that were included 
in any Schedule A product on the date on which the Commission 
accepts this order for comment, to the extent that data exist on any 
Dwight's computer records. 

D. Respondents shall make no claim to ownership, title, or 
interest in any product derived from the specified data by the 
Acquirer. 

E. Respondents are not required to provide the Acquirer the right 
to sublicense well identifier codes, field and reservoir codes, and 
operator codes, to the extent that such codes are unique to Dwight's. 
However, respondents shall provide Acquirer with the right to 
provide its licensees with a cross-reference to enable a licensee to 
convert from Dwight's codes to the Acquirer's codes. 

F. Respondents are not required to provide Acquirer (a) any 
latitude or longitude data that respondents possess solely by reason 
of the Data Exchange and Sales Representative Agreement entered 
into between Dwight's and TDG on June 1, 1995; (b) any software, 
or any rights to use or sublicense any software; or (c) any calculation 
of estimated future recoverable oil or gas reserves. 

G. Respondents are not required to provide Acquirer the right to 
use the record layouts specified in paragraph IV .A when sublicensing 
the specified data. 

H. The Acquirer shall not transfer or sublicense any rights to any 
specified data in any manner that would have the effect of creating 
additional independent vendors for the whole or any part of the 
specified data. Notwithstanding the above, Acquirer shall have the 
right to, among other things: assign or otherwise transfer all of its 
rights to and interest in all or part of the specified data to another 
person; create distributorships or appoint sales agents for licensing of 
the specified data; or license the specified data to geological libraries 
for use by their members on a read-and-print-only basis. In addition, 
Acquirer shall have the right to enter into data exchange agreements 
wherein the recipient of the Acquirer's data has the right to market 
and sublicense the specified data, provided that the recipient under 
such data exchange agreement shall not grant a license or other right 
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to specified data, or otherwise knowingly make the specified data 
available, to any person unless such person has agreed not to transfer 
or sublicense the specified data and not to make the specified data 
publicly available. Respondents shall not enforce any restriction on 
the Acquirer's right to transfer or sublicense the specified data in the 
event that a court or an administrative agency, in a proceeding 
involving the respondents, issues a final order from which no appeal 
has been or can be taken, determining that all or a portion of the 
specified data is not protected intellectual property. Within 30 days 
of the issuance of such an order, respondents shall notify the 
Commission and the Acquirer that restrictions on the transfer or 
sublicense contained in the License Agreement will not be enforced 
with respect to the portion of the specified data that was determined 
to be unprotected intellectual property. 

I. Upon reasonable notice to respondents from the Acquirer, 
respondents shall provide such assistance to the Acquirer as is 
reasonably necessary to ensure that the purpose of the divestiture of 
the specified data is accomplished. Such assistance shall include 
reasonable consultation with knowledgeable employees of 
respondents for a period of time sufficient to ensure that the 
Acquirer's personnel are appropriately trained in the sources and 
processing of the data contained in the specified data. Respondents, 
however, shall not be required to continue providing such assistance 
for more than twelve (12) months from the date of the divestiture. 
Respondents may charge the Acquirer at a rate no greater than their 
direct costs for providing such technical assistance. Direct costs 
consist of expenses and the salary and benefits attributable to 
respondents' employees actually providing assistance, for the time 
required for the provision of such technical assistance, and variable 
overhead, including out-of-pocket expenses. 

J. Respondents may take reasonable steps with respect to their 
employees to assure that the confidentiality of their proprietary data 
is not compromised, but respondents shall not impose 
non-competition agreements that have the purpose or effect of 
interfering with the ability of the Acquirer to recruit or employ 
respondents' employees. 

K. Respondents, upon 24 hours advance notice by the Acquirer, 
shall provide Acquirer, at Acquirer's expense, reasonable access to, 
and the right to copy, any data-source document or data in 
respondents' possession that was used to compile the specified data 
to the extent respondents have such data-source document or data at 
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the time of the request. Respondents may charge the Acquirer only 
for respondents' direct costs in providing such access or copying. 
Direct costs consist of the salary and benefits attributable to 
respondents' employees for the time required for the provision of such 
access and copying, and variable overhead, including out-of-pocket 
expenses. 

L. Within ten (1 0) days after divestiture of the specified data, 
Dwight's shall assign to the Acquirer all of its rights under and 
interest in the Data Exchange Agreement of July 1, 1993, with The 
Independent Oil & Gas Service, Inc. ("Independent"), which relates 
to well data in Kansas. If Independent consents to such assignment, 
Petroleum Information/Dwight's shall promptly remove from its 
products all data acquired from Independent under the Data Exchange 
Agreement of July 1, 1993, and all predecessor agreements and 
provide the data to the Acquirer in the record layout specified in 
paragraph IV.A above; provided, however, that Petroleum 
Information/Dwight's shall be free to negotiate a new agreement with 
Independent. Such new agreement may neither be exclusive nor 
contain a royalty-based compensation provision. If Independent does 
not consent to such assignment, Dwight's shall promptly terminate 
the Data Exchange Agreement in accordance with its terms and 
provide any data to which Dwight's has an ownership right under said 
Agreement to the Acquirer in the record layout specified in paragraph 
IV.A. 

M. Within ten (1 0) days after divestiture of the specified data, 
Dwight's shall assign to the Acquirer all of its rights under and 
interest in the Joint Marketing Agreement of July 1, 1994, with 
Munger Oil Information Services, Inc. ("Munger"), which relates to 
well data for California, Oregon, Pacific Federal Offshore, Alaska, 
and Washington. If Munger consents to such assignment, Petroleum 
Information/Dwight's shall promptly remove from its products all 
data acquired from Munger under the Joint Marketing Agreement of 
July 1, 1994, and all predecessor agreements and provide the data to 
the Acquirer in the format specified in paragraph IV .A above; 
provided, however, that Petroleum Information/Dwight's shall be free 
to negotiate a new agreement with Munger. Such new agreement may 
neither be exclusive nor contain a Royalty-based compensation 
provision. If Munger does not consent to such assignment, Dwight's 
shall promptly terminate the Joint Marketing Agreement in 
accordance with its terms and provide any data to which Dwight's has 
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an ownership right under said Agreement to the Acquirer in the 
record layout specified in paragraph IV.A. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall provide to the 
Commission staff or a Repository designated by the Commission 
staff a copy of the specified data that was provided to the Acquirer, 
a copy of all Schedule A products as of the date on which the 
Commission accepts this order for comment, and a copy of all 
Dwight's CD-ROM products published and offered for sale to 
customers immediately prior to the divestiture of the specified data. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten ( 1 0) years from the 
date this order becomes final, respondents shall not, without prior 
notification to the Commission, directly orindirectly: 

A. Acquire any stock, share capital, equity, or other interest in 
Graphics Information Technologies, Inc., or in any person engaged 
in the distribution of a relevant product at any time within the two 
years preceding such acquisition; 

B. Enter irito any agreements or other arrangements with any 
person whose principal business is distributing a relevant product, to 
obtain direct or indirect ownership, management, or control of any 
preexisting data bases that are or were used in such business; or 

C. Acquire from any one entity cumulatively during any period 
of three consecutive calendar years (a) the exclusive ownership of 
records containing well data covering more than 75,000 wells in any 
one state except Texas, or 250,000 wells in the State of Texas or (b) 
either the exclusive right, or a non-exclusive right with a 
royalty-based compensation, to market well data covering more than 
75,000 wells in any one state except Texas, or 250,000 wells in the 
State of Texas. Respondents shall have the right to rely upon the 
supplying entity's best estimates, at the time of the acquisition, 
concerning the number and locations of the covered wells. In 
determining whether notification may be required by this provision, 
well records that have been included in a previous notification under 
this provision or under 15 U.S.C. 18a shall not be considered. 
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VII. 

It is further ordered, That the prior notifications required by 
paragraph VI of this order shall be given on the Notification and 
Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 803 of Title 16 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations as amended (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Notification"), and shall be prepared and transmitted in 
accordance with the requirements of that part, except that no filing fee 
will be required for any such notification, notification shall be filed 
with the Secretary of the Commission, notification need not be made 
to the United States Department of Justice, and notification is 
required only of respondents and not of any other party to the 
transaction. Respondents shall provide the Notification to the 
Commission at least thirty days prior to consummating any such 
transaction (hereinafter referred to as the "first waiting period"). If, 
within the first waiting period, representatives of the Commission 
make a written request for additional information, respondents shall 
not consummate the transaction until twenty days after substantially 
complying with such request for additional information. Early 
termination of the waiting periods in this paragraph may be requested 
and, where appropriate, granted by letter from the Bureau of 
Competition. 

Provided, however, that prior notification shall not be required by 
paragraph VI of this order for a transaction for which notification is 
required to be made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7 A of 
the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That within thirty (30) days after the date 
this order becomes final and every thirty (30) days thereafter until 
respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraphs II, 
III, IV, and V of this order, respondents shall submit to the 
Commission a verified written report setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which they intend to comply, are complying, or 
have complied with this order. Respondents shall include in their 
compliance reports, among other things that are required from time 
to time, a full description of the efforts being made to comply with 
the order. 
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IX. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Within ten days of receiving notification from the Commission 
staff that the specified data has been divested to the Acquirer, TDG 
shall offer to the Acquirer, its successor, assignee, agent or distributor 
(collectively, "Acquirer" for purposes of this paragraph), a Sales 
Representative Agreement in the form of Exhibit C hereto. The terms 
of any sales representative agreement between TDG and the Acquirer 
shall cover the same products and be at least as favorable to the 
Acquirer as the terms agreed to from time to time between TDG and 
Petroleum Information/Dwight's. The Sales Representative 
Agreement for the Acquirer shall be non-terminable by TDG, except 
under the following circumstances: 

1. The breach of material terms by the Acquirer or the Acquirer's 
inability to pay. In the case of such a breach, the obligations of TDG 
shall resume upon cure of the breach. In the case of receivership or 
voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy, or the institution of proceedings 
therefor, the obligation of TDG under this paragraph may be 
suspended until the appointment of a trustee or a successor to operate 
the Acquirer's business or a debtor in possession; or 

2. TDG no longer maintains a Sales Representative Agreement 
with Petroleum Information/Dwight's and there are no other joint 
selling arrangements between TDG and Petroleum 
Information/Dwight's for a particular product. 

B. TDG shall not disclose to any officer, director, or employee of 
Petroleum Information/Dwight's or any shared employee any 
information that TDG receives from the Acquirer regarding (1) the 
Acquirer's actual or prospective customers, (2) the content of any 
customer proposals or offers made by the Acquirer, or (3) the terms 
of any individual customer dealings with TDG or the Acquirer. 

C. Within 30 days of receiving notification from the Commission 
staff that the specified data has been divested to the Acquirer, TDG 
shall submit to the Commission a copy of the Sales Representative 
Agreement entered into with Petroleum Information/Dwight's and 
with the Acquirer. For three years after the date this order becomes 
final, TDG shall submit to the Commission any revisions or 
amendments to such agreements within thirty (30) days of their 
execution. 
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X. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, and subject to any legally 
recognized privilege, upon written request and reasonable notice, 
each respondent and TDG shall permit any duly authorized 
representative of the Commission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days' notice to the appropriate respondent, and 
without restraint or interference, to interview officers, directors, or 
employees of the respondent, who may have counsel present. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents and TDG shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in 
the corporate respondents or TDG such as dissolution, assignment, 
sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, or the 
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the 
corporations that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the 
order. 

SCHEDULE A 

I. Dwight's Production Data CD·· Rom Products 
West Coast Area, consisting of California, Oregon, Pacific Federal Offshore, 
Alaska 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Florida, Federal Offshore, Coastal Counties of Texas 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Arkansas, Kansas, Michigan, Oklahoma and 
Texas Railroad Commission District 10. 
Texas Area, consisting of all of Texas 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah 

II. Dwight's Discover SCOUT CD-ROM Products 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Florida, Federal Offshore 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Northern Arkansas, Michigan, Oklahoma 
and Texas Railroad Commission District 10 
Texas Area, consisting of all of Texas 
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Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah, 
Idaho 

III. Dwight's Discover CD-ROM Products 
Oklahoma Area, consisting of Oklahoma 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah, 
Idaho 

IV. Dwight's Petroleum Reservoirs (DPR) With Operated Production 
CD-ROM Products 
State of Alaska 
State of California 
Permian Basin 
Texas & Southeast New Mexico 
State of Oregon 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Gulf of Mexico 
Offshore, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas Railroad Commission Districts 2, 3, 
and4 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas 
Railroad Commission District 1 0 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico 
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ANNEX3 

DWIGHT'S 

PETROLEUM DATA SYSTEM 

TOTLFORMAT 

DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format Specification 

Tape Structure 
A DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format data tape contains data from the Dwight's Petroleum 
Data System Oil and Gas file (TOTL) database. There are three versions of the 
DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format file: 

The Initial Load format will contain all information about each Field or 
Reservoir. 

The Update format will contain only information that has been updated since 
the previous release. 

· The Special format will contain all information about each Field or Reservoir 
in a custom-defmed area. 

There are multiple physical files per tape. Each tape begins with a Tape Header 
File. This file contains one record, a Tape Header Record (Record type 0000), 
which identifies the information present on the tape. The remaining files are 
divided into TOTL Area Groups. Each TOTL Area Group has: 

File Header File. This file contains one record, a File Header Record (Record 
Type 0001), which identifies the DPDS Area to which the data file applies. 

Data File. This file contains the actual DPDS/TOTL data. Refer to the attached 
tape specifications for the format of the data file. The last record in the Data File 
will always be a File Total Record (Record Type 9900). The File Total Record 
contains control totals which can be used to verify that the update completed 
successfully. 

The last file on the tape is a Tape Total File. This file contains one record, a Tape 
Total Record (Record Type 9999), which contains control totals which can be used 
to verify that the update completed successfully. 
Each file on the DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format tape has a record length of 140. The 
records are blocked at 114 records per block for a blocksize of 15,960. 
Tapes can be produced using either the EBCDIC or ASCII character set. 
Tapes can be produced at a density of 1600 or 6250 bpi. 
Dwight's uses industry-standard 2400 feet, 9-track tapes. 

Record Type Relationships 
Each record contains a Unique Record identifier and a Transaction Code. The 
Unique Record Identifier (UNIQID) will specifically identify one, and only one, 
field or reservoir record in DPDS/TOTL. The Transaction Code indicates the action 
to be taken to update the data associated with the TOTL field or reservoir record. 
There are three Transaction Types: 
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The Add Transaction Type (A) indicates that the data on the transaction record 
did not previously exist and should be added to the file. An Initial Load tape will 
consist of only Add transactions. If an Add transaction is encountered on Record 
Type 0100, this indicates a new field or reservoir to be added to the file. An Add 
transaction on other record types indicates that the data on that transaction record 
should be added to the field or reservoir record identified by the Unique Record 
Identifier. 

The Change Transaction Type (C) indicates that one or more data items on the 
transaction record has been updated. All data items on the TOTL field or reservoir 
record should be updated with the values provided on the Change transaction. 

The Delete Transaction Type (D) indicates that all data items on the 
transaction record have been deleted from the DPDS/TOTL file. If a Delete 
transaction is encountered on Record Type 0100, this indicates that the entire field 
or reservoir record has been deleted from the DPDS/TOTL file. A Delete 
transaction on other record types indicates that only those data items on that 
transaction have been deleted from the field or reservoir record. 

Data Types 
There are three data types used by the DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format Specification. 
The Data Type is indicated by an A, N, or L in the "Type" column of the Fixed
Format Specification that follows. The three data types are: 

The Alpha-Numeric data type (A) indicates text data and can contain letters, 
numbers, and special characters. Alpha-numerica data is left-justified. 

The Numeric data type (N) contains a numerica value only. The numbers are 
FORTRAN-compatible. The numbers do not contain leading zeros, and have an 
explicit decimal point if not a whole number. A numerica specification is provided 
in the "Format" column. The numeric specification is given in the format "W.D", 
where "W" is the total field width, and "D" is the number of decimal digits. 

The Logical data type (L) contains either a "1" or a blank. The "1" indicates 
a "TRUE" condition, and the blank indicates a "FALSE" condition. 

EXHIBIT A 

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SPECIFIED DATA 

This Agreement is made by and between Dwight's Energydata, Inc., a 
Delaware corporation, located at 1633 Firman Drive, Richardson, Texas 75081 
(hereinafter referred to as "Dwight's"), and HPDI, L.L.C., located at 9300 Research 
Boulevard, Suite 306, Austin, Texas (hereinafter referred to as "Licensee"). This 
Agreement replaces and supersedes an Agreement between the parties signed as of 
May 2, 1996, which earlier Agreement shall be null and void. 

1. LICENSE AND DATA 

(a) Dwight's hereby grants to Licensee, subject to the terms and provisions of 
this Agreement, a perpetual, worldwide, nonexclusive license (the "License") to 
use, combine with other information, reproduce and market, with the rights 
provided herein to sublicense, assign or otherwise transfer, the digital well data and 
the digital production data described on Schedule A hereto (collectively the 
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"Specified Data"). The License shall become effective on the Effective Date (as 
hereinafter defined) upon the payment by License of the initial installment of the 
License Fee (as hereinafter defined) in accordance with paragraph 3 hereof. 

(b) Dwight's shall deliver the Specified Data to Licensee in machine-readable 
form in the record layout in Annex 1 to Schedule A hereto (for well data), in the 
record layouts in Annexes 2A, 2B and 2C to Schedule A hereto for production data, 
the Texas oil test (WlO) file and the Louisiana oil test (DMlR) file) and in the 
record layout in Annex 3 to Schedule A hereto (for Petroleum Data System (PDS) 
data). The Specified Data so delivered shall be in the computer language in which 
Dwight's records therefor are maintained or, if requested in writing by the Licensee 
at least ten days prior to the Effective Date, in industry standard (8-bit) ASCII, or 
in any other mutually agreeable format. Delivery of the Specified Data shall be in 
accordance with the following schedule: 

(i) A copy of the well data portion of the Specified Data, current as of each 
date of delivery, shall be delivered (A) in a single delivery within ten days after the 
Effective Date [ ] . 

(ii) A copy of the production data portion of the Specified Data for the states 
of Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Kansas and Colorado and for Guld 
Offshore (the "HPDI Areas"), current as of each date of delivery, shall be delivered 
(A) in a single delivery within ten days after the Effective Date [ ]. 

(iii) A copy of the production data portion of the Specified Data for all areas 
other than the HPDI Areas (the "Non-HPDI Areas"), current as of each date of 
delivery, shall be delivered (A) in a single delivery within ten days after the 
Effective Date [ ] . 

(iv) A copy of the PDS data portion of the Specified Data, current as of each 
date of delivery, shall be delivered (A) in a single delivery within ten days after the 
Effective Date [ ] . 

The Specified Data so delivered shall be accompanied by well identifier codes, 
field and reservoir codes and operator codes created by Dwight's for use by 
Licensee to the same extent as Dwight's has created such codes for its own use. 

(c) Each portion of the Specified Data shall be current as of the date of its 
delivery for all data elements included in the products listed on Schedule A hereto 
that are part of the delivery. Dwight's shall have no obligation to provide updates 
with respect to Specified Data after the date of delivery thereof [ ] . 

(d) Notwithstanding the foregoing, and subject to paragraph 1(f) hereof, 
Licensee shall have no right to market, sublicense, assign or otherwise transfer the 
record layouts and formats set forth in Annexes 1, 2A, 2B, 2C or 3 to Schedule A 
hereto, any proprietary well identifier codes, field and reservoir codes or operator 
codes of Dwight's or any other proprietary formats of Dwight's. In no event shall 
Licensee acquire any right under this Agreement to (i) any latitude or longitude 
data that Dwight's possesses solely by reason of the Data Exchange and Sales 
Representative Agreement, dated June 1, 1995, with Tobin Data Graphics LLC 
("TDG"), (ii) any software (or any intellectual property or other rights in respect 
thereof) or (iii) any calculation of estimated future recoverable oil and gas reserves. 
Without limiting the foregoing, it is acknowledged that the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order (In the Matter of SoftSearch Holdings, Inc., and GeoQuest 
International Holdings, Inc., File No. 951-0130) in the form executed by Dwight's 
for acceptance by the Federal Trade Commission (the "Order"), contemplates that 
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Licensee shall be offered a Sales Representative Agreement by TDG covering the 
same products and on as favorable terms as those agreed to from time to time 
between TDG and Petroleum Information/Dwight's (as hereinafter defined). 

(e) At the time of delivery of each portion of the Specified Data. Dwight's shall 
provide Licensee for its own use a copy of all technical system documentation and 
user documentation relating to such Specified Data then in existence. With respect 
to the Specified Data as a whole, such documentation shall include, but is not 
limited to, a description of all data elements in Dwight's Well Data System, a 
description of the data file in Dwight's A-File (unpacked) file; a description of the 
test file in the Texas oil test (WlO) file; a description of the test file in the 
Louisiana oil test (DMlR) file; Dwight's "Data Item Manual" and the keys to all 
codes created by Dwight's for use by Licensee pursuant to paragraph l(b) above. 

(f) On the Effective Date, Dwight's shall provide Licensee, in machine
readable form as described in paragraph l(b) above, with a cross-reference to 
enable License and its Sublicensees to convert from Dwight's proprietary codes to 
non-proprietary codes. 

2. LICENSE TERM 

(a) This Agreement shall become effective on the latest of (i) the date the 
assets of Dwight's are transferred to Petroleum Information/Dwight's, L.L.C. 
("Petroleum Information/Dwight's") pursuant to the Formation Agreement to be 
entered into by Dwight's and GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc., or (ii) the date 
the order becomes final; or (iii) the date the Federal Trade Commission approves 
divestiture to HPDI. L.L.C. pursuant to the order," (the latest such date being herein 
referred to as the "Effective Date"), and shall remain in effect unless and until it is 
terminated in accordance with the terms hereof or applicable law. Dwight's shall 
have no obligation to Licensee to effect such transfer or obtain such issuance or 
approval, any of which may be abandoned at any time for any reason or no reason. 
Nothing contained in the immediately preceding sentence is intended to, or shall, 
permit Dwight's to license the Specified Data to a higher bidder pursuant to the 
order while Licensee is ready, willing and able to perform its obligations under this 
Agreement, if such transfer occurs and the Federal Trade Commission 
continues to require the License as contemplated by the order. 

(b) Dwight's shall have no right, whether at common law, in equity, or in 
bankruptcy or reorganization (including through obtaining any equity interest in 
a reorganized Debtor) or otherwise, to terminate the License or to seek to have the 
License terminated, or to require, or seek to require, the Licensee to return the 
Specified Data. 

(c) Licensee may terminate the License only by assignment as provided in 
paragraph 6, herein. 

3. LICENSE FEE 

(a) Licensee shall pay to Dwight's the sum of$[ J for the license granted 
hereunder (the "License Fee") in accordance with the following schedule: [ ]. The 
amount of the License Fee remaining unpaid from time to time shall bear interest 
at the rate of [ ]% pe.r annum, compounded monthly, payable annually on each 
anniversary of the Effective Date and on the date on which such amount matures, 
whether by acceleration or otherwise. Such amount shall be evidenced by a 
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negotiable promissory note of Licensee, payable to the order of Dwight's, in form 
and substance reasonably satisfactory to Dwight's, which shall be delivered by 
Licensee to Dwight's on the Effective Date. 

(b) Licensee shall be responsible for and shall pay all sales, use, transfer or 
other taxes, however designated, levied or based on the License Fee, the License 
or any other rights granted under this Agreement, exclusive of taxes based on the 
overall income or capital of Dwight's. 

4. PROPERTY RIGHTS: CONFIDENTIALITY 

(a) No title to or ownership interest in any of the Specified Data or any other 
information provided pursuant to this Agreement is transferred to Licensee hereby. 
The Specified Data and all such other information, regardless of the form, format, 
and media in which they are contained, are and remain the exclusive property and 
trade secrets of Dwight's notwithstanding the license granted hereby. Dwight's 
retains all copyright interests in the Specified Data, whether published or 
unpublished, all trade secrets and all other intellectual or proprietary rights in the 
Specified Data and other information provided pursuant to this Agreement. 

(b) Licensee hereby acknowledges that the Specified Data and other 
information provided pursuant to this Agreement contain trade secrets and other 
proprietary information of Dwight's. 

(c) Licensee shall keep the Specified Data and such other information received 
from Dwight's under this License confidential in accordance with this Agreement. 
Licensee shall take all steps necessary or reasonably requested by Dwight's to 
assure that it, its sublicensees and others to whom Licensee may from time to time 
make the Specified Data available in accordance with this Agreement shall avoid 
unauthorized publication, use or disclosure of the Specified Data, and otherwise 
shall not permit the Specified Data to become publicly available. 

(d) Licensee shall have no right to use the name "Dwight's" or "PI" or 
"Petroleum Information" (or any variations thereof) or any trademarks or service 
marks of Dwight's or Petroleum Information's in any manner, and Licensee shall 
not use the name "Dwight's" or "PI" or "Petroleum Information" (or any variations 
thereof) or any trademarks or service marks of Dwight's or Petroleum Information's 
in describing, marketing, using or sublicensing the Specified Data, or in any other 
manner. The foregoing is not intended to prohibit Licensee from (i) inserting 
announcements in the trade press, for a period not to exceed six months from the 
Effective Date, that on [date] Licensee acquired the Specified Data from Dwight's 
Energydata as a result of a consent order issued by the Federal Trade Commission 
relating to the merger of Dwight's and Petroleum Information Corporation or (ii) 
responding orally and in good faith, but not as part of any marketing effort, to 
inquiries concerning the source of the Specified Data. 

5. UPDATES AND SUPPORT 

Dwight's shall not be obligated to update or support any of the Specified Data 
after the Effective Date, except for [ ] the technical assistance provided pursuant 
to paragraph 9 hereof. 
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6. SUBLICENSES, ASSIGNMENTS AND OTHER TRANSFERS 

Licensee shall not sublicense, assign or otherwise transfer any rights to any 
Specified Data in any manner that would have the effect of creating one or more 
vendors for the while or any part of Specified Data in addition to Licensee. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing. Licensee shall have the right to do the following: 

(a) Sublicense all or part of the Specified Data without ( i) the right to further 
sublicense, or (ii) the right to disclose to the public; 

(b) Assign or otherwise transfer all of its rights to and interest in all or part of 
the Specified Data to another person; provided that (i) Licensee provides Dwight's 
with prior written notice of such assigrunent or other transfer, including without 
limitation the name and address of the assignee or transferee, (ii) the assignee or 
transferee agrees in writing to be bound by all of the provisions hereof applicable 
to the Specified Data, and (iii) Licensee shall not retain any rights to or interest in 
any Specified Data assigned or otherwise transferred; 

(c) Create distributorships or appoint sales agents for Licensee's data products 
that include the Specified Data, under agreements appropriate for the distribution 
of sublicenses of such products; provided that the distributors and sales agents 
agree in writing to be bound by all of the provisions hereof applicable to the 
Specified Data, including without limitation the sublicensing thereof; 

(d) Grant sublicenses for Licensee's data products that include the Specified 
Data to geological libraries for access through such libraries only on a read-and
print-only basis; and 

(e) Enter into bona fide data exchange agreements, wherein the recipient of 
rights in respect of the Specified Data has the right to market and sublicense the 
Specified Data; provided that such recipient shall not grant any sublicense of any 
of the Specified Data, or otherwise knowingly make any of the Specified Data 
available, to any person unless such person has agreed in writing not to sublicense 
the Specified Data and not to make the Specified Data publicly available; and 
provide also that such recipient agrees in writing to be bound by all of the 
provisions hereof applicable to the Specified Data. 

All sublicense, assignments and other transfers permitted by this paragraph 6 
shall be in writing and shall expressly provide that the restrictions contemplated by 
paragraph 4( c) and this paragraph 6 shall be enforced by Licensee, its licensor and 
the respective successors and assigns thereof. Upon Dwight's reasonable request 
from time to time. Licensee shall provide Dwight's with the forms of agreement 
used by Licensee so as to verify compliance by Licensee with the requirements of 
this paragraph 6. 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: INDEMNIFICATION 

(a) Dwight's represents and warrants that it holds such right, title and interest 
in the Specified Data as may be required to permit Dwight's to enter into and 
perform its obligations under this Agreement. THE SPECIFIED DATA AND THE MEDIA 

UPON WHICH THEY ARE SUPPLIED ARE PROVIDED "AS IS." DWIGHT'S MAKES NO 

OTHER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT 

NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT LIABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ERROR-FREE USE ALL OF WHICH ARE EXPRESSLY 
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DISCLAIMED. DWIGHT'S MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES THAT THE 

SPECIFIED DATA CONTAIN NO ERRORS OR OMISSIONS AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS 

ANY UABILITY FOR ALL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN THE SPECIFIED DATA. Dwight's 
is under no obligation to continue the development of the specified data or to 
correct any error therein. 

(b) IN NO EVENT SHALL DWIGHT'S BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE, OR ANY END-USER 

OR ANY OTHER THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, INCLUDING WITHOUT 

LIMITATION ANY LOSS OF USE, ANY DECISIONS MADE USING ANY OF THE SPECIFIED 

DATA, OR ANY LOST PROFIT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL AND/OR CONSEQUENTIAL 

DAMAGES, EVEN IF DWIGHT'S HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGES. In the event Licensee corrects any erroneous information licensed by 
Dwight's hereunder after the delivery thereof pursuant hereto, Dwight's shall have 
no interest in the correction. Dwight's shall have no obligation to provide Licensee 
with any corrections it makes in the Specified Data after the delivery thereof 
pursuant hereto. 

(c) LICENSEE'S SOLE REMEDY IN RESPECT OF THE SPECIFIED DATA SHALL BE 

REPLACEMENT OF THE DATA IN QUESTION. 

(d) THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS PARAGRAPH 7 SHALL APPLY EVEN IF 

ANY LIMITED REMEDY FAILS IN ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. 

(e) Licensee shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Dwight's and its 
affiliates, employees, officers and directors from and against any and all sums, 
costs, damages, judgments, losses and expenses (including without limitation 
reasonable attorneys' fees and .disbursements) which Dwight's or any of its 
affiliates, employees, officers or directors may incur or be obligated to pay as a 
result of (i) any claims for infringement of any copyright or other proprietary rights 
as to the data products marketed by Licensee (other than the Specified Data 
licensed hereunder that may be incorporated therein) or resulting from or relating 
to any modification, reformatting or coding of the Specified Data or the 
combination thereof with other data, or (ii) any claim or action resulting from or 
arising out of the sublicensing, assignment or other transfer of the Specified Data 
or the use of the Specified Data by Licensee or by any sublicensee, assignee or 
other transferee of Licensee (other than a breach by the sublicensee, assignee or 
transferee of the terms of its sublicense, assignment or transfer that satisfy, to the 
extent applicable, the requirements of paragraph 4 and 6 hereof). SUCH 

INDEMNIFICATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY NEGLIGENCE (WHETHER 

SOLE OR CONTRIBUTORY) ON THE PART OF ANY INDEMNIFIED PERSON. Licensee may 
assume the defense of any matter for which indemnification under this paragraph 
(e) is sought with counsel reasonably acceptable to Dwight's, which may be 
Licensee's own counsel. If Licensee so assumes such defense, it shall take all steps , 
reasonably necessary in the defense or settlement of the matter at its own expense; 
provided that an indemnified person may participate in such defense with its own 
counsel but only at such indemnified person's own expense. Licensee may not 
consent to any settlement of any such matter insofar as it affects such indemnified 
person without such person's written consent. 

8. INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

Licensee acknowledges and agrees that (a) the Specified Data and other 
information provided pursuant to this Agreement are unique and consist of 
valuable intellectual property that Dwight's will continue to use in its business, (b) 
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the publication, disclosure or misuse of the Specified Data and other information 
provided pursuant to this Agreement by Licensee or by its sublicensees, assignees 
and other transferees in violation of the restrictions provided in this Agreement will 
cause grave harm to Dwight's and (c) Dwight's remedy at law for a breach by 
Licensee of this Agreement will be inadequate. In the event of a breach or 
threatened breach of this Agreement by Licensee, Dwight's shall be entitled to 
obtain injunctive relief, specific performance and such other equitable relief in 
respect of Licensee and its sublicensees, assignees and other transferees. The 
foregoing shall in no way limit any other remedies to which Dwight's may be 
entitled under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

9. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

For up to 12 months after the Effective Date, upon reasonable notice to 
Dwight's from Licensees, Dwights's shall provide such technical assistance to 
Licensee as is reasonably necessary to enable Licensee to sublicense the Specified 
Data to end-users. Such technical assistance shall include reasonable consultation 
with knowledgeable employees of Dwight's sufficient so that Licensee's personnel 
may be appropriately trained in the sources and processing of the data contained 
in the Specified Data. Licensee shall pay Dwight's, within 30 days after each 
invoice therefor. Dwight's direct costs for providing such technical assistance, 
together with all sales, service, use or similar taxes payable in respect thereof. 
Direct costs consist of all out-of-pocket expenses, the salary and benefits 
attributable to Dwight's employees actually providing assistance for the time 
required for the provision of such assistance, and all other variable overhead. Any 
past due invoiced amounts shall bear interest at the lesser of 12% per annum or the 
highest rate allowed by applicable law from the date when due. Dwight's may cease 
the provision of such technical ass! stance if any such amounts remain unpaid for 
60 days. 

10. VERIFICATION·OF DATA 

Upon 24 hours' advance notice to Dwight's from Licensee, Dwight's shall 
provide Licensee, at Licensee's expense, reasonable access to, and the right to copy, 
any data-source documents or data in Dwight's possession that was used to compile 
the Specified Data, to the extent that Dwight's has such data-source document or 
data at the time of the request. Such documents and data may be used to verify or 
to correct the information contained in the Specified Data. Licensee shall not use 
the information contained therein for any other purpose and shall otherwise keep 
such information confidential at all times. Licensee shall pay Dwight's, within 30 
days after each invoice therefor, Dwight's direct costs in providing such access or 
copying, together with all sales, service, use or similar taxes payable in respect 
thereof. Direct costs consist of all out-of-pocket expenses, the salary and benefits 
attributable to Dwight's employees for the time required for the provision of such 
access and copying, and all other variable overhead. Any past due invoiced 
amounts shall bear interest at the lesser of 12% per annum or the highest rate 
allowed by applicable law from the date when due. Dwight's may cease the 
provision of such access and copying if any such amounts remain unpaid for 60 
days. 
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11. RJGHTS UNDER ADDITIONAL CONTRACTS 

Within ten days after the Effective Date, Dwight's shall assign to Licensee, 
without any representation or warranty of any kind and without recourse, all of its 
rights under and interest in (a) the Data Exchange Agreement of July 1, 1993, with 
The Independent Oil & Gas Service, Inc., and (b) the Joint Marketing Agreement 
of July 1, 1994, with Munger Oil Information Services, Inc. (each an "Agreement 
to be Assigned"). No such assignment shall become effective until the other parties 
thereto consent to such assignment. If either such other party does not consent to 
such assignment, any well data to which Dwight's has an ownership right upon 
termination by Dwight's of the applicable Agreement to be Assigned (i) shall be 
deemed included in the Specified Data and licensed to Licensee hereunder on all 
of the terms and conditions provided herein and (ii) shall be delivered to Licensee 
as soon as practicable after such termination. 

12. ATTORNEYS' FEES 

Should either party institute any action or proceeding to enforce this 
Agreement or any provision hereof, or for damages by reason of any alleged breach 
of this Agreement, or for a declaration of rights hereunder, the prevailing party in 
any such action or proceeding shall be entitled to receive from the other party all 
costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and disbursements, 
incurred by the prevailing party in connection with such action or proceeding. 

13. EXCUSABLE DELAYS 

Neither party shall be liable or responsible for delay or failure to perform any 
of such party's obligations under this Agreement (other than the payment of 
money) occasioned by any cause beyond its reasonable control, including but not 
limited to war; civil disturbance; fire; flood; earthquake; windstorm; unusually 
severe weather; acts or defaults of common carriers; accidents; strike or other labor 
trouble; lack of or inability to obtain materials, transportation, labor, fuel or 
supplies; governmental laws, acts, regulations, embargoes, or orders (whether or 
not such later prove to be invalid); or any other cause, contingency or circumstance 
not subject to such party's reasonable control. 

14. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES 

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to imply a joint 
venture, partnership, or agency relationship between Dwight's and Licensee. 
Neither party shall be liable for the debts, obligations, or responsibilities of the 
other party, and neither party shall have the right or authority to assume or create 
any obligation or responsibility, whether express or implied, on behalf of or in the 
name of the other party or to bind the other party in any manner. 

15. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This Agreement embodies the entire contractual agreement of the parties in 
relation to the subject matter hereunder, and there is no other oral or written 
agreement or understanding between the parties at the time of execution hereof. 
This Agreement cannot be modified except by the written agreement of both parties 
hereto. This Agreement is performable in and shall be governed by and construed 
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and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Texas. This Agreement 
shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their 
successors, assigns and transferees; provided that Licensee may not sublicense, 
assign or otherwise transfer the License and any other rights under this Agreement 
except to the extent permitted by, and in compliance with, paragraph 4 and 6 
hereof. It is hereby acknowledged and agreed that from an after the Effective Date, 
the obligations of Dwight's hereunder shall be performed solely by its successor, 
Petroleum Information/Dwight's, and Petroleum Information/Dwight's shall receive 
all the rights and benefits contemplated under this Agreement, and Dwight's shall 
have not liability therefor. 

SCHEDULE A 

I. Dwight's Production Data CD-Rom Products 
West Coast Area, consisting of California, Oregon, Pacific Federal Offshore, 
Alaska 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Florida, Federal Offshore, Coastal Counties of Texas 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Arkansas, Kansas, Michigan, Oklahoma and 
Texas Railroad Commission District 10. Texas Area, consisting of all of Texas 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah 

II. Dwight's Discover SCOUT CD-ROM Products 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Florida, Federal Offshore 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Northern Arkansas, Michigan, Oklahoma 
and Texas Railroad Commission District 10 Texas Area, consisting of all of 
Texas 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah, 
Idaho 

III. Dwight's Discover CD-ROM Products 
Oklahoma Area, consisting of Oklahoma 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New 
Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah, 
Idaho 

IV. Dwight's Petroleum Reservoirs (DPR) With Operated Production 
CD-ROM Products 
State of Alaska 
State of California 
Permian Basin 
Texas & Southeast New Mexico 
State of Oregon 
Gulf Coast Area, consisting of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Gulf of Mexico 
Offshore, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas Railroad Commission Districts 2, 3, 
and4 
MidContinent Area, consisting of Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas 
Railroad Commission District 10 
Rocky Mountain Area, consisting of Arizona, Colorado, ·Montana, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico 
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A DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format data tape contains data from the Dwight's Petroleum 
Data System Oil and Gas file (TOTL) database. There are three versions of the 
DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format file: 

The Initial Load format will contain all information about each Field or 
Reservoir. 

The Update format will contain only information that has been updated since 
the previous release. 

The Special format will contain all information about each Field or Reservoir 
in a custom-defined area. 

There are multiple physical files per tape. Each tape begins with a Tape Header 
File. This file contains one record, a Tape Header Record (Record type 0000), 

'Which identifies the information present on the tape. The remaining files are 
divided into TOTL Area Groups. Each TOTL Area Group has: 

File Header File. This file contains one record, a File Header Record (Record 
Type 0001), which identifies the DPDS Area to which the data file applies. 

Data File. This file contains the actual DPDS/TOTL data. Refer to the attached 
tape specifications for the format of the data file. The last record in the Data File 
will always be a File Total Record (Record Type 9900). The File Total Record 
contains control totals which can be used to verify that the update completed 
successfully. 

The last file on the tape is a Tape Total File. This file contains one record, a Tape 
Total Record (Record Type 9999), which contains control totals which can be used 
to verify that the update completed successfully. 
Each file on the DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format tape has a record length of 140. The 
records are blocked at 114 records per block for a blocksize of 15,960. 
Tapes can be produced using either the EBCDIC or ASCII character set. 
Tapes can be produced at a density of 1600 or 6250 bpi. 
Dwight's uses industry-standard 2400 feet, 9-track tapes. 

Record Type Relationships 
Each record contains a Unique Record identifier and a Transaction Code. The 
Unique Record Identifier (UNIQID) will specifically identify one, and only one, 
field or reservoir record in DPDS/TOTL. The Transaction Code indicates the action 
to be taken to update the data associated with the TOTL field or reservoir record. 
There are three Transaction Types: 
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The Add Transaction Type (A) indicates that the data on the transaction record 
did not previously exist and should be added to the file. An initial Load tape will 
consist of only Add transactions. If an Add transaction is encountered on Record 
Type 0100, this indicates a new field or reservoir to be added to the file. An Add 
transaction on other record types indicates that the data on that transaction record 
should be added to the field or reservoir record identified by the Unique Record 
Identifier. 

The Change Transaction Type (C) indicates that one or more data items on the 
transaction record has been updated. All data items on the TOTL field or reservoir 
record should be updated with the values provided on the Change transaction. 

The Delete Transaction Type (D) indicates that all data items on the 
transaction record have been deleted from the DPDS/TOTL file. If a Delete 
transaction is encountered on Record Type 0100, this indicates that the entire field 
or reservoir record has been deleted from the DPDS/TOTL file. A Delete 
transaction on other record types indicates that only those data items on that 
transaction have been deleted from the field or reservoir record. 

Data Types 
There are three data types used by the DPDS/TOTL Fixed-Format Specification. 
The Data Type is indicated by an A, N, or L in the "Type" column of the Fixed
Format Specification that follows. The three data types are: 

The Alpha-Numeric data type (A) indicates text data and can contain letters, 
numbers, and special characters. Alpha-numerica data is left-justified. 

The Numeric data type (N) contains a numerica value only. The numbers are 
FORTRAN-compatible. The numbers do not contain leading zeros, and have an 
explicit decimal point if not a whole number. A numerica specification is provided 
in the "Format" column. The numeric specification is given in the format "W.D", 
where "W" is the total field width, and "D" is the number of decimal digits. 

The Logical data type (L) contains either a "1" or a blank. The "1" indicates 
a "TRUE" condition, and the blank indicates a "FALSE" condition. 

EXHIBITB 

TRUSTEE AND MARKETING AGREEMENT 

TRUSTEE AND MARKETING AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), dated as of __ 
between respondents (as further defmed below) and Ben C. Burkett, II ("Trustee"). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

On , respondents entered into an Agreement Containing Consent 
Order, attached hereto as Exhibit A, that contemplates the issuance by the Federal 
Trade Commission (the "FTC") of an order set forth therein (the "order"), which 
has not yet been issued by the FTC or become final. The terms and provisions of 
the order shall be considered as if included and fully stated herein. Also, defmitions 
included in the order shall apply throughout this Agreement. 

If issued by the FTC, the order (at Article II) requires respondents to divest the 
Specified Data following completion of the merger. Article III of the order 
provides that, if respondents have not so divested, the FTC may appoint a Trustee, 
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and requires that, within 10 days of the FTC appointment of the Trustee, and 
subject to the prior approval of the FTC. Respondents must execute a trust 
agreement that transfers to the Trustee all rights and powers necessary to pennit the 
Trustee to effect the divestiture required by the order. For this reason, the parties 
have prepared this Agreement, which shall be executed if an only if the conditions 
precedent, as set forth in Article III of the order, have occurred. 

The Commission may approve divestiture of parts of the Specified Data to 
different acquiring entities, but in no event will there be more than one Acquirer 
for either the whole data set comprising the Specified Data, or any of the same 
parts of the data set comprising the Specified Data. 

Trustee will actively pursue an Acquirer(s) for the Specified Data. 

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS 

In addition to any terms parenthetically defined in the text of this Agreement, 
and terms defined in the order, the following defmitions shall apply throughout: 

1. "Approved Acquirer" means a Prospective Acquirer that has been approved 
by the FTC pursuant to Article II of the order. 

2. "Divest" means to grant a perpetual, worldwide, nonexclusive license to the 
Acquirer, with the right, subject to the terms of the order, to use, combine with 
other information, reproduce, market, assign or otherwise transfer, and sublicense 
the Specified Data. 

3. "Person" means any individual, corporation, partnership, or other business 
or legal entity. 

4. "Prospective Acquirer" means a person with a bonafide interest in acquiring 
the assets to be divested. 

5. "Respondents" means "Dwight's" and "PIC" as those two terms are defined 
in the order. 

ARTICLE I 

1.01. Transfer of Powers. Respondents hereby transfer to Trustee, in trust, and 
for the duration of the trust as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement, and 
subject to the terms of the order, respondents' right and power to Divest the 
Specified Data. 

1.02. Creation of Trust. Trustee hereby acknowledges receipt of the authority 
and power to divest the Specified Data in accordance with the terms of the order 
and to effect its purposes and agrees to hold such authority and power in trust (the 
"Trust") for the duration of the Trust as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement. 
The purpose of the Trust shall be to effect the prompt divestiture to an Approved 
Acquirer. 

ARTICLE II 

2.01. Powers of Trustee. Trustee shall have the rights, duties or powers with 
respect to the divestiture as set forth in Article III of the order. Any descriptions 
thereof contained in this Agreement in no way modify respondents' obligations 
under the order. Any modification of such rights, duties, and powers shall be made 
in accord with Section 7.04 of this Agreement. 
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2.02. Trustee's Duties. Trustee's duty shall be to Divest the Specified Data to 
an approved Acquirer in accord with the order and this Agreement. Trustee shall 
use Trustee's reasonable efforts to negotiate the most favorable price and terms for 
respondents in any proposed contract that Trustee submits to the FTC for approval, 
subject to respondents' absolute and unconditional obligation to Divest at no 
minimum price as stated in Article III.B.6 of the order. 

2.03. Duration of Trustee's Authority. Trustee shall have the power and 
authority to divest the Specified Data to an Approved Acquirer for a period of 
twelve (12) months commencing on the latest to occur of (a) the date the assets of 
Dwight's are transferred to Petroleum Information/Dwight's pursuant to the merger 
agreement, dated as of __ 1996, between Dwight's and PIC (the "Transfer Date"), 
(b) the date the order become fmal and (c) the date of Trustee's appointment by the 
FTC. Such period may be extended pursuant to Article III.B.4 of the order. Such 
period may be terminated as provided in Section 6.01 of this Agreement. 

2.04. Multiple Offers. If Trustee receives bonafide offers from more than one 
Prospective Acquirer, Trustee shall submit all such bids to the FTC, and if the FTC 
determines to approve more than one such acquiring entity for either the whole data 
set or for any of the same parts of the data set comprising the Specified Data, 
Trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity of entities selected by respondents from 
among those approved by the FTC. 

2.05. Confidential and Proprietary Information. Trustee shall maintain the 
confidentiality of confidential or proprietary information relating to the assets to 
be divested. Such information may be disclosed only to: 

(a) Prospective Acquirers; 
(b) Prospective financiers and suppliers of Prospective Acquirers, or 
(c) Persons employed by Trustee under Section 3.01 of this Agreement 

Who have first executed appropriate confidentiality agreements. Respondents 
shall permit Prospective Acquirers and their prospective financiers or suppliers to 
inspect the assets to be divested with or without Trustee being present. Trustee may 
disclose to the FTC such confidential or proprietary information relating to the 
assets to be divested as the FTC may request, without the need for execution of a 
confidentiality agreement. 

2.06. Unauthorized Disclosure. Trustee shall not license, divest, or otherwise 
disclose to any person or use any of the Specified Data or other information 
obtained from the respondents except as provided in this Agreement or order. 

2.07. R.epruts. Trustee shall submit, sixty (60) days from the date of 
commencement of the Trustee's power and authority as provided in Section 2.03 
of this Agreement and every sixty (60) days thereafter until Trustee's appointment 
has been completed or this Agreement terminates as provided in Section 6.01 of 
this Agreement, a confidential report in writing to respondents and the FTC, setting 
froth Trustee's efforts to accomplish the divestiture including (a) a summary of all 
discussions and negotiations held with, and the identities of, all interested persons, 
and (b) copies of offers, counteroffers and correspondence concerning the 
Prospective Acquirer(s). Trustee shall also provide to respondents and the FTC 
such other reports of efforts to divest the assets to be divested as respondents or the 
FTC may require. 

2.08. Access to Relevant Infonuation and Facilities. Trustee shall have full and 
complete access to the personnel, facilities, books and records, related assets 
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offered for divestiture or to other relevant information as Trustee may reasonably 
request. Respondents shall develop such financial or other information as Trustee 
may reasonably request and shall cooperate with any reasonable request of the 
Trustee. Trustee shall give respondents reasonable notice of any request for such 
access or such information; however, Trustee may have access to the assets 
themselves at any time during normal business hours without notice. Trustee shall 
attempt to schedule any other access or request for information in such a manner 
as will not umeasonably interfere with respondent's operations. 

2.09. Submission of Contracts for Approval. At any time during the duration 
of the Trust as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement, Trustee may submit to 
the FTC for approval, in accordance with the FTC's Rules governing approval, with 
a copy to respondents, any contract with a Prospective Acquirer to acquire the 
assets to be divested. In order to assist the FTC in assessing whether any 
Prospective Acquirer may be deemed an Approved Acquirer. Trustee may require 
the Prospective Acquirer to summit to the FTC a verified statement setting forth 
facts in support of its fmancial, technical, and marketing capabilities, and intent to 
use the assets to be divested, and to submit any business plan regarding the same. 

2.1 0. Personal Liability of Trustee. Trustee shall serve without bond or other 
security and shall use Trustee's best judgment in performing Trustee's duties 
hereunder. With the exception of Sections 2.05 and 2.06 ofthis Agreement, Trustee 
shall be exempt from personal liability, to the extent permitted by law, for any 
action or decision not to act taken or made in good faith. Trustee shall be liable for 
misfeasance in performing under this Agreement or to the extent that any loss, 
claim, damage or liability results from Trustee's gross negligence, willful or wanton 
acts, or bad faith by the Trustee or Trustee's representatives. 

ARTICLE III 

3.01. Retention and Payments of Assistants. From the date of commencement 
of the Trustee's power and authority as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement, 
Trustee shall have authority to retain such consultants, accountants, attorneys, 
business broker, appraisers, and other representatives and assistants (collectively 
"Assistants") as Trustee determines are reasonably necessary to assist Trustee to 
perform Trustee's duties hereunder. Retention of such Assistants shall be at the cost 
and expense of respondents. Respondents shall be responsible for reasonable fees 
and expenses for Assistants retained by Trustee hereunder, and such fees and 
expenses shall be billed separately from Trustee's personal expense and costs. 
Trustee shall note Trustee's approval of invoices for fees and expenses incurred 
pursuant to this Section 3.01 and submit the same to respondents no more than five 
(5) days after receipt of such invoices. Respondents shall pay such invoices in their 
usual course of payment, unless objected to in accordance with Section 3.03 of this 
Agreement. 

3.02. Monthly Payments· Success Fees. Trustee shall be compensated by 
respondents for Trustee's services under this Agreement as provided in this Section 
3.02. 

(a) Respondents shall pay Trustee a retainer of [ ] on the date of execution of 
this Agreement by respondents and Trustee. 
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(b) Respondents shall pay Trustee a fee (the "Monthly Payment") of ( i) [ ] per 
month during the first 12 months of the duration of the Trust as provided in Section 
2.03 of this Agreement and (ii) [ ] per month thereafter if the duration of the Trust 
is extended as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement. The first Monthly 
Payment shall be made on the first day of the first month that commences after the 
commencement of the Trustee's power and authority as provided in Section 2.03 
of this Agreement. Successive Monthly Payments shall be paid at the first day of 
each month thereafter until the earlier of: (A) the date the consummation of the 
divestiture contemplated hereby or (B) the date of termination of the Trust pursuant 
to Section 6.01 of this Agreement. 

(c) Respondents shall pay Trustee a success fee (the "Success fee") if the 
divestiture of the Specified Data is consummated during the duration of the Trust 
as provided in Section 2.03 of the Agreement. The Success Fee shall equal the 
product of (i) the amount of cash consideration (exclusive of interest on any 
deferred payment obligation) provided in the definitive divestiture agreement (the 
"Cash Consideration"), time (ii) the percentage (the "Applicable Percentage") set 
forth below opposite the period in which the divestiture is consummated and Cash 
Consideration is first received by respondents, as follows: 

Date of Consummatjou and First Receipt 
On or before the expiration of six months after the 

commencement of the Trustee's powers and authority 
as provided in Section 2.03 of this Agreement ("First 
Six Months") 

After the First Six Months but on or before the 
expiration of 12 months after the commencement of the 
Trustee's power and authority as provided in Section 
2.03 of this Agreement ("Second Six Months") 

After Second Six Months 

Applicable 
Percentage 

]% 

]% 

]% 

The Success Fee shall only be payable when, and as a.percentage of, the Cash 
Consideration is received by respondents, ,and it shall not be payable if the 
divestiture is not consummated or in respect of any Cash Consideration that is not 
received by respondents. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the maximum Success 
Fee otherwise payable under this Section 3.02(c) would be less than the minimum 
amounts (each the "Minimum Fee") set forth below opposite the period in which 
the divestiture is consummated and Cash Consideration is first received by 
respondents, the Success Fee shall equal the lesser of: (i) such Minimum Fee and 
(ii) the amount of Cash Consideration provided in the definitive divestiture 
agreement that is actually received by respondents. 

Date of Consideration and First Receipt 
During First Six Months 
During Second Six Months 
After Second Six Months 

Minimum Fee 
$[ 

[ 
[ 

If a Minimum Fee applies such fee shall be payable out of the frrst amounts of 
Cash Consideration received by respondents. 
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3.03. Expenses. Respondents shall reimburse Trustee's reasonable out-of
pocket expenses and costs incurred by Trustee or Trustee's Assistants in connection 
with the discharge of Trustee's duties and efforts to divest the Specified Assets to 
be divested. Such expenses and costs shall include reasonable expenses of travel, 
lodging, meals, incidental items, and personal car mileage at the maximum 
allowable rate per mile permitted by the Internal Revenue Service. 

Respondents may object to payment of any bill submitted by Trustee for the 
payment of out-of-pocket expenses and costs for Trustee or Trustee's Assistants. 
Respondent shall make any such objection in writing within seven (7) days of 
receipt from Trustee of the bill. Payment shall be made for any portion of an 
amount requested which is not objected to. Any dispute under this Section 3.03 
which the parties have not resolved within seven (7) days of any objection shall be 
submitted to the FTC for determination, which shall be binding on the parties. 

3.04. Cost of Co1lection. Trustee may recover Trustee's costs of collection 
including reasonable attorneys' fees, if respondents fail to pay compensation or 
expenses and costs not objected to or not disapproved by the FTC pursuant to 
Section 3.03 of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE IV 

4.01. Binders and downpayments. Trustee shall deposit any funds paid by a 
prospective acquirer as a refundable binder or downpayment in a separate interest 
bearing bank account with any accrued interest thereon being paid to the party 
entitled to such funds. 

4.02. License of Assets. If the FTC has approved a Prospective Acquirer in 
accordance with Article III of the order, respondents shall execute a license 
agreement, and all related documents necessary to license the assets to be licensed; 
provided that the terms of such agreement and other documents shall be consistent 
with the order, shall disclaim all representations, warranties and liabilities in respect 
of the Specified Data by respondents and provide appropriate protection for the 
confidential and proprietary information of respondents, and shall contain such 
other provisions as shall be appropriate to licenses of similar property effected in 
similar circumstances. 

4.03 . .ci.u.s.ing. Trustee shall make reasonable efforts to schedule signings, and 
closings for the consummation of divestitures, at a place and time determined by 
Trustee on dates that would provide respondents with at least thirty (30) days' prior 
notice. If such dates are umeasonably burdensome on the Acquirer, Trustee shall 
make reasonable efforts to schedule such signings, and closings for the 
consummation of divestitures, at mutually convenient times for all parties 
concerned. Trustee shall provide the FTC and respondents with an opportunity to 
review any closing documents prior to the closings for the consummation of 
divestitures. 

4.04. Final Accounting. Upon the termination of Trustee's duties hereunder, 
there shall be an accounting ("Final Accounting") of any balance due and owing 
(i) for Trustee's expenses and costs (pursuant to Section 3.03 of this Agreement), 
(ii) for Monthly Fees (pursuant to Section 3.02(b) of this Agreement), and (iii) as 
Incentive Compensation (pursuant to Section 3.02(c) of this Agreement). The Final 
Accounting shall be approved by the FTC. 
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ARTICLE V 

5.01. Respondents' Duties. Respondents shall use all reasonable efforts to assist 
and cooperate with Trustee in accomplishing the divestiture as contemplated by the 
order and this Agreement. Respondents shall take no action to interfere with or 
impede Trustee's accomplishment of the terms of the order. 

5.02. Respondents' Contact with Prospective Acquirers. Respondents shall 
promptly notify Trustee in writing of any contact it may have with any persona that 
makes an offer or expresses an interest in acquiring the assets to be divested after 
the date of commencement of the Trustee's power and authority as provided in 
Section 2.03 of this Agreement. 

5.03. Indemnity of Trustee. With the exception of Section 2.05 and 2.06 of this 
Agreement, respondents shall indemnify Trustee and hold Trustee harmless against 
any losses, claims, damages or liabilities to which Trustee may become subject 
arising in any manner out of or in connection with Trustee's duties under this 
Agreement and the order, unless such losses, claims, damages, or liabilities arise 
out of any misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by the 
Trustee or its representatives. 

5.04. Authority to Execute. Respondents represent that the persons executing 
this Agreement on behalf of respondents have the authority to bind respondents to 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VI 

6.01. Tenuination of Agreement and Trust. This Agreement and the Trust 
established hereby shall terminate upon the earliest to occur of the following: (a) 
the completion of the divestiture; (b) Trustee's resignation or removal by the FTC 
for failure to perform Trustee's duties hereunder, (c) the termination of this 
Agreement by the FTC or (d) the expiration of Trustee's authority under Section 
2.03 of this Agreement. Upon termination of the Trust. Respondents shall have no 
further obligation to pay compensation or expenses to Trustee hereunder, except 
to pay the compensation and reimburse Trustee for the expenses provided in Article 
III of this Agreement that have accrued to the date of termination. In furtherance 
of the foregoing, but not by way of limitation thereof, no Success Fee shall be 
payable to Trustee in respect of a divestiture that is consummated after the date of 
any termination. Trustee's obligations under Sections 2.05 and 2.06 of this 
Agreement and respondents' obligations under Sections 3 .04, 4.04 and 5.03 of this 
Agreement shall survive any termination. 

ARTICLE VII 

7. 0 1. Nuti.c..es. The FTC shall be copied on all correspondence between Trustee 
and respondents. All notices and other communications required or pennitted under 
this Agreement or the order shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been 
duly given if personally delivered, mailed by registered or certified U.S. Mail 
return receipt requested, or delivered by overnight courier or Express Mail, or 
transmitted by facsimile to the following addresses, or any other address that has 
been designated in writing to the sending party: 
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(a) To Trustee: 
Ben C. Burkett, II 
Burkett Consulting 
7126 Alpha Road 
Dallas, Texas 75240 
Telecopier: 214-239-9037 

(b) To respondents: 
Dwight's Energydata, Inc. 
1633 Firman Dr. 
Richardson, Texas 75081 
Telecopier: 214-783-0058 
Attention: President 

Decision and Order 

GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc. 
5333 Westheimer, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77056 
Telecopier: 713-599-9131 

(c) To FTC: 
Compliance Division 
Federal Trade Commission 
Bureau of Competition 
601 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washjngton, D.C. 20580 
Telecopier: (202) 326-2655 
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7.02. No Assignment. This Agreement shall become effective upon the date 
of execution, subject to the approval of the FTC. This Agreement may not be 
assigned or otherwise transferred by respondents or Trustee without the consent of 
respondents and Trustee and the approval of the FTC. Any such assignment or 
transfer shall be consistent with the terms of the order. It is hereby acknowledged 
and agreed that from and after the Transfer Date, respondents' obligations 
hereunder shall be performed solely by their successor, Petroleum 
Information/Dwight's. 

7.03. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, and those portions of the order 
incorporated herein by reference, constitute the entire agreement of the parties and 
supersede any and all prior agreements and understandings between the parties, 
written or oral, with respect to the subject matter hereof. 

7 .04. Modification. No amendment, modification, termination or waiver of any 
provision of this Agreement, nor consent to any departure therefrom by any parties 
hereto, shall be effective unless made in a writing signed by all parties and 
approved by the FTC. Any such amendment, modification, termination or waiver 
shall be consistent with the terms of the order. 

7.05. Duplicate Originals. This Agreement may be executed in several 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together 
shall constitute one and the same document. 

7.06. Section Headings. Any heading of the sections of this Agreement are for 
convenience only and are to be assigned no significance whatsoever as to its 
interpretation and intent. 
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7.07. Order Governs. The order shall govern this Agreement and any 
provisions herein which conflict or are inconsistent with it may be declared null 
and void by the FTC and any provision not in conflict shall survive and remain a 
part of this Agreement. 

7 .08. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed 
and enforced in accordance with, the laws of the State of Texas (excluding any 
principles of such law that would apply any other law other than applicable Federal 
law) and such Federal laws as may apply. 
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EXHIBITC 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE AGREEMENT 

This is an agreement ("Agreement") entered into and effective as of 
__ ("Effective Date") between TOBIN DATA GRAPHICS LLC, a Texas 
limited liability company, with its principal place of business at 114 Camp Street, 
San Antonio, Texas 78204, herein referred to as "TDG," and _______ _ 
herein referred to as "SR." TDG and SR shall be referred to individually as a 
"party," and collectively as the "parties." In consideration of the mutual promises 
and benefits set forth, the parties agree as follows: 

Recitals: 
TDG and SR desire that SR assist TDG in the marketing and delivery of 

certain well location information owned by TDG to customers. 

1.0 Definitions. The following terms shall have the definitions provided. 
1.1 "Coordinate" shall mean all latitudinal and longitudinal location references 

calculated or determined by TDG. 
1.2 "Coordinate Fees" shall mean the use fees to be paid by customers for the 

Coordinates as descried in Exhibit A hereto. The Coordinate Fees may be revised 
unilaterally by TDG from time to time; however, such Coordinate Fees will remain 
equal to or less than the Coordinate fees that TDG establishes with the entity 
created by the merger of Dwight's Energydata, Inc. and Petroleum Information 
Corporation. SR will be given thirty days advance written notice of any such 
revisions. 

1.3 "License Agreement" shall mean the TDG agreement in the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit B to be entered into with customers pursuant to Section 2.1 below 
with such amendments as TDG may require from time to time in its discretion. SR 
will be given thirty days advance written notice of any such amendments. "TDG 
Customer Agreement" shall mean any agreement entered into between TDG and 
its customers for Coordinates delivered directly to such customers by TDG. 

1.4 "Person" shall mean and include natural individuals and an entity of any 
type. 

2.0 Appointment. During the term of this Agreement and subject to the other 
terms hereof, TDG hereby appoints SR on a nonexclusive basis, as a sales 
representative to assist TDG in the marketing and delivery of Coordinates which 
have been correlated to SR Well Data, and to bill and collect Coordinate Fees. SR 
may use its authorized sales agents to assist it provided that such agents comply 
with all terms and conditions imposed on SR by this Agreement, and that SR is 
responsible for their actions, in their capacity as sales agents. 

2.1.1 License Agreement. Prior to delivering Coordinates to a customer who 
is not otherwise authorized in writing by TDG to receive Coordinates. SR shall 
obtain from such customer a signed copy of the License Agreement as in effect 
hereunder at the time. Each such signed copy shall be delivered to TDG withing 
thirty days of receipt by SR. 

2.1.2 On-line License Agreement. Unless and until instructed otherwise by 
TDG in writing, SR is deemed to have obtained a valid, but limited, License 
Agreement from on-line customers only if the following provisions have been 
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satisfied: (i) SR shall provide a document on screen that describes the License 
Agreement provisions for viewing or downloading TDG data, (ii) this document 
must be acceptable to TDG both as to form and content, (iii) any on-line customers 
must have previously signed a SR license agreement in which the proprietary 
nature of the on-line data is agreed, (iv) the License Agreement is limited only to 
on-line delivery of TDG data and only for as long as this paragraph (2.1.2) is in 
effect, (v) customers are charged, and royalties are due, in accordance with TDG's 
then current Coordinate Fees schedule, and (vi) TDG is furnished a list of such 
current customers that have downloaded Coordinates each month. 

2.2 Permitted Distribution. Prior to permitting a Person access to a Coordinate, 
from time to time after the Effective Data, SR must be deemed to have the 
permission ofTDG as provided below ("TDG's Permission"). SR shall be deemed 
to have TDG's Permission if (i) SR has obtained from such Person a signed License 
Agreement regarding such Coordinate which is currently effective, (ii) SR has 
obtained from TDG notice that such Person otherwise has an effective TDG 
Customer Agreement regarding such Coordinate, or (iii) SR has complied with 
Section 2.1.2 above for delivery of on-line data. SR shall not be deemed to have 
TDG's Permission when (i) TDG provides notice to SR that any such License 
Agreement or TDG Customer Agreement is not effective, (ii) this Agreement is 
terminated, or (iii) the On-line License Agreement provisions in Section 2.1.2 are 
no longer valid or acceptable to TDG. The parties hereby agree that all information 
regarding their respective customers shall be deemed Confidential Information, as 
defmed below, and shall not be used or disclosed for any reason other than to fulfill 
the purposes of this Section 2.2. 

2.3 Activities of SR. With respect to the marketing and delivery of such 
Coordinates by SR the following shall apply: 

a. SR shall represent itself to third parties only as a sales representative of 
TDG. 

b. SR shall not represent to customers with respect to the Coordinates delivered 
by SR that such customer is being charged less than TDG charges for Coordinates 
if delivered by TDG. However, SR may at its sole discretion charge more than 
TDG charges. 

c. SR shall not be required to devote any particular time or resources to 
marketing and delivering the Coordinates. 

d. SR shall not represent or warrant (i) that TDG expects to deliver any 
particular number of Coordinates during any future period, or (ii) that TDG 
otherwise will or expects to undertake any activity not described in the License 
Agreement or in TDG's current marketing materials in effect and delivered to SR 
by TDG from time to time. 

e. SR shall not allow any representations to be made that it is an agent or 
representative ofTDG capable of binding TDG in any manner. 

f. SR shall make no warranties or representations to third parties as to the 
accuracy, completeness or other condition of the Coordinates. 

3.0 Coordinate Fees. SR shall bill customers on behalf of TDG not less than 
the Coordinate Fees currently in effect from time to time. The current Coordinate 
Fees are set forth in Exhibit A. 
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3.1 Collection and Payment. SR shall bill all Coordinate Fees in accordance 
with its normal procedures for billing its own or similar products. SR shall collect 
the Coordinate Fees from customers and forward such funds to TDG within thirty 
days of the end of the calendar month during which such Fees were collected. 

3.2 Estimated Payments. SR may bill and collect Coordinate Fees in advance 
of delivery based on SR's estimate of the number of Coordinates to be delivered for 
a fixed period. Such Coordinate Fees shall be forwarded to TDG in accordance 
with Section 3.1 above provided that if the Coordinates actually delivered for the 
subject period are fewer than the estimate. TDG shall refund the excess payments 
to SR upon request. However, in accordance with SR's normal procedures. SR may 
bill its CD-Rom customers at the beginning of each customer's annual license 
period for all Coordinates available in the area subscribed to at that time. Any new 
Coordinates added to the are of coverage during the customer's annual license term 
will not be billed and Coordinate Fees will not be due TDG until the date of such 
customer's annual renewal term. 

4.0 Coordinates. 
4.1. Delivery and Use of Coordinates. Subject to the items of this Agreement, 

SR may duplicate and store the Coordinates internally for the sole purpose of 
delivering them to its customers and may deliver the Coordinates as a stand alone 
product or incorporate them as part of SR products in Sr's normal course of 
business. SR shall not deliver, copy, use or disclose to third parties the Coordinates 
for any other purpose. Notwithstanding the above, SR shall not incorporate 
Coordinates into any product unless SR can limit individual customer access to the 
Coordinates ("Security Procedures") in compliance with this Agreement All 
Security Procedures shall be disclosed to TDG and be reasonably acceptable to 
TDG. 

4.2 Prohibited Transfers. SR may not offer a License Agreement or other right 
to, or otherwise knowingly make available, any Coordinate, or any component 
thereof to any of the following: (i) a competitor ofiDG, (ii) a government agency, 
(iii) an entity which might cause such information to be available in the public 
domain, or (iv) any third party to use the data for the purpose of compiling, adding 
to, or building a data base or file that such third person could then use, sell, license, 
or lease to anyone else or for any purpose other than such third party's internal use. 

5.0 Obligations of SR. 
5.1 Reports. On the 30th day after each calendar month, SR will provide TDG 

the following reports: 

A Delivery Report, on a mutually agreeable form, that identifies by area and 
by recipient the number of Coordinates delivered by SR during the prior calendar 
month. 

A Statement, on a mutually agreeable form, of all sums billed by SR for 
Coordinates during the prior calendar month. 

A Trouble Report identifying any errors in the Coordinates of which SR has 
actual knowledge. 

If the parties cannot agree on a form, TDG shall provide the forms to be used. 
6.0 Marketing and Distribution. SR shall obtain in writing, prior to use, 

written approval from TDG of any promotional or other material which uses the 
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name, trademarks or product names of TDG. Each party shall pay its own 
advertising, marketing, and distribution expenses. 

7.0 Warranties. Except as otherwise provided herein, TDG warrants and 
represents that it has full and unrestricted right to use and to authorize others to use 
the Coordinates provided to SR. TDG EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER 

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT ABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND 

WARRANTIES ARISING FROM COURSE OF CONDUCT AND USAGE OF TRADE ALL 

COORDINATES AND THE MEDIA UPON WHICH THEY ARE SUPPLIED ARE PROVIDED "AS 

IS." TDG MAKES NO WARRANTY EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AS TO THE VALIDITY, 

ACCURACY, OR COMPLETENESS OF ANY OF SUCH COORDINATES. SR ACCEPTS TDG'S 

COORDINATES "AS IS" AND WITH ALL FAULTS. TDG DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR 

ALL, IF ANY, ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN THE COORDINATES SUPPLIED HEREUNDER. 

8.0 General Obligations. 
8.1 Delivery. All data subject hereto shall be delivered in the delivering party's 

normal course of business and in its standard, electronic, machine readable form 
except as otherwise mutually agreed to by the parties. Each party shall be 
responsible for the media and transportation costs of delivering its data to the other 
party. 

8.2 Business Practices. Each party agrees that the services to be provided by 
it shall be performed in a good and workmanlike manner, and that such services 
will be performed in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws. 
Each party shall keep full, clear and accurate financial and other records with 
respect to all data subject hereto including license and other agreements with 
customers. 

8.3 License Enforcement. Each party agrees that it will use its best efforts in 
normal business practice to ensure that its customers do not use the data subject 
hereto in violation of this Agreement or the agreement entered into with the 
customer. 

8.4 Inspection. TDG shall have the right at its own expense to inspect and audit 
those portions of SR's books, records and all associated documents necessary to 
ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. SR agrees to 
maintain such books, records and associated documents for a period of two (2) 
years from the end of the calendar year in which such items were recorded and to 
make such books, records and associated documents available to TDG at all 
reasonable times within such period and for so long thereafter as any dispute 
remains unresolved. So long as a dispute does not exits such inspections and audits 
shall not be conducted more than twice per year on 30 days prior notice. 

9.0 Confidentiality. 
9.1 Confidential Information. In the course of their mutual dealings, the parties 

each have become, and will continue to become, aware of the other party's business 
affairs, property, methods of operation, processing systems, trade secrets, data, 
software, programs, download formats and related information and technology in 
various forms and formats which the other party treats for itself or others as 
proprietary and confidential ("Confidential Information"). Except as otherwise 
provided herein, each party agrees that (i) the Confidential Information of the other 
party is the exclusive property of the other party and such other party retains all 
copyright, trade secret and trademark interests therein, whether published or 
unpublished, and (ii) it shall observe complete confidentiality with regard to all 
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aspects of the Confidential Information, and to insure such confidentiality, shall 
take appropriate action, by instruction, agreement or otherwise, with such party's 
employees, consultants, contractors, and customers permitted access to such 
Confidential Information so as to enable such party to satisfy its confidentiality 
obligations under this Agreement. Each party agrees to limit access to the other 
party's Confidential Information to those employees and consultants who in the 
course of their employment need access to such data. If either party provides access 
to data or Confidential Information to individuals or entities in breach of this 
Agreement, then such party agrees to indemnify and hold the other party harmless 
from (i) any and all resulting claims of liability to third parties, and (ii) was 
acquired by a party from a third party; or (iii) was know to a party prior to its 
receipt from the other party; shall not be deemed Confidential Information for the 
purposes of this Agreement or any other agreement between the parties. 

9.2 Violations. Without limitation of the foregoing, a party which learns or has 
reason to believe that any person has had access to the data subject hereto or the 
Confidential Information, or any portion thereof, and, as a result, the terms of this 
Agreement are being violated (i) shall advise the other party immediately of such 
even, and (ii) shall cooperate with the other party in seeking injunctive or other 
equitable relief against any such third person. All of the undertakings and 
obligations relating to confidentiality and non-disclosure, whether contained in this 
paragraph or elsewhere in this Agreement, and whether of either party, shall 
survive the termination of this Agreement for whatever reason. 

10.0 Proprietary Rights. 
10.1 Infringement. Each party agrees to give prompt notice to the other party 

of any actual, threatened, or suspected infringement of proprietary, trademark or 
copyright rights of the other party by any entity or third party and agrees to provide 
reasonable assistance to the other party in the protection of those rights. Each party 
also shall give the other prompt notice of any claim that the data subject hereto may 
violate any rights of a third party. 

11.0 Remedies, Limitation of Liability. The Coordinates subject hereto and 
the Confidential Information are unique and each party's remedy at law for a breach 
of this Agreement by the other party may be inadequate. Each party acknowledges 
that the disclosure of any aspect of the other party's Confidential Information or 
any information which, at law or equity, ought to remain confidential, or the breach 
of any other provision hereof, will give rise to irreparable injury to the other party 
inadequately compensable in damages. Accordingly, either party may seek or 
obtain injunctive relief against the breach or threatened breach to the terms of this 
Agreement, in addition to any other legal remedies which may be available, and 
each party hereby consents to the obtaining of such injunctive relief. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL TDG BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFIT, INCIDENTAL, 

SPECIAL, AND/OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ERRORS OR 

OMISSIONS IN THE COORDINATES PROVIDED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF TDG HAS BEEN 

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. SR'S SOLE REMEDY REGARDING 

DEFECTIVE COORDINATES SHALL BE REPLACEMENT OF THE MEDIA AND 

COORDINATES IN QUESTION PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SR SHALL BE ENTITLED TO 

THIS REMEDY ONLY IF TDG IS CAPABLE OF CORRECTING THE COORDINATE IN THE 

NORMAL COURSE OF ITS BUSINESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL TDG BE LIABLE AS A RESULT 

OF DEFECTIVE, UNDELIVERED OR MISSING COORDINATES FOR ANY MONETARY 

AMOUNTS. 
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12.0 Term and Termination. 
12 .1. Term. This Agreement shall remain in effect for three years unless 

terminated earlier as provided herein. The period from the Effective Date of this 
Agreement until its termination is referred to herein as the term of the Agreement. 

12.2 Termination Option. Each party shall have the right to terminate this 
agreement at any time upon giving the other party at least one year prior written 
notice of such termination. In addition, and upon giving 90 days written notice to 
SR, TDG shall have the right to terminate this Agreement in the event that it and/or 
its successor companies (i) in good faith ceases the conduct of calculating and 
providing Coordinates to customers or (ii) similarly terminates all Sales 
Representative Agreements that it may have with other sales representatives. On 
termination of this Agreement, TDG will not deliver additional Coordinates to SR. 
If this Agreement is terminated by Sr, SR shall immediately return all copies of the 
Coordinates, and all manifestations of TDG's Confidential Information, and cease 
using such products and information for all purposes. If this Agreement is 
terminated by TDG, SR will be allowed, subject to the other provisions of this 
Agreement, to provide to customers Coordinates previously received, but only for 
the term of each customer's then existing written agreement (excluding any renewal 
or extension made or attempted after such term) but not to exceed three years 
following termination of this Agreement and only for the sole purpose of fulfilling 
commitments for subscription products in existence on the date of termination. At 
the end of such time, SR shall immediately return all copies of the Coordinates, and 
all manifestations of TDG's Confidential Information, and cease using such 
products and information for all purposes. 

13.0 General. 
13.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including the exhibits hereto, all of 

which are incorporated herein by this reference, contains the full understanding of 
the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and no waiver, alteration, or 
modification of any of the provisions hereof shall binding unless in writing and 
signed by duly authorized representatives of each party. Neither the course of 
conduct between the parties nor trade usage shall act to modify or alter the 
provisions of this Agreement. If this Agreement is executed in counterparts, each 
shall be deemed an original, but all together shall constitute but one and the same 
agreement. 

13.2 Assignment. This entire Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure 
to the benefit of the successors and assigns of the parties and shall be fully 
assignable by either party. 

13.3 Force Majeure. Neither party shall be liable to the other for delay in the 
performance of its obligations hereunder to the extent that such delay is due to 
causes beyond its reasonable control. 

13.4 Attorney's Fees. Should any party institute any action or proceeding to 
enforce this Agreement or any provision hereof, or for damages, by reason of any 
alleged breach, or for a declaration of rights hereunder, the prevailing party in any 
such action or proceeding shall be entitled to receive from the other party all costs 
and expenses, including attorney's fees and disbursements, incurred by the 
prevailing party in such action or proceeding. 

13.5 Authority. Each of the undersigned individuals executing on behalf of the 
respective signatories hereto warrants and represents to each of the parties hereto 
that he is duly authorized by such entity on whose behalf he is executing this 
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Agreement and that he has full power and authority to bind such entity by affixing 
this signature hereto. 

13.6 State Law. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with, and the 
rights and obligations of the parties hereunder shall be determined in accordance 
with, the laws of the State of Texas. 

13.7. Notices. Any notice required or permitted hereunder shall be 
conclusively deemed properly given upon delivery of the same, in writing, in 
person or by mailing the same by certified mail to the party to be notified at such 
party's address as set forth in the preamble to this Agreement, or to such other 
address as may be specified in a notice delivered pursuant hereto 

13.8 Severability and Waiver. If any provision of this Agreement is declared 
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, or if any 
provision hereof is or becomes impracticable, the remaining provisions and the 
Agreement as a whole shall nevertheless continue in full force and effect without 
being impaired or invalidated in any way, and the parties shall replace the invalid, 
unenforceable or impracticable provision with a valid, enforceable or practical 
provision which shall meet the economic aims of the invalid, unenforceable or 
impracticable provision as closely as possible. No delay in exercising, no course 
of dealing with respect to, and no partial exercise of any right or remedy hereunder 
shall constitute a waiver of any other right or remedy, or future exercise thereof. 
With respect to any continuing or persistent default hereunder, no delay in 
exercising, no course of dealing with respect to, and no partial exercise of any right 
or remedy shall constitute a waiver thereof. 

13.9 Construction. Headings used throughout this Agreement are for 
administrative convenience only and shall be disregarded for the purpose or 
construing and enforcing this Agreement. The language in all parts of this 
Agreement shall in all cases be construed simply, according to its fair meaning, and 
shall not be construed strictly for or against either of the parties. 

13.10 Other Business. Except as otherwise provided herein, each party shall 
be allowed to solicit any type customer in any geographic area and enter into 
software, hardware, data delivery, development, license, and maintenance 
agreements therewith. The provisions of this Agreement do not grant either party 
any rights or obligations to act on behalf of the other party regarding any other 
products or services not specifically mentioned. 

13.11 Relationship of Parties. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be 
construed to imply a joint venture, partnership, or agency relationship between 
TDG and SR or any of their employees. Except as specifically set forth herein, no 
party shall be liable for the debts, obligations, or responsibilities of another party, 
and no party shall have the right or authority to assume or create any obligation or 
responsibility, whether express or implied, on behalf of or in the name of another 
party or to bind another party in any manner. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Cccrci~c::e Fee Sc:-:edL:Ie 

Fer;:-er:..;;;J Lic<:r.sa Fees 

F:r Fer:-:-:i:-::c '/Je!i C:.::::-::;-;o:es 

~~-;~ser :! :: ...... ~-·~:;~~~ 

~- ~C.CCC'· 
~c.cc~ .. :::· c:.:: 
5C.C·C~ .. ~:: :::· 

~u:e~:ase .\~a,r,:e;.c;r~c~ 
~.· .... s.; .... -,,...~ 

P.ll cL'ler ;re;s 
G!...'l: {Je!~e~s\:r~1cr: 
~ """:C'~ :·~ sr ... :'""gi.~"' 

II. Limitec ler:-:"1 L!canse Fees (.o:-::-~L!al) 

~jo•~-.P' ...,1 ... ,... ........... ";:':C: 

!II. S.:conc :i:e:-:s.<, :.;:.;:~::ie c:::ies C=·r.C1"71 

1'1. ,::;,e-iss:..!e ~ees 

'. ~ ~ .:::.::::: 

124 F.T.C. 

St.!:c~:asc \~a:~.::?.-.Oi:C! 

,..~("'r. ... ::: .• -~-~·~~~-

Gulf (..:e~~e.~::-.:c.-. 

~ 
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EXHIBITB 

EXh j bit B (vers;cr. ~ of 2. Fer;:.et~..:al License; 

e ... s:;nar·..:~e ::e·c ..... ~~-· undet"'j.gne~ l~cenlet a;·~rs wtl, anc: 'cr:.~e ,.n.r.1 ofi'Obll"'' OatJ Gr:acn;cs I..~C. J 7t'JII !rmrleo:llli30tllfy C:»~::any ~orr.: 
:~,;~.r:•sc ar : ~ .t ::~: Sltee! . .s~n Anronrc. ~1121 iS:C.& ar:: ::."'".tr ·.cc:31:.:~.-,, ~~G·;.I,I' f.'l -''=~~tancl. ~O&Ie&aJOn an_, utt of :~1 .='oauc:-1. aaaue.-: 
:r~ •• :a~nto belc.·..,.. are 1 uo 1to:( ~a the 'ollowll'\g :emu :anc. :::nc:uo.~' ~r.c ~noena~~~:ea to Pet"''oi'T':": :!'\e cohc;arior:a :t :..ca~see ~~~ :c~n ::e1ew 

Products. The~.,,., "Producta" •• uud ~" ~ia ).;~•"'•"' 
\"':".elr':.l :~e :a13 mort I;:Jtcdr,ca:ly OIICr!Oe-d., 1~1 Prc:,Q Sc.!"ltd'-'"-'· 11 

oe~r:tc ~~~w. inc:udr.; all ~111 . .c~are pro;r1ma. ao•.IW'nlo.a: ~c~a11 

uur ~cc~r.-.t!"'ll21ion anc re!t:t~ inf'Orm3tion anC' :•c!'lnology ~1"1 Jl'l"f 'cr~ 

er 'c~at ;f:lv~ee lc L.JCansee ::Jy or on beh.aU ~r ":"~G dunl'l; :~• ~~r~. 
e! :1'111 ..:.greeme~l Hcwever. :r.e ltrrn .,rOduc~a· &1"11111"10\ ir.:!\.IOe ,ar.y 

~c::-..!enal ~CQ )r":C:\.IC:~I ~c:::JII'Id :ty Licen••• ttJbttavent IO :~• 
e•tc:...:uen or~,,, A;reemtnl whic!"' art aubjec:~ tc ; ti:Jinll wonen 

·<:o~te ag~err:enr. 

Pricing Schedule.. rn. term "PFic:ng Sc:'loO~Io&" 
r-.eJr.a tnt ont or ITiore dec~meMII, prooowlt. ora•, or rnvc:~c•• 

;recartc ~r or or. tlthalf of ":":C :'rom :une :o lime. CIUIY a:.~tnor~.:•c ::·, 

7:~ .and u.:;:ntca lc ~c1neet 10 ceecnbt 1\J~hcr (tc the e1t.cnr T:G 

cer~a '1t:eaury) tht ~roo~o,;c:S. ~en-n of the ticen~u Jn~ ~~• c:a11 
:~tre:/tc be ~lid by L:ce:uet. all"' whJCn aro 11\C~t';lo,.,tea ~erc:n ty 
:--16 r~rerenc! ana made ;an :1 :rua Agreemenl. 

Grant of Licansa. Tt:C gnn1o 1o Llo:ar.•••· auC!8'' :: 

:!".1 ;~rovrtrc,nt ot U\11 AQAe:'T:tnt. a none"J",!.i.lll'f"t. non~nnar.raort 

iii"!".I11C rr.cwr'l&t lo po&aeaa ana IJII tr'loaa Pn:u:u:~ ~ar wl"t~n l.,;:en••• 
~-II :IIICI the iicenae ~eel 181 ~~~ .11"1 tne IPP•Ic3Die Pnc&nQ Sc.n•c:~o,lllll) 

:n f\Jn~1ranca or LJ.C•nsee·a own DU'Ill1fSI and 1n 3c::uC11r:ce wit:"\ :n.a 
..a.;reemeni. TC:G sn~ll not b• ucu;ated Ia auopry to ~tnae• mort L-:ar. 
:~e re::reaantauon of eacr. of U'\e Produ~~•- :: 1 ;roeluc: 11 1011. 

t.:•t!r~)~IC:I, ~r .,...i)aii'ICS by Lican•••. 1 reo&ac:~m..,nt may b• oO~If'\IC: 

lrer!1 •I.IG or one e~ :t1 aaloea re~~teenl.31f,et tor 11"11 ~.:::uLI :t 1'\analrn; 
~~:- ug.an1c1. a~o~CI'IC:! :o mu!ua• a~reemenl at I"• 111!'11 ottn• ttQ.JtSI. 

License Restric:ions. LJconw• a9ruo 1c u•• :l'le 
=·:: .... -=~ onry !c:r :....:•nue c :•, :uaineaa. Wean we ,~all no I: (•) r:•~rt 
1'"'~ J~l • .alec enr•~~e• or "'"d :~n .. a ac:etl !o or u•• of~~ ~·oc~o~c~J 
e.t-:e=' a~ ICtt:flc.aUy 111 ~,, beiOVr. (ii) uM tne P•od\:~:s .n 1~1 

::er;tl:o~ ;I .a te!'Yrc:t :~.:rea~,;.~= ~rovroet.rme 1.nar.r.; lll"'t'IC'It. cr..,_ an'!' 
=~:".tr 1,,.,,1~r anan.;emenr. cr ·,ii) cu:c::~mone. ar&al6tm., .. or :nntM••• 

•tve~t 1M9rr:eer l,t :lrodUC!I 

C~pias. L.:•n••• :TI~'J' no1 ccoy tht ~rcCIJc::a tJcaoa :1'111 

.:rot\~: :::·1 :nry- .or.;y :It r-MIC:I COt arcnrvl'l ;~u~oaea. Th1 ~rcc:u~::J 
•. ":,a,l •tma•n 1n a a•nt; .. m•mo'"Y tc~uon il-, Licenwe a aa~ IYIIIr.": 

u:tCI! :1"'.11 ;c:n10n1 ,, ~• ?~ouc:.a may bt :nnelel"r'8c ~ o:"'tr Cllll 

IIC-"1;• Cl.a.,<tt ur:oer L.cen••• 1 ez.eru&l¥• c.:mcrot :C" d•IDI.IY. 

-~~~=~:.atw anc tr.arrz• tuc~ _:t.oauc:.. tor ~.ic:enM• 1 own .-.cem.a• uac. 
.... :,r.see ~•Y !'Mtr;t or mooll't ~ Pr-aGue~ ~t -~own rnwmaiiJII 
~:3-r: :::-.s :t ~,.... :lrcduc:z :~uv ~e ~ace ~r ~.oeanwt a !ntemar u1r 
:,_:.·. "':ll'9J :::•1 tnat1 t"''oo[ :1 :rovcee :o ~~~~ ~~~111. llCICf •/ •'~ 
:·e .... .,ta ,._ ~!"'-• ~•;ut.ar ::ui""L' et ~JCan•••, :~...,,.,.,.,, anc ror !nt 10111 

:~·::u of anltyl• or J'lltr":)re:..~ccn "" ~Mf'l•tJnc.t of L~Ctntee 1 :wn 

: .. a .. -.tu an: :~l :....::•n•e• :::.la-'1 ':'1.11 ;~nor -,..r~en a~:ee!T!If'\1 :.! ~-t 
·e:., ... .,: •n ::-a ~c~ h .. :OMI.:: ~v ~=G 10 ult '.J'It: ~·oeL.;c:• «Y'•'f 'or ay;~ 

:·.:::•e :: ·-::· ... ~. '..""\t '"lar.: -::~·•• :c :..::ar.1e.,. ar.: ;:!".eNrrte :: :e 
L.:~o:: :: 1_..: ::~.: v ""'"'!:~ ~:"' .. 1 ~i~e~e!"'.:. tr: -~·: ... ::~~1!~ :ua-..:-:"'.1!1 
'f\::"o;~.:::.':"' :: · Jn;,.:t~ ::-:..anc! : .... :~e :~•::: ;;r:, ..,,, ... )-..:.

:1~''!!-!"': ..:..: -:::-es ::r =·:::~..:::1 r.c:L.:::lr~ -.e·;eQ :r -:: ~~: 
:-:-..:-• H"·~~~ ·!-a r- ·:--" =~--==~r":".- :~ -:·: v·.a1• :-:~::.'"'-...t ·:- :!!' ~ .. :.::: 
·: - • !;·,sr-r~:-: ,,-~ ... ,_, .-c::...;e 111 '"':.,;, :::·,·;'"~ .1..-: ;:~~. 

:·::""•1\._;j"'• ·.: .. .::!• 

License Fees. L:Conue ·~"'" :o ·~ay ':'C:C o• .~. 
aut/'lcrue:l ule& reorelel"'tJI;.,, !or ail e!"'ar;ea .r-.:·.m·ec- ~or ~roc:uc:..s 

;)rtlv•Oid to Llcen••• rn ac:~roanc~ w2h acc!IC.~DII !='r:c:n; Sc:'H~·:n.;r<:l 

lnt•reat ai'\JIJ b• DIYIOit an any 1)111 CIIJe amovnc.a c=me~o,;rtC: !'rom :.o.:t 
Clltt ~u• 11 :rae '••••' at tf9r":leen ;~erctnt ('~8%i or l!"'t P'\lt;:":eat !JU! 
alitJ..,tc !ly t1w. In JCICI~on :o tne cnar;ea otr.e.....,raa ;::aya~loe l'llrtunaer. 

Lctn••• ,,.,;~be '••oonatbll lor -a no ~I'Y 111 :3zea,l'\owtvar dtau;nate.:. 

lev•ed ot Dl._.d en c:."'ar;ta :on.aae unctr :.1"111 A;retmtnt. uc:u1rve "=' 
taze1 !!I ted en tne n•l ir-..c=m• or 7;:.c:;_ U any 1mounta ::tut undtr t:"Lrl 

,l:roemenr have ~ot boon paid il'l run ... ~~in fhii'TY r.o) ~ays ·~•' r~•' 
art ::tu•. tn1, wltho ... : l;mJt·atiOn or al"'y otner rrmecltt and n;:~ta 7C:::t may hawe, TCG may at u dlec:ltJOn and wrtnout pr..:r n..:~lCI tc 
l;:en&et termll'l311 tl'\r& Agreemenr 

i1rm and Termination. 7"-•• ""i'"""'""••n•n oo::mo 
ttfe::rve or. the date Uctn••• t:uc: . .uet it •~c 1nall ren-.ar;, rn trite~ 

vnuJ. if 1vt:-. LrcenMI &~JH tlrtJC!'t Jny r:"::''''~n po,et'lol. In .... 1'1rc:"'tYe:'1t 
" lll~r!IUTT11n310 lulcmatically W~~Ou1 :~1 rt:u~remtnl of any n:r.-::e or 

oiJ"Ler ac:.ic.-: by ":':C. proYidld tha1 L:c•"••e al'laU I"'L:ave thir."t (~C) d-ayt 

gnca tor CIJym.nta aa descnbeCI aOcwt Ue~on nctlee :»y TCG Jl ,,.,Y 
time afttr ltrmrnatlo, ~: 1"'Y reaaon ot lhla .lQrttmenl. L.ic•naee tna~ 

.,...,.,.,ir: :en (10) day a rerurr. :o -:"'~. 11 Lcar'laee't exo-=nae. t.r:e Produc~ 

lr"'.C: al c.::r~uea 11"'1ereor. ae:.ara or destroy all ol1'\cr c.:orea anc: 
rtDrtltntaUona :ll tl"'l P:-cd..rc:J. ar-.d dtli'vl'r IQ 7W wr:r.en eet1rl'lc.aucn 
by an otf~eer ot L~•n••• thai ll'le P:"'dUe!J nave tle'tn rtr-1m1C: :11! 
c..!:'o:.ea ~Jvt tlten Clelotea ~t :eatr:-yrd. and the vee ott,• P~oduc:s 1"131 
!lte., 'lrac~ntinuoe: If !I"L•c .A.grtemtt'll i1 lt~~·Bn-.ltd Po~ ,a,.,y rtJI"!'.., 

rtr3UI"'~ ~., any Ore•c!"' :. r L:ctn•••- all ,rov•a:cnt nel"'tot tc ll"le ,e,..efrt 

of 7:.:; snail st.:""'""' ar:a tfma•n %"1 e~er:. ~yt ~icer:ae'l' u·-~11 ~c: ::" 

tnnlled to poas••• or U!t :he Pro.diJC:a. snarl ncr :a •nt:o:&e:: 1: ;al"y 

re~.:no er :"lave ar":y =t~er :"";ntt or rr~eCirta :l'Ur"1uanr l"ler!'~: 

Propriet;rf Rights, T"• ~·::o•:" ... '':" .. ""' '.: 
7CC. ;nd l4.''1 lc t1"1tm re~arna ;n 7CCi So""• c~ all ~f :..~e =~:c::..:c:s 

rr.ay bt deii..,·ert~ :o ',..:C!""'II., ll'lc~-.or~lcd' ,,; or •n!CQf'2~•c 11 ;;~, o~ 

011'\tt •nl"::~lhOt"' :tC!"'LMOIC'";Y :,DCUC'~I o."!ertd ;an.C: elrt.lr.Oulre :y L,;J,1el 

I"'Ortltntauves or '7C~. ~orwl'lna:J,a•r-.; ;~ny t-.;c:"'l ~n:o~;:~rc:n =~ 

,..corrar.UJ.On 1.11 n;nr. :,;c. ;~r-.c ,.,,.,.,, ;n anc: 10 :nt Pron~,;::• JTCI al'\d 
rem•, ~,,tow •no e.xc:~''"'' prcoetTy o/ -:-:c:: ...._IIICDiic:~c- .. :"!'~~-:...-: 

tlw and IIJt\.l:cry ng,n ., tnt ProC:uc::s .t'lc:..,orn;. wr1l"'oul ·.,..,.,:aha,.. . 
r:g~.:& :r. ~nl'u:e:-:t:.ar :anc ::--;:t '•c~et r:-:Jte!:21. ::;~:.a. a.cur:'( :~CI! ::.c-:: 
coae a~: CCD'fr"!~""ll er.all ~e ana ...... il .·em;11n :~t :~r::c~..-:'r .: ' ":":c 
:....ctrse• anarl !".3vt r:o ~<~~.nt:e cr :nt•'''' :f'l a:.::~. :rc-:r.411~,., ·~-:1 o• 

'" lr'll .:~:CYC:!I. t.lt.8C: '..""~• 1<1"-t.t '0 uae :~.e ='-:CiuC:I :u ;rJ~"'l~.:: 

!'\ttl C._. 

C.:~nfidentl.;i lr.formaiiC:''L ·'"'·••• ·~··., ·r.r '"' 

.~::c~~~J :::;.:·~r~;,~~7:~~,a~:~r~r~a';:_: :~:c~~,c~~:.~:e:•r;::;,~~ ,':~;. 
:wnt"-; ~:"'I• :anoc: ':":1"1 .).~~-•ment,. .n t"'ac: ::ar: ~~•r "tt ·e-·l"'tiiC, •-:r 
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EXHIBITB 

Ulll,.., ~CU'Iwe 1 :::~nt\canu.altry Obl..,~IJOnl ul"l:l•' IJ"\Ia .6grae,...ent 

:...car.te• &Qt••• 10 :u'TIII ac:aaa ta lf'\1 Produ~II tc !no•• err;,•or••• 
I~"~CI•Ot ::nau•ann ·llrl'f'lo :f"'t"'• cou,.. ottP'Ie•r ernCICI'(menl r"'aeG ac::111 

:o :~e ~rocr..~::a. L•c:tnaae anall noc remove''-~"' prooneUI'Y :'\Ci..ces IS 
-:c; or .u saJ~ea ttorewntlttvea may c!'lcoe• 10 pLitl wftn or on'"'' 
c-,~•c:a Lconwo one~ lmmoal8tiiV reoon to niG. ana naf.. 
ur.auti"IDI\loo utt or diac:caure of 1/lo Pn:~duc:.s 

,c Limited Warranty; LlmiUtion of Liabililj. -:-:o 
,..,.,.,..,.,,.,(I} !Ita!~~~~ lito 1 u!llonry to llconoolllo Proo~o~:to to L''"""'· 
•~c iY} tf ougg~d Dy TCC. :natlllo moo~a on ...,,.._, 1111 i>ro~uc:o oro 
rooorcod ia ITu !rom aor.c11;, ma"rur and -rl<nllnanill utloor normal 
uoc ror 1 penod of nmory (~) uye !rom aoU.el")' 10 Ucan .. o. 

!.XCE"T ..I.S PRCVICE.O IH ~E PRECEOIHG SENT!!-IC!. 
":"HE PROCUCTS ..I.HO TH! loiECtA UPON WHICH THEY .AR! 
SUPPL1EO .lRE PROVICE::l "..I.S tS". 'l"OG !)CPRf.S3LY OtSCL.&IIoiS 
AL'- OTHER WARR.lNTIES. !XPR!SS OA lloiPLIEO. lllCLUCIN4. 
BU"r NOT LIMIT!O TO. THE lhiPLII!C W.lAR.lHTifS o; 
MEiH~H.lNT.I>.BILITY, FITNESS FOR A P.lRTICUL.AII PURPO.S~. 
CCUASE OF CCHCUC'":". .lNC U.S.AG! OF Tll.li:lf. IT IS 
UNCfi'ISTCOO THAT T:::G OBTAINS CATA IHCLUCfC IN THE 
PAOCUC":"~ FROiol THIAC P.lRTli!.S. IHCLUCIHG GOVtlllli.IE!"IT 
.lCE!-ICIES. AHO THAT roc::; 1$ UNOfR NO OBUGATION TO 
CC'ITINUE THE OEVE:OOPWENT OF .lNY OF THE PRODUCTS OA 
":"C CORREC'":" .lHY ERROR. Clolt$.SION OR M..I.LFUNCTICN 
":"HEREIN. NEITH£;1 TOG NOR ANY OF ITS .SALES 
A~?RESE.'ITATIV!S SH.&LL 8f OBUG.lT!C TO UPCAT! CA 
SUP"'CR7" <HE PRCOUCTS. 

TOG 013C:..AIM$ AHY LIAIILfTV F_,R .lLL. IF ,t.HY. 
Ei'IRCA$ .lNO CMtSSIOH.S IN THE PROOL:CT$. IH NO !VEJoiT 
SHALL TOG BE LIABLE FOR ,t.NY LOS"T PROFIT. INCIOI!HT.lL. 
SPECIAL.. PUNITIVE ..lHOICII COIISI!OUI!NTIAL CAM.lGES. 
WHE"rHER .lRISING FF!Ciol COh'"i"RAC"r OR NEOL!Cii!NCE. EV!N 1" 
TC<; OR ITS SALfS RE"RESEh'"i"..i.T!Vf H.A.S SE!H ..I.OVtSEO OF 
~f PCSStBILITY OF SUCH OAioiAG!S. LICEIISEE"S SCLE 
Ro ueOY R!GAROING OI!F!CT!IIE PAOOUC:T$ $HALL BE 
RH1L.ACfloiENT CF 'THI! MI!CLA .lHO PIIOCUCTS Ill O:.JESTtCN 
,.,,;H TCG"S t.IOST SIMILAR CURREh'"i" OFl"Ei'IING: IN NO EVENT 
SHALL 1"0G B£ LIABLE FOR .lHY AloiOUNT.o; IH OCESS CF T><E 
AMOUNTS PAtO BY LICENSH TC CR FOR TOO P'JRSV.lH":" ":"C 
THIS .lGAEfM£NT. 

THE PARTlES .lCKNCW'.EO<:lE TH.lo !ACI-i OF it;E 
l>ilCVISICNS Cl= THIS .lCRE!.I.IEHT. lNCLUC.ING WITHCI.'":" 
l.ii.<I~.I.'~ICN ThE PAY1.4EN":" PRCVISI·=HS HE;<ECF. WE;:!E 5-lSi:J. 
"' ~·~-:.ON THE "I'ICVISiCNl: CF THIS ~ • .>.NO ~~-<.>.7" 
:.•C'"< :>AI'ITY FVL:. Y UNOE.~S':".lNC& .A NO .lCC!PTS ;"';,; 
CSL!O..lTIC"S ,>.~ojQ L1Mti.&":"iCHS :lESCRIBEO '" TH:S ~
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APPENDIX I 

ASSET MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 

This Asset Maintenance Agreement (the "Agreement") is by and 
between SoftSearch Holdings, Inc. ("SoftSearch"), a corporation 
organized under the laws of the State of Texas, with its principal 
offices located at Abilene, Texas, and the Federal Trade Commission 
(the "Commission"), an independent agency of the United States 
Government, established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of 
1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. (collectively, the "Parties"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, SoftSearch and GeoQuest International Holdings, Inc. 
entered into an agreement, dated __ , pursuant to which 
SoftSearch's wholly-owned subsidiary Dwight's Energydata, Inc. 
("Dwights") and GeoQuest's wholly-owned subsidiary Petroleum 
Information Corporation will merge their assets (the "Acquisition"); 
and 

Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the Acquisition to 
determine whether it would violate any of the statutes enforced by the 
Commission; and 

Whereas, The Commission has reason to believe that the 
agreement would violate Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, and that, if consummated, would violate Section 7 of the Clayton 
Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, statutes 
enforced by the Commission; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the attached Agreement 
Containing Consent Order ("Consent Order"), the Commission must 
place it on the public record for a period of at least sixty days and 
may subsequently withdraw such acceptance pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that if an agreement is not 
reached preserving the Specified Data (as defined in the Agreement 
Containing Consent Order) during the period prior to the time that the 
Consent Order becomes final, divestiture of said data to an possible 
in any proceeding challenging the legality of the Acquisition in the 
event that the Consent Order does not become final; and 

Whereas, the action of SoftSearch in entering into this Agreement 
shall in no way be construed as an admission by SoftSearch that the 
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Acquisition violates the statutes as alleged in the draft complaint 
attached hereto; and 

Whereas, SoftSearch understands that no act or transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune or exempt 
from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal Trade 
Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this Agreement. 

Now therefore, in consideration of the Commission's agreement 
that, unless it determines to reject the Consent Order, it will not seek 
further relief from the Parties with respect to the Acquisition, except 
that the Commission may exercise any and all rights to enforce this 
Agreement and the Consent Order annexed hereto, and to seek the 
divestiture of such assets to be preserved under this Agreement as 
may be required to maintain the level of competition that existed prior 
to the Acquisition, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. SoftSearch agrees to execute, and upon its issuance to be bound 
by, the attached Consent Order. 

2. SoftSearch agrees that from the date this Agreement is accepted 
by the Commission until the earliest of the dates listed in 
subparagraphs (a) and (b) it will comply with the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

(a) The date the Consent Order becomes final; or 
(b) Three business days after the Commission withdraws its 

acceptance of the Consent Order pursuant to the provisions of Section 
2.34 of the Commission's rules. 

3. SoftSearch shall maintain and update the Specified Data; 
preserve its viability and marketability, and prevent its destruction, 
removal, wasting, deterioration or impairment of any kind. 

4. If the Commission seeks in any proceeding with respect to the 
Acquisition to obtain injunctive or equitable relief, SoftSearch shall 
not raise an objection based upon the fact that the Commission has 
permitted the Acquisition to be consummated. SoftSearch also waives 
all rights to contest the validity of this Agreement. 

5. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon 
written request with reasonable notice to SoftSearch made to its 
principal office, SoftSearch shall permit any duly authorized 
representative of the Commission: 
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(a) Access during the office hours of SoftSearch or Dwights, in 
the presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, 
accounts, correspondence, memoranda and other records and 
documents in possession or under the control of SoftSearch relating 
to compliance with the Agreement; and 

(b) Upon five (5) days' written notice to SoftSearch or Dwights 
and without restraint or interference from it, to interview officers or 
employees of SoftSearch or Dwights, who may have counsel present, 
regarding any such matters. 

6. The Agreement shall not be binding until approved by the 
Commission. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

BRUNO'S, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3760. Complaint, July 29, 1997--Decision, July 29, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the Alabama-based grocery chain 
to comply with the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act requiring the 
consumers to be notified when they are denied credit, insurance or a job based 
in whole or in part on information in their credit report and requiring the 
denying company to provide the name and address of the consumer reporting 
agency that supplied the report. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Tom Carter and William D. Griggs. 
For the respondent: Mark Taliaserro, Burr & Forman, 

Birmingham, AL. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 
U.S.C. 1681 et seq., and the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 41 et seq., and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said 
Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Bruno's, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
violated the provisions of said Acts, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as follows: 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this complaint, the following definitions are 
applicable. The terms "consumer," "consumer report, "and "consumer 
reporting agency" shall be defined as provided in Sections 603(c), 
603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 
U.S.C. 1681 a( c), 1681 a( d) and 1681 a( f). 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Bruno's, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
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laws of the State of Alabama, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 800 Lakeshore Parkway, Birmingham, Alabama. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, in the ordinary course and conduct of its 
business, uses information in consumer reports obtained from 
consumer reporting agencies in the consideration, acceptance, and 
denial of applicants for employment with respondent. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondent, in the ordinary course and conduct of its 
business, has denied applications or rescinded offers for employment 
with respondent based in whole or in part on information supplied by 
a consumer reporting agency, but has failed to advise consumers that 
the information so supplied contributed to the adverse action taken on 
their applications or offers for employment, and has failed to advise 
consumers of the name and address of the consumer reporting agency 
that supplied the information. 

PAR. 5. By and through the practices described in paragraph four, 
respondent has violated the provisions of Section 615(a) of the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681m(a). 

PAR. 6. By its aforesaid failure to comply with Section 615(a) of 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act and pursuant to Section 621(a) thereof, 
respondent has engaged in unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)(l) of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Dallas Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violations of Section 615( a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and 
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
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admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the 
Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Bruno's, Inc., is a corporation organized, existing 
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Alabama, with its office and principal place of business located at 
800 Lakeshore Parkway, Birmingham, Alabama. 

2. The acts and practices of the respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

For the purpose of this order, theterms "consumer," "consumer 
report," and "consumer reporting agency" shall be defined as 
provided in Sections 603(c), 603(d), and 603(±), respectively, of the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681a(c), 1681a(d), and 
1681a(f). 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent Bruno's, Inc., a corporation, its 
successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, representatives, and 
employees, directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division, 
or other device, in connection with any application for employment, 
do forthwith cease and desist from failing, whenever employment is 
denied either wholly or partly because of information contained in a 
consumer report from a consumer reporting agency, to disclose to the 
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applicant for employment at the time such adverse action is 
communicated to the applicant (a) that the adverse action was based 
wholly or partly on information contained in such a report and (b) the 
name and address of the consumer reporting agency making the 
report. Respondent shall not be held liable for a violation of Section 
615( a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act if it shows by a 
preponderance of the evidence that at the time of the alleged violation 
it maintained reasonable procedures to assure compliance with 
Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, and its successors and 
assigns, shall for at least five ( 5) years from the date of issuance of 
this order, maintain and upon request make available to the Federal 
Trade Commission for inspection and copying, documents 
demonstrating compliance with the requirements of Part I of this 
order, such documents to include, but not be limited to, all 
employment evaluation criteria relating to consumer reports, 
instructions given to employees regarding compliance with the 
provisions of this order, all written notices or a written or 
electronically stored notation of the description of the form of notice 
and date such notice was provided to applicants pursuant to any 
provisions of this order, and the complete application files for all 
applicants for whom consumer reports were obtained for whom offers 
of employment are not made or have been withheld, withdrawn, or 
rescinded based, in whole or in part, on information contained in a 
consumer report. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this 
order at least once per year for a period of five ( 5) years from the date 
of issuance of this order, to all persons responsible for the 
respondent's compliance with Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Federal 
Trade Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed 
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change in the corporate structure of respondent such as dissolution, 
assignment, or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor 
operation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or divisions, or 
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance 
obligations arising out of the order. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty ( 60) days 
of service of this order, file with the Federal Trade Commission a 
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
it has complied with this order. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on July 29, 
2017, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the United 
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or 
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging 
any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, 
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3761. Complaint, Aug. 7, 1997--Decision, Aug. 7, 1997 

131 

This consent order requires, among other things, the California corporation to 
allow developers of commercial integrated circuit routing tools to participate 
in the Cadence "Connection Program" and any other Cadence independent 
software interface programs that enable independent software developers to 
develop and sell interfaces to Cadence layout tools and environments. The 
consent order requires Cadence to offer participation to independent software 
developers on terms no less favorable than those applicable to any other 
participant in the program, which currently has approximately 100 partners. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Robert N. Cook and Joseph Krauss. 
For the respondent: Christopher O.B. Wright, Cooley Godward 

LLP, Palo Alto, CA. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act 
and the Clayton Act, and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said 
Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. proposes to merge with Cooper & 
Chyan Technology, Inc. in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45, and in violation of 
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and it 
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof 
would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its 
charges as follows: 

I. THE RESPONDENT 

1. Respondent Cadence Design Systems, Inc. ("Cadence") is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place of business located at 2655 Seely Road, San Jose, 
California. Cadence has annual worldwide sales of approximately 
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$741 million, nearly all of which is attributable to electronic design 
automation products and services, and more than $70 million of 
which is attributable to sales of integrated circuit layout 
environments. 

2. At all times relevant herein, the respondent has been, and is 
now, a corporation as "corporation" is defined in Section 4 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44; and at all times 
relevant herein, the respondent has been, and is now, engaged in 
commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44, and Section 1 of the Clayton Act, 15 
U.S.C. 12. 

II. THE PROPOSED MERGER 

3. Cooper and Chyan Technology, Inc. ("CCT") is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under the laws of Delaware. 
CCT has annual worldwide sales of approximately $3 7.6 million, of 
which approximately $13 million is attributable to integrated circuit 
routing tools and related services, with the balance attributable to 
printed circuit board routing tools and related services. 

4. Pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Merger and 
Reorganization dated October ~8, 1996, Cadence plans to acquire 
control of CCT by exchanging Cadence voting securities for the 
outstanding voting securities of CCT in a transaction valued at more 
than $400 million (the "Proposed Merger"). 

III. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

5. Research, development, and sale of constraint-driven, 
shape-based integrated circuit routing tools constitute one relevant 
line of commerce within which to analyze the competitive effects of 
the Proposed Merger. A constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tool is software used to automate the determination of 
the connections between the electronic components within an 
integrated circuit. An integrated circuit is a complex electronic circuit 
that consists of as many as five million or more miniature electronic 
components -- such as transistors, resistors, capacitors, and diodes -
on a piece of semiconductor material smaller than a postage stamp. 

6. There are no acceptable substitutes for constraint-driven, shape 
based integrated circuit routing tools. Routing tools based on other 
technology cmmot accommodate unique problems that arise at deep 
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submicron scales of integrated circuit design (less than .35 micron). 
Furthermore, at deep submicron scales of design, it is not 
commercially feasible to route integrated circuit designs without 
automation. Given the sheer complexity and density of deep 
submicron integrated circuit designs, as well as the intense 
time-to-market pressures faced by semiconductor companies in 
today's fast-paced electronics industry, hand routing is not an 
alternative for the timely and accurate design of integrated circuits. 

7. Integrated circuit layout environments also constitute a relevant 
line of commerce in which to analyze the competitive effects of the 
Proposed Merger. Integrated circuit layout environments are software 
infrastructures within which integrated circuit designers access 
integrated circuit layout tools, including constraint-driven, 
shape-based routing tools. Integrated circuit layout tools and 
integrated circuit layout environments are used during the physical 
design stage of the integrated circuit design process. The physical 
design stage is distinct from, and occurs after, the logical design stage 
of the integrated circuit design process. 

8. The relevant geographic market within which to analyze the 
Proposed Merger is worldwide. 

IV. CONCENTRATION 

9. CCT is currently the only firm with a commercially viable 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tool. At least 
one other firm with constraint-driven, shape-based routing technology 
is in the process of developing a constraint-driven, shape-based 
integrated circuit routing tool. 

10. Cadence is the dominant supplier of integrated circuit layout 
environments. Cadence's leading competitor in the supply of 
integrated circuit layout environments is the Avant! Corporation. 
Avant! and several of its top executives have been charged criminally 
with conspiracy and theft of trade secrets from Cadence. 

V. ENTRY CONDITIONS 

11. There are substantial barriers to entry in the market for 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tools. 
Constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tools are 
technologically complex and difficult to develop. De novo entry takes 
approximately two to three and a half years for a company that 
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already possesses certain underlying core technology that can be used 
to develop a constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit router 
(such as shape-based routing technology for printed circuit boards). 
Entry is likely to take even longer for a company that does not 
possess such technology. 

12. In order to achieve the necessary compatibility between the 
integrated circuit layout tools that they use, integrated circuit 
designers select integrated circuit layout tools that have interfaces to 
a common integrated circuit layout environment. 

13. Since Cadence is the dominant supplier of integrated circuit 
layout environments, a constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tool that lacks an interface into a Cadence integrated 
circuit layout environment is less likely to be selected by integrated 
circuit designers than a constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tool that possesses an interface into a Cadence 
integrated circuit layout environment. 

14. An integrated circuit layout environment is not likely to be 
selected by integrated circuit designers unless a full set of compatible 
integrated circuit layout tools is available. A full set of integrated 
circuit layout tools includes at least placement, routing, and analysis 
and verification tools, each of which must be able to interface into the 
integrated circuit layout environment that the integrated circuit 
designer has selected. 

VI. EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED MERGER ON COMPETITION 

15. It is in Cadence's interest to make available to users of a 
Cadence integrated circuit layout environment a complete a set of 
integrated circuit layout tools, because to do so makes the Cadence 
integrated circuit layout environment more valuable to integrated 
circuit designers. Cadence historically has provided access to 
Cadence integrated circuit layout environments to suppliers of 
complementary integrated circuit layout tools that Cadence does not 
supply. 

16. Cadence does not, however, have incentives to provide access 
to a Cadence integrated circuit layout environment to suppliers of 
integrated circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products. 
Cadence historically has been reluctant to provide access to Cadence 
integrated circuit layout environments to suppliers of integrated 
circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products. 
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17. Prior to the Proposed Merger, Cadence did not have a 
commercially viable constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit 
routing tool. As a result of the Proposed Merger, Cadence will own 
the only currently available commercially viable constraint-driven, 
shape-based integrated circuit routing tool. For this reason, the 
Proposed Merger will make Cadence less likely to permit potential 
suppliers of competing constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tools to obtain access to Cadence integrated circuit 
layout environments. 

18. Without access to Cadence integrated circuit layout 
environments, developers are less likely to gain successful entry into 
the market for constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit 
routing tools. 

19. The Proposed Merger will make it more likely that successful 
entry into the constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing 
tool market would require simultaneous entry into the market for 
integrated circuit layout environments. This need for dual-level entry 
will decrease the likelihood of entry into the market for 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tools. 

20. The Proposed Merger may substantially lessen competition or 
tend to create a monopoly in the market for constraint-driven, 
shape-based integrated circuit routing tools. The Proposed Merger 
may, among other things, lead to higher prices, reduced service, and 
less innovation. 

VII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

21. The Proposed Merger of Cadence Design Systems, Inc. and 
Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc., described in paragraph four, 
violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 45 and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 18. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in 
part, and Commissioner Starek dissenting. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission") having initiated 
an investigation of the proposed acquisition by Cadence Design 
Systems, Inc. ("Cadence") of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. 
("CCT") and having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft 
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of complaint which the Bureau of Competition proposed to present 
to the Commission for its consideration and which, if issued by the 
Commission, would charge respondent with a violation of Section 5 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45, and 
a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 
18;and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged 
in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by 
the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission, having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Cadence is a corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Delaware, with its office and principal place of business located at 
2655 Seely Road, San Jose, California. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A. "Cadence" means Cadence Design Systems, Inc., its directors, 
officers, employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, 
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successors, and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups and 
affiliates controlled by Cadence Design Systems, Inc., and the 
respective directors, officers, employees, agents, and representatives, 
successors, and assigns of each. 

B. "CCT"means Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc., a company 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1601 South De Anza Boulevard, Cupertino, 
California. 

C. "Respondent" means Cadence. 
D. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
E. "Acquisition" means the acquisition by Cadence of CCT. 
F. "Independent Software Interface Programs" means 

respondent's Connections Program Thl, any successor program thereto, 
or other licensing program, promotional program or other 
arrangement by which respondent enables independent software 
developers to provide interfaces to respondent 1s Integrated Circuit 
Design Tools (including, e.g., licenses to the SKILL Programming 
Language, the SKILL Development Environment, the Virtuoso 
Layout Editor, and other intellectual property and documentation 
made available through such programs). 

G. "Integrated Circuit Design Tool" means electronic design 
automation software for integrated circuit design. 

H. ''Integrated Circuit Routing Tool" means an Integrated Circuit 
Design Tool for the automated routing of connections between 
electronic components within an integrated circuit. 

I. "Commercial Integrated Circuit Routing Tool" means an 
Integrated Circuit Routing Tool marketed for sale or intended by the 
developer for use other than solely for the developer's internal use. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall permit developers of Commercial Integrated 
Circuit Routing Tools to participate in Independent Software 
Interface Programs. The terms by which developers of Commercial 
Integrated Circuit Routing Tools participate in respondent's 
Independent Software Interface Programs shall be no less favorable 
than the terms applicable to any other participants in respondent's 
Independent Software Interface Programs. 
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B. The purpose of this paragraph II is to enable independent 
software developers to develop and sell Integrated Circuit Routing 
Tools for use in conjunction with respondent's Integrated Circuit 
Design Tools, in competition with Integrated Circuit Routing Tools 
offered by respondent, and to remedy the lessening of competition 
resulting from the proposed Acquisition as alleged in the 
Commission's complaint. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten (1 0) years from the 
date this order becomes final, respondent shall not, without prior 
notification to the Commission, directly or indirectly: 

A. Acquire any stock, share capital, equity, or other interest in any 
concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged in the development or 
sale of Integrated Circuit Routing Tools in the United States within 
the year preceding such acquisition; provided, however, that an 
acquisition of such stock, share capital, equity or other interest will 
be exempt from the requirements of this paragraph if it is solely for 
the purpose of investment and respondent will hold no more than ten 
(1 0) percent of the shares of any class of security; or 

B. Acquire any assets used or previously used (and still suitable 
for use) in the development or sale of Integrated Circuit Routing 
Tools in the United States; provided, however, that such an 
acquisition will be exempt from the requirements of this paragraph if 
the purchase price is less than $5,000,000 (five million dollars). 

The prior notifications required by this paragraph shall be given on 
the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended 
(hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be prepared, 
transmitted and kept confidential in accordance with the requirements 
of that part, except that: no filing fee will be required for any such 
notification; notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the 
Commission and a copy shall be delivered to the Bureau of 
Competition; notification need not be made to the United States 
Department of Justice; and notification is required only of respondent 
and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall 
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the consummation of any such transaction (hereinafter 
referred to as the "initial waiting period"). If, within the initial waiting 
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period, the Commission or its staff makes a written request for 
additional information and documentary material, respondent shall 
not consummate the transaction until at least twenty (20) days after 
complying with such request for additional information and 
documentary material. Early termination of the waiting periods in this 
paragraph may, where appropriate, be granted by letter from the 
Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding, prior notification shall not 
be required by this paragraph for a transaction for which notification 
is required to be made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7 A of 
the Clayton Act, 15 U.S. C. 18a. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That, within sixty (60) days after the date 
this order becomes final, respondent shall submit to the Commission 
a verified written report setting forth in detail a full description of the 
manner and form in which it intends to comply, is complying, and has 
complied with paragraph II of this order. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That, one year from the date this order 
becomes final, annually thereafter for the next nine (9) years, and at 
other times as the Conunission may require, respondent shall file with 
the Commission verified written reports setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which respondent has complied and is complying 
with this order. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Conunission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate 
respondent such as dissolution, assignment, sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation or dissolution 
of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, upon written request, respondent 
shall permit any duly authorized representative of the Commission: 
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A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days' notice to respondent and without restraint 
or interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or employees 
of respondent. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on August 7, 
2007. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in 
part, and Commissioner Starek dissenting.* 

INTERJM AGREEMENT 

This Interim Agreement is by and between Cadence Design 
Systems, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 
the State of Delaware ("Cadence"), and the Federal Trade 
Commission, an independent agency of the United States 
Government, established under the Federal Trade Commission Act of 
1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. (the "Commission"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, Cadence has proposed to acquire all of the voting 
securities of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. ("CCT") pursuant to 
the Agreement and Plan of Merger and Reorganization by and 
between Cadence and CCT, dated October 28, 1996 ("the proposed 
Merger"); 

Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the proposed 
Merger to determine if it would violate any of the statutes the 
Commission enforces; 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order ("Consent Agreement") in this matter, the 
Commission will place it on the public record for a period of at least 
sixty ( 60) days and subsequently may either withdraw such 
acceptance or issue and serve its complaint and decision in 

Prior to leaving the Commission, former Commissioner Varney registered a vote in the 
affirmative for issuing the complaint and the decision & order in this matter. 
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disposition of the proceeding pursuant to the provisions of Section 
2.34 of the Commission's Rules; 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that if an understanding 
is not reached during the period prior to the final issuance of the 
Consent Agreement by the Commission (after the 60-day public 
notice period), there may be interim competitive harm; 

Whereas, the entering into this Interim Agreement by Cadence 
shall in no way be construed as an 1admission by Cadence that the 
proposed Merger constitutes a violation of any statute; and 

Whereas, Cadence understands that no act or transaction 
contemplated by this Interim Agreement shall be deemed immune or 
exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal Trade 
Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this Interim 
Agreement. 

Now, therefore, Cadences agrees, upon the understanding that the 
Commission has not yet determined whether the proposed Merger 
will be challenged, and in consideration of the Commission's 
agreement that, at the time it accepts the Consent Agreement for 
public comment, it will grant early termination of the 
Hart-Scott-Rodino waiting period, as follows: 

1. Cadence agrees to execute the Consent Agreement and be 
bound by the terms of the order contained in the Consent Agreement, 
as if it were final, from the date Cadence signs the Consent 
Agreement. 

2. Cadence agrees that, from the date Cadence signs the Consent 
Agreement until the first of the dates listed in subparagraphs 2.a and 
2.b, it will comply with the provisions of this Interim Agreement: 

a. Ten (1 0) business days after the Commission withdraws its . 
acceptance of the Consent Agreement pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; or 

b. The date the order is final. 

3. Cadence waives all rights to contest the validity of this Interim 
Agreement. 

4. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Interim Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, 
and upon written request, and on reasonable notice, Cadence shall 
permit any duly authorized representative or representatives of the 
Commission: 
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a. Access, during the office hours of Cadence and in the presence 
of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, 
correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents in the 
possession or under the control of Cadence relating to compliance 
with this Interim Agreement; and 

b. Upon five (5) days' notice to Cadence and without restraint or 
interference from them, to interview officers, directors, or employees 
of Cadence who may have counsel present, regarding any such 
matters. 

5. This Interim Agreement shall not be binding until accepted by 
the Commission. 

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROBERT PITOFSKY AND 
COMMISSIONER JANET D. STEIGER1 

The consent agreement negotiated in this matter, which the 
Commission has issued today, eases competitive concerns raised by 
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.'s ("Cadence") acquisition of Cooper 
& Chyan Technology, Inc. ("CCT"). 

The Commission's complaint alleges that Cadence is the 
dominant supplier of complete software "layout environments" for 
the physical design of integrated circuits, or "chips," the 
postage-stamp sized electronic components used in devices as diverse 
as personal computers and kitchen appliances. CCT sells a software 
tool, called a "router," that works within a layout environment and 
allows users to plot the connections among the millions of 
components within an integrated circuit. The complaint alleges that 
CCT is the only firm to have developed a "constraint-driven, 
shape-based" router, state-of-the-art technology that is expected to 
solve the next generation of problems that will face integrated circuit 
producers designing ever more powerful chips. 

The Commission's complaint alleges a well-established vertical 
theory of competitive harm, laid out in the 1984 Merger Guidelines. 2 

I . . .. . . .. . . 
CommissiOner Varney part1c1pated m th1s matter and JOmed Cha1rman P1tofsky and 

Commissioner Steiger in an earlier version of this statement, which was issued when the matter was 
accepted by the Commission for public comment. Commissioner Varney, however, left the 
Commission before this statement was finalized. 

2 
See U.S. Department of Justice Merger Guidelines, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,103 (June 

14, 1984) (hereinafter "1984 Merger Guidelines"). When the agencies issued the 1992 Horizontal 
Merger Guidelines, U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission Horizontal Merger 
Guidelines, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,104 (April 7, 1992), they explained that "[s]pecific 
guidance on non-horizontal mergers is provided in ... [the] 1984 Merger Guidelines." U.S. Department 
of Justice and Federal Trade Commission Statement Accompanying Release of Revised Merger 
Guidelines, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,104 (April 2, 1992). See generally Herbert Hovenkamp, 
Federal Antitrust Policy Sections 9.4, 9.5 (1994) (suggesting that vertical mergers may create barriers 
to entry when one of the parties is a monopolist or near-monopolist). 
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The Guidelines explain that a vertical merger can produce horizontal 
anti competitive effects by making competitive entry less likely if (1) 
as a result of the merger, there is a need for simultaneous entry into 
two or more markets and (2) such simultaneous entry would make 
entry into the single market less likely to occur. 3 While the dissenting 
Commissioners may take issue in this case with the "dual-level entry" 
theory of vertical mergers that the 1984 Guidelines articulate, the 
available evidence suggests that the Cadence/CCT merger, which 
combines Cadence's dominant position in integrated circuit layout 
environments with CCT's current monopolistic position in 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routers, presents a 
straightforward case of anticompetitive effects caused by vertical 
integration. We believe that this type of competitive harm merits our 
attention.4 

When considering the effects of mergers in dynamic, innovative 
high-tech markets, such as those present here, it is particularly 
important to investigate whether such mergers will create barriers to 
entry. New entrants often bring innovation to the market, and the. 
threat of entry leads incumbents to innovate. Therefore, we must be 
vigilant to preserve opportunities for entry. 

As the attached Analysis to Aid Public Comment explains, unless 
a would-be supplier of routing tools had the ability to develop an 
interface to the Cadence integrated circuit layout environment, it 
would not be able to market its routing product effectively to the vast 
majority of potential customers which use the Cadence layout 
environment. 5 Without an expectation that it could design software 
compatible with Cadence's installed base, a would-be entrant might 
well decide not to compete. 6 

After the Cadence/CCT merger, Cadence would have had an 
incentive to impede attempts by companies developing routing 

3 . . . 
See 1984 Merger GUidelines SectiOn 4.21. 

4 
Contrary to Commissioner Starek's assertions that enforcement action here, in the context of 

a merger, leads logically to enforcement action against internal vertical expansion, see Dissenting 
Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III at n.8 & accompanying text, such unilateral action 
has been known to present a completely different set of questions under the antitrust laws for more than 
one hundred years. 

5 
Not only is Cadence the dominant layout environment, but its competitors are in a state of 

disarray. For example, Cadence's most significant competitor, Avant! Corporation, and several of its 
top executives have recently been charged with theft of trade secrets from Cadence. 

6 . . . . . 
CCT decided that It was so Important to gam access to Cadence's layout env1ronment that when 

Cadence refused to allow the IC Craftsman product (CCT's constraint-driven, shape-based router 
technology) to interface with the Cadence layout program through the "Connections" Program, CCT 
induced a third party that was a Connections partner to write an interface to the Connections Program 
for IC Craftsman without Cadence's knowledge. Cadence thereafter sought to impede CCT's attempts 
to gain access to the Cadence integrated circuit layout environment by suing CCT. 
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technology competitive with CCT's constraint-driven, shape-based 
router technology, IC Craftsman, to gain access to the Cadence 
integrated circuit layout environment. Following the merger, 
successful entry into the routing tool market is more likely to require 
simultaneous entry into the market for integrated circuit layout 
environments. Without a consent order that mandates access to 
Cadence's layout environment, and thus lowers the barriers to entry 
in the market, a combined Cadence/CCT will face less competitive 
pressure to innovate or to price aggressively. Thus, competition 
would likely be reduced as a result of the acquisition. 

The remedy in this matter preserves opportunities for new 
entrants with integrated circuit routers competitive with IC Craftsman 
by allowing them to interface with Cadence's layout environments on 
the same terms as developers of complementary design tools. 7 

Specifically, the order requires Cadence to allow independent 
commercial router developers to build interfaces between their design 
tools and the Cadence layout environment through Cadence's 
"Connections Program." The Connections Program is in place now 
and has more than one hundred participants who. have all entered a 
standard form contract with Cadence. 

The separate statements by Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek 
question this enforcement action. We respectfully disagree. 

First, Commissioner Azcuenaga argues that the Commission 
should have brought an action based upon a horizontal theory of 
competitive harm. We certainly agree that hqrizontal competitive 
concerns deserve our close attention and recognize that horizontal 
remedies often cure vertical problems. If we had credible support for 
the theory that the merger would combine actual or potential 
horizontal competitors and would substantially lessen competition in 
an integrated circuit routing market or an innovation market for 
integrated circuit routers, we would not hesitate to advance that case. 
But after a thorough investigation by Commission staff, we did not 
find sufficient evidence to conclude that, absent the acquisition, 
Cadence would have been able to enter the market for 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routers successfully 
in the foreseeable future. On the contrary, the staff investigation 
indicated that Cadence's efforts to develop such technology had 

7 
At the same time, the order preserves any efficiencies of vertical integration resulting from the 

merger, which may benefit customers. 
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failed, and therefore there is not sufficient evidence to establish that 
entry would have occurred but for the acquisition. 8 

The dissenting statements fail to give full weight to all the incen
tives at work in the vertical case. It is true that Cadence would be 
motivated by the entry of new, promising routing technology to allow 
an interface to its layout environment to sell more of its comple
mentary products. And absent the merger, that would be its only 
incentive. But with the merger, Cadence clearly also has an incentive 
to prevent loss of sales in its competing products. And while these 
two incentives may compete as a theoretical matter, the evidence in 
this case indicated that Cadence has acted historically according to 
the latter incentive. There is some reason to believe that Cadence in 
the past has thwarted attempts by firms offering potentially competi
tive technology to develop interfaces to its layout environment 
(including at one point, CCT). Now that it has a satisfactory router to 
offer its customers, there is no reason to think that absent the consent 
order, Cadence would treat developers of routers that would compete 
with IC Craftsman any differently than it once treated CCT. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga also suggests that the consent order is 
unnecessary because a company developing a router to compete with 
IC Craftsman could proceed, as CCT did, without an interface to 
Cadence's design layout environment. The evidence showed, 
however, that CCT's management thought that ensuring compatibility 
with Cadence's layout environment was critical and that marketing 
without that compatibility, which it had done, was not sufficient.9 It 
took the extreme measure of inducing a third party to write software 
for CCT to interface IC Craftsman with the Cadence layout 
environment without Cadence's knowledge. Moreover, despite CCT's 
success in developing a routing program, its sales of IC Craftsman 
were quite modest before it obtained an authorized interface with the 
Cadence environment. 10 

8 
We agree with Commissioner Azcuenaga that claims that a technology has failed made after 

parties agree to a transaction must be discounted because the incentive to justify the transaction are 
strong. Rather than rely on such evidence in reaching our conclusion that the technology had failed, 
we rely upon confidential information from potential customers that tested Cadence's products under 
development. 

9 
Interfacing with another firm's design layout environment is also not a feasible alternative 

because of Cadence's dominant position in the market. Without hope of marketing to the vast majority 
of customers, developers of an alternative router have minimal incentives to compete. In addition, the 
competitive significance of Cadence's few competitors is questionable. 

1° CCT obtained permission to interface with the Cadence layout environment in the fall of 1996, 
and CCT's sales of IC Craftsman for all of 1996 were only $13 million. "Me too" products or products 
offering incremental innovation rather than the revolutionary breakthrough of IC Craftsman would 
have an even more difficult time entering. 
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Commissioner Azcuenaga is further concerned that mandating 
access to the Connections Program for developers of routing software 
on terms as favorable as for other Connections participants might 
have unintended consequences. In particular, she is concerned that the 
order may prompt Cadence to charge higher prices to all Connections 
partners. But the Connections Program is an existing program with 
over one hundred members, and Cadence would have significant 
logistical difficulties, and would risk injuring its reputation, if it 
suddenly altered the terms of the program. Also, Cadence has good 
reasons for having so many Connections partners--they offer Cadence 
customers valuable tools, most of which do not compete with 
Cadence products. It seems unlikely that Cadence would be 
motivated to make the Connections Program less appealing to those 
partners. 

Both Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek suggest that the 
remedy may be difficult to enforce. Any time this Commission enters 
an order, it takes upon itself the burden of enforcing the order, which 
requires use of our scarce resources. However, we think the order, 
which simply requires Cadence to allow competitors and potential 
competitors developing routing technology to participate in 
independent software interface programs on terms no less favorable 
than the terms applicable to any other participants in such programs, 
is a workable approach. 11 Connections partners all sign the same 
standard-form contract and there has been a consistent pattern of 
conduct with respect to the program to use as a baseline for future 
comparisons. Moreover, the Commission has had experience with 
such non-discrimination provisions, and can rely on respondent's 
compliance reports required under the order as well as complaints 
from independent software developers to ensure compliance with the 
consent order. We think the dissenting Commissioners' scenarios 
about intractable compliance issues are unfounded. 

In sum, we believe that the consent order will preserve 
competition in the market for cutting-edge router technology by 
reducing barriers to entry. 

II . . . . . . 
The language of the consent order IS clear m requmng that terms for routmg compames be no 

less favorable than for any other participant in the Connections Program. Thus, we do not understand 
Commissioner Starek's conclusion that the order could be interpreted to require routing companies to 
pay a "fee no higher than the highest fee." And as his own dissent acknowledges, if the order could be 
interpreted to allow Cadence to terminate router developers from the Connections Program after thirty 
days, the order would be meaningless. 
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ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED CONSENT ORDER TO AID PUBLIC COMMENT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission") has accepted, 
subject to final approval, an Agreement Containing Consent Order 
("Agreement") from Cadence Design Systems, Inc. ("proposed 
respondent"). The proposed order is designed to remedy 
anticompetitive effects stemming from Cadence's proposed 
acquisition of Cooper & Chyan Technology ("CCT"). On October 28, 
1996, Cadence and CCT entered into an Agreement and Plan of 
Merger and Reorganization whereby Cadence will acquire 1 00 
percent of the issued and outstanding shares of CCT voting securities 
in exchange for shares of Cadence voting securities valued at more 
than $400 million (the "Proposed Merger"). 

The Commission has reason to believe that the Proposed Merger 
may substantially lessen competition in violation of Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45, unless an 
effective remedy eliminates likely anticompetitive effects. The 
Agreement Containing Consent Order would, if finally accepted by 
the Commission, settle charges that Cadence's acquisition of CCT 
may substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in 
the research, development, and sale of constraint-driven, shape-based 
integrated circuit routing tools. 

The proposed order has been placed on the public record for sixty 
( 60) days. The Commission invites the submission of comments by 
interested persons, and comments received during this period will 
become part of the public record. After sixty ( 60) days, the 
Commission will again review the Agreement, as well as any 
comments received, and will decide whether it should withdraw from 
the Agreement or make final the Agreement's proposed order. 

The Proposed CompJajnt 
According to the Commission's proposed complaint, Cadence is 

a company that sells various electronic design automation products 
and services, including integrated circuit layout environments. An 
integrated circuit (more commonly known as a microchip) is a 
complex electronic circuit that consists of as many as five million or 
more miniature electronic components on a piece of semiconductor 
material smaller than a postage stamp. Integrated circuit design 
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consists of two distinct phases, logical design and physical design. 
Integrated circuit layout environments, which are used during the 
physical design phase, are software infrastructures within which 
integrated circuit designers access integrated circuit layout tools. 
Approximately $70 million of Cadence's annual worldwide sales of 
approximately $7 41 million are attributable to sales of integrated 
circuit layout environments. 

The proposed complaint further alleges that CCT is a company 
that sells integrated circuit routing tools and related services, which 
account for approximately $13 million of CCT's annual worldwide 
sales of approximately $3 7.6 million. An integrated circuit routing 
tool, which is a type of integrated circuit layout tool, is software used 
to automate the determination of the connections between electronic 
components within an integrated circuit. 

According to the Commission's proposed complaint, a relevant 
line of commerce within which to analyze the competitive effects of 
the Proposed Merger is the market for the research, development, and 
sale of constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tools. 
As integrated circuit designs have become smaller, denser, and faster, 
the routing of the interconnections between components has become 
an increasingly important phase of the integrated circuit design 
process. Routing issues are critical at deep submicron scales of 
integrated circuit design, which are scales of design smaller than .35 
micron (a micron is a millionth of an inch). The current 
state-of-the-art design scale is .35 micron, but in the future, integrated 
circuit designs will shrink to .25 micron and then .18 micron design 
scales. At deep submicron scales of integrated circuit design, routing 
is complicated by "cross talk" and other types of electrical 
interference, timing concerns, design density, and other problems. A 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tool is the 
only kind of routing tool that can correctly accommodate these 
unique deep submicron integrated circuit routing issues. 

The proposed complaint further alleges that there are no 
acceptable substitutes for constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tools. Routing tools based on other technology cannot 
accommodate the unique deep submicron integrated circuit routing 
issues described above and thus cannot route deep submicron 
integrated circuit designs accurately. Routing inaccuracies create 
serious performance problems, and correcting these problems causes 
significant design delays. Nor is it commercially feasible for 
integrated circuit design engineers to route integrated circuit designs 
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without automation (i.e., by "pointing and clicking" between each 
individual component and each other component to which it must be 
connected, then going back and correcting any interference or other 
problems that arise as the routing progresses)., Given the sheer 
complexity and density of deep submicron integrated circuit designs, 
as. well as the intense time-to-market pressures faced by 
semiconductor companies in today's fast-paced electronics industry, 
hand routing is not an alternative for the timely and accurate design 
of integrated circuits. 

The proposed complaint further alleges that CCT is currently the 
only firm with a commercially viable constraint-driven, shape-based 
integrated circuit routing tool, although at least one other firm is in 
the process of developing a constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tool that would compete with CCT's product. The 
complaint further alleges that Cadence is the dominant supplier of 
integrated circuit layout environments. The competitive significance 
of Avant! Corporation, Cadence's leading competitor in the supply of 
integrated circuit layout environments, is limited by the fact that 
Avant! has been charged criminally with conspiracy and theft of trade 
secrets from Cadence. Several top Avant! executives have been 
charged criminally as well. 

The Commission's proposed complaint further alleges that there 
are high barriers to entry in the market for constraint-driven, 
shape-based integrated circuit routing tools, which are 
technologically complex and difficult to develop. De novo entry takes 
approximately two to three and a half years for a company that 
already possesses certain underlying core technology that can be used 
to develop a constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit router 
(for example, shape-based routing technology for printed circuit 
boards). Entry is likely to take even longer for a company that does 
not already possess such technology. 

According to the Commission's proposed complaint, integrated 
circuit designers achieve the necessary compatibility between 
integrated circuit layout tools by selecting tools that have interfaces 
to a common integrated circuit layout environment. As a result, a 
constraint-driven, shape-based routing tool that lacks an interface into 
a Cadence integrated circuit layout environment is less likely to be 
selected by integrated circuit designers than a constraint-driven, 
shape-based routing tool that possesses such an interface. Similarly, 
an integrated circuit layout environment is not likely to be selected by 
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integrated circuit designers unless a full set of compatible integrated 
circuit design tools is available. 

The proposed complaint further alleges that it is in Cadence's 
interest to make available to users of Cadence integrated circuit 
layout environments a complete a set of integrated circuit design 
tools, because to do so makes a Cadence integrated circuit layout 
environment more valuable to customers. Historically, Cadence has 
provided access to its integrated circuit layout environments to 
suppliers of complementary integrated circuit layout tools that 
Cadence does not supply. Cadence does not, however, have 
incentives to provide access to its integrated circuit layout 
environments to suppliers of integrated circuit layout tools that 
compete with Cadence products. Cadence historically has been 
reluctant to provide access to its integrated circuit layout 
environments to suppliers of. competing integrated circuit layout 
tools. 

According to the Commission's proposed complaint, prior to the 
Proposed Merger, Cadence did not have a commercially viable, 
constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tool. As a 
result of the Proposed Merger, Cadence will own the only currently 
available commercially viable constraint-driven, shape-based 
integrated circuit router. Thus, as a result of the Proposed Merger, 
Cadence will become less likely to permit potential suppliers of 
competing constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing 
tools to obtain access to Cadence integrated circuit layout 
environments. 

The Commission's proposed complaint alleges that, absent access 
to Cadence integrated circuit layout environments, developers will be 
less likely to gain successful entry into the market for 
constraint-driven, shape-based routing tools. The proposed complaint 
further alleges that the Proposed Merger will make it more likely that 
successful entry into the constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tool market would require simultaneous entry jnto the 
market for integrated circuit layout environments. This need for 
dual-level entry will further decrease the likelihood of entry into the 
market for constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing 
tools. 

The Commission's proposed complaint alleges that the Proposed 
Merger may substantially lessen competition or tend to create a 
monopoly in the market for constraint-driven, shape-based routing 
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tools, which, among other things, may lead to higher prices, reduced 
services, and less ilU1ovation. 

The Proposed Order 
The proposed order would remedy the alleged violations by 

eliminating a significant impediment to entry in the market for 
integrated circuit routing tools. The proposed order would require that 
Cadence permit developers of commercial integrated circuit routing 
tools to participate in the Cadence ColU1ections Program TM, any 
successor program thereto, or other licensing programs, promotional 
programs or other arrangements (collectively, "Independent Software 
Interface Programs") which enable independent software developers 
to develop and sell interfaces to Cadence integrated circuit layout 
tools and Cadence integrated circuit layout environments. 

The proposed order would require that Cadence allow 
independent developers of commercial integrated circuit routing tools 
to participate in Cadence's Independent Software Interface Programs 
on terms no less favorable than the terms applicable to other 
participants. Cadence currently has over 1 00 partners in its 
Independent Software Interface Programs. 

The purpose of these requirements is to ensure that Cadence's 
acquisition of CCT's constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit 
routing tool does not create incentives for Cadence to prevent 
competing suppliers of constraint-driven, shape-based integrated 
circuit routing tools from participating in Cadence's Independent 
Software Interface Programs; to prevent a need for dual-level entry 
in the markets for constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit 
routing tools and integrated circuit layout environments; to ensure 
that independent software developers will continue to invest the 
resources necessary to develop and sell constraint-driven, 
shape-based integrated circuit routing tools that would compete with 
CCT's constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tool; 
and to remedy the lessening of competition as alleged in the 
Commission's complaint. 

In addition, the proposed order would prohibit Caqence from 
acquiring certain interests in any other concern which, within the year 
preceding such acquisition, engaged in the development or sale of 
integrated circuit routing tools in the United States, and also would 
prohibit Cadence from acquiring any assets used or previously used 
(and still suitable for use) in the development or sale of integrated 
circuit routing tools in the United States, without prior notice to the 
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Commission, for a period often (1 0) years. Absent this prior notice 
requirement, Cadence might be able to undermine the purposes of the 
proposed order by acquiring a developer of integrated circuit routing 
tools without the Commission's knowledge, where such acquisition 
would not be subject to the reporting requirements of the 
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. 

Cadence and the Commission also have entered into an Interim 
Agreement whereby Cadence has agreed to be bound by the terms of 
the proposed order, pending and until the Commission's issuance of 
the proposed order. 

The purpose of this analysis is to facilitate public comment on the 
proposed order. This analysis is not intended to constitute an official 
interpretation of the Agreement or the proposed order or in any way 
to modify the terms of the Agreement or the proposed order. 

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA 
CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART 

The acquisition of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. (Cooper & 
Chyan), by Cadence Design Systems, Inc. (Cadence), combines the 
only firm currently marketing a constraint-driven, shape-based 
integrated circuit routing tool with a firm that was, at least until the 
acquisition, on the verge of entry into this market. I find reason to 
believe that the proposed merger would violate Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act under a horizontal, potential competition theory. On this 
ground, I support the prior notice provision of paragraph III of the 
order, which provides a small measure of horizontal relief. 1 I dissent 
from the allegations in the complaint and the order provisions that 
address the vertical aspects of the case. 

To establish a Section 7 violation based on the actual potential 
competition theory, the government must show: (1) that the potential 
entrant "has available feasible means for entering" the relevant 
market; and (2) that "those means offer a substantial likelihood of 
ultimately producing deconcentration" of the relevant market. United 
States v. Marine Bancorporation, 418 U.S. 602, 633 (1974). In 
addressing the first element, courts have looked to whether a firm has 

1 
The prior notice provision gives the Commission the opportunity to review a future horizontal 

acquisition by Cadence of another supplier of integrated circuit routing tools. Although this is a 
horizontal remedy, the complaint contains no corresponding allegations of liability under a horizontal 
theory. The remainder of the order addresses the vertical concerns of the majority and does relate to 
allegations in the complaint. 
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the capacity, interest and economic incentive to enter.2 The 
Commission has adopted the view that "clear proof [is required] that 
independent entry would have occurred but for the merger or 
acquisition" ·and has emphasized the importance of concrete 
investment plans approved by top management and studies done 
before or contemporaneously with the acquisition demonstrating 
plans to enter. B.A.T. Industries, 104 FTC 852, 919-20, 926-27 
(1984). 

It is a close question whether Cadence was a potential entrant or 
already an entrant in the relevant market. 3 Regardless of the outcome 
of that question, my review of the confidential file indicates that 
Cadence's interest and economic incentive to enter the market were 
clear, even under the strictest legal standard of actual potential 
competition. In determining whether Cadence had the capacity to 
enter the relevant market, the Commission should assess the status 
quo before Cadence agreed to acquire Cooper & Chyan. Claims that 
the technology had failed made after the parties agreed to the 
transaction should be discounted because the incentives to justify the 
transaction are strong. To support a conclusion that "Cadence's efforts 
to develop such technology had failed"4 before the Cooper and Chyan 
transaction, one would expect to have pre-transaction evidence, such 
as an indication that Cadence had stopped spending money on the 
project, some efforts by Cadence to dispel any notion that customers 
may have entertained that they should refrain from buying other 
products pending the arrival of the Cadence product, or an indication 
that Cadence's management had included the failure of the product in 
their business plans. I have not seen such evidence.5 

2 
Mercantile Texas Corp. v. Board ofGovenzors, 638 F.2d 1255, 1268-69 (5th Cir. 1981); 

Brunswick Corp., 94 FTC 1174, 1269-72 (1979), aff'd and modified sub. no. Yamaha Motor Co. v. 
FTC, 657 F.2d 971 (8th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 915 (1982). 

3 . . . . 
A firm that can begm to supply a product w1thm one year may be cons1dered a market 

participant. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, Horizontal Merger Guidelines, 
Section 1.32 (1992). 

4 . . . . . 
See Statement of Cha1rman Robert P1tofsky and Comm1sswner Janet D. Ste1ger at 4. 

5 . . . . . . . . . 
In response to my d1scuss1on ofth1s pomt, Cha1rman P1tofsky and Comm1sswner Ste1ger assert 

that they have relied on "confidential information from potential customers that tested Cadence's 
products under development," for their conclusion that the technology had failed. Statement of 
Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger, note 8. In so stating, they reveal that Cadence had 
products under development and that the products were sufficiently advanced for customer testing. 
Since it is pointless to debate confidential information, suffice it to say that I disagree with this 
assessment of the project, based on my review of the customer information and on the views of 
Cadence's technology development partners. Preliminary testing is an ordinary part of the product 
development process. Software developers commonly seek customer reactions in beta testing and use 
the customer responses to refine their products. 
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Cadence satisfied the criterion of capacity to enter. As the 
Commission has observed, "capacity to achieve independent entry 
successfully is always somewhat speculative, "6 but Cadence was a 
technological and marketing leader, and it suffered under no apparent 
impediment to entry. Even if Cadence did not have a "commercially 
viable" product at the time of the acquisition, the actual potential 
competition doctrine applies to firms that have not yet perfected a 
product and completed all the steps necessary to entry.7 

The second Marine Bancorporation element appears to be 
satisfied as well. Before the merger, Cooper & Chyan was the only 
firm selling a constraint driven, shape-based integrated circuit ("IC") 
router, and entry by Cadence likely would have produced a 
significant deconcentration of that market. 

The vertical theory of violation alleged in the complaint is that the 
acquisition of Cooper & Chyan by Cadence will make it more 
difficult for another firm to introduce a constraint driven, shape-based 
IC router because such an entrant would need its own IC layout 
environment to enter the market, and that dual level entry is more 
difficult. Although this is a recognized theory,8 I question whether it 
applies in this case and whether a firm needs to enter both the routing 
and the environment markets simultaneously. 

Cooper & Chyan was successful in developing and marketing its 
routing program before it gained access to Cadence's environment. In 
a separate statement, Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioners V amey 
and Steiger assert that Cooper & Chyan's "sales were modest before 
the merger announcement." I disagree based on Cooper & Chyan's 
penetration of the market.9 Cadence's willingness to pay more that 
$400 million in stock for Cooper & Chyan also suggests a greater 

6 
Brunswick Corp., note 2 supra, 94 FTC at 1269. 

7 . . 
Paragraph 17 of the complamt alleges that before the merger, "Cadence d1d not have a 

commercially viable constraint-driven, shape-based integrated circuit routing tool." 
8 . . . . 

U.S. Department of Just1ce Merger GUJdelmes, Sectwn 4 (June 14, 1984). 
9 . d The pubhc record demonstrates the success of IC Craftsman (the Cooper & Chyan pro uct) 

before September 12, 1996, when Cooper & Chyan and Cadence agreed to an interface between their 
products. In a June 3, 1996 press release, Cooper & Chyan said that it had sold the tool to 24 
customers, including such familiar firms as AMD, IBM, SGS Thomson, Sun Microsystems, Fujitsu, 
Motorola, Northern Telecom and Toshiba. Press Release at http://www.cctech.com/new/press/ 
dacqa.htrn. This appears to be a substantial percentage of the universe of potential customers. Cooper 
& Chyan reported record second quarter earnings and revenues on July 23, 1996, and expressed 
pleasure at "the continued market acceptance of our IC product line." Press Release at 
http://www.cctech.com/new/press/q296.htm. The company reported continued improvement during 
the third quarter, which included the Cadence agreement on September 12, 1996. Press Release at 
http://www.cctech.com/new/press/q396.htm. 
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competitive significance than the majority concedes. 1° Cooper & 
Chyan's record indicates that access to a layout environment is not a 
precondition to successful entry in the market for constraint drive, 
shape-based integrated circuit routers. It appears, based on the 
available information, that dual level entry theory does not apply in 
this market. 

In addition, although Cadence initially denied Cooper & Chyan 
access to its connections program, it subsequently reversed course 
and granted the access. This suggests that Cadence capitulated to 
pressure from customers to grant Cooper & Chyan access and that 
Cadence has little or no power to deny access to its connections 
program if granting access is the only way to enable its customers to 
use a product they want to use. Finally, paragraph II of the order is 
premised on the allegation in paragraph 16 of the complaint that 
"Cadence does not, however, have incentives to provide access to a 
Cadence integrated circuit layout environment to. suppliers of 
integrated circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products." 
The incentives appear to be at least as likely to go the other way. If 
another company develops an innovative, advanced router, one would 
assume that Cadence would have incentives to welcome the 
innovative product to its suite of connected design tools, thereby 
enhancing the suite's utility to customers. 

Paragraph II of the order may be counterproductive and may 
result in substantial enforcement costs for the Commission. Because 
paragraph II bars Cadence from charging developers of "Commercial 
Integrated Circuit Routing Tools" a higher access fee than developers 
of other design tools, one possible, unintended consequence of the 
order is that Cadence may reduce or eliminate discounting of access 
fees. In addition, enforcement of the provision of the order requiring 
Cadence to provide access to the connections program to developers 
of "Commercial Integrated Circuit Routing Tools" on terms "no less 
favorable than the terms applicable to any other participants" may 
embroil the Commission unnecessarily in complex commercial 
disputes. 

I concur in paragraph III of the order and dissent from paragraph 
II of the order. 

10 
Richard Goering, "$420m deal shifts balance of power in board/IC CAD--Cadence acquiring 

CCT," EE Times, November 4, 1996. 
The majority states that sales of the IC Craftsman were "only $13 million" in 1996. To put that 

amount in perspective, it should be observed that IC Craftsman was first introduced in the second half 
of 1995. To put that amount in perspective, it should be observed that IC Craftsman was first 
introduced in the second half of 1995. Press Release of July 23, 1996 at 
http://www.cctech.com/new/press/q296.htm. 
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DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ROSCOE B. STAREK, III 

I respectfully dissent from the Commission's decision to issue the 
complaint and final consent order against Cadence Design Systems, 
Inc. ("Cadence"), a supplier of software for the design of integrated 
circuits ("ICs"). The complaint alleges that the merger of Cadence 
and Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. ("CCT") -- a producer of 
software complementary to Cadence's -- is likely substantially to 
lessen competition in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 
U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 45. To justify the complaint and order, the Commission once 
again invokes the specter of anticompetitive "foreclosure" as a direct 
consequence of the transaction. As I have made clear on previous 
occasions, I foreclosure theories are generally unconvincing as a 
rationale for antitrust enforcement. The current case provides scant 
basis for revising this conclusion. 

The theory of harm presented here is the same as -- and thus 
shares all of the defects of-- that offered in Silicon Graphics, Inc. 
("SGI").2 In SGI, the Commission alleged that the merger of a 
computer hardware manufacturer (SGI) and two software vendors 
(Alias and Wavefront) would result in the post-acquisition 
"foreclosure" of other independent software suppliers, leading to 
monopoly prices for graphics software. The Commission claimed that 
because the acquisition would give SGI its own in-house software 
producers, SGI no longer would allow unaffiliated software vendors 
access to its hardware platform. · 

In the current incarnation of this theory, Cadence is cast in the 
role of SGI and CCT in the role of the software vendors. The 
Commission alleges that Cadence no longer will allow independent 
suppliers of "routing" software -- the type of software sold by CCT -
to write programs that can interface with other IC layout programs in 
the Cadence suite. To mitigate these supposed anticompetitive 
incentives, the order requires Cadence to provide independent 
vendors of routing software access to its "Independent Software 
Interface Programs" (e.g., to its "Connections Program") on terms "no 

I See Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, in Time Warner Inc., et al., 
Docket No. C-3709 (consent order, Feb. 3, 1997); Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. 
Starek, III, in Waterous Company, Inc. and Hale Products, Inc., Docket Nos. C-3693 & C-3694 
(consent orders, Nov. 22, 1996); Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, in 
Silicon Graphics, Inc. (Alias Research, Inc., and Wavefront Technologies, Inc.), Docket No. C-3626 
(consent order, Nov. 14, 1995); Remarks of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starek, III, "Reinventing 
Antitrust Enforcement? Antitrust at the FTC in 1995 and Beyond," remarks before a conference on "A 
New Age of Antitrust Enforcement: Antitrust in 1995" (Marina del Rey, California, Feb. 24, 1995). 

2 
Supra note 1. 
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less favorable" than the terms offered to other independent software 
vendors.3 

The logic of the complaint is fundamentally flawed. Even if we 
assume arguendo-- as the complaint in this case does-- that Cadence 
is "dominant" in the supply of software components complementary 
to the router,4 the fact remains that it has no incentive to restrict the 
supply of routers. I noted in SGI that "SGI ha[d] strong incentives to 
induce expanded supply of SGI -compatible software: increasing the 
supply of compatible software (or of any complementary product) 
increases the demand for SGI's workstations. "5 The same is true here: 
the introduction of a lower-priced or higher-quality routing program 
increases the value of Cadence's "dominant" position in the sale of 
software complementary to the router, because it increases the 
demand for Cadence design software, thereby allowing Cadence to 
increase the price and/or the output of these programs. Despite the 
assertions of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger to the 
contrary,6 this is true whether or not Cadence has vertically integrated 

3 
Order,~ II.A. 

4 . . . . . . 
The anticompetitive theory requires Cadence to have substantial monopoly power: If there were 

numerous good alternatives to Cadence's suite, other independent vendors of routing software could 
affiliate with them and there would be no "foreclosure." 

5 . . . . 
Dissentmg Statement m SGI, supra note 1, at 2. Moreover, as was also true m SGI, the 

description of the premerger state of competition set forth in the complaint itself tends to exclude the 
possibility of substantial postmerger foreclosure. In SGI, the complaint alleged that software producers 
other than Alias and Wavefront were competitively insignificant prior to the merger, and that 
premerger entry baniers were high. Similarly, the current complaint (tjl 11) alleges that there are 
substantial premerger baniers to entry into the market for the kind of "router" software that CCT 
produces. But one cannot find both that the premerger supply elasticity of substitutable software is 
virtually zero and that the merger would result in the substantial postmerger foreclosure of independent 
software producers. If entry into constraint-driven, shape-based IC router software is effectively 
blocked premerger, as the complaint contends, it cannot also be the case that the merger would cause 
a substantial incremental reduction in entry opportunities. 

6 
Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger assert that "Cadence clearly also has an incentive 

to prevent loss of sales in its competing products." (Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner 
Steiger at 4; emphasis in original.) Similarly, the Analysis of Proposed Consent Order to Aid Public 
Comment that accompanied the consent agreement simply asserted (at 5) that "Cadence does not... 
have incentives to provide access to its integrated circuit layout environments to suppliers of integrated 
circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products." Because neither the Statement of Chairman 
Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger nor the Analysis to Aid Public Comment describes how this 
conclusion was reached, it is difficult to identify precisely the source of the erroneous reasoning. 
Chiefly, however, it seems to reflect a manifestation of the "sunk cost fallacy," whereby it is argued 
that because Cadence has now sunk a large sum of money into acquiring CCT, this in and of itself 
would provide Cadence with an incentive not to deal with independent vendors of complements. This 
reasoning, of course, is fallacious: the cost incurred by Cadence in acquiring CCT -- whether a large 
or a small sum -- is irrelevant to profit-maximizing behavior once incurred, for bygones are forever 
bygones. The introduction of a superior new router, even if by an independent vendor, will increase 
the joint profits of Cadence and this vendor (irrespective of the amount spent in acquiring CCT), and 
both parties will have a profit incentive to facilitate its introduction. 

Moreover, the Chairman and Commissioner Steiger also impute a sinister motive to Cadence's 
reluctance to deal with certain competitors, while failing to acknowledge that this reluctance almost 
surely represents a legitimate and well-founded interest in protecting its intellectual property. As the 
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into the sale of routing software, for efficient entry into the 
production of routing software increases the joint profits of the 
entrant and Cadence. If the Commission is correct that Cadence is 
"dominant" in the supply of software components complementary to 
routers, then of course Cadence may be in a position to expropriate -
e.g., via royalties paid to Cadence by the entrant for the right to 
"connect" to Cadence's software -- some or all of the "efficiency 
rents" that otherwise would accrue to an efficient entrant. This, 
however, would constitute harm to a competitor, not to competition, 
and Cadence would have no incentive to set any such rates so high as 
to preclude entry. 

The theory of harm and the remedy in this case also share many 
of the ·flaws that I pointed out in Time Warner.7 In that case the 
Commission's action was based to a significant degree on the 
argument that increased vertical integration into cable programming 
on the part of Time Warner and Tele-Communications, Inc. would 
increase those firms' incentives to reduce the supply of independently 
produced television programming. Carried to its logical conclusion, 
this theory of harm constitutes a basis for challenging any vertical 
integration by large cable operators or large programmers -- even 
vertical integration occurring via de novo entry by a cable operator 
into the programming market or de novo entry by a programmer into 
distribution. 

Now apply this train of thought to the current matter. Contrary to 
the analysis presented above, suppose that somehow Cadence could 
profit anticompetitively from denying interconnection rights to 
independent router vendors. If that were so, then it would not be 
sufficient merely to prevent Cadence from acquiring producers of 
complementary software. Rather, the Commission would have to take 
the further step of preventing Cadence from developing its own 
routers; for under the anticompetitive theory advanced in the 
complaint, any vertical integration by Cadence into routers, whether 
accomplished by acquisition or through internal expansion, would 
engender equivalent post-integration incentives to "foreclosure" 

Analysis to Aid Public Comment noted (at 4): " ... Avant! Corporation, Cadence's leading competitor 
in the supply of integrated circuit layout environments, .... has been charged criminally with conspiracy 
and theft of trade secrets from Cadence. Several top Avant! executives have been charged criminally 
as well." 

7 . . . . 
See my D1ssentmg Statement m T1me Warner Inc., et al., supra note 1. 
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independent vendors of routing software. 8 Of course, as I noted in 
Time Warner, there is likely to be little enthusiasm for such a policy 
because there is a general predisposition to regard internal capacity 
expansion as procompetitive. 9 

Not only am I unpersuaded that Cadence's acquisition of CCT is 
likely to reduce competition in any relevant market, but-- as in SGI 
and Time W amer -- I would find the order unacceptable even were I 
convinced as to liability. As in Time Warner, the Commission 
imposes a "most favored nations" clause that requires Cadence to 
allow all independent router developers to participate in its software 
interface programs on terms that are "no less favorable than the terms 
applicable to any other participants in" those interface programs. 
Even apart from the usual problems with "most favored nations" 
clauses in consent orders, 10 this order -- as in both SGI and Time 
W amer -- will require that the Commission continuously regulate the 
prices and other conditions of access. 

Indeed, compared to the order in the present case, the order in 
Time Warner was a model of clarity and enforceability. What does it 
mean to mandate treatment "no less favorable than" that granted to 
others, when Cadence's current Connections Program -- with well 
over 100 participants -- allows access prices to differ substantially 
across participants and imposes substantial restrictions on the breadth 

8 . . . . . . . 
Thus, tt ts unclear how the Commtsston should respond, under the logtc of tts complamt, were 

Cadence to introduce an internally developed software program (now provided by one or more 
independent vendors) that is complementary to its "dominant" suite of programs. Obviously Cadence 
would be in a position (similar to that alleged in the Commission's complaint) to block access to the 
Cadence design software if it wanted to. Even if Cadence did not terminate the independent vendors, 
consistent application of the economic logic of the present complaint seemingly would require the 
Commission to seek a prophylactic "open access" order against Cadence similar to the order sought 
here. This enforcement policy would of course have a number of adverse competitive consequences, 
including deterrence of Cadence from efficiently entering complementary software lines through 
internal expansion. 

The observation in the Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger (at note 4) that 
antitrust law has treated vertical integration by merger differently from internal vertical integration "for 
more than one hundred years" suggests that I do not recognize that the law provides for differential 
treatment of mergers and internal expansion. I simply intended to point out the illogic of finding 
vertical integration with identical economic consequences to be illegal under the Commission's 
standards of merger review, when that integration would be of no concern (and might even be 
applauded) if it resulted from simple internal expansion. 

9 
In the present case, as in Time Warner, the Commission has alleged the existence of substantial 

pre-acquisition market power in both vertically related matters (routing software and the rest of the IC 
layout "suite" here, see complaint~~ 9-11, and cable television programming and distribution in Time 
Warner). Under these circumstances, there is a straightforward reason why vertical integration is both 
profitable and procompetitive (i.e., likely to result in lower prices to consumers): vertical integration 
would yield only one monopoly markup by the integrated firm, rather than separate markups (as in the 
pre-integration situation) by Cadence and CCT. · 

10 
As I noted in Time Warner, these clauses have the capacity to cause all prices to rise rather 

than to fall. Dissenting Statement, supra note I, at 20. The Chairman and Commissioner Steiger 
(Statement at 5) seem comfortable with this outcome, provided that all vendors pay the same price. 
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and scope of the permitted connection rights? 11 Does it mean that 
router vendors pay a connection fee no higher than the highest fee 
paid by an existing participant? Or would they pay a fee no higher 
than the current lowest fee? Or does it mean something else? Router 
vendors surely will argue for the second interpretation -- a view also 
apparently shared by Chairman Pitofsky and Commission Steiger12 

-

yet there is no obvious reason why router vendors should be entitled 
to such a Commission-mandated preferential pricing arrangement, 
and neither my colleagues' Statement nor the Analysis to Aid Public 
Comment has offered one. 

Similarly, does the "no less favorable" requirement mandate that 
the vendors of routing software obtain access rights as broad as the 
broadest rights now granted, or simply no worse than the narrowest 
now granted? And since the current Connections contracts are 
terminable at will by either party with 30 days' notice, does "no less 
favorable" mean only that router vendors must be given the same 
termination terms as other software vendors, or does it mean 
something else (e.g., termination only for cause, where the 
"reasonableness" of the termination is subject to ex post evaluation by 
the Commission)?13 The former interpretation' of the order seems the 
most straightforward; however, it is also one that essentially would 
nullify the protection of independent router vendors and thus would 
render the order meaningless. 14 

The preceding suggests strongly that the real (albeit unstated) goal 
of the order is not to nullify any actual anti competitive effects from 
the transaction, but rather to invalidate the principal aspects of 
Cadence's "Connections Program" (i.e., the ability to charge different 
connection fees and to terminate vendors at will) without 
demonstrating that the program's provisions violate the law. There is 
little reason to believe that this program is harmful to competition, 
and there are strong efficiency reasons for allowing Cadence to set 
different fees for different vendors. Moreover, setting a uniform fee 
would result in price increases to at least some vendors. 

Because I do not accept the Commission's theory of liability in 
this case, and because I find the prescribed remedy at best 
unenforceable and at worst competitively harmful, I dissent. 

11 . . . . . . . 
For example, CCT had been permitted to part1c1pate m the ConnectiOns Program w1th 1ts 

printed circuit board router but not with its IC router. 
12 . . . . . 

See Statement ofCha1rman P1tofsky and Comm1ss10ner Ste1ger at note 11. 
13 

Moreover, does the terminability of the Connections contract on 30 days' notice mean that the 
"no less favorable" requirement might need to be reviewed every 30 days? 

14 
The Chairman and Corrunissioner Steiger imply (Statement at note 11) that the exercise of this 

right would indeed constitute a violation of the order. 
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This consent order requires the respondents, among other things, to complete the 
divestiture of a total of 120 Revco drug stores or pharmacy counters -- 114 
stores in Virginia and six pharmacy counters in Binghamton, New York -- in 
order to restore competition. In addition, the respondents agreed to maintain 
the assets to be divested to preserve their viability and competitiveness, 
pending the divestiture. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: George Cmy, Ernest Elmore, Ann Mal ester 
and William Baer. 

For the respondents: Zenon Lankowsky, in-house counsel for 
CVS. Jack Staph, in-house counsel for Revco. Ronan Harty, Davis, 
Polk & Wardwell, New York, N.Y. and Louis Sernoff, Baker & 
Hostetler, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that CVS Corporation, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, 
North Acquisition Corp., has agreed to acquire Revco D.S., Inc., all 
corporations subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, in 
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, 
and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), 15 
U.S.C. 45; and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding in 
respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its 
complaint, stating its charges as follows: 

I. DEFINITION 

1. For the purposes of this complaint, "MSA" means Metropolitan 
Statistical Area as defined by the United States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 
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II. RESPONDENTS 

2. Respondent CVS Corporation ("CVS ") is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at One CVS Drive, Woonsocket, Rhode Island. 

3. Respondent Revco D.S., Inc. ("Revco") is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1925 Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio. 

4. For purposes of this proceeding, respondents are, and at all 
times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as 
"commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or 
affecting commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the 
FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

III. THE ACQUISITION 

5. On February 6, 1997, CVS, through a wholly-owned 
subsidiary, North Acquisition Corp., entered into an Agreement and 
Plan of Merger to acquire and merge with Revco ("the Acquisition"). 

IV. THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

6. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant line of commerce 
in which to analyze the effect of the Acquisition is the retail sale of 
pharmacy services to third-party payors such as insurance carriers, 
health maintenance organizations, preferred provider organizations, 
and corporate employers. Pharmacy services refers to the filling of 
prescription drugs and related pharmacy service benefits. Third-party 
payors offer retail pharmacy service benefits to their beneficiaries, 
typically through intermediaries known as pharmacy benefit 
management firms or PBMs, who create and administer retail 
pharmacy networks on behalf of third-party payors, so that the 
beneficiaries of these third-party payors may go to any pharmacy 
participating in the retail pharmacy network to have their 
prescriptions filled. 

7. For purposes of this complaint, the relevant sections of the 
country in which to analyze the effect of the Acquisition are: 

a. The State of Virginia; and 
b. The Binghamton, New York MSA. 
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8. The relevant markets set forth in paragraphs six and seven are 
highly concentrated, whether measured by Herfindahl-Hirschmann 
Indices ("HHI") or two-firm and four-firm concentration ratios. 

9. Entry into the relevant markets is difficult or unlikely to occur 
at a sufficient scale to deter or counteract the effect of the Acquisition 
described in paragraph five. 

10. CVS and Revco are actual competitors in the relevant 
markets. 

V. EFFECT OF THE ACQUISITION 

11. The effect of the Acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the relevant markets 
in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 
18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
45, in the following ways, among others: 

a. By eliminating direct actual competition between CVS and 
Revco in the relevant markets; 

b. By increasing the likelihood that CVS will unilaterally exercise 
market power in the relevant markets; and 

c. By increasing the likelihood of collusion in the relevant 
markets. 

12. All of the above increase the likelihood that firms in the 
relevant markets will increase prices and restrict output both in the 
near future and in the long term. 

VI. VIOLATIONS CHARGED 

13. The acquisition agreement described in paragraph five 
constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 
U.S.C. 45. 

14. The Acquisition described in paragraph five, if consummated, 
would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 ofthe FTC Act, as amended, 
15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having initiated 
an investigation of the proposed acquisition of Revco D.S., Inc. 
("Revco") by CVS Corporation ("CVS"), and the respondents having 
been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint that the 
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Bureau of Competition presented to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as 
amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45; and 

Respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has ~een violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Acts, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure described in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent CVS Corporation is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at One CVS Drive, Woonsocket, Rhode Island. 

2. Respondent Revco D.S., Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 1925 Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio. 

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as used in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 
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A. "CVS" means CVS Corporation, its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and affiliates controlled, 
directly or indirectly, by CVS, and the respective directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, successors, and assigns of 
each. CVS, after consummation of the Acquisition, includes Revco. 

B. "Revco" means Revco D.S., Inc., its directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, predecessors, successors, and 
assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, and affiliates controlled, 
directly or indirectly, by Revco, and the respective directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, successors, and assigns of 
each. 

C. "Respondents" mean CVS and Revco. 
D. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
E. ''Acquisition" means CVS's proposed acquisition of all of the 

outstanding voting securities of and merger with Revco pursuant to 
the Agreement and Plan of Merger dated February 6, 1997. 

F. "J.C. Penney"means J.C. Penney Company, Inc., a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business 
located at 6501 Legacy Drive, Plano, Texas. 

G. "Eckerd" means Eckerd Corporation, an affiliate of J.C. 
Penney. Eckerd is a corporation organized, existing and doing 
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, 
with its principal place ofbusiness located at 8333 Bryan Dairy Road, 
Largo, Florida. 

H. "Medicine Shoppe" means Medicine Shoppe International, 
Inc., a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its executive 
offices located at 1100 North Lindbergh, St. Louis, Missouri. 

I. "Pharmacy Operations" means Pharmacy Operations, Inc., a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Medicine Shoppe. Pharmacy Operations 
is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with offices located at 
1100 North Lindbergh, St. Louis, Missouri. 

J. "Acquirer(s)" means Eckerd, Medicine Shoppe or Pharmacy 
Operations, and/or the entity or entities approved by the Commission 
to acquire: .the Virginia Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph 
II.A.1 of this order; the Revco Pharmacy Assets pursuant to 
paragraph II.B.l or the New York Assets to be Divested pursuant to 
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paragraph II.B.2 of this order; the Revco Virginia Assets pursuant to 
paragraph liLA of this order; or the CVS Binghamton Assets 
pursuant to paragraph III.B ofthis order. 

K. "Landlord consents" means all consents from all landlords that 
are necessary to effect the complete transfer to the Acquirer(s) of the 
assets required to be divested pursuant to this order. 

L. ''MSA" means Metropolitan Statistical Area, which refers to 
geographic areas as defined by the United States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 

M. "Retail drug store" means a full-line retail store that carries a 
wide variety of prescription and nonprescription medicines and 
miscellaneous items, including, but not limited to, drugs, 
pharmaceuticals, patent medicines, sundries, tobacco products, and 
other merchandise. 

N. "Retail drug store assets" means all assets constituting the 
retail drug store business, excluding those assets pertaining to either 
the Revco or CVS trade name, trade dress, trade marks and service 
marks, and including, but not limited to: 

1. Leases and properties; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations; 
3. Books, records, reports, dockets and lists relating to the retail 

drug store business; 
4. Retail drug store inventory and storage capacity; 
5. All records of stock keeping units ("SKUs"), e.g., all forms, 

package sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and 
which are used in records of sales; 

6. Lists of all customers (including third party insurers) and all 
files of names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the individual 
customer contacts, and the unit and dollar amounts of sales, by 
product, to each customer; 

7. All pharmacy files, documents, instructions, papers, books, 
computer files and records and all other records in any media relating 
to the retail drug store business; 

8. All rights, titles and interests in and to the contracts entered 
into in the ordinary course of business with customers (together with 
associated bid and performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, distributors, agents, personal property lessors, 
personal property lessees, licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees, and all names of prescription drug manufacturers and 
distributors under contract with Revco, at the Acquirer(s)' option; 
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9. All machinery, fixtures, equipment, vehicles, transportation 
facilities, furniture, tools and other tangible personal property; and 

10. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in retail drug 
stores. 

0. ''Revco Pharmacy Business" means Revco's business of selling 
pharmacy services including prescription drugs at any of the retail 
drug stores listed in Schedule A of this order, but does not include 
Revco's business of selling other products in those retail drug stores. 

P. "Revco Pharmacy Assets" means all assets constituting the 
Revco Pharmacy Business, excluding those assets pertaining to the 
Revco trade names, trade dress, trade marks and service marks, and 
including but not limited to: 

1. Leases, at Medicine Shoppe's option; 
2. Zoning approvals and registrations, at Medicine Shoppe's 

option; 
3. Books, records, manuals, and operations reports, relating to the 

Revco Pharmacy Business; 
4. Inventory instructions, or, at Medicine Shoppe's option, lists of 

SKU s, i.e., all forms, package sizes and other units in which 
prescription drugs are sold and which are used in records of sales and 
inventories; 

5. Lists of all prescription drug customers, including but not 
limited to third party insurers, including all files of names, addresses, 
and telephone numbers of the individual customer contacts, the unit 
and dollar amounts of sales, by product, to each customer, and store 
profit and loss statement(s); and 

6. Goodwill, tangible and intangible, utilized in the sale of 
prescription drugs. 

Q. "Virginia Assets to be Divested" means the Revco Retail Drug 
Store Assets described in Schedule B of this order. 

R. "Revco Virginia Assets" means all of Revco's Retail Drug 
Store Assets located in the State of Virginia. 

S. "New York Assets to be Divested" means the Rev co Retail Drug 
Store Assets described in Schedule A of this order. 

T. "CVS Binghamton Assets" means all of the CVS Retail Drug 
Store Assets located in the Binghamton, New York MSA. 

U. "Eckerd Agreement" means the Purchase and Sale Agreement 
between Eckerd and CVS executed on May 16, 1997, for the 
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divestiture by respondents to Eckerd of the Virginia Assets to be 
Divested. 

V. "Medicine Shoppe Agreement" means the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement between Pharmacy Operations or Medicine Shoppe and 
CVS executed on May 21, 1997, for the divestiture by respondents to 
Medicine Shoppe of the Revco Pharmacy Assets to be Divested. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondents shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, the 
Virginia Assets to be Divested to: 

1. Eckerd, in accordance with the Eckerd Agreement dated May 
16, 1997, no later than, 

a. Ten (1 0) days after the date on which this order becomes final, 
or 

b. Four (4) months after acceptance of the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order by the Commission, 

whichever is later; or 
2. An Acquirer that receives the prior approval of the Commission 

and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of the 
Commission, within three (3) months after the date on which this 
order becomes final; 

provided that the closing date of the Eckerd Agreement or any other 
agreement pursuant to which the Virginia Assets to be Divested are 
divested to an Acquirer shall not occur until after respondents have 
obtained all required Landlord Consents. 

B. Respondents shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, either: 

1. The Revco Pharmacy Assets to Medicine Shoppe or Pharmacy 
Operations in accordance with the Medicine Shoppe Agreement May 
21, 1997, no later than, 

a. Ten (1 0) days after the date on which this order becomes final, 
or 

b. Four (4) months after acceptance of the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order by the Commission, 

whichever is later~ or 
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2. The New York Assets to be Divested to an Acquirer that 
receives the prior approval of the Commission and only in a manner 
that receives the prior approval of the Commission, within three (3) 
months after the date on which this order becomes final; 

provided that the closing date of the Medicine Shoppe Agreement or 
any other agreement pursuant to which the New York Assets to be 
Divested are divested to an Acquirer shall not occur until after 
respondents have obtained all required landlord consents. 

C. The purpose of the divestitures described herein is to ensure 
the continued operation of the divestiture assets as assets engaged in 
the retail sale of pharmacy services to third party payors, and to 
remedy any lessening of competition resulting from the Acquisition 
as alleged in the Commission's complaint. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondents fail to divest absolutely and in good faith the 
Virginia Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph II.A of this 
order, the Commission may appoint a trustee to divest the Revco 
Virginia Assets. 

B. If respondents fail to divest absolutely and in good faith either 
the New York Assets to be Divested or the Revco Pharmacy Assets 
pursuant to paragraph II.B of this order, the Commission may appoint 
a trustee to divest the CVS Binghamton Assets. 

C. In the event that the Commission or the Attorney General 
brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by 
the Commission, respondents shall consent to the appointment of a 
trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a 
decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude 
the Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties 
or any other relief available to it, including a court-appointed trustee 
pursuant to Section 5(1) ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, or any 
other statute enforced by the Commission, for any failure by 
respondents to comply with this order. 

D. The trustee appointed to accomplish any divestiture pursuant 
to paragraphs III.A or III.B may be the same person. If a trustee is 
appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant to paragraphs III.A 
or III.B of this order, respondents shall consent to the following terms 
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and conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, authority, and 
responsibilities: 

1. The Commission shall select the trustee(s), subject to the 
consent of respondents, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise 
in acquisitions and divestitures. If respondents have not opposed, in 
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any 
proposed trustee within ten (1 0) days after notice by the staff of the 
Commission to respondents of the identity of any proposed trustee, 
respondents shall be deemed to have consented to the selection of the 
proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall have the exclusive power and authority to accomplish the 
divestitures described in paragraphs III.A and III.B. 

3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondent shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission, and in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect each divestiture required by 
this order. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
III.D.3 to accomplish each divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve (12) month period, the trustee has submitted a plan for each 
divestiture required by this order or believes that each divestiture 
required by this order can be achieved within a reasonable time, then 
that divestiture period may be extended by the Commission, or, in the 
case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; provided, however, the 
Commission may extend the period for each divestiture only two (2) 
times. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the 
personnel, books, records and facilities related to the Revco Virginia 
Assets and the CVS Binghamton Assets or to any other relevant 
information, as the trustee may request. Respondents shall develop 
such financial or other information as such trustee may request and 
shall cooperate with the trustee. Respondents shall take no action to 
interfere with or impede the trustee's accomplishment of each 
divestiture. Any delays in any divestiture caused by respondents shall 
extend the time for that divestiture under this paragraph in an amount 
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equal to the delay, as determined by the Commission or, for a 
court-appointed trustee, by the court. 

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to respondents' absolute and 
unconditional obligation to make each divestiture required by this 
order at no minimum price. Each divestiture shall be made in the 
manner consistent with the terms of this order; provided, however, if 
the trustee receives bona fide offers from more than one acquiring 
entity, and if the Commission determines to approve more than one 
such acquiring entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity 
or entities selected by respondents from among those approved by the 
Commission. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondents, on such reasonable and customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
respondents, and at reasonable fees, such consultants, accountants, 
attorneys, investment bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other 
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carry out the 
trustee's duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all 
monies derived from each divestiture and all expenses incurred. After 
approval by the Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, by the court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for 
his or her services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction 
of the respondents, and the trustee's power shall be terminated. The 
trustee's compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a 
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee's accomplishing 
each divestiture required by paragraphs liLA and III.B. 

8. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses 
incurred in connection with the preparation for, or defense of any 
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent 
that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 
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9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in this 
paragraph. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee 
issue such additional orders or directions as may be reasonably 
necessary or appropriate to accomplish each divestiture required by 
this order. 

11. The trustee shall also divest such additional ancillary assets 
and businesses and effect such arrangements as are necessary to 
assure the marketability and the viability and competitiveness of the 
Revco Virginia Assets and the CVS Binghamton Assets. 

12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the Revco Virginia Assets or the CVS Binghamton Assets. 

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and the 
Commission every sixty ( 60) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish each divestiture required by this order. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Pending the divestiture of the Virginia Assets to be Divested 
pursuant to paragraph II.A and either the Revco Pharmacy Assets or 
the New York Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph II.B, the 
Revco Virginia Assets pursuant to paragraph liLA, or the CVS 
Binghamton Assets pursuant to paragraph III.B, respondents shall 
take such actions as are necessary to maintain the viability, 
marketability and competitiveness of all of these assets, and to 
prevent the destruction, removal, wasting, deterioration, or 
impairment of any of these assets except for ordinary wear and tear. 

B. Respondents shall comply with all terms of the Asset 
Maintenance Agreement, attached to this order and made a part 
hereof as Appendix I. The Asset Maintenance Agreement shall 
continue in effect until such time as all the divestitures required by 
this order have been accomplished. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That within thirty (30) days after the date 
this order becomes final and every thirty (30) days thereafter until 
respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraphs II 
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and III of this order, respondents shall submit to the Commission 
verified written reports setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which it intends to comply, is complying, and has complied with the 
requirements of this order. Respondents shall include in their 
compliance reports, among other things that are required from time 
to time, a full description of the efforts being made to comply with 
paragraphs II and III of the order, including a description of all 
substantive contacts or negotiations for each divestiture and the 
identity of all parties contacted. Respondents shall include in their 
compliance reports copies of all written communications to and from 
such parties, all internal memoranda, and all reports and 
recommendations concerning each divestiture. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in 
the corporate respondents such as dissolution, assignment, sale 
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation 
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation 
that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of determining or 
securing compliance with this order, respondents shall permit any 
duly authorized representative of the Commission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondents relating to any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five days' notice to respondents and without restraint or 
interference from respondents, to interview officers, directors, or 
employees of respondents. 

SCHEDULE A 

REVCO NEW YORK STORE LISTING 

Revco Store Number 2000 
523 Hooper Road 
Endwell, NY 13 7 60 

Revco Store Number 2002 
133 Front Street 
Vestal, NY 13850 
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Revco Store Number 2003 
4700 Vestal Parkway East 
Vestal, NY 

Revco Store Number 2007 
1183-85 Vestal A venue 
Binghamton, NY 13903 

Revco Store Number 2005 
1318 Front Street 
Binghamton, NY 13901 

Revco Store Number 2020 
310 Exchange Street 
Endicott, NY 13 7 60 

SCHEDULEB 

REVCO VIRGINIA STORE LISTING 

Revco Store Number 842 
Interstate Rt 40 & 46 
Blackstone, VA 23 824 

Revco Store Number 1160 
Colonial Square Shopping Center 
12 Colonial Square 
Colonial Heights VA 23834 

Revco Store Number 972 
University Square Shopping Center 
20825 Woodpecker Road 
Ettrick, VA 23803 

Revco Store Number 998 
5207 Plaza Drive 
Hopewell, VA 23860 

Revco Store Number 1473 
Tanbark Plaza Shopping Center 
74 Tanbark Plaza 
Lovingston, VA 22949 

Revco Store Number 2522 
Atlee Square Shopping Center 
9159 Atlee Road 
Mechanicsville, VA 23116 

Revco Store Number 187 
4310 Westgate Drive 
Petersburg, VA 23803 

Revco Store Number 2380 
4408 West Hundred Road 
Chester, VA 23831 

Revco Store Number 389 
220 Market Drive 
Emporia, VA 23 84 7 

Revco Store Number 4513 
Patrick Henry Center 
1506 S. Main Street 
Farmville, VA 23901 

Revco Store Number 4001 
115 Brunswick Square Ct. 
Lawrenceville, VA 23868 

Revco Store Number 2519 
7199 Stonewall Pkwy. 
Mechanicsville, VA 23111 

Revco Store Number 2517 
Rockwood Square 
10163 Hull Street Road 
Midlothian, VA 23113 

Revco Store Number 4504 
2733 S. Crater Road 
Petersburg, VA 23805 

Revco Store Number 2755 

124 F.T.C. 

Revco Store Number 2754 
9100 Pocahontas Trail 
Providence Forge, VA 23140 

New Kent Crossing Shopping Center 
2587 New Kent Hwy. 

Revco Store Number 383 
12000 Ridgefield Pkwy. 
Richmond, VA 23233 

Quinton, VA 23141 

Revco Store Number 390 
6401 Jahnke Road 
Richmond, VA 23225 
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Revco Store Number 398 
2805 West Broad Street 
Richmond, VA 23230 

Revco Store Number 538 
Meadowwood Square 
5116 Richmond Henrico Turnpike 
Richmond, VA 23227 

Rev co Store Number 55 3 
Cary Village Shopping Center 
3142 West Cary Street 
Richmond, VA 23221 

Revco Store Number 1313 
6011 Nine Mile 
Richmond, VA 23223 

Revco Store Number 1436 
2917 North Avenue 
Richmond, VA 23 222 

Rev co Store Number 4019 
Hungarybrook Shopping Center 
1292 Concord A venue 
Richmond, VA 23228 

Revco Store Number 4578 
Quicoccasin Station 
8920 Quioccasin Road 
Richmond, VA 22560 

Revco Store Number 4562 
While Oak Shopping Center 
1840 Tappahannock Blvd. 
Tappahannock, VA 22560 

Revco Store Number 4387 
Pantops Center 
540 Pantops Center 
Charlottesville, VA 22911 

Revco Store Number 313 
Liberty Plaza 
1800 Liberty Street 
Chesapeake, VA 23324 

Revco Store Number 1140 
Poplar Hill Plaza 
3138 Western Branch Blvd. 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Revco Store Number 505 
7127 Staples Mill Road 
Richmond, VA 23228 

Revco Store Number 551 
326 East Broad Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 

Revco Store Number 1158 
Glen Lea Shopping Center 
3 824 Mechanicsville Pike 
Richmond, VA 23223 

Revco Store Number 1319 
Willow Place Shopping Center 
5440 West Broad 
Richmond, VA 23230 

Revco Store Number 2551 
Robious Hall Shopping Center 
10030 Robious Road 
Richmond, VA 23235 

Revco Store Number 4391 
Irongate Village Shopping Center 
6423 Iron Bridge Road 
Richmond, VA 23234 

Revco Store Number 4585 
11 02 Courthouse Road 
Richmond, VA 23236 

Revco Store Number 4000 
West Point Square 
100 Winter Street Unit 105 
West Point, VA 23181 

Revco Store Number 194 
1367 Kempsville Road 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Revco Store Number 350 
4321 Indian River Road 
Chesapeake, VA 23325 

Revco Store Number 1186 
Wilson Village Shopping Center 
328 Battlefield Blvd. S. 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

175 
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Revco Store Number 4003 
Las Gaviotas Shopping Center 
1245 Cedar Road, Suite B 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Revco Store Number 4020 
Taylor Road Plaza 
3325 Taylor Road, Suite 118 
Chesapeake, VA 23321 

Revco Store Number 4420 Revco Store Number 4530 
Centers ville Crossing Shopping Center Woodford Square Shopping Center 
413 Centerville Turnpike 701-D North Battlefield 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Revco Store Number 4552 
2313 S. Military Hwy. 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 

Revco Store Number 4541 
Southhampton Shopping Center 
1332 Armory Drive 
Franklin, VA 23851 

Revco Store Number 426 
Kecoughtan Shopping Center 
3857 Kecoughtan Road 
Hampton, VA 23669 

Revco Store Number 1384 
4111 West Mercury Blvd. 
Hampton, VA 23 666 

Revco Store Number 4679 
Big Bethel Road and Hampton Road 
Parkway 
Hampton, VA 23666 

Revco Store Number 621 
Newport Square Shopping Center 
846 Newport Square Shop Center 
Newport News, VA 23601 

Revco Store Number 1143 
14865 Warwick Blvd. 
Newport News, VA 23608 

Revco Store Number 2589 
Southeast Shopping Center 
2305 Jefferson Avenue 
Newport News, VA 23607 

Revco Store Number 4607 
3005 Old Mill Road 
Chesapeake, VA 23323 

Revco Store Number 1268 
Heritage Square Shopping Center 
4324 Geo. Washington Memorial 
Highway 
Grafton, VA 23692 

Rev co Store Number 1073 
1955 E. Pembroke Avenue 
Hampton, VA 23663 

Revco Store Number 4326 
2305 Kecoughtan Road 
Hampton, VA 23661 

Revco Store Number 2741 
York River Shopping Center 
2318 York Crs. Drive Pob 1106 
Hayes, VA 23072 

Rev co Store Number 1096 
Newmarket Plaza Shopping Center 
605 Newmarket Drive Newmarket 
Plaza 
Newport News, VA 23605 

Revco Store Number 1613 
13271 Warwick Blvd. 
Newport News, VA 23602 

Revco Store Number 4022 
Richneck Center 
12917 Jefferson Avenue 
Newport News, VA 23602 
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Revco Store Number 4501 
10451 Jefferson A venue 
Newport News, VA 23605 

Revco Store Number 431 
Southern Shopping Center 
No. 2 Southern S/C 
Norfolk, VA 23505 

Revco Store Number 500 
Colley Village Shopping Center 
2301 Colley Avenue 
Norfolk, VA 23517 

Revco Store Number 595 
742-A West 21st Street 
Norfolk, VA 23517 

Revco Store Number 715 
1101 East Little Creek Road 
Norfolk, VA23518 

Rev co Store Number 1029 
The Monticello Building 
258 Granby Street 
Norfolk, VA 23510 

Rev co Store Number 1 097 
1853 East Little Creek Road 
Norfolk, VA 23518 

Revco Store Number 2574 
890 Kempsville Road 
Norfolk, VA 23502 

Revco Store Number 750 
5788 Churchland Blvd. 
Portsmouth, VA 23703 

Rev co Store Number 1061 
3531 Airline Blvd. 
Portsmouth, VA 23701 

Revco Store Number 2704 
2004 Victory Blvd. 
Portsmouth, VA 23 702 

Decision and Order 

Revco Store Number 117 
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center 
32 Downtown Plaza S/C 
Norfolk, VA 23510 

Revco Store Number 493 
Midtown Shopping Center 
7628 Granby Street 
Norfolk, VA 23505 

Revco Store Number 550 
6204-H N. Military Hwy. 
Norfolk, VA 23518 

Revco Store Number 703 
Sewells Point Shopping Center 
2330 Azalea Garden Road 
Norfolk, VA 23513 

Revco Store Number 882 
Ocean View Shopping Center 
163 West Ocean View Avenue 
Norfolk, VA 23503 

Revco Store Number 1068 
Suburban Park Shopping Center 
7526 Granby Street 
Norfolk, VA 23505 

Revco Store Number 2375 
3212 Tidewater Road 
Norfolk, VA 23509 

Revco Store Number 4009 
4 7 5 Wythe Creek Road 
Poquoson, VA 23662 

Revco Store Number 871 
3 116 High Street 
Portsmouth, VA 23707 

Revco Store Number 1113 
326 High Street 
Portsmouth, VA 23704 

Revco Store Number 4327 
Manor Village Shopping Center 
6219 Portsmouth Blvd. 
Portsmouth, VA 23701 
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Revco Store Number 835 
Smithfield Plaza Shopping Center 
1280 Smithfield Plaza 
Smithfield, VA 23430 

Revco Store Number 1376 
571 East Constance Road 
Suffolk, VA 23434 

Rev co Store Number 100 
1949 Lynnhaven Parkway 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

Revco Store Number 113 
1577 General Booth Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23454 

Revco Store Number 341 
6531 College Park Square 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 

Revco Store Number 374 
Fairfield Shopping Center 
5232 Fairfield SIC 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 

Revco Store Number 464 
Kemps River Crossing 
1309 Fordham Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 

Revco Store Number 787 
107 5 Independence Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

Revco Store Number 883 
880 S. Military Hwy. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 

Revco Store Number 1183 
5 61 0 Princess Anne Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 

Revco Store Number 1200 
3600 South Plaza Trail 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 

Revco Store Number 1112 
Holland Plaza Shopping Center 
1240 Holland Road 
Suffolk, Va 23434 

Revco Store Number 4385 
Suffolk Shopping Center 
1405 North Main Street 
Suffolk, VA 23434 

Rev co Store Number 1 09 
4 221 Pleasant Valley Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 

Revco Store Number 116 
Linkhom Shopping Center 
980 Laskin Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

Revco Store Number 344 
3333 Virginia Beach Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 

Revco Store Number 440 
Holland Shopping Center 
4324 Holland Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 

Revco Store Number 603 
Hilltop North Shopping Center 
750 Hilltop North SIC 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

Revco Store Number 881 
Birchwood Mall 
3756 Virginia Beach Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 

Revco Store Number 1188 
Pembroke Meadows Shopping Center 
748 Independence Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

Rev co Store Number Ill 0 
2356-C Virginia Beach Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23454 

Revco Store Number 1396 
Great Neck Shopping Center 
1216 Great Neck Village SIC 
Virginia Beach, VA 23454 
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Revco Store Number 1656 Revco Store Number 2725 
Virginia Beach Blvd. and Dorset Street 2005 Sandbridge Road #101 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

Revco Store Number 4406 
1012 Fallbrook Bend 
Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

Revco Store Number 45542 
Shipp's Comer Shopping Center 
3208 Holland Road, Suite 11 
Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

Revco Store Number 4599 
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Revco Store Number 4555 
Birdneck Shopping Center 
1077 Virginia Beach Blvd. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

Lake Shores Plaza Shopping Center 
5193 Shore Drive #109 

Revco Store Number 382 
Governor's Green Shopping Center 
4511-K John Tyler Hwy. 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Revco Store Number 2573 
124 Waller Mill Road 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

Revco Store Number 1147 
James-York Shopping Center 
701 Merrimac Trail 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Revco Store Number 1625 
Shoppes at Yorktown 
US 17 & Goodwin Neck Road 
York, VA 23692 

APPENDIX I 

ASSET MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 

This Asset Maintenance Agreement ("Agreement") is by and 
between CVS Corporation ("CVS"), a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at One CVS Drive, Woonsocket, Rhode Island; Rev co D. S., 
Inc. ("Revco"), a corporation organized, existing, and doing business 
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its 
office and principal place of business located at 1925 Enterprise 
Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio (collectively "proposed respondents"); 
and the Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), an independent 
agency of the United States Government, established under the 
Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. 
(collectively "the Parties"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, CVS has proposed to acquire all of the outstanding 
voting securities of and to merge (through a wholly-owned 
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subsidiary) .with Revco D.S., Inc., pursuant to an agreement and plan 
of merger dated February 6, 1997 ("the proposed Acquisition"); and 

Whereas, the Commission is now investigating the proposed 
Acquisition to determine if it would violate any of the statutes the 
Commission enforces; and 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the attached Agreement 
Containing Consent Order ("consent order"), the Commission is 
required to place it on the public record for a period of sixty ( 60) days 
for public comment and may subsequently either withdraw such 
acceptance or issue and serve its complaint and its decision and final 
order in disposition of the proceeding pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 2.34 of the Commission's Rules; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that if an agreement is not 
reached preserving the status quo ante of the Revco Virginia Assets, 
the Virginia Assets to be Divested, the Revco Pharmacy Assets, the 
New York Assets to be Divested, and the CVS Binghamton Assets as 
described in the attached consent order (hereinafter sometimes 
referred to as "Assets") during the period prior to their divestiture, 
any divestiture resulting from any administrative proceeding 
challenging the legality of the Acquisition might not be possible, or 
might produce a less than effective remedy; and 

Whereas, the Commission is concerned that prior to any 
divestitures to the Acquirer(s) approved by the Commission, it may 
be necessary to preserve the continued viability and competitiveness 
of the Assets; and 

Whereas, the purpose of this Agreement and of the consent order 
is to preserve the Assets pending the divestitures to the Acquirer(s) 
approved by the Commission under the terms of the order, in order to 
remedy any anticompetitive effects of the proposed Acquisition; and 

Whereas, proposed respondents entering into this Agreement shall 
in no way be construed as an admission by proposed respondents that 
the proposed Acquisition is illegal; and 

Whereas, proposed respondents understand that no act or 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune 
or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal 
Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this 
Agreement. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the Commission's agreement 
that at the time it accepts the consent order for public comment it will 
grant early termination of the Hart-Scott-Rodino waiting period, the 
Parties agree as follows: 
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TERMS OF AGREEMENT 

1. Proposed respondents agree to execute, and upon its issuance 
to be bound by, the attached consent order. The Parties further agree 
that each term defined in the attached consent order shall have the 
same meaning in this Agreement. 

2. Proposed respondents agree that from the date proposed 
respondents sign this Agreement until the earlier of the dates listed in 
subparagraphs 2.a and 2.b, proposed respondents will comply with 
the provisions of this Agreement: 

a. Three (3) business days after the Commission withdraws its 
acceptance of the consent order pursuant to the provisions of Section 
2.34 of the Commission's Rules; or 

b. The date the divestitures as set out in the consent order have 
been completed. 

3. Proposed respondents shall maintain the viability and 
marketability of the Assets, and shall not cause the wasting or 
deterioration of the Assets, nor shall they sell, transfer, encumber or 
otherwise impair their marketability or viability. 

4. Proposed respondents shall maintain the competitiveness of the 
Assets. This includes, but is not limited to, maintaining promotions 
and discount policies, and continuing specific store services (such as, 
for example, hours of operation and operation of specific 
departments). In particular, proposed respondents shall continue to 
offer to customers who obtain pharmacy services at the Assets the 
same type and quality of pharmacy services that are offered at the 
proposed respondents' retail drug stores that are not subject to the 
consent order's divestiture provisions. 

5. Should the Commission seek in any proceeding to compel 
proposed respondents to divest themselves of the Assets or to seek 
any other injunctive or equitable relief, proposed respondents shall 
not raise any objection based upon the expiration of the applicable 
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act waiting period or the 
fact that the Commission has not sought to enjoin the proposed 
Acquisition. Proposed respondents also waive all rights to contest the 
validity of this Agreement. 

6. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Agreement, subject to any legally recognized privilege, and upon 
written request with five (5) days' notice to proposed respondents and 
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to their principal office(s), proposed respondents shall permit any 
duly authorized representative or representatives of the Commission: 

a. Access during the office hours of proposed respondents, in the 
presence of counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, 
correspondence, memoranda and other records and documents in the 
possession or under the control of proposed respondents relating to 
compliance with this Agreement; and 

b. To interview officers or employees of proposed respondents, 
who may have counsel present, regarding any such matters. 

7. This Agreement shall not be binding until approved by the 
Commission. 
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SULZER LIMITED 

Modifying Order 

IN THE MATTER OF 

SULZER LIMITED 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 
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Docket C-3559. Consent Order, Feb. 23, 1995--Modifying Order, Aug. 15, 1997 

This order reopens and modifies a 1995 consent order so that the language in 
paragraph IV.A of the fmal consent order conforms with the language of the 
proposed consent agreement that was signed by the respondent and accepted 
by the Commission for public comment. 

ORDER AMENDING CONSENT ORDER 

The order in this matter was issued on February 23, 1995. The 
language in paragraph IV.A of the order does not conform to that 
contained in paragraph IV.A of the agreement containing consent 
order ("consent agreement") signed by Sulzer and accepted by the 
Commission on September 12, 1994, for public comment. 

The public interest would be served by conforming the language 
of the order with that contained in the consent agreement. Sulzer has 
waived any rights it may have under Section 3. 72(b) of the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and consents to the changes 
contemplated by this order. Accordingly, 

It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, reopened; and 
It is further ordered, That paragraph IV .A of the consent order in 

Docket No. C-3559, issued on February 23, 1995, be, and it hereby 
is, amended to read as follows: 

A. For a ten (1 0) year period commencing on the date this order 
becomes final, Sulzer shall not enter into, obtain, make, carry out or 
enforce any exclusive agreements with Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited or otherwise take any action whatsoever, directly 
or indirectly, that would prevent Sumitomo Chemical Company 
Limited from selling Sumitomo Polyester to any 
Commission-approved acquirer of the Am dry 201 0 Information. 
Within thirty days after the order becomes final, respondent shall 
provide a copy of the order to each person at Sumitomo Chemical 
Company Limited with whom respondent has contact in connection 
with the purchase of Sumitomo Polyester. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

APPLE COMPUTER, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3763. Complaint, Aug. 18, 1997--Decision, Aug. 18, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the respondent to offer to eligible 
consumers who purchased the Performa 550 or 560, or the Macintosh LC 550 
computers on or after April 1, 1994, the upgrade kits at less than half the 
original list price and to rebate $776 to consumers who already have purchased 
the upgrade. The consent order also prohibits Apple Computer from 
misrepresenting the availability of any microprocessor upgrade product, and 
from representing that computer hardware is currently upgradeable unless the 
upgrade is then available in reasonable quantities. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Matthew Gold, Linda Badger and Jeffrey 
Klurfeld. 

For the respondent: James Spears, Gadsby & Hannah, 
Washington, D. C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Apple Computer, Inc., ("Apple" or "respondent"), a corporation, has 
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect 
thereof would be in the public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Apple is a California corporation with its 
offices and principal place of business located at One Infinite Loop, 
Cupertino, California. 

PAR. 2. Apple has manufactured, advertised, labeled, offered for 
sale, sold, and distributed the "Performa 550," "Macintosh LC 550," 
and "Performa 560" personal computers, and other computer 
hardware and software to consumers. The Performa 550, Macintosh 
LC 550, and Performa 560 models are based on the Motorola 68030 
microprocessor. While continuing to promote the sale of these 
computers, respondent introduced a new series of computers based on 
the faster, more powerful "PowerPC" microprocessor. Beginning 
approximately April 1, 1994, subsequent to this introduction of the 
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new chip, respondent advertised Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, 
and Performa 560 computers as upgradeable to PowerPC 
performance. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondent disseminated or caused to be disseminated 
advertisements for the "PowerPC" upgrade to the Performa 550 and 
Performa 560 computers, including but not necessarily limited to a 
red sticker that was placed on the boxes containing these computers, 
attached as Exhibit A. These advertisements contain the following 
statement: 

"Ready for Power PC upgrade." [Exhibit A J 

PAR. 5. Respondent disseminated or caused to be disseminated 
advertisements for the "PowerPC" upgrade to the Performa 550, 
Macintosh LC 550, and Performa 560 computers, including but not 
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits B-D. These 
advertisements contain the following statements: 

A. "And when you're ready to expand your [Macintosh LC 550] system for 
more performance, you can install an optional CD-ROM drive, add an Ethernet 
card, or upgrade to our new Power Macintosh TM technology." 
[Exhibit B (Print: "Apple Education Recommended Products At a Glance")] 

B. "Can a personal computer grow up with your family? 
With technology changing so quickly, it's only natural to wonder whether the 
computer you buy today will become obsolete tomorrow. That's why Apple 
designed the Macintosh Performa to work as well tomorrow as it does today. 

You can even add extra memory or upgrade your Performa to the PowerPC 
chip (making it virtually impossible to outgrow). 
Performa 
The Family Macintosh" 
[Exhibit C (Print: "Can a personal computer grow up with your family?")] 

C. "A PARENT'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS 

Every Performa can grow with your family. Each one has enough memory, 
power, and storage space to serve your family for years. However, should you 
decide you want to upgrade in the future, you can expand your Performa's RAM, 
hard drive storage, and even microprocessor to keep step with improvements in 
technology (such as the hot new PowerPC chip)." 
[Exhibit D (Special Advertising Section insert: "A Parent's Guide To Computers.")] 
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PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraph four, including but not 
necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit A, 
respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that a 
PowerPC upgrade was available to consumers at the time that they 
purchased a Performa 550 or Performa 560 computer. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, a PowerPC upgrade was not available 
to consumers at the time that they purchased a Performa 550 or 
Performa 560 computer. Therefore, the representation set forth in 
paragraph six was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraphs four and five, including but 
not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits 
A-D, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that a 
PowerPC upgrade would be available within a reasonable period of 
time after the purchase of a Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, or 
Performa 560 computer. 

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, the Power PC upgrade was not 
available within a reasonable period of time after the purchase of a 
Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, or Performa 560 computer. No 
such upgrade was offered by respondent for at least one year after it 
began representing that the Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, or 
Performa 560 computers were upgradeable. Indeed, by the time 
respondent made the upgrade available, the· cost of the upgrade 
approached the cost of an entirely new computer with a PowerPC 
microprocessor. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
eight was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements referred to in paragraphs four and five, including but 
not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits 
A-D, respondent has represented, directly or by implication, that at 
the time it made the representations set forth in paragraphs six and 
eight, respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representations. 

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the 
representations set forth in paragraphs six and eight, respondent did 
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
ten was, and is, false and misleading. 
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PAR. 12. In its advertising of the Performa 550, Macintosh LC 
550, and Performa 560 computers, respondent represented that these 
computers were upgradeable to PowerPC technology. Respondent 
failed to disclose that, in order to obtain the PowerPC technology, 
consumers would need to purchase and install an upgrade package 
that included not only a PowerPC upgrade card, but also a new logic 
board. As a result, consumers were not aware that they would have to 
incur the cost and inconvenience associated with the replacement of 
the logic board. The fact that a logic board was a component of the 
upgrade package would be material to consumers in their decision to 
purchase the computer. The failure to disclose this fact, in light of the 
representations made, was a deceptive practice. 

PAR. 13. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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EXHIBITD 
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APPLE PAGE 6 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 
2.34 of its Rules, and having modified the order in several respects, 
now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 
2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues its complaint, makes 
the following jurisdictional findings, and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Apple Computer, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of California with its offices and principal place of business 
located at One Infinite Loop, in the City of Cupertino, State of 
California. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent, Apple Computer, Inc., a 
corporation, its successors and assigns, and respondent's officers, 
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale or distribution of any computer hardware product, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting 
the availability of any microprocessor upgrade product. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, Apple Computer, Inc. a 
corporation, its successors and assigns, and respondent's officers, 
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
or sale of any computer hardware product, in or affecting commerce, 
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do 
forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by 
implication, that any such product is currently upgradeable, unless at 
the time such representation is made, the upgrade is then available, in 
reasonable quantities to the public, given good-faith projections of 
anticipated demand. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, Apple Computer, Inc., a 
corporation, its successors and assigns, and respondent's officers, 
agents, representatives and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
or sale of any microprocessor upgrade product that incorporates a 
new logic board as part of the upgrade product, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, shall not represent that such product is an 
"upgrade," in any manner, expressly or by implication, unless it 
discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to the 
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representation, that a new logic board is a component of the upgrade 
product. 

IV. 

A. Within fourteen (14) days of the date of service on respondent 
of this order, respondent shall publish notice of this redress provision 
in a nationally circulated newspaper. This notice shall be in the form 
set out in Appendix A. 

B. Within ten (1 0) days of the date of service on respondent of 
this order, respondent shall compile: 

1. A mailing list containing the name and last known address of 
each consumer who purchased a Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, 
or Performa 560 computer in the United States or in a territory of the 
United States on or after April 1, 1994; and 

2. A mailing list containing the name and last known address of 
each consumer who purchased a PowerPC upgrade for a Performa 
550, Macintosh LC 550, or Performa 560 computer in the United 
States or in a territory of the United States. 

C. Respondent shall compile the lists required by Parts IV.B.1 
and IV.B.2 from all customer service records under its control, 
including, but not limited to, registration cards, telephone logs, 
electronic mail logs, and written correspondence. 

D. Within fifteen(15) days of the date of service of this order, 
respondent shall send via first class-mail, postage prepaid, a notice in 
the form set forth in Appendix B to this order, to all Performa 550, 
Macintosh LC 550, or Performa 560 purchasers listed on the mailing 
list required by Part IV.B.1. Respondent shall send the items set forth 
in Appendix B via electronic mail to any purchaser for whom 
respondent has only an electronic mail address. No information other 
than that contained in Appendix B shall be included. No additional 
materials, other than a postage pre-paid envelope for tetum of the 
offer form, shall be transmitted therewith. 

E. The envelope containing the items set forth in Appendix B 
shall be in the form set forth in Appendix C to this order. For each 
mailing retun1ed by the U.S. Postal Service as undeliverable for 
which respondent thereafter obtains a corrected address, respondent 
shall, within fifteen (15) business days after receiving the corrected 
address, send the items set forth in Appendix B to the corrected 
address. 
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F. Any consumer who, within seventy-five (75) days of the date 
of service of this order, returns to respondent both: 1) the form 
contained in Appendix A or Appendix B; and 2) payment in the 
amount of five hundred and ninety-nine (599) dollars, will be eligible 
to receive a Power PC Upgrade Kit, or its equivalent. Apple will not 
be required to honor any request that is postmarked after the 
seventy-fifth day. 

G. Respondent shall send, delivery charges prepaid, the PowerPC 
Upgrade Kit (or product equivalent) by common carrier appropriate 
to the fragility of the product, within ninety (90) days of the date of 
service of this order. 

H. If respondent chooses to provide a product equivalent to the 
PowerPC Upgrade Kit to some consumers, those consumers will be 
chosen at random. 

I. Respondent shall extend the warranty on the Performa 550, 
Macintosh LC 550, and Performa 560 to include all parts and labor 
charges necessary for installation of a Power PC Upgrade Kit. Within 
thirty (30) days of the date of service of this order, respondent shall 
arrange for its authorized service locations to perform this 
installation. Respondent shall also provide each location with any 
installation instructions that they might not otherwise possess which 
are unique to the installation of a Power PC Upgrade Kit. 

J. Within fifteen (15) days of the date of service of this order, 
respondent shall send via first class-mail, postage prepaid, a notice in 
the form set forth in Appendix D to this order to each purchaser listed 
on the mailing list required by Part IV.B.2. No information other than 
that contained in Appendix D shall be included. No additional 
materials, other than a postage pre-paid envelope for return of the 
offer form, shall be transmitted therewith. Respondent shall send 
seven hundred and seventy-six (776) dollars to each consumer who, 
within seventy-five (75) days of service ofthis order, returns the form 
contained in Appendix D and either: (1) has previously submitted the 
registration card included in the PowerPC upgrade; or (2) provides 
reasonable proof of purchase of the Power PC upgrade. 

K. The envelope containing the items set forth in Appendix D 
shall be in the form set forth in Appendix E to this order. For each 
mailing returned by the U.S. Postal Service as undeliverable for 
which respondent thereafter obtains a corrected address, respondent 
shall, within fifteen (15) business days after receiving the corrected 
address, send the items set forth in Appendix D. 
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L. Respondent shall adequately staff an 800 number to answer 
questions from any consumer who receives a notice described in this 
redress provision, and any questions resulting from the publication of 
the notice described in Part III.A. 

M. Within two hundred forty (240) days of the date of service of 
this order, respondent shall furnish to Commission staff the 
following: 

1. In computer readable form and in computer print out form, the 
following: 

a. A list of the names and addresses of all purchasers who obtain 
a Power PC Upgrade Kit (or the equivalent) pursuant to this order; 

b. A list of the names and addresses of all recipients of rebate 
checks; 

c. A copy of the records used to identify these purchasers or 
recipients; and 

d. A description of what respondent sent to each purchaser or 
recipient (including the check number if applicable) and the mailing 
date of every upgrade or rebate sent. 

2. Copies of all notices returned to respondent as undeliverable 
(previously described in Parts IV.E and IV.K of this order); and 

3. All other documents and records evidencing efforts made and 
actions taken by respondent to identify, locate, contact and provide 
rebates or upgrades to consumers. 

N. For the purposes of this Part, "PowerPC Upgrade Kit" includes 
a 575 logic board, an upgrade card, four megabytes of RAM, 
Macintosh System 7.5 Operating System software, the most recent 
version of Claris Works for. Power PC, and a coupon for free 
installation of the hardware components of the Power PC Upgrade 
Kit. The term "equivalent" means a computer based on the PowerPC 
microprocessor along with all the hardware necessary to supply a 
Performa 550, Macintosh LC 550, or Performa 560 owner with a 
complete computer system, including but not limited to a comparable 
keyboard and monitor. The term "consumer" includes an educational 
institution or any other organization. 
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V. 

It is further ordered, That for three (3) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, respondent 
shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade 
Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent notify the Commission at 
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the company 
such as dissolution, assigmnent or sale resulting in the emergence of 
a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or 
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance 
obligations arising out of the order. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, and its successors and 
assigns, shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and future 
principals and directors; to all current and future officers and 
managers with responsibilities or duties affecting compliance with the 
terms of this order; and to all current and future employees, agents, 
and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order. Respondent shall deliver this order to current 
personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this 
order, and, for a period of five ( 5) years from the date of issuance of 
this order, to future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person 
assumes such position or responsibilities. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on August 18, 
2017, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the United 
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or 
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging 
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any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, 
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 

· the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty ( 60) days 
from the date of service of this order upon it, and at such other times 
as the Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, 
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has 
complied with this order. 

By the Commission. 1 

APPENDIX A 

[Newspaper Notice] 

NOTICE TO PURCHASERS OF APPLE PERFORMA 550, 
MACINTOSH LC 550 AND PERFORMA 560 COMPUTERS: 

IF YOU PURCHASED AN APPLE PERFORMA 550, A MACINTOSH 
LC550 OR A PERFORMA 560 COMPUTER ON OR AFTER APRIL 1, 1994, 
YOU ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE A POWERPC UPGRADE KIT OR ITS 
EQUIVALENT FOR THE SUM OF $599.00. 

When we sold you your Apple computer, we advertised that is 
was "Ready for PowerPC upgrade." While a PowerPC upgrade was 

1 
Prior to leaving the Commission, former Commissioner Varney registered her vote in the 

affirmative for issuing the complaint and decision and order in this matter. 
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subsequently offered for these models, the Federal Trade Commission 
("FTC") and Apple have examined the representations that Apple 
made in connection with the sales of these models. While Apple 
believes that the upgrade representations were appropriate, customer 
satisfaction is our highest priority and, to this end, we have reached 
a settlement with the FTC that gives purchasers of these computers 
who would like to upgrade their computers an opportunity to secure 
a PowerPC upgrade at an attractive price. 

For a limited time, Apple is offering its Performa 550/560 and 
Macintosh LC 550 customers a PowerPC upgrade kit for $599. This 
upgrade kit will include the components necessary to make the 
PowerPC upgrade, and will also include an additional4 megabytes of 
RAM. In addition, the kit will contain System 7.5 (the operating 
system for the PowerPC), and a PowerPC upgrade for Claris Works. 
Included in the upgrade kit will be a coupon for the installation of the 
hardware components of the upgrade at no additional cost to you. 

To take advantage of this offer, please fill out the information on 
the attached form and return it, along with a payment in the amount 
of$599. You may wish to make a copy of the form for your records. 
Upon receipt of payment and a properly completed form, Apple will 
ship the upgrade kit directly to you within approximately 90 days. 

For customers who purchased a PowerPC upgrade for their 
Performa 550/560 or Macintosh LC 550 prior to [date of service of 
order], Apple is offering a cash rebate upon certification and proof of 
purchase. For additional information on this rebate offer, please 
contact Apple at the toll-free number noted below. 

Please note that these offers are being made for a limited time 
only. To receive an upgrade kit at this price, customers must respond 
with payment and a properly completed form, postmarked no later 
than [70 days from date of publication]. You should also note that 
this upgrade opportunity is only ·available to customers who 
purchased Performa 550/560 and Macintosh LC 550 computers after 
April 1, 1994. 

Should you have any questions regarding this upgrade offer, 
please call 1-800- _-__ 

APPLE COMPUTER, INC. 

[Form to be Attached to Newspaper Notice] 

RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR PAYMENT TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: 
[ADDRESS] 
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I am the purchaser of a Performa 550/ Performa 560/ Macintosh 
LC 550 (circle the correct model number) computer. I understand that 
I must have purchased my computer after April 1, 1994 to participate 
in this offer and that I must include the serial number of my computer 
with my order. I would like to order a Power PC Upgrade Kit. Please 
deliver my purchase to the following address: 

NAME: ____________________________________ __ 

STREET ADDRESS: --------------------------
CITY AND STATE: -------------- ZIP CODE: __ _ 

__ My check for $599.00 is enclosed (make checks payable to 
Apple Computer, Inc.) 

_Please charge my __ Visa_ MasterCard_ American Express 

Credit Card Number Expiration Date (Month/Year) 

CREDIT CARD HOLDER: PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 

NAME: ____________________________________ _ 

BILLING ADDRESS ____________________________ _ 

ZIP CODE: DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER: ___ _ 

I hereby certify that I bought an Apple Performa 550, Performa 
560 or Macintosh LC 550 in (month you purchased your 
computer), __ (year you purchased your computer). The serial 
number of my computer is ____________ _ 

DATED: _______ , 1997. 

Signature 

APPENDIXB 

[Apple Computer, Inc. Letterhead] 
[Date] 

Re: Performa 550/560/Macintosh LC 550 Upgrade Offer 

Dear [Customer N arne]: 

Our records show that during 1994 or 1995, you purchased a 
Performa 550, a Macintosh LC 550 or a Performa 560 from Apple 
Computer, Inc. 
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When we sold you your Apple computer, we advertised that it 
was "Ready for Power PC upgrade." While a Power PC upgrade was 
subsequently offered for these models, the Federal Trade Commission 
("FTC") and Apple have examined the representations that Apple 
made in connection with the sales of these models. While Apple 
believes that the upgrade representations were appropriate, customer 
satisfaction is our highest priority and, to this end, we have reached 
a settlement with the FTC that gives purchasers of these computers 
who would like to upgrade their computers an opportunity to secure 
a Power PC upgrade at an attractive price. 

For a limited time, Apple is offering its Performa 550/560 and 
Macintosh LC 550 customers a PowerPC upgrade kit for $599. This 
upgrade kit will include the components necessary to make the 
PowerPC upgrade, and will also include an additional 4 megabytes of 
RAM which will allow the PowerPC chip to operate effectively. In 
addition, the kit will contain two key software packages: System 7.5, 
the operating system for the PowerPC; and the Power PC upgrade for 
Claris Works. Included in the upgrade kit will be a coupon which will 
cover the cost of installing the upgrade's hardware components. Upon 
receiving your upgrade kit, you will only need to take your computer, 
the upgrade kit and the upgrade coupon to your local authorized 
Apple dealer, who will install the hardware for you at not additional 
cost. 

To take advantage of this offer, please fill out the information on 
the enclosed form and return it, along with a payment in the amount 
of $599 in the enclosed envelope or in an envelope addressed to 
Apple Computer, Inc. [address] You may wish to make a copy of the 
form for your records. Upon receipt of payment and a properly 
completed form, Apple will ship the upgrade kit directly to you 
within approximately 75 days. 

Please note that this offer is being made for a limited time only 
and that to receive an upgrade kit at this price, customers must 
respond with payment and a properly completed form by no later than 
[75 days from date of service of order]. Because of the limited 
availability of upgrade kits, we will not be able to extend this 
deadline, and we will not be offering this upgrade opportunity in the 
future. You should also note that this upgrade opportunity is only 
available to customers who purchased Performa 550/560 and 
Macintosh LC 550 computers after April 1, 1994. Should you have 
any questions regarding this upgrade offer, please call our 
information line at 1 (800) --. As always, we at Apple view customer 
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satisfaction as our most important product. We appreciate your 
choosing Apple and look forward to serving you again in the future. 

Sincerely, 

David Manovich 
Executive Vice-President for Global Sales 
Apple Computer, Inc. 

[Form to be Enclosed with Above Letter] 

RETURN THIS FORM WITH PAYMENT 

I am the purchaser of a Performa 550 I 560 I Macintosh LC 550 
(circle the correct model number) computer. I understand that I must 
have purchased my computer after April 1, 1994, to participate in this 
offer and that I must include the serial number of my computer with 
my order. I would like a PowerPC Upgrade Kit. Please deliver my 
purchase to the following address: 

NAME: __________________________________ __ 

STREET ADDRESS: ---------------------------
CITY AND STATE: ----------------------------
ZIP CODE:--------------------------------

___ My check for $599 is enclosed (make checks payable to Apple 
Computer, Inc.) 
_Please charge my _Visa _Master Card _American Express 

Credit Card Number Expiration Date (Month/Year) 

CREDIT CARD HOLDER: PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
NAME: ____________________________________ __ 

BILLING ADDRESS: ---------------------------
ZIP CODE: DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER: ______ _ 

I hereby certify that I bought an Apple Performa 550, Performa 
560 or Macintosh LC 550 in (month you purchased 
your computer), __ (year you purchased your computer). The 
serial number of my computer is ___________ _ 

DATED: ________ , 1997. 

Signature 
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[address] 

Decision and Order 

APPENDIXC 

FORWARDING AND RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 

[ADDRESS] 

124 F.T.C. 

ATTENTION: IMPORTANT POWERPC UPGRADE OFFER FOR YOUR 
PERFORMA 550, MACINTOSH LC 550, OR PERFORMA 560 COMPUTER 
INSIDE 

APPENDIXD 

[Apple Computer, Inc. Letterhead] 
[Date] 
Re: Performa 550/560/Macintosh LC 550 Upgrade Rebate 
Dear [Customer N arne]: 

Our records show that during 1994 or 1995, you purchased a 
PowerPC upgrade for either a Performa 550, a Macintosh LC 550 or 
a Performa 560 computer. 

When we sold you your Apple computer, we advertised that it 
was "Ready for PowerPC upgrade." For the past several months, the 
Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") and Apple have examined the 
upgrade representations that Apple made in connection with the sales 
of these models. While Apple believes that the upgrade 
representations were appropriate, customer satisfaction is our highest 
priority and, to this end, we have reached a settlement with the FTC 
which will give purchasers of these computers who have not yet 
upgraded their computers an opportunity to secure a PowerPC 
upgrade at an attractive price. 

Both we and the FTC believe that it is appropriate and fair to 
provide customers who have already purchased a PowerPC upgrade 
a cash rebate in order to put them on an equal footing with customers 
taking advantage of the new upgrade offer. Accordingly, we would 
ask that you fill out the enclosed form, verifying that you did, in fact, 
purchase a PowerPC upgrade for a Performa 550, a Macintosh LC 
550 or a Performa 560 computer. Upon' receipt of your completed 
form and proof of purchase, Apple will mail you a check in the 
amount of $776 to the address designated on your form. (Proof of 
purchase is not required for customers who filled out and mailed to 
Apple the registration card included in the Power PC upgrade). Please 
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note that this offer is being made for a limited time only and that to 
receive a cash rebate qualified customers must respond with a 
completed form and proof of purchase by no later than [7 5 days from 
date of service of order]. Should you have any questions regarding 
this rebate offer, please call our information line at 1 (800) --. 

As always, we at Apple view customer satisfaction as our most 
important product. We appreciate your choosing Apple and look 
forward to serving you again in the future. 

Sincerely, 

David Manovich 
Executive Vice-President for Global Sales 
Apple Computer, Inc. 

[Form to be Enclosed with Above Letter] 

RETURN THIS FORM TO RECEIVE REBATE 
(AN ENVELOPE IS ENCLOSED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE) 

My name is . I purchased a 
PowerPC upgrade for a Performa 5.iQ I i6..Q I Macintosh LC 5.iQ 

computer (circle the correct model number). I understand that Apple 
is prepared to provide a rebate of $776.00 for those who purchased 
PowerPC upgrades for these computers and that to be entitled to the 
rebate, customers must have either registered the upgrade with Apple 
at the time of purchase or now provide proof of purchase. 

Please Check One: 
I previously filled out and mailed the registration card that 
accompanied my Power PC upgrade to Apple Computer, Inc. 
I did not fill out the registration card when I received my 
PowerPC upgrade, but I have enclosed proof-of-purchase 
(receipt, canceled check, credit card charge, or original 
packing list or original label from PowerPC upgrade box). 

Please deliver my rebate check to the following address: 
NAME: 

STREET ADDRESS: 

CITY /STATE/ZIP 

Signature 
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APPENDIXE 

Apple Computer, Inc. 

[address] 

FORWARDING AND RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 

[Address] 

ATTENTION: CASH REBATE OFFER ENCLOSED FOR POWERPC UPGRADE 

PURCHASERS 
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Complaint 

IN THE MATTER OF 

ALDI, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT AND SEC. 5 OF 

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3764. Complaint, Sept. 5, 1997--Decision, Sept. 5, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the Illinois-based grocery chain 
to comply with the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act requiring the 
consumers to be notified when they are denied credit, insurance or a job based 
in whole or in part on information in their credit report and requiring the 
denying company to provide the name and address of the consumer reporting 
agency that supplied the report. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: John Hallerud and C. Steven Baker. 
For the respondent: Keith Reed, Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairwether & 

Geraldson, Chicago, IL. 

COMPLAINT 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 
U.S.C. 1681 et seq., and the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 41 et seq., and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said 
Acts, the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Aldi, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has 
violated the provisions of said Acts, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that 
respect as. follows: 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this complaint, the following definitions are 
applicable. The terms "consumer, " "consumer report, "and "consumer 
reporting agency" shall be defined as provided in Sections 603(c), 
603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 
U.S.C. 1681a(c), 1681a(d) and 1681a(f). 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Aldi, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
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laws of the State of Illinois, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1200 N. Kirk Road, Batavia, Illinois. 

PAR. 2. Respondent, in the ordinary course and conduct of its 
business, has used information in consumer reports obtained from 
consumer reporting agencies in the consideration, acceptance, and 
denial of applicants for employment with respondent. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondent, in the ordinary course and conduct of its 
business, has denied applications or rescinded offers for employment 
with respondent based in·whole or in part on information supplied by 
a consumer reporting agency, but has failed to advise consumers that 
the infonnation so supplied contributed to the adverse action taken on 
their applications or offers for employment, and has failed to advise 
consun1ers of the name and address of the consumer reporting agency 
that supplied the information. 

PAR. 5. By and through the practices described in paragraph four, 
respondent has violated the provisions of Section 615(a) ofthe Fair 
Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681m(a). 

PAR. 6. By its aforesaid failure to comply with Section 615(a) of 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act and pursuant to Section 621(a) thereof, 
respondent has engaged in unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practic~s of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violations of Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and 
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
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admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged 
in such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by 
the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 
2.34 of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1. Respondent Aldi, Inc. is a corporation organized, existing and 
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, 
with its office and principal place of business located at 1200 N. Kirk 
Road, Batavia, Illinois. 

2. The acts and practices of the respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

For the purpose of this order, the terms "consumer," "consumer 
report," and "consumer reporting agency" shall be defined as 
provided in Sections 603(c), 603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the 
Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. 1681a(c), 1681a(d), and 
1681a(f). 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent Aldi, Inc., a corporation, its 
successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, representatives, and 
employees, directly or through any corporation, subsidiary, division, 
or other device, in connection with any application for employment, 
do forthwith cease and desist from: 
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1. Failing, whenever employment is denied either wholly or partly 
because of information contained in a consumer report from a 
consumer reporting agency, to disclose to the applicant for 
employment at the time such adverse action is communicated to the 
applicant (a) that the adverse action was based wholly or partly on 
information contained in such a report and (b) the name and address 
of the consumer reporting agency making the report. Respondent 
shall not be held liable for a violation of Section 615( a) of the Fair 
Credit Reporting Act if it shows by a preponderance of the evidence 
that at the time of the alleged violation it maintained reasonable 
procedures to assure compliance with Section 615(a) of the Fair 
Credit Reporting A~t. 

2. Failing, within ninety (90) days after the date of service of this 
order, to mail two (2) copies of the letter attached hereto as Appendix 
A, completed to provide the name and address of the consumer 
reporting agency supplying the report to each applicant who was 
denied employment by Aldi, Inc. between January 1, 1994~ and the 
date this order is issued, based in whole or in part on information 
contained in a consumer report from a consumer reporting agency, 
such copies of the letter to be sent first class mail to the last known 
address of the applicant that is reflected in respondent's files, and 
accompanied by a copy of the Federal Trade Commission brochure 
attached hereto as Appendix B, copies of which are to be provided by 
respondent. Copies of the letters attached as Appendix A need not be 
sent to any applicant who is denied employment with respondent 
during the time period specified above if the applicant's application 
file clearly shows that respondent Aldi Inc. has previously given the 
applicant notification that complies in all respects with the provisions 
of paragraph I.(1) of this order. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its successors and 
assigns shall, for five ( 5) years from the date of issuance of this order, 
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade 
Commission for inspection and copying, documents demonstrating 
compliance with the requirements of Part I of this order, such 
documents to include, but not be limited to, all employment 
evaluation criteria relating to consumer reports, instructions given to 
employees regarding compliance with the provisions of this order, all 
notices or a written or electronically stored notation of the description 
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of the form of notice and date such notice was provided to applicants 
pursuant to any provisions of this order, and records of all applicants 
for whom consumer reports were obtained for whom offers of 
employment are not made or have been withheld, withdrawn, or 
rescinded based, in whole or in part, on information contained in a 
consumer report. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its successors and 
assigns shall, for five (5) years from the date of issuance of this order, 
deliver a copy of this order at least once per year to all persons 
responsible for the respondent's compliance with Section 615(a) of 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its successors and 
assigns shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirty (30) 
days prior to any proposed change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including, but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty days prior 
to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify the 
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. 
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its successors and 
assigns shall, within sixty (60) days of the date of service of this 
order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may 
require, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in 
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on September 
5, 2017, or twenty (20) years from the most recent date that the 
United States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint 
(with or without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court 
alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, 
however, that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the 
duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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APPENDIX A 

Dear Employment Applicant: 

Our records show that you applied for employment at Aldi, Inc., 
at some time after January 1, 1994. In assessing your job application, 
in which you authorized us to check your credit record, our decision 
may have been based, at least in part, on information obtained from 
the credit bureau identified below: 

[NAME OF CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCY] 

[ADDRESS] 

It is important for you to know that a federal law, the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act, gives persons who are denied employment the right 
to know if the denial was based, in whole or in part, on information 
supplied by a consumer reporting agency, commonly known as a 
"credit bureau." If so, the name and address of the credit bureau must 
be disclosed to the applicant. 

Information in your credit report may have led us, at least in part, 
to deny your application. Based on our actions you are entitled to a 
free disclosure of your credit report if you contact the credit bureau 
within (30) days. An extra copy of this notice is enclosed so that you 
may give it to the agency when you request to review your file. 

A brochure explaining your rights under the federal credit laws is 
enclosed. If you want more information about your rights, write to the 
Federal Trade Commission, Correspondence Branch, Washington, 
D.C. 20580. 

Thank you. 
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Office of Consumer & Business Education 
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September1997 
.A.PPENDIX B 

124 F.T.C. 
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Complaint 

IN THE MATTER OF 

ICON HEALTH AND FITNESS, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3765. Complaint, Sept. 9, 1997--Decision, Sept. 9, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the Utah-based advertisers and 
distributors of Cross Walk Treadmills to substantiate future weight-loss, 
calorie-burning or fat-burning claims or benefits of any exercise equipment. 
In addition, the consent order requires that the testimonials in the respondents' 
advertising either represent the typical experience of users, or include 
disclosures of the generally expected results. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Laura Fremont and Jeffrey Klurfeld. 
For the respondents: David Seidl, Miles & Stockbridge, 

Baltimore, MD. and Brad Bearson,in-house counsel, Logan, UT. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Icon Health and Fitness, Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, 
Inc., corporations ("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission 
that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Icon Health and Fitness, Inc. is a Delaware 
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 1500 S. 
1000 W., Logan, Utah. 

2. Respondent lliF Holdings, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with 
its principal office or place of business at 1500 S. 1000 W., Logan, 
Utah. 

3. Respondent IHF Capital, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with 
its principal office or place of business at 1500 S. 1000 W., Logan, 
Utah. 

4. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold, 
and distributed exercise products to the public, including the 
"Proform Cross Walk Treadmill," the "Proform Cross Walk Plus," 
and the "Proform Cross Walk Advantage" ("Cross Walk 
Treadmill[ s] "), which are motorized treadmills. 
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5. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

6. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for Cross Walk Treadmills, including 
but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibit A. This 
advertisement contains the following statements and depictions: 

SUPER: "Erin Waite Exercises 4 times per week on her CROSSWALK." 
Consumer endorser: "From the time I first started using the Crosswalk I have lost 
almost 30 pounds." 

SUPER: "Barbara Veltrie Exercises 5 times per week on her CROSSWALK." 
Consumer endorser: "I've taken off over 60 pounds now." 

SUPER: "Tim Rose Michelle Rose Exercise 3 times per week on their 
CROSSWALK." 
Consumer endorser (Michelle Rose): "I went from a size 12 down to a size 8." 
SUPER: "Erin Waite Exercises 4 times per week on her CROSSWALK." 
Consumer endorser: "About the time I got to a size 4, my secretaries at work started 
asking me, 'What are you doing?' And I told them and both of my secretaries have 
bought one also." 

Narrator: "Work more muscles, bum calories faster, reach your target heart rate 
more quickly -- all in a low impact workout that bums up to 1,100 calories an 
hour." 

Narrator: "Bum up to 1100 calories per hour! II 
(Exhibit A) 

7. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that users of the Cross 
Walk Treadmill will bun1 calories at a rate of up to 1,1 00 per hour 
under conditions of ordinary use. 

8. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set 
forth in paragraph seven, at the time the representation was made. 

9. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in 
paragraph seven, at the time the representation was made. 
Respondents obtained the 1,1 00 calorie figure from a study that 
measured the rate of calorie bum of persons who had exercised to the 
point of exhaustion. Such "maximal exertion" tests are not 
appropriate measures of the number of calories people can bum 
during ordinary exercise because they measure calorie bum at a level 
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of exercise intensity that is unsustainable for more than an extremely 
short period of time. Therefore, the representation set forth in 
paragraph eight was, and is, false or misleading. 

1 0. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that testimonials from 
consumers appearing in advertisements for the Cross Walk Treadmill 
reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members of the public 
who use the product. 

11. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set 
forth in paragraph ten, at the time the representation was made. 

12. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in 
paragraph ten, at the time the representation was made. Therefore, the 
representation set forth in paragraph eleven was, and is, false or 
misleading. 

13. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting conunerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Conunission Act. 

EXHIBIT A 

Proform Fitness 
"Crosswalk Line" 1 

[FADE IN DISCLAIMER:] This program is a paid advertisement presented by 
Proform Fitness Products, Inc. 
{Interior of exhibit hall} 
[Indistinct sounds, the rustle of milling bodies, muted voices, the cacophony of 
musical instruments warming up.] 
KELLY: Hold it, hold it. Okay, everyone, let's go again in five. 
[HOUSE LIGHTS UP ... revealing the interior of a LARGE EXHIBITION HALL, 
as we realize we're in rehearsal for a much larger show to come.] 
KELLY: Joel, if you wanted a part, all you had to do was ask. 
JOEL: Sorry Kelly. I just need to borrow this one machine. 
KELLY: Not right now you don't. I am still ... 
JOEL: No. No. No. I'll have it back in plenty of time for the show--

1 
Stage directions from the original transcripts provided by respondents are indicated by squared 

brackets([]). Those not crucial to conveying format or presentation of the material have been deleted. 
Information added by Commission staff, such as superscripts or narrative that are not indicated in 
respondents' transcripts but do appear on the tape, are indicated by curved brackets ( {} ). Emphasis is 
as it appeared in the transcripts supplied to staff. 
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KELLY: Joel ... In less than 24 hours, this building is going to be filled with 
people and-- call me crazy-- but it seems like it might be a good idea to get through 
a rehearsal of the real choreography, with re.al machines! 
JOEL: Okay, okay. It's just that Bill thinks we're gonna need another Crosswalk 
upstairs. 
KELLY: I can relate. Hey, I'm still waiting for the extra one I asked for. .. That's 
fine. So--how's it going up there in the daylight? 
JOEL: Well, we're only spreading the incredible new information about walking 
and unveiling the hottest new equipment since the Original Crosswalk .... Other than 
that, it's just another ho-hum Fitness Expo. 
KELLY: Well, good luck-- But Joel, I still have to have this machine. 
{Switch to different set} {SUPER: Peggy Fleming, Olympic Skating Champion} 
PEGGY: Hi, I'm Peggy Flemii).g, with news that will probably surprise you as 
much as it did me. Did you know that the latest research shows that walkjng is the 
most efficjent method for bumjng fat calories and losjng wejgbt? It's true. And to 
take advantage of that fact... plus all the benefits of total body fitness ... nothing 
works like the Proform Crosswalk. In fact, it's been such a phenomenal success, 
that now Proform has created two new Crosswalk models, which we'll be 
introducing in just a minute. 
{SUPER: BURN MORE FAT} I've seen all the ways the Crosswalk can help you 
bum more fat... 
{SUPER: SHAPE & TONE} shape and tone your body ... 
{SUPER: REDUCE STRESS} reduce stress ... 
{SUPER: CARDIOVASCULAR IMPROVEMENT} 
and build your cardiovascular system. Not to mention making the most of what 
little time we have for exercise these days. I wouldn't be here if I didn't believe you 
can have the same success. 
So stay right where you are to learn how to put the news about walking .... and all 
the versatile benefits of Crosswalking ... to work for you. 
{Switch to different set} 
[The VIP room is a convention suite/hospitality room, where a large gathering 
( 1 0+) of people are mingling. A TV monitor is positioned in one comer.] 
[Three Crosswalk machines are positioned strategically around room, draped as if 
ready for "unveiling." Also in room are Marty Townes, V .P. Marketing for 
Proform, Bill Hansen, Proform Chief Engineer, and our "cast of interested 
information-seekers: Sue, a TV reporter; Tom, a fitness writer; Mike, an equipment 
buyer; and Carrie, a trainer.] 
MARTY: Okay, everybody, I think we're just about ready to get started. On behalf 
of Proform, we'd like to thank everybody for coming here today. 
I'm Marty Townes, Proform's Marketing Director ... 
MARTY: ... and this is Bill Hansen, our Chief Engineer. 
MARTY: Now, I know the Fitness Expo doesn't start until tomorrow, but this is 
going to be a very big year for us. 
And we'd like to give you just a sneak preview of what we humbly consider the 
future of home fitness. 
We'd like to share with you some of the thinking behind this new line of 
Crosswalks. 
BILL: With the original Crosswalk, we knew we had something special. We just 
didn't know how special. 
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Now, most people assume that the more you sweat, the more fat you lose. 
MIKE: No pain, no gain. 
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MARTY: Exactly. But, the latest research shows something very different: That 
a consistent, moderately intense workout is actually the best method for burning fat 
calories and losing weight. 
MIKE: You mean you don't have to kill yourself to lose weight. 
[Bill moves to TV monitor] 
BILL: Well, that's right. But even more important to us than scientific fmdings, is 
that there's proof right here that real people are getting real results with the 
Crosswalk. Now, here are some interviews with actual Crosswalk owners. 
[CUT to Monitor, where Bill has cued up consumer testimonials.] 
[DISSOLVE to full screen consumer testimonials.] 
{SUPER: Erin Waite Exercises 4 times per week on her CROSSWALK.} 
ERIN WAITE: From the time I first started using the Crosswalk I have lost almost 
30 pounds. 
SUPER: Pat Herman 
Exercises 3 times per week on her CROSSWALK. 
PAT HERMAN: This is the first piece of equipment we've ever had that has really 
motivated me. 
SUPER: Barbara Veltrie 
Exercises 5 times per week on her CROSSWALK. 
BARBARA VEL TRIE: I've taken off over 60 pounds now. 
SUPER: Elaine Williams 
Exercises 10 times per week on her CROSSWALK. 
ELAINE WILLIAMS: When you get to 71 like I am and your doctor asks you to 
exercise or walk mainly. And in the wintertime it's very difficult sometimes on 
account of the snow and the rain and you don't feel like you want to do that. You 
get on the CrossWalk for 30 minutes. Oh and you feel like ... Well, I probably feel 
like I am about 40. 
SUPER: Tim Rose 
Michelle Rose Exercise 3 times per week on their CROSSWALK. 
MICHELLE ROSE I went from a size 12 down to a size 8. 
SUPER: Erin Waite Exercises 4 times per week on her CROSSWALK. 
ERIN WAITE: About the time I got to a size 4, my secretaries at work started 
asking me, What are you doing? And I told them and both of my secretaries have 
bought one also. 
SUPER: Pat Herman 
Exercises 3 times per week on her CROSSWALK. 
PAT HERMAN: That's why everyone should have one. I'm serious. 
{Switch back to "VIP" room set} 
BILL: It's very clear that the Crosswalk phenomenon is growing. Fast. We need 
to stay one step in front of the momentum. And that's what led to Crosswalk ... the 
Next Generation. 
BILL: ... the Preform Crosswalk Plus ... additional features and convenience in a 
sleek, streamlined design ... 
MARTY: ... and our top of the line ... the Crosswalk Advantage ... precision 
engineering and the latest technology .. . 
BILL: ... two new models to join our best-selling original Crosswalk ... in a 
complete Crosswalk line. 
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SUE [TV REPORTER, aside to Mike]: So ... they're like a sidewalk that never ends 
MIKE: [aside to Sue] Or gets rained on ... . 
SUE: These are all motorized treadmills. Correct? 
MARTY: That is such an important question and the answer is yes, because only 
a motorized treadmill will keep you at a consistent pace, within a comfortable fat 
burning zone. In fact, the Crosswalk bums over 20% more fat calories than a 
manual treadmill. 
BILL: Unlike regular walking, or regular treadmills, the Crosswalk gives you 
quicker results, and overall better muscle toning, because the resistance arms 
involve your upper body, as well. 
MARTY: Listen. I'm sure you'll have lots of other questions after you've seen the 
machines in action. So go ahead and spend some time with them now ... Bill and I 
will be ready with answers. 
BILL: Joel. Joel. How we doing on getting another machine up here? 
JOEL: I'm ... working on it. 
BILL: Good, good. We need to get it up here. I've a few more people than I 
expected... · 
JOEL: I'll get right on it. Thanks. 
[CUT to Marty approaching Sue, who is watching a model working out on the 
Crosswalk Advantage.] 
MARTY: Hi. We haven't met yet. I'm Marty Townes. 
[Sue shakes her hand. CUTA WAYS to close-up, model demonstrating Crosswalk 
Advantage] 
SUE: Hi, Marty. Sue Meyers, Cable Fit Network. 
MARTY: Hi, Sue. 
SUE: So-- a whole line of Crosswalks, huh? You really think there's going to be 
that kind of demand? 
MARTY: Oh, not going to be. There already is. Do you know that we've sold 
nearly half a million of the original Crosswalks to date. But what's really very 
exciting to us is that our customers are telling us it's making a huge impact.. .not 
only in their fitness, but in their lives. So it seemed natural to just expand out the 
line and offer more options. 
SUE: So you feel all the recent news about walking and fat burning is just going 
to fuel the fire? 
MARTY: Exactly. In fact, I'd like to show you something ... 
[They head toward TV monitor] [CUT to Bill showing Mike the Crosswalk Plus.] 
BILL: So what do you think, Mike? 
MIKE: It's beautiful. I hope you didn't change everything. 
BILL: Actually, the new Crosswalks keep all the important features of the 
original. ... like the Pro-Tech key for safety, so no can start or stop the machine 
accidentally ...... also, the dual action resistance arms for a total body workout and 
better muscle toning electronic feedback, which tracks your progress ... and, of 
course, our quality construction, with our limited ten-year warranty ... 
MIKE: It wouldn't be a Crosswalk without that... 
BILL: Oh. But, here's a new design feature for this year. You see this? It's a speed 
control. It's built right into the handle. 
MIKE: Hey, that's great--you don't have to stop and adjust it .... 
BILL : .... and it gives you safe, smooth acceleration. For those tall athletes or 
runners with a long stride, we also eliminated the hood on the front of the tread, so 
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they can really stretch out. But overall, this machine takes up less space. In fact, 
we streamlined the whole frame. [Bill adjusts the power incline.] 
We've also added a power incline, which you can adjust without ever getting off 
the machine ... So you can boost the intensity of your workout, and strengthen those 
legs. 
MIKE: Yeah, I can't believe you could get all those features on a machine at this 
price point. 
MIKE: My customers are going to love this. 
[CUT to Marty and Sue at TV monitor. Dr. Upton is on monitor.] 
MARTY: This is Dr. David Upton. 
SUE: Oh. Hey, we quoted this guy in one of our stories about walking. Isn't he an 
expert ori wellness? 
MARTY: Uh, huh. And an author. Here, listen for yourself ... 
[CUT TO MONITOR] 
[Dr. Upton testimonial. DISSOLVE to full screen testimonial] 
{SUPER: Dr. David Upton Exercise Physiologist/Wellness Consultant} 
{If your goal is to lose weight, you have to do more than just diet. While dieting 
does reduce your caloric intake, it also lowers your metabolism. And it's been 
proven that a low metabolism won't bum off your excess fat. So to achieve that 
desired high fat burning metabolism, I recommend regular, brisk exercise at a 
constant pace, a pace that raises your heart rate, or pulse, up to your target heart 
rate zone, for optimum fat burning. Recent studies have shown that walking is one 
of the best ways to accomplish this. However, you must walk a steady rate. One 
way to do that is to walk on a motorized treadmill. This keeps you walking at a 
constant pace which gives you the most benefit from your exercise.} 
{Switch back to "VIP Room" set} 
SUE: Great stuff. Y'know, I also have a few technical questions, if you don't 
mind ... 
MARTY: No I don't mind ... But actually ... Bill would probably be better to answer 
those ... 
SUE: Hi, I'm Sue Meyers. 
BILL: How do you do? 
SUE: Oh, I just have a few questions about the design of the Crosswalk Advantage. 
BILL: Great. Why don't you come over with me and maybe I can answer them for 
you. 
{SUPER: This program is a paid advertisement presented by Proform Fitness 
Products, Inc.} [SUPER: To be continued .... ] {Switches to narrated portion} 
{SUPER: LOSE WEIGHT} 
FEMALE VOICE [voiceover] Lose weight... 
{SUPER: TONE UP} Tone up ... 
{SUPER: LOOK GREAT} Look great ... 
ANNOUNCER [voiceover]: With the CrossWalk Line of motorized treadmills. 
Each Cross Walk gives you ... 
{SUPER: TOTAL BODY EXERCISE} 
FEMALE VOICE: Total body exercise ... 
ANNOUNCER: While your lower body works at a steady pace, the resistance 
arms tone and firm your upper body. Work more muscles, bum calories faster, 
reach your target heart rate zone more quickly--all in a low impact workout that 
bums up to 1,100 calories an hour. 
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ANNCR: Stay motivated. The electronic display shows you how many calories 
you're burning, how far you've gone, how close you are to your goals, and if you're 
in your target heart rate zone. 
{SUPER: MOTORIZED CONTROL} 
FEMALE VOICE: Motorized control ... 
ANNCR: ... The CrossWalk motorized belt puts you in total control. You select 
your own pace. And the motorized belt keeps you at that smooth consistent pace 
for maximum fat bum. 
{SUPER: SAFETY} 
FEMALE VOICE: ... Safety ... 
ANNCR: Insert the Prot-Tech safety key to start your workout -- remove it when 
you're done. Your Cross Walk won't run without it. 
{SUPER: VERSATILITY} 
FEMALE VOICE: ... Versatility ... 
ANNCR: Count on the support of Proform, the leading manufacturer of home 
fitness equipment in the world. That means a 10-year limited warranty on every 
Cross Walk, plus the backing of Proform's nationwide service network, ready 
whenever you need it! 
{SUPER: WALK} 
FEMALE VOICE: Walk. 
{SUPER: RUN} Run. 
{SUPER: TOTAL BODY AEROBIC EXERCISE} Total body aerobic exercise. 
Bum fat. Lose weight. Choose your CrossWalk. 
ANNCR: {CAPTION: (lists features of Original Crosswalk)} 
The original CrossWalk; outstanding value and proven success with over half a 
million sold. Its quiet, one-and-a-half horsepower motor keeps you at a steady, fat 
burning pace. Simple controls make operating the Cross Walk as easy as walking. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
All for only $49.95 a month! {CAPTION: (lists features of Crosswalk Plus)} 
The CrossWalk Plus. Its expanded hoodless walking deck provides over 20% more 
walking space than the Original, yet it actually takes up less space! The 2-
horsepower motor delivers smooth response and solid acceleration. Finger tip speed 
control and Power Incline let's you bum more calories by increasing workout 
intensity without interrupting your workout. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
The spacious, convenient CrossWalk Plus ... only $49.95 a month! 
{CAPTION: (lists features of Crosswalk Advantage)} 
The CrossWalk Advantage: A supersize deck give you one of the largest walking 
belts of any treadmill on the market. The 2 1/2 horsepower motor provides quiet, 
durable, smooth operation. The cushioned deck ensures a low impact workout for 
your ankles, knees, hips and back. Simple but advanced electronics provide four 
easy to use, pre-programmed workouts. And with speed and incline controls right 
at your fmger tips you can easily vary your workout intensity. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
Our most advanced CrossWalk, for only $49.95 a month! 
SUPER: Call Now for FREE Brochure & Video 
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For a free brochure and video on the Cross Walk line, call the number on your 
screen now! {SUPER: PROFORM PROMISE 
If within 30 days you don't feel better, look better, and see the results you want, just 
return it for a full refund. Guaranteed! (Less $75.00 S&H)} 
And remember the Pro form promise -- the Cross Walk is the finest piece of fitness 
equipment you can buy. If within 30 days you don't feel better, look better and see 
the results you want, just return it for a full refund. Guaranteed! 
{SUPER: CALL NOW} 
FEMALE VOICE: Call now. 
ANNCR: Call now! And discover the benefits of CrossWalk! 
{Switch to different set} [SUPER: Peggy Fleming, Olympic Gold Medalist] 
PEGGY: I know that no two people have exactly the same fitness needs or goals. 
That's one of the reasons I've been so impressed with these Crosswalks. 
[CUTAWAYS to models demonstrating] {SUPER: BURN MORE FAT} 
If you want a moderate intensity workout for fat burning ... just set your speed. The 
electronic console tells you when you've reached your optimum level and achieved 
your goals. {SUPER: CARDIOVASCULAR IMPROVEMENT} 
Or, just increase the speed if you want a great cardiovascular workout. 
{SUPER: TOTAL BODY WORKOUT} Add the resistance arms to get your 
whole body involved and reach your maximum total calories burned. 
[CUT back to Peggy] 
The possibilities for variations--and results-- are almost endless. 
I think you can see why the Proform Crosswalk is the workout equipment I've 
chosen to be associated with. Its quality is legendary, which is easy to understand 
when you know it's made by Proform, the leader jn borne exercise equipment 
Pro form is the largest manufacturer of treadmills in the world. 
Who better to bring the benefits of walking home to all of us? And for more on 
those benefits, stay right where you are. 
{Switch to exhibit hall set} 
KELLY: [to an assistant] Okay, thanks .. Yes, we can hang that later. .. Alright 
people ... Eighteen hours and counting until the entire Fitness Expo moves in here 
to watch you strut your stuff ... And Corrigan, I want these Crosswalks to .shine... 
PROP ASSISTANT: Hey Kelly, here's that extra machine you wanted. 
KELLY: Oh, great. Just set it up right there. 
[He takes box off truck and pulls out the folded Crosswalk. He looks perplexed.] 
PROP ASSISTANT: Okay ...... so ...... how are we supposed to put it together? 
[With an amused look, Kelly walks over to the Crosswalk and in one simple move, 
turns the handle, and pulls the handlebars up into place. Without saying a word, she 
smugly looks over at him, and goes back to what she was doing.] 
1. PROP ASSISTANT: You're kidding, right? ...... That's all there is to it...? 
{Switch to "VIP Room" set} 
BILL: Really, it's that simple .... 
[PULL BACK to reveal he is showing the same easy handling feature on the 
Crosswalk Plus to TOM (the writer), only Bill is folding it back down, to show 
easy storage. J 
TOM: Wow! You know, this is a great idea, having a preview of the new 
Crosswalks before the Fitness Expo starts tomorrow, 'cause its going to be crazy. 
BILL: We wanted to make sure you guys knew what the real news was this year. 
And I don't see how the competition can top this. 
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TOM: Speaking of which, I heard you say something earlier about the Crosswalks 
being better than manual treadmills, because the Crosswalk is motorized. I'll tell 
you, there's a lot of people out there pushing manuals. 
BILL: "Pushing" is exactly the right word. Because if you've ever tried to use one 
that's what you're doing. And they're cheaper to build. And if they were effective 
we'd build one ourselves. But, let me show you something. 
[He moves over to TV monitor, fmds tape, and puts it in. We see close-up action 
of manual treadmill. DISSOLVE to full screen manual treadmill demo.] 
BILL [voiceover]: Okay, here we go. Most manual treadmills are set at a 12% 
incline. That's pretty steep. But manuals have to be set that way because they 
depend on your body weight and on gravity to work. When they're level, you just 
can't get them to go. 
{Depiction of chart showing target heart rate zone during 20 minute workout using 
a manual treadmill} 
That means you have to over-exert .... and you get tired and slow down, the manual 
tread slows down, too. 
{Depiction of chart showing target heart rate zone during 20 minute workout using 
a manual treadmill and using a CrossWalk} 
Between pushing too hard ... and not hard enough ... you're not maintaining that 
consistency to stay within your fat burning zone. 
And remember, the key to successful weight loss is consistent, moderate exercise 
within your fat burning zone. Now, that's why the Crosswalk's motorized tread is 
so much more efficient. You can set a pace, and maintain it. In fact, a recent 
university study showed you can lose oyer 20% more fat calories on the Crosswalk 
than working out on a manual treadmill. 
[CUT back to Bill and Tom. Sue has joined them.] 
SUE: Okay, I understand why motorized treadmills are better than manuals. My 
question is, why are the Crosswalks so much better than stair steppers and bikes? 
BILL: Well, anyone that's used a stationary bike or a stair stepper knows they're 
fme for the lower extremities ... {SUPER: 65% of all muscles are above the waist} 
But 65% of our muscles are above the waist. Those kinds of machines just don't 
give you a total body workout. And the same can be said for most manual 
treadmills. 
TOM: How about ski machines? 
BILL: We're constantly being told how difficult ski machines are to use, especially 
by people that are just starting out. And remember, ski machines aren't motorized, 
so you're not motivated to keep up a pace that you need, to stay within your .fat 
burning zone. 
BILL: Here, why don't I let some consumers tell you about their own experiences. 
[Consumer testimonials appear on monitor. DISSOLVE to testimonials full screen.] 
{SUPER: Michael Ferguson Suzy Ferguson Exercise 2-4 times per week on their 
CROSSWALK.} 
MICHAEL FERGUSON: {When I've used the CrossWalk, its made me feel good 
about myself. It's made me feel good physically. But more than that it's made me 
feel good just about life. Even though sometimes its hard work, I'm always come 
away feeling much better than when I started.} 
{SUPER: Nancy DeJardin Exercises 5-6 times per week on her CROSSWALK.} 
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NANCY DEJARDIN: {Well, I exercise like a lot of people just to keep in shape 
and I have a stressful job and I find that the CrossWalk not only helps my energy 
level, but helps with my stress and helps me to sleep better.} 
{SUPER: Annette Nelson Exercises 3 times per week on her CROSSWALK.} 
ANNETTE NELSON: {I had a NordicTrack and I much prefer the CrossWalk 
because I'm able to vary my speeds with the CrossWalk and I have much more 
consistent workout.} 
[Back to VIP Room. Sue continues listening to testimonials. Marty walks up to 
Bill.] 
MARTY: Is it just me, or is this going extremely well? 
BILL: Incredible. 
MARTY: I just wish we had a few more CrossWalks. You know everyone wants 
to try them. 
BILL: Joel's supposed to be bringing one up from downstairs. 
{Switch to exhibit hall set} 
[A short dance montage down on stage, dancers going through their routines on the 
Crosswalks.] 
STAGEHAND 
Stale popcorn? 
KELLY: Why, of course. 
{Switch to "VIP room" set} 
[back to VIP room, Carrie working out on Crosswalk Advantage. She is really 
burning up the deck, pushing it. She has the pulse clip attached to her ear.] 
MARTY: Isn't that new bigger deck great? 
CARRIE: This is fantastic ... how long is it anyway? 
MARTY: 54 inches. And a full 18 inches wide. There's plenty of room on the 
Crosswalk Advantage. Another feature we've added is a Soft Stride suspension 
deck for extra cushioning. It helps protect your ankle, knee and hip joints. 
CARRIE: That's a great feature. 
MARTY: Well. .. oh that's right. You're a personal trainer. 
CARRIE: Right. 
MARTY: Then you should appreciate the two and a half horsepower motor. Solid, 
steady power at a range of speeds, right up to 1 0 mph on the Crosswalk Advantage. 
CARRIE: You know, my clients need something that can keep challenging them 
as they improve ... so they can really push their workout when they want to. 
[Mike walks up] 
MIKE: So this is the Advantage? 
CARRIE: Would you like to try it? [She gets off. Mike gets on.] 
MIKE: Thanks. Wow. That's quite a control pad. 
MARTY: And it's so easy. See? You can track your speed ..... time .... distance ... 
incline ... even heart rate. And, of course, it calculates the calories that you've 
burned. If you want to concentrate on the lower body only, you don't have to lock 
the arms in place. Just let go ... 
MIKE: Oh, that's nice. 
MARTY: ... and then pick them back up anytime. 
MIKE: How about automatic workouts? 
MARTY: The Crosswalk Advantage has 4 pre-set routines, so you can vary your 
workout according to your goals. It's like having a personal trainer in your home. 
MIKE: That'd be nice. 
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SUE: So this one has all the extras, huh? 
{SUPER: This program is a paid advertisement presented by Proform Fitness 
Products, Inc.} 
MARTY: Except for the extra cost. We've managed to price this very affordably. 
[SUPER: To be continued .... ] {Switches to narrated portion} {SUPER: LOSE 
WEIGHT} 
FEMALE VOICE {voiceover}: Lose weight... 
{SUPER: TONE UP} Tone up ... 
{SUPER: LOOK GREAT} Look great ... 
ANNOUNCER: No other fitness machines offer the versatility of every CrossWalk 
FEMALE VOICE: {SUPER: TOTAL BODY EXERCISE} 
Total body exercise ... 
ANNCR: ... Achieve weight control more quickly by working your entire body. 
Get the benefit of a lower body workout by walking or running while you tone and 
condition your upper body with the resistance arms. Bum up to 1,100 calories per 
hour! 
FEMALE VOICE: {SUPER: MOTORIZED PACING} 
Motorized pacing ... 
ANNCR: You control the pace for a full range of workouts. Unlike manual 
treadmills, you select the perfect speed for your fitness goals. There's no 
guesswork, no missing your goal because you're not at the right pace. You are in 
control. 
{SUPER: CUSTOMIZED RESULTS} 
FEMALE VOICE: Customized results ... 
ANNCR: Lose weight, tone muscle, reduce stress, increase energy, or just feel 
better about yourself-- the CrossWalk can give you the personal results you want! 
FEMALE VOICE: Three different crosswalks. Three sets of features ... Three 
proven ways to succeed ... 
{CAPTION: lists features of Original Crosswalk} 
ANNCR: The original CrossWalk: Smooth, quiet tread acceleration up to 8 miles 
per hour. Choose a moderate fat burning speed or gently increase the speed for a 
cardiovascular workout. And with the dual-action arms you'll reach your goals 
more quickly because you're using your entire body. Or just lock the arms in place 
for a walking-only workout. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
Flexibility and value for only $49.95 a month! 
{CAPTION: lists features of Crosswalk Plus} 
The new Crosswalk Plus. Advanced tread design gives you a longer stride base in 
a more compact frame! Vary the pace of your workout with the convenient new 
fmgertip speed control. The exclusive Power Incline lets you increase your workout 
intensity: reach your target heart rate zone faster, tone and shape hips, thighs, 
calves and buttocks. You'll see results quicker. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} Even 
more versatility for only $49.95 a month! 
{CAPTION: lists features of Crosswalk Advantage} 
The Cross Walk Advantage: Versatile speed range up to 10 miles per hour provides 
a moderate fat burning pace yet can challenge even the most advanced athlete. 
Enhanced electronics give you easy-to-read feedback to track your progress with 
four pre-set workouts. It's like having your own personal trainer! 
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{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
Every option ... for only $49.95 a month! {SUPER: Call Now for FREE Brochure 
& Video} For a free brochure and video on the CrossWalk line, call the number on 
your screen now! 
{SUPER: PROFORM PROMISE If within 30 days you don't feel better, look 
better, and see the results you want, just return it for a full refund. Guaranteed! 
(Less $75.00 S&H)} 
{SUPER: CALL NOW} 
FEMALE VOICE: Call now ... 
ANNCR: Call now! And discover the benefits of CrossWalk! 
{Switches to different set} 
{SUPER: Peggy Fleming, Olympic Skating Champion} 
PEGGY: Walking is something that almost everyone can do--l know I enjoy going 
for walks in my neighborhood. 
But I also know that I'd never stick with my fitness program if I didn't have my 
Crosswalk at home. For one thing, I don't know about your climate, but where I 
live the weather is never a sure thing. It's also nice to have the security of staying 
at home to exercise. With the Crosswalk, I can walk after dark, or at times when 
I might not feel as comfortable going out. I'm a mother, too. And there are lots of 
times when leaving the house just isn't practical. {SUPER: BURN FAT} 
The Crosswalk is also incredibly versatile. You can bum fat. 
{SUPER: TONE MUSCLES} You can tone muscles. 
{SUPER: CARDIOVASCULAR IMPROVEMENT} You can get cardiovascular 
exercise. 
{SUPER: REDUCE STRESS} You can even work off stress. And you can do it 
all, without ever leaving your home. Those are just a few of the Crosswalk's 
advantages. And there's lots more to come. So stay tuned for the next chapter of the 
Crosswalk story. {Switch to exhibit hall set} 
KELLY: OK, start stretching out and we'll take it again in 5 with lights. 
JOEL: Wow. This is looking really good, Kelly. H-e-e-y .... I see you got that extra 
machine .... 
KELLY: ~no you don't. I still have a final rehearsal to go, and I absolutely 
.c..a.DllQ.t in any~' shape or form, no matter what -- have you got there? 
KELLY: Hot egg rolls?? ... You are shameless, How about a big cup of coffee to 
go with jt? 

JOEL: Done. 
KELLY: Okay. Two hours. But, as soon as you've fmished upstairs, you come 
back down here for final rehearsal. 
JOEL: It'll be here. Scout's honor. 
{Switch to "VIP Room" set} 
[CUT to Marty and Bill, over at the original Crosswalk, spotting him, pleased to 
have the extra machine.] 
MARTY: Alright, Joel... Look, another treadmill... 
BILL: I knew making it easy to move would come in handy. 
SUE: Excuse me -- Bill, do you think I could get you to run through that new 
research. on walking and fat loss again? Maybe one of those video tapes with Dr. 
Upton? 
BILL: Sure. Let's take a look. 
[CUT to Sue and Bill at TV monitor. Bill inserts tape.] 
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BILL: Well, so what do you have so far? 
SUE: [reviewing notes] Well... new studies show that walking is the most effective 
workout for weight loss. 
BILL: That's correct. 
SUE: And the Crosswalk is the best way to do that, because it's motorized, so you 
have total control over the pace and intensity of your workout. ... Correct? 
[Bill nods.] 
BILL: You got it. 
{SUPER: 20% more fat burned} 
SUE: Which is why research is proving that the Crosswalk can bum over 20% 
more fat calories than manual treadmills. 
BILL: You got it. 
{SUPER: 11 00 cph, bum 11 00 calories per hour} 
SUE: Plus you get quicker results than regular walking, since you work your lower 
and upper body ... and, if you want really want to push yourself, you can bum over 
11 00 calories an hour. 
BILL: I can see you've been doing your homework. 
SUE: It also offers convenience and safety-- you can workout anytime you want, 
in any kind of weather, right in your own home ... And, it gives you the incentive 
you need, with constant, electronic feedback on how you're doing. 
BILL: I wouldn't add a thing. 
SUE: Great. I just want to hear the tape one more time. 
BILL: Sure. 
[Bill starts tape. Expert testimonial comes up on monitor.] {SUPER: Dr. David 
Upton Exercise Physiologist/Wellness Consultant} 
DR. DAVID UPTON: {I can't emphasize enough that study after study has 
demonstrated that to lose weight you have to bum more calories than you take in. 
And the more muscles you use during your workout the more calories you'll bum 
in the shortest period of time. Using a motorized treadmill with resistance arms lets 
you work all the large muscle groups in both your upper and lower body. This 
gives you the maximum calories bum, plus the added benefits of overall 
cardiovascular fitness.} [Switch to "VIP Room" set] 
MARTY: You know a few years ago when we first introduced the Crosswalk. .. 
[CUTAWAY to Crosswalk Classic] 
MARTY: [ voiceover] .. .it was a real pioneer in home exercise equipment... the first 
dual-action motorized treadmill of its kind. And, as you know, the response has 
been tremendous. [PAN TO other Plus and Advantage] 
MARTY: [voiceover] And today, with the...n.eY£ Crosswalks, Proform has pushed 
the standard for home fitness equipment eyen higher and made total body fitness 
even more accessible and more exciting. 
[CUT back to Marty, gesturing to all 3 machines] 
MARTY: Now, what we're doing is spreading the news about just what a powerful 
change the Crosswalk can make in people's lives. 
MARTY: And we're hoping you'll help us with that. So thank you very much for 
coming. Oh, they're still rehearsing downstairs. So tomorrow when the Expo opens, 
I hope you'll all go down and catch the Proform Fitness Show on the main level ... 
{Switch to exhibit hall set} 
KELLY: Okay, this is final, full out! 
[Stab in show music. Show springs to action.] {Switch to different set} 
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{SUPER: Peggy Fleming, Olympic Skating Champion} 
PEGGY: So that's our story. But now it's your turn. 

229 

No other fitness equipment compares.to the Crosswalk, for burning fat calories .... 
and getting a total body workout right at home. It's an important part of my life. 
And there have never been more reasons to make it part of yours ... Or a better 
time. {Switch to testimonials} 
{SUPER: Val Herman Exercises 4 times per week on his CROSSWALK.} 
VAL HERMAN: {The CrossWalk is the safest machine that I've ever owned ... 
The size is convenient and the fact that it's always there is probably the most 
convenient thing. It's a marvelous piece of equipment. I'd recommend it to 
anybody.} 
{SUPER: Tracie McBeth Exercises 2-3 times per week on her CROSSWALK.} 
TRACIE MCBETH: {Not only have I lost the weight and lost the inches, but I'm 
also gaining strength and toning my entire body up at the same time.} 
{SUPER: Earl Johnson Exercises 2-3 times per week on her CROSSWALK.} 
EARL JOHNSON: {Pretty soon your confidence level comes back to where you 
feel good about yourself and that alone is worth the price of the unit.} 
{Switches to narrated portion} {SUPER: LOSE WEIGHT} 
FEMALE VOICE: (voiceover) Lose weight... 
{SUPER: MOTIVATION} Motivation 
{SUPER: STAY FIT} Stay fit 
{SUPER: SUCCESS} Success 
ANNCR: Whatever your fitness goal, get there faster with the safety and 
convenience that only Cross Walk can offer ... 
{SUPER: EASY OPERATION} 
FEMALE VOICE: Easy operation ... 
ANNCR: Simply adjust the arms to the resistance you want... Insert your Pro-Tech 
key ... set your pace ... and the CrossWalk gradually ramps up to the speed you set. 
The bright display panel tracks your progress. When you're done, remove your 
key ... your CrossWalk is ready to store in seconds. 
SUPER: SAFETY & PROTECTION 
FEMALE VOICE: Safety and protection ... 
ANNCR: Your personal Pro-Tech key keeps the Crosswalk worry free, even in 
homes with young children. It won't run without the key in place, so there's no 
chance of accidental starting. 
FEMALE VOICE: A CrossWalk for every budg_e_t ... 
{SUPER: EVERY BUDGET} {SUPER: EVERYBODY} A CrossWalk for every 

~··· 
{SUPER: EVERYONE} A CrossWalk for everyone ... 
{CAPTION: (lists features of Original Crosswalk)} 
ANNCR: The original CrossWalk: Proven dependability, with a one-and-a-half 
horsepower motor specifically designed to never need replacing. It's easy to use, 
it's fun, and with motivational electronics you'll see progress ... and you'll get 
results. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
It's even easy to own, for only $49.95 a month! 
{CAPTION: (lists features of Crosswalk Plus)} 
The new CrossWalk Plus: Redesigned with a longer, hoodless tread that gives you 
over 20% more walking space -- in a machine that's actually smaller than the 
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Original! New fmgertip speed adjustment lets you vary your workout and control 
your pace while you get a total body workout... And with Power Incline, you can 
increase the intensity without missing a beat. 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
Conveniently priced at only $49.95 month. 
{CAPTION: (lists features of Crosswalk Advantage)} 
The new Cross Walk Advantage has the added safety of a full cage railing which 
allows you to pick up or put down the resistance arms at any time and a supersize 

. deck that's one of the largest on the market. The Soft Stride suspension deck 
cushions joints and muscles. Plus, you get speed control in one hand, power incline 
adjustment in the other. And four pre-set workouts make the Advantage as 
convenient as having your own Personal Trainer! 
{CAPTION: $49.95, For 10 Months, $499 plus $75, Shipping & Handling} 
Our most advanced CrossWalk ... for only $49.95 a month! 
{SUPER: Call Now for FREE Brochure & Video} 
For a free brochure and video on the Cross Walk line, call the number on your 
screen now! 
{SUPER: PROFORM PROMISE If within 30 days you don't feel better, look 
better, and see the results you want, just return it for a full refund. Guaranteed! 
(Less $75.00 S&H)} 
And remember the Pro form promise -- the CrossWalk is the finest piece of fitness 
equipment you can buy. If within 30 days you don't feel better, look better and see 
the results you want, just return it for a full refund. Guaranteed! 
SUPER: CALL NOW 
FEMALE VOICE: Call now. 
ANNCR: Call now! And discover the benefits of CrossWalk! 
[FADE IN DISCLAIMER:] 
This program is a paid advertisement presented by Proform Fitness Products, Inc. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating. 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1 a. Respondent Icon Health and Fitness, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware with its offices and principal place of 
business located at 1500 S. 1000 W. Street, in the City of Logan, 
State of Utah. 

1 b. Respondent IHF Holdings, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware with its offices and principal place of business 
located at 1500 S. 1000 W. Street, in the City of Logan, State of 
Utah. 

1 c. Respondent IHF Capital, Inc., is a corporation organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware with its offices and principal place of business 
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located at 1500 S. 1000 W. Street, in the City of Logan, State of 
Utah. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Icon 
Health and Fitness, Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, Inc., 
corporations, their successors and assigns, and their officers, agents, 
representatives and employees. 

3. ''In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the "Cross Walk Treadmill" or any other 
exercise equipment in or affecting commerce, shall not make any 
representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication: 

A. About the relative, comparative, or absolute 

(1) Rate at which users bum calories, or the number of calories 
users bum, through use of such product, or 

(2) Weight loss users achieve through use of such product, or 
(3) Amount of fat or fat calories users bum through use of such 

product; or 

B. About the benefits, performance, or efficacy of such product 
with respect to calorie burning, fat burning, or weight loss, 
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unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable evidence, which when 
appropriate must be competent and reliable scientific evidence, that 
substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the 
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the 
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of members of 
the public who use the product, unless: 

A. At the time it is made, respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation; or 

B. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the 
product, or 

2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 

For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16 
CPR 255.0(b ). 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Icon Health and Fitness, 
Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, Inc., and their successors 
and assigps shall, for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination 
of any representation covered by this order, maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 
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B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Icon Health and Fitness, 
Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, Inc., and their successors 
and assigns, shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and future 
officers and directors, and to all current and future employees, agents, 
and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order, provided, however, that the duty to deliver a 
copy of this order to future personnel as required by this Part shall 
terminate three (3) years after the date upon which this order becomes 
final. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel within 
thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order, and to future 
personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such 
position or responsibilities. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Icon Health and Fitness, 
Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, Inc., and their successors 
and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior 
to any change in the corporation(s) that may affect compliance 
obligations arising under this order, including but not limited to a 
dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that would 
result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation or 
dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any acts 
or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy 
petition; or a change in the corporate name or ad~ress. Provided, 
however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the corporation 
about which respondents learn less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
date such action is to take place, respondents shall notify the 
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. 
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Icon Health and Fitness, 
Inc., IHF Holdings, Inc., and IHF Capital, Inc., and their successors 
and assigns, shall, within sixty (60) days after the date of service of 
this order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission 
may require, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with 
this order. 

VII. 

This order will terminate on September 9, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

LIFE FITNESS 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3766. Complaint, Sept. 9, 1997--Decision, Sept. 9, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the Illinois-based manufacturer 
and distributor of stationary exercise cycles to substantiate future weight-loss, 
calorie-burning or fat-burning claims or benefits of any exercise equipment. 
In addition, the consent order prohibits the respondent from misrepresenting 
the result of any test, study or research relating to such benefits. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Laura Fremont and Jeffrey Klurfeld. 
For the respondent: William C. Holmes, Freeborn & Peters, 

Chicago, IL. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Life Fitness, a general partnership ("respondent"), has violated the 
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to 
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Life Fitness is a New· York general partnership 
with its principal office or place of business at 1 0601 West Belmont 
A venue, Franklin Park, Illinois. 

2. Respondent has manufactured, advertised, labeled, offered for 
sale, sold, and distributed exercise products to the public, including 
"Lifecycles," which are exercise bicycles. 

3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated 
advertisements for Lifecycles, including but not necessarily limited 
to the attached Exhibits A through C. These advertisements contain 
the following statements: 

A. "Research has shown that the patented Lifecycle programs allow you to 
bum over 1,000 calories per hour! .... " (Exhibit A) 
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B. "Remember, the Lifecycle programs have been proven to bum over 1000 
calories per hour! .... " (Exhibit B) 

C. "BURN OVER 1300 CALORIES AN HOUR! .... " (Exhibit C) 

5. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent 
has represented, expressly or by implication, that users of the 
Lifecycle will bum calories at a rate of over 1,000 per hour under 
conditions of ordinary use. 

6. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that it possessed and relied 
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth 
in paragraph five, at the time the representation was made. 

7. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in 
paragraph five, at the time the representation was made. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false or 
misleading. 

8. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that research shows that 
users of the Lifecycle will bum calories at a rate of over 1,000 per 
hour under conditions of ordinary use. 

9. In truth and in fact, research does not show that users of the 
Lifecycle will bum calories at a rate of over 1,000 per hour under 
conditions of ordinary use. Therefore, the representation set forth in 
paragraph eight was, and is, false or misleading. 

10. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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EXHIBITB 

I 060 I West Belmont Avenue • Franklin Pork, IL 6013 I 

Dear Fitness Enthusiast: 

Congratulations on taking the first step toward lasing weight. burning far. building muscle and feeling better by 
inquiring about the Lifecycle '' 3500 aerobic trainer. For over 20 years. Life Firness has pro1·ided more rhan I i million 
people a superior way to reach their personal fitness goals' 

Experience Health Club Results At Home! 
It's important you lind a motivating llrness program that litsyour lifest:~·le. That's why we introduced the new Lifecycle 
3500 aerobic trainer- a streamlined 1·ersion of the #I exercise bike in health clubs. The Lifecvcle 3500 ~rives vou a 
superior workout. that utilizes rhe largest muscles found in your legs. hips and thighs. In addition. our s-pecifically 
designed electronic programs create a workout with accurate feedback that's fun and challenging. 

Discover An Easier, More Effective \Vav To Reach Your Fitness Goals! 
You can begin to experience the benefits of cardiovascular lirnes~ by using the Lifecycle 3500 for as little as 
12 minutes a day. three rimes a week. The computerized console pro,·ides the same six programs l'ound on our 

health club model. Programs like: 1 Hill • Heart Rate Zone Trainin~r • Random 

•Manual •12-Speed Race - •Fit Test 

These inreracri,·e programs provide variet:~· and motivational feedback for rhe most elfecri,·e calorie burning 
workout you can tind. :\s you exercise. you 'II know rhe speed. rhe distance. rhe number ol' calories burned and more. 
'{ou will see the results and be motivated to continue working toward your personal fitness goals. Remember. the 
Lifecycle programs have been proven ro burn over 1000 calories per hour' It's just one more reason the Lifccycle .1500 
is superior to ordinar:v fitness machines. 

Pay Only $29.95 Per ,\lonth!~ 
The only way you can discover what rhe Lifecycle 3500 can do for you is ro ride ir. That's easy roo' Simply try it 
in your home for 30 days. I fyou 're not completely satisfied. return it for a full rei.und: Onicr now and receive 
shipping dod handling FREE~ That's .1 Sci9.00 sa1·ings: If you ordt•r now you 'II pay as little JS S29.95 per 
month., Simply till our rhe enclosed credit application and order lorm and return it in the enclosed postage-paid 
en,·elope. If lor Jny reason you are nor convinced rhar ir 's rhe best in-home~xerciser. iusr return it at our expense. You 
have nothing 10 lose- only health and tirness to gain. 

Order Todav! Calll-800-8i7-3867 :\'ow! 
l::xperiencc health club titness at home today' CaO roll-free now .1nd our ~nowleJgeable iirnes; consultants will rake 
your order and answer any questions you may ha1·e. Don·, Jelay- rhis special ott'er ~xpir·r; ;non. C..tll now ;tnd rake 
your first step toward better tirness. 

s~~\·);2_ar 
.\u!!ie \iern 
l'r,~-i,lenr. Lile Fitness 

1-800-877-3867 
C.4LL FoR A 30-DA'l nTEST RJOE!n 

EXHIBIT 8 

>Jo-t c:o 
:..:?=: ?IT 
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EXHIBITC 

al!a only 129 95 pa-ll'XIT!h. 
'lb.ook!Dd:.ymm:z:M 
OO'o financing and 1m: 
shi · and h=lfing--11 
ro~ngs of avtt $100' 
Join avtt 17 million Jaih· 
~traincrus:n.C:.Dtod.tr, 

124 F.T.C. 

CAU 8&011 DICU&R 31 
1995 FOR G--" FINANCING t 
FE SlOPPING & H1HDUNG 

1-800-877-3867 
r ------------ --------~BM:_, 
; ~YcSr,.•.U.fvfaM.I~t.._b_!to.r .. -.._rrsc.. ; 
'-d- .. otda-~oonf~,loi.tilmnd'D'!N'oifttr'n- · 
!.,.."'Cfi'L.tf:"!"''dc'':-OO•••rrtJ.!f.h'r'O_cLr.•• ' 

, 'J...._w:t'ICCII'I'a"OboaJI:Ir:l. : _____ _ 
: .... _______ _ 
; c-____ -.___7 ... _. 

~~ ---: 

. :..t;;...~:=.~.t .. ·•· ~ 

CALL 1·800·877-3867 FOR MORE INFORMATION 

~1'1, • .J.Str.IZBd 
.- ... i~ 
'lJL ,.~E:.. :l'::!J. 2-"'E~ a~~ vP,. 
~~5-

OR THE RETAilER NUAEST YOU. 

EXH!SrT C 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent and its general partner, The Life Fitness 
Companies L.P., having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a 
draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office proposed 
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which, if 
issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with violation 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent, its general partner, their attorney, and counsel for 
the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing 
a consent order, an admission by the respondent and its general 
partner of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid draft of 
complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for 
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent or its general partner that the law has been violated as 
alleged in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such 
complaint, other than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and 
other provisions as required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Life Fitness is a general partnership organized, 
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of New York with its offices and principal place of business 
located at 10601 West Belmont Avenue, in the City ofFranklin Park, 
State of Illinois. 

The Life Fitness Companies L.P. is a limited partnership 
organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its offices and principal place of 
business located at 1 0601 West Belmont A venue, in the City of 
Franklin Park, State of Illinois. 
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent and respondent's 
general partner, and the proceeding is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondent" shall mean Life 
Fitness, a general partnership, and its successors and assigns. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, references to respondent's "general 
partner" shall mean The Life Fitness Companies L.P., a limited 
partnership, and its successors and assigns. 

4. Unless otherwise specified, "the partnerships" shall mean 
respondent and its general partner as defined in this order. 

5. ''In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent and itsgeneral partner, and their 
officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through 
any partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any "Lifecycle," or any other 
exercise equipment in or affecting commerce, shall not make any 
representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication: 

A. About the rate at which users bum calories, or the number of 
calories users bum, through use of such product; 

B. About the weight loss or fat loss users achieve through use of 
such product; or 

C. About the benefits, performance, or efficacy of such product 
with respect to calorie burning, fat burning, or weight loss, 
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unless, at the time the representation is made, respondent and its 
general partner possess and rely upon competent and reliable 
evidence, which when appropriate must be competent and reliable 
scientific evidence, that substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its general partner, and 
their officers, agents, representatives, and employees, directly or 
through any partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other 
device, in connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product in or 
affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly 
or by implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, 
conclusions or interpretations of any test, study, or research relating 
to calorie burning, fat burning, or weight loss. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its general partner shall, 
for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of any 
representation covered by this order, maintain and upon request make 
available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its general partner shall 
deliver a copy of this order to all current and future principals, 
partners, officers, directors, and managers, and to all current and 
future employees, agents, and representatives having responsibilities 
with respect to the subject matter of this order, provided, however, 
that the duty to deliver this order to future personnel as required by 
this Part shall terminate three (3) years after the date upon which this 
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order becomes final. Respondent and its general partner shall deliver 
this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of 
service of this order, and to future personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the person assumes such position or responsibilities. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its general partner shall 
notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in 
the partnership(s) that may affect compliance obligations arising 
under this order, including but not limited to a dissolution, 
assignment, sale, merger, incorporation, or other action that would 
result in the emergence of a successor entity; the creation or 
dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any acts 
or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy 
petition; or a change in the partnership name or address. Provided, 
however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the partnership 
about which the partnerships learn less than thirty (30) days prior to 
the date such action is to take place, the partnerships shall notify the 
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. 
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent and its general partner shall, 
within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order, and at 
such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may require, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which they have complied with this order. 

VII. 

This order will terminate on September 9, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 
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B. This order's application to any party that is not named as a 
defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent or its general partner did not violate 
any provision of the order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not 
appealed or upheld on appeal, then the order will terminate according 
to this Part as though the complaint had never been filed, except that 
the order will not terminate between the date such complaint is filed 
and the later of the deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling 
and the date such dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in 
part. 

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER AZCUENAGA 
CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART 

I concur in the Commission's final decision and order in this 
matter except to the extent that The Life Fitness Companies, L.P. (the 
parent company of Life Fitness), although not named in the complaint 
or in the caption of the order, is included in the order's substantive 
provisions. Rather than consenting to be named in the complaint and 
order, The Life Fitness Companies, L.P., has agreed to be bound by 
the order as if it were a named respondent. It is fundamental that 
complaints are the predicate on which Commission orders must be 
based. See 15 U.S.C. 45(b). Either Life Fitness Companies, L.P., as 
a party responsible in whole or in part for the unlawful conduct 
alleged, should be included in both the complaint and the order, or the 
company should be removed from the order. 

Only those persons named in Commission complaints as alleged 
wrongdoers, their successors or assigns, or those who are employed 
by or otherwise are subject to the direction and control of such 
parties, should be included in Commission orders. The Life Fitness 
Companies, L.P ., owns 99o/o of the named respondent and thereby 
controls, or is capable of controlling, its subsidiary's actions rather 
than the reverse. Indeed, it may have participated in some way in the 
actions challenged in the complaint, but I see no basis under Section 
5 of the FTC Act for imposing an order to cease and desist on a 
nonparty. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

OERLIKON-BUHRLE HOLDING AG 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THECLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3555. Consent Order, Feb. 1, 1995--Modifying Order, Sept. 9, 1997 

This order reopens a 1995 consent order -- involving Oerlikon-Buhrle's acquisition 
of Leybold AG -- and modifies the consent order by substituting a prior notice 
provision for the prior approval provision of the consent order. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

On May 12, 1997, Oerlikon-Buhrle Holding AG (''Oerlikon"), the 
respondent named in the consent order issued by the Commission on 
February 1, 1995, in Docket No. C-3555 ("order"), filed its Petition 
To Reopen and Modify Consent Order ("Petition") in this matter. 

Oerlikon asks that the Commission reopen and modify the order 
pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 
U.S.C. 45(b), and Section 2.51 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice, 16 CFR 2.51, and consistent with the Statement of the 
Federal Trade Commission Concerning Prior Approval and Prior 
Notice Provisions, issued June 21, 1995 ("Prior Approval Policy 
Staten1ent"), 1 to eliminate the requirement that Oerlikon obtain the 
prior approval of the Commission before acquiring certain assets or 
interests relating to the manufacture and sale of compact disc 
metallizer machines or turbomolecular pumps. Oerlikon's Petition 
was on the public record for thirty days until May 14, 1997, and no 
comments were received. As discussed below, the prior approval 
requirement of paragraph VII of the order is set aside and a limited 
prior notice provision is substituted in paragraph VII. 

The Commission, in its Prior Approval Policy Statement, 
concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no 
longer needed, citing the availability of the premerger notification 
and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act, 
commonly referred to as the Hart-Scott-Rodino ("HSR") Act, 15 
U.S.C. 18a, to protect the public interest in effective merger law 
enforcement. Prior approval or prior notice may be appropriate in the 
public interest in certain limited circumstances. For example, a 
narrow prior approval provision may be appropriate "where there is 

1 
60 Fed. Reg. 39,745-47 (Aug. 3, 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,241. 
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a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage in 
an anticompetitive merger would, but for the provision, attempt the 
same or approximately the same merger," and "a narrow prior 
notification provision may be used where there is a credible risk that 
a company that engaged or attempted to engage in an anticompetitive 
merger would, but for an order, engage in an otherwise unreportable 
anticompetitive n1erger." !d. at 3. The need for prior approval or prior 
notice will depend on circumstances such as the structural 
characteristics of the relevant markets, the size and other 
characteristics of the market participants, and other relevant factors. 

When a petition is filed to reopen and modify an order pursuant 
to the Prior Approval Policy Statement, the rebuttable presumption 
is that the public interest requires reopening the order and modifying 
it consistent with the announced policy. Setting aside the prior 
approval requirement in the order would be consistent with the 
announced policy. Characteristics of the markets identified in the 
complaint and order suggest, however, that a limited prior notice 
provision would be appropriate. The markets identified in the 
complaint remain concentrated, and an acquisition by Oerlikon of a 
significant competitor in one of the markets may not be reportable 
under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act. A prior notice requirement would 
ensure the opportunity to review any such transactions. Therefore, 
consistent with the Prior Approval Policy Statement, paragraph VII 
of the order should be modified to substitute a prior notification 
provision for the prior approval provision. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, That this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened; and 

It is further ordered, That paragraph VII of the order be, and it 
hereby is, modified as of the effective date of this order as follows: 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period of ten (1 0) years from the 
date this order becon1es final, Oerlikon Buhrle shall not, without prior 
notification to the Commission, directly or indirectly, through 
subsidiaries, partnerships, or otherwise: 

A. Acquire any of the stock, share capital, equity or other interest 
in any concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged in at the time of 
such acquisition, or within the two years preceding such acquisition, 
the manufacture of turbomolecular pumps; 
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B. Acquire any assets used for or previously used for (and still 
suitable for use for) the manufacture, distribution, or sale of 
turbomolecular pumps; 

C. Acquire any of the stock, share capital, equity or other interest 
in any concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged in at the time of 
such acquisition, or within the two years preceding such acquisition, 
the manufacture of compact disc metallizers; or 

D. Acquire any assets used for or previously used for (and still 
suitable for use for) the manufacture, distribution, or sale of compact 
disc metallizers. 

Provided, however, that this paragraph VII shall not apply to the 
acquisition of products or services in the ordinary course of business, 
or of any non-exclusive license to any patent or other form, of 
intellectual property (excluding assets of the Leybold Compact Disc 
Business and Balzers-Pfeiffer). 

The prior notifications required by this paragraph VII shall be 
given on the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix 
to Part 803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as 
amended (hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be 
prepared and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that 
Part, except that no filing fee shall be required for any such 
notification, notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the 
Commission, notification need not be made to the United States 
Department of Justice, and notification is required only of respondent 
and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall 
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty days prior 
to consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the 
"first waiting period"). If, within the first waiting period, 
representatives of the Commission make a written request for 
additional information, respondent shall not consummate the 
transaction until twenty days after substantially complying with such 
request for additional information. Early termination of the waiting 
periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where appropriate, 
granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding, 
prior notification shall not be required by this paragraph for a 
transaction for which notification is required to be made and has been 
made pursuant to Section 7A of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

EXXON CORPORATION 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9281. Complaint, Sept. 11, 1996--Decision, Sept. 12, 1997 
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This consent order requires, among other things, the respondent to produce a 
nationwide consumer education campaign informing consumers that regular 
gasoline, not high octane gasoline, is right for most cars, and also requires the 
production of a free consumer brochure, concerning gasoline octane, to be 
distributed, for two years, to Exxon's service stations nationwide. In addition, 
the consent order prohibits Exxon from making claims concerning the engine 
cleaning ability of any gasoline or the effect of any gasoline on automobile 
maintenance or maintenance costs without adequate scientific evidence to 
substantiate the claims. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Theodore H. Hoppock, Joel Winston, Beth 
Grossman, Sydney Knight and Michael Dershowitz. 

For the respondent: S. William Livingston, Robert D. Wick and 
Eugene I. Lambert, Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Exxon Corporation, a corporation ("respondent"), has violated the 
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to 
the Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent is a New Jersey corporation with its principal 
office or place of business at 225 E. John W. Carpenter Freeway, 
Irving, Texas. 

2. Respondent has advertised, offered for sale, sold, and 
distributed gasoline and other petroleum products to the public, 
including Exxon Supreme 93 octane gasoline, Exxon Plus 89 octane 
gasoline, and Exxon Regular 87 octane gasoline. 

3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be disseminated 
advertisements for Exxon gasoline, including but not necessarily 
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limited to the attached Exhibits A through E. These advertisements 
contain the following statements and depictions: 

A. Announcer: There's a new gasoline ... 
Man: What's new about it? 
Announcer: With the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
[Video: Flashing display of consecutive words in large bold type across width of 
screen: WITH THE POWER TO DRJVE DOWN MAINTENANCE COSTS] 

Man #2: Really? 
Woman: Are you serious? 
Announcer: Yes we are! New Exxon 93 Supreme keeps your engine cleaner. 
Woman #2: Clean is good. 
Announcer: So it can help drive down maintenance costs. 
Man #2: Could gas do that? 
Announcer: New Exxon 93 Supreme can, with the power to drive down 
maintenance costs. 
Woman #2: Gas that can save you money. 
Announcer: For more reliable performance. 
Woman #3: Okay, I'll try it. 
[Exhibit A. Television Advertisement] 

B. Announcer: There's a new gasoline ... 
Man: What's new about it? 
Announcer: With the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
[Video: Flashing display of consecutive words in large bold type across width of 
screen: WITH THE POWER TO DRJVE DOWN MAINTENANCE COSTS] 

Man #2: Really? 
Woman: Are you serious? 
Announcer: Yes we are! New Exxon gasoline keeps your engine cleaner. 
Woman #2: Clean is good. 
Announcer: So it can help drive down maintenance costs. 
Man #2: Could gas do that? 
Announcer: New Exxon gasoline can, with the power to drive down maintenance 
costs. 
Woman #2: Gas that can save you money. 
Announcer: For more reliable performance. 
Woman #3: Okay, I'll try it. 
[Exhibit B. Television Advertisement] 

C. Announcer: There's a hard-working gasoline ... 
Man: You sure about this? 
Announcer: With the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
[Video: Flashing display of consecutive words in large bold type across width of 
screen: WITH THE POWER TO DRJVE DOWN MAINTENANCE COSTS] 

Man: Really? 
Woman: Are you serious? 
Announcer: Yes we are. Exxon gasoline keeps your engine cleaner. 
Woman: Clean is good. 
Announcer: So it can help drive down maintenance costs. 
Man: Can gas do that? 
Announcer: Exxon gasoline can, with the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
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Woman: Good idea. 
Announcer: And so is this. Cash and credit prices are the same. 
Woman: Okay, I'll try it. 
[Exhibit C. Television Advertisement] 

D. Announcer: There's a hard-working gasoline ... 
Man: You kiddin' me? 
Announcer: With the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
Man: Really? 
Woman: Are you serious? 
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Announcer: Yes, we are. Exxon 93 Supreme gasoline keeps your engine cleaner. 
Woman: Clean is good. 
Announcer: So it can help drive down maintenance costs. 
Man: Could gas do that? 
Announcer: Exxon 93 Supreme can. With the power to drive down maintenance 
costs. 
Woman: Gas that can save you money. 
Announcer: For more reliable perfmmance. 
Woman: Ok, I'll try it. 
[Exhibit D. Radio Advertisement] 

E. Announcer: There's a hard working gasoline ... 
Man: You sure about this? 
Announcer: With the power to drive down maintenance costs. 
Man: Really? 
Woman: Are you serious? 
Announcer: Yes, we are. Exxon gasoline keeps your engine cleaner. 
Woman: Clean is good. 
Announcer: So it can help drive down maintenance costs. 
Man: Could gas do that? 
Announcer: Exxon gasoline can. With the power to drive down maintenance 
costs. 
Woman: Gas that can save you money. 
Announcer: For more reliable performance. 
Woman: Ok, I'll try it. 
[Exhibit E. Radio Advertisement] 

5. Through the means described in paragraph four, including but 
not necessarily limited to Exhibits A and D, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. Switching to Exxon 93 Supreme gasoline from other brands of 
gasoline will significantly reduce automobile maintenance costs for 
consumers generally; and 

B. Switching to Exxon 93 Supreme gasoline from lower octane 
grades of Exxon gasoline will significantly reduce automobile 
maintenance costs for consumers generally. 
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6. Through the means described in paragraph four, including but 
not necessarily limited to Exhibits B, C and E, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that switching to Exxon 
gasolines from other brands of gasoline will significantly reduce 
automobile maintenance costs for consumers generally. 

7. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that it possessed and relied 
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth 
in paragraphs five and six, at the time the representations were made. 

8. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraphs five and six, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is, 
false or misleading. 

9. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 (a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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IMUSICI 
WOMAN SING: People stopping 
by. 

to drive down maintenance cost. 
tsr MAN: Really' 

~NNCR: So ir can help Clrove down 
ma,nrenance cost. IMUSICI 

~~NC"': <or "'Ore ·e.,abte 
.,;~riormance 
Jrc Y'".;O~l..l~\' .:=.:av. 1·:: :r·.- ~ 
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EXHIBIT A 

~QOOL.:CT i:XXON •ETRO GASOUM 
mtE·. 'A NEW GASOliNE" 
PROGRAM· NeWS 
STATION WABC 

AN NCR: There's new gasoline·· 
1st MAN: Whal's new about it? 

lsr WOMAN: Are vou serious' 
ANNCR: Yes we are. 

NEW 
' . - ... '"' 

2nd MAN: Could gas do rhar' 
AN NCR: New Exxon '93 Supreme 
can. 

• VC:>.I.:.N SiNG Peco•e s:coo•ng ~,. 

ALSO AVAILAILI IN COLOI VIDIO·TAI'I CASSITTI 
••.,r 1::1 •, ir'!'O' .. .-tf:• ~· 1 :'\I.,.• "' :1:,r:r• :• .. ,,,,,. •,¢:· ·~ :• ...... :" . ; :' •• . ; ·=~··· .. :-..•.. ~: . .. . . .. . . ·:·: : .. ! : ; : ; . 
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Exhibit A 
Sl I S/9S JO 

iNEW YORK) I I 27PM 

ANNCR: ··with the power 

New Exxon 93 Supreme lceeps 
your engine cleaner. 
2nd WOMAN: Clean is good. 

w•th the power to dnve down 
ma•ntenance cost. 
2na WOMAN: Gas that can save 
you moneyf • 

0n tt'le ":' ~e' 
1\IL·SiC .:;._ • 
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down a1aintan•nc:e costs. 
1st MAN: Really? 

AN NCR: So it can help anve down 
ma1ntenance costs. 2nel MAN: 
Coulel gas do that> 
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EXHIBITB 

P~CDUCT· EXXON PFRC GASOLINE Exhibit B 
~17LE: 'MORE REl!ABii PBFCRM.o>.NCE' 
PROGRAM· NEWS 7/17/95 
STAnCN· KOKA !PinSoURGHI 

ANNCR: There's a new gasoline .. 

1st WOMAN: Are you serious? 
AN NCR: Yes. we are. New Exxon 
gasoline keeps your engine 
cleaner. 

ANNCR: New Exxon gasoline can. 
w1th the power to drive down 
ma.nrenance costS·· 

1st MAN: What's new. about it? 

2nd WOMAN: Cleaner is good. 

2nd WOMAN: Gas that can save 
you money. AN NCR: .. for more 
reliable performance. 

4'·-t 1::: ·, ,,,.,,..._ t"CI':•,,. : :•.1.•1 •t :•: .·~·· :· ·:·r·: ·.:: . 1 ~ :• • · :··:• :r !•;:"''! r .,, ""'1~011' Jl 1~~ 
":·~·: .:: r~ :-r 1::·' ·, ir:c·· ~ :t ·'•= :· t :•: I'!''""' :.·::111 :'" · -c• ·:· :r !;·::.•n .,;.f :• :~~··'• ;t'"'.a~,··:·tc:;. !1'-: ·r: 
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IMUSIC/SFXJ (VARIOUS VOiqSJ 

ANNCR: ··wolh !he power 10 drive 
down 

can. wtth the power to dnve down 
rr.a•nrenance costs. 
WOMAN: Good •dea. 

ALSO AVAILAILI ON Vlr:IIO·TA~I CASSITTI 
"'· t l~:oe: "i ; r::-. ~·:"'~'\ : :•l,'t ·~ : ·. · :·• " -: T·:· · .:: •C: :• 
... :·•· : :: •r: ; • I:: : 'r ~~= :• ' -:o ; ! , I: :· ' ; •: '''' .... , : 
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EXHIBITC 

Exhibit C 
?RODUC EXXCN PE70 vASOUNE 
TITLE "A H"'RD WORKING GASOLINE" 
PROGRAM· GOOD DAY NEW YURK 01/22/96 JO 
STATION WNVW (NEW YORK) 8 lOAM 

AN NCR: There"s a hard working 
gasoline·· 

maincenance costs. MAN: Really? 
WOMAN: Are you serious7 
AN NCR: Yes we are. Exxon 
Gasoline keeps your engine 

AN NCR: And so •s lhos. Cash and 

'/.'C~.l.).N S;NGS P!loo•e s:coo•n 
CV ~=- fC'IY 

~ .. ! •.. 

~JW(, 
'. 

MAN: Yo'-' .sure abOUIIhis? 

cleaner. WOMAN: Clean is good. 
ANNCR: So it can help drive down 
maintenance costs. MAN: Can gas 
do !hal? ANNCR: Exxon Gasoline 

credo! prices are !he same. 
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EXHIBITD 

Exhibit D 

McO\NN-ERICKSON I-fCX.ISTON 
!oic('.all"' E~cUclll, lN. IMO Pt. OV RCNI~. S...~ 1900. R•u...,, -ru. ~ .,.~ 

ZXXON CO. U.S.A. 
KO'l'OR GASOLINE 
:30 RADIO 

C-6ZX30-:1Xl8 
AS R!CORDBD 
1201~95 

•SOCNDBI'l'U• JCAIH'I'lCL\HCI COSTS 
•MoN-Hn• BUPJUDCJ ~IOH 

12/1.3/9!1 

MOSICs 

MAN: 

WOMAN I 

!!NCi!:RS: 

There'• a hard-vorkinq qa1cl!ne ••• 

You ldddin' me? . 

With the power to drive dcvn 1114intenance eoata. 

Really? 

Are you eeriou.? 

Ye•, ve are. zxxon 93 supreme keep• your enqine 
cleaner--

Clean 11 qood.. 

So it can help ~rive ~ovn aaintanance ec•t•--

Could qaa do that? 

2xxcn 93 Supreae can. With the pcver tc drive dovn 
maintananca ccata. 

Ca• that can aava you money. 

For •ore reli&Dle perfor=ance. 

OX, I'll t:ry it. 

PEOPLE S~OPPIN' BY TO RELY OH THZ TIG%R. 
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EXHIBITE 

Exhibit E 

EXXON CO. U.s.A. 
MOTOR QABOt.ID 
r30 RADIO 
.U UCORDID 
1600-96 

•HOM-NZW• SOOJDBIT3S 
ALL QR.Al)J:S VDSIOJf 

01/ll/ll' 

XOSIC: 

XAlf: 

1fOIGH: 

XAH: 

WCXAK: 

AHlfO: 

WO~: 

SINGDS: 

There'• a hard-verkin; qaacline •.• 

You aura aboUt tnia? 

With the power tc drive down aaintenanca ccata. 

Really? 

Ar• you aericua? 

Yea, we are. Exxon qa•oline ~••P• your enqin• 
cleaner--· 

Clean ia 9~. 

Be it can help drive dcvn aaintenance ccat•--

Could qaa de that? 

Xxxcn gasoline can. With the paver to drive dovn 
maintenance ccata. 

Gaa that ean aave you •oney. 

lor acre reliable performance. 

OK, I 1 ll try it. 

PEOPLZ STOPPIN' BY TO RELY ON ~ TIGER. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having heretofore issued its 
complaint charging the respondent named in the caption hereof with 
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as 
amended, and the respondent having been served with a copy of that 
complaint, together with a copy of the contemplated relief; and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the complaint, a statement that the signing of the agreement is for 
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than 
jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3 .25( c) of 
its Rules; and 

The Con1mission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and 
having duly considered the comment filed thereafter by interested 
persons pursuant to Section 3.25(f) of its Rules, now in further 
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25(f) of its 
Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional 
findings, and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Exxon Corporation is a New Jersey corporation, 
with its offices and principal place ofbusiness located at 225 E. John 
W. Carpenter Freeway, Irving, Texas. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, arid the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
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of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondent" shall mean Exxon 
Corporation, its successors and assigns, and its officers, agents, 
representatives and employees. 

3. "In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Exxon Supreme 93 octane gasoline, Exxon 
Plus 89 octane gasoline, Exxon Regular 87 octane gasoline or any 
other gasoline of any grade or octane rating in or affecting commerce, 
shall not make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by 
implication, concerning the engine cleaning ability of any gasoline 
(including a constituent ingredient, octane rating or grade thereof); or 
the effect of any gasoline (including a constituent ingredient, octane 
rating or grade thereof) on automobile maintenance or automobile 
maintenance costs, unless, at the time of making such representation, 
respondent possesses and relies upon competent and reliable 
scientific evidence that substantiates the representation. 

For purposes of this Part, any representation, directly or by 
implication, that any gasoline will keep clean fuel injector deposits to 
a level that engine performance is not adversely affected by such 
deposits is dee1ned to be substantiated if respondent possesses and 
relies upon competent and reliable testing demonstrating no more 
than 5 percent flow restriction in each injector over the accumulation 
of 10,000 miles, in accordance with the test procedures and 
performance standards-for port fuel injector deposit control set forth 
by the United States Enviromnental Protection Agency at 40 CFR 
80.161-80.173 (1996). If this regulation is formally superseded or 
amended by the EPA, then compliance with the superseding or 
amended regulation shall be deemed substantiation for such repre
sentation. 

For purposes of this Part, any representation, directly or by 
implication, that any gasoline will clean up fuel injector deposits to 
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a level that engine performance is not adversely affected by such 
deposits is deemed to be substantiated if respondent possesses and 
relies upon competent and reliable testing demonstrating that the flow 
rate in each injector is restored to no more than 5 percent flow 
restriction over the accumulation of 10,000 miles. 

For purposes of this Part, any representation, directly or by 
implication, that a gasoline will keep clean intake valve deposits to 
a level that engine performance is not adversely affected by such 
deposits is deemed to be substantiated if respondent possesses and 
relies upon competent and reliable testing demonstrating intake valve 
deposit weight of less than 100 mg-per-valve on average over the 
accumulation of 10,000 miles, in accordance with the test procedures 
and performance standards for intake valve deposit control set forth 
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency at 40 CFR 
80.161-80.173 (1996). Ifthis regulation is formally superseded or 
amended by the EPA, then compliance with the superseding or 
amended regulation shall be deemed substantiation for such repre
sentation. 

For purposes of this Part, any representation, directly or by 
implication, that a gasoline will clean up intake valve deposits to a 
level that engine performance is not adversely affected by such 
deposits is deemed to be substantiated if respondent possesses and 
relies upon competent and reliable testing demonstrating that the 
intake valve deposit weight is restored to less than 100 mg-per-valve 
on average over the accumulation of 10,000 miles. 

Provided, however, that nothing in this order shall prohibit 
respondent from truthfully representing the numerical octane rating 
of any gasoline. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall produce and 
disseminate an educational television message as set forth below: 

A. The message shall be fifteen (15) seconds in length and shall 
contain the au~io and video elements set forth in Appendix A to this 
order. The message shall not contain any audio or visual element or 
technique that materially alters, obscures or detracts from the 
communication of the statements contained therein. Respondent shall 
submit a videotape of the message to Commission staff at least 
twenty (20) days prior to the first scheduled broadcast of the message. 
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B. The message shall be broadcast in the eighteen markets in the 
United States set forth in Appendix B to this order. 

C. The message shall be broadcast during two different periods of 
time: (1) the last three weeks of September 1997 and (2) beginning 
no less than thirty (30) days after the termination of the first period, 
but completed no later than November 21, 1997. For each period of 
time, the message shall be broadcast over the course of not less than 
two weeks. 

D. For the September 1997 period in which the message is 
broadcast, 178 "Target Rating Points (TRPs)" shall be purchased by 
respondent to achieve a "percentage reach" of the "target audience" 
of sixty-five percent (65%) plus or minus five tenths of one percent 
(± .5%) and an "average frequency of exposure" of2. 70 plus or minus 
five one hundredths(± .05) for each market in which the message is 
broadcast. For the October/November 1997 period in which the 
message is broadcast, 104 "Target Rating Points (TRPs)" shall be 
purchased by respondent to achieve a "percentage reach" of the 
"target audience" of fifty-one percent (51%) plus or minus five tenths 
of one percent (± .5%) and an "average frequency of exposure" of 
2.00 plus or minus five one hundredths (± .05) for each market in 
which the message is broadcast. For purposes of this part, "percentage 
reach" shall mean the percentage of different persons of the target 
audience that view the message at least once in each period of time 
the message is broadcast as determined by an established audience 
rating service; "target audience" shall mean the 18-49 year old 
component of the viewing audience; "average frequency of exposure" 
shall mean the average number of different times the members of the 
target audience view the message as determined by an established 
audience rating service; and "Target Rating Points (TRPs)" shall 
mean the mathematical product of the percentage reach and the 
average frequency of exposure. 

E. Respondent shall monitor the purchase of each dissemination 
schedule and shall provide to Commission staff a written report 
indicating the purchase of the required Target Rating Points in each 
market for each time period in which the message is to be broadcast. 
Respondent shall submit this purchase report at least fifteen (15) days 
prior to the start of the first broadcast of the message in September 
1997 and at least fifteen (15) days prior to the start of the first 
broadcast of the message in October/November 1997. 

F. For each of the two time periods during which the message is 
broadcast, as set forth above, respondent shall submit to Commission 
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staff a written report detailing the TRPs achieved by the message in 
each of the markets in which it was broadcast. The report shall be 
based on ratings provided by an established audience ratings service. 
Each report shall be submitted within one hundred twenty (120) days 
after the last day of the calendar quarter in which the message was 
broadcast, but in any event no later than thirty (30) days after 
respondent's receipt of said ratings. In any market where the message 
fails to achieve ninety percent (90%) of the total TRPs purchased for 
each dissemination period, as set forth above, respondent shall use its 
best efforts to obtain compensatory (or additional) time to rebroadcast 
the message to achieve the TRPs purchased in each market within 
sixty ( 60) days following the presentation to Commission staff of 
each written report. Respondent shall monitor any compensatory 
broadcasts of the message and provide to Commission staff a final 
written report detailing the TRPs achieved by the message in each of 
the markets in which it was rebroadcast. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall produce, print and 
distribute to Exxon service stations a color brochure entitled 
"Answering Your Questions About Octane," as set forth below: 

A. The brochure shall be in the form and content set forth in 
Appendix C to this order. Respondent shall submit a production
ready copy of the brochure to Commission staff at least twenty (20) 
days prior to the first scheduled distribution of the brochure to Exxon 
service stations. 

B. Respondent shall distribute the brochure, in quantities 
sufficient to meet reasonably anticipated demand, to every Exxon 
service station in the United States, within sixty (60) days after the 
date of service of this order. With respect to Exxon-operated service 
stations, respondent shall instruct the stations to make the brochures 
available in a prominent and readily accessible location at the station, 
such as at the gasoline pump islands. With respect to independently
operated Exxon service stations, respondent shall use its best efforts 
to encourage the stations to make the brochures available in a 
prominent and readily accessible location. 

C. Respondent shall distribute the brochures to Exxon service 
stations at no cost to the stations or the public. 

D. Respondent shall monitor the demand for and supply of 
brochures at Exxon service stations, and shall continue to produce 
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and distribute the brochures as necessary to meet reasonably 
anticipated demand for a period of at least two (2) years after the date 
of service of this order. 

E. Respondent shall provide to Commission staff written reports 
detailing the total number of brochures printed and distributed to 
Exxon service stations, including any additional distributions of 
brochures to stations subsequent to the initial distribution. 
Respondent shall submit such reports every six (6) months, beginning 
six (6) months after the initial distribution of brochures to Exxon 
service stations, and continuing for two (2) years thereafter. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Exxon Corporation, and its 
successors and assigns, shall, for three (3) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, maintain 
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission 
for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Exxon Corporation, and its 
successors and assigns, shall within thirty (30) days after the date of 
service of this order distribute a copy of this order to all operating 
divisions, subsidiaries, and to each of its officers, agents, 
representatives, or employees engaged in the preparation and 
placement of advertisements or promotional sales materials covered 
by this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed and 
dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Exxon Corporation, and its 
successors and assigns, shall notify the Commission at least thirty 
(30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Exxon Corporation shall, 
within sixty (60) days after service of this order upon it, and at such 
other times as the Commission may require, file with the Commission 
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the ·manner and form in 
which it has complied with this order. 

VIII. 

This order will terminate on September 12, 2017, or twenty years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade 
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 
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Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as 
though the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in 
part, and Commissioner Starek recused. 
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APPENDIXB 

1997 EXXON GASOLINE 
Stand-alone :IS's for September, November flights 

Baltimore 
Baton Rouge 
Dallas 
Houston 
New York 
Norfolk 
Philadelphia 
Richmond 
San Antonio 
Washington, DC 

Austin 
Boston 
Charleston --
Huntington 

Corpus Christi 
Nashville 
Orlando 
Pittsburgh 
Tampa 

18 Mkt Total 

Schedule 
Analysis: 
September 
November 
Combined 

---: 15 in 18 Markets---

Target Imprs 
(illill) IR£s 

3,666 
1,010 
7,104 
6,373 

25,544 
2,374 
9,526 
1,760 
2,391 

Li2l 
67,339 

1,605 
7,992 

1,610 
592 

2,685 
3,243 
3,658 
3.$3.Q 

25,214 

92,552 

282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 

282 
282 

282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 
282 

282 

---Adults 18-49---

%Rch 
____1±_ 
65 
51 
75 

Avg 
fuq 
2.7 
2.0 
3.7 

APPENDIX C 

Gross Imprs 
(illill) 

4,651 
1,270 
8,688 
7,498 

31,544 
2,969 

12,474 
2,166 
3,016 
.8..21Q 

83,246 

2,050 
10,106 

2,269 
847 

3,680 
4,803 
5,400 
.M34 

35,788 

119,034 

IRES 
178 
104 
282 

Answering Your Questions About Octane 

Q. What are Octane Ratings? 

267 

GB.£S 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
41Q 
470 

470 
470 

470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
41Q 
470 

470 

A. Octane ratings are a measure of a gasoline's ability to resist engine 
knock or pinging. The higher the octane rating, the greater the 
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gasoline's resistance to knock. Knock is a sharp, metallic-sounding, 
or pinging noise that results from uncontrolled combustion. 
Q. What octane levels are available at Exxon stations? 
A. Exxon offers three grades of unleaded gasoline at our service 
stations: 87 octane (Exxon Regular), 89 octane (Exxon Plus), and 
93 octane (Exxon Supreme). In high altitude areas, such as the Rocky 
Mountains, the equivalent octane levels typically available are 85, 86 
and 91. All three grades contain the same amount of our engine 
cleaning additive. 
Q~ What octane level is right for my car? 
A. To find out what octane your engine needs, first check your 
owner's manual. The recommended level is often unleaded regular 
(87 octane). Some models have high compression engines which are 
designed to utilize the octane level in Exxon Plus or Supreme. 

Ordinarily, your car will not benefit from using a higher octane 
than is recommended in the owner's manual. But if your engine 
knocks or pings at the recommended octane level, you may need a 
higher octane gasoline to prevent the knock. Knocking may occur 
under certain conditions. A small percentage of cars may knock 
because of variations in engines of the same model due to 
manufacturing tolerances, or because of an unusual build-up of 
engine deposits during the first 15,000 miles of driving. Other factors 
such as extremely hot weather, changes in altitude or hard driving 
conditions (like towing a heavy load) may also cause knocking. 

Many modem cars are equipped with an electronic device that 
detects and eliminates light knocking before you hear it. The devices 
suppress knock by retarding the spark. Exxon believes that some of 
these cars may experience some deterioration of acceleration 
performance, without knocking, when operating under high engine 
demand conditions. 
Q. Is knocking serious? What should I do if my car is knocking or 
pinging? 
A. Occasional light knocking is not harmful to the engine, but heavy 
knocking or continuous operation with audible knock can cause loss 
of power and even engine damage. If your engine is knocking, 
switching to a higher octane gasoline may solve the problem. If the 
knocking or pinging continues after one or two fill-ups, have your 
engine checked by a qualified mechanic to make sure it is calibrated 
correctly and has no mechanical or electrical problems. You may 
need a tune-up or some repair work. 
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Last year, the Commission issued a complaint against Exxon 
Corporation and, in accordance with its practice, a Notice of 
Contemplated Relief, the title of which is self-explanatory. The 
complaint alleged that Exxon had made certain deceptive claims 
concerning the need for its premium gasoline. Today the Commission 
approves a settlement and issues a final decision and order that 
provides less relief than the Commission contemplated when it issued 
the complaint and less relief than it ordered against other companies 
that previously have settled similar charges. 1 I agree that the core 
provision of the order barring the allegedly deceptive claims is 
appropriate, 2 but I cannot agree to the omission of a broader provision 
barring Exxon from making unsubstantiated claims concerning "the 
relative or absolute attributes of any gasoline with respect to engine 
performance, power [or] ... acceleration." 

An injunctive provision covering not just the specific claims 
challenged in the complaint, but also, future deceptive claims of a 
similar nature is a common feature in Commission advertising orders. 
It provides an important deterrent, because any future advertising 
claims that do not comport with it are punishable by substantial civil 
penalties. The Commission previously has challenged similar 
advertising claims by three other gasoline companies, all of which, 
unlike Exxon, agreed to settlements without litigation, and all of 
which consented to inclusion of the broader injunctive relief omitted 
from this order. 

Exxon's advertisements seem likely to have contributed to 
consumer misperceptions about the attributes of and the need for 
premium gasoline as much as gasoline advertisements run by the 
other companies. The more lenient injunctive coverage in Exxon's 
order will be less effective in deterring future deception and may 
create perverse incentives. In the future, companies may believe it is 
in their interest to decline negotiated settlement until after litigation 
has commenced if they think that the Commission will reward greater 
intransigence. 

Narrowing the injunction might be worthwhile if some other 
effective remedy were added, and the order adds a provision that 

1 c . See Sun ompany, Inc., Docket C-3381 (consent order, May 6, 1992); Unocal Corporatton, 
Inc., Docket C-3493 (consent order, April 24, 1994); Amoco Oil Company, Docket C-3655 (consent 
order, May 7, 1996). 

2 Order~ I. 
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requires Exxon to produce and disseminate a 15-second television 
commercial and distribute a certain number of copies of a brochure. 3 

Given the apparently entrenched consumer misperceptions allegedly 
created by Exxon's challenged claims about the need for and 
attributes of premium gasoline, a consumer education remedy is 
justified. The goal of the consumer education campaign, to correct 
apparently widespread and assuredly costly consumer misperceptions 
about the benefits of high octane gasoline, is laudable. Unfortunately, 
I do not believe that this particular campaign is likely to be effective. 
The Commission has extensive experience with advertising 
techniques, and that experience should tell us that there is a good deal 

· more to creating a successful advertisement than first meets the eye. 4 

The commercial is uninspired at best, and we have no basis for 
concluding that it will be effective in conveying the desired message 
to consumers or in changing their misperceptions. The order does not 
provide a performance standard or other means of assuring that this 
goal will be met. 5 

Although it may be argued that we similarly have no assurance of 
the effectiveness of the broader injunction that was included in the 
Notice of Contemplated Relief, we have, at least, the assurance that 
further deceptive claims covered by the order may result in 
substantial civil penalties and, therefore, that the company may think 
twice before running advertisements that might mislead reasonable 
consumers about the attributes of particular gasoline products. In 
addition, the injunctive relief would remain in place for 20 years, far 
longer than the likely effects of the single short-lived advertising 
campaign provided in the order. On balance, I believe that the notice 
order is stronger. Perhaps the fact that Exxon was willing to agree to 
this order rather than the notice order should tell us something. 

To the extent that the order is more narrow than the notice order, 
I respectfully dissent. 

3 0 0 0 

The text of the negohated advertisement 1s: 
Hi, I'm Sherri Stuewer. I run Exxon's Baytown Refinery. We offer three octane grades. Which 

is right for you? Most cars will run properly on regular octane, so check your owner's manual. .. and stop 
by Exxon for this helpful pamphlet. 

4 
The advertisement required by the order has not been copytested. 

5 
The order could have specified survey methodology and required that the advertisement be 

revised as needed until the survey results showed that a minimum number or percentage of consumers 
actually took the intended educational message from the advertising spot. The Commission has taken 
this approach in the past. RJR Foods, Inc., 83 FTC 7, 16-21 (consent order, July 13, 1973). 
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This consent order requires, among other things, the California Spanish-language 
advertisers to have scientific evidence to substantiate any claims they make 
concerning the benefits, efficacy or performance of any food, drug, cosmetic 
or dietary supplement. The consent order also prohibits the respondents from 
using certain names that represent that a product prevents or retards hair loss, 
unless they can substantiate that it does. In addition, the consent order 
prohibits the respondents from misrepresenting the existence or conclusions 
of any test, study or research. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Thomas Carter and Susan Arthur. 
For the respondents: Thomas Code, Reichard & Escalera, San 

Ju·an, Puerto Rico. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Rogerio Monteiro and Eliana Crema ("respondents"), owners of the 
business known as Leeka Products, have violated the provisions of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that this proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Rogerio Monteiro is owner of Leeka Products, a 
sole proprietorship with its principal place of business at 1614 South 
Central A venue, Glendale, California. Individually or in concert with 
others, Rogerio Monteiro formulates, directs, or controls the policies, 
acts, or practices of Leeka Products, including the acts or practices 
alleged in this complaint. His principal place of business is the same 
as that ofLeeka Products. 

2. Respondent Eliana Crema is married to Rogerio Monteiro and 
is also an owner of Leeka Products. Individually or in concert with 
others, she formulates, directs, or controls the policies, acts or 
practices of Leeka Products, including the acts or practices alleged in 
this complaint. Her principal place of business is the same as that of 
Leeka Products. 
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3. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale, sold and 
distributed Super Formula Reductora, Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape, 
and Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello. Super Formula 
Reductora is a "food" and/or a "drug" within the meaning of Sections 
12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Crema Sudadora 
Perfect Shape is a "cosmetic" and/or a "drug" within the meaning of 
Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello is a "cosmetic" 
and/or a "drug" within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

5. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Super 
Formula Reductora, including but not necessarily limited to the 
attached Exhibits A-1 and B-1. Translations of these advertisements 
and promotional materials have been provided by the respondents and 
are attached as Exhibits A-2 and B-2. The translations of the 
advertisements and promotional materials contain the following 
statements: 

A. Naturally Leeka 
"Super Formula Reductora" 
Was created to help you lose weight successfully by controlling the metabolism, 
reducing appetite and burning fat. 
3 daily tablets contain: 
Chromium Picolinate (200 meg): Regulate metabolism and bum fat. 
Cider Vinegar (240 mg): Dissolve fat. 
Phenylalamine [sic] (100 mg): Reduce appetite. 
Kelp (100 mg): Iodine Creator. Maintain optimum metabolism function. 
Herbal Complex (600 mg): Reduce excess fluids. 
Soya Lecithin (600 mg): Disperse fat globules in the body and maintain a low 
cholesterol level. 
Vitamin B-6 (50 mg): Responsible for the metabolism of fat, carbohydrates and 
proteins. 
(Exhibit A-2) 

B. Super Formula Reductora 
"Super Formula Reductora" was created to help you lose weight successfully by: 
Controlling the metabolism, reducing appetite and buminmg [sic] fat. S.F.R. is 
formulated with 7 super ingredients in a natural base, including the patented 
Chromium Picolinate, which has demonstrated in clinical studies to be very 
effective in weight loss. 
3 daily tablets contain: 
Chromium Picolinate (200 meg): Regulate metabolism, bum fat. 
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Cider Vinegar (240 mg): Dissolve fat. 
Phenylalamine (100 mg); [sic] Reduce appetite. 
Kelp (100 mg): Iodine Creator- Maintain optimum metabolism function. 
Herbal Complex (600 mg): Reduce excess fluids. 
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Soya Lecithin (600 mg): Disperse fat globules in the body and maintain a low 
cholesterol level. 
Vitamin B-6 (50 mg): Responsible for the metabolism of fat, carbohydrates and 
proteins. 
(Exhibit B-2) 

6. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. Super Formula Reductora will control and regulate 
metabolism. 

B. Super Formula Reductora will reduce appetite. 
C. Super Formula Reductora will bum or dissolve fat. 
D. Super Formula Reductora will cause weight loss. 

7. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set forth in paragraph six, at the time the representations were made. 

8. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph six, at the time the representations were made. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is false or 
misleading. 

9. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, tha.t scientific studies 
of Chromium Picolinate demonstrate that Super Formula Reductora 
causes weight loss. 

10. In truth and in fact, scientific studies of Chromium Picolinate 
do not demonstrate that Super Formula Reductora causes weight loss. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph nine was, and is, 
false or misleading. 

11. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Crema 
Sudadora Perfect Shape, including but not necessarily limited to the 
attached Exhibits B-1 and C-1. A translation ofExhibit B-1 has been· 
provided by the respondents and is attached as Exhibit B-2. A 
translation of the relevant portion of Exhibit C-1 is attached as 
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Exhibit C-2. The translations of the advertisements and promotional 
materials contain the following statements: 

A. Crema Sudadora- Perfect Shape 
To have a beautiful body and be in good physical shape is the desire of all people. 
Perfect Shape can help you obtain better results from your workout because Perfect 
Shape activates circulation producing a "better sweat" in the areas that need it the 
most. 
Sweating bums calories which is essential to lose inches. 
(Exhibit B-2) 

B. Crema Sudadora 
Perfect Shape 
To have a beautiful body and be in good physical shape is the desire of all people. 
Perfect Shape can help you obtain better results from your workout because Perfect 
Shape activates circulation producing a "better sweat" in the areas that need it the 
most. 
Bum more calories by sweating more. 
(Exhibit C-2) 

12. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Crema 
Sudadora Perfect Shape, including but not necessarily limited to the 
attached Exhibit D. This English language advertisement contains the 
following statements: 

SWEAT IT OUT & GET IN SHAPE! 
Designed to improve the sweating process during your dynamic workout. Right 
where you need it the most. 
Bum more calories by sweating more. 
Get lean faster. 
Get the most from your workout. 
(Exhibit D) 

13. Through the means described in paragraphs eleven and 
twelve, respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, 
that: 

A. Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape will cause better results from 
exercise. 

B. Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape will increase the number of 
calories burned during exercise. 

C. Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape will cause the user to get lean 
faster. 

14. Through the means described in paragraphs eleven and 
twelve, respondents have represented, expressly or by implication, 
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that they possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated the representations set forth in paragraph thirteen, at the 
time the representations were made. 

15. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph thirteen, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph fourteen was, and 
is false or misleading. 

16. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for 
Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello ["Treatment to Fight 
Hair Loss"], including but not necessarily limited to the attached 
Exhibit B-1. A translation of this advertisement has been provided by 
the respondents and is attached as Exhibit B-2. A translation of the 
name of the product has also been provided by the respondents and 
is attached as Exhibit B-3. The translation of the advertisement 
contains the following statements: 

Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello [Treatment to Fight Hair Loss] 
For Men and Women. 
The most advanced treatment that combines 3 super products that help fight hair 
loss. 
First Step (pre-shampoo): Contains Aloe and Biotin to leave hair clean, with body 
and texture. 
Second Step: To deep clean scalp and pores. 
Third Step: Increases blood flow to the scalp and nourishes the roots in a base of 
proteins, Biotin, Aloe and herbal extracts. 
(Exhibits B-2 and B-3) 

17. Through use of the trade name Tratamiento para Combatir la 
Caida del Cabello ["Treatment to Fight Hair Loss"] and through the 
means described in paragraph sixteen, respondents have represented, 
expressly or by implication, that Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida 
del Cabello will prevent or retard hair loss. 

18. Through the means described in paragraph sixteen, 
respondents have represented, expressly or by implication·, that they 
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the 
representation set forth in paragraph seventeen, at the time the 
representation was made. 

19. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in 
paragraph seventeen, at the time the representation was made. 
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Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eighteen was, and 
is, false or misleading. 

20. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A-1 
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EXHIBIT A-2 

TRANSLATION 

Naturally Leeka 
"Super Formula Reductora" 
Was created to help you lose weight successfully by controlling the metabolism, 
reducing appetite and burning fat. 
3 daily tablets contain: 
Chromium Picolinate (200 meg): Regulate metabolism and bum fat. 
Cider Vinegar (240 mg): Dissolve fat. 
Phenylalamine (100 mg): Reduce appetite. 
Kelp (100mg): Iodine Creator. Maintain optimum metabolism function. 
Herbal Complex (600mg): Reduce excess fluids. 
Soya Lecithin (600mg): Disperse fat globules in the body and maintain a low 
cholesterol level. 
Vitamin B-6 (50mg): Responsible for the metabolism of fat, carbohydrates and 
proteins. 
#101 30-day treatment $19.50 +shipping charges. 
#102 60-day treatment $34.50 +shipping charges. 
Toll free 1-800-505-3352 or 1-800-982-1090 
Visa, Mastercard and C.O.D. 
C.O.D.: Shipping charges paid upon delivery= $9.50 
By mail: Send this coupon and a check/money order to: 
Leeka Products 
644 West Broadway, Suite 1 02 
Glendale, CA 91204 
#101 One-month treatment 

shipping charges 
Total 

#1 02 Two-month treatment 
shipping charges 

Total 
California residents add 8.25% tax: 
product #101 add $1.61 
product #1 02 add $2.85 

$19.50 
$ 5.00 
$24.50 
$34.50 
$ 5.00 
$39.50 

Name, Address, City, State and Zip Code 
Area Code and Telephone Number 
We request distributors. 
Take this great opportunity. 
Start your own business, selling by catalogue. 
Good profits, only dedicating some of your time. 

f:/8/C/233-001.2DO 
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EXHIBITB-1 
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EXHIBITB-2 

TRANSLATION 

Sublime Belleza 
Now available to you a treatment for specific skin problems: Acne, black heads, 
pimples, and clogged pores. 
This treatment is effective in the correction and restoration of the skin. Gently 
removes dead cells, impurities and bacteria from the surface of the skin. 
Spectacular results ... The beauty treatment that your skin deserves. #682 $3 7.60 
Super Formula Reductora 
"Super Formula Reductora" was created to help you lose weight successfully by:· 
Controlling the metabolism, reducing appetite and burning fat. S.F.R. is formulated 
with 7 super ingredients in a natural base, including the patented Chromium 
Picolinate, which has demonstrated in clinical studies to be very effective in weight 
loss. 
3 daily tablets contain: 
Chromium Picolinate (200 meg): Regulate metabolism, bum fat. 
Cider Vinegar (240 mg): Dissolve fat. 
Phenylalamine (100 mg); Reduce appetite. 
Kelp (100mg): Iodine Creator- Maintain optimum metabolism function. 
Herbal Complex (600 mg): Reduce excess fluids 
Soya Lecithin (600 mg): Disperse fat globules in the body and maintain a low 
cholesterol level. 
Vitamin B6 (50mg): Responsible for the metabolism of fat, carbohydrates and 
proteins. 
#101 $19.50 
#1 02 2 for only $34.50 
Tratamiento para Manchas de la Piel 
Use this product to decolorate spots on your skin. Will also help to retard wrinkle 
formation and will maintain your skin young and luxuriant. This treatment can be 
used in the face, hands and other parts of the body. 
Crema Sudadora - Perfect Shape 
To have a beautiful body and be in good physical shape is the desire of all people. 
Perfect Shape can help you obtain better results from your workout because Perfect 
Shape activates circulation producing a "better sweat" in the areas that need it the 
most. 
Sweating bums calories which is essential to lose inches. 
#204 $12.50 
#208 2 for only $20.50 
#212 3 for only $29.50 
Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello 
For Men and Women 
The most advanced treatment that combines 3 super products that help fight hair 
loss. 
First Step (pre-shampoo): Contains Aloe and Biotin to leave hair clean, with body 
and texture. 
Second Step: To deep clean scalp and pores. 
Third Step: Increases blood flow to the scalp and nourishes the roots in a base of 
proteins, Biotin, Aloe and herbal extracts. #403 $39.50 
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Aceite Rosa Mosqueta 
This is unique oil is produced by a wild rose that grows in the fresh air of the 
mountains of Chile. Aceite Rosa Mosqueta has been studied by universities in 
Chile and laboratories in the United States and Germany. The studies identified the 
presence of trans-RETINIC acid which contains the properties of reducing scars 
and eliminating certain blemishes and wrinkles from the skin. 
Recommended use: scars, premature aging, smoothing of fine wrinkles, stretch 
marks, minor bums. 
100% Natural 
#707 1 ounce for only $24.50 
Super Potencia para Hombres 
It is specifically formulated with vitamins, minerals, herbs and glandulars essential 
to the vitality of men. · 
For men who prefer having an active life! 
1 daily tablet contains: 
L-Cartinine 
L-Histidine 
Raw testicular 
Damiana Leaf 
Siberian Ginseng 
Sarsaparilla Root 
Saw Palmeto Berries 
Niacin 
Pantothenic Acid 
Vitamin B6 
Vitamin B12 
Vitamin E 

10mg 
10mg 
50mg 

100mg 
100mg 
100mg 
100mg 
20mg 
10mg 
2mg 
6mg 

30IU 
Manganese 7mg 
Zinc 15mg 
To order: Send a check or money order for the total amount of your order+ $5.00 
for shipping charges to: 
Leeka Products 
644 West Broadway, Suite 102 
Glendale, CA 91204 
(If you live in California, add $8.25 tax) 
Please include your name, address and telephone number. 
Visa/Mastercard 1-800-505-3352 
We request distributors. Distributors call 1-800-505-3352 

EXHIBITB-3 

#101 -Super Formula Reductora: Super Reducing Formula 
#173 -Super Cellulite Control: Super Cellulite Control 
#204- Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape: Pe1fect Shape sweating cream 
#403 - Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida del Cabello: Treatment to Fight Hair 

Loss 
#423 - Super Potencia para hombres: Super Potency for men 
#616 - Tratamiento para Manchas de la Piel: Treatment for Skin Blemishes 
#682 - Sublime Belleza: Sublime Beauty 
#707- Aceite Rosa Mosqueta: Rose Hips Oil 
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To have a beautiful body and be in good physical shape is the desire of all people. 
Perfect Shape can help you obtain better results from your workout because Perfect 
Shape activates circulation producing a "better sweat" in the areas that need it the 
most. 
Bum more calories by sweating more. 
[order form] 
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EXHIBITD 

EXHIBIT D 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Dallas Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint; or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1 a. Respondent Rogerio Monteiro is owner of Leeka Products, a 
sole proprietorship with its principal office or place of business at 
1614 South Central Avenue, Glendale, California. 

1 b. Respondent Eli ana Crema is owner of Leeka Products, a sole 
proprietorship with its principal office or place of business at 1614 
South Central Avenue, Glendale, California. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order, the following definitions shall 
apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Rogerio 
Monteiro and Eliana Crema, individually and doing business as 
Leeka Products, and each of the above's agents, representatives, and 
employees. 

3. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Super Formula Reductora, 
Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape, Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida 
del Cabello or any food, dietary supplement, cosmetic or drug, as 
"food," "cosmetic" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not 
represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. Such product controls and regulates metabolism; 
B. Such product reduces appetite; 
C. Such product bums or dissolves fat; 
D. Such product causes better results from exercise; 
E. Such product increases calories burned during exercise; 
F. Such product provides any weight loss, fat loss, weight 

regulation, weight control, or weight maintenance benefits; or 
G. Such product will prevent or retard hair loss 

unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 
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II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any hair care product or drug, 
as "drug" is defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not represent that any product 
prevents hair loss, unless the product is the subject of an approved 
new drug application for such purpose under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. 301 et seq., provided that, this 
requirement shall not limit the requirements of Order Part I herein. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Super Formula Reductora, 
Crema Sudadora Perfect Shape, Tratamiento para Combatir la Caida 
del Cabello or any other food, dietary supplement, cosmetic or drug, 
as "food," "cosmetic" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall not 
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication, 
about the benefits, performance, or efficacy of such product, unless, 
at the time the representation is made, respondents possess and rely 
upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Tratamiento para Combatir 
la Caida del Cabello or any substantially similar product in or 
affecting commerce, shall not use the name "Tratamiento para 
Combatir la Caida del Cabello" or any other name that represents, 
expressly or by implication, that the product will prevent or retard 
hair loss, unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents 
possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
svbstantiates the representation. 
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v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any product or program, in or 
affecting commerce, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, expressly 
or by implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, 
conclusions, or interpretations of any test, study, or research. 

VI. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug 
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food 
and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

VII. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in 
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and 
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, and their successors and 
assigns, shall, for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of 
any rt:presentation covered by this order, maintain and upon request 
make available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

·C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, ,including complaints and other communications with 
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consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall deliver a copy of this 
order to all current and future principals, partners, officers, directors, 
and managers, and to all current and future employees, agents, and 
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed 
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondents 
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the date of service of this order, and to future personnel within 
thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position or 
responsibilities. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, and their successors and 
assigns, shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirty (30) 
days prior to any proposed change in Leeka Products that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor company; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the company name or address. 
Provided, however, that with respect to any proposed change in the 
company about which respondents learn less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondents shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Rogerio Monteiro, for a 
period of ten (1 0) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall 
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current business 
or employment or of his affiliation with any new business or 
employment which involves the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any food, dietary 
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supplement, cosmetic or drug, as "food," "cosmetic" and "drug" are 
defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The 
notice shall include respondent's new business address and telephone 
number, and a description of the nature of the business or 
employment and his duties and responsibilities. All notices required 
by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, 
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal 
Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Eli ana Crema, for a period 
often (10) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall notify 
the Commission of the discontinuance of her current business or 
employment or of her affiliation with any new business or 
employment which involves the manufacturing, labeling, advertising: 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any food, dietary 
supplement, cosmetic or drug, as "food," "cosmetic" and "drug" are 
defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The 
notice shall include respondent's new business address and telephone 
number, and a description of the nature of the business or 
employment and her duties and responsibilities. All notices required 
by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, 
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal 
Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60) 
days after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as 
the Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission 
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this order. 

XIV. 

This order will terminate on September 12, 201 7, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 
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A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the 
complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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This consent order requires, among other things, the Puerto Rico-based Spanish
language advertiser of dietary supplements and its officer to have scientific 
evidence to substantiate any claims they make concerning the health benefits, 
performance, safety or efficacy of any food, drug, cosmetic or dietary 
supplement promoted or used to treat conditions or illnesses related to the 
circulatory system. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Michael Bloom, Donald D'Amato and 
Denise Tighe. 

For the respondents: Jose Acosta-Grubb, Fiddler, Gonzalez & 
Rodriquez, San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Efficient Labs~ Inc., a corporation, and Blas Reyes-Reyes, 
individually and as an officer of the corporation ("respondents"), have 
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public 
interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Efficient Labs, Inc. is a corporation organized 
under the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, with its 
principal office or place of business at 413 S~n Jorge Street, San 
Juan, Puerto Rico. 

2. Respondent Blas Reyes-Reyes is an officer of the corporate 
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, 
directs, participates in, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of 
the corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this 
complaint. His principal office or place of business is the same as that 
of Efficient Labs, Inc. 

3. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale, sold, and 
distributed products to the public, including "V enoflash," a nutritional 
supplement with ingredients that include Niacin U.S.P.; Vitamins 
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B-1, B-6, B-12, C, and E; and various plant derivatives. Venoflash 
purportedly, among other things, treats the symptoms of varicose 
veins and hemorrhoids. "Venoflash" is a "food" and/or "drug" within 
the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, 15 U.S.C. 52,55. 

4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

5. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated print and television advertisements for V enoflash that 
have appeared in Miami's El Nuevo Herald, and have been broadcast 
and cablecast on Telemundo de Puerto Rico, Univision 
41(WXTV-New York), Telemundo (T47/WNru New York), 
Univision 23 (WL TV -Miami), and Tel em undo de Florida. These 
print and television advertisements, including but not necessarily 
limited to the attached Exhibit A (transcript of a television 
advertisement), contain the following statements: 

"Clogged, Clogged, Clogged! 
When your blood circulation feels like it's clogging, look for the Venoflash aid. 
If you suffer from varicose veins, V enoflash can help you! 
If you suffer from hemorrhoids, V enoflash can help you! 
To order, 1-800-272-8964. 
Venoflash can help if your extremities become numb as a result of problems in 
your veins and capillaries. 
Defend yourself from those dangerous clogs in your circulatory system and recover 
your lost agility taking V enoflash. 
Venoflash can help you!" 
(Exhibit A) 

6. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. V enoflash removes dangerous clogs in the circulatory system; 
B. Venoflash treats the symptoms ofvaricose veins; and 
C. Venoflash treats the symptoms ofhemorrhoids. 

7. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set forth in paragraph six at the time the representations were made. 

8. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph six at the time the representations were made. Therefore, 
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the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is, false or 
misleading. 

9. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

VENOFLASH TV COMMERCIAL SCRIPT 

TAPON,TAPON,TAPON! 

Clogged, Clogged, Clogged! 

CUANDO SE PRODUCEN TAPONES EN LA CIRCULACION DE LA SANGRE, 

BUSQUE LA A YUDA DE VENOFLASH. 

When your blood circulation feels like it's clogging, look for the Venoflash aid. 

SI SUFRE DE VARICES, VENOFLASH PUEDE A YUDARLE! 

If you suffer from varicose veins. Venoflash can help you! 

SI PADECE DE HEMORROIDES, VENOFLASH PUEDE AYUDARLE! 

If you suffer from hemorrhoids. Venoflash can help you! 

PARA ORDENAR, 1-800-272-8964. 
To Order, 1-800-272-8964. 

VENOFLASH PUEDE A YUDARLE SI SE LE ADORMECEN LAS EXTREMIDADES 

POR PROBLEMAS EN SUS VENAS Y CAPILARES. 

V enoflash can help if your extremities become numb as a result of 
problems in your veins and capillaries. 

DEFIENDASE DE ESOS PELIGROSOS T APONES EN SUS SISTEMA CIRCULA TO RIO 

Y RECUPERE SU AGILIDAD PERDIDA TOMANDO VENOFLASH. 

Defend yourself from those dangerous clogs in your circulatory system 
and recover your lost agility taking Venoflash. 

VENOFLASH PUEDE A YUDARLE! 

Venoflash can help you! 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the New York Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; a11:d 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Efficient Labs, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 413 San Jorge Street, San Juan, Puerto Rico. 

Respondent Bias Reyes-Reyes is an officer and director of the 
corporate respondent. Mr. Reyes-Reyes, individually or in concert 
with others, formulates, directs, and controls the policies, acts, and 
practices of said corporation, and his business address is the same as 
that of the said corporate respondent. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Efficient 
Labs, Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns and its officer; 
Blas Reyes-Reyes, individually and as an officer of the corporation; 
and each of the above's agents, representatives and employees. 

3. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of "Venoflash" or any other 
product in or affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, 
in any manner, expressly or by implication, that such product: 

A. Removes dangerous clogs in the circulatory system; 
B. Treats the symptoms of varicose veins; or 
C. Treats the symptoms of hemorrhoids. 

unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, partnership, subsidiary, division, or other device, in 
connection with the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Venoflash or any food, 
dietary supplement, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined in 
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, promoted or used 
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to treat conditions or illnesses related to the circulatory system, in or 
affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, in any 
manner, expressly or by implication, about the health benefits, 
performance, safety, or efficacy of such product, unless, at the time 
the representation ·is made, respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. 

III. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in the 
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and 
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990. 

IV. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in the labeling for such 
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the 
Food and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Efficient Labs, Inc., and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Blas Reyes-Reyes shall, for 
five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of any representation 
covered by this order, maintain and upon request make available to 
the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 
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VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Efficient Labs, Inc. and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Blas Reyes-Reyes, shall 
deliver a copy of this order to all current and future principals, 
officers, directors, and managers, and to all current and future 
employees, agents, and representatives having responsibilities with 
respect to the subject matter of this order, and shall secure from each 
such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of 
the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel 
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order, and to 
future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such 
position or responsibilities. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Efficient Labs, Inc., and its 
successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) 
days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Blas Reyes-Reyes, for a 
period of seven (7) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall 
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current business 
or employment, or of his affiliation with any new business or 
employment. The notice shall include respondent's new business 
address and telephone number and a description of the nature of the 
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All 
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notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Efficient Labs, Inc., and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Bias Reyes-Reyes shall, 
within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order, and at 
such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may require, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which they have complied with this order. 

X. 

This order will terminate on September 12, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MA TIER OF 

KENT & SPIEGEL DIRECT, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3769. Complaint, Sept. 18, 1997--Decision, Sept. 18, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the California-based infomercial 
company and its officers, who marketed the Abflex abdominal exerciser, to 
have competent and reliable evidence for future claims regarding weight loss 
and the benefits, efficacy or performance of such a product in promoting 
weight loss. In addition, the consent order requires that the testimonials in the 
respondents' advertisement and infomercial either represent the typical 
experience of users, or include disclosures of the generally expected results or 
that users should not expect similar results. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Kerry O'Brien and Jeffrey Klurfeld. 
For the respondents: Barry J. Cutler and Julia A. Oas, 

McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen, New York, N.Y. and Arthur 
Herold, Webster, Chamberlain & Bean, New York, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc., a corporation, and Marsha Kent and 
Peter Spiegel, individually and as officers of the corporation 
("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that this 
proceeding is in the public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc. is a Delaware 
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 6133 
Bristol Parkway, Suite 150, Culver City, California.· 

2. Respondent Marsha Kent is an officer of the corporate 
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, she formulates, 
directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the corporation, 
including the acts or practices alleged in' this complaint. Her principal 
office or place of business is the same as that of Kent & Spiegel 
Direct, Inc. 

3. Respondent Peter Spiegel is an officer of the corporate 
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, 
directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the corporation, 
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including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. His principal 
office or place of business is the same as that of Kent & Spiegel 
Direct, Inc. 

4. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold, 
and distributed weight-loss and body-shaping products to the public, 
including the "Abflex," an abdominal exercise device. 

5. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

6. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the Abflex, including but not 
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through E. These 
advertisements contain the following statements: 

A. ["The Abflex Home" page (Exhibit A2)] 
"Welcome to abflex YOU ARE SECONDS AWAY FROM THE ABS YOU'VE ALWAYS 
WANTED 
WHAT CAN ABFLEX DO FOR YOU? 
SEE WHY ABFLEX IS THE BEST MACHINE FOR ABS 
WHO USES ABFLEX? 
DON'T BELIEVE US? WATCH THIS! .... " 
["What can Abflex do for you?" page (Exhibits A3-A4)] 
"If you spend 3 minutes a day with the ABFLEX, you will have firm, tight abs. 
We guarantee it. 
The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX 
for a full refund. 
HERE'S HOW: 
ABFLEX uses four basic exercises to guarantee you the maximum results: .... " 
["See why Abflex is the best machine for abs" page (Exhibits A5-A 7)] 
"Q&A 
How do I know ABFLEX really works? 
The ABFLEX Guarantee!!! 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX 
for a full refund ..... " ·. 
["Who uses Abflex" page (Exhibit A8)] 
"Who uses ABFLEX? 
The question is: Who DOESN'T use ABFLEX to achieve tighter firmer abs? 
Join an all-star line-up of celebrities, professional athletes, fitness experts and 
hundreds of thousands of people across the country and discover the fast, safe way 
to a firm stomach, a slim waistline and a healthy back .... Besides celebrity users, 
there are hundreds of thousands of people-- people like you and me -- who simply 
want the sexiest and flattest abs possible with only 3 minutes a day of exercise. Just 
look at what people like you are saying about ABFLEX: .... 
The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 1 0 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX 
for a full refund" 
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["Just look at what people like you are saying about Abflex" page (Exhibit A9)] 
"ABFLEX WORKS!! 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return ABFLEX 
for a full refund." 
Consumer endorser: "I Lost 12 inches" 
Consumer endorser: "I Lost 6 inches in 30 Day [sic]" 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of the two consumers.] 
["Don't believe us? Watch this!" page (Exhibit A10)] 
II 

The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX 
for a full refund." (Exhibit A: Internet Advertisement). 

B. "FLATTEN YOUR STOMACH IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY!* ABFLEX ... The Fast, 
Easy Way to a Flat Stomach, Shapely Waistline, and a Healthy Back. 
* 4 days a week if you follow the workout program." 
Celebrity endorser: "I look better than I ever have! I workout less, and I eat more, 
all because of the Abflex." 
"Home Exercise Machine That Works The Upper, Lower, & Side Abdominals 
With 1 SIMPLE EXERCISE! 
Flatten your abs with the Abflex. Because the abdominals are non-jointed muscles, 
direct resistance is the way to work-out these non-jointed muscles. Abflex's 
patented direct resistance design zeros right in on those hard to target abdominal 
muscles. The result: You can have a firm flat stomach, and a slim waistline in just 
3 minutes a day, 4 days a week! .... 
The Abflex targets the abs much better than sit-ups; it doesn't strain your back like 
sit-ups, and you don't even have to get on the floor to use it! It's so effective, you . 
can see dramatic results in just a few short weeks .... 
INCLUDED: A 1-hour LIFESTYLE FITNESS VIDEO which is like 3 great videos in 1: 

1. It's an instructional tape that demonstrates your "3 minutes flat" Abflex 
workout. 2. It's a 20-minutes aerobics tape. 3. It's a guide to safe-back exercise. 
Plus, you'll receive a 250-page Abflex nutritional guide, which lists over 2000 
low-fat foods, and gives you more than 90 delicious, healthy recipes. 
And most importantly, you get the Abflex guarantee: If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches 
and 10 pounds within 30 days, simply return the Abflex for a full refund." (Exhibit 
B). 

C. "RECOMMENDED BY ORTHOPEDIC DOCTORS TO FIRM STOMACH AND IMPROVE 
LOWER BACK PERFORMANCE! 
ABFLEXTM 
The unique Abflexn1 System will provide you with the most complete abdominal 
workout available anywhere! With an excellent step-by-step video ... , you'll 
perform a routine that gradually works up to ab-isolating floor crunches. For 
cardiovascular fitness, there's exciting low-impact aerobics .... Plus a sensible 
eating program that provides plenty of eating satisfaction. Best of all, Abflex nt 

flattens your stomach in just 3 minutes a day - no matter what your current fitness 
level!" 
Includes: 
* AbflexrM 
* Medium and Light Resistance Bands and Accessories 
* 270-Page AbflexrM Lifestyle Eating Program Book 
* Instructional Video" (Exhibit C). 
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D. "GET A FLAT, SEXY STOMACH IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY! 
While You Sit In A Chair or Even Watch TV! 
ABFLEX® 
The Fastest, Easiest, 
Safest Way Ever 
To Achieve: 
A flat, toned stomach 
A shapelier waistline 
A healthier back 
HERE'S THE MAGIC OF ABFLEX: 

303 

Only the ABFLEX patented direct resistance design targets all the abdominal 
muscles simultaneously in one easy exercise to: 
*Flatten a bulging tummy 
* Eliminate a spare tire * Trim the waistline 
* Get rid of those "love handles" at the sides of the waist with its special 
attachment" 
Consumer endorser: "Lost 3 inches and 13 pounds in 30 Days!" 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer.] . 
"DRAMA TIC RESULTS IN JUST A FEW WEEKS ... AND NO BACK STRAIN! 

ALL THIS FOR JUST 3 EASY PAYMENTS OF $19.95 
The Revolutionary New ABFLEX System, plus the 1-hour ABFLEX Lifetime Fitness 
Instructional Video and the 250 page ABFLEX Nutritional guide which lists over 
2,000 low-fat foods and gives you over 90 delicious recipes! 

ABFLEX NO RISK GUARANTEE 
If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, simply return the 
ABFLEX System for a full refund of your purchase price! You have nothing to lose 
but your paunch!" 
The advertisement contains a statement at the bottom, left-hand comer, in 
approximately 4-point type: "The ABFLEX System includes a low-fat diet and 
aerobic exercise. The results may vary." (Exhibit D). 

E. "Male Narrator 1: Does your stomach look like this? 
[The advertisement depicts stomachs of three obese individuals. Superscript: "Does 
Your Stomach Look Like This?] 
In just a few minutes a day, it could look like this. 
[The advertisement depicts three individuals with flat stomachs and slim waistlines. 
Superscript: "It Could Look Like This."] 
[Superscript: "If You Start Using This."] 
If you start using this. It's the revolutionary ABFLEX ... 
[Superscript: "Abflex"] 
... and it's so easy to use .... 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 

V~m Allen: We're talking tummies, gang. How do we firm 'em up and slim 'em 
down. 
Sometimes it seems hopeless, right? But today we're going to hear about a new 
machine called the Abflex. Well, they say it can flatten our stomachs in just a few 
minutes a day .... 
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Jennilee Harrison: And let's look at the results some of these people got after just 
a few weeks on the Abflex System. 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 13 lbs in 30 days. The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet 
and aerobic exercise."] 

[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Your results may vary."] 
Van Allen: Hey you guys, look at the difference. 
Jennilee Harrison: And it can work for anybody. Just three minutes a day and you 
can flatten that tummy right up. 
Van Allen: That sounds great." 
Consumer endorser: "You don't even know you are doing, you don't even know 
you are doing your exercises. And you're doin' it the whole time and pretty soon 
your stomach is like a brick. And you've lost all that weight." 
[Superscript: "The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and aerobic exercise. 
Your results may vary."] 

Consumer endorser: "After using the Abflex 30 days I lost two inches off my waist 
and I lost 13 lbs. so I w~nt from a size 36 slacks back to a 34. Perfect." 
[Superscript: "The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and aerobic exercise. 
Your results may vary."] 

iijennilee Harrison: And for us women who are trying to get rid of that pooch down 
here and for you guys trying to get rid of the love handles, forget it. This exercise 
[abdominal crunch] is useless. But, now here, this is the answer. This is the Abflex 
crunch 

ieilnilee Harrison: Well you can have it. Look at this woman. If you'd like to go 
down a few sizes, the Abflex System is the fast way to lose those inches." 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Best case results. Your results may vary."] 
Consumer endorser: ".... Well I think in about 21 days I've, I've lost about 2 
inches." 
[Superscript: "The ABFLEX program includes a low fat diet and aerobic exercise."] 
Consumer endorser: "After 30 days I lost a full6 inches .... " 
[Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 
Consumer endorser: "Four and half inches I lost. I was 39 Yz and went down to 35. 
Boom, just like that." 
Consumer endorser: "With the Abflex I have lost 5 to 6 inches within 30 days and 
I have seen the results and so has everybody else. It works great." 

ii.Announcer: ... it's so effective you can see dramatic results in just a few weeks." 
[The advertisement depicts a woman demonstrating how many inches she has lost 
around her waist by wearing jeans, which now are too large for her around the 
waist. Superscript: "Dramatic Results in a Few Weeks"] 
Consumer endorser: "Within, I would say, the third or fourth day that I started 
using it I started noticing tightening, firmness and my pants had started loosening 
up a little. I kept continuing using it and before I knew it I was back to a 5/6 from 
a 9/10. It was very dramatic." 
[Superscript: "Your results may vary."] 
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"Announcer: ... you get the Abflex Guarantee. If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 
10 pounds within 30 days, simply return the ABFLEX for a full refund of your 
purchase price. The Abflex, it's the fast way to a flat stomach, a shapely waistline, 
and a healthy back." 
[The advertisement depicts a woman demonstrating how many inches she has lost 
around her waist by wearing jeans, which now are too large for her around the 
waist. Superscript: "Abflex GUARANTEE If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 10 
pounds within 30 days, simply return the ABFLEX for a full refund."] 

Co.nsumer endorser: "I saw results in the first five to seven days. I could see visual 
results of the Abflex program. I lost about an inch to an inch-and-a-half in the waist 
and also lost five pounds .... " 
[Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 

iiVan Allen: ... The Abflex definitely works. 
Jennilee Harrison: And it can work for anyone. 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 12 Inches. The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and 
aerobic exercise."] 
Jennilee Harrison: Think about how great you're going to feel when you start using 
the Abflex ... 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 13 lbs in 30 days. The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet 
and aerobic exercise."] 
Jennilee Harrison: ... and you start losing those inches. 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Best case results. Your results may vary."] 
Jennilee Harrison: Think about how great you're going to feel when you look 
terrific in your jeans again. Anybody can have a great body; the Abflex makes it 
easy. 
Martin Van Der Hoeven: And I guarantee results. If you don't lose three to six 
inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the Abflex for a full refund. 
Jennilee Harrison: It only takes three minutes a day to flatten your tummy .. .. 
Van Allen: We can all spare three minutes to get rid of our spare tires, .... It can 
flatten our stomachs, it can slim our waistlines, .... " (Exhibit E). 

7. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. The Abflex causes fast and significant weight loss. 
B. Consumers lose at least ten pounds and five inches, or three to 

six inches, off their waistline within thirty days by using the Abflex 
for just three minutes a day. 

C. The Abflex causes weight loss and fat reduction in specific, 
desired areas of the body. 

D. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements 
for the Abflex reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members 
of the public who use the product. 
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8. Through the means described in paragraph six, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
·set forth in paragraph seven, at the time the representations were 
made. 

9. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph seven, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eight was, and is, 
false or misleading. 

10. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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]irectorv 
Choose Store Below 

- If you would like more information on how to be a merchant, please e-mail 
Webmasterni'tvshopping.com 
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Welcome to ABFLEX 

YOU ARE SECONDS AWAY FROI\tl 

~ THE ABS YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED 

!.~§''·~·-· : F; 
''*f!! :·""; '"''" 

~,rwr,_JIItB 
~ I . 

. 

124 F.T.C. 
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EXHIBIT A 

:-.:: C.il: // c.·tsnco;;:>~:lg. cc111/a.bf lex; pa:;e.i.. h<:Jn.l. 

If you spend 3 minutes a day with the ABFLEX, you will 
have firm, tight abs. 

We guarantee it. 

The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and ID-11ounds within 30 days, you can 
return the ABFLEX for a full refund. 

HERE'S HOW: 
ABFLEX uses four basic e.'(ercises to guarantee you the maximum results: 

I. The Tummy Crunch tightens your stomach and slims your waist. 

JL Advanced Pull-In offers you a progressive resistance which, combined with the floor crunch 
position, blasts you to the firmest possible abs. 

III. The ~ide crJnr:!1 slims ar:d stre:1gthe:1s the side and oblique :1bs. 

.:. .. ~ 
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{Q:.~·~·&· .· ·.:·.:.·~~-_;:: ~-
••· . -. '1 ·1·. -. ~ ' 
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Q&A 

How do I know ABFLEX really works? ,U. .. 
The ABFLEX Guarantee!!! 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, 
you can rerum the ABFLEX for a full refund. 

Who needs ABFLEX? JJ. 

AIIy one who wants a sexy, flatter stomach in just 3 
minutes a day. Who doesn't want to look sexier with a 
better physique? 

How does it compare to other equipment? JJ.. 

If you can prove another fitness product can target the abs 
better than ABFLEX you will receive a SIOO,OOO from AilFLEX. 

How does ABFLEX work? Jl 

Other than the heart, the abs are the only muscles in 
your body that aren't coMected to any joints. That's 
why they're almost impossible to target. 
The only way to target them is with direct resistance. 
Most people have never really worked their abs in their 
entire life until they've used the ABFLEX 

What about sit-ups and c:unches? .(L 

With sit-ups, you're bending the hip joint so you're 
working the hip flexor muscles, but you're hardly 
working the abs at all. Worst of all, 90% ofrhe 
stress goes right to your lower back. Doctors will tell 
you sit ups do more harm than good. . . 
AIId crunchc:-. only work the upper abs • not the lower ai,s 
or the sides. Therefore, to flatten the bulge or the love 
handles, it is useless to do crunches. 

\Vhat is the ABFLEX made of? How much does it weigh? .(L 

A.BFLEX is made of sturdy plastic and weighs approximately 
5 pounds. 

124 F.T.C. 
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Is .A.BFLEX buiit to last? 4 

.A.BFLEX is guaranteed for one year on parts ... but it is 
built so tough &should last well past 5 years! 

Will ABFLEX work my anns? JJ. 

ABFLEX is a terrific all around upper body workout. In 
addition to giving you rock hard abs, ABFLEX will help 
tone your biceps, lats and pectoral muscles. 

E\:;-:;2 iT -1 • .r 
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EXHIBIT A 

\Vho uses ABFLEX? 

The question is: \\lilo DOESN'T use ABFLEX to achieve tighter imler 
abs? 

Join an all-star line·up of celebrities, professional athletes, fitness experts 
and hundreds of thousands of people across the.counuy and discover the 
fast, safe way to a finn stomach, a slim waistline and a healthy baGk. ABFLliXil used by 
thousands every day to give them a real advantage in theU: exercise program. 

124 F.T.C. 

You may have seen our recent nationally aired TV show showing the benefits of ABFLEX. The 
show is hosted by two devo.ted users of AJJf'LEX Television star Jennilee Harrison (the costar of 
Dallas and Three's Company) and Manin Van Der Hoeven, the inventor of ABflEX. · 

In fact, Jenni!ee believes in the resulu she has gotten so much she has become the spokesperson for 
the company. 

Martin van Der Hoeven the inventor of ABFLEX developed his drum tight 
abdomen in only two months using the ABFLEX System. 

Besides celebrity users, there are hundreds of thousands o£ people- people 
liU you and me - who simply want the se:"Ciest and flattest abs possible with 
only 3 minutes a day of exercise. Just look at wbat peoole like vou are saving 
aioutAQFLEX 

·-__ o .~ltb!"!n 3 minutes that you can only usually get·in 45 minutes, order 
your own ABFLEX today. (radio button that ... iicks the user to the order 
page) 

The ABFLEX Guarantee : 
If you don't lose 5 inches and I 0 pounds within 30 days, you can rerum the ABFLEX for. a full refund 
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h~-;p: I i c·tshcpp1:1g. :::~/ai::tlex/pecple. h:::U 
~r:.zx works: ! 

ABFLEX WORKS!! 
and 10 poundJ within 30 days, you can return AB 

"I Lost 12 inches " 

See What and Hear What People Are Saying 
About the ABFLEX!! 

CIUtomer 1-Qt!!!.!>..Al::i 
Customer 2-~ A vi 
Customer .3-.Q.ti.m!..Al::.! · 

"I Lost 6 inches ia 30 Day" ·-
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Click here Ouicictime A vi to see a loyal ABFLEX customer have an acrual cinder block smashed on his 
stomach with a sledge hammer. It will make a believer of you! 

The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and I 0 pounds within 3 0 days, you can rerum the ABFLEX for a full refund. 

:-
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ABFLEX 
THE FASTEST, EASIEST, 
SAFEST WAY EVER 
TO ACHIEVE: .-

• A flat, toned stomach 
• A sbaplier waistline 
• A healthier back ..... 

The Complete 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT A 

ABFLEX SYSTEM 

ALL THIS FOR JUST 3 EASY PAYMENTS OF 
. $19~· 

The revolutionary new ABFLEX System plus the ·r-nour ABFLEX LIFETL"vlE Fitness Instructional 
Video and the 250-page ABFLEX Nutritional Guide which lists over 2,000 low-fat foods and gives you 
over 90 delicious recipes! 

Cal!S00-293-7100 to order NOW 

i\'IAIL CHECK 

PURCHASE ONLINE 

317 
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Check Orders 

I prefer to se:1d the full a.I]:~OUnt now. Enclose $59.85 plus 57.95 S&H. Total $67.80. 

I want to target my side abs for faster trimmer waistline. Please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Enclose a total of $80.70 

Print 

Name 
Address Apt# 
City State Zip 

TX res. add 8%, CAres. add 8.25% sales tax. Check Money Order 

Mail to: ABFLEX, Box 6015, Culver City, CA 90233 

124 F.T.C. 
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ABFLEX ORDER FORlvi 
TO ORDER ON-LINE 

On-Line Credit Card Orders 

YES! Please rush my ABFLEX with a no-risk money-back guarantee! 

Charge my credit card for 3 easy payments ofonJy_$19.95 each plus $7.95 S&H (4-6 wk delivery) 

Charge my credit card for full amount of $59.85 plus $7.95 S&H and receive free express handling (2 
week delivery) 

I want to target my side abs for a faster trimmer waistline, please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Charge my credit card an additional $9.95 plus $2.95 S&H. 

Martin VanDerHoeven, the inventor of the Abflex, would like you to try for free an incredible new all 
natural weight Joss product. A recent scientific study showed that the regular use of this quick slimming 
formula safely produced a greater level of weight loss, reduced appe:ite, fewer cravings for sweets and 
increased energy. Manin will send you a JO-day supply free for two weeks. If you choose to keep 
SlimQuick, your accounts v.ill be charged S 14.95 plus $2.95 shipping and handling. So that you never run 
out, a new bottle will be sent approximately every four weeks and, of course you keep only the bottles 
you want. Check this paragraph to add to your order. 

First Name: 
Last Name: 

Acd:ess: Apt: 

C~t:v: State: 
Zip~ 

:ay::.::-.e 7-e:.~;:::i:::'le; 

::·.:e; . .:.~; :-~:~;:i':one: 
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:::flex C:ce: ?::r:n ..... "":- , 1 :. ·.; .$.-.~;:~ .:.:~;. =.:rn; c;L.:j: .:.=x, ,:j.:: ..:.e= .. -.::..:n. 

ABFLEX ORDER FORM 
TO ORDER ON-LINE 

On-Line Credit Card Orders 

YES! Please rush my ABFLEX with a no-risk money-back guarantee! 

Charge my credit card for 3 easy .payments ofo~ __ Sl9.95 each plus 57.95 S&H (4-6 wk delivery) 

Charge my credit card for full amount ofS59.8.S plus $7.95 S&H andreceive free express handling (2 
week delivery) ::: 

I want to target my side abs for a faster trimmer waistline, please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Charge my credit card an additional $9.95 plus 52.95 S&H. 

Martin VanDerHoeven, the inventor of the Abtlex, would like you to try for free an incredible new all 
natural weight loss product. A recent scientific study showed that the regular use of this quick slimming 
fonnula safely produced a greater level of weight loss, reduced appetite, fewer cravings for sweets and 
increased energy. Martin will send you a 30-day supply free for rwo weeks. If you choose to keep 
SlimQuick, your accounts ~ill be charged S 14.95 plus $2.95 shipping and handling. So that you never run 
out, a new bonle will be sent approximately every four weeks and, of course you keep only the bottles 
you want. Check this paragraph to add to your order. 

First Name: 
Last Name: 

Ac::::ess: Apt: 

City: State: 
Zip: 

:ay:~:-:-.e :'~le::hcr.~: 

:;·:e:1!i.; :'~le?hc~.~: 

::.::·:ail .:..::==~ss: 

:::·::-::=:-:- .;. :: 
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"II~ ... ~ beller than I ever 
h:, . workout lese, and I 
eatruuru, ~II because olthe 

Harr~~~:~~-~~:~:r ~:~us 
and TIIREE'S COMPANY. 

1'1! 

~ 
~ 

Home E1iercise Machine That Worlrs 
The Upper, Lower, & Side Abdomi11a.ls 
l/Vith 1 SIMPLE EXERCISE! 

II 
Flatten your abs wllh the Abflex. Because the abdomfnals are non-

j
ointed muscles, direct resistance is the way to work~eut tlleso non
olnled muscles. Abtlex's patented direct resistance design zeros right 
non those hard to target abdominal muscles. The result: You can 
have a firm flat stomach, and a slim waistline in just 3 minutes a day, 
4 days a weeki · 

The Abflex Isolates and strengthens lhe abdominal muscles, 
without puttln9 excessive stress on the lower back muscles. In lacl, 
by strengthenmg your abdomlnals, II may help relieve existing lower 
back stress and pain. 

The Abflex targets the abs much beUer than sll-ups; It doesn't 
strain your back like sit-ups, and you don't even have to get on 
the floor to use Ill It's so ellectlve, you can see dramatic results In 

Just a few short weeks. The Abllex Is so 
convenient, you can use It anytime, right 

alhome,lna 
chair or on 
the floor. You 
clothes I 

. ...ltr.:.J: 

-~ 

;;,~· .... 
·chest ~riJnth 

Any•Jne can use the Abllex, whether you·v~ n<?''l?' 
worked out a day In your life or even if you"ro a rn<rjnr Iii 
ness bull ... because the Abllex "resistance IJ;uJcJ-;"' ""Ill'"; I 
perfectly lo your Individual strength level wiih 10 resis
tance selllngs, ranging lro111 5 lbs. to 125 Ills. 

We ••commend coneulllng your physician before ~larllng .111)1 ,,,..,do;.'! proQ•·,••· 

,,, 
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.RECOMMENDED ~y G~T"gOP!:Q~C DtCf:TC~S Ti:O ::F~::O!J 
STOMACH AND lMPP.Ql(i: LOII\!EH ~ .. ~.ql r~m=oni\::r..t"~.lt.:r:: 

8-Piece Set includes: 
• Spiral Cutter • V-Knite 
• Orange Squeezer • Slicer 
• Waffle Cutter • Grater 

® 
The uniqt:::! Abflex'w System will provice you with the mcst comple!e 
home abdominal workout available anywhere! With an excellent step
by-step video hosted by actress Jenilee Harrison, you'll perform a 
routine that gradually works you up to ab-isolating floor crunches. For 
cardiovascular fitness, there's exciting low-impact aerobics led by 
aerobics champion Ken Rosenthal. Plus a sensible 
eating program that provides olenty of eating satis
faction. Best of all, Abflex"' flattens your stomach in 
just 3 minutes a day - no matter what your current 
.-1-n-c!-ud_e_s_: ---------, fitness level! 

• Abflex"' 
• Medium and Ugh! Resistance 

Bands and-Accessories 
• 2i0-Page Abflex"' Lifes:yle 

Eating Program Book 
• Instructional Video 

• Instruction Manual • Safety Holder 

There's no counter-top mess 
or tedious hand-cutting with 
this nifty multi-grater! A com
plete food preparation sys
tem, the Suf:~r Slicer'w has 5 
interchangeable stainless 
steel blades that allow you to 
grate, chop, shred, slice and 
much more - easily and uni
formly. There's even a rotary 
dial that lets you adjust the 
thickness of the slice with 
just a twist of your wrist! 
Designed with saiety in mind, 
the Super Slicer"" is a must 
for every kitchen! 

'~ 

ha-.;e 

::::::-::= =~ .: 

Measures 1J-7;a· • 2" • ~-718" 
Oisassem!:les lcr easy clenninq; 
100 rack disllwasner s:~te. 
<t;S;i:es. dices. s11rees. gra1es & 
c.~ocs '" seconc:s JnC: more! 

e:-;t:-:' :.::ca~'. 

4 PAYMENTS 
EACH ONLY 

las: s:=.~e 
~.2 :/:: e e ··/:: :-1 S :. :J . : r; C· . 0 C C: . : ·J : 

• :: ::-.::.:.. ¥'- -: . 

...:--- --·. -·.-.-.-. -. -_ -. ---. -.-
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EXHIBITD 

GET A FLAT, SEXY STOMACH 
IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY,! 

HERE'S THE MAGIC Of ABFID: 
Only llle ABFU:X patented direct resistance 
design targets aJII/1e abdominal muscles 
s:multaneously in one easy exercise to: 
• Flatten a bulging tummy 
• Eliminate a spaR! tire • Trim the waisUine 
• Get rid of those '1CM! handles' at the siC:es 
olllle waist wilh its special a!ladvnent 

DRAMATIC RESUlTS lH JUST A FEW 
'NEEXS ... AHD NO BACX STRAIN! 

.E:;nt cui ellen acults have bliCX pn:tllems! And 
u numcer one cause of bacl< r;ain is 'M!a!i at:ccmt· 
oat mt:Sc:es' AcccfC111g :o :rtis >romnent octt\oceec 
sun;eon. ABFLE..X ean 1\e!p prevent and in some 
c~ses ~im•nate !lad< p.cctems: "ABFt!X 
screngtllens your alldomt'n.ai muscles. our do•s 
ncr ;ut escessive strain on your !lac.lr musc:es -
wntcn is a ma;or problem Wltn situps 0/ld 
c:unc.,es. ABFI..£X isolates and \\'Qtlt3 your 
JCcomma/ muscles more effec:ivery! It's safer. 
!las :ne eo;e over every orner ;ro<!UC::. Jnd it's J 
:ct less expens1ve.1"" - ::r. L3wrenc!' Kur:. \i.J 

YOU C)N SAY GOODBYE TO SITUPS. 
CilUNCliES, AND LEG LJFiS! 

~·:.;.s: ;11 :1 ·.cur ':l\lcrne ::-.J1r. P•ac! . .:.EF":..E:< 
~C~1r.~: .C\.lr ::.:mrr.v. ·:t;r.:e!"' ycur s:;:;..:.c:-. ~.\,;S~:~s 
.:::. .:·..: :·w:l ::--e :~c:=:_:::~ ~:-.·;a:-: :c~. ~~:o ':r ~ 
.-.:::::-::~. ·:--t?r. ·e 1 ~J:se =~:.:?J: ::r ··.:s: ~ r.::r.l.:cs i 

.... t' .:.:;~~'{ ;.,:~ .-:~;.•; 

J ,:.,.··JI: tf ~."":~ J<!•:: C 

:'lc-':::st ...... t ~u.:·:! ~Jt .;-

Jenilee Harrison, famous r'1 Star. 'lbu saw hec 
on DallaS and nvees Com~J¥!Y. New. here·s 
Jenilee inl!lldUClllg ABA.EX en TV: 

"I nate going to lhe gym. I hate doing situps. 
Th11'S why /love lh~ ABFLEX! n) the •1sier, 
mo~ ttlte'.iw way to stay in sM,._ You an do 
it right at home. sitting in a chair. You don1 even 
have to change into worlrDilt clothes!" 

AL.L. THIS FOR JUST 
3 EASY PAYMENTS OF 

S1995 
The ~t!vciuucnary New ~eFt::< Svs:~r... :~:.:s i:".e 
l·l'.cur ~EF'.:..X L;le!:rr.e Fitr.ess tnstr.:,::cnat 'i'.c~ 
Jr.o :r.e ~:o ca~e ; 8FLEX ~u:m:cnal <;u:ce .,.,n,c~ 
rs:.S .;ve! 2.CCJ ICVo~·iGt !tees ar.c ;:'.ieS i'CU :·;er SC 
;::e!:C:::~,;s :ec::;es! 

Ycw·,e ;~rccaciy c:sc:ver~a :~a1 c:rer :re:.-::s ;!..$: 

:::n: ·:~crk~ Silucs ;nvolve ;usr :r.e .:~! ;! :;a .. :.::es: 

:~~ ~·~;;~;~. ·~~~e6~~v=~~~~~~~~~; ~~:~~:~, ~::~~! ~~ 
.. :::e~ C\••e~ J.r.c S<Ce ac:s :r:at :::r.tc::\,: · .. c· . .:r ~::;. .. 
;.~:-. - .... :: s ·.vr.v ~Er:: .. :.:< C~/1. ir:-... :::~::-. "\:!: ;!: .. .:.: :

·~::·- :; - ~ ·..::j: 3 'ew ·."'e.g!\s~ ~r: ·:-e~:5 "':':·~ 

OF:::IS YOU iS 0/F:::;;E:.tT 
:iESiS7.\.~C~ Sc7':'iNG3: 

:: . -.· : ~ .: :--- :·: : . . 

Martin Van Oer HoiiY1!fl, ABFLS'< inventer. 
reseaJtll seen!):; I and tormer trialtllete. He wc:'l<ed 
lor f~ve years to per.ec: AE"'.EX. ":he very firSt 

home uencl$t mac.'line :o target al/111ose t:ard 
to firm al:/dominals- upper, Ja-r and sir:fe wii!J 
""'easy e:arcise!" 

By :1\e way. :lleres only one olller machine :nat's 
as eHec:M! as AEFLEX: thai's Mr. Van Oer 
HoevelfS Oiller patented ~n:ise macnir.e. whic.~ 
cos:s SS.COJ.OO ar.a can be lcund only ill ttle finest 
healtrlclubs! 

ASFLEX NO RISK GUARANTEE 
It you ~cn't lou l to 6 inches and 10 pounC:s 
within 30 days. simply return the ABFL!X 
System ltor 1 IIlii rolllnd or your purchase price! 
You h.iiV. notl'ting IO IOSI but your piUnch! 

~e! •cr teurset:! ;.EFL£( is so inc:e-:itly easy :c ~sa. 
so eile~11ve ;;no so allordable. it even m;;<as 
~cr.ver:ccn.;J axe~e i!nd ail oll\er e<:Uicment ct:sc:e:e! 

CIIEDIT ~RP ClJSTOMEI!S C.UL TOLL FilE: 

1-800-548· 7700 r-----------------, 
:YES!~;.;;~ ~~~e'ita~:~~~:~~:, : 
1 "=•"'"'l :yc,.ca:on:: I 
I .J J usy :avr.-:e~:s ·:1 S19.!?5 t~ac:-~ ctus 57 .:s I 
1 SlH. . .J·O ,,e!'S .:e•• ... ~"YI 1 
I J s.:..vE s.s.co .. :3vrr.e"l ;:1 Cfllv ~SJ.~5 ~lC~ ::us I 

! ~ ~~;~~;~~;~~~~~;~~;~~:· .. ' 
! it~~~~~:\~~~~::;;}~;r:~;.~:: 
I ::-::: .. -:; ~..: ·.=:, ~·.:.:.~~· ... ;.·:-:-·· 
I --~ ; : : . ~. ·-·:-.: .:.:: ·• ,:; . • ,.;~~::. ·.:' 
I 

';_. -::· -- ;_,-.:- : .. :·.r'": ... .;;. :::; -------------------
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EXHIBITE 

oBFLEX INFOKEECI~L TR~N~CRI~T 

(Supe:script: xent ' Spiegel] 

The following i~ a paid commercial presentation 
for the Abflex. 

Does your stomach look.like this? 
(Super~cript: Doe~ Your Stomach Look Like 
This'2] 

In just a few minute~ ~ duy, it could look like 
th1s. 
[Superscript: It Could Look Li~e This.) 

[Superscript: If You start Usi~q This.] 

If you start using this. It's the 
revolutionary new ABFLEX [Superscript: ~flex) 
and it's so easy to use, so affordable and so 
incredibly e!fe~Live it makes all these painful 
exercises and all this high priced equipment 
totally obsolete. 

[Superscript: Obsolete] 

So join ~pGcial guest television star Jennilee 
Harrison [Superscript: Jennilae Harrison] inv~ntor 
Martin Van Der Hoevcn (Superscript: Martin Va~ Der 
Hoeven] and ~artial arts legend Tiger Yrtng 
(Superscript: Tiger Yang) and discover the !a~t wny 
to a firm stomach, a ~lim waistline and a healthy 
back on this special edition of fitness Challenge. 
[Superscript: .i\bflex Fitness Ch~llenge) And r.ow, 
here's the host o( Fitness C~allenge van A11F.n. 

VAN: Thank you.· Thank you. You're a great audience. 
Tl1ank you very much and IJelcome everybody. Well, 
we • ve got a great. show ror you today because .we're 
going to be taking on a fitne::s challenge that so 
rn~ny of us are facing. We're talking tummies, gang. 
How do we firm 'em up and slim 'em down. Sometimes 
it seems hopeless, right? But toduy we're going to 
hesr about a new machine called the ~bflcx. well, 
t~cy say it can fl~tt~n our stomachs in just a few 
minutes a cay. Plu~. the i~ventor of the Acflex, by 
t~~ way, t~!s is him right he~e. Alrig~t. c~lrn down 
ladies. He's going to issue a challence to c~crvonc 
he~e in ou~ s:udio audience and everyo~e wa~chin~ a: 
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But joining us first is a wonderful actress, you've 
seen her on Thre2's Company, you've ~P.P.n her on 
D~llas, everyoody please welcome Jennilee Harr!son. 

Alright Jennilee. 
-~ 

Jennilee: Hil 

van: Welcome to the show. 

Jennilee: Thank you. very nice to be hera. 

124 F.T.C. 

van: Now, jennilee, we know you, of course, as an 
outstanding actress, but you're also quite an 
athlete. Now, you're a rodeo champion und 1'VP. seen 
you on the cover o! a fitness magazine. 

[Cuts ·t;o ill &l'Hf·~ maga:cine covers) 

Jennilee: Oh, I love to stay in shape. But you know one 
thing, I hate going to the gym. Who has the time 
today? 

Van: Yeah, who has the time? Sure. 

Jennilee: And that's why I love the Abflex. 
(Subscript: The hb!lex program includes a low !at 
diet and aerobic exerci~e.] You know today I look 
be~tP.r thnn I ever have and I work out less and I 
eat more, all because of the Abflex. 

Van: Well, you look great by the way. 

Jennilee: Thanks. And you know what, I don't have to do an 
exercise that I despise which is situps. Don't you 
just hate doing situps? There is no reason to have 
to do another one • 

Van: wow, that's great! 

Jennilee: . now that there is an easier, more effective 
way to flatten our stomachs, thanks to Ab!lex. 

Van: Ahh. 

JP.nnilee: The Abflex, it targets your abs much better than 
~itup~ do and it doesn't strain your back when you 
do it like sit ups do. 

Van: Sure, oh yeah, it's painful. 

Jennilee: And you don't have to get on the floor to U5P. it. 

van: You don't even have to get on t~e floor? 
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Jennilee: No, no, no. •cr~use let me sho~o~ you, tni~ .is hO'-' the 
Abflex ~orks. I'm going to takP. this chair he:$. 
I'm going to put my hands right into th~~e. handles, 
put this pad right here on your bellybutton ar.d ym1 
pull it in, you do like a crunch, hold it fo~ ju~t ~ 
~w beats and slo~ly release it. 

van: well look at that. That is really easy. 

Jennilee: That's it. 

Van: That is so easy. 

Jennilee: It's called the Ab!lex crunch. You can do it right 
at home sitting in a chair like I am, you can do it 
on the floor ~hichever you prefer and anyone can do 
this whether you.~avP. never ~o~orked out ~ day in your 
life or ~o~hether your a major fitness buff because 
the Abflex adjusts to your strength Jevel. 
(Su?erscript: lB Resistance Settings) There's 10 
different settings on it and you can go either from 
5 to 125 pounds o! resistance. (Supersc::ipt: s to 
125 lbs. Resistance] 

Van: so a whole range so anybody can do it. 

Jennilee: And here's the best thing about. Abflex. 

Van: Uh huh. 

J~nnilee: It targets the abs much better than situps do and 
you only hove to use it three minutes a day. 

Van: Three minutes, wait "' second. Hey there gocz my old 
exc~se aboyt not having enough time to ex~rcise. 

Jennilee: No excuses.It's c~lled the three minutes fl~t Abflex 
workout [Superscript: 3 Minut~s Fl~t ~flex 
workout] It'S over before you kno.P' it. And vou'll 
oet a flat stomach even before vo'u know it. ·You 
know I used to have this pooch right he~e. 

V~n: Oh yeah. 

Jennilee: How many of you? 

Van: Oh yeah. 

Jcnnilcc: No mDtter ho'"' much l worked out or no m~tter how 
muc~ I ~t3rved myself or ~ieted I never could ge: 
::-ic f t!1at and· after I started (S~!lc::-i;:>t: Ycu:.
res~ ts cay v~ry.] the Abflcx syste~ i~ ~en: away 
w~:!i :1, like, t·,.ro weeks. 
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Van: Incredible. That's fantastic. 

Jennilee: Oh yeah it's the best. And let's look at the~ 
results some of these people got after just a fe~ 
~eeks on the Abflex system. 

124 F.T.C. 

-(Superscript: Lost 13 lbs in 30 days. Subscript: The 
Ab!lex pro~ram includes a low-tat diet and ae=obic 
exerci:~e.) 

Van: Wo~ 

Jennilee: Isn't that incredible. 

Van: Wo~, look at that. J rne~n that's amazing. 

Jennilee: Yeah. 

(Superscript: Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Subs~ript: 
Your results may vary.) 

Van: Hey you guys, look at th~ difference. 

Jennilee: And it can work !or anybody. Just three minutes a 
day and you can flatten that tummy right up. 

Van: That sounds great. 

Male 
Testim. l.: 

.F'e::1ale 
Tcstim. 2.: 

Male 
Te~tim. 3.: 

Female 
Testi:n. 4.: 

Female 

You don't even kno~ you are doing, you don't 
even know you ~re doing your exercises. And 
you're doin' it the whole time (Subscript: 
The Abflex program i~cludes a lev-tat diet and 
aerobic exercise. Your results may vary.] and 
precty soon your stomach is like a brick: And 
you've lose ~11 that weight . 

The fact that I now have a flat stomach, 
something that I've never had before. It's 
just, it's great. 

After u~ing the Abflex the•e's no wuy I'll 
retu::-n to doing crunch machines a11d ir . .::lincd 
situps cause they didn't isolate my abs th~ w~y 
the Ab!lex program does. 

I co know that with the Ab!lex system i~ two 
~eeks I've seen a difference. That's g::-e~t. 

::::c-:::::::-
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Test.im. 5.: I saw more results in a week than I did with a 
month ~orth of situps. 

Hale 
Testim. 6.: 

.. 
After using the Ab!lex JO days (Subscript: ~he 
Ab!le~ program includes a lov-!at diet and 
aerooic exercise. Your results may vary.) I 
lest two inches off my waist and I lost 13 lbs. 
so I went from a size 36 slacks back to a J4. 
Perfect. 

Van: How does the Abflex produce results so quickly? 

Jennilee: why don't we ask the inventor himself? 

Van: What a great idea. Alright, well let's bring him 
out here. He's a termer triathlete and a research 
scientist, pleas~~alcome Martin VanDerHoeven and 
the Abf"lex crew. 

Martin: 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Welcome to the show. Now Hartin, I know that the 
Abflex seems to really zero in on those abs, but 
I've always heard they are the hardest muscle to 
target. 

well, you know they really are because we have so 
~any different abdominal groups. You have your 
uppers, you have your lo~ers, you have your left 
side, your righc side, but even more difficult, they 
dcn'c flex the same way as your other muscle do. 
Here's an example. What joint do you think I am 
moving here? 

The elbow. 

That's right. And Jenni, what ~uscle? 

Jennilee: The bicep. 

Martin: That's right. This is what we call a jointac muscle 
because when this joint rnoves, this flexes. What 
about a sit u~? Think about this here. Now what 
joint am I moving here? 

Jennilee: The hip joint. 

Ha::-::in: That's right Jenni. And wha~ muscle? 

Van: Well, that's easy, the abs, t.'1at's • . .-hy you do sit 
ups. 

Ha:--:i.n: That • s ._.rcr.g. 

Van: 1-it""onc;? 
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You're really ~orking the hip joint and you're 
~orking the hip flexor muscles. The a~dominals are 
a non-jointed muscl~. Let me repeat that: 
Abdominals are non-jointed muscles. They're not 
attached to joints. And the only way to work out a 
QOn-jointed muscle is by direct resistance like the 
Xbflex right here. 

AA, okoy. 

J~nnilee: You kno~ most people have never ~vcn felt their ~h~ 
until they started using the Abflex. 

Van: Is that right? so all these exerr.i~es that we do to 
try to flatten our stomachs, they're really not th~t 
effective. 

Jennilee: That's:right 

Martin: Here's a sit up, and we're doing the same thing, 
~e're moving the hip joints, but the abs are non
jointed muscles. So you're r.ot getting that full ab 
~orkout. You're not gettin9 much o! an ab workout 
at all. 

Jennilee: Worst of all, 90~ o! the ~tress go~s directly into 
your lower back. 

van: Oh yeah they're painful to do. 

Jennilee: Doctors will tell you, sit ups, they do more harm 
than good. But here's an exerci~c th~t I used to do 
before I kne~ better. The leg lift. Again, the leg 
lift will put tons of pressure on your lower back, 
it's not good for it at all. 

[Cuts to article: "She want:~ exercises to tighten 
tummy," :trom 7\slt Dr. Lamb, Dr. Lawrence Lam..b; 
column) 

... 
t\nd Dr. La~rence Lamb said in hi's nationally 
syndicated column (superscript: •.. Leq 1i:tts 
don't even involve any signi!icsnt muscle groups or 
the o.bdomen ••• ) that leg lifts don't involve any 
siqnificant muscle group of the abcomen. 

Van: None o' the~ at all? 

.Jennilee: No. 

van: 

Ha::-tin: 

Gosh. 

Well, you know this is a lit~le better t~an ~ sit 
up, it's ar. abdominal crunch. You're real-ly ~o·orl<i:'lg 

::::c-::::::-:" 
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jusc chis upper ab~ominal right here, you're not 
pu~ting much pressure into the lower ~bs, ~irt~ ~bs 
or the right; side abs. • 

~ennllee: And for us women who are trying to get rid of that 
'ooch down here and for you guys trying to get rid 
of the love handles, forget it. This exercise is 
useless. But, now here, this is the answer. This 
is the Abflex crunch. now when you put the Abflex 
on there it suddenly isolates all these muscles. It 
will incorporaL~ (Superscript: wcrxs all ~ajor 
ab~ominals simultanGously ASFLEX} the upper ~b~; 
the lower abs and the side a~dominal muscl~s ~11 in 
one simple exerci&c. 

Van: So this exercise really turns the crunch into the 
super srunch. 

Jennilee: Exactly. And a scientific study proved it. 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Using an electromyograph, a device which measures 
muscle activity, they tirst tested an ordinary 
crunch then they tested.the Abflex crunch. Look 
what happened. The A~fle~ targe~ed the abdominal 
muscles so much better the scores literally went oft 
the chart. 

Wow! So what th~t means is that the Abflex is 
actually going to flatten my stomach !~~ter right? 

Much faster 

Jennilee: Th~t.'s it. 

Mart. in: 

Van: 

Mar-::in: 

I spent 45 minutes and over 500 situps doing rny abs 
workout. And chis is what 1 loo~ed like. 

Hey you know that's not so bad Martin. 

But do you know after jus: a !ew weeks of using the 
Abflex for only three minutes a day this is what 
happened. (Subscript: Your results m~y vary.] 

Van: Now hey there's that washboard look all us guys 
would love to have. 

Jennilee: well you can h~ve it. Look at this woman. If you'd 
like to go down a few si:es {SUperscript: Lost 6 
i~ches in 30 ~~ys. Subscript: Be~t case re3ults. 
Your results Q&y v~ry.) the Abflex ~y~te~ is th~ 
fast way to lese thc~e inches. 

Fe::~ale 
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Having children just re~lly wreaks havoc on 
your body. Especially, especially your stomach 
muscles. The Ab!lex really firmed up my lower 
abs and that's right where I needed it. 
fSubscriptz The ~SFLEX program includes A low 
fat ~iet and aerobic exercise.] Well I think 
in about 21 days I've, I've lost about 2 
inches. 

(Subscript: Your results may vary.) After JO 
days I lost a full 6 inches. Then I was 
starting to put on a lot of my clothes that had 
been sitting way back in the closet and they 
were fitting. It was so wonderful. 

Four and half inches I lost. I was 39 l/2 and 
went down to JS. Boom, just like that. 

With thQ Abflex I have lo~t 5 to 6 inches 
within JO days and I have seen the results and 
so has everybody elsG. It works great. 

Van: Well, I have to admit, I mean the Abflex really does 
seem to do an incredible job or firming up the abs. 

Jennilee: And just (SUbscript: consult your physician pefore 
beginning any exercise program.) as important is 
~hat the Abflex can do for yo~r stomach, is what it 
can do for your lower back. I want to show you 
something. Here, hold this. 

Van: Whoa. 

Jennilee: How much do you think that that wate•melon ~eighs? 

Van: ! don't know, 9 or 10 pounds? 

Jennilee: Do you know that whatever you carry in front of you 
puts seven times the amount of stress on your back. 
You carrying lO pounds here is putting 70 pounds of 
pres~ure of stress on your back. 

Ma rt.in: Wow. 

[Subscript, 8 out o! 10 adults have back preble~~.] 

Jenn!lee: Eight out of ten adults have back proble~s. It 
costs America S54 billion a year to take care o! 
thei= backs and the number one cause of lower b~cY. 
p3i~ is poor abdominal muscles. 
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(S~pcrscript: ADfleX Strengthens Ab~ccinals] 

The Abflex strengthens your abdominals so it can 
relieve lower bac~ pain. Plus t.he Abflex · 
[Superscript: ABFLtX No Stress on Lower B.ac~] puts 
co stress on your lower back. 

That's what great about the Abflex. There's so many 
machines out there that can hurt. you and really put 
stress on the back. 

Jennilee: In fact, Abflex is so back safe I know orthopedic 
surgeons who prescribe it. to their patients. 

Hale 
Testim. 10.: The Abflex, while it strengthens your abdominal 

muscles, does not put excessive strain on the 
lo"wer back l'iu-scles (Superscript: Dr. Lawrence 
~urz, M.D., orthopedic surgeon] that's a big 
problem with situps and crunches. So it really 
isolates the abdominal muscles very well, and 
that's why it has the edge over other products. 

H·ale 
Test.i:n. 11.: I'd worn a brace for almost a year and a half 

[Subscript: Consult your physicia~ before 
beginning any exercise program.] because my 
back was in constant pain. And after using 
that for about six weeks, I stopped using the 
brace and my back started getting better. As 
my stomach tightened up, [Suosc:-ipt: Your 
results =ay vary.) I also lost a few inches on 
my stomach. 

·Male 
Testim. 6: I felt that with Abflex a~ter I tried it for 

the first week I found that my back didn't 
hurt.. Crunches I've done in the past, two days 
la:er I can hardly even stand up straight. 

Testi:n. 12.: This Ab!lex apparatus has (Supersc:-ipt: Ran~y 
Frisch, He~lth Club Director) in one step 
eliminated all those other opportunities for 
injury and thus is the sa!e and quickest most 
efficient piece of equipment I've ever seen. 

Van: Stay tuned folks, coming up on Fitness Challenge, 

you'll see an amazina 
display of abdominal strength. But first, here's
your chance (subscript: This is a paid adve=tise~e~t 
!or t~e ~BFLEX presente~ hy Xent 's~:egel Direct.) 
to order the Ab!lex and fir:n U? your a=s in jus~ 
three minutes a day. 
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Isn't it amazing ~hat ~e'll put ourselves 
throu~h to try to tlatten our stomachs? Well, 
finally there is a better ~ay. Introducinq the 
revolutionary new Abtlex [Superserip~: ABFLEX] 
The first home exercise machine that works the 
upper, lower, and side abdominals ~ith one 
simple exercise. Thanks to its patented direct 
resistance design, the Abflex zeros in on those 
hard to target abdominal muscles so it can give 
you a firm !lat stomach and slim sexy waist, in 
just three [Superscript: 3 Minutes Flat ~!lex 
Workout] minutes a day. The Abflex assembles 
in just seconds and has 18 different resistance 
settings (Superscript: lB Resistance Settings] 
as little (Superscript: 5 to 125 lbs 
Resistance] as !ive pounds for beginners or as 
much as 125 pounds for experts. [Superscript: 
No stress oa~over Back] The Abflex puts no 
stress on your lo~er back and its so 
[Superscript: Dramatic Results in a Few WoDks] 
effective you can see dramatic results in just 
a few short weeks. 

Testim. lJ.: [Superscript:: l>BFLEX] Within, I would say, the 
third or fourth day that I started using it I 
started noticing tightening, firmness and my 
pants had star~ed loosening up a little. I 
kept continuing using it and before I knew it 
I was back to a S/6 from a 9/10 [Subscript: 
Your results may vary.] It was very dramatic. 

Announcer: When you order your Abflex, you'll also receive 
this one hour long lifestyle fitness video. 
It's three fantastic videos in one. It's an 
instructional tape that demonstrates your three 
minutes flat 7>b!lex workout. It's a 20 minute 
aerobics tape. It's even a video housecall 
from a leading back specialist. Plus, if you 
order now, you'll also receive the 250 page 
Abflex nutritional guide which lists 
(SUperscript: Over 2000 Low Fat Foods] over 
2000 low fat foods and gives you [Superscript: 
90 Healthy Recipes] more than 90 delicio~s 
healthy recipes. Why spend hundreds 
[SUperscript: $HundredsS] even thousands of 
dollars [Superscript: $Thousands$] for another 
ab machine when you can have the amazing new 
ab!lex [Superscript: AEFLEX] along wi~h the 
video and nutritional guide for [Supe=scr~pt: 
Only th:ee payments of $19.9!] only three e~sy 
payments of $19.95. and you get the Abflex 
Guarantee [Superscript: Abflex Gua:~ntee !f 
you don't: lose 3 to 6 inches ~n4 10 ~ounas 

=::c·:::::::-
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within 30 days, si=ply retu~n t~e ~EFLEX !or 4 

full refund.] If you don't lose J to 6 inches 
nd 10 pounds within JO days, simply retur~ the 

AEFLEX for a !ull refund of your purchase 
price. The Abfle~, it's the fast way to a rlat 
stomach, a shapely waistline, and a healthy 
back. So call now (&uperscri~t: 1-B00-736-
9992. only three pa~ents of $19.95 Plus $7.95 
o.s. or $11.95 Canada S,H, CA ' TX Ras. add 
sales tax. or Send Check or Monay Order To: 
~BFLEX, Box 6015, Culver City, CA 90233. 
sub~cript: ABFLEX 30 day money back guarantee 
(lees 8 'H).J Have your credit card r~ady and 
call the number on your screen to order your 
Abflex system right now or ::;end a check :or 
money order for the full a~ount including 
Shipping, Handling and applicable tax. Only 
the patented .. Abflex provides direct resistance 
for a flat sllm stomach in only three minutes a 
day. And the Abflex guarantee makes it risk 
free. Lose J to 6 inches and 10 pounds within 
JO days or return the Abflex system for a full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, it's easy 
to have the abs you've always dreamed of. Call 
now. 

[Superscript: Abflex Fitness Challenge) 

Van: A!right, welcome back. I'm with Jennilee Harrison 
and Martin Van Der Hoeven, the inventor o! the 
Abflex, the home exercise machine that can flatten 
yo~r s~omach in just three minutes a day. 

Alright, now we've already seen how the Abflex is 
mo~e effective than exercises like situps or leg 
raises or crunches, b~t how does Abflex compare to 
other machines? 

Jennilee: Well, I used to go to the health clubs a~d I would 
use a big machine like this to work my upper abs, 
then I'd find another big machine to work my side. 
abs, but I never found a machine th1t could target 
the lower abs until I discover~d the Abflex. You 
can really feel this working. When you place "it 
over your bellybutton and pull it in, you can feel 
it working the upper abs, the middle and even this 
lower section which we women really need, especially 
if you've had a baby. 

van: Oh sure. 

:en~il2e: The A~flex has even helped ~e fir~ up my arms, see 
as I'm using it. I don't bother going t~ t~e h~alth 
c~ub any~ore. The Abflex is so much more 
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convenient. You can use it right at heme, sitting 
in a chair while watc~ing TV. You don't even have 
to change into workout clothes. I love this. --

Okay, okay. But, you know, this is a popular 
~achine that you might have seen on TV. Now, how 
doe this compare to the Abflex? 

124 F.T.C. 

Well, you know, van and Jenni, this is a ~ood 
machine, but it doesn't have direct resistance. And 
what we've said is without direct resistance for the 
abs, you can't work all the muscles si~ultaneously 
in one exercise. Also, this sit-up motion puts 
stress on your lower back; the Abflex puts no stress 
on your lower back. 

Jennilee: Plus, this machine -- it takes longer to use, it 
tal<escup a lot ~ore space, and it costs three times 
the amount that the Ab!lex does. 

Van: Okay. But, now, this is more in the Abflex's price 
range. Now, I've seen this piece of ab equipment 
advertised on TV. Now what, exactly, does this do? 

Jennilee: That.'s a good quest.ion. [Laughter) In a recent 
issue o! a leading fitness magazine, they reviewed 
this piece of equipment and said it does not enhance 
the benefit of i:ln abdominal crunch. [Supers:ript: 
Cut to excerpt from cagazine: "this devicg does not 
enhance the benefit of an abdominal c=unch) But the 
Abflex sure does. Here, Van, give it a try. 

Van: Well, sure. 

Jennilee: Hartin 

Hartin: 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Let me get over here, okay? Come on down over here. 

Okay. 

And, you're going to have an incredible ab workout. 
Put it right on your belly button. 

Alrigh~ 

You're going to pull it down and do a crunch. Do 
that crunch. There you go. 

Van: Wow! 

M~r~in: B:;ir:g it back --

Van: You know, I can really feel i: working the ~pper an~ 
lo~.o·er abs. 
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You're going to. feel it simultaneously in the sides, 
with you: arms there . 

van: Yeah, I !eel it on the sides, too. 

Martin: and right on the lower abs. 

Von: Boy, wait 'til you try this, gang. This really does 
turn a crunch into a super crunch. 

Jennilee: See, you can feel the Abflex working right away. In 
fact, we went to a local mall and asked people to 
try the Abflex for the very first time. Here's what 
happened. 

Jennilee: Pull this down, towards your stomach. Lift up. 

Male 
Testim. 1: 

Jennilee: 

Hale 
Test.im. 1: 

Female 
Testim. 2: 

Jennilee: 

Female 
Tes-:i:n. 2: 

Jennilee: 

female 
Testim. J: 

Male 
Test.im. 4: 

Hold for a two count, then release it. Go back 
slowly. How does that feel compared to a regular 
sit-up? 

can feel it a lot. 

A lot. 

reels good. Because it centers on the stomach 
-- on the sto~~ch muscles, where it counts the 
most. 

I have a bock problem, so I really can't do 
sit-ups. So this is great. 

And this puts absolutely no strain on your 
back? 

No strain at all. 

And what if I told you you only had to do it 
three minutes? Five times a week? 

I love it, I love it, 'cause I have a little 
baby and I can't take the time out. 

Oh, I feel t~e tension in t~e stc~ac~. I~ 
:eels geed. 

:::·::-:::::-: 
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Yeah, I use the gym machines. They don't ~ork 
at all compared ~o this. It ~orks really good. 

Thirty minutes? Oh, three minutes? Ohhhh ... 
wow. 

Oh, yeah. l feel it right there. 

Three count, right? 

.:renn11ee: Sure. 

Hale 
Testim. 

Female 
Testim. 

Male 
Tes~im. 

fe:nale 
Testirn. 

Female 
Testim. 

Female 
Testim. 

Female 
Testi:n. 

Female· 
Testirn. 

Female 
Testim. 

Male 
Testim. 

7: 

9: 

10: 

ll: 

12: 

lJ: 

14: 

15: 

2: 

l: 

Oh, yes. one, two, three •.• Oh, I like that 
o!'le•. 'teu ~ te•l it -- it feels great. 

Three minutes a day? Yeah, that is re~lly 
good. 

1 can tell that that would firm it up. And in 
~he shorter time -- that's a benefit, 
definitely. 

I feel its ~orking. But it doesn't kill me. 

·r like this. I'd do this every day. 

1 can !eel it in my stomach right here. It 
!eels like its working. 

Ohh. Pressure. Pulling your muscles, yeah. 
That's great. That's a great thing. 

I'm going to take this one. My hands ar~ stuck 
to this now. 

Am I going to get to keep this one? 

1 liKe it a lot. I'm going to have to buy me 
one of these. 

:::c-:::::: ::-
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van: Now, a minute ago we saw why the Ab!lex is so much 
better than other ab equipment, but let's ta~e a 
look at a m~chine that can give the A~tlex a :~p for 

its money. 

Jennilee: And guess who invented it. 

Van: Uh huh. [Laughter) 

This is my Realflex machine. We introduced i: about 
rive yea~s ago, and it was the first ab machine as 
you could see that had direct resistance. 

Jennilee: The Realflex is a great health club machine. But, 
its too big for home use, and it costs $6,000. 

van: six thousand ..• 

Jennilee: so Martin decided·-·to mal<e a smaller version of this 
that everyone could afford. 

Hartin: 
Well, we spent five yGars and over a million dollars 
Jn creating the home version of the Realflex 
machine. [Superscript: ABFLtX] And what we ended up 
with is the Abflex. 

van: Ah. Okay. Sut tell me, does this work as well as 

this'? 

Jennilee: It worxs even better. 

van: 

Martin: 

Better than the $6,000 machine? 

1'm convinced the Abfle~ ~orks the abs better than 
any machine that's ever existed. 
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Testil:\. 17: 

Female 
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I saw results in the first five to seven days. 
I could see visual results o! the Abflex 
program. [Su~ecripts Your results may vary) 
lost about an inch to an inch-and-a-half in the 
waist and ~f~O lost five pounds. It just 
doesn't mak~ sense to buy a different ab 
machine, other than Abflex. 

I de!initely have a lot more confidence now, 
due to using the Ab!lex machine. I'm not 
afraid to wear half tops anymore. I don't need 
to feel I need to cover up my stomach anymore, 
'cause its a lot more defined ar.d all my 
friends are noticing it. Its great. 

Seven months ago I had a baby, ar.d while I was 
pregnant I went up to lSO pounds. My stomach 
was out to here. Since using the Abflex, I 
actually have my waist back to what it was 
before. I saw more results in a week than I 
did with a month's worth of sit-ups. 

Van: Now, what's going on here? Jennilee has a dozen 
people up from our audience doin' all kinds of crazy 
exercises. What are you up to? 

Jennilee: van, a leading fitness magazine said that these are 
the twelve exercises you should be doing to get 
yourself a complete ab workout. 

van: 

Jennilee: 

Twelve exercises. You mean, I'm su~oo~ed to de all 
these exercises if I want t~ flatten.my s~omach? 

well, you have a choice. You can either spend an 
hour doing all these exercises, or you can spend 
three minutes doing exercises with the Abflex. 

van: You )<new, that's a p::-etty easy choice. I thi :"lk I • 11 
use t!'le Abflex. 

::::c:-::::: ::-
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Jenr.ilee: well, the Abflex is the smart choice. Remem:er, it 
puts no ~tress on your lower back (Superscript: No 
stress en Lower Back) so it won't hurt you li~~ s~me 
of these other exercises will or those machines can. 
Its a safe, [Subscript: Consult your physicia~ 
~e!ore ~tArtinq any exercise program) effective ~ay 
~o firm those abs and flatten those tummies. 

[Music starts.) 

Male 
Testim. 19: 

Male 
Testim. 20: 

Nale 
Tes:im. 21: 

Female 
Testi:n. 22: 

Hale 
Testim. 23: 

Van: 

,.:..;-.nounce:-: 

Its amazing that in our ~orld now of high 
technology ~here everything is usually more 
expensive and bigger, (Superscript: Dr. 
LAwrence Rurz, H.O., orthopedic surgeon) that 
you have a simple consumer product like ~bflex 
which works your abdominal muscles more 
efficiently~ Its a safer product and a lot 
less expensive. 

The Abflex takes a lot less time and gets a lot 
more accomplished than sit-ups. l like the 
Ab!lex a lot. It has really done what I wanted 
to do, ~hich is reduce the size of my waist. 

I've tried sit-ups in the pool, I've tried sit
ups under the bed -- you name it, I've done it. 
And l just couldn't seem to get any kind of 
results out of it. After picking the Ab!lex 
up, within the first couple of seconds, I 
noticed -- I was feelin' somethin' here. You 
could feel the muscles tightenin' up. It was 
fabulous. 

You could feel 'em. 

I'm excited about it. What more can I tell 
you? 1 mean, this thing is re~lly workin'. 
I'm proud of it. 

stay tuned. When we come back, you'll meet 
legendary Tai Kwan Do champion, Tiger Yang. 
And, you'll find out just how strong your abs 
can become if you use the Abflex. (Su~script: 
This !s a paid advertisement !o= th~ ABFLEX 
prese~ted by ~ant' Spiegel Direet.) 

sn't it amazing what we'll put ourselves 
~rough to try to !latten our s~omachs? ~ell, 
inally there's a bette~ way. Introduci~g the 
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revolutionary new Ab!lex (Superscript: ~BFLEXJ 
-- the first home exercise machine that works 
the upper, lower and side abdominals with.one 
simple exercise. Thanks to its patented airect 
resistance design, the Abflex zeros in on those 
hard-to-target abdominal muscles. So it can 
give you a firm, flat stomach. And a slim, 
sexy waistline (Superscript: J Minutes Tlat 
Ab!lex Workout] in just three minutes a day. 
The Abflex assembles in just seconds, and has 
18 different resistance settings [Superscript; 
18 Different settings] -- as little as 5 pounds 
[Superscript: S to 125 lbs. Resistance] for 
beginners or as much as 125 pounds for experts. 
(Superscript: No Stress en Back] The Abflex 
puts no stress on your lower back [Superscript: 
Dra=atic Results in a Fev Weeks) and its so 
effective Y.9U can see dramatic results in just 
a· few shor~· weeks. 

(Superscript: Ab!lex Subscript: Your results 
may vary) 

After using the Abflex for JO days, I lost two 
inches of! my waist and I lost lJ pounds. So I 
went from a size J6 slacks back to a J4. 
Perfect. 

The Ab!lex ls a great investment. Money wise, 
I would much rather buy this Abflex than any 
other machine that anybody could show me. 

I'm wearing 3 size four and I've never felt 
better and I've never been in as goqi\!.'.~a··~shapr:;_ 
as I am today. And I thank Abflex !or ~t. 

When you order your Abflex, you'll also receive 
this one-hour-long lifestyle fitness video, 
Its three fantastic videos in one. Its an 
instructional tape that demonstrates your three 
minutes flat Abflex workout. Its a 20-minute 
aerobics tape. Its even a video house c~ll 

·from a leading back specialist. Plus, if you 
order now, you'll also receive the 250-page 
Abflex nutritional guide, (Superscript: over 
2000 Lov Fat Foods] which lists over 2,000 low 
tat !oods and gives you [Superscript: 90 
Healtby Recipes] more than 90 delicious, 
healthy recipes. Why spend hundreds, 
(SUperscript: $HUndred~$) even thousands 
(Superscript: SthousandsS] of dollars for 
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another ab machine Yhen you can have the 
a:nazing new Abflex, (Superscript: AEFLEXJ alone; 
Yith tho video and nutritional guide for only 
three easy paylllents of 519.95. [Superscripe: 
only Three P~yments of $!9.95] And you get the 
Abflex guarantee. (Super!lcript: If you don't 
lose throe to six inches and lO pounds within 
JO days, simply return the Ab!lex for a !ull 
refund of your purchase price.] 

If you.don't lose J to 6 inches 
and 10 pounds within JO days, simply return the 
AEFLEX tor a !ull refund of your purchase 
price. The Abflex, it's the fast way tp a flat 
stomach, a shapely waistline, and a healthy 
back. So call now 

(Superscript~-l-B00-736~9992. Only throe 
payments o! $19.95 Plus $i.9S u.s. or $11.95 
CanadA S,B. CA ' TX Res. ad~ eales tax. or 
send Check or Money order To: ABFLEX, Box 
6015, Culver City, CA 90233. Subscript: 
ABFLEX 30 day money back guarantee [less S ' 
H].] Have your credit card ready and call the 
number on your screen to order your Abflex 
system right now. or send a check or money 
order !or the full amount, including shipping, 
handling and applicable tax. Only the patented 
Abflex provides direct resistance for a flat, 
slim stomach in only three minutes a day. And 
the Abflex guarantee makes it risk free. Lose 
three to six inches and 10 pounds ~ithin JO 
days or return the Ab!lex system !or a full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, its easy 
to have the abs you've al~ays dreamed of. Call 
now. 

[Superscript: Abflex Titness Ch41lenge) 

All right,· ~e're back. A:1d ~e're talking about the 
Abflex -- the machine that makes it easy to flatten 
our stomachs and firm up our abs. And speaking of 
firm abs, here's a man who really needs 'em. Please 
welc ~e Grand Master, Tiger Yang. [Superscript: 
Tiger Yang) 

Tiger's a three-ti~e heavyweight Tai Kwan Do 
champion, and a 10th Degree Black Belt. In fact, 
he's appeared in over JO Kung Fu movies. He's even 
been the mar~ial arts instructor for the C.I.~. 
Tiger, you've used cne Abflex. Well, ~hat do you 
think? 

I thinK Kar:in found secret. Ab!lex is best ~~y to 
get s~rong stomach. 

Van: That's comi:19 !rom a ma:1 who k:1ows about abdc:ni:1al 
::n.:s.:l<,:, fcll<s. In fac:, he's ebout: t.o s!io·-· us just. 
~c~ s:~cn~ !iis are. Ti~er's ass~s:a~~s a=~ ~c::1s :o 
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attempt to break three cinderbloc~s over his 
stomach. All right. Are you ready, Tiger? 

~'m ready. 

Okay, here goes~ 

124 F.T.C. 

Jennilee: Wait a second. I've got an idea. Why doesn•: 
Martin do this? 

Van: Hartin -- why Martin? 

Jennilee: Martin's been using the Abtlex longer than ~nybody, 
so his abs should be just as scrong as Tiger's. 

Hartin: Okay. ··I' 11 do it-,·· 

Tiger: Well, anyway,-·Martin -- I'm not guarantee you. 

Hartin: Abflex will guarantee it. Let's try. 

Van: Now, folks -- don't try this at home. 

{Drumroll) 

Tiger: Are you ready, Martin? (Yells loudly and crushes 
three cinderblocks with a sledgehammer.] 

(Music starts) 

Tiger: Incredible! 

Van: WhaC an amazinq:_~isptay: of abdominal strength. 
You're okay, .-~-i-9,ht? 

Jennilee: Are you oKay? 

Martin: I'm fine. 

van: Let's take a looK at that one more time in slow 
motion. (Superscript: !n.stant :Replay) Whoa!. That 
is incredible. 

va~: Well, now you've really convinced roe. (Superscript: 
~-soo-736-9992) The Ab!lex definitely works. 

Jennilee: And it can work for anyone. (Superscript: Lo~t 1= 
Inch~s; Subscript: The Abflcx program includes a 
low t~t di~t an~ aerobic exercise.) Think a~out 
hew g~eat you're going to feel when you start using 
the Ab!lex (Superscript: Lo~t lJ L~s. in JO ~ays; 
sub~cript: The Abflax progra~ includes a low !a~ 
diet and aerobic exercise.} and you start lcsina 
t.'"lose inches. [SUper::cript: Lost 6 Ir.ches in 30, 
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Days; subscript: Best case result~. your results 
may vary] Think about how great you're going to 
f.,el when you look terrific in your jeans ag.a in. 
Anybody can have a great body; (Superscript: Last 
cnanco to order l-S00-736-9992 ~y Internet at 
ht~?=// tvshoppin9.com) he Abflex makes it easy. 

And I guarantee results. If you don't lose 
t~·ee to six inches and 10 po4nds within 30 
days, you can return the Abflex for a full 
refund. 

It only take three minu~es a day to flatten 
your tummy. So what are you ~aiting for? 
order your Abflex now. 

We can all ~pare three minutQs to get rid of 
our spare tires, and ~e can all afford the 
Abflex, too. It can flatten our stomachs, it 
can slim our waistlines, its good for our backs 
-- hey, this is a great machine. Hey, 
everybody, co~e on down and try the Abflex. 

(Superscript: l-S00-736-9992. Only three 
payments o! $19.95 Plus $7.95 u.s. or $ll.95 
canada s•B. CA ' TX Res. add sales tax. or 
send Check or Money order To: ABFLEX, Box 
6015, culver City, CA 90233. Subsc=ipt: 
AETLEX 30 day money bacx qua=antee [less s ' 
HJ.] Have your credit card ready and call the 
~umber on your screen to order your Abflex 
sys~em right now. Or send a check or money 
or-der for the full amount, in~luding shipping, 
handling and applicable tax. Only the patented 
Abflex provides dirert resistance for a flat, 
slim stomach in only three minutes a day. And 
the Abflex guarantee makes it risk free. Lose 
three to six inches and 10 pounds within JO 
days or r-eturn the Abtlex system for a full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, its easy 
to have the abs you've always dreamed of. call 
now. 

(Superscript: Produced by Mayhew Breen] 

Th~ preceding was a paid commercial 
presentation tor the Abflex brought to you by 
Kent and Spiegel Direct. (Superscript: F:ent & 
spiegel 6lJJ Bristol Pa=xw~y. suite lSO, Culver 
city, o. 90230J 

(!ntro re,::eats] 

:::x:::3IT 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of cmnplaint which the San Francisco Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Cmnmission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
con1n1ent received, now in further conforn1ity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its con1plaint, n1akes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

1.a. Proposed respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc. is a 
Delaware corporation with its principal office or place of business at 
6133 Bristol Parkway #150, Culver City, California. 

l.b. Proposed respondent Marsha Kent is an officer of the 
corporate respondent. Individually or in concert with others, she 
formulates, directs or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the 
corporation. Her principal office or place of business is the smne as 
that of Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc. 

1.c. Proposed respondent Peter Spiegel is an officer of the 
corporate respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he 
formulates, directs or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the 
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corporation. His principal office or place of business is the smne as 
that of J(ent & Spiegel Direct, Inc. 

2. The Federal Trade Con1mission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall1nean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective 1nanner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Weight-loss product" shall 111ean any product or progran1 
designed to produce weight loss, reduction or elin1ination of fat, or 
caloric deficit or to suppress the appetite in a user of the product or 
program. 

3. Unless othe1wise specified, "respondents" shall1nean J(ent & 
Spiegel Direct, Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns and its 
officers; Marsha Kent and Peter Spiegel, individually and as officers 
of the corporation; and each of the above's agents, representatives and 
employees. . 

4. "In or affecting commerce" shall n1ean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Cmnn1ission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in cmmection with 
the n1anufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the "Abflex," any other exercise equipment, or 
any other weight-loss product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
n1ake any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication: 

A. About the nun1ber of pounds users can lose; 
B. About the rate or speed at which users lose weight; 
C. About the length of tin1e users must use such product to 

achieve weight loss; 
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D. That such product causes fast and significant weight loss; 
E. That such product causes a reduction in the size or shape of 

specific, desired areas of the body; 
F. That such product causes a reduction in users' body size or 

shape, or body measurements; or 
G. About the benefits, efficacy, or performance of such product 

in promoting weight loss, unless, at the time the representation is 
made, respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable 
evidence, which when appropriate must be competent and reliable 
scientific evidence, that substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in cmmection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the "Abflex," any other exercise equipment, or 
any other weight-loss product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
represent, in any tnanner, expressly or by implication, that the 
experience represented by any user testin1onial or endorsement of the 
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of In embers of 
the public who use the product, unless: 

A. At the time it is made, respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation; or 

B. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the 
product, or 

2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 

For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16 
CFR 255.0(b). 

III. 

It is fitrther ordered, That respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc., 
and its successors and assigns, and respondents Marsha Kent and 
Peter Spiegel shall, for five (5) years after the last date of 
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dissemination of any representation covered by this order, maintain 
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission 
for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consu1ners or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc., 
and its successors and assigns, and respondents Marsha Kent and 
Peter Spiegel shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and 
future principals, officers, directors, and managers, and to all current 
and future employees, agents, and representatives having 
responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order, 
provided, however, that the duty to deliver a copy of this order to 
future personnel as required by this Part shall terminate three (3) 
years after the date upon which this order becomes final. Respondents 
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the date of service of this order, and to future personnel within 
thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position or 
responsibilities. 

V. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc., 
and its successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least 
thirty (3 0) days prior to any change in the corporation( s) that may 
affect compliance obligations arising under this order, including but 
not lin1ited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action 
that would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the 
creation or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages 
in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
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Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Com1nission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 

· knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
n1ail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consmner Protection, Federal Trade Cmnmission, Washington, D.C. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Marsha Kent and Peter 
Spiegel, for a period of five ( 5) years after the date of issuance of this 
order, shall notify the Comn1ission of the discontinuance of her or his 
cunent business or employment, or of her or his affiliation with any 
new business or en1ployment. The notice shall include respondent's 
new business address and telephone ntunber and a description of the 
nature of the business or en1ployn1ent and her or his duties and 
responsibilities. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by 
certified n1ail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcen1ent, 
Bureau of Consun1er Protection, Federal Trade Commission, 
Washington, D.C. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc., 
and its successors and assigns, and respondents Marsha Kent and 
Peter Spiegel shall, within sixty (60) days after the date of service of 
this order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Com1nission 
1nay require, file with the Con11nission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the n1anner and form in which they have complied with 
this order. 

VIII. 

This order -vvill terminate on September 18, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years fr0111 the n1ost recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Con1n1ission files a con1plaint (with or without an 
accmnpanying consent decree) in federal cou1i alleging any violation 
of the orde.i.·, whichever con1es later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that ten11inates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 
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B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

ABFLEX, U.S.A., INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3 771. Cornplaint, Sept. 18, 1997--Decision, Sept. 18, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the California-based advertiser 
and distributor, of Abflex abdominal exerciser, and its officer to have 
competent and reliable evidence for future claims regarding weight loss and 
the benefits, efficacy or performance of such a product in promoting weight 
loss. In addition, the consent order requires that the testimonials in the 
respondents' advertisement and infomercial either represent the typical 
experience ofusers, or include disclosures of the generally expected results or 
that users should not expect similar results. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Kerry O'Brien and Jeffrey Klurfeld. 
For the respondents: Alexander F. Wiles and Stephanie Kaufman 

Hernand, Ire!! & Manella, Los Angeles, CA. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Comn1ission, having reason to believe that 
Abflex, U.S.A., Inc., a corporation, and Martin Van Der Hoeven, 
individually and as an officer of the corporation ("respondents"), have 
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Comn1ission Act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public 
interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc. is a California corporation 
with its principal office or place of business at 5962 La Place Court, 
Suite 260, Carlsbad, California. 

2. Respondent Martin Van Der Hoeven is an officer of the 
corporate respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he 
fom1ulates, directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the 
corporation, including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint. 
His principal office or place of business is the same as that of Abflex, 
U.S.A., Inc. 

3. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold, 
and distributed weight-loss and body-shaping products to the public, 
including the "Abflex," an abdominal exercise device. 
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4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting con11nerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

5. Respondents have dissetninated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the Abflex, including but not 
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through E. These 
advertisements contain the following staten1ents: 

A. ["The Abflex Home" page (Exhibit A2)] 
"Welcome tO ABFLEX YOU ARE SECONDS AWAY FROM THE ABS YOU'VE ALWAYS 
WANTED 
WHAT CAN ABFLEX DO FOR YOU? 
SEE WHY ABFLEX IS THE BEST MACHINE FOR ABS 
WHO USES ABFLEX? 
DON'T BELIEVE US? WATCH THIS! .... " 
["What can Abflex do for you?" page (Exhibits A3-A4)] 
"If you spend 3 minutes a day with the ABFLEX, you will have fim1, tight abs. 
We guarantee it. 
The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can retum the ABFLEX 
for a full refund. 
HERE'S HOW: 
ABFLEX uses four basic exercises to guarantee you the maximum results: .... " 
["See why Abflex is the best machine for abs" page (Exhibits A5-A 7)] 
"Q&A 
How do I know ABFLEX really works? 
The ABFLEX Guarantee!!! 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can retum the ABFLEX 
for a full refund ..... " 
["Who uses Abflex" page (Exhibit A8)] 
"Who uses ABFLEX? 
The question is: who DOESN'T use ABFLEX to achieve tighter finner abs? 
Join an all-star line-up of celebrities, professional athletes, fitness experts and 
hundreds of thousands of people across the country and discover the fast, safe way 
to a firm stomach, a slim waistline and a healthy back .... Besides celebrity users, 
there are hundreds of thousands of people-- people like you and me-- who simply 
want the sexiest and flattest abs possible with only 3 minutes a day of exercise. Just 
look at what people like you are saying about ABFLEX: 

The ABFLEX Guarantee: 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can retum the ABFLEX 
for a full refund" 
["Just look at what people like you are saying about Abflex" page (Exhibit A9)] 
"ABFLEX WORKS!! 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can retum ABFLEX for 
a full refund." 
Consumer endorser: "I Lost 12 inches" 
Consumer endorser: "I Lost 6 inches in 30 Day [sic]" 
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[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of the two consumers.] 
["Don't believe us? Watch this!" page (Exhibit AlO)] 
" The ABFLEX Guarantee: , 
If you don't lose 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX 
for a full refund." (Exhibit A: Internet Advertisement). 

B. "FLATTEN YOUR STOMACH IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY!* 
ABFLEX ... The Fast, Easy Way to a Flat Stomach, Shapely Waistline, and a Healthy 
Back. 
* 4 days a week if you follow the workout program." 
Celebrity endorser: "I look better than I ever have! I workout less, and I eat more, 
all because of the Abflex." 
"Home Exercise Machine That Works The Upper, Lower, & Side Abdominals 
With 1 SIMPLE EXERCISE! 
Flatten your abs with the Abflex. Because the abdominals are non-jointed muscles, 
direct resistance is the way to work-out these non-jointed muscles. Abflex's 
patented direct resistance design zeros right in on those hard to target abdominal 
muscles. The result: You can have a firm flat stomach, and a slin1 waistline in just 
3 minutes a day, 4 days a week! 

The Abflex targets the abs much better than sit-ups; it doesn't strain your back like 
sit-ups, and you don't even have to get on the floor to use it! It's so effective, you 
can see dramatic results in just a few short weeks .... 
INCLUDED: A 1-hour LIFESTYLE FITNESS VIDEO which is like 3 great videos in 1: 

1. It's an instructional tape that demonstrates your "3 minutes flat" Abflex 
workout. 2. It's a 20-minutes aerobics tape. 3. It's a guide to safe-back exercise. 
Plus, you'll receive a 250-page Abflex nutritional guide, which lists over 2000 
low-fat foods, and gives you more than 90 delicious, healthy recipes. 
And most in1portantly, you get the Abflex guarantee: If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches 
and 10 pounds within 30 days, sin1ply return the Abflex for a full refund." (Exhibit 
B). 

C. "RECOMMENDED BY ORTHOPEDIC DOCTORS TO FIRM STOMACH AND IMPROVE 
LOWER BACK PERFORMANCE! 
ABFLEXn.1 

The unique Abflex n.t System will provide you with the most complete abdominal 
workout available anywhere! With an excellent step-by-step video ... , you'll 
perform a routine that gradually works up to ab-isolating floor crunches. For 
cardiovascular fitness, there's exciting low-impact aerobics .... Plus a sensible 
eating program that provides plenty of eating satisfaction. Best of all, Abflexn' 
flattens your stomach in just 3 minutes a day - no matter what your current fitness 
level!" 
Includes: 
* Abflexr"" 
* Medium and Light Resistance Bands and Accessories 
* 270-Page Abflexn' Lifestyle Eating Program Book 
* Instructional Video" (Exhibit C). 

D. "GET A FLAT, SEXY STOMACH IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY! 
While You Sit In A Chair or Even Watch TV! 
ABFLEXcE· 
The Fastest, Easiest, 
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Safest Way Ever 
To Achieve: 
A flat, toned stomach 
A shapelier waistline 
A healthier back 
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HERE'S THE MAGIC OF ABFLEX: 

357 

Only the ABFLEX patented direct resistance design targets all the abdominal 
muscles simultaneously in one easy exercise to: 
* Flatten a bulging tummy 
* Eliminate a spare tire * Trim the waistline 
* Get rid of those "love handles" at the sides of the waist with its special 
attachment" 
Consumer endorser: "Lost 3 inches and 13 pounds in 30 Days!" 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer.] 
"DRAMATIC RESULTS IN JUST A FEW WEEKS ... AND NO BACK STRAIN! 

ALL THIS FOR JUST 3 EASY PAYMENTS OF $19.95 
The Revolutionary New ABFLEX System, plus the 1-hour ABFLEX Lifetime 
Fitness Instmctional Video and the 250 page ABFLEX Nutritional guide which lists 
over 2,000 low-fat foods and gives you over 90 delicious recipes! 

ABFLEX NO RISK GUARANTEE 
If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, simply return the 
ABFLEX System for a full refund of your purchase price! You have nothing to lose 
but your paunch!" 
The advertisement contains a statement at the bottom, left-hand comer, in 
approximately 4-point type: "The ABFLEX System includes a low-fat diet and 
aerobic exercise. The results may vary." (Exhibit D). 

E. "Male Nanator 1: Does your stomach look like this? 
[The advertisement depicts stomachs of three obese individuals. Superscript: "Does 
Your Stomach Look Like This?] 
In just a few minutes a day, it could look like this. 
[The adve11isement depicts three individuals with flat stomachs and slim waistlines. 
Superscript: "It Could Look Like This."] 
[Superscript: "If You Start Using This."] 
If you stmi using this. It's the revolutionary ABFLEX ... 
[Superscript: "Abflex "] 
... and it's so easy to use .... 
[The adve1iisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 

V~m Allen: We're talking tunm1ies, gang. How do we firm 'em up and slim 'em 
down. Sometimes it seems hopeless, right? But today we're going to hear about a 
new machine called the Abflex. Well, they say it can flatten our stomachs in just 
a few minutes a day .... 
Jeimilee Hanison: And let's look at the results some of these people got after just 
a few weeks on the Abflex System. 
[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 13 lbs in 30 days. The Abflex program includes a lovv-fat diet 
and aerobic exercise."] 
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[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Your results may vary."] 
Van Allen: Hey you guys, look at the difference. 
Je1U1ilee Har.rison: And it can work for anybody. Just three minutes a day and you 
can flatten that tummy right up. 
Van Allen: That sounds great." 
Consu~er endorser: "You don't even know you are doing, you don't even know 
you are doing your exercises. And you're doin' it the whole time and pretty soon 
your stomach is like a brick. And you've lost all that weight." 
[Superscript: "The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and aerobic exercise. 
Your results may vary."] 

Consumer endorser: "After using the Abflex 30 days I lost two inches off my waist 
and I lost 13 lbs. so I went from a size 3 6 slacks back to a 34. Perfect." 
[Superscript: "The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and aerobic exercise. 
Your results may vary."] 

i•'jeliDilee Harrison: And for us women who are trying to get rid of that pooch down 
here and for you guys trying to get rid of the love handles, forget it. This exercise 
[abdominal crunch] is useless. But, now here, this is the answer. This is the Abflex
crunch .... 
Jennilee Hanison: Well you can have it. Look at this woman. If you'd like to go 
down a few sizes, the Abflex System is the fast way to lose those inches. 11 

[The advertisement depicts before-and-after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Best case results. Your results may vary."] 
Consumer endorser: " .... Well I think in about 21 days I've, I've lost about 2 
inches." 
[Superscript: "The ABFLEX program includes a low fat diet and aerobic exercise."] 
Consumer endorser: "After 30 days I lost a full 6 inches .... " 
[Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 
Consumer endorser: "Four and half inches I lost. I was 39 12 and went down to 35. 
Boom, just like that." 
Consumer endorser: "With the Abflex I have lost 5 to 6 inches within 30 days and 
I have seen the results and so has eve1ybody else. It works great." 

iiAliDouncer: ... it's so effective you can see dramatic results in just a few weeks. 11 

[The advertisement depicts a woman demonstrating how many inches she has lost 
around her waist by wearing jeans, which now are too large for her around the 
waist. Superscript: "Dramatic Results in a Few Weeks"] 
Consumer endorser: "Within, I would say, the third or fourth day that I started 
using it I started noticing tightening, firnmess and my pants had stmied loosening 
up a little. I kept continuing using it and before I knew it I was back to a 5/6 from 
a 9110. It was very dramatic." 
[Superscript: "Your results may va1y. "] 
"A1mouncer: ... you get the Abflex Guarantee. If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 
10 pounds within 30 days, simply return ·the ABFLEX for a full refund of your 
purchase price. The Abflex, it's the fast way to a flat stomach, a shapely waistline, 
and a healthy back." 
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[The advertisement depicts a woman demonstrating how many inches she has lost 
around her waist by wearing jeans, which now are too large for her around the 
waist. Superscript: "Abflex GUARANTEE If you don't lose 3 to 6 inches and 10 
pounds within 30 days, simply return the ABFLEX for a full refund."] 

C.o.nsumer endorser: "I saw results in the first five to seven days. I could see visual 
results of the Abflex program. I lost about an inch to an inch-and-a-half in the waist 
and also lost five pounds .... " 
[Superscript: "Your results may vary"] 

i''Van Allen: ... The Abflex definitely works. 
J~nnilee Harrison: And it can work for anyone. 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 12 Inches. The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet and 
aerobic exercise."] 
Jennilee Harrison: Think about how great you're going to feel when you start using 
the Abflex ... 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer.· 
Superscript: "Lost 13 lbs in 30 days. The Abflex program includes a low-fat diet 
and aerobic exercise."] 
Jennilee Harrison: ... and you start losing those inches. 
[The advertisement depicts before and after photographs of a consumer. 
Superscript: "Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Best case results. Your results may vary."] 
Jennilee Harrison: Think about how great you're going to feel when you look 
terrific in your jeans again. Anybody can have a great body; the Abflex makes it 
easy. 
Martin VanDerHoeven: And I guarantee results. If you don't lose three to six 
inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the Abflex for a full refund. 
Jennilee Harrison: It only takes three minutes a day to flatten your tummy .... 
Van Allen: We can all spare three minutes to get rid of our spare tires, .. .It can 
flatten our stomachs, it _can slim our waistlines, ... "(Exhibit E). 

6. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, ·that: 

A. The Abflex causes fast and significant weight loss. 
B. Consumers lose at least ten pounds and five inches, or three to 

six inches, off their waistline within thirty days by using the Abflex 
for just three minutes a day. 

C. The Abflex causes weight loss and fat reduction in specific, 
desired areas of the body. 

D. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements 
for the Abflex reflect the typical or ordinary experience of members 
of the public who use the product. 

7. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
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relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set fmih in paragraph six, at the tin1e the representations were made. 

8. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph six, at the time the representations were made. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph seven was, and is, false or 
n1isleading. 

9. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting cmmnerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Co1nn1ission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Direclorv 

o If you would like more infonDation on how to be a merchant, please e-mail 
Webmwer®mhopping com 

361 
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EXHIBIT A 

Ab.tlex Heme Page hr:::p: //tvshcpp~ng. ccm/ abflex 

Welcome to ABFLEX 

YOU ARE-SECONDS AWAY FROM

THE ABS YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED 
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EXHIBIT A 

ht~P: I /tV!Ihoppinq. com/a.bfliiX/pagel .htllll. 
"Minutes a Cay 

If you spend 3 minutes a day with the ABFLEX, you will 
have firm, ti~tht abs. 

We guarantee it. 

The ABFLEX Guarantee : 
If you don't lose 5 inches and· ·1 0 pounds within 30 days, you can 
return the ABFLEX for a full refund. 

HERE'S HOW: 
ABFLEX uses four basic exercises to guarantee you the maximum results: 

L The Tummy Crunch tightens your stomach and slims your waist. 

IL Advanced Pull-In otren you a progressive resisUnce which, combined witlt the floor crunch 
position, blasts you to the firmest possible abs. · 

III. The side crunch slims and strenrhens the side and oblique abs. 
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EXHIBIT A 

3 Mim:tes a Day ht::p: / /tvshcppi::.g. com/ abflex/pagel .htmJ, 

--
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EXHIBIT A 

ht:p: I /tvshcpping. ccm/abflex/page2. honl 

- -
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EXHIBIT A 

Q&A 

How do I know ABFLEX really works? JJ. 
~ 

The ABFLEX Guarantee!! l 
If you don't loseS inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, 
you can return the ABFLEX for a full refund. 

Who needs ABFLEX? JJ. 
Any one who wants a sexy, flatter stomach in just 3 
minutes a day. Who doesn't want to look sexier with a 
better physique? 

How does it compare to other equipment?. JJ. 

If you can prove another fitness product can target the abs 
better than ABFLEX you will r~eive a $100,000 from ABFLEX 

How does ABFLEX woric? JJ. 

Other than the heart, the abs are the only mwcles in 
)'OW' body that aren't coMected to any joints. That's 
why they're almost impossible to target. 
The only way to target them i.s with direct resistance. 
Most people have never really worked their abs in their 

. entire life until they've used the ABFLEX 

What about sit-ups and crunches? JJ. 

With sit-ups, you're bending the hip joint so you're 
working the hip flexor muscles, but you're hardly 
working the abs at all. Worst of all, 90% of the 
stress goes right to your lower back. Doctors will tell 
you sit ups do more harm than good. 
And crunches only work the upper abs • not the lower abs 
or the sides. Therefore, to flatten the bulge or the love 
handles, it is useless to do crunches. 

What is the ABFLEX made of? How much does it weigh? lJ. 

ABFLEX is made of sturdy plastic and weighs approximately 
5 pounds. 

EXHJB[T .-\-6 

124 F.T.C. 
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fs ABFLEX built to last? JJ. 

ABFLEX is guaranteed for one year on parts ... but it is 
ui..ilt so tough i~hould last well past 5 years! 

Will ABFLEX work my arms? JJ. 

ABFLEX is a terrific all around upper body workout. In 
addition to giving you rock hard abs, ABFLEX will help 
tone your biceps, lats and pectoral muscles. 

367 
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EXHIBIT A 

Who uses ABFLE.X http: I /tvshcpping. com/a.bf!ex/page4 .ht:n.l 

Who uses ABFLEX? 

The question ~ WM DOESN/T use AJJFLEX to achieve tighter fumcr 
abs? · 

Join an all-star line-up of celebrities, professional athletes, funess experts 
and hundreds of thousands of people acrosa·tlie country and disc:ever the . 
fast, safe way to a firm stomach, a slim waistline and a healthy back AJJFLEXi,-used-by 
thousands every day to give them a real advantage in their excrcia program. 

You may have seen our recent nationally aired TV show showing the benetiu of A.BFLEX. The 
show is hosted by two devoted users o£ABFLEX: Television star Iennilee Harrison (the costar of 
Dallas and Three's Company) and Martip VanDerHoeven, the inventor of AJJFLEX. 

In fact, Jennilec believes in the results she has gotten so much she has become the spokesperson for 
thecompmy. 

M.ar$l van Der Hoeven the inventor of ABFLEX developed his drum tight 
abdomen in only two months using the ABFLEX System. 

Besides celebrity usen, there are hundreds of thousands of people-- people 
like you and me- wbo simply want the sexiest and flattest abs possible with 
OJllY 3 minutes a day of exercise. Just look at what people like you are saving 

. -~Al!FL!!X:' .. 

TO'get alis-m· 3 minutes that you can only usually get in 45 minutes, order 
your own ABFLEX today. (radio button that clicks the user to the order 
page) 

The ABFLEX Guarantee : 
If you don't lose 5 in~ and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEX for a full refund 

·-···--·; I I • 
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EXHIBIT A 

http: I /tvshCJ>)ping. ccm/ all!lex/people .htllll 

.a FLEX Works! ! 

ABFLEX WORKS!! 

"I Lost 12 iacltes " 

See What and Hear What People Are Saying 
About the ABFLEX!! 

Customer 1--Q!iml...Aii 
Customer 2--Q!i.m1t..A!i 
Customer 3-~.A!! 

"I Lost 6 inche! in 30 D.,." 

- - ' 
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EXHIBIT A 

. . . y smashed on a users stona.dl. Onbelievable!!! http:/ /t·~shq:ping. ccm/abflex/page3. html . 

Click here~ .:\:ii to see a loyal ABFLEX customer have an actual cinder block smashed on his 
stomach with a sledge hammer. It will make a believer of you! 

The··:AJJFLEX Guarantee : 
If you don~ lc:i.se 5 inches and 10 pounds within 30 days, you can return the ABFLEXfor a full refund. 

- • . . • i -

:::<:-:::=::- .:1.- :c 
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EXHIBIT A 

-oflex Order Iofol"'lllltion l':t tp: / /t·1shoppirig. ccm/ab!!e.x/pu::-c:hase. ht:nl 

ABFLEX 
THE FASTEST, EASIEST, 
SAFEST WA: Y EV..ER 
TO ACHIEVE:· 

• A flat, toned stomach 
• A shaplier waistline 
• A beaJthier back 

The Complete 

ABFLEX SYSTEM 

~L TinS FOR,JJJST ~Ej\~y PAYNIENTS OF 

T-e:;;~-~ ... ~ 
The revolutionary new ABFLlX System plus the !-hour ABFLEX LIFETIME Fimess Instructional 
Video and the 250-page ABFLEX Nutritional Guide which lists over 2,000 low-fat foods and gives you 
over 90 delicious recipes! 

Call 800-293-7100 to order NOW 

MAIL CHECK· 

PURCHASE ONLINE 

::x:,:::::::- .::.. . :.:. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Mail Order Form http: I /:vahoppi.cg. com/abfle.x/mail.htlll.l 

Check Orders 

I prefer (O ~.!nd the full ari'locnt now. Enclose S59.85 plus S7.95 S&H. Total S67.80. 

I want to target my side abs for faster trimmer waistline. Please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Enclose a total of S80. 70 

Print 

Name 
Addres, Apt# 
City State Zip 

TX res. add 8%, CAres. add 8.25% sales tax. Check Money Order 

Mail to: ABFLEX, Box 6015, Culver City, CA 90233 

-
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EXHIBIT A 

-'l.bflex Order Fcr.n 

ABFLEX ORDER FORM 
TO ORDER ON-LINE 

On-Line Credit Card Orders 

YES! Please rush my ABFLEX with a· no,. risk money-back guarantee! 

Charge my credit card for 3 easy payments ofo"!~ ~19.95 each plus $7.95 S&H (4-6 wk delivery) 

Charge my credit card for full amount ofS59:85 plus $7.95 S&H and receive free erpress handling (2 
week delivery) 

I want to target my side abs for a faster trimmer waistline, please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Charge my credit card an additional $9.95 plus $2.95 S&H 

Martin VanDerHoeven, the inventor of the Abtlex, would like you to try for free an incredible new all 
natural weight loss product. A recent scientific study showed that the regular use of this quick slimming 
formula safely produced a greater level of weight loss, reduced appetite, fewer cravings for sweets and 
increased energy. Martin will send you a 30-day supply free for two weeks. If you choose to keep 
SlimQuick, your accounts will be charged $14.95 plus $2.95 shipping and handling. So that you never run 
out, a new bottle will be sent approximately every four weeks and, of course you keep only the bottles 
you want. Check this paragraph to add to your order. 

First Name: 
Last Name: 

Address: Apt: 

City: State: 
Zip: 

Dayt:i:ne Telephone: 
E:venlng Telephone: 

:::nail Address: 

Credit C.ud: .-\merican Express Visa \!astercard 

::x:-:::::- .~- :.; 
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EXHIBIT A 

Abtlex Order For.n http: I /tvshcpping. com/abflex/ordar .hU~ 

Card Number: 

E:xpiration Date: 

-
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1!lex Order Form http: I /tvshcpp~ng. ccm/abflex; o.n:ler. ht:ml 

ABFLEX ORDER FORM 
TO ORDER ON-LINE 

On-Line Credit Card Orders 

YES! Please rush my ABFLEX with a no-risk money-back guarantee! 

Charge my credit card for 3 easy paymenu of olliy:,S} 9.9S each pill! $7.95 S&H-(4-6 wtc delivery) 

Charge my credit card for full amount of$59:85 plus $7.95 S&H and receive free apress handling (2 
week delivery) 

I want to target my side abs for a taster trimmer waistline, please add your special attachment and 
instructional video. Charge my credit card an additional $9.95 pill! $2.95 S&H. 

Martin VanDerHoeven, the inventor of the Abflex, would like you to try for fre• an incredible new all 
natural weight loss product A recent scientific study showed that the regular ~ of this quick slimming 
fomrula safely produced a greater level of weight loss, reduced appetite, fewer cravings for sweets and 
increa3Cd energy. Martin will send you a 3 o-day supply free for two weeks. If you choose to keep 
SlimQuick, your accounts will be charged $14.95 plus S2.95 shipping and handling. So that you never run 
out, a new bottle will be sent approx:irnately every four weeks and, of course you keep only the bottles 
you want. Check this paragraph to add to your order. 

First Name: 
Last Name: 

City: State: 
Zip: 

Daytime Telephone: 
Evening Telephone: 

E:n.ail Address: 

Credit Card . .lunerican Express Visa :-.Jasrercard 

::x"':3IT .~·15 
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EXHIBIT A 

Abflex Order Form http: I /t·,shcpping. ccm/abf lex/order. htm. 

Card Numbe::: 

Expiration Date: 
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Home Exercise Machine That Works 
The Upp·eC,ino~wer,· & Side Abdominal:: 
With 1 SIMPLE EXERCISE! 

FlaUen your abs with the Abllex. Because the abdomlnals are non~ 

t
olnted muscles, direct resistance Is the way to wbfk-out these non- ··.-·.: 
olnted muscles. Abflex's patented direct resistance design zeros right; 
non those hard to target abdominal muscles. The result: You can ... ~· 
have a firm flat stomach. and a slim waistline In just 3 minutes a day,. · 
· 4 days a weehl ; · : ·· .. 

:The Abflex Isolates and strengthens the abdominal 
· without putting excessive stress on the lower back muscles. In 
by strengthening your abdomlnals, It may help relieve existing 
back stress and pain. · . · . ·. 

1 
: : •. · : • .i· .. 

The Abflex targets the abe much beUer than alt-upa; It doean't '~~ 
atraln your back like alt--upa, and you don't even have to get on :~-; 
-the floor to uaeltl It's so eHectlve, you can see dramatic results In rt 

just a lew short weeks. The Abflex 18 eo~ 
convenient, y:ou can use It anytime, right~ 

at home,· In a~ .. 
chair or on · : ·,. 
the Door. You 
clothesl-_·. . 
Anyone.can use the Abflex, whether you've never 
worked out a day In your life or even If you're a major''' 
ness buff ... because the Abllex "resistance bands" adjw;l 
perfeclly to your Individual strength level wllh 18 resls· 
tance .~eulngs, ranging from 5 lbs. lo 125 lbs. 

Wt ~ommtnd con1ulllng your phy1lclan belo.e olllllnq any u~rcl,. pr oq"'" 
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8-Piece Set Includes: 
• Spiral CUtler · • V-Knife 
• Orange Squeezer • Slicer 
• Waffle Cutter • Grater 

Complaint 

EXHIBITC 

The unique Abflex .. System wm provide you with -the most complete 
home abdominal workout avaJlable anywhere! With an excellent step
by-step video hosted by actress Jen~ee Harrison, you'll perform a 
routine that gradually worl<s you up to ab-isolaling floor crunches. For 
cardiovascular fitness, there's exciting low-impact aerobics led by 
aerobics champion Ken Rosenthal. Plus a sensible 
eating ·p.t,gram that provides plenty of eating satis
faction. Best of aD, Abftex .. ffattens your stomach in 
just 3 minutes a day - no matter what your current 

lnc:Ujes; fitness level! 
•Abftex"' 
• Meci..m .and L.q!l Resistn:e 

8lwlds IWld Accessories 
• 270-Page "Atiftex ... Uleslyle 

Eatilg Progran Book 
• lnstnJcticnal VIdeo 

• Instruction Manual • Safety Holder 

There's no counter-top mess· 
or tedious hand-cutting with 
this nifty multi-grater. A com
plete food preparation sys
tem, the Super sneer"' has 5 
interchangeable stainless 
steel blades that allow you to 
grate, chop, shred, slice and 
much more - easily and uni
formly. There's even a rotary 
dial that lets you adjust the 
thickness of the slice with 
just a twist of your wrist! 
Designed with safety in mind, 
the Super Slicer"' is a must 

~~ 

every kitchen! 
'-4~ 13-1/IJ' Z 2' I ·-7/8' 
Oisassemlllos for easy cleaning; 
1o0 rad< ~safe. 
CSiices. diees. Sl'nlds. gnles & 
cnops in '"""""" 8nd ~ 

sarery holder prevents 
accidl!llts!. . ·- . 

4 PAYMENTS Sl!! 48 . 
EACH ONLY ~ • : 

c~ances of winninc have neve~ been better. That's why I urge you 
::;r..::_-lete and retur:-. your last stage entry today. Because OthOOereOO, ~ a 

time ... maybe even SlO,OOO, . · 
gocc chance you'll wi" this 

:::c.::::::- : 
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GET A FLAT, SEXY STOMACH 
IN JUST 3 MINUTES A DAY! 

While Yo.p Sit In A Chair Or Even Watch rY! 
=Fills FLEX. 

The Fastest, Easiest, 
Safest Way Ever 
To Achieve: 
!if A flat, toned stomach 
!if A shapelier waistline 
lif A healthier back 

HERE'S THE MAGIC OF ABFLEX: 
Only the ABFlfX patlrQd dnct mistlnc:e 
desqllalgeiS allhe alldoltW"oal nudes 
simunaneoosly in one easy -as. to: 
• Aa!len a tQgi1g lu1rny 
• Eliminala a $plll81ira • Trm the waislllne 
• Get rid r:i those "'cMM hancies" lillie sides 

r:i the waist with its special allaCivnenl 

Last 3lldlls 
at3!1111111D 

w30111ysl 

DRAMATIC RESWS II JUST A FEW 
WEEKS. •• .um Ill BA.CI ST1Wil 

E"q"ll OUI r:i f11n <W!Is 11M 1:111:* probllms/ And 
1tle I"UT"ber ere cause r:i bal:lt Plil is weak~ 
nal rrusdesllc:olti"lg ID !lis pramn~ 
5lJI9IIOl. ASA..EX can,_,~ .-.1 i1 some 
cases MnniM bldl. prcbllms: "ABR..E% 
~ rarlbdt:Jminlllllllldls. but'** 
not put eassM stnlil Clll ,_. blclr rnusc~e~
wtlictlla, m.jor Pf"l*m llll'h ~ tnd 
t:nJnChlrs. ABR.EX lsolltls ilnd 11'0111:1 yaur 
~ muxia monr l!lfet:tMiyl n uillt, 
IY$ 1M ,ag. CMr -r ot111r prodvt:l.llld itll a 
let I~~· - Or.l.iwle"l:l Kurz. M.D. 

YOU CAH SAY GOODBYE TU SITUPS, 
CRUNCHES, IOOJ LEG UfTS! 

,;us Sit in 'fOVI tavorrte ct\air. P.ace AS FLEX 
agM~St 'fOVI tummy. !igl>ten 'fOJf S!cmadl musCles 
as you pi.ID tile ABFlEX toward~ hoiO for J 
seconas. lflen llHease. Receat for jus! J m111utes a 
cav. II"S :nat easy. !ast. safe. alfon:aDie! 

"0~ 
~PIECEL · 

••• .,WC'':t~"\,j 

!"Ito ABFtEl s ....... •nc......., 
li~CSII'I'II'ttJ»rtlCC' .-l"ltorrswr.-..., 
C.:r.:s:utKU':~:~ 
=~Jn't'c'-'l"~l':~ 

Q '?951CI!I"'1 !;1!'<:PI'C,rct. '"I;' 

ALL THIS FOR "UST 
3 EASY PAYMENTS OF 

S1995 
The~ NewASFl£( S)'Siem. plus 1tle 
1~ ABFLEX l.detinll Filness lnslruc!ional VIdeo 
and ltle 2SO page ABFLEX NutritiaTal guide whdl 
lisls CNe< 2.000 fow.lat foodS and gM!s you CMf 90 
delicXlus rec:illeS! 

'rtllive probably dlscCM!n!d tllaf other methoas jus! 
den'! WOtX! Si!IJPS itM:Jve iUSI one set of rnusc:'.es: 
le<J lifts dcnl itM:Jve arry ~~muscle gtWDS of 
111e S!alladl! The ABF\..EX ac:uaJty ze.os in on tne 
ucper. iOWIIf ana side abs :tlal conrour )o'lUt S!Cm· 

:"i~~~~~:=::~!'::~ble 
DffiRS YOU 1 8 DIFm!E.liT 

RESISTAACE SETIJNGS! 
~Ef'T.E."< 'Jil wor~< :cr Jr.v ""'"" cr wcman re<;Jrc· 

'ess ~~ strer.t;m Oec.Juse ·t ::J/1 ce ser Jt as '•r.:e JS 5 
pcur:cs ~:;r :=eg:nr:ers ::r 3S :-r.1,;c~ JS ~ z: :c~.:r.cs ~cr 
:r-.e~:.cert' 

Urin .,.., Ow Hoewn.ABfi..EX inwlnlor. 
re:!8lllth 5d!rttll" Jmner lrialhlele. He waXed 
b-11\e )eal1 "psfedASA..EX, "tt» -my fbi 

=~~~md~'= 
_...,.~ 

By 1tle Wll(.lhln~ rri( One other madre tllal's 
as ell9dMI as ABA...EX: 1llal's Mr. Van Oer 
~Oilier paleniBd 4!lllrCise mad1ine. wt1d1 
casts $6.CXXl.OO and can be b.rld crlf illtle fnest 
heatlhcitJs! 

See l:lr "jO.nal! ~is so imdi:.tt easy fD use. 
so effective and so affordable. if even makes 
~-=eandalottw~obSole!e! 

~ CAIID CUSTOfaRS CAll TOU FJIEE 

1·800-548· 7700 .-----------------, 
:YES!;;::=:oa~~~ : 
I Wpayi>qflyc:odcw I 
I 0 3""""fprynwQciS19.9Suc:n~MS7.95 I 
I S&H. [4-6- deMrt! :0 ~~~~~o:,..,~~,:,K:If)fuo 
I ~~2..,..1<3deM<y) 

1 0 SpeOal ~ Altal:l"!'le"t to ~·r nd of'"""' 
I 1lanclles' ~ ONv S9.!15 Pllo 52.95 S&H. 

1 OYISol o- 00ec- Q..,.__,.,Emoss 
lc..u' E=._ 

I~~~==~·,;,!~=~ 
I 0 ASFI£( IO< t f)aVment ol ootv S5-1.95 ctus 
I S7.9S Sl!<ei:""J & Hanalinq. Tow S&.OO. 
I E.'IC:Ose<J IS 0 C~ecx 0 Monev Creer 
I iX .S. 0 tescents acd S.2S .... sates :.1.r. 

: ,_,.,,N..,o ---------
( _.c.:.~s..s .Jc:r_ 

I ;.:-.. SLJIB -- :o --
: .\4Jtllo: ~BFLEX I 

L ~~:_a::_~~--=~ ~~·.::"~·•..:_ C.:.IY.:..C.: ::;:: .J 
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~BfLEX INFOMtBCI~L TR~N~CBIPT 

[Superscript: ~ent ' Spieqel) 

The followinq iw a paid commercial presentation 
!or'the Abtlex. 

Does iour stomach look like this? 
(Superscript: : Doe a Yoi.U" Stomach t.ook Like 
Tllia'lJ 

In. just· a t.e~ ... minute~ <1 day, it could looK: like 
this.··· 
(Superscript: It Could t.ook Like This.) 

[Superscript: It You start usinq This.] 

If you start using this. It's the 
revolutionary new ABFLEX (Superscript: Abflex) 
and it's so easy to use, so affordable and so 
incredibly affective it makes all these painful 
exercises·and all this high priced equipment · 
totally obsolete. 

[Superscript: Obsolete] 

So join spQcial quest television star Jennilee 
Harrison [Superscript: Jennilee Harrison) inventor 
Martin Van Der Hoevcn (Superscript: Martin Van Der 
Hoeven] and martial arts legend Tiger Ynng 
[Superacript: Tiger Yang] and discover the ra~t w~y 
to a firm. stomach, a ~lim waistline and a healthy 
back on this special edition of Fitness Challenge. 
[Super~cript: Ab!lex Fitness Challenqe) And now, 
here's the host o( Fitness Challenge Van Allen. 

VAN: Thank you.· Thank you. You're a great audience. 
Thank you vary much and welcome everybody. Well, 
we've got a great show Cor you today because.we•re 
going to be ~akinq on a !itne~s challenge that so 
many of us are facing. We're talking tummies, gang. 
How do we firm 'em up and slim 'em down. sometimes 
it seems hopeless, right? But today we're going to 
hear about a new machine called the Ab!lex. Well, 
they say it can flatten our stomachs in just a few 
minutes a day. Plu~. the inventor of the Abflex, by 
the way, this is him right here. Alright, c~lm down 
ladies. He's going to issue a challenge to everyone 
here in our studio audience and everyone watching at 

381 
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But joining us first is a wonderful actress, you've 
seen her on Three's Company, you've s~en her on 
D~llas, everybody please welcome Jennilee Harr~son. 

Alright Jennilee. 

Jenriilee: H.i I 

Van: Welcome to the show. · 

Jennilee: Thank you. Very nlce to be here. 

Van: Now, jennilee, we know you, of course, as an 
outstanding actress, but you're also quite an 
athlete. Now, you're a rodeo champion und I'vP. seen 
you on the cover of a fitness magazine. 

[Cuts ~o 11! an~~ magazine covers] 

Jennilee: Oh, I iove to stay in sha~e. But you know one 
thing, I hate going to the gym. Who has the time 
today? 

Van: Yeah, who has the time? sure. 

Jennilee: And that's why I love the Abflex. 
[Subscript: The Ab!lex program includes a low !at 
~iet and aerobic exercise.) You know today I look 
be~tP.r than I ever have and I work out les~ and I 
eat more, all because of the Abflex. 

Van: Well, you look great by the way. 

Jennilee: Thanks. And you know what, I don't have to do an 
exercise that I despise which is situps. Don't you 
just hate doing situps? There is no reason to have 
to do another one . 

Van: Wow, that's great! 

Jennilee: . now that there is an easier, ~ore effective 
way to flatten our stomachs, thanks to Ab!lex. 

Van: Ahh. 

JP.nnilee: The Abflex, it targets your abs much better th~n 
situps do and it doesn't strain your back when you 
do it like sit ups do. 

Van: Sure, oh yeah, it's painful. 

Jennilee: And you don't have to get on the floor to use it. 

Van: You don't even have to get on the floor? 
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Jennilee: No, no, no. ·c~use let me show you, this is how the 
~bflex works. I'm going to taKe this chair here. 
I'm going to put my hands right into thP.!';E'! hand'les 1 

put this pad right here on your bellybutton and you 
pull it in, you do like a crunch, hold it for ju~t a 
~w beats and slowly release it. 

Van: well look at that. That is raally easy. 

Jennilee: That's it. 

Van: 'l'hat is so easy. 

Jennilee: It's called the Ab!lex crunch. You can do it right 
at home sitting in a chair like I am, you can do it 
on the floor whichever you p~e!er and anyone can do 
this wheth~r you have never wo~ked out a day in your 
life or whether your a major fitness buff because 
the Abflex adj~sts to your st~ength level. 
[Superscript: 18 Resistance Settings] There's 10 
different settings on it and you can go either !rom 
5 to 125 pounds o! resistance. [Superscript: s to 
125 lbs. Resistance] 

Van: So a whole range so anybody can do it. 

Jennilee: And here's the best thing about Abflex. 

Van: Uh huh. 

Jennilee: lt targets the abs much better than situps do and 
you only have to use it three minutes a day. 

Van: Three minutes, wait a second. Hey there goes my old 
excuse about not having enough time to exercise. 

Jennilee: No excuses.It's c~lled the three minutes fl~t Abflex 
workout [Superscript: 3 Minutes Flat Ab!lex 
Workout] It's over betore you know it. And you'll 
get a flat stomach even be!ore you know it. You 
know I used to have this pooch right here. 

Van: Oh yeah. 

Jennilee: How many of you? 

Van: Oh yeah. 

Jennilcc: No m~tter how much I worked out or no mutter how 
much l starved myself or ~ieted I never could get 
rid of that and after I started [Subsc~ipt: Your 
results may vary.] the Abflex system it went away 
within, like, two weeks. 

383 
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Van: Incredible. That's fantastic. 

Jennilee: Oh yeah it's the best. And let'~ look at the •• 
results some o! these people got after j4st a few 
weeks on the Abflex system. 

[Superscript: Lost 13 lba in ~o days. Subscript: The 
Ab.!lex program ibcludes a lov-.!at diet ADd aerobic 
exercis•.J 

Van: Wow 

Jennilee: Isn't that incredible. 

Van: Wow, look at that. 1 me~n that's amazing. 

Jennilee: Yeah. 

(Supe~script: Lost 6 inches in 30 days. Subscript: 
Your ~esults may vary.) 

Van: Hey you guys, look at the difference. 

Jennilee: And it can work !or anybody. Just three minutes a 
day and you can flatten that tummy right up. 

Van: That sounds great. 

Male 
Testim. 1.: 

f'emale 
rcstim. 2.: 

Male 
Testim. J.: 

Female 
Testim. 4.: 

Female 

You don't e~en know you are doing, you dori•t 
even know you ~re doing your exercises. And 
you're doin' it the whole time (Subscript: 
The Abflex proqram includes a low-fat diet and 
aerobic exercise. Your results may vary.) and 
pretty soon your stomach is like a brick: And 
you've lose all that weight. 

The tact that I now have a !lat stomach, 
something that I've never had before. It's 
just, it's great. 

After u~ing the Ab!lex there's no w~y I'll 
return to doing crunch machines and inclined 
situps cause they didn't isolate my abs th~ way 
the Abflex program does. 

I do know that with the Ab!lex system in two 
weeks I've seen a difference. That's great. 

EX::I3!T E·4 
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Testim. 5.: I saw more results in a week th~n I did with a 
month worth of situps. 

Male 
Testim. 6.: After using the Ab!lex JO days (Su~acript: The 

Ab!lex program inclu~es a lov-!at diet- and 
aerobic exercise. ~our results may vary.] I 
lost two inches of! my waist and I lost lJ lbs. 
so I went !rom a size J6 slacks back to a J4. 
Perfect. 

Van: How doe& t)Je Ab!lex grQQ.uc;~. _result-s so qui~ly? 

Jennilee: Why don't we ask the inventor hi~sel!? 

van: What a great idea. Alri"ght, well -let's.bt"ing him 
out here. He's a !ormer triathlete and a research 
scientist, plea~e WQlcome Martin Van Der Hoeven ~nd 
the Abflex. ere;.; 

Martin: 

Van: 

Martin: 

Welcome to the'show. Naw Martin, I know that·the 
Abflex seems to really zero in on those abs,.but 
I've always heard they are the hardest muscle to 
target. · · -

Well, you know they really are bec~use we have so 
many different abdominal groups. You have your 
uppers, you have your lowers, you have your left . 
side, your right side, but even more difficult, they 
don't flex the same w~y as your other muscle do. 
Here's an example. What joint do you think I am 
moving here'? 

The elbow. 

That's right. And Jenni, what muscle'? 

Jennilee: The bicep. 

Martin: That's right. This is what we call a jointad muscle 
because when this joint moves, this flexes. What 
aoout a sit up'? Think about this here. Now what 
joint am I moving here? 

Jennilee: The hip joint. 

Martin: 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Van: 

That'~ right Jenni. And what muscle? 

Well, that's easy, the abs, that's why you do sit 
ups. 

That's wrong. 

Wrong? 

385 
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You're really working the hip joint and you're 
working the hip flexor muscles. The abdominals are 
a non-jointed muscle. Let me repeat that: 
Abdominals are non-jointed muscles. They're not 
attached to joints. And the only way to work out a 
non-jointed muscle is by direct resistance like the 
Abflex right here. 

Ah, okoy. 

Jenni1ee: You know most people have never even felt their ~h~ 
until they started using the Abflex. 

Van: Is that right? so all these exerr.ises that we do to 
try to flatten our stomachs, they're really not th~t 
effective. 

Jennilee: That's r~ght 

Martin: Here's a sit up, and we're doing the same thing, 
we're moving the hip joints, but the abs are non
jointed muscles. so you're not getting that full ab 
workout. You're not getting much of an ab workout 
at alL 

Jennilee: Worst of all, 90~ of the stress goes directly into 
your lower back. 

Van: Oh yeah they're ~ainful to do. 

Jennilee: Doctors will tell you, sit ups, they do more harm 
than good. But here's an exerci=c that I used to do 
before I knew better. The leg lift. Again, the leg 
lift will put tons of pressure on your lower back, 
it's not good for it at all. 

[Cuts to article: "She wants exercises to tighten 
tummy," !rom ll.sk Dr. Lalllb, Dr. Lawrence Lamb; 
column) 

And Dr. Lawrence Lamb said in hi; nationally 
syndicated column (superscript: ••• Leq litts 
~on't even involve any signi!icant muscle groups o! 
the abdomen • • • ) that leg lifts don't involve any 
significant muscle group of the ~bdomen. 

Van: None of them at all? 

Jennilee: No. 

Van: 

Martin: 

Gosh. 

Well, you know this is a little better than ~ sit 
up, it's an abdominal crunch. You're really working 
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just this upper abdominal right here, you're not 
putting ~uch pressure into the lower abs, sirt~ abs 
or the right side abs. 

Jennilee: And for us women-who are trying to qat rid of that 
pocch down here and !or you guys trying to get rid 
o! the love handles, forget it. This exercise is 
useless. But, now here, this is the answer. This 
is the Abflex crunch. now when you put the Ab!lex 
on there it suddenly isolates all these muscles. It 
will incorporate [Superscript: wor~3 all major 
abdominals simultaneously ABFLEX) the upper ab~, 
the lower abs and the side abdominal muscl~s all in 
one simple exerci$c. 

Van: So this exercise really l;UI .. & the crunch into the 
super crunch. 

Jennilee: Exactly. And ~ scientific study proved it. 

Van: 

Hartin: 

Using an electromyograph, a device which measures 
muscle activity, they tirst tested an ordinary 
crunch then they tested the Abflex crunch. Look 
what happened. Th~ Abflex targeted the abdominal 
muscles so much better the scores literally went off 
the chart. 

Wow! so what that means is that the Ab!lex is 
actually going to ·flatten my stomach !~~ter right? 

Much faster 

Jennilee: That's it. 

Martin: 

van: 

Martin: 

I spent 45 minutes and over 500 situps doing my abs 
workout. And this is what J looked like. 

Hey you know that's not so bad Martin. 

But do you know after just e few weeks of using the 
Abflex for only three minutes a day this is what 
happened. [Subscript: Your results may vary.] 

Van: Now hey there's that washboard look all us guys 
woulQ leva to have. 

Jennilee: Well you can huve it. Look at this woman. If you'd 
like to go down a few sizes [Superscript: Lost 6 
inche~ in 30 ~ays. subscript: Best case results. 
Your result3 may vary.] the Abflex system is thP. 
tasc way to lose tho~e inches. 

Fe:nale 
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Having children just renlly ~reaks havoc en 
your body. Especially, especially your stomach 
muscles. The Ab!lex really firmed up my 'lower 
abs and that's right where I needed ~t. 
[Subscriptr The ABF~EX program includes D low 
fat ~iat and aeroQic exercise.) Well I think 
in about 21 days I've, I've lost about 2 
inches. · 

[Subscript: Your results may vary.] After JO 
days I lost a full 6 inches. Then I was 
starting to put on a lot of my clothes that had 
been sitting way back in the closet and they 
were fitting. It was so wonderful. 

rour and ha1? inches I lo&t. I was J9 l/2 and 
went~own.to 35. Boom, just like that. 

With the Abflex I have lo&t 5 to 6 inches 
within JO days and I have seen the results and 
so has everybody else. It works great. 

Van: Well, I have to ~dmit, 1 mean the Abflex really does 
seem to do an incredible job of firming up the abs. 

Jennilee: And just [SUQscript: Consult your physician before 
beginning any exercise prcqram.J as important is 
what the Abflex can do !or your stomach, is what it 
can do for your lower back. I want to show you 
something. Here, hold this. 

Van: Whoa. 

Jennilee: How much do you think that that watermelon ~eighs? 

Van: I don't knew, 9 or 10 pounds? 

Jennilee: Do you know that whatever you carry in front of you 
puts seven times the amount of stress on your back. 
You carrying 10 pounds here is putting 70 pounds of 
pressure of stress on your back. 

Martin: wow. 

[Subscript: 9 out o! 10 adults have back prcblem3.] 

Jennilee: Eight out of ten adults have back problems. It 
costs America $54 billion a year to take care of 
their backs and the number one cause of lo~er bacY. 
pain is poor abdominal muscles. 
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[Superscript: Abtlex Strengthens Ahdominals] 

The Ab!lex strengthens you~ abdominals ~o it can 
relieve lower back pain. Plus the ·Ab!lex ~ 
[SUperscript: ABYLEX No Stress on Lover Back] puts 
n9 stress on your lower back. 

Hartin: . That's what great about the Abflex. There's so man~ 
machines out there that ~ari hurt yo~ and really put 
stress on the back. 

Jennilee: In fact, Abflex is so back sate I know orthopedic 
surgeons who prescribe it to their patients. 

Male 
Testim. 10.: The Abtlex, while it strengthens your abdominal 

muscles, does not put excessive strain on the 
lower back muscles (SUperscript: Dr. Lawrence 
Jtur3~ ·M·.D., ·'o"i:·tbopedica s~qeon] that's a big 
problem with situps and crunches. So it raally 
isolates the •bdominal muscles very well, and 
that's vhy it has the edge ever other products. 

Male 
Testim. 11.: I'd worn a brace for almost a year and a hal! 

[Subscript: con•ult your physician before 
bec;inninq any exercise program.] because my 
back was in constant pain. And after using 
that for about six weeks, I stopped using the 
brace and my baCk started getting better. As 
my stomach" 1:ightened up,. (Subs·cript: Your 
results may vary.] I also lost a few inches on 

·ray stomach. 

M"le 
Testim. 6: L felt that with Ab!lex after I tried it tor· 

the first week I found that my back didn't 
hurt. Crunches I've done in the past, two days 
lacer I can hardly even stand up straight. 

Testim. 12.: This Ab!lex apparatus has [Superscript: Randy 
'Friscb, Health Club Direc:tor) in one step 
eliminated all those other opportunities for 
injury and thus is the a.afe and quickes~ most 
efficient piece of equipment I've ever seen. 

van: Stay tuned folks, coming up on Fitness Challenge, 

you'll SQQ an amazing 
display of abdominal strength. But first, here's 
your chance [Subscript: This is a paid advertisement 
for tho ~BFLEX pre3ente4 by Xent 5 Spiegel Direct.] 
to order the Abflex and firm up your abs in just 
three minutes a day. 

SXHI3IT E-9 
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Isn't it amazing what we'll put ourselves 
through to try to flatten our stomachs? Well, 
finally there is a better way. Introducing the 
revolutionary new Abflex [Superscript: ABFLEX] 
The first home exercise machine that works the 
upper, lower, and side abdominals with one 
simple exercise. Thanks to its patented dir&ct 
resistance. design, the Abflex zeros in on those 
hard to target abdominal muscles so it can give 
you a firm flat stomach and slim sexy waist, in 
just three [Superacript: J Minutes Plat A.bflex 
Workout) minutes a day. The Abflex assembles 
in just seconds and has 18 different resistance 
settings [Super~cript: 18 Resistance Settings] 
as little (Superscript: 5 to 125 lbs 
Resistance) as five pounds for beginners or as 
much as l2S pounds for experts. [Superscript: 
No stress ~~-Lover Sac~] The Abflex puts no 
stress on your lower back and its 50 

[Superscript: Dramatic Rasulta in a raw waaks] 
effective you can see dramatic results in just 
a few short weeks. 

[Superscript: ~BFLEX] Within, I would say, the 
third or fourth day that I started using it I 
started noticing tightening, firmness and my 
pants had started loosening up a little. I 
kept continuing using it and before I knew it 
I was back to a 5/6 from a 9/10 [Subscript: 
Your results may vary.) It was very dramatic. 

When you order your Abflex, you'll also receive 
this one hour long lifestyle fitness video. 
It's three fantastic videos in one. It's an 
instructional tape that demonstrates your three 
minutes !lat Ab!lex workout. It's a 20 minute 
aerobics tape. It's even a video housecall 
from a leading back specialist. Plus, if you 
order now, you'll also receive the 250 page 
Abflex nutritional guide which-lists 
[Superacript; Over 2000 Low Fat Poods) over 
2000 low tat foods and gives you [Superscript: 
90 Healthy Recip••l mora than 90 delicious 
healthy recipes. Why spend hundreds 
[superscript: $Hundreds$) even thousands of 
dollars [Superacript: $Thousands$] for another 
ab machine when you can have the amazing new 
ab!lex [Superscript: ABFLEX) along with the 
video and nutritional guide for [Superscript: 
Only three payments of $19.95] only three easy 
payments of $19.95. and you get the Abflex 
Guarantee [Superseriptz Abfl•x Guarantee If 
you doc't lose J to 6 inches Gnd 10 poun~s 

::x:::3!T E-10 
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within 30 days, simply return the ~BFLEX !or A 

full refund.] If you don't lose J to 6 inches 
and 10 pounds ~ithin JO days, simply return the 
AEFLEX tor a !ull refund of your purchase -
price. The Abfl~x. it's the fast way to a tlat 
stomach, a shapely waistline, and a healthy 

·back. so call now (Sup~r~c~ipt: 1-&oo-736-
9992. only thr•• payments o! $19.95 Plus $7.95 
u.s. or $11.95 canada s•H· c~ ' TX Res. add 
sales tax. or Send check or Mcnay Order To: 
ABFLEX, Box 6015 1 CUlver City, CA 90233. 
SUbscript: ABFLEX 30 day money back quarant•• 
[leas s 'RJ·J Have your credit card r~ady and 
call the number on your screen to order :your 
Abflex ~ystem right now or send a check ~r 
money otder for the full amount including 
Shipping, Handling and applicable tax. only 
the patented Abflex provides direct resistance 
fo~ a flat st1m stomach in only three minutes a 
day. And.the Abflex guarantee makes it risk 
!ree. Lose J to 6 inches and 10 pounds within 
JO days or return the Abflex system !or~ full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, it's easy 
to have the abs you've always dreamed ot. Call 
now. 

[Superscript: ~!lex Fitness Challenqe·] 

Van: Alright, welcome back. I'm with Jennilee Harrison 
and Martin Van Der Hoeven, the inventor of the 
Abflex, the home exercise machine that can flatten 
your stomach in just three minutes a day. 

Alright, now we've already seen how the ~hfle~ is 
more effective than exercises like situps or'leg 
raises or crunches, but how does Ab!lex compare to 
other machines? 

Jennilee: Well, I used to go to the health clubs and I .,.,-ould 
use a big Machine like this to work my upper abs, 
then I'd find another big machine to work my side 
abs, but .I never round a machine that could target 
the lower abs until I discovered the Abflex. You 
can really feel this working. When you place it 
over your bellybutton and pull it in, you can·~eel 
it working the upper abs, the middle and even this 
lower section which we women really need, especially 
i! you've had a baby. 

van: Oh sure. 

Jennilee: The Ab!lex has even helped me firm up my arms, see 
as I'm using it. I don't bother going to the health 
cluo anymore. The Abflex is so much more 
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convenient. You can use it right at home, s tting 
in a chair while watching TV. You don't eve have 
to change into workout clothes. I love this ~. 

Okay, okay. But, you know, this is a popular 
~chine that you might have seen on TV. Now~ how 
does this compare to the_Ab!lex? 

Well, you know, van and Jenni, this is a good 
machine, but it doesn't have direct resistance. And 
what we've said is without direct resistance !or the 
abs, you can't work all the muscles simultaneously 
in one exercise. Also, this sit-up motion puts 
stress on your lower back; the Abflex puts no stress 
on your lower back. 

Jennilee: Plus, this machine-- it tak~s longer to use, ·it 
takes-up-a lot-Rore space, and it costs three.times 
tbe amount tha_t the Ab!lex does_. 

Van: Okay. But, now, this is more in the Abflex's price 
range. Now, I've seen this piece of ab equipment 
advertised on TV. Now what, exactly, does this do? 

Jennilee: That's a good question. (Laughter) In a recent 
issue o! a leading fitness magazine, they reviewed 
this piece of equipment and said it does not enhance 
the benefit o! nn abdominal crunch. [Superscript: 
Cut to excerpt !rom magazine: "this ~evice doe& not 
enhance the benefit of an abdominal crunch] But the 
Abflex sure does. Here, Van, give it a try. 

Van: Well, sure. 

Jennilee: Martin 

Hartin: 

Van: 

Martin: 

Van: 

Martin: 

Van: 

Martin: 

Van: 

Let me get over here, okay? Come on down over here. 

Okay. 

And, you're going to have an incredible ab workout. 
Put it right on your belly button. 

Alright 

You're going to pull it down and do a crunch. Do 
that crunch. There you go. 

Wow! 

Bring it back --

You kno~. I can really !eel it working the upper and 
lower abs. 
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You're qoinq to. reel it simultaneously in the sides, 
with your ar~s there . 

Yeah, I !eel it on the sides, too~ 

and right on the lower abs. 

Boy, wait •til you try this, gang. This really does 
turn a crunch into a super crunch. 

J~nnilee: See, you can teel the Abflex working right away. In 
fact, we went to a local ~all and asked people to 
try the Abflex !or the very first time. Here's what 
happened. 

~ennilee: Pull this down, towards your stomach. Lift up. 
Hold for a two count, then release it. co back 
slowly; How doe~~hat !eel compared to a regular 

Male 
Testim. 1: 

~ennilee: 

Male 
Testim. 1: 

Female 
Testim. 2: 

~ennilee: 

Female 
Testim. 2: 

Jennilee: 

Female 
Testim. :3: 

Ma.le 
Testim. 4: 

Male 

sit-up? · 

[Superscript: ABFLEX] 

I can !eel it a lot. 

A. lot. 

Feels good. Because it centers on the stomach 
-- on the sto~~ch muscles, where it counts the 
most. 

I have a back problem, so I reallY can'~.do 
sit-ups. so this is great. 

And this puts absolutely no strain on your 
back? 

No strain at all. 

And ~hat if I told you you only hau to po it 
three minutes? Five times a week? 

I love it, I love it, •cause I have a little 
baby and I can't take the time out. 

Oh, I feel the tension in che stomach. It 
feels good. 
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Yeah, I use the gym machines. They don't ~ork 
at all compared to this. It ~orks really good. 

Thirty minutes? Oh, three minutesi Ohhh~ ... 
wo~. 

Oh, yeah. I feel it right there. 

Three count, right? 

sure. 

Oh, yes. one, two, three ..• Oh, I like that 
~ne~ You .. ~~n !eel it -- it feels great. 

Three minutes a day? Yeah, that is really 
good. 

I can tell that that ~ould firm it up. And in 
the shorter time -- that's a benefit, 
definitely. 

I feel its ~orking. But it doesn't kill me. 

I like this. I'd do this avery day. 

I can !eel it in my stomach right here. It 
feels like its working. 

Ohh. Pressure. Pulling your muscles, yeah. 
That's greot. Th8t's a great thing. 

I'm going to taka this one. My hands 8re stuck 
to this now. 

Am I going to get to keep this one? 

I like it a lot. I'm going to have to buy me 
one of these. 
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Van: Now, a minute ago we saw why the Ab!lex is so much 
better than other ab equipment, but let's take a 
look at a machine that can give the A~!lex a run for 
its money. 

Jennilee: And guess ~ho invented it. 

Van: Uh huh. [Laughter] 

Hartin: This is my Realflex machine. ~e introduced it about 
rive years ago, and it was the !irst ab machine as 
you could see that had direct resistance. 

Jennilee: The Realtlex is a great health club machine. But, 
its too big for home use, and it cosis $6,000. 

Van: Six thousand ••. 

Jennilee: So Martin decided to make a smaller version of this 
that everyone ~ould alford. 

Martin: Well, we spent tive years and over a million dollars 
in creating the home version of the Realflex 
machine. [Superscript: ABFLEXJ And ~hat we ended up 
with is the Abflex. 

Van: Ah. Okay. But tell me, does this work as well as 
this? 

Jennilee: It works even better. 

Van: 

Martin: 

Better than the $6,000 machine? 

l'm convinced the Abflex works the abs better than 
any machine that's ever existed. 
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I saw results in the fi~st five to seven days. 
I could see visual results of the Abflex 
p~ogram. (SUbscripts Your results may vary] l 
lost about an inch to an inch-and-a-half in the 
waist and also lost five pounds. It just 
doesn't mak~ _sense to ·buy a different ab 
machine, other than Abflex. 

I definitely have a lot more confidence now, 
due to using the Ab!lex machine. I'm not 
afraid to wear half tops anymore. I don't need 
to feel I need to cover up my stomach anymore, 
'cause its a lot mo~e defined and all my 
friends are noticing it. Its great. 

seven months ago I had a baby, and while I was 
pregnant I went up t~ 150 pounds.· M~ stomach 
was out to he~e. Since using the Abflex, l 
actually have my waist back to what it was 
before. I saw more results in a week than I 
did with a month's worth o! .sit-ups. 

Van: Now, what's going on here? Jennilee has a dozen 
peopfe up from our audience doin' all kinds of c~azy 
exercises. What are you up to? 

·• \ 

Jennilee: Van, a leading fitness magazine said that these are 
the twelve exercises y~u should be doing to get 
yourself a complete ab workout. 

van: Twelve exercises. You mean, I'm supposed to do all 
these exercises if I want to flatten my stomach? 

Jennilee: Well, you have a choice. You can either spend an 
hour doing all these exercises, or you can spend 
three minutes doing exercises with the Abflex. 

Van: You xnow, that's a pretty easy choice. I think I'll 
use t.he Abt'lex. 

E:<?.!BIT E-16 
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Jennilee: Well, ~he Ab!lex is ~he smar~ choice. Remember, it 
puts no stress on your lower back [Superscript: No 
Stress on Lover Back),so it won't hurt you like some 
of these other exercises will or those machines can. 
Its a safe, (Subscript: consult your physician 
~e!ore starting any exercise program) effective way 
to firm those abs and flatten those tummies. 

[Music starts.) 

Male 
Testim. l9: 

Male 
Testim. 20: 

Male 
Testim. 21: 

Female 
Testim. 22: 

Male 
Testim. 2:1: 

Van: 

Announcer: 

Its amazing that in our world now of high 
technoloqy where everything is usually more 
expensive and bigger, (Superscript: Dr. 
Lawrence Xurz, M.D., orthopedic Surgeon] that 
you have a simple consumer product like Abflex 
which works your abdominal muscles more 
efficient!~·· Its a safer product and a lot 
less exp~nsive. 

The Abflex takes a lo~ less time and gets a lot 
more accomplished than sit-ups. I like the 
Abflex a lot. It has really done what I wanted 
to do, which is reduce the size of my waist. 

I've tried sit-ups in the pqol, I've tried sit
ups under the bed -- you name it, I've done it. 
And I just couldn't seem to get any kind of 
results out of it. After picking the Ab!lex 
up, within the first couple of seconds, I 
noticed -- I was !eelin' somothin' hera. You 
could feel the muscles tightenin' up. It was 
fabulous. 

You could !eel 'em. 

I'm excited about it. What more can I tell 
you? 1 mean, this thing is really workin'. 
I'm proud of it. 

stay tuned. When we come back, you'll meet 
legendary Tai Kwan Do champion, Tiger Yang. 
And, you'll !ind out just how strong your abs 
can become i! you use the Abflex. [Subscript: 
This is a pai4 advertisement tor the ABFLEX 
presented by ~ant' Spiegel Direct.] 

Isn't it amazing what we'll put ourselves 
through to try to !latten our stomachs? Well, 
finally there's a better way. Introducing the 

EXEI3IT E-!.7 
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revolutionary new Abflex (Superscript: ABFLEX] 
-- the first home exercise machine that· works 
the upper, .lower ancl side abdominals wit!;!. one 
simple exercise. Thanks to its patented direct 
resistance desiqn, the Ab!lex zeros-·in on those 
hard-to-target abdominal muscles, So it .can 
give you a !irm, flat stomach. And a slim, 
sexy waistline (Superacript: 3 Minutes Flat 
~!lex workout] in just three ~inutes a day. 
The Abflex assembles ln just seconds, and has 
18 different resistance settings (Superacript: 
18 Different settinqa] -- as little as s pounds 
(Superscript: S to 12S lbs. Resistance] ~or 
beginners or as much as 125 pounds for ~xperts. 
[Superscript: No Stress c~ Back) The Al:l!lex 
puts no stress on your lower back [Superscript: 
Dramatic Results ih a Few Weeks] and its· so 
effective you can see dramatic results in just 
a few shor~·~eeks. 

[Superscript: Ab!lex Subscript: Your rssulta 
may vary) 

After using the Ab!lex tor JO days, I lost two 
inches ott my waist and I lost 13 pounds. So I 
went !rom a size J6 slacks back to a 34. 
Perfect. 

The Ab!lex ls a great investment. Honey·wise, 
1 would ~uch rather buy this ~bflex than any 
other machine that anybody could show me. 

I'm wearing a size four and l've n~y~~ !~lt. 
better and I've never been in as gooQ a shape
as I am today. And I thank Abflex tor it. 

When you order your Abflex, you'll also receive 
this one-hour-long life&tyle fitness:video. 
Its three fantastic videos in one. Its an 
instruc~ional tape that demonstrates your three 
minutes flat Abflex workout. Its a 20-minute 
aerobics tape. Its even a video house cell 

.!rom a leading back specialist. Plus, i! you 
order now, you'll also receive the 250-page 
Abflex nutritional quide, [superscript: over 
2000 Low Fat Feeds} which lists over 2,000 low 
fat foods and gives you (Superscript: to 
Healthy Recipes] more than 90 delicious, 
healthy recipes. Why spend hundreds, 
[Superscript: $HundredaS) even thousands 
[Superscript: $thousands$] of dollars for 

EXHIBIT E-18 
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another ab machine when you can have the 
ama~ing new Abflex, (SUper~cript: ABFLEX) along 
with the video and nutritional guide for only 
three easy payments o! 519.95. (Superscript: 
onlY Three Payment• ot $19.95] And you get the 
Abflex guarantee. (Superscript: If you don't 
lose three to aix inobea and 10 pounds vithin 
30 days, ai&ply return tbe Abtlex for a tull 
refund of your purchase prioe.] 

I! you-don't lose J to 6 inches 
and 10 pounds within 30 days, simply return the 
ASFLEX tor a tull refund o! your purchase 
price. The Abtlex, it's the fast way to a flat 
stomach, a shapely waistline, and a healthy 
back. so call now 

[Superacript":·-1-aoo-7H:.9992. only three 
payments o! $19.95 Plus $7.95 U.S. or $11.95 
canada SlB. CA 'TX Rea. add eales tax.· or 
send Chect or Money order To: ABFLEX, Box 
6015, culver City, CA t023l. SUb~cript: 
ABFLEX 30 day money back guarantee [less s ' 
H].] Have your credit card ready and call the 
number on your screen to order your Abflex 
system right now. Or send a check or money 
order for the full amount, includinq shipping, 
handling and applicable tax. Only the patented 
Ab!lex provides direct resistance for a flat, 
slim stomach in only three minutes a day. And 
the Abflex guarantee makes it risk free. Lose 
three to six inches and JO pounds within 30 
days or return the Abflex system tor a full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, its easy 
to have the abs you've always dreamed of. call 

now. 

[Superscript: AbtleX Titne$~ Challenge) 

All right, we're back. And we're talking about the 
Abflex -- the machine that makes it easy to flatten 
our stomachs and firm up our abs. And speaking of 
firm abs, here's a man who really needs 'em .. Please 
welcome Grand Master, Tiger Yang. [Superscript: 

Tiger Yang) 

Tiger's a threa-ti~e heavyveight Tai Kwan Do 
champion, and a lOth Degree Black Belt. In fact, 
he's appeared in over JO Kung Fu movies. He's even 
been the martial arts instructor for the c.I,A. 
Tiger, you've used the Ab!lex. Well, what do you 

think? 

r thinK Hartin found secret. Ab!lex is best way to 
get strong stomach. 

Van: That's com~ng from a ~an who knows about abdominal 
muscles, folks. In !act, he's about to show us just 
how strong his are. Tige~'s assistants are going to 
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stomach. All right. Are you ready, Tiger? 

I'm ready. 

·.Okay, here goes. 
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Jennilee: Wait a second. I've go~ an idea. Why doesn't 
Martin do this? 

Van: Martin -- why Martin? 

Jennilee: Martin's been using the Ab!lex longer than anybody, 
so his abs should be just as strong as Tiger's. 

Martin: 

Tiger: 

Martin: 

Okay. I'll do it. 

Well,·anyway, Martin-- I'm not guarantee you. 

Abfl~x will 9uarantee it. Let's try. 

Van: Now, folks -- don't try this at home. 

(Drumroll) 

Tiger: Are you ready, Martin? (Yells loudly and crushes 
threQ cinderblocks with a sledgehammer.] 

(Music starts) 

Incredible! 

Van: What an amaz.in«i. di~~a1 of abdominal strength. 
You're okay~of~:~F·-·~ .. 

Jennilee: Are you ok.f!t;. 

Martin: 

Van: 

van: 

Jennilee: 

I'm fine. 

Let's take a~look at that one more.time in slow 
motion. [Superscript: Instant Replay) Whoa! That 
is incredible. 

Well, now you've really convinced me. [Superscript: 
l-800•736-9992] The Abflex definitely works. 

And it can work for anyone. [Superscript: Lost 12 
Inches; Subscript: The Abflex proqram includes a 
lov tat diet and aerobic exercise.) Think about 
how great you're going to feel when you start using 
the Abflex [Superacriptr Lost 13 Lbs. in 30 cays; 
Sub~cript: Tbe Abtlex proqram includes a low !at 
diet and aerobic exercise.] and you start losing 
those inches. [Superscript: Lost 6 Inches in 30 
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oays; subscript: Best case results. your results 
may vary] Think about how great you're going to. 
feel when you look terrific in your jeans aq~in. 
Anybody can have ~ great body; (Superscript:: Last 
ChaDco to order 1-800-736-9992 by Internet at 
bttp:// tvshoppinq.com] ~e Abtlex makes it easy. 

And I guarantee results. If you don't lose 
three to six inches and 10 pounds within ~o 
days, you can return the Abflex !or a full 
refund. 

It only take three minutes a day to flatten 
your tummy. So what are you waiting !or? 
order your Abflex now. 

We.~an all spare three minutes to get iid of 
our spare tires, and we can all afford the 
Abtlex, too. It can flatten our stomachs, it 
can slim our waistlines, its good for our backs 
-- hey, this is a great machine. Hey, 
everybody, come on down and try the Abtlex. 

[Super8cript: 1-800-736-9992. Only three 
payments ot $19.95 Plus $7.95 u.s. or $11.95 
Canada B,B. CA 5 TX Rea. add sales tax.· or 
SeDd check or Money Order To: AB7LEX, Box 
60~5, Culver.City, CA '0233. Subscript: 
ABFL!X 3D day money back quaraDtee [less s ' 
HJ.] Have your credit card ready and call the 
numcer on your screen to order your Abflex 
system ri9ht now. Or send a check or money 
order for the full amount, including shipping, 
handling and applicable tax. Only the patented 
Ab!lex provides direct resistance for a flat, 
sl~m stomach in only three minutes a day. And 
the Abflex guarantee makes it risk free. Lose 
three to six inches and 10 pounds within 30 
days or return the Abflex system tor a full 
refund of your purchase price. Now, its easy 
to have the abs you've always dreamed of. call 
now. 

[Superscript: Produced by Mayhew Breen] 

The preceding was a paid commercial 
presentation !or the Ab!lex brought to you by 
~ent and Spiegel Direct. [Superscript: ~ant ' 
Spiegel 6133 Bristol Parkvay, suite 150, Culver 
City, CA 902JOJ 

[Intro repeats) 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and having duly considered the 
comment received, now in further conformity with the procedure 
prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission hereby issues 
its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters 
the following order: 

l.a. Proposed respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc. is a California 
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 5962 La 
Place Court, Suite 260, Carlsbad, California. 

l.b. Proposed respondent Martin VanDerHoeven is an officer of 
the corporate respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he 
formulates, directs or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the 
corporation. His principal office or place of business is the same as 
that of Abflex, U.S.A., Inc. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Weight-loss product" shall mean any product or program 
designed to produce weight loss, reduction or elimination of fat, or 
caloric deficit or to suppress the appetite in a user of the product or 
program. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Abflex, 
U.S.A., Inc., a corporation, its successors and assigns and its officers; 
Martin Van Der Hoeven, individually and as an officer of the 
corporation; and each of the above's agents, representatives and 
employees. 

4. ''In or affecting commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the "Abflex," any other exercise equipment, or 
any other weight-loss product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication: 

A. About the number of pounds users can lose; 
B. About the rate or speed at which users lose weight; 
C. About the length of time users must use such product to 

achieve weight loss; 
D. That such product causes fast and significant weight loss; 
E. That such product causes a reduction in the size or shape of 

specific, desired areas of the body; 
F. That such product causes a reduction in users' body size or 

shape, or body measurements; or 
G. About the benefits, efficacy, or performance of such product 

in promoting weight loss, unless, at the time the representation is 
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made, respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable 
evidence, which when appropriate must be competent and reliable 
scientific evidence, that substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of the "Abflex," any other exercise equipment, or 
any other weight-loss product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the 
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the 
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of members of 
the public who use the produCt, unless: 

A. At the time it is made, respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation; or 

B. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the 
product, or 

2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 

For purposes ofthis Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16 
CFR 255.0(b). 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc., and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Martin Van Der Hoeven shall, 
for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of any 
representation covered by this order, maintain and upon request make 
available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
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into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc., and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Martin Van Der Hoeven shall 
deliver a copy of this order to all current and future principals, 
officers, directors, and managers, and to all current and future 
employees, agents, and representatives having responsibilities with 
respect to the subject matter of this order, provided, however, that the 
duty to deliver a copy of this order to future personnel as required by 
this Part shall terminate three (3) years after the date upon which this 
order becomes final. Respondents shall deliver this order to current 
personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this 
order, and to future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person 
assumes such position or responsibilities. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc. and its 
successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) 
days prior to any change in the corporation( s) that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the ·proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington,· D.C. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Martin Van Der Hoeven, 
for a period of five (5) years after the date of issuance of this order, 
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shall notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current 
business or employment, or of his affiliation with any new business 
or employment. The notice shall include respondent's new business 
address and telephone number and a description of the nature of the 
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All 
notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Abflex, U.S.A., Inc., and its 
successors and assigns, and respondent Martin Van Der Hoeven shall, 
within sixty (60) days after the date of service of this order, and at 
such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may require, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which they have complied with this order. 

VIII. 

This order will terminate on September 18, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such .a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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This consent order requires, among other things, the California-based proprietor of 
M.E.K. International to have competent and reliable scientific evidence to 
substantiate any claims he makes in the Spanish-language advertisements that 
certain products reduce or eliminate cellulite and fat, cause weight loss or 
reduce cholesterol, as well as any other claims concerning the performance, 
benefits, efficacy or safety of any food, drug or dietary supplement in the 
future. The consent order also prohibits the respondent from misrepresenting 
the existence or results of any test or study, and requires any testimonials used 
in the advertisements either to represent the typical experience of consumers 
or to be accompanied by a disclosure of the generally expected results. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Erika Wodinsky and Jeffrey Klurfeld. 
For the respondent: Prose. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Kave Elahie doing business as M.E.K. International ("respondent"), 
has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and 
it appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public 
interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Kave Elahie is the sole proprietor of M.E.K. 
International, a California company with its principal office or place 
of business at 1669 Emeric Street, Simi Valley, California. 
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs, or 
controls the policies, acts or practices alleged in this complaint. 

2. Respondent has advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold, and 
distributed products to the public, including the "NutraTrim 
Bio-Active Cellulite Control Cream" (with aminophylline), and the 
"NutraTrim Weight Loss" tablets (with chromium picolinate) 
collectively referred to as the NutraTrim products. The NutraTrim 
products are advertised in Spanish-language magazines, such as 
Buenhogar. The NutraTrim products are "foods" and/or "drugs" 
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within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated 
advertisements for the NutraTrim products, including but not 
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through C. These 
advertisements contain the following statements: 

A. "Love handles, cellulite and fat. Now you can eliminate it with NutraTrim 
Bio-activa cream." (Exhibit A) 

B. "Eliminate cellulite. Lose weight in 15 days beginning with the first 
application." (Exhibit A) 

C. "The results are instantaneous and permanent." (Exhibit A) 
D. "Imagine a bunch of ice melting under the sun. This is how the cellulite in 

your body will be disappearing thanks to Bio-Active action ofNutraTrim cream." 
(Exhibit A) 

E. "The potent action helps to eliminate the excess water and fat and other 
wastes that are responsible for cellulite and orange skin. But this is not all. Once 
you have the perfect body that you have always wanted, you'll have to apply the 
NutraTrim Bio-Activa only once in awhile and that way you can keep the results 
that you have always wanted." (Exhibit A) 

F. "Until today this is the most secure and beneficial method to eliminate fat 
and cellulite from your body." (Exhibit A) 

G. "Remember the results are guaranteed." (Exhibit A) 
H. "Lose up to 35 pounds without having to diet." (Exhibit B) 
I. "Yes today you can eliminate fat and cellulite from your body without 

having to diet and exercise that are impossible." (Exhibit B) 
J. "Clinical test results in hospitals and labs have confirmed the actions of 

chromium formulated with other natural ingredients." (Exhibit B) 
K. "NutraTrim is a new treatment that is 100% natural and will help your 

metabolism to process and eliminate fat and control your appetite." (Exhibit B) 
L. "The results are real: You will lose fat and cellulite in the areas that you 

wish to lose the most. You will feel more active and energetic. It lowers the level 
of cholesterol in your blood." (Exhibit B) 

M. "These results that have been obtained by real multiple tests by scientists 
and hospitals have proven that the qualities and the ingredients from NutraTrim 
help to notably eliminate fat and to lessen the level of cholesterol in your blood. 
Besides, they will not bring down your metabolism. This is very important because 
it ensures that the weight that you will lose during your treatment will not come 
back." (Exhibit B) 

N. "Call today and see for yourself how easy it is to lose weight forever with 
NutraTrim. Without dieting and without extraneous exercises or secondary effects. 
NutraTrim works for real." (Exhibit B) 

0. Consumer testimonial: "How I lost 34 pounds in little time, without 
regimens or diets. Its great. I'll bet you anything that in 4 or 5 weeks you'll be 
skinny as me. Ana bella Torres C." (Exhibit C) 
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5. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that one or more of the 
NutraTrim products: 

A. Significantly reduce body fat. 
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss. 
C. Reduce serum cholesterol. 
D. Increase human metabolism. 
£;, Cause weight loss without diet or strenuous exercise. 
F. Control appetite. 
G. Eliminate cellulite or fat. 
H. Increase energy. 

6. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that he possessed and relied 
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth 
in paragraph five, at the time the representations were made. 

7. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph five, at the time the representations were made. Therefore, 
the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

8. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has 
represented, expressly or by implication, that scientific studies 
demonstrate that the NutraTrim products: 

A. Significantly reduce body fat. 
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss. 
C. Reduce serum cholesterol. 
D. Eliminate cellulite or fat. 

9. In truth and in fact, scientific studies do not demonstrate that 
the NutraTrim products: 

A. Significantly reduce body fat. 
B. Cause significant and rapid weight loss. 
C. Reduce serum cholesterol. 
D. Eliminate cellulite or fat. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph eight were, ·and 
are, false and misleading. 

10. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent 
has represented, expressly or by implication, that a testimonial from 
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a consumer appearing in the advertisements for a NutraTrim product 
reflects the typical or ordinary experience of members of the public 
who use the product. 

11. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent 
has represented, expressly or by implication, that he possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set 
forth in paragraph ten, at the time the representation was made. 

12. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in 
paragraph ten, at the time the representation was made. Therefore, the 
representation set forth in paragraph eleven was, and is, false and 
misleading. 

13. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXHIBIT A 

Love handles, cellulite and fat. Now you can eliminate it with NutraTrim 
Bio-activa cream. Try it and convince yourself. 
Eliminate cellulite. Lose weight in 15 days beginning with the first application. 
Imagine a bunch of ice melting under the sun. 
This is how the cellulite in your body will be disappearing thanks to Bio-Active 
action ofNutraTrim cream. Do not think that this is an exaggeration. From your 
first application you will see the fantastic results. 
What do you have to do? 
Very simple. All you have to do is apply the NutraTrim Bio-activa cream with a 
soft massage in the area you want until the cream disappears and it is absorbed 
totally into the skin. Repeat the application 2 times a day and that is it. It is that 
simple. 
The results are instantaneous and permanent. 
You don't need to wait months to compare the results for yourself. Since the first 
application you will be able to see results. Your measuring tape doesn't lie. 
NutraTrim is not a magic cream. But it is scientific. Thanks to the components of 
Bio-Active Cream it works over the linfa. This is something that you'll fmd over 
different parts of your body. The potent action helps to eliminate the excess water 
and fat and other wastes that are responsible for cellulite and orange skin. But this 
is not all. Once you have the perfect body that you have always wanted, you'll have 
to apply the NutraTrim Bio-Activa only once in awhile and that way you can keep 
the results that you have always wanted. 
The opinion of one doctor, Dr. Christine Viviene from Switzerland, loves the 
results the NutraTrim Bio-Active has given. It is completely natural and very easy 
to apply. There is no side effects and in reality it does help to eliminate the deposits 
of fat in the human body. I recommend it to all my patients. Until today this is the 
most secure and beneficial method to eliminate fat and cellulite from your body. 
100% Quality. 
Do not accept cheap imitations. NutraTrim is made of high quality products 
guaranteeing best results. 
Special offer 50% more for free. 
Buy your NutraTrim Cream today and get it at the regular price of $26.95 with 
50% more cream. Take advantage now and save. 
Do not question it any longer. 
Now you have the opportunity to have a beautiful silhouette. You'll be so attractive 
you'll cause admiration. Imagine your friends faces when they see the change in 
your body. More attractive more younger looking and more secure of yourself. 
Remember that the results are guaranteed. Hurry and mail your coupon today and 
take advantage of the promotional offer to look better in less time than you expect. 
You will not regret it. 
Total Guarantee. 
Try NutraTrim Bio-Active for 30 days and if you are not happy with the results you 
can return it and we will return your money minus shipping and handling. 
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EXHIBITB 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXHIBIT B 

World News. Lose up to 35 pounds without having to diet. This revolutionary new 
treatment, in reality will help you lose fat. Yes today you can eliminate fat and 
cellulite from your body without having to diet and exercise that are impossible. 
Clinical test results in hospitals and labs have confirmed the actions of chromium 
formulated with other natural ingredients: 
Will control your appetite including sweets. 
Will help your metabolism to bum fat. 
Will preserve your muscular tissue without having to exercise. 
With these results this time you will not fail. You will lose weight or we will refund 
your money. 
Do not lose more time or money with products or diets that promise you the world. 
NutraTrim is a new treatment that is 100% natural and will help your metabolism 
to process and eliminate fat and control your appetite. Because of this composition 
(minerals, vitamins, plant extracts) NutraTrim can be used by persons of all sexes 
and ages. 
The results are real: 
You will lose fat and cellulite in the areas that you wish to lose the most. 
They will help to ensure your ideal weight. 
You will feel more active and energetic. 
It lowers the level of cholesterol in your blood. 
These results that have' been obtained by real multiple tests by scientists and 
hospitals have proven that the qualities and the ingredients from NutraTrim help 
to notably eliminate fat and to lessen the level of cholesterol in your blood. 
Besides, they will not bring down your metabolism. 
This is very important because it ensures that the weight that you will lose during 
your treatment will not come back. 
The advantages ofNutraTrim: 
1 00% natural. 
Any person can use it. 
Does not contain uppers or amphetamine. 
Does not induce upset stomach, headaches, dizziness, nervousness. 
This does not require a special diet. 
You do not have to follow a diet plan. 
Does not produce extra/hanging skin. 
If you have any problems with your health you should consult your doctor first. For 
better results you should control your meals and try to help yourself with some type 
of exercise. 
NutraTrim is a registered product and you can only buy it through MEK. 
NutraTrim is the quickest and most convenient system to lose weight. You should 
see for yourself how the weight disappears and stays off (without a doctor's 
prescription). 
Call today and see for yourself how easy it is to lose weight forever with 
NutraTrim. Without dieting and without extraneous exercises or secondary effects. 
NutraTrim works for real. 
100% guaranteed. Try NutraTrim and if you are not completely satisfied we will 
return your inoney less shipping and handling. 
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EXHIBITC 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF EXHIBIT C 

How I lost 34 pounds in little time, without regimens or diets. 
All my life I have been gaining weight. When my baby was born I gained so much 
weight. Of course I tried so many differe~t thmgs. Nothing would work for me. I 
really thought that I was a lost cause. You could just say that I was swollen in all 
of my body, legs, stomach and face. I didn't even know how to dress. I looked 
horrible and I felt like my husband didn't see me as attractive as before. 
I discovered something incredible. 
I have a friend. I don't know what she does. She doesn't deprive herself from 
anything. She eats more than three and for the past year she lost her weight and 
maintained her body like a model. 
One day I asked her what do you do to be so skinny? She confessed her secret to 
me. A product called NutraTrim that was distributed a couple of years ago. 
Let me explain. With this I'm positive that you'lllose weight. Even if you eat a lot. 
Even if you have tried everything and it didn't work. There is no need to take any 
medication, no exercise. This product does not have anything to do with others in 
stores. It has nothing to do with the product you took before. She told me I 
wouldn't tell you more. You'll see it. Its great. I'll bet you anything that in 4 or 5 
weeks you'll be skinny as me. 
Without believing me too much, I promised her I would try it, and I bet her a good 
dinner, I was sure to win. I was sure that if it made her lose weight, it would make 
me lose weight. 
I began to use the system the next day. If you don't want to, then don't believe me, 
but on the third day I had lost 4 'li lbs. It seemed like a miracle! That morning, I 
was well, very light with soft skin. Even my husband noticed the difference he 
started to admire me, something he hadn't done for a long time. 
The first week I had already lost 10 lbs. 
I continued because it was really easy and very pleasing. After every NutraTrim 
session, I experienced the same delicious sensation of well-being, besides I had the 
joy of seeing how the scale marker kept moving to the left. As I saw myself in the 
mirror, I could see my shape toning, remodeling day after day. Regimes and 
deprivations have ceased, I ate everything I wanted and I lost weight like that. 
Imagine, I had lost pounds the first week! In over a month, I went from 173 lbs to 
138 lbs, I had a complete change in form. I had literally "uninflated." My legs, my 
hips had uninflated and my stomach was very flat. My friend had won her bet and 
I haven't gained weight; the only thing I have gained is my husband because I think 
he fell in love again because he has begun to be attentive and delicate like when I 
knew him. 
It also has to work for you! 
I spoke with my doctor concerning the treatment. He explained that it was the ideal 
method truly efficient to lose weight because it works quickly, draining the fat out 
of the cells, above all on the body parts that mostly need thinning: stomach, legs, 
face. Besides I had the pleasant surprise that my skin had returned to being more 
firm, more soft and more flexible. 
Anabella Torres C. 
This system for weight loss really works. 
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Utilizing the NutraTrim system (easy work) obtain evident results from the first 
time. In 48 hours you could lose 2 to 4 pounds. Then you will lose weight day by 
day until you have your ideal weight. 
When you look at yourself in a mirror you will be surprised. To see that you have 

I lost weight in places where you need it. Stomach, legs, hips. Your skin will tum 
more soft and silky. 
Would you like to be more seductive? Would you like to be able to wear those · 
dresses that you like a lot? Would you like to have a husband who is proud of you 
and crazy in love with you, just like the beginning? It is up to you. Don't permit 
that your husband keep admiring other women. Like Anabella and all others who 
have done it, you will be absolutely delighted from the results which you will 
obtain from the treatment NutraTrim. You can lose from 5 to 10 pounds a week 
until you reach the weight you want. 
If you are not 100% delighted and enthusiastic with your weight loss, simply return 
the container that had the treatment and we will return your purchase price without 
any conditions or any questions. 
Don't you think that we wouldn't make you a proposition like this unless the results 
were real. 
Don't wait any more. Return the coupon below, right now, today. Don't need to 
wait to start to lose weight. 
Important: Satisfaction 100% guaranteed. 
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DECISION'AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Regional Office 
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and 
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with 
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter 
executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission by 
the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid 
draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is 
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than 
jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent 
has violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating its 
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed 
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record 
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the 
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Kave Elahie is the sole proprietor of M.E.K. 
International, a California company with its principal office or place 
ofbusiness at 1669 Emeric Street, Simi Valley, California. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order, the following definitions shall 
apply: 
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1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results; and 

2. Unless otherwise specified, "respondent" shall mean Kave 
Elahie, individually and doing business as M.E.K. International, his 
successors and assigns and each of his officers agents, 
representatives, and employees. · 

3. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution of the "NutraTrim Bio-Active Cellulite Control Cream," 
or "NutraTrim Weight Loss" tablets, or any other food, drug, or 
dietary supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall 
not make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by 
implication: 

A. That such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to 
reducing body fat; 

B. That such product causes, aids, facilitates or contributes to 
causing rapid weight or body fat loss; 

C. That such product causes or assists in causing weight or fat 
loss without dieting or strenuous exercise; 

D. That such product reduces serum cholesterol levels; 
E. That such product increases human metabolism; 
F. That such product controls appetite; 
G. That such product increases energy or stamina; or 
H. That such product eliminates cellulite or fat; 

unless at the time it is made, respondent possesses and relies upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. 
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II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution of the "NutraTrim Bio-Active Cellulite Control Cream," 
or "NutraTrim Weight Loss" tablets, or any other food, drug, or 
dietary supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall 
not make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by 
implication, regarding the performance, benefits, efficacy, or safety 
of such product, unless at the time it is made, respondent possesses 
1nd relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution of the "NutraTrim Bio-Active Cellulite Control Cream," 
or "NutraTrim Weight Loss" tablets, or any other food, drug, or 
dietary supplement, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, shall 
not make any misrepresentation, in any manner; expressly or by 
implication, regarding the existence, contents, validity, results, 
conclusions, or interpretations of any test or study. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution of any product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
represent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the 
experience represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the 
product represents the typical or ordinary experience of members of 
the public who use the product, unless: 

A. At the time i~ is made, respondent possesses and relies upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation; or 
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B. Respondent discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the 
product, or 

2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 

For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16 
CFR 255.0(b). 

V. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any 
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in 
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and 
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990. 

VI. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondent from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug 
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food 
and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for five ( 5) years after 
the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this 
order, maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade 
Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, sur\reys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
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consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall deliver a copy of this 
order to all current and future principals, officers, directors, and 
managers, and to all current and future employees, agents, and 
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order, and shall secure from each such person a signed 
and dated statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent 
shall deliver this order to current personnel within thirty (30) days 
after the date of service of this order, and to future personnel within 
thirty (30) days after the person assumes such position or 
responsibilities. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Kave Elahie, for a period of 
ten (10) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall notify the 
Commission of the discontinuance of his current business or 
employment, or of his affiliation with any new business or 
employment. The notice shall include respondent's new business 
address and telephone number and a description of the nature of the 
business or employment and his duties and responsibilities. All 
notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the 
Regional Director, Federal Trade Commission, 901 Market Street, 
Suite 570, San Francisco, California. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days 
after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as the 
Federal Trade Commission may require, file with the Commission a 
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
he has complied with this order. 

XI. 

This order will terminate on September 19, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
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of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

BUTTERWORTH HEALTH CORPORATION, ET AL. 

Docket 9283. Interlocutmy Order, September 25, 1997 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS 

On July 22, 1997, respondents Buttetworth Health Corporation 
and Blodgett Memorial Medical Center ("the Hospitals") filed a 
Motion to Dismiss the complaint in the above-captioned case 
pursuant to Section 3 .26( d) of the Commission's Rules. Complaint 
counsel filed an Opposition to Respondents' Motion to Dismiss the 
Proceedings on August 5, 1997. On August 15, 1997, the Hospitals 
moved for leave to file a Reply Memorandum and on September 2, 
1997, complaint counsel moved for leave to file a Response to 
Respondents' Reply Memorandum. Both motions for leave to file 
supplemental pleadings are granted. 

These proceedings follow the Commission's filing of an action in 
the United States District Court for the Western District of Michigan 
seeking a preliminary injunction under Section 13(b) of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 53(b), to prevent a proposed 
merger of the Hospitals pending completion of an administrative 
proceeding to determine whether the proposed merger violates 
Section 7 ofthe Clayton Act. 15 U.S.C. 18. On September 26, 1996, 
the district court issued an opinion denying a preliminary injunction. 
FTC v. Butterworth Health Corp., 946 F. Supp. 1285 (W.D. Mich. 
1996). Thereafter, the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth 
Circuit affirmed the district court's decision in an unpublished per 
curiam opinion. FTCv. Butterworth Health Corp., No. 96-2440 (6th 
Cir. July 8, 1997) (per curiam). 

The rationale for Rule 3.26(d), pursuant to which the Hospitals 
move, is that although denial of injunctive relief by the courts does 
not compel the Commission, as a matter of law, to terminate its 
administrative case, such judicial action justifies respondents in 
asking the Commission to review closely whether further proceedings 
are appropriate. The Commission's Policy Statement on 
Administrative Merger Litigation Following the Denial of a 
Preliminary Injunction, which was published with Rule 3 .26( d), states 
that the Commission must determine whether to continue or terminate 
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an administrative proceeding on a case-by-case basis. 60 Fed. Reg. 
39,741, 39,743 (1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,242 at 20,994. 

In determining whether to continue the administrative litigation, 
the Commission has considered the following factors set forth in the 
Commission's Policy Statement: 

( i) The factual fmdings and legal conclusions of the district court or any 
appellate court, (ii) any new evidence developed during the course of the 
preliminary injunction proceeding, (iii) whether the transaction raises important 
issues of fact, law, or merger policy that need resolution in administrative litigation, 
(iv) an overall assessment of the costs and benefits of further proceedings, and (v) 
any other matter that bears on whether it would be in the public interest to proceed 
with the merger challenge. 

!d. After considering the pleadings and each of these five factors, the 
Commission has determined that further administrative litigation is 
not in the public interest. 

Accordingly, 
It is ordered, That respondents' motion for leave to file a reply 

and complaint counsel's motion for leave to file a response to the 
reply be, and they hereby are, granted; 

It is further ordered, That respondents' motion to dismiss be, and 
it hereby is, granted. 

Chairman Pitofsky recused. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

GLOBAL WORLD MEDIA CORPORATION, ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3772. Complaint, October 9, 1997--Decision, October 9, 1997 

This consent order, among other things, requires a California-based company and 
its officer, the marketers of a supplement known as "Herbal Ecstacy," to 
substantiate all future safety claims for any food, drug or dietary supplement, 
and requires a disclosure statement warning consumers of the potentially 
serious safety risks of taking Ecstacy or any other product containing ephedra. 
In addition, the consent order prohibits the respondents from promoting 
Ecstacy or any similar product for its mind-altering effects in media with a 
predominant youth audience, and prohibits misrepresentations of testimonials 
or endorsements of any product. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Nancy Warder, Michelle Rusk and C. Lee 
Peeler. 

For the respondents: William H. Dailey, Encino, CA. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Global World Media Corporation, a corporation, and Sean Shayan, 
individually and as an officer of the corporation C'respondents"), have 
violated provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it 
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public 
interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Global World Media Corporation is a California 
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 1501 Main 
Street, Venice, California. 

2. Respondent Sean Shayan is an officer of the corporate 
respondent. Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, 
directs, or controls the policies, acts, or practices of the corporation, 
including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His 
principal office or place of business is the same as that of Global 
World Media Corporation. 

3. Respondents have advertised, labeled, offered for sale, sold, 
and distributed products to the public, including Ecstacy or Herbal 
Ecstacy tablets ("Ecstacy"). The principal ingredient in Ecstacy is 
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Ma-Huang, a botanical source of ephedrine alkaloids. Ecstacy also 
contains, among other things, the following ingredients: guarana, 
ginseng, ginkgo biloba, cola nut, and green tea extract. Ecstacy is a 
"food" and/or "drug," within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

4. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

5. Respondents · have disseminated, or have caused to be 
disseminated, advertisements for Ecstacy, including but not 
necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits A through D, and oral 
representations as set forth in subparagraph E below. In addition, 
respondents have furnished the means and instrumentalities to third 
party distributors to disseminate advertising on the World Wide Web, 
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits E and 
F. These advertisements and oral representations contained the 
following statements; 

A. Ecstacy® 
The world's first organic ecstacy (m.d.m.a.) alternative 
From Tokyo to South Africa to the United Kingdom to Argentina, with over 2 
million units sold in over 15 countries, a product known as herbal ecstacy® is 
revolutionizing the way the world thinks of designer drugs. Using 9 exotic 
botanicals imported exclusively for this product, herbal ecstacy® has been carefully 
formulated to produce a considerable range of pleasurable effects. 
"Reported effects last 4-8 Hours: 
*euphoria 
* tingly skin sensations 
* highly increased energy levels 
* increased sexual sensa.tions 
* mood elevation 
(a mild serotonin inhibitor)" 
Dr. Janis Burton, New Psychology Magazine, Paris, France. 
"Developed by many of the same doctors who created the chemical version, herbal 
ecstacy® is 100% natural & absolutely safe. herbal ecstacy® contains no chemicals 
or other impurities. This product is synergistically blended in order to maximize 
benefits and eliminate any possible side effects." Dr. Steven Jonson, Tel Aviv, 
Israel. (Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.) 

B. 2 dosages ( 10 tablets) $19.99 
12 dosages (60 tablets) $99.99 
18 dosages (90 tablets) $149.99 
40 dosages (200 tablets) $299.99 (Exhibit A: Penthouse.) 

C. 2 doses ( 10 tablets) $19.99 
10 doses (50 tablets) $69.99 
20 doses (100 tablets) $99.99 (Exhibit B: Penthouse.) 
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D. toll free -- 24 hour -- 7 days 
1 - 800- 365- 0000 (Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.) 

E. Consumers calling respondents' toll-free "800" number have been advised 
that if they fail to achieve the advertised euphoric, psychotropic, or sexual effects, 
they may ignore the dose suggested in advertising and labeling for the product 
(such as one (1) tablet every seventy-two (72) hours) and take more Ecstacy tablets, 
including doses of seven or eight tablets at one time. 

F. Send Check or money order to: Global World Media Corporation 
Distribution and wholesale inquiries: FAX (310) 581-4456 
(Exhibits A and B: Penthouse.) 

G. SPOKESWOMAN: Introducing Herbal Ecstacy. 
[Various shots of young people dancing, playing drums, embracing.] 
SPOKESWOMAN: The world's first organic designer experience. A sacred blend of 
nine exotic herbs that produce a considerable range of pleasurable effects. 
[SUPERSCRIPT: Satisfaction Guaranteed] 
SPOKESWOMAN: Increased energy levels. Euphoric sensations with absolutely no 
side effects ... Herbal Ecstacy. The alternative ... 
(Exhibit C: Nickelodeon, 1995) 

H. MALE ANNCR.: Are you ready for this? Introducing the world's first organic 
ecstasy alternative. 

MALE ANN CR.: Users reported keeping a clear head and a sense of heightened 
perception all night long with no side effects what so ever. So try the alternative, 
try Herbal Ecstasy. 

MALE ANN CR.: The world's first organic ecstasy alternative .... 
(Exhibit D: Radio Commercial Transcript, 1995) 

I. Herbal Ecstacy 
"A fantastically light headed, tingly happy, happy buzz, with no side effects." 
Herb Garden Magazine, UK. 
"The effects of herbal ecstacy beyond smart drug capacity include: 
euphoric stimulation 
highly increased energy levels 
tingly skin sensations 
enhanced sensory processing 
increased sexual sensations 
mood elevations 
Dr. Janis Burton New Psychology.Magazine 
(Exhibit E: World Wide Web Site, March 27, 1996) 

J. ecstacy 
The Legal Alternative! 
"A fantastically light headed, tingly happy-happy buzz, with no side effects." 
Herb Garden Magazine, U.K. 
"The effects of herbal ecstacy beyond smart drug capacity include: 
euphoric stimulation 
highly increased energy levels 
tingly skin sensations 
enhanced sensory processing 
increased sexual sensations 
mood elevations" 
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Dr. Janis Burton- New Psychology Magazine 

ib"tab pack- sug. dose 5 tabs. 
(Exhibit F: World Wide Web Site, March 27, 1996) 

6. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that use of Ecstacy in 
the doses recommended or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts 
is absolutely safe and will cause no side effects. 

7. In truth and in fact, use of Ecstacy in the doses recommended 
or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts is not absolutely safe and 
may cause side effects. The Ma-Huang in Ecstacy is a botanical 
source. of various chemicals including ephedrine alkaloids that can 
have dangerous effects on the central nervous system and heart. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph six was, and is, 
false or misleading. 

8. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set 
forth in paragraph six, at the time the representation was made. 

9. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that the representation set forth in paragraph six, 
at the time the representation was made. Therefore, the representation 
set forth in paragraph eight we;ts, and is, false or misleading. 

10. Through the means described in paragraph five, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that Dr. Steven Jonson 
of Tel Aviv, Israel, provided an endorsement pertaining to the 
absolute safety and the lack of side effects of Ecstacy, and that the 
endorsement appearing in the advertisements for Ecstacy accurately 
reflects his actual opinions, findings, and beliefs. 

11. In truth and in fact, Dr. Steven Jonson of Tel Aviv, Israel, did 
not provide an endorsement pertaining to the absolute safety and the 
lack of side effects of Ecstacy. Dr. Jonson is a fictitious person and, 
therefore, the endorsement appearing in the advertisements for 
Ecstacy does not accurately reflect the actual opinions, findings, or 
beliefs ofDr. Jonson. 

12. In their advertising and sale of Ecstacy tablets, including in 
media with a substantial youth audience such as certain Nickelodeon 
and MTV cable programming stations, respondents have represented 
that Ecstacy tablets are a safe alternative to illegal drugs to produce 
euphoric, psychotropic, or sexual enhancement effects. Respondents 
have failed to disclose that use of Ecstacy tablets in the doses 
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recommended or in other reasonably foreseeable amounts may 
present a significant health or safety risk, including but not limited to 
dangerous effects on the central nervous system and heart. These 
facts would be material to consumers in their purchase and use of 
Ecstacy tablets. This practice was, and is, a deceptive act or practice. 

13. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

.--.. ____ __, ,.-.,. ~if!' ._ r::::::---· ____ ,... . -- .. )i> ~..,-.... .'- ··, 

i ~ /:.:~ ~ -::::--- .~.:·· : ~ ---~1-:g-·,./1 .. --
~~~~~~-~ I® 

the world's first orgcnic ecstccy (m.d.m.c.) clternctive ~ 
From Tokyo to South Africa to the United Kingdom to 
Argentina. with over 2 million units sold in om 15 coun· 
tries. a product known as h~r b.al ~cstacy; is rev· 
oluticnizing the way the world thinks of designer drugs. 
Using 9 exotic botanicals imported exclusively for this prod· 
uct, .her.ba1 ecstacy'! has been carefully formu· 
lated to produce a considerable range of pleasurable effects. 
"Reported effects last 4-8 Hours: 

• euphoria 
• tingly skin sensations 
• nighly increased energy imls 
• iweased·sexual sensationL 
• mood elevation· . 

(a mild serotonin inhibitor)' 
Dr. Janis Burton 
New Psychology· Magazine 
Paris. France 

··Developed by many of the same doctors who created rhe·chemicol 
version, h~r .b.al ~cstacy·~ is 100% natural & absolutely safe. 
h~r h.al ~cstacy·~ contains no chemicals or other impurities. This 
product is synergistically blended ·in order to maximize benefits and 
eliminate ony possible side effects." 

Or. Steven Jonson 
Tel Aviv, Israel 
·sATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

toll free • 24 hours • 7 days 
'I -800-365-0000 

All .1.\AJCR OEDIT (..>.'~DS AC:::or::·· .. 

2 dosages (10 tablets) 519.99 I • 
12 dosages (60 tablets) 599.99 )r · .:=:__ 
18 dosages (90 tablets) 5149.99 ~.V\ 

Send Check or Money Order to: 
Global World Media Corporation 
PO Box= 16442 Smrly Hills 
California 90209-2 ~~ 2 ~0 doscges (200 tablets) 5299.99 - . · 

~-.,..;.~iai.'"! Distribution and ·.vhole~ale inquirie~ 
:::==·:F.:."" C"• FAX (31 0) 581·4456 

cdd 51 0 for ihi;oing & handling, 
~il ;;cc:<:ge~ ~hipped federal express ~e~t day air. 
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EXHIBITB 

/--
® 

. ' 

From Tokyo to South Africa to the United Kir:gdom ra· Argentina, with over"2 million units sold in o·:er 15 countries. a prod· 
uct known as her .b.al ec.sta.cy:: is mclllficnizing the way tha world :hinks of designer dr:.;gs. 

l. ... H~in~ 9 exotic botanicals imported exclusively for this product, 1tc:r .ba! 'ecstacy·: nos been carefully rarmuiat· 
· "leo to produce a considerable range of pleasurable effec:s. 
· . "Reported effects lest 4-8 Hours: . 

• euphoric 
• tingly skin sensations 
• hisnly ir.cr:asad er.er;:' le·,~is 
• increased le~uol ~ensarions 
• mood elevation 

(a mild serotonin inhibitor)'' 
~r. Janis Burton 
New Psychology Magazine 
?:ris, Frcnce 

"Developed by many of the some doctors who creoted the chemical version, her J:,al ccstacy'J is 100% natural & 

absolutely safe. her .hal ecstacy·:: contains no chemicals or other impurities. This product is synergistically blend
ed in order to maximize benefits and eliminate any possible side effects." 

Dr. Steven Jonson 
Tel Aviv, Israel 

oil free • 24 h~~rs • "1 days 
-800-365-0000 

aoses (I 0 tablets) $19.99 
0 doses (50 tablets) 569.99 

20 doses (1 00 tablets) $99.99 
odd sa for postage and handling 
odd S 10 for next de'( ~ir 
Send Check ·Jr ',lore•t Or:er 'J: 

.. , . . .................. ......., 
.:CRPCf=:.A"7":C:'• 

Global World Media Corporation 
=a 3o( =: :~J: keri·; ~iils 
C:iiicr~:c JO:so.:JJ2 

F,4X (31 0) 581·4456 
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EXHIBITC 

• ) 
I 

953 N. HICHLAND AVE. • HOU. YWOOD. CA 90038 • (213) 957·92.5.5 • FAX (213) 957-9703 . 

flGHfNING 1831 CENT!NELA AVE. • SANTA MONICA,O. 90404 • (310)~.53-3m •FA.X(310) .c.53-7311
1 

DlfB 8 s. 3723 W.OLIVE AVE .• BURBANK.CA 91.50.5. (Ill) 556-'Z771 •FAX (Ill) ~2770 ; 

GLOBAL WORLD MEDIA CORP. 
(310) 581-4450 

'HERBAL ECSTACY' 11 Ready For This 
DIRECTOR: JON ALLOWAY 
3 X :30 GENERIC/TEXT/T~AT FED EX 
PLEASE HAVE A NICE DAY~ 

Exhibit C 
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TRA~SCRIPT OF TELEVISION AD 
"READY FOR THIS" 

124 F.T.C. 

[Closeup of an eye: a small letter "e" appears in the pupil: switch to a si1L)t of a group of young 
people standing around a spokeswoman.] 

VOICE OVER: Are you ready for this? 

GROUP: Yeah! 

SPOKESWO\L-\01: Introducing Herbal Ecstacy. 

[Various shots of young people dancing. playing drums. embracing.] 

SPOKES\VO!\tA:-..;: The world"s first organic designer experience .. -\sacred blend of nine 
exotic herbs that produce a considerable range of pleasurable effects. 

[SLPERSCRIPT: Satisfaction Guaranteed] 

SPOKESW0\1.-\;-..i: Increased energy levels. Euphoric sensations with absolutely no side 
effects. Synergistically formulated in advanced laboratories around the 
world by master herbalists. Herbal Ecstacy. The alternative. So call 1-
800-365-0000 . 

[FINAL FRX\IE: .:; dosages r~ $19.95. 10 tablets: S!O.OO S&H. Federal Express 
SL:PERSCRJPT: .-\ PORTION OF PROCEEDS GO TO SAVE THE R.A.I:.: FOREST] 
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EXHIBITD 

RADIO COMMERCIAL TRANSCRIPT 

PROGRAM: MUSIC 

STATION: KLSX 

HERBAL ECSTASY 

3/09195 

(LOS ANGELES) 

435 

95R-'2656GL 

.60 

7:35AM 

MALE ANNCR.: Are you reaay for this? (MUSIC IN B.G.) (SFX: INAUDIBLE SPEAKING) Introducing 

the world's first organic ecstasy alternative. 

WOMAN: Ee!tasy. 

MALE ANNCR.: Herbal Ecstasy. Reported sensations include euphoria. highly increased energy level. 

increased sexual feelings with floating. mood lifting effects. 

WOMAN: Ecstasy. 

MALE ANNCR.: Carefully formulated by the wor1d's most advanced laboratories using rare varieties of 

nine plants imported exclusively for this product. 

MAN: Herbal Ecstasy. 

MALE ANNCR.: Users reported keeping a dear head and a sense of heightened perception all night 

long with no side effects what so .v«: So try the alternative, try Hert>al Ecstasy. Comes complete 

with a money baclc guarantee. To order, calf toll free, 1-800-365-0000. 

MAN: . Herbal Ecstasy. 

MALE ANNCR.: The woild's first ·orgarlic eocstasy altef'native.: 1-aO~JsS-aoOO. 
(MUSIC OUT) 

.\lhlleR300T'VRecons~:o~I-5LIIII;P'Ie.X:C'\11'3C't'dm~k!ln .. suDOIMJIGtlw•l tca'1na:>~t•e&OO,..IDNI'C'"""~:.J•8'50I,)I'T'I~..:ll"tS 
\taiOflat'luCObe<Jb'W'M3CI

10 
r'JR~tQCn'll"r":;a't:., ~.~~rcr ··le.lrO ·~·roreorcecu~I),!'V l•'l"'nrcr ora racrn~c.,.,.l ~CICI.:J' :.t.c•.: .... ·J~mon,..,:;.,t.:"\l ur "'.n.t•rt,>o.J 
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EXHIBITE 

Herbal Ecstasy 

(Click on the I icon to add an item to your shopping bag.) 

Soar into ecstacY"" 

The world's most advanced designer nutritional supplement 
herbal ecstacy™ is more than just another smart drug. it is a 
carefully formulated and thoroughly tested organic 
alternative. 

-U-'S Per Card, 2 doses per card. 

•. ·, ......... ,,4 

"A 1 00°/o natural, tingly7i floety mmd ~anaing euphoria" 
Obleo Carson, Mind Research Institute (~anada) 

124 F.T.C. 

"A fantastically light headed, tingly happy, happy buzz, with no side 
effects. II Hcrtl Garden MagaziDc. l.IK. 

"The effects of herbal ecstasy ™ beyond smart drug capacity 
include: 

= ~~phoric stimulation 
= highly increased energy levels : ;~ .-..:....; -: 
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EXHIBITE 

OJ/29··96 FRI 16:27 F.U 

Ec:asy 

o tingly skin sensations 
o enhanced sensory processing 
c increased sexual sensations 
c mood elevations 

Dr. Janis Bwtoa New Psycllology Magazi.ae 

We make no health claims, or otherwise whatsoeVer. All data provided is for historical re:lSons only This 
product is sold strictly as a nutritional supplement, and is in strict compliance with FDA regulations. 

IOOo/o natural No Preservatives, Additives Or Other Impurities. 

~NATIONAL ASSOCIATI~N OF 
~ ADVANCED FOOD SUPPLElvfENTS 

stamp of approval 

Push this button to in your shopping bag. 

Push this button to and place your order. 

Push this button for on using the shopping bag. 

Back 
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EXHIBITF 

oJ."29:96 F'RI 16:28 F.U 

The Legal Alternative! 

•••• 
beyond smart drugs -a revolutionary 

alternative! 

"A fantastically light headed, tingly happy-happy buzz, with no side effects." 

Herb Garden Magazine, U.K. 

"The effects of herbal ecstacy beyond smart drug capacity include: 
euphoric stimula!Wn · 

highly increased energy levels 
tingly skin sensations 

enhanced sensory processing 
increased sexual sensations 

mood elevations" 

Dr. Janis Burton- New Psychology ~lagazine 
::::.·::-.--- -

~016 
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h!ll>'i/Y'IWW.onramp.net!!Cicraqon61'1 

"Herbal Ecstacy acts on the same basis as MDMA, triggering similar, but not 
identica~ physical reactions in the body." 

Peter Noah- URB Magazine 

"People reported all kinds of effects. Some even saying that it was the best ecstacy 
experience they'd ever had. '' 

Nicholas Saunders U.K.- E for Ecstacy 1992 

••••• 
Hear what Shannon 

has to say about 
herbal ecstacy. 

Click on picture . 

•••••• 
order now! 

Just $20 plus 2.50 postage and 
handling 

10 tab pack- sug. dose 5 tabs. 

To order by mail, send money order or check tu: 
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OJ/29,96 FRI !6:29 F.U 

EXHIBITF 

ADDvantage Plus Expreiences 
P.O.Box 89307 

Sioux Falls, SD 57105 

••••• 
synergy -the secret of our success! 

Using an ancient extraction methods all herbs are first extracted 
separately. Next they are blended together synergistically. 
Finally, using the world's most technologically advanced 
equipment the herbs are once again extracted to produce herbal 
ecstacy's unique effect • 

,-:"' ~··. i· ... :·· ••••• ••• • 
organic sensations •••• 

a herbal dietary supplement 
amino acids 

This powerful blend contains all eighteen amino acids in complete form. 

antioxidants 
Hdps prevent free-radical damage to cells. If left unche<ked, these highly rellctive molecules 
anack the cellulu wa.ll.5 and may uuse damage. 

thermogens 
R.ue fornu of populu hcrlls J.rc ryncrgistic.1ll:" blend tll cre.ste the most po"·criul 
thennogcnic compound available today. Burns uloric:s through he:.1t gmcr.llioo. 

~OlS 
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metabolizers 
lncre.ues meubolism. Buras calories aod maintains leso mass. 

vegetarian 
No aaimaJ products are used wbatsoever. 

100%, natural 

:lJ 019 

hltp:l/www.onramp.noc8C/cr~~ 

NO PRESERVATIVES, ADDITIVES OR OTHER IMPURITIES 

••••• 
order now! 

Just $20 plus 2.50 postage and 
handling 

10 ta.b pllck - sMg. dos~ 5 lllb~ 

To order by mail, send money order or check to: 

Site dcsipcd ~y ~ 

ADDvaobge Plus Exprcicnces 
P.O. Box 89307 

Siou..x Falls, DS 57105 

••••• 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau ·of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all jurisdictional facts set forth in 
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Global World Media Corporation is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by v~rtue of the 
laws of the State of California, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1501 Main Street in the City of Venice, State of 
California. 

Respondent Sean Shayan is an officer of said corporation. He 
formulates, directs and control the policies, acts and practices of said 
corporation, and his principal office and place of business is located 
at the above stated address. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of respondents, and the proceeding is 
in the public interest. 
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ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean as follows: 

A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be 
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the 
advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume 
and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size and shade, and 
shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an ordinary 
consumer to read and comprehend it. 

B. In a radio advertisement or in telephone conversations the 
disclosure shall be delivered in a volume and cadence sufficient for 
an ordinary consumer to hear and comprehend it. 

C. In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in a type size 
and in a location that are sufficiently noticeable so that an ordinary 
consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multi-page documents, the 
disclosure shall appear on the cover or the first page. 

D. In an advertisement on any electronic media received by 
consumers via computer, such as the Internet's World Wide Web or 
commercial online computer services, the disclosure shall be in a type 
size, and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an 
ordinary consumer will see it and read it, in print that contrasts with 
the background against which it appears. In multi -screen documents, 
the disclosure shall appear on the first screen and on any screen 
containing ordering information. 

E. On a product label, the disclosure shall be in a type size, and 
in a location on the principal display panel, that are sufficiently 
noticeable so that an ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print 
that contrasts with the background against which it appears. 
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Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the 
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label. 

3. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean Global 
World Media Corporation, its successors and assigns and its officers; 
Sean Shayan, individually and as an officer of the corporation; and 
each of the above's agents, representatives and employees. 

4. "Ephedrine product(s)" shall mean foods, drugs, dietary 
supplements, or other products intended for internal use containing 
a source of any ephedrine alkaloid, including but not limited to 
ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, norephedrine, · norpseudoephedrine, 
N-methylephedrine, and N-methylpseudoephedrine, either derived 
from natural sources such as Ephedra sinica (also called Ma-Huang 
or Chinese Ephedra) or synthetically produced. 

5. "Purchaser for resale" shall mean any purchaser of any 
ephedrine product(s) sold by respondents (a) who is a distributor or 
operates a wholesale or retail business selling any such product( s) or 
(b) who orders one hundred (1 00) or more tablets, doses, or other 
units of any such product(s) in any three (3) month period. 

6. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other 
food, drug, or dietary supplement in or affecting commerce, shall not: 

A. Represent in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the 
use of such product is safe or will cause no side effects; or 

B. Make any other representation, in any manner, expressly or by 
implication, about the safety or side effects of such product, unless 
the representation is true and, at the time it is made, respondents 
possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
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sale, or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other 
ephedrine product that is not a "drug" as defined by the Federal Food, 
Drug and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. 321 as amended, in or affecting 
commerce, shall not represent, in any manner, expressly or by 
implication, that it is appropriate f~r users to take such product in an 
amount that contains ephedrine alkaloids or any other ingredient in 
excess of any level for such ingredient in a dietary supplement as may 
be established by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) under 
any applicable rule or regulation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall make the following 
disclosure, clearly and prominently, in any advertisement, 
promotional material,. package label, and package insert for Ecstacy 
or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other ephedrine product, and in any 
discussion relating to dosage or use of any such product that results 
from a communication via electronic mail or from any call made by 
or on behalf of respondents or received on their toll-free, pay-per-call 
number, or other telephone lines. 

WARNING: This product contains ephedrine which can have dangerous effects on 
the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious injury. Risk of 
injury increases with dose. 

Provided, however, if the product is subject to any FDA rule or 
regulation that requires a warning or a disclosure about safety or 
health effects for labeling, such warning or disclosure shall be 
required in lieu of the disclosure set forth above. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall not provide the 
means and instrumentalities to, or otherwise assist, any person who 
respondents know or have reason to know is making any false or 
misleading representation or deceptive material omission in 
connection with the labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for 
sale, sale, or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any 
other ephedrine product. "Assist" includes, but is not limited to, 
selling Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other ephedrine 
product to that person. 
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v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any product in or affecting commerce shall not 
misrepresent that any testimonial or endorsement of the product 
reflects the actual experience and current opinions, findings, beliefs, 
or experiences of the testimonialist or endorser. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets or any other 
ephedrine product marketed as an alternative to an illegal drug or for 
its euphoric, psychotropic, or sexual effects, including through the 
use of the name Ecstacy, Herbal Ecstacy, or Ecstasy, shall not 
disseminate or employ for any such product advertising, marketing, 
or other promotional activities directed to individuals under the age 
of twenty-one (21) years. 

For purposes of this Part, "advertising, marketing, or other 
promotional activity directed to individuals under the age of 
twenty-one (21) years" shall include, but not be limited to: 

A. Advertisements appearing in publications whose readers 
younger than twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent 
(50%) or more of the total readership; 

B. Advertisements appearing during or immediately adjacent to 
television programs seen by audiences whose viewers younger than 
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more 
oftotal viewers; 

C. Advertisements appearing on a television or radio station or 
channel at a time when its viewers or listeners younger than 
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50°/o) or more 
of total viewers or listeners; 

D. Advertisements appearing on the same video as a 
commercially prepared video whose viewers younger than 
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more 
of total viewers; or preceding a movie whose viewers younger than 
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twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more 
oftotal viewers; 

E. Advertising or promotional activity at events such as concerts 
that are attended by audiences whose members younger than 
twenty-one (21) years of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more 
of the total audience; or 

F. Advertising, marketing, or other promotional activity, 
regardless of when or where it appears, is disseminated, or takes 
place, whose audience members younger than twenty-one (21) years 
of age constitute fifty percent (50%) or more of the total audience. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall submit an analysis, performed by an independent 
laboratory, of the level of ephedrine alkaloids (including ephedrine, 
pseudoephedrine, norephedrine, norpseudoephedrine, N-me thy!
ephedrine, and N-methylpseudoephedrine) in Ecstacy or Herbal 
Ecstacy tablets and any other ephedrine product sold by them within 
sixty (60) days of service of this order, and for the next five (5) years, 
once annually during the month of the first submission required by 
this Part. 

VIII. 

Nothing in this order shall be construed as permitting respondents 
to market any ephedrine product: 

A. In a state where the sale of such products has been banned; 
B. In a manner that is inconsistent with any applicable state 

restrictions on their sale; or 
C. In a manner that is inconsistent with any applicable FDA rule 

or regulation. 

IX. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for such drug 
under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the Food 
and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 
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X. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in 
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and 
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall: 

A. Send by first class certified mail or deliver in person, an exact 
copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment A, without any other 
accompanying material, to each person who makes or answers calls 
Jn respondents' toll-free, pay-per-call number, or other telephone 
lines maintained for providing information about Ecstacy or Herbal 
Ecstacy or any other ephedrine product and each person who provides 
such information via electronic mail. Persons presently making or 
answering such calls and electronic mail shall be sent the notice 
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order. Persons 
retained in the future to make or answer such calls and electronic mail 
shall be given the notice prior to being permitted to make or answer 
any such calls; 

B. Notify any person who fails to return the signed statement 
included in Attachment A within seven (7) days of receipt that they 
will be terminated in the event that they fail to return the signed 
statement; 

C. Terminate any person who receives the notification required by 
subpart B and fails to return the signed statement within seven (7) 
days of receipt of the notification, and terminate immediately any 
person who fails to comply with the provisions of the notice attached 
hereto as Attachment A; and 

D. Institute a reasonable program of continuing surveillance 
adequate to reveal whether each person who makes or answers calls 
received on respondents' toll-free, pay-per-call number, or other 
telephone lines maintained for inquires about Ecstacy or Herbal 
Ecstacy or any other ephedrine product, and each person who 
provides information about such products via electronic mail, is 
conforming to the requirements of this order. 
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XII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall for five (5) years after the receipt of the last 
correspondence required by Part XI above, maintain and upon request 
make available for the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. Copies of all notices sent to any person pursuant to subpart A 
of Part XI of this order; and · 

B. Copies of all communications with any person who receives 
the notification required by subpart B or is terminated pursuant to 
subpart C of Part XI of this order. 

XIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and Sean Shayan shall: 

A. Send an exact copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment 
B by first class certified mail, return receipt requested within thirty 
(30) days after the date of service of this order, to any purchaser for 
resale on or after January 1, 1993. The mailing shall include no other 
document; 

B. For a period of three (3) years following the date of service of 
this order, send an exact copy of the notice attached hereto as 
Attachment B by first class certified mail, return receipt requested, to 
any purchaser for resale. The mailing shall include no document other 
than Attachment B with the exception of an invoice for the purchase 
of the product, and shall be made prior to or simultaneously with the 
first shipment of the product; 

C. In the event respondents receive any information that, 
subsequent to receipt of Attachment B, any purchaser for resale is 
using or disseminating advertisements or promotional materials that 
contain any representation prohibited by this order, respondents shall 
immediately notify such person that respondents will cease to sell 
ephedrine products to such person if the prohibited representations 
continue to be made; and 

D. Terminate any purchaser for resale about whom respondents 
receive any information that such person is continuing to use 
advertisements or promotional materials that contain any 
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representation prohibited by this order after receipt of the notice 
required by subpart C of this Part. 

XIV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall for five (5) years after the last correspondence to which 
they pertain, maintain and upon request make available to the Federal 
Trade Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. Copies of all notification letters sent to persons pursuant to 
subpart A or B of Part XIII; and 

B. Copies of all communications received or sent pursuant to 
subpart C or D of Part XIII. 

XV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall, for five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of 
any representation covered by this order, maintain and upon request 
make available for the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, including complaints and other 
communications with consumers or with governmental or consumer 
protection organizations. 

XVI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shayan shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and future 
principals, officers, directors, and managers, and to all current and 
future employees, agents, and representatives having responsibilities 
with respect to the subject matter of this order, and shall secure from 
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each such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt 
of the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel 
within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order, and to 
future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such 
position or responsibilities. 

XVII. 

It is further ordered, That Global World Media Corporation and 
its successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty 
(30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger,. or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XVIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Sean Shayan, for a period 
of ten (1 0) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall notify 
the Commission of (1) the discontinuance of his current business or 
employment and (2) his affiliation with any new business or 
employment where such business or employment relates to the 
manufacturing, advertising, promoting, offering for sale, sale, or 
distribution of any food, drug, or dietary supplement. The notice shall 
include respondent's new business address and telephone number and 
a description of the nature of the business or employment and his 
duties and responsibilities. All notices required by this Part shall be 
sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of 
Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade 
Commission, Washington, D.C. 
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XIX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Global World Media 
Corporation, and its successors and assigns, and respondent Sean 
Shay an shall, within sixty ( 60) days after the date of service of this 
order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may 
require, file with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in 
detail that manner and form in which they have complied with this 
order. 

XX. 

This order will terminate on October 9, 2017, or twenty (20) years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade 
Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of this 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this Part as though 
the complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 

ATTACHMENT A 

TO BE DELIVERED BY CERTIFIED MAIL OR IN PERSON 
[To be printed on Global World Media Corporation letterhead] 

[date] 
Dear [name]: 

This letter is to inform you that Global World Media Corporation ("GWMC") 
recently settled a civil dispute with the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") 
regarding certain alleged claims about Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets 
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("Ecstacy"). Although we do not admit the violations alleged in the FTC complaint, 
we have entered into this settlement with the FTC to avoid litigation. As part of the 
settlement, we are required to notify our employees and others who· make or 
receive calls about Ecstacy, or other ephedrine-containing products sold by 
GWMC, to stop making certain statements prohibited by the order and to notify the 
caller of the potentially serious health risks associated with taking these products. 

Effective immediately, you must comply with the following requirements 
when contacting potential purchasers or responding by telephone, in writing, or by 
any other means to any inquiry about Ecstacy or any other ephedrine-containing 
product sold by GWMC. These products include [list here by product name any 
ephedrine-containing products other than Ecstacy sold by GWMC as of the date of 
this notice]: 

1. You must make the following disclosure in your communications about 
Ecstacy or any other ephedrine product: 

* "I am required to give you the following important information: 

WARNING: This product contains ephedrine which can have dangerous 
effects on the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious 
injury. Risk of injury increases with dose." 

[In the event any FDA rule or regulation requires a different warning or disclosure 
in labeling about the health and safety effects of such products, substitute that 
warning or disclosure here.] 
When given orally, this statement must be read prior to any other discussion about 
the product and in a tone of voice and at a speed that will permit the caller to hear 
the disclosure and understand the seriousness of the warning. When included in any 
written communication, this statement must be presented clearly and prominently 
and before any other information about the product. You must not make any 
statement or other suggestion that could contradict this statement. 

2. You must not make any statement or other suggestion about the number of 
tablets that users can take, other than to repeat the dose information on the product 
label. 

Under the FTC order, we are required to get a signed statement from you that 
you have read this letter and intend to comply with its requirements. Accordingly, 
you must sign and return the following statement to us. 

Failure to sign and return the attached statement promptly or to comply with 
the provisions of this letter will result in your termination. 

Your cooperation in complying with this letter is appreciated. If you have any 
questions, please contact William H. Dailey at (31 0) 458-0810 [in the event that he 
no longer represents GWMC, the name and telephone number of the acting 
attorney, or if none, an officer of GWMC, may be substituted]. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Shayan 
President 

Global World Media Corporation 
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[perforation for tear-away statement] 
I have read this letter and understand it and will keep a copy to refer to when 

answering consumer calls. In the future I intend to comply with the provisions of 
the letter. I understand that the failure to do so will result in my tennination. 

[recipient's name] 

ATTACHMENTB 

BY CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
[to be printed on Global World Media Corporation letterhead] 

[date] 
Dear [name] 

[date] 

This letter is to inform you that Global World Media Corporation ("GWMC") 
recently settled a civil dispute with the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") 
regarding certain alleged claims about Ecstacy or Herbal Ecstacy tablets 
("Ecstacy"). Although we do. not admit to the violations alleged in the FTC 
complaint, we have entered into this settlement with the FTC to avoid litigation. As 
part of the settlement, we are required to notify anyone who purchases for resale 
Ecstacy or other ephedrine-containing products sold by GWMC, including [list any 
ephedrine-containing products sold by GWMC as of the date of this letter], to stop 
using advertising or promotional materials that make any of the representations 
prohibited by the settlement. 
Al1egations of the FTC Complaint 

The FTC complaint alleges that GWMC claimed that the use of Ecstacy in the 
recommended doses or other reasonably foreseeable amounts is absolutely safe and 
will cause no side effects. The complaint challenges these claims as false and 
unsubstantiated, noting that the use of products that contain ephedrine alkaloids, 
such as Ecstacy, can have dangerous effects on the central nervous system and 
heart. The complaint also charges that GWMC's advertising for Ecstacy included 
false endorsements from fictitious persons, including Dr. Steven Jonson. 
FTC Order Provisions 

The order we entered into as part of our settlement with the FTC requires us 
to comply with the following provisions: 

1. We are prohibited from making claims in advertising, labeling and other 
promotions for Ecstacy, or any other food, drug or dietary supplement, that such 
product is absolutely safe or causes no side effects, or from making any other claim 
about the product's safety or lack of side effects, unless the claim is true and we 
have competent and reliable scientific evidence to support it. 

2. We are prohibited in advertising, labeling, and other promotions for Ecstacy 
or other products we sell that contain ephedrine, including those listed above, from 
recommending a dose that exceeds the maximum level for ephedrine as established 
by FDA for dietary supplements [insert FDA standard as of the date of this letter]. 

3. We are prohibited in advertising, labeling, and other promotions for any 
product from representing falsely that any testimonial or endorsement of the 
product reflects the actual experience and current opinions, findings, beliefs or 
experiences of the testimonial or endorser. 
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4. We are required in all advertising, labeling, and other promotions for 
Ecstacy and other ephedrine-containing products to make the following disclosure 
clearly and prominently: 

WARNING: This product contains ephedrine which can have dangerous effects 
on the central nervous system and heart and could result in serious injury. Risk of 
injury increases with dose. 

[In the event any FDA rule or regulation requires a different warning or disclosure 
in labeling, about safety or health effects of such products, substitute that warning 
or disclosure here.] 

5. Finally, we are prohibited from marketing Ecstacy or any·other ephedrine
containing product for its euphoric, psychotropic, or sexual effects, through any 
advertising, marketing, or other promotions directed at an audience with 50% or 
more of its members under the age of twenty-one. 

As part of our settlement with the FTC, GWMC must take steps (such as 
sending you this letter) to ensure that people who purchase for resale Ecstacy or 
other ephedrine-containing products sold by GWMC stop using any advertising or 
promotional materials that do not fully comply with the requirements described 
above. If you continue to use materials that do not fully comply with such 
requirements, we are required by the settlement wit~ the FTC to stop selling 
Ecstacy and other ephedrine-containing products to you. 

Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions, please contact 
William H. Dailey at (310) 458-0810 [in the event that he no longer represents 
GWMC, the name and telephone number of the acting attorney, or if none, an 
officer of GWMC, may be substituted]. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Shayan 
President 
Global World Media Corporation 
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IN THE MATTER OF 
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CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9282. Complaint, Nov. 13, 1996--Decision, Oct. 20, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, Automatic Data Processing, Inc. 
("ADP"), the New Jersey salvage-yard parts trading information network, to 
divest the former Autolnfo assets as an ongoing business, to grant the acquirer 
a paid-up, perpetual, non-exclusive license to the "Hollander Interchange" (the 
cross- indexed numbering system of interchangeable auto parts) and to provide 
updates to the Hollander Interchange until the acquirer can create its own 
updates. The consent order also requires ADP, for one year after divestiture, 
to allow the acquirer to draw on ADP's technical assistance, and to allow 
certain contractual customers to switch to the acquirer's product without 
penalty. In addition, the consent order prohibits ADP from restricting its 
employees from accepting employment with the acquirer and, for I 0 years, 
prohibits it from restricting its customers' ability to connect to and receive or 
transmit inventory data through the acquirer's products and requires it to 
provide information necessary for the acquirer or its licensees to create 
interfaces with ADP's products. Finally, for I 0 years, the consent order 
requires ADP to obtain FTC approval before reacquiring any Autolnfo assets 
and to notify the FTC before acquiring other assets used in salvage-yard 
management or communications systems. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Howard Morse, Eric Rohlck and William 
Baer. 

For the respondent: Kevin Arquit, Rogers & Wells, New York, 
N.Y. and Steve Newborn, Roger & Wells, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission"), having reason 
to believe that respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc. ("ADP"), 
a corporation, entered into an agreement with and acquired assets of 
Autolnfo, Inc. ("Autoinfo"), in violation of Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 45, and Section 7 of 
the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, and attempted to 
monopolize and monopolized markets in violation of Section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, and that a proceeding in respect 
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thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint, 
stating its charges as follows: 

RESPONDENT AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING, INC. 

1. Respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc., is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws ofthe State of Delaware, with its principal place ofbusiness at 
One ADP Boulevard, Roseland, New Jersey. ADP, which had total 
revenues of approximately $3 billion in 1995, provides information 
services and develops and sells computerized information systems to 
a variety of industries, including, through its Claims Solutions Group, 
to automotive salvage yards and insurance companies. 

JURISDICTION 

2. ADP is, and at all times relevant herein has been, engaged in 
commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act, 
as amended, 15 U.S.C. 12, and is a corporation whose business is in 
or affects commerce as "commerce" is defined in Section 4 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

THE ACQUISITION 

3. Pursuant to a letter of intent entered in December 1994 ·and an 
asset purchase agreement dated January 31, 1995, ADP agreed to 
acquire assets of Autoinfo, a company that, like ADP, provided 
information services to automotive salvage yards and insurance 
companies. In 1994, prior to ADP's acquisition of Autoinfo assets, 
Autoinfo had sales in excess of $20 million. The acquired assets 
consisted of several business units of Autoinfo described in the 
January 31 , 199 5, asset purchase agreement and included all rights to 
the Autoinfo interchange, the Checkmate Computer Inventory 
System for salvage yards, the ORION Communications Network, the 
Autolnfo Locator, a computerized on-line service offered to insurance 
companies to locate salvage yard parts, and the assumption of the 
data collector responsibilities for the Automotive Recyclers 
Association ("ARA") International Database. These assets constituted 
substantially all of Autolnfo's assets involved in the development and 
sale of information services and products for the automotive salvage 
industry. 

4. ADP and Autoinfo submitted Premerger Notification and 
Report Forms to the Federal Trade Commission and Department of 
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Justice pursuant to the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act ("HSR"), Section 7 A 
of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a, on December 7, 1994. ADP's 

· filing, however, was deficient because it failed to include documents 
responsive to Item 4(c) of the Premerger Notification and Report 
Form. 

5. ADP consummated the transaction and acquired the Autolnfo 
assets on or about April1, 1995 ("Acquisition"). 

6. ADP recertified its filing in January 1996, when it submitted 
a corrected filing with numerous documents responsive to Item 4( c). 
The withheld Item 4( c) documents demonstrated, among other things, 
that there was an anticompetitive intent underlying the proposed 
acquisition, that the proposed acquisition would create serious 
competitive concerns, and that ADP believed that the Acquisition 
would give ADP a monopoly or virtual monopoly in several product 
markets. 

7. Had ADP submitted the required Item 4(c) documents in a 
timely manner, the Federal Trade Commission likely would have 
issued a Request for Additional Information and Documentary 
Material, as authorized under the HSR Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a(e)(l), and 
could have sought an injunction to prevent consummation of the 
Acquisition. 

8. On April 10, 1996, the United States District Court for the 
District of Columbia ordered ADP to pay $2.97 million in civil 
penalties pursuant to a complaint and stipulation in settlement of civil 
penalty liability claims by the United States against ADP under 
Section 7A(g)(1) ofthe Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a(g)(1). 

THE SALVAGE INDUSTRY 

9. Salvage yards use the ADP and former-Autolnfo products in 
buying and selling used parts and parts-assemblies for automobiles 
and small trucks. Salvage yards obtain used parts by purchasing 
wrecked vehicles and dismantling the purchased wrecks into discrete 
parts or aggregations of parts called parts-assemblies. Salvage yards 
sell used parts and parts-assemblies (hereafter collectively referred to 
as "parts") to automotive repair shops, "do-it-yourself' consumers, 
other salvage yards, and other customers. 

10. Salvage yards use computerized information systems to help 
them with buying and selling parts. Computerized information 
systems automate the process of managing inventories of parts and 
the process of making exchange sales with other salvage yards. 
Computer hardware and software are used, among other things, to 
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compile records on parts in stock, to locate requested parts in yard 
facilities, to prepare invoices and customer records, and to compile 
reports on sales activity. In addition, these computer systems are 
linked to electronic communications networks that enable yards to 
search for parts in the inventories of yards linked together on the 
network. Combined, these functions enabled by computerized 
information systems increase efficiency, lower costs, and increase 
sales volume for yards that use them. 

11. One of the principal inventory-management functions -
locating requested parts in stock-- is facilitated within computerized 
information systems by an automobile and truck parts interchange, a 
numbering system that is unique to the salvage industry 
("interchange"). An interchange is the product of a compilation of 
data about parts interchangeability cross-indexed by a numbering 
system, which provides a convention or code for assigning numbers 
to parts so as to identify groups of parts that are interchangeable. 
Automobile manufacturers ("OEMs") design and manufacture parts 
to be used across several models and over a number of years; hence, 
parts in a given vehicle share identical or virtually identical designs 
with parts of at least some other models and years. A number in the 
interchange represents a unique identifier for a class of parts that can 
be substituted for each other (i.e., make a perfect or near-perfect fit 
when used as a replacement part). This coding system allows salvage 
yards to substitute parts built for a given model and year of a vehicle 
with interchangeable parts built for different models and years. 

12. Extensive research and time is necessary to create a useful 
interchange because there are thousands of parts in a car or truck, 
numerous models from each manufacturer, a number of years of 
models with parts that are interchangeable -- yet a different range for 
each model and each part -- and a number of manufacturers. With 
each new model every year, OEMs often will use a unique OEM 
number for each individual part, regardless of the individual part's 
interchangeability. 

13. Using an interchange, salvage yard personnel will be able to 
know whether they can satisfy a customer's request for a replacement 
part from the yard's inventory of parts even if they do not have a part 
from the exact model and year of the damaged vehicle. In this way, 
use of an interchange enables yards to increase their sales by 
identifying interchangeable parts for customer requests, which 
effectively expands their inventories. 
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14. Many salvage yards use a computerized inventory-control and 
database system called a yard management system, which employs 
an electronic version of the interchange. The interchange is built into 
the inventory database and designed to interact with it to automate the 
process of finding parts in stock. The salesperson can type in a part 
description, and the computer's internal database, utilizing the 
interchange in electronic form, will bring up a display on the 
computer monitor of the interchangeable parts that are in stock, along 
with their location in the storage facility. 

15. Using an electronic communications network that is directly 
linked to its yard management system, a salvage yard can also 
automatically locate interchangeable parts in the inventories of other 
salvage yards that use the same yard management system and are 
linked to the same electronic network. The provider of the 
computerized information system creates a central inventory database 
pooling the inventory of the yard management systems customers. 
This central database can be searched by yards using the yard 
management system and the electronic network hook-up that 
transmits the search requests to the database and the search results 
back to the yard management system. These search results are 
displayed on the computer screen (and can be printed out in 
hard-copy) like searches done within the yard's own inventory. As 
with searches performed in-house, searches of the central database 
utilize the electronic interchange to locate interchangeable parts in 
other yards' inventories. 

THE RELEVANT MARKETS 

Salvage Yard Information Systems Market 
16. A relevant line of commerce in which to assess the effects of 

the Acquisition is the integrated group of information products and 
services that form the complete salvage yard information systems 
network, consisting of an interchange integrated with yard 
management systems and electronic communications systems, 
described in paragraphs nine-fifteen and incorporated herein. 

17. At the time of the Acquisition, ADP sold as a salvage yard 
information system the Hollander interchange, the Hollander Yard 
Management System ("HYMS"), and the Electronic Data Exchange 
Network ("EDEN"), an electronic communication network. ADP 
competed with Autolnfo, which sold a system that combined the 
Autolnfo interchange, the Autolnfo yard management system 
(available in different versions called "Classic," "Checkmate," and 
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"Checkmate Jr."), and ORION/RTS electronic communication 
network. ADP and Autoinfo, as well as salvage yards and fringe 
competitors, recognize that prior to the Acquisition, ADP and 
Autoinfo were fierce competitors and the only competitors offering 
integrated systems. ADP and Autoinfo competed for new and 
existing customers to whom they could sell and service salvage yard 
information systems. 

18. There are no economic substitutes for the integrated group of 
products that makes up the salvage yard information systems market. 

19. In addition to the salvage yard info'rmation systems market, 
each of the individual components constituting the salvage yard 
information systems market, described below, may be sold in separate 
lines of commerce that can be analyzed for purposes of determining 
the effects of the Acquisition. 

Interchange Market 
20. Another relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the 

effects of the Acquisition is the development and sale of automotive 
parts and assemblies interchanges. 

21. There are no economic substitutes for an interchange. 
Automobile manufacturers do not make public data on parts 
interchangeability and do not provide a cross-indexing system to parts 
numbers between models or model years. 

22. Before the Acquisition, ADP owned the Hollander 
Interchange, one of only two interchanges used by the salvage 
industry. Autoinfo owned the Autoinfo Interchange, the only other 
interchange used by the salvage industry. 

Salvage Yard Management Systems Market 
23. Another relevant line of commerce in which to analyze the 

effects of the Acquisition is the development and sale of yard 
management systems integrated with interchange. 

24. ADP sells its yard management system under the name 
Hollander Yard Management System and HYMS Lite. The HYMS 
and HYMS Lite products integrated the Hollander Interchange. Prior 
to the Acquisition, Autoinfo sold yard management systems called 
"Checkmate," "Checkmate Jr." and "Classic." Autoinfo's yard 
management systems integrated the Autoinfo Interchange. After the 
Acquisition, ADP announced that it would not sell Checkmate, 
Checkmate Jr. or Classic for new installations, and has not sold any 
new units of these products. 
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Electronic Communications Systems Market 
25. Another relevant line of commerce in which to assess the 

effects of the Acquisition is the development and sale of electronic 
communications systems used by salvage yards to locate parts 
through searches of a central database of parts. 

26. Other communications methods, such as the use of either 
ordinary public-switched telephone service and leased open party 
lines, often referred to as "hoot 'n holler" lines, are not effective 
substitutes for the electronic communication systems; 

27. ADP sells a fee-based service using an electronic network 
called EDEN. Customers can use EDEN to link their HYMS yard 
management system into a central database, maintained by ADP, 
which is linked to other HYMS units that utilize EDEN. Prior to the 
Acquisition, Autoinfo sold a fee-based service using an electronic 
network called ORION/RTS. Customers used ORION/RTS to link 
their Checkmate yard management system into a central database, 
which was linked to other Checkmate units that utilized ORION. 
These electronic communications services can be used as standalone 
products by salvage yards that want access to the central database of 
available parts and assemblies to locate parts but that do not 
contribute their inventory data to the central database, and thus cannot 
sell parts through the electronic communications system. 

Salvage Yard Inventory Data for Estimates Market 
28. Another relevant line of commerce in which to assess the 

effects of the Acquisition is the collection and ·provision of salvage 
yard inventory data to customers who provide such data as a part of 
estimating products sold to insurance companies. 

29. Insurance companies use estimating software products 
developed and sold by companies such as ADP, CCC Information 
Services and Mitchell International to assist in determining the cost 
to repair a damaged automobile ("Estimating Software Providers"). 
The estimate includes necessary parts and the required labor time. 
The estimating software can include a function that reveals the 
availability and price of salvage parts for use in the auto repair. The 
Estimating Software Providers acquire the salvage yard inventory 
data from databases that collect the data from the salvage yards' yard 
management systems. This salvage yard inventory data information 
is provided in electronic form to the Estimating Software Providers. 

30. ADP provides data on available salvage parts through its Parts 
Exchange Salvage ("PXS ") service. PXS is utilized by insurance 
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. companies that use ADP's estimate-preparing software. Prior to the 
Acquisition, Autoinfo -- under a contract with the Automotive 
Recyclers Association -- collected and provided salvage part 
inventory data to Estimating Software Providers through the ARA 
International Database. Since the Acquisition, ADP has collected 
salvage part data for the ARA International Database for use by 
Estimating Software Providers who compete against ADP. 

GEOGRAPHIC MARKET 

31. The relevant geographic area in which to assess the effects of 
the Acquisition is the United States or, alternatively, the United States 
and Canada. 

MARKET STRUCTURE 

32. Each of the markets for the relevant products is highly 
concentrated. ADP is the only supplier of an interchange, the only 
provider of salvage yard information systems, the dominant provider 
of yard management systems, with a market share of at least 80%, 
and the only provider of electronic communications systems that 
enable parts locating through a central database of parts. 

33. ADP's acquisition of Autolnfo assets was part of a plan to 
acquire the leading information service providers to the salvage 
industry and thereby acquire market power. By 1992, ADP had 
formulated a plan of sequential acquisitions of Hollander, Inc. 
("Hollander"), a provider of salvage yard information services with 

·the largest customer base, and Auto Info, which had the second largest 
customer base. ADP acquired Hollander in 1992. Acquiring both 
companies in sequence was a part of ADP's strategy to control the 
computerized salvage yards in the industry and the suppliers of the 
computerized systems. 

34. ADP's principal and only significant competitor in the 
relevant product markets prior to. the Acquisition was Autoinfo. 
Autolnfo produced the only other interchange used by salvage yards 
and the only other yard management system with an integrated 
electronic interchange. Autolnfo also produced the only other 
electronic communications network that enables parts locating 
through a central database. Autoinfo was the only other firm that 
provided a comparable integrated information system. Prior to the 
Acquisition, Autoinfo was also the only competitor to ADP in 
providing a comprehensive database of salvage parts collected 
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electronically from yard management systems and electronic 
networks. 

3 5. There are three other extremely small yard management 
system suppliers, each of which is dependent upon a restrictive 
license from ADP for use of the Hollander Interchange. 

36. Prior to the Acquisition, ADP and Autolnfo were vigorous, 
head-to-head competitors in the relevant product markets. 

3 7. The closeness of competition between ADP and Auto Info was 
also reflected in innovation competition. ADP and Autolnfo 
competed vigorously to provide communications capabilities to 
complement their respective yard management systems. ADP 
responded to Autolnfo's ORION network, originally capable only of 
transmitting text-messages, by developing the EDEN electronic 
network, which allowed direct connection between the HYMS yard 
management system and a centralized parts inventory database. 
Autolnfo's response to EDEN, as a competitive challenge to ORION, 
was to improve ORION by augmenting it with a system similar to 
EDEN for use by customers of the Autolnfo yard management 
system. 

38. After the Acquisition, ADP now owns the principal and, in 
some cases, the only products in the relevant markets. 

ENTRY CONDITIONS 

39. Entry into the relevant product markets would not be timely, 
likely, or sufficient in its magnitude, character, and scope to deter or 
counteract anticompetitive effects of the Acquisition. ADP's 
interchange is protected by copyright and is based on a database that 
took many years to develop and would be difficult and 
time-consuming to attempt to reproduce. The interchange is also the 
key input into yard management systems and electronic 
communication systems and without entry into the interchange 
market, it is also unlikely that timely or sufficient entry will occur 
into these other product markets. It is also unlikely that timely or 
sufficient entry will occur in the collection and dissemination of 
salvage yard inventory data largely because of the time, expense and 
difficulty in collecting that salvage yard inventory data independently 
of ADP and because ADP is the gatekeeper of the salvage yard 
inventory data through its control of the interchange, integrated yard 
management systems, electronic communications systems and 
salvage yard information systems. 
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40. Entry into the market for yard management systems and 
electronic communications networks or, alternatively, into the salvage 
yard information systems market is also difficult, time-consuming, 
and unlikely because of the large number of customers ADP currently 
has using these products and services. Yard management systems and 
electronic communication systems are used to create a network for 
buying and selling used parts, and salvage yards are reluctant to rely 
upon a new entrant without a significant number of other salvage yard 
customers participating in the network. 

ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION 

41. The Acquisition substantially lessened or may substantially 
lessen competition in the following ways, among others: 

a. It has eliminated Autolnfo as a substantial independent 
competitor; 

b. It has eliminated actual, direct and substantial competition 
between ADP and Autolnfo; 

c. It has increased the level of concentration in the relevant 
product markets; 

d. It has led or may lead to increases in price for the relevant 
products; . ' 

e. It has led or may lead to the reduction in maintenance and 
service for the relevant products; 

f. It has led or may lead to reductions in technological 
improvement or iliDovations in the relevant products; 

g. It has increased barriers to entry into the relevant markets; 
h. It has inconvenienced and caused financial harm to users of 

Autolnfo's interchange, yard management system, electronic 
communication system and information system through failure to 
provide upgrades altogether or to provide upgrades in a timely 
fashion; 

i. It has given ADP market power in the relevant product markets; 
j. It has allowed or may allow ADP unilaterally to exercise market 

power in the relevant product markets, by increasing prices for yard 
management systems, electronic communications and information 
systems and by reducing service and iliDovation competition; 

k. It has given ADP monopoly power or a dangerous probability 
of success in obtaining monopoly power in the relevant product 
markets. 
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VIOLATIONS ALLEGED 

COUNT I -- ILLEGAL ACQUISITION 

42. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one 
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here. 

43. The effect of the Acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition or tend to create a monopoly in violation of Section 7 of 
the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18, and Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

COUNT II -- ILLEGAL ACQUISITION AGREEMENT 

44. The allegatio11:s contained in paragraphs one through forty-one 
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here. 

45. ADP, through the acquisition agreements described in 
paragraph three, has engaged in unfair methods of competition in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

COUNT III -- ATTEMPT TO MONOPOLIZE 

46. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one 
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here. 

4 7. Through the acquisition of Hollander and the acquisition· of 
Autolnfo assets, ADP has engaged in unfair methods of competition 
in or affecting commerce by attempting to monopolize the relevant 
product markets in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

COUNT IV -- MONOPOLIZATION 

48. The allegations contained in paragraphs one through forty-one 
are repeated and realleged as though fully set forth here. 

49. Through the acquisition of Hollander and the acquisition of 
Autolnfo assets, ADP has engaged in unfair methods of competition 
in or affecting commerce by monopolizing the relevant product 
markets in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, 15 U.S.C. 45. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging 
the respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of Section 
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and Section 7 
of the Clayton Act, as amended, and the respondent having been 
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served with a. copy of that complaint, together with a notice of 
contemplated relief; and 

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
and admission by the respondent of all of the jurisdictional facts set 
forth in the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement 
is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission 
by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than 
jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3 .25(b) of 
its Rules; and 

The Commission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and 
having duly considered the comments filed thereafter by interested 
persons pursuant to Section 3.25(f) of its Rules, now in further 
conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25(f) of its 
Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Automatic Data Processing, Inc. is a corporation 
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the 
laws of the State of Delaware with its office and principal place of 
business located at One ADP Boulevard, Roseland, New Jersey. 

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of respondent, and the proceeding is in 
the public interest. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That, as us.ed in this order, the following definitions 
shall apply: 

A . . "Respondent" or ''ADP" means Automatic Data Processing, 
Inc., its directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives, 
predecessors, successors and assigns; its subsidiaries, divisions, 
groups and affiliates controlled by ADP, and the respective directors, 
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officers, employees, agents, and representatives, successors, and 
assigns of each. 

B. "Parts Services" means the Parts Services Division of ADP 
Claims Solutions Group, Inc., a subsidiary of ADP. 

C. "Commission" means the Federal Trade Commission. 
D. ''Acquisition" means the April1, 1995, acquisition by ADP of. 

assets from Autoinfo, Inc., including salvage yard management 
systems, communications systems and networks, automotive 
interchange, inventory data collection contracts and other assets. 

E. The ''Autoinfo Assets" means the Auto Info Interchange, the 
Auto Info YMS, the Auto Info Communication· Systems, Auto Info 
Parts Locator and the ARA Database Collector, and a non-exclusive, 
paid-up license to all research and development, by or for Parts 
Services, since April 1, 1995, through the date of divestiture for any 
new yard management system or communication system. 

F. The "Hollander Interchange" means the numeric indexing 
system developed, maintained and sold or licensed originally by 
Hollander, Inc. and subsequently by ADP and used to identify 
automotive parts and assemblies and their ability to be interchanged 
and includes all updates prepared by or for ADP up to the date of 
divestiture pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph III of this order, 
including but not limited to any interchange developed or updated by 
ADP since the Acquisition from then-existing Hollander Interchange 
and Autoinfo Interchange data. 

G. The "Autoinfo Interchange" means the numeric indexing 
system owned by ADP, but previously developed, maintained and 
sold by Autoinfo, used to identify automotive parts and assemblies 
and their ability to be interchanged and includes all updates to the 
Autoinfo Interchange prepared by or for Autoinfo up to the date of 
the Acquisition or by or for ADP up· to the date of divestiture 
pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph III of this order, and includes 
supplier and service contracts, research and development, and other 
tangible and intangible assets used in the development and 
maintenance of the Auto Info Interchange. 

H. "Autoinfo YMS" means Checkmate, Checkmate Jr., Classic, 
the BidPad, PartPad, accounting and management modules, and any 
other salvage yard management systems developed, maintained, sold 
or licensed by Autoinfo, Inc., and subsequently by ADP, including 
source codes, application program interfaces, data formats and 
communication protocols, customer, supplier and service contracts, 
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goodwill, research and development, and other tangible and 
intangible assets relating thereto. 

I. ''Autolnfo Communication Systems" means the ORION, 
ORION/R TS, Auto Match, AutoXchange, and ORION Exchange 
communication systems used for the buying and selling of used auto 
parts and assemblies, including source codes, application program 
interfaces, data formats and communication protocols, customer, 
supplier and service contracts, goodwill, research and development 
and other tangible and intangible assets relating thereto, and 
respondent's rights and obligations with respect to current and former 
subscribers to CalQwik. 

J. ''ARA" means the Automotive Recyclers Association. 
K. "ARA Database Agreement" means the February 27, 1996, 

11 Amended and Restated Agreement Regarding the ARA International 
Database by and between Automotive Recyclers Association and 
ADP Claims Solutions Group, Inc. 11 and any addenda thereto. 

L. ''ARA Database Collector" means the rights and obligations to 
act as the manager and operator of the Automotive Recyclers 
Association International Database pursuant to the ARA Database 
Agreement. 

M. "Compass" means the Compass Communications Network, 
the group of voice communication, data, and buying networks to the 
automobile salvage industry formerly owned by Autoinfo, and 
customer, supplier and service contracts, goodwill, research and 
development and other tangible and intangible assets used in the 
development, maintenance, sale or licensing of the Compass 
communication systems. 

N. "Autolnfo Parts Locator" means the Autoinfo Parts Locator, 
a computerized on-line telephone service that is offered to the 
automobile casualty insurance industry, which uses ORION/RTS, and 
software that provides access to the ORION/RTS database, customer, 
supplier and service contracts, customer lists, goodwill, research and 
development and other tangible and intangible assets used in the 
development, maintenance, sale or licensing of the Autoinfo Parts 
Locator. 

0. "HYMS" means the Hollander Yard Management System, 
originally developed, maintained and sold or licensed by Hollander, 
Inc., and subsequently developed, maintained and sold or licensed by 
ADP. 

P. "EDEN" means the Electronic Data Exchange Network, a 
communications and database inventory-search system used by 
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salvage yards for the buying and selling of used automobile parts and 
assemblies. 

Q. "Trustee Assets" means the Autoinfo Assets and Compass. 
R. "Acquirer" means the acquirer or acquirers of the Autoinfo 

Assets pursuant to paragraph II or the Trustee Assets pursuant to 
paragraph III of this order. 

II. 

A. Respondent shall divest, absolutely and in good faith, (1) 
within one hundred fifty (150) days after the date the agreement 
containing consent order is accepted for public comment by the 
Commission, or (2) within sixty ( 60) days after the date on which this 
order becomes final, whichever date is later, the Autoinfo Assets as 
an on-going business to the Acquirer at the time of divestiture. 
Respondent shall divest the Autoinfo Assets only to an acquirer or 
acquirers that receive the prior approval of the Commission and only 
in a manner that receives the prior approval of the Commission. The 
purpose of the divestiture of the Auto Info Assets is to maintain the 
Autoinfo Assets as on-going businesses, to continue use of the 
Autolnfo Assets in the same businesses in which the Autolnfo Assets 
were engaged at the time of the Acquisition in competition with ADP, 
and to remedy the lessening of competition resulting from the 
Acquisition as alleged in the Commission's complaint. 

Provided, however, respondent may, in lieu of divesting its rights 
as the ARA Database Collector to an Acquirer pursuant to this 
paragraph II. A and in satisfaction of its obligations to divest its rights 
as the ARA Database Collector under this paragraph II.A, terminate 
in accordance with all of the provisions specified in the ARA 
Database Agreement its role as the ARA Database Collector. 

Provided, however, respondent shall grant to any entity that 
becomes the ARA Database Collector, if such entity is not the 
Acquirer, a royalty-free license to the Hollander Interchange to use 
solely for purposes of collecting and transmitting data and managing 

· and operating a database for the ARA pursuant to a data collection 
agreement with the ARA. 

Provided, however, respondent may retain a non-exclusive, 
paid-up license to the Autoinfo Interchange as of the date of the 
divestiture, excluding supplier and service contracts, research and 
development, and other tangible and intangible assets used in the 
development and maintenance of the Auto Info Interchange. 
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B. Pending divestiture of the Auto Info Assets, respondent shall 
take such actions as are necessary to maintain the viability, 
. competitiveness and marketability of the Auto Info Assets and the 
Trustee Assets and to prevent the destruction, removal, wasting, 
deterioration, or impairment of any of the Autoinfo Assets and the 
Trustee Assets except for ordinary wear and tear. 

C. Respondent shall comply with the terms of the Asset 
Maintenance Agreement, which is attached hereto and incorporated 
herein. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. If respondent has not divested the Auto Info Assets pursuant to 
and within the time required by paragraph II.A, the Commission may 
appoint a trustee to divest the Trustee Assets. The trustee shall have 
all rights and powers necessary to permit the trustee to effect the 
divestiture of the Trustee Assets in order to assure the viability, 
competitiveness, and marketability of the Trustee Assets and to 
accomplish the remedial purposes of this order. In the event that the 
Commission or the Attorney General brings an action pursuant to 
Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(1), 
or any other statute enforced by the Commission, respondent shall 
consent to the appointment of a trustee in such action. Neither the 
appointment of a trustee nor a decision not to appoint a trustee under 
this paragraph shall preclude the Commission or the Attorney General 
from seeking civil penalties or any other relief available to it, 
including a court-appointed trustee, pursuant to Section 5(1) of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, or any other statute enforced by the 
Commission, for any failure by the respondent to comply with this 
order. 

Provided, however, the trustee may, at his or her option and in 
satisfaction of his or her obligations under this paragraph III.A, 
require ADP to terminate its role as the ARA Database Collector 
pursuant to the ARA Database Agreement. 

Provided, however, respondent shall grant to any entity that 
becomes the ARA Database Collector, if such entity is not the 
Acquirer, a royalty-free license to the Hollander Interchange to use 
solely for purposes of collecting and transmitting data and managing 
and operating a database for the ARA pursuant to a data collection 
agreement with the ARA. 
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Provided, however, respondent may retain a non-exclusive, 
paid-up license to the Autoinfo Interchange as of the date of the 
divestiture, excluding supplier and service contracts, research and 
development, and other tangible and intangible assets used in the 
development and maintenance of the Auto Info Interchange. 

B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant 
to this order, respondent shall consent to the following terms and 
conditions regarding the trustee's powers, duties, authority, and 
responsi b i li ties: 

1. The Commission shall select the trustee, subject to the consent 
of respondent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. The 
trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise in acquisitions 
and divestitures. If respondent has not opposed, in writing, including 
the reasons for opposing, the selection of any proposed trustee within 
ten (10) days after written notice oy the staff of the Commission to 
respondent of the identity of any proposed trustee, respondent shall 
be deemed to have consented to the selection of the proposed trustee. 

2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission, the trustee 
shall have the exclusive power and authority to divest the Trustee 
Assets. 

3. Within ten (10) days after appointment of the trustee, 
respondent shall execute a trust agreement that, subject to the prior 
approval of the Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, transfers to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the divestiture required by 
this order. 

4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months from the date the 
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph 
III.B.3 to accomplish the divestiture, which shall be subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve-month period, the trustee has submitted a plan of divestiture 
or believes that divestiture can be achieved within a reasonable time, 
the divestiture period may be extended by the Commission, or, in the 
case of a court-appointed trustee, by the court; provided, however, the 
Commission may extend this period only two (2) times. 

5. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the 
personnel, books, records and facilities related to the Trustee Assets 
and to any other relevant information, as the trustee may request. 
Respondent shall develop such financial or other information as such 
trustee may reasonably request and shall cooperate with the trustee. 
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Respondent shall take no action to interfere with or impede the 
trustee's accomplishment of the divestitures. Any delays in divestiture 
caused by respondent shall extend the time for divestiture under this 
paragrapp in an amount equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or, for a court-appointed trustee, by the court. 

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and tenns available in each contract that is submitted 
to the Commission, subject to respondent's absolute and 
unconditional obligation to divest at no minimum price. The 
divestiture shall be made in the manner and to the acquirer or 
acquirers as set out in paragraph II of this order; provided, however, 
if the trustee receives bona fide offers from more than one acquiring . 
entity, and if the Commission determines to approve more than one 
such acquiring entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity 
or entities selected by respondent from among those approved by the 
Commission. 

7. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the 
cost and expense of respondent, on such reasonable and customary 
terms and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of 
respondent, such consultants, accountants, attorneys, investment 
bankers, business brokers, appraisers, and other representatives and 
assistants as are necessary to carry out the trustee's duties and 
responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all monies derived from 
the divestiture and all expenses incurred. After approval by the 
Commission and, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, by the 
court, of the account of the trustee, including fees for his or her 
services, all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of the 
respondent, and the trustee's power shall be terminated. The trustee's 
compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a 
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee's divesting the 
Trustee Assets. 

8. Respondent shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee 
harmless against any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses 
arising out of, or in connection with, the performance of the trustee's 
duties, including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses 
incurred in connection with the preparation for, or defense of any 
claim, whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent 
that such liabilities, losses, damages, claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, gross negligence, willful or wanton acts, or bad faith by 
the trustee. 
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9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute 
trustee shall· be appointed in the same manner as provided in 
paragraph liLA ofthis order. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
the court, may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee 
issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or 
appropriate to accomplish the divestiture required by this order. 

11. In the event that the trustee determines that he or she is unable 
to divest the Trustee Assets in a manner consistent with the 
Commission's purpose in paragraph II, the trustee may divest 
additional ancillary assets of respondent related to the Trustee Assets 
and effect such arrangements as are necessary to satisfy the 
requirements of the order. 

12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain the Trustee Assets. 

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondent and the 
Commission every thirty (30) days concerning the trustee's efforts to 
accomplish divestiture. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall: 

1.Grant to the Acquirer, at the time of the divestiture, a paid-up, 
perpetual, non-exclusive license, with no continuing royalties and 
with unlimited rights to sub-license, to the Hollander Interchange and 
to each update of the Hollander Interchange, including but not limited 
to ex (alpha) and p (beta) releases of any updates, prepared by or for 
respondent for a period of three (3) years starting at the date of 
divestiture, or for such longer period and on such terms as may be 
agreed by the Acquirer and respondent, and the right to use the name 
"Hollander Interchange" in reference to the Hollander Interchange 
and updates prepared by or for the respondent pursuant to this 
paragraph IV .A. Respondent shall provide such updates to the 
Acquirer no later than when it first provides each such update to its 
salvage yard customers; and 

2.Provide to the Acquirer, at the time of the divestiture, a copy of, 
and non-exclusive license to, all computer programs and databases, 
and a list of and sources for all information, used by respondent to 
update the Hollander Interchange. 
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Provided, however, respondent m~y include in the license entered 
pursuant to this paragraph IV a provision preventing or limiting the 
Acquirer from reproducing and selling the copyright protected format 
of respondent's printed, book form of the Hollander Interchange, but 
respondent shall not otherwise restrict the Acquirer from producing 
and selling the Hollander Interchange in any form, including in 
printed, book form. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, for a period of twelve 
(12) months from the date of the divestiture pursuant to paragraph II 
or paragraph III of this order, allow, without penalty, any customer 
who entered into a contract for HYMS or EDEN between April 1, 
1995 and the date of divestiture, to switch from HYMS to an 
Autoinfo YMS or any yard management system licensed or sold by 
the Acquirer and/or switch from EDEN to the Autoinfo 
Communication Systems or to any communications systems licensed 
or sold by the Acquirer. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall not prevent, prohibit or restrict or threaten to 
prevent, prohibit or restrict any person who was employed by 
respondent in Parts Services, or formerly by Autoinfo, Inc., at any 
time since January 1, 1995, from working for the Acquirer and shall 
cooperate with the Acquirer in effecting transfer to the Acquirer of 
any such employee who chooses to transfer to the Acquirer. 
Respondent shall not offer any incentive to any such employees to 
decline employment with the Acquirer or to accept other employment 
by ADP; and shall remove any non-compete or confidentiality 
restrictions with respect to employment of such employees by the 
Acquirer. Respondent shall pay, for the benefit of such employees 
transferring to the Acquirer, accrued bonuses, vested pensions and 
other accrued benefits. 

Provided, however, respondent may match or exceed the 
Acquirer's terms for employment offered by the Acquirer to 
respondent's employees who were not employees of Autoinfo, Inc., 
as of January 1, 1995. 
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Provided, however, nothing in this paragraph shall restrict 
respondent from protecting or asserting respondent's attorney client 
or work product privileges. 

B. For a period of twelve (12) months following the date of 
divestiture pursuant to paragraph II or paragraph III, upon reasonable 
notice from the Acquirer, respondent shall provide, at reasonable 
times and levels, such personnel, information, technical assistance, 
advice and training to the Acquirer as are necessary to transfer the 
Autoinfo Assets or the Trustee Assets, as applicable, and to facilitate 
the Acquirer in developing, maintaining and conducting the Autoinfo 
Assets as viable, on-going businesses. Such assistance shall include 
reasonable consultation with knowledgeable employees of ADP to 
satisfy the Acquirer's management that its personnel are appropriately 
trained to the extent ADP has the ability to do so after the divestiture 
is complete. Respondent shall not charge the Acquirer a rate more 
than its own direct cost for providing such assistance. 

C. No later than the date of the execution of a divestiture 
agreement between respondent and the proposed Acquirer, 
respondent shall provide the proposed Acquirer with a complete list 
of all non-clerical employees of ADP who have been involved in the 
development, production, distribution, or sale of the Hollander 
Interchange, and of the Auto Info Assets or of the Trustee Assets at 
any time during the period from January 1, 1994, until the date of the 
divestiture agreement. Such list shall state each such individual's 
name, position, address and telephone number. If the person is no 
longer employed by respondent, respondent shall provide all such 
information as it has available. 

D. Respondent shall make available to any person, on whose 
behalf respondent has filed an application to divest, for inspection, 
the personnel files and other documentation relating to the individuals 
identified in paragraph VI.C of this order to the extent permissible 
under applicable laws and with the permission of such individuals. 
For a period of six (6) months following the divestiture, respondent 
shall further provide the Acquirer with an opportunity to interview 
such individuals identified in paragraph VI.C of this order and 
negotiate employn1ent with any of them. 

E. For a period of one (1) year commencing on the date of any 
individual's employment by the Acquirer pursuant to this paragraph 
VI, respondent shall not offer employment to such individual, unless 
such individual is no longer employed ·by the Acquirer. 
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VII. 

It is further ordered, That, for a period often (1 0) years following 
the date of divestiture, respondent shall not prohibit, prevent or 
restrict, or threaten to prohibit, prevent, restrict or enforce any 
contractual arrangements that have the effect of prohibiting, 
preventing, or restricting any customer or licensee of the Hollander 
Interchange from accessing, connecting with, or communicating data 
through, the products of the Acquirer or its licensees, or the ARA 
Data Collector, including but not limited to the Autoinfo 
Communication Systems or any communication system licensed or 
sold by the Acquirer or its licensees, the Autoinfo YMS or any yard 
management systems licensed or sold by the Acquirer or its licensees, 
or data collection systems provided by the Acquirer or its licensees. 
Respondent shall provide to the Acquirer, for use by Acquirer and its 
licensees, specifications and information reasonably necessary for the 
Acquirer and its licensees to create interfaces with respondent's yard 
management and communications systems and a paid-up, perpetual, 
non-exclusive license to the Acquirer and its licensees to use the 
Hollander Interchange and future updates of the Hollander 
Interchange in cmmection with collecting or searching inventory data. 

Provided, however, nothing in this paragraph VII shall require 
respondent to extend to the Acquirer or its licensees rights to sell or 
distribute updates of the Hollander Interchange other than the rights 
specified in paragraphs II or IV .A of this order. 

Provided, however, nothing in this paragraph VII shall require 
respondent to create or modify application program interfaces or to 
alter respondent's existing products. 

Provided, however, nothing in this paragraph VII shall prohibit 
the respondent from restricting transmission of Hollander Interchange 
numbers to persons other than the Acquirer or its licensees. 

Provided, however, nothing in this paragraph VII shall require 
respondent to repair any customer's HYMS or EDEN product in the 
event such product's functionality is damaged by the use of any 
product of the Acquirer or its licensees. 
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VIII. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. For a period often (10) years from the date of the divestiture 
of the Auto Info Assets or the Trustee Assets, respondent shall not, 
without the prior approval of the Con1mission, directly or indirectly, 

. through subsidiaries, partnerships, or otherwise, acquire all or any 
part of the Auto Info Assets, if divested pursuant to paragraph II, or 
Trustee Assets, if divested pursuant to paragraph III; and 

B. For a period often (10) years from the date this order becmnes 
final, respondent shall not, without prior notification to the 
Commission, directly or indirectly: 

1. Acquire any stock, share capital, equity, or other interest in any 
concern, corporate or non-corporate, engaged in the developn1ent or 
sale of yard management systems or communications systems used 
by automobile salvage yards within the year preceding such 
acquisition; provided, however, that an acquisition of such stock, 
share capital, equity or other interest will be exempt from the 
requirements of this paragraph if it is solely for the purpose of 
investment and respondent will hold no more than five ( 5) percent of 
the shares of any class of security; or 

2. Acquire any assets used or previously used (and still suitable 
for use) in the development or sale of yard managen1ent systems or 
communications systems used by automobile salvage yards provided, 
however, that such an acquisition will be exempt fron1 the 
requirements of this paragraph if the purchase price is less than 
$1,500,000 (one million five hundred thousand dollars). 

The prior notifications required by this paragraph shall be given on 
the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended 
(hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be prepared, 
transmitted and kept confidential in accordance with the requirements 
of that part, except that: no filing fee will be required for any such 
notification; notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the 
Con1mission and a copy shall be delivered to the Bureau of 
Competition; notification need not be made to the United States 
Department of Justice; and notification is required only of respondent 
and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shall 
provide the Notification to the Commission at least thi1iy (30) days 
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prior to the consumn1ation of any such transaction (hereinafter 
referred to as the "initial waiting period"). If, within the initial waiting 
period, the Commission or its staff makes a written request for 
additional information and documentary material, respondent shall 
not consummate the transaction until at least twenty (20) days after 
con1plying with such request for additional information and 
documentary material. Early termination of the waiting periods in this 
paragraph may, where appropriate, be granted by letter from the 
Bureau of Cmnpetition. Notwithstanding, prior notification shall not 
be required by this paragraph for a transaction for which notification 
is required to be made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7 A of 
the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a. 

Provided, however, that this paragraph VIII shall not apply to the 
acquisition of products or services in the ordinary course of business. 

IX. 

It is fitrther ordered, That: 

A. Within thi1iy (30) days after the date this order becomes final 
and every thirty (30) days thereafter until respondent has fully 
complied with the provisions of paragraphs II or III of this order, 
respondent shall submit to the Commission a verified written report 
setting forth in detail the n1anner and form in which it intends to 
cmnply, is complying, and has complied with paragraphs II and III of 
this order. Respondent shall include in its compliance reports, mnong 
other things that are required frmn time to time, a full description of 
the efforts being made to con1ply with paragraphs II and III of the 
order, including a description of all substantive contacts or 
negotiations for the divestiture and the identity of all parties 
contacted. Respondent shall include in its compliance reports copies 
of all written communications to and from such parties, all internal 
memoranda, and all reports and recommendations concerning 
divestiture. 

B. One year (1) from the date of the divestiture of the Autoinfo 
Assets pursuant to paragraph II or the Tn1stee Assets pursuant to 
paragraph III, and annually thereafter until the obligations of 
paragraph VIII have expired, 'lnd at other times as the Con1mission 
may require, respondent shall file a verified written report with the 
Commission setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it 
has complied and is complying with paragraphs IV, V, VI, VII and 
VIII of this order. 
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X. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate 
structure or status of respondent such as dissolution, assignment, sale 
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation, or the creation 
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation 
that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That, for the purpose of dete1mining or 
securing compliance with this order, respondent shall pem1it any duly 
authorized representative of the Commission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in the presence of counsel, to 
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence, 
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or 
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in 
this order; and 

B. Upon five days' notice to respondent and without restraint or 
interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or employees of 
respondent. 

XII. 

It is further ordered, That this order shall terminate on October 
20, 2017. 

APPENDIX I 

ASSET MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT 

This Asset Maintenance Agreement is by and between Automatic 
Data Processing, Inc. ("ADF"), a corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the State of Delaware, and the Federal Trade 
Commission, an independent agency of the United States 
Government, established under the Federal Trade Con1mission Act of 
1914, 15 U.S.C. 41, et seq. ("Commission"). 

PREMISES 

Whereas, ADP acquired certain assets of Autoinfo, Inc. on April 
1, 1995 (the "Acquisition"); 
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Whereas, ADP has been served with a copy of the complaint 
issued by the Federal Trade Commission charging it with violation of 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 
U.S. C. 45, and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S. C. 
18, and has filed an answer to said complaint denying said charges; 

Whereas, if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing 
Consent Order ("consent agreement") in this matter, the Commission 
will place it on the public record for a period of at least sixty ( 60) 
days and subsequently may either withdraw such acceptance of the 
consent agreement and so notify ADP, in which event the 
Commission will take such action as it may consider appropriate, or 
issue and serve its decision containing the order in the consent 
agreement, in disposition of the proceeding; 

Whereas, the Commission is concemed that if an understanding 
is not reached during the period to the final issuance of the consent 
agreement by the Commission (after the 60-day public notice period), 
there may be interim competitive harm relating to the assets and 
businesses proposed for divestiture; 

Whereas, ADP understands that no act or transaction 
contemplated by this Asset Maintenance Agreement shall be deemed 
immune or exempt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the 
Federal Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in 
this Asset Maintenance Agreement. 

Now, therefore, ADP agrees, upon the understanding that the 
Commission has issued an administrative complaint, and in 
consideration of the Commission's agreement that, from the time it 
accepts the consent agreement for public comment and pending either 
the· order becoming final or the Commission withdrawing its 
acceptance of the consent agreement, it will not return this matter to 
administrative adjudication, as follows: 

1. ADP agrees to execute the consent agreement and, pending 
divestiture of either the Autolnfo Assets or the Trustee Assets, as 
those terms are defined in the consent agreement, pursuant to 
paragraph II or paragraph III of the consent agreement, ADP shall 
take such actions as are necessary to maintain the. viability, 
competitiveness and marketability of the Autolnfo and the Trustee 
Assets and to prevent the destruction, removal, wasting, deterioration, 
or impairment of any of the Auto Info or Trustee Assets except for 
ordinary wear and tear. 
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2. ADP agrees that, from the date ADP signs the consent 
agreement until the first of the dates listed in subparagraphs 2.a and 
2.b, it will comply with the provisions of this Asset Maintenance 
Agreement: 

a. Ten (1 0) business days after the Commission withdraws its 
acceptance of the consent agreement pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 3.25(f) of the Commission's Rules; or 

b. The date the order is final. 

3. ADP waives all rights to contest the validity of this Asset 
Maintenance Agreement. 

4. For the purpose of determining or securing compliance with 
this Asset Maintenance Agreement, subject to any legally recognized 
privilege, and upon written request, and on reasonable notice, ADP 
shall permit any duly authorized representative or representatives of 
the Commission: 

a. Access, during office hours of ADP and in the presence of 
counsel, to inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, 
correspondence, memoranda and other records and documents in the 
possession or under the control of ADP relating to compliance with 
this Asset Maintenance Agreement; and 

b. Upon five days' notice to ADP and without restraint or 
interference from it, to interview officers, directors, or employees of 
ADP who may have counsel present, regarding any such matters. 

5. This Asset Maintenance Agreement shall not be binding until 
accepted by the Commission. 
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Amended Complaint 

IN THE MATTER OF 

METAGEN1CS, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9267. Amended Complaint, October 23, 1997--Decision, October 23, 1997 

This consent order, among other things, requires a California-based company and 
its officer, the marketers of a calcium supplement known as "Bone-Builder," 
to possess scientific substantiation for any claim that their product or any food, 
drug or dietary supplement containing calcium will treat or prevent any 
disease, disorder or condition. The consent order also requires the respondents 
to possess scientific substantiation for superiority claims for such products and 
regarding the relationship between calcium and osteoporosis. In addition, the 
consent order prohibits the respondents from misrepresenting the existence or 
results of any test or study regarding such products. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Lesley Fair and C. Lee Peeler. 
For the respondents: Robert Ullman, Bass & Ullman, New York, 

N.Y. 

AMENDED COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Metagenics, Inc., a corporation, doing business as Ethical Nutrients, 
and Jeffrey Katke, individually and as an officer of said corporation 
("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Metagenics, Inc., doing business 
as Ethical Nutrients, is a corporation organized, existing, and doing 
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of California, 
with its principal office or place of business at 971 Calle Negocio, 
San Clemente, California. 

Respondent Jeffrey Katke is an officer of Metagenics, Inc. 
Individually or in concert with others, he formulates, directs and 
controls the acts and practices of the said corporation, including the 
acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His business address is 
971 Calle Negocio, San Clemente, California. 
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PAR. 2. Respondents have manufactured, advertised, offered for 
sale, sold and distributed an orally-ingested product containing 
microcrystalline hydroxyapatite ("MCHC"), minerals and protein, 
under the name Bone Builder (hereinafter "MCHC" or "Bone 
Builder"). Respondents also offer for sale and sell the MCHC 
product to other parties who market the product under their own 
brand names. Bone Builder is a food and/or drug, as the terms "food" 
and "drug" are defined in Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements and promotional materials for Bone 
Builder, including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits 
A through D. These advertisements and promotional materials 
contain the following statements: 

1. The superior form of calcium proven to build bone. The latest research 
shows "microcrystalline hydroxyapatite" is the superior fmm of calcium that can 
build bone. We call this exciting Ethical Nutrient's [sic] product: BONE 
BUILDER. (Exhibit A). 

2. Some calcium supplements can be worse than not taking anything at all. At 
best, others may slow bone loss, occasionally stopping it. But, BONE BUILDER 
can restore lost bone and has the clinical evidence to prove it! (Exhibit A). 

3. A significant statement recurs in a number of reports: MCHC either reduces 
or totally eliminated bone pain, which was not found true of any other substance. 
(Exhibit A). 

4. Only MCHC provides calcium in an "extremely bioavailable form" and the 
studies on it have "also indicated the superiority of the substance over traditional 
soluble calcium supplements." Of the substances used for experimentation to halt 
the progress of osteoporosis, only microcrystalline hydroxyapatite was considered 
to be totally free of "major potential hazard [sic]," which indicated its use for both 
"the treatment and prevention of osteoporosis." (Exhibit A). 

5. These are just a few of the controlled clinical trials to be found in medical 
literature. The consensus of which is that microcrystalline hydroxyapatite halted 
bone loss, decreased pain and increased bone thickness when taken in adequate 
amounts over long periods oftime, a record no calcium supplement could achieve. 
(Exhibit B). 

6. Contains most absorbable kind of calcium. (Exhibit C). 
7. BONE BUILDER is pure microcrystalline hydroxyapatite compound 

(MCHC), a substance which has been scientifically demonstrated to be the most 
effectively utilized source of calcium known. (Exhibit C). 

8. Most importantly, no other product in the United States is as effective at 
preventing bone loss. (Exhibit C). 
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9. [R ]esearch of the many common forms of calcium used in the trials 
demonstrated effectively that only one fom1 of calcium was capable of preventing 
bone thinning and actually restoring bone strength, and that was "whole bone 
extract (microcrystalline hydroxyapatite concentrate) .... " (Exhibit D). 

10. Where there is evidence that osteoporosis "runs in the family," and where 
there is evidence that calcium loss is already taking place, i.e. muscle spasms, 
receding gums, or loss ofheight, the ability of microcrystal-line hydroxyapatie [sic] 
(bone) concentrate places prevention as a matter of the individual sufferer's choice. 
This safe, reliable, inexpensive, scientifically-tested preventive is his/hers to take 
as they choose .... (Exhibit D). 

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements and promotional n1aterials referred to in paragraph 
four, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and 
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A through D, respondents 
have represented, directly or by implication, that: 

1. Post-n1enopausal women who have lost bone and who use 
Bone Builder or MCHC will experience no additional bone loss or 
bone thinning and will achieve a growth of new bone and increased 
bone thickness greater than the amount of bone lost; 

2. Users of Bone Builder or MCHC will not experience bone loss, 
bone thinning, or osteoporosis; 

3. Bone Builder or MCHC restores bone strength; 
4. Bone Builder or MCHC reduces or eliminates pain associated 

with bone ailments; and 
5. Bone Builder or MCHC is more bioavailable, more absorbable, 

or more effectively utilized by the body than other fonns of calcium 
or is more effective than other forms of calcium in the prevention or 
treatment ofbone ailments. 

PAR. · 6. Through the use of statements contained in the 
advertisements _and pron1otional materials referred to in paragraph 
four, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and 
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A through D, respondents 
have represented, directly or by implication, that at the time they 
made the representations set forth in paragraph five, respondents 
possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. 

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact, at the time respondents made the 
representations set forth in paragraph five, respondents possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis to substantiate that: adequate calcium 
intake has many benefits and is one of the essential factors in the 
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body's ongoing process of removal of old bone and replacement by 
new bone; in conjunction with other factors, adequate calcium intake 
can play a significant role in reducing the rate of bone loss or bone 
thinning and in protecting bone strength; and individuals who do not 
consume adequate calcium are at greater risk of experiencing bone 

·fractures than those who do. However, respondents did not possess 
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
in paragraph five. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
six was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the 
advertisements and promotional materials referred to in paragraph 
four, including but not necessarily limited to the advertisements and 
promotional materials attached as Exhibits A through D, respondents 
have represented, directly or by implication, that scientific research, 
including clinical tests, scientific papers and/or scientific studies, 
proves that: 

1. Post-menopausal women who have lost bone and who use 
Bone Builder or MCHC will experience no additional bone loss or 
bone thinning and will achieve a growth of new bone and increased 
bone thickness greater than the amount of bone lost; 

2. Users of Bone Builder or MCHC will not experience bone loss, 
bone thinning, or osteoporosis; 

3. Bone Builder or MCHC restores bone strength; 
4. Bone Builder or MCHC reduces or eliminates pain associated 

with bone ailments; or 
5. Bone Builder or MCHC is more effectively utilized by the 

body than other forms of calcium or is superior to or more effective 
than other forms of calcium in the prevention or treatment of bone 
ailments. 

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, the representations set forth in 
paragraph eight have not been proven by scientific research, including 
clinical tests, scientific papers and/or scientific studies. Therefore, the 
representations set forth in paragraph eight were, and are, false and 
misleading. 

PAR. 10. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices and the 
making of false advertisements in or affecting conunerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Conunission Act. 

Commissioner Anthony not participating. 
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EXHIBITB 

WHY FOOL AROUND? 
METAGDittS 
E:Ili!BIT 8 

by Gene Birl:cland 

Recently on an interstate auto safari, my car 
broke down (as they azc wont to do at the.most 
critical limes) and I was stticldd!' the night in a 
small town motel. 

Since I was depressed with my circumstances, I 
flung myself on the bed, and began listening to the 
news. 

A reporter came on with a story about osteoporo
sis. Now that really depressed me. Her story was 
superficial and badly researched, but what de· 
pressed me most was the thought of the thousands 
of people who might see it and believe this misin· 
formation. 

To illustrate her assertion that a simple elevation 
of calcium intake was the answer to osteoporosis, 
she'd taken several glaucs .of distilled white vine· 
gar and dropped different brands of calcium tablets 
into them. This was supposedly an illustration of 
how they might dissolve in your stomach, and, of 
course, some of them didn't; 

The one that dissolved most quickly was a well· 
known drug store product manufacTUred by a major 
phannaceutical company containin& a relatively 
small amount of calcium. What she didR 't point 
out were the additives the product contained be· 
sides oyster shell powder (which is poorly ab
sorbed in humans). 

To bolster her story and give it credence, she 
threw in the name of -a local medical doctor who 
cori.firmed her positidfl thar a hJgh intake of caJ. 
cium is the best way to prevent osteoporosis. 

Nothing was said about the controversy which 
rages within scientific circle questioning whether 
calcium alan~ !.s~-.~~~ to os~Oiis. 

For example, the prestigious British Medical 
Journal five years ago, in an article on the Non
hormonal Treatment Of Osteoporosis said, "Os
teoporosis may be defined as~ lou.ol.bcne accel
erated beyond 
the n'ormal 
"physiologi· 
cal" rates, al· 
though this 
begs the ques
tion of what 
normal loss 
might be ... Its 
recognition, 
measurement, 
prevention 
and treatment 

" •• .: ln. on.eopo_r,os;, it 
appelu~ othN fd~s 
art at work, not jU.$t 

an absence of, 
suff~eient calcium-in 

the diet. " · 

were discussed at a recent symposium and the ac
count of this emphasizes how opinion on these 
issues. is still dividecf." 

Guy Abraham. ~ .. an internationally recog-

ADDITIVES CO~"fAINED IN A POPULAR DRUG STORE CALCIUM SUPPLEMENT 

Coru Syrup Solids Talc: Hydroxypropyl Methyl cellulose 

Corn Starch Sodium St.arth Glycolate Calcium Stearate Polysorbate 80 

Pharmaceutical Glau Titan.ium Diox.ide Vit.Jmin D :'v1ethlypropyl Paraben 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone Drnauba Wax Polyethylene Glycol D & C Yellow #10 Dye 

Acetylated Monoglyceride Edetate Di-sodium FD & C Blue Ill Dye Si methicone Emulsion 
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nized authority on the endocrinol
ogy of obsceaics and gynecology, 
in a conversation with me, as well 
as in public speeches, has pointed 
out that no country in the world has 
set calcium requirements as high as 
the United StateS- and DO COUD
try bas inore bone problems. Dr. 
Abraham has been the recipient of 
at least two international awards 
for bis work, part ·of which 
stemmed from his research while 
heading ob-gyn endocrinology 
research at UCLA's Harbor Gen
eral Hospital in Los Angeles, CA. 

, . . • . mzcro-
fully monitored quantities of estro
gen along with calcium. or through 
the administration of a product 
linle known in the United States, 
but widely used in Europe and 

crystalline 
'hydroxyapatite 

England:. microcrystalline· halted bone loss, 
decreased pain 
and increased 
bon·e thickn~ss. 
when taken in. 

hydroxyapatite. 

In a clinical trial in England, 
for example, a group o! women 
with bone disease were divided 
into 3 matched groups. The result 
was "Over the 14-month follow
up, there was a significant loss of 
conical bone in controls, a signifi
cant increase in cortical booe 
thickness in- the. MCHC. (mi
crocrystalline hydroxyapatite) 
group •. and no· change in the CO 
(calcium glnconate) group." The 
MCHC group had a net cortical 
bone gain of 11.6%; (Conical 
·oone is the outer bone) 

There, Dr. Abraham had • found 
that women with severe premen
strual tension had too much dairy 
food in their diets, and too high a 
calcium intake relative to their 
magnesium intake. As he pointed 

adequate amounts 
over long enough 
periods ·of time; a 
record no other 
form of calcium 
could achieve./' 

out, animals such as elephants and 
gorillas grow huge skeletons eating only green 
plants, wltich have twice as much magnesium as 
calcium. Dr. Abraham took the women off dairy 
products to reduce calcium intake, while upping 
their consumption of vegetable greens to increase 
magnesium intake. The result? No more premen
strual tension. 

In osteoporosis, it appears other factors are at 
work, not just an absence of sufficient calcium in 
the diet And, at least a quarter century has passed 
since calcium retention was shown not to be ade-
quate'witl'lout a modicum of estrogen to enhance 
the calcium uptake- or it is merely excreted in 
the urine. Only a medical doctor can prescribe es
trogen, but the enterprising TV reporter never 
mentioned the importance of the relationship. 

No doubt many people were likely to believe her 
over-simplification. Yet osteoporosis is still a 
major health problem. which to some extent con
tinues to baffle the medical research world. Re
search project reportS on possible causes and po
tential cures for osteoporosis are frequently pub
lished to this day in the medical literature. 

The research team from the Royal Free Hospital 
in London, described the substanCe they were 
testing: "MCHC powder is prep~ed from bovine 
bone and provides both the organic and inorganic 
constituents occurring in normal bone. The pow
der contains hydroxyapatite microcrystals, cal
cium. trace metals (including zinc, silicon and 
iron), protein, amino acids and aminoglycans." 

Another advantage the research team noted was 
the low sodium content of MCHC compared to 
calcium gluconate which was of advantage in 
"long-term treatment of pattents with cirrhosis or 
other diseases complicated by sali retention." 

The prevention of osteoporosis follows that old 
adage that "an ounce of prevention is wonh a 
pound of cure" as most adults lose bone steadily 
throughout-their lives. This loss is accelerated in 
women after the menopause, a situation which led 
to British researchers to advise, ''the only way to 
prevent osteoporosis is to make sure that the 
subject stans his or her aging process v.ith 
well-mineralized bones." (emphasis added) 

The only positive repons on hJ.lting L1e devasta- Too cften. !1owever, nothing is done until a fr:~c-
tion and crippling of osteoporosis have come '6.. :ure C'l::urs ~::_her c:-ushing the tnbec"Jllr 1inner1 
through the medical admin.istrarion of small, care- ....- bone i.'1 the spine which .::auses p:lln l.S well l.S 
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height loss, or the fracture of a long bone. Some 
studies show a trend toward "fracture of the wrist 
at 60, of the shoulder at 70, and the neck at 80," 
though such fracrures are seldom attributed to os
teoporosis. 

In fact, one research team has stated: "The per
ceived frequency of osteoporosis is unrealistically 
low and usually the diagnosis is made only when 

crush frac
tures of the 

"Nothing was said 
about the controversy 

which rages in the 
scientific research 

papers that calcium 
alone is not the 

answer to 
osteoporosis at all!" 

vertebral 
bodies occur 
and conse
quently lead 
to loss of 
heighL" 

In an
other clinical 
aial. 1 0 grams 
of MCHC 
containing 
approxi-
mately 1,500 
mgs of cal

cium was used over a period ofnine months on pa
tients who were in severe pain, had recent frac
tures and were on analgesics (pain killers). The 
majority reported less bone pain with a subse
quent decrease of intake of analgesics and an 
increase in plasma calcium. 

In another trial group of individuals aged 70 to 
98, the whole bone extract was used because "the 
proponions of the mineral content correspond to 
the presumed physiological needs of the organism 
since they are those of bone itself ... it was found 
that the whole-bone extract significantly in
creased absorption of the tracer suggesting it is a 
valuable medium for calcium administration in 
metabolic bone disease." In this latter test the 
research team also concluded, as had others before 
and since, that the whole bone extract was better 
than calcium gluconate which they had checked 
out at the same time. 

These are just a few of the controlled clinical 
.rials to be found in medical literature. The con
sensus of which is that microcryst.llline hydrox-

yapatite halted bone loss, decreased pain and in
creased bone thickness when taken in adequate 
amounts over long enough periods of time, a 
record no calcium supplement could achieve. 

The product has been available in Europe and 
England for years and is now available in the 
United States under the name Bone Builder (for
merly Ethi Cal). 
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KELACDIICS 
EXHIBIT C 

WORLD'S BEST BONE BUILDER 

..J All necessary bone building 
nutrients in one tablet 

..J Formulated by nature 

..J Processed usin& breakthrough 
technology 

..J Completely safe 

..J Successfully tested and used in 
Europe for over 10 years 

..J A vallable tor first time in U.S • 
..J Contains most absorbable kind 

of calcium 
..J Not to be confused with bone 

meal or ordinary hydroxyapatite 

THE PROBLEM: Osteoporosis is an enormous public health problem. responsible for at least 1.2 million 
fractures in the United States each year. One tbird of women over sixty· five will have vertebral fractures. 
By extreme old age, one of every three women and one of every six men will have bad a hip fracture. Hip 
fracture is fatal in 12-20% of cases and it results in long term nursing home care-for half the patients who 
survive. More women die from the complications of fractures yearly than the combined deaths resulting 
from cancer of the cervix and breast The direct and indirect costs of osteoporosis are estimated at 6.1 billion 
dollars annually in the United States. Furthermore. the gradual loss of bone results in disfigurement. 
wrinkling, decreasing mobility and the deposition of calcium in soft tissue (kidney, aneries, joints, etc.) 
leading to further complications. 

THE SOLUTION: Regular exercise, a whole foods diet. smolcing cessation, and adequate absorption of 
rnicro-nuttients will end the current rapid bone loss epidemic in the United States population. 

GREAT NEWS! A COMPLETI:, NA TIJRE·MADE. BONE FOOD IS NOW AVAILABLE. TillS BONE 
FOOD IS BONE BUll..DER (formerly ETHICAL). 

THE BONE BUTI...DER STORY: BONE BUD..DER is a pun: microcrystalline hydroxyapatite compound 
(MCHC), a substance which has been scientifically demonstrated to be the most effectively utilized source 
of calcium known. This highly useful substance is distinguished by its unusual ability to be absorbed into 
the bloodstream. For example, studies have demonstrated it to be absorbed at twice the rate of calcium 
gluconate. Hydroxyapatite is a complex calcium salt which forms the basis of bone. It has an ideal calcium/ 
phosphorus ration of 2: I. 

A considerable number of laboratory and clinical studies have been undenaken to undez;tand the nature and 
value of MCHC. Using animal studies, resea11:hez; have demonstrated a lack: of both acute and chronic 
toxicity. Thus, we know MCHC to be completely safe. 

Clinically. MCHC has been shown to be highly effective. For example, in one study of postmenopausal 
women a comparison was made between MCHC, calcium gluconate and a control group. Over a 14 month 
period. the control group experienced a 5.5% bone loss, the cllcium gluconate group a 1.5% bone gain. while 

r:l 
·~ 
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the MCHC group experienced a 6.1% bone pin. Positive calcium balances were reponed in other clinical 
studies using MCHC to treat osteomalacia (bone softening). In yet another study the author states " ... we 
have demonstrated that MCHC dramatically reduces skeletal pain in patients developing osteoporosis, . 
and have also presented strong evidence that this symptomatic improvement is associated with both 
favorable biochemical and radiological bone changes". 

BONE BUll..DER SOURCE: The MOiC contained in BONE BUll.DER has been derived solely from 
the bones of healthy animals raised in an environment free from pesticides, insecticides, growth hormones 
and other environmental contaminants. It has been processed by an exclusive technique which preserves the 
natural qualities inherent in the raw substance. 'This is in marked contrast to the preparation of bone meal, 
which is an ashed residue, devoid of life, having been subjected to considerable he.tt, and washed with 
chemical solvents. nus harsh processing causes the protein matrix to cross-link, altering the value of the 
collagen, and considerably reducing the effectiveness of the subsequent preparation. Also, bone meal often 
contains an unacceptably high amount of lead. BONE BUILDER does noL In essence, BONE BUILDER 
may be considered a minimally-processed. complete nature-made food for. the bone. 

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF MICROCRYSTALLINE HYDROXYAPATITE: MCHC is a 
complex salt in which 3 molecules of calcium phosphate are associated with 1 molecule of calcium 
hydroxide. Hydroxyapatite occurs as hexagonal needles arranged as rosettes .. These arc embedded in a 
protein matrix. Its chemical name is decacalcium dihyroxide hexxakis-(orthophosphate). 

A pan from calcium and phosphorus, other major minerals present in MCHC arc sodium, magnesium and 
potassium. Unlike commercial soluble calcium supplements, the sodium content is low (0.65%), a factor 
of imponance for some consumers. 

The main trace minerals present are zinc, silicon, and iron. Others include rubidium, caesium and platinum, 
as well as many others. 

MCHC contains 14% collagen and 4% other proteins, as well as hydroxyproline. Other amino acids present 
in relatively high amounts including glycine and glutamic acid. Also included are glucosaminoglycan, 
citrate, flouride (0.008%) and water. 

SUMMARY: BONE BUILDER consists of microcrystalline hydroxyapatite which, itself being from bone, 
is a complete bone food. BONE BUILDER is not merely another calcium supplement. although it happens 
to be the most highly absorbable form of calcium known. BONE BUTI.DER is hypoallergenic, palatable and 
cost-effective. Most importantly, no other product in the United States is as effective at preventing bone 
loss. 

REFERENCES: Available upon request. Please ~sk for "MCHC scientific references". 

For FREE Lirerarure Pack Conracr: Erhical Nurrienrs • 23180 Del Lago • Laguna Hills. CA • 9?6_;_; 

1-800-692-9400 (,Varionwide) 1·800-833·95.?6 (/n California) 
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KETACDIICS 
EXRIBIT D 

STRONG BONES 
YOU NOW HAVE A CHOICE 

by Gene Bincland 

You may be able 10 remember a book. "Life Begins 
at Forty." Fortunately, I don't. so you're much older 
than 1-l only remember the title. which h.u become 
almost cliche', and while many other things may also 
begin at forty, some of them are not so~ 

Forty may well be the time for a good many of us 
when the sins and erro~ of our youlh be&in 10 show up. 
creating situations in our bodi~ for which we never 
bargained, and are quite often at a loss 10 unde~tand. 

One of these incomprehensible conditions. now 
occuring on a fairly large scale. is osteoporosis, in which 
abnormal mineral loss over a long period of time causes 
weakened bones susceptible 10 sudden breakage and/or 
a pajn{uj shrinkage of the spine. 

From personal e:~tperience I know !hal the average 
physician does not understand the chemistry involved in 
this painful condition, but I also have the words of some 
of the docto~ themselves as they discussed this problem 
in a symposium in England not too long ago. 

Th= ~ specialists concluded, "Early diag
nosis is difficult because osteoporosis is asymptomatic 
until it is advan~ far enough 10 cause structural failure 
of bone." And. continues the specialisu, "opinion is still 
divided on the recognition, measurement. prevention 
and treaanent" of osteoporosis.· 

This is true. I have observed the slow disintegration 
of my mother from a woman of slim build and average 
height to a very short statuted dowager. Over these IJ.Sl 
ten years she has shrunk some 5 and 1/2 inches. and the 
only remedy her busy Hollywood-star struck physician 
has offered is an occasional cortisone shot to alleviate 
the pain. 

Her situation is not unique. When the pain began in 
her baclt (the result of a venebrae fracturing and 
compressing the disc), I drove her 1,0 the doctor's office, 
telling her to ask him if this was not related to a loss of 
calcium. 

Emerging from his office lllet, she said. "You were 
right! He said he saw ll-rays of my spine three years ago 
which showed calcium loss even then." I looked at her 
in amazement 
and constema· 
tion. "Are you 
tellng me he's 
known this for 
three years am 
hasn't told you 
about it or advo
cated any sick 
remedy?" 
"Well. what 
could he do?" 
she said. 

Even at that 
time he could 
have taken !he 
lcnown medical 
steps 10 preven
tion of further 
loss which con- · ·•'····":~;;.._.:..;· .. ,;_...· 
sisted of small 
daily quantities of conjugated estrogens accompanied 
by calcium supplementation. He happens, however, 10 
belong to that school of medicine which scorns all 
supplementS and still believes all estrogens are carcino
genic. 

His management of the condition was to dispense 
octasional shotS of cortisone without regard that long· 
term use of steroids causes further mineral loss. as does 
inactivity and complicaLingmajor disease conditions. 

Ten years later, Mother is restricted 10 the use of 
canes and walker and is relatively inactive. 

So prevalem is this type of siruation th.a1 the British 
doctor who reponed on the symposium. Allan St.J. 
Di:~on (Royal National Hospital for Rheumatic Dis· 
eJ.Ses). suted, "Osteoporosis thus appears to JOin diab<:· 
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tes, gall stOnes, and diverticulosis as 
one of lhe diseases of a!Duence." 

'"The perceived· frequency of OS· 
tcoporosis,'' says Dr. Dixon, "is unre· 
alistically low and usually the diagno
sis is made only when crush fractureS 
of the' veru:bl'21 bodies occurs and 
consequently lead 10 loss ofbeight. "
yet. continues Dr. Dixon. studies smw 
lhe condition leads 10 "fncru.res of the 
wrist at 60. of the shoulder at 70, and 
the femoral neck at 80." 

"Dixon cited 
hospital trials of 
the substance (in 

which) ... 
microcrystalline 
hydroxyapatite 
concentrate did 

Microcryst21line hydrox
yapatite concentrate contains lhe bone 
minerals calcium, phosphorus and 
magnesium together with trace 
amounts of zinc, ccpper. manganese, 
and other trace and ultratra~ ele· 
me":'S in the oormal physiological pro· 
pomons. 

Dixon cited hospital trials of 
the substance lllWng a comparison 
of it 10 calcium gluconate which 
"halted tbe bone loss but did not re· 
s10re it. whereas microcrystalline h Y· 
droxyapati te COncentrale did res10re 
bone." 

Even lhough men m also victims 
of the bone-thinning process and some 
eviden~ ofit usually Shows up by age 

restore bone." 

70, women m by far the predominant 
sufferers which begins at least as early 
as the meoo~ whether surgically or nal1l!'ally oc· 
CUrinll. 

Dr. Dixon has observed that in the United States 
even well-fed women had an average intalte of calcium 
of 660 mg per day.-"Well below the recommended 
daily int.alte of 800 mg"--a figure, he says. "which 
many nutritionists would still regard as being 100 low." 

As a result. Dr. Dixon concluded, "calcium seems to 
be the forgotten nutrient of Western society, and it 
seems thai a failure to consume enough of it must 
inevitably lead to loss of bone mineral." 

There needs to be an alternative, says Dr. Dixon. 
(and lhere is) which is safe, effective, inexpensive and 
may be continued over years without harm, especially 
as bone rebuilding and strengthening cannot be ex· 
pectcd 10 t.ake pia~ rapidly. 

He has reviewed all lhe alternatives which have 
been the object of studies by his colleagues, such as the 
use of many varieties of calcium supplements in con
junction wilh olher substances. All were found wanting. 

Dixon's research of the many common forms of 
·calcium used in lhe trials demonstrated effectively that 
only one form of calcium was capable of preventing 
bone thinning and actually restoring bone strength, and 
that was "whole bone extract (microcrystalline hydrox· 
yapatite con~nuate) (which) is well absorbed and does 
not have lhe disadvantages of the former preparations." 

Concluding his remarks, Dr. 
Dixon added, ''Nothing can restore 

the spinal posture 10 normal In those people whose 
spines have already shrunk because of osteoporosis, 
(but) there is good evidence 10 suggest that preventative 
treatment is very effective." 

Where there is evidence that osteoporosis "runs in 
the family," and where there is evidence that calcium 
loss is already taking place, i.e., muscle spasms, reccd· 
ing gums, or loss of height. the ability of the microcrys
talline hydroxyapatie (bone) concentrate places preven
tion as a matter of the individual sufferer's choi~. This 
safe, reliable, inexpensive, scientificaUy·tcstcd preven· 
live is histhe~ to take as they choose and not dependeru 
upon the whim of another. 

Probably just lilce you, I get fed up wilh swallowing 
supplements. Yet I have only to visit my mother to sec 
the alternative which inadequate attention 10 prevention 
has created: being condemned to hobbling around in 
continual pain supported by cane or walker, or just 
sitting. 

The supplement which I have been discussing, mi· 
crocrysulline hydroxyapatite concentrate. is not merely 
bone meal, but is instead specially selected portions of 
the bones of animals raised in the absence of pesticides 
and insecticides. These bone sections m carefully 
pro~ssed (ground up) at less than 98• to preserve the es· 
sential microcrystalline structure as it exists in raw 
bone. It has been available in Europe and England for 
some yean; and is now available in the United States 
under the name Bone Builder (formerly Ethi Cal), and 
is sold exclusively by Ethical Nutrients otl.4guna Hills. 
CA. 

For FREE Literar.m Pak Contact: Erhic::Ji Nu:rienrs o 23180 Del La go • Laguna Hil!s. C.-\ 9:.6.'} 
(i /.J I 855 .J i 18 rwca/) 0 800-8]}.::956 (/n Cal;forniai 0 800-'39:: -9.J00 (.Va;;or,·,, ;;;'e). 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging 
the respondents nan1ed in the caption hereof with violation of Section 
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the 
respondents having been served with a copy of that complaint, 
together with a notice of contemplated relief; and 

The respondents, their attorney, and counsel for the Federal Trade 
Comn1ission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a 
consent order, an admission by the respondents of all the 
jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint, a statement that the 
signing of said agree1nent is for settlement purposes only and does 
not constitute an adn1ission by respondents that the law has been 
violated as alleged in such con1plaint, or that the facts as alleged in 
such con1plaint, other than jurisdictional facts, are true and waivers 
and other provisions as required by the Con1mission's Rules; and 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this n1atter fron1 adjudication in accordance with Section 3.25(c) of 
its Rules; and 

The Cmnn1ission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty ( 60) days, and 
having duly considered the comment filed thereafter by an interested 
person pursuant to Section 3.25 of its Rules, now in further 
conformity with the procedure. described in Section 3.25(±) of its 
Rules, the Con1mission hereby n1akes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Metagenics, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under and by viliue of the laws of the 
State of Califmnia, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 971 Calle Negocio, San Cle1nente, California. 

Respondent Jeffrey Katke is an officer of said corporation. He 
formulates, directs and controls the policies, acts and practices of said 
corporation and, and his office and principal place of business is 
located at the above stated address. 

2. The Federal Trade Comn1ission has jurisdiction over the 
subject 1natter of this proceeding and of the respondents and the 
proceeding is in the public interest. 

3. This agreement contemplates that, if it is accepted by the 
Com1nission, and if such acceptance is not subsequently withdrawn 
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by the Commission pursuant to the provisions of Section 3.25(f) of 
the Commission's Rules, the Commission may, without further notice 
to respondents: (1) issue its amended complaint corresponding in 
form and substance with the draft of amended complaint attached 
hereto and its decision containing the following order to cease and 
desist in disposition of the proceeding; and (2) make information 
public in respect thereto. When so entered, the order to cease and 
desist shall have the san1e force and effect and may be altered, 
modified or set aside in the same manner and within the same time 
provided by statute for other orders. The order shall become final 
upon service. Delivery by the U.S. Postal Service of the amended 
complaint and decision containing the agreed-to order to proposed 
respondents' address as stated in this agreement shall constitute 
service. Proposed respondents waive any right they may have to any 
other manner of service. The amended complaint may be used in 
construing the terms of the order, and no agreement, understanding, 
representation, or interpretation not contained in the order or the 
agreement may be used to vary or contradict the terms of the order. 

ORDER 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents Metagenics, Inc., a corporation, 
doing business as Ethical Nutrients, or under any other name, its 
successors and assigns, and its officers, and Jeffrey Katke, 
individually and as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or tlu·ough any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Bone Builder or any food or dietary 
supplement, food, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined in 
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, shall not represent, in any manner, directly or by 
implication, that: 

1. Post-menopausal women who have lost bone and who use such 
product will experience no additional bone loss or bone thinning or 
will achieve a growth of new bone or increased bone thickness 
greater than the amount of bone lost; 
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2. Users of such product will not experience bone loss or bone 
thinning; 

3. Such product restores bone strength; 
4. Such product reduces or eliminates pain associated with bone 

ailments; or 
5. Such product is more bioavailable, more absorbable, or more 

effectively utilized by the body than other forms of calcium, or is 
superior to or more effective than other forms of calcium in the 
prevention or treatment of bone ailments, 

unless, at the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. For purposes of this order, 
"competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Metagenics, Inc., a 
corporation, doing business as Ethical Nutrients, or under any other 
name, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and Jeffrey Katke, 
individually and as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Bone Builder or any food. or dietary 
supplement, food, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined in 
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, shall not misrepresent, in any manner, directly or 
by implication, the existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions, 
or interpretations of any test or study. 

III. 

It is ordered, That respondents Metagenics, Inc., a corporation, 
doing business as Ethical Nutrients, or under any other name, its 
successors and assigns, and its officers, and Jeffrey Katke, 
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individually and as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Bone Builder or any food or dietary 
supplement, food, or drug, as "food" and "drug" are defined in 
Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, insofar as said respondents make any 
representation, in any manner, directly or by implication, regarding 
the relationship between calcium and osteoporosis: 

A. Shall limit any such representation to the health claims 
authorized by the Food and Drug Administration for calcium and 
osteoporosis as set forth in Section 1 01.72 of Title 21 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, 58·Fed. Reg. 2665·(1993), and any amendments 
thereto; or 

B. At the time of making such representation, shall possess and 
rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates 
the representation. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Metagenics, Inc., a 
corporation, doing business as Ethical Nutrients, or under any other 
name, its successors and assigns, and its officers, and Jeffrey Katke, 
individually and as an officer of said corporation, and respondents' 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of: 

A. Bone Builder or any food or dietary supplement, food, or drug 
containing calcium, as "food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, in or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, shall 
not make any representation, in any manner, directly or by 
implication, that any such product will treat, cure, alleviate the 
symptoms of, prevent, or reduce the risk of developing any disease, 
disorder, or condition; br 

B. Any food or dietary supplement, food, or drug, as "food" and 
"drug" are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade Commission 
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Act, in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, shall not make any representation, in 
any manner, directly or by implication, that any such product is more 
effective than any other product in treating, curing, alleviating the 
symptoms of, preventing, or reducing the risk of developing any 
disease, ·disorder, or condition, 

unless, at the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

v. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation that is specifically permitted in labeling for any such 
product by regulations promulgated by the Food and Drug 
Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act 
of 1990. 

VI. 

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any 
representation for any drug that is permitted in labeling for any such 
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the 
Food and Drug Administration, or under any new drug application 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That for five ( 5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondents,, or their successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

A. Any advertisement making any representation covered by this 
order; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
~vidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
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representation, including complaints from consumers, and complaints 
or inquiries from governmental organizations. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Metagenics, Inc., or its 
successors and assigns, shall: 

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date of issuance of this order, 
provide a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions, 
subsidiaries, principals, officers, directors, managers and distributors, 
and to each of its employees, agents, and representatives engaged in 
the preparation, placement, or dissemination of advertisements, 
promotional materials, product labels, or other such sales materials 
covered by this order; and 

B. For a period of five (5) years from the date of issuance of this 
order, provide a copy of this order to each of its principals, officers, 
directors, managers and distributors, and to all employees, agents, and 
representatives engaged in the preparation, placement, or 
dissemination of advertisements, promotional materials, product 
labels, or other such sales materials covered by this order within three 
(3) days after the person commences his or her responsibilities. 

IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondent Metagenics, Inc., its 
successors and assigns, shall notify the Commission at least thirty 
(30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect 
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not 
limited to a dissolution, assignment, sale, merger, or other action that 
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation 
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in the 
acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a 
bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address. 
Provided, however, that, with respect to any proposed change in the 
corporation about which the respondent learns less than thirty (30) 
days prior to the date such action is to take place, respondent shall 
notify the Commission as soon as practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 
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X. 

It is further ordered, That for a period of five (5) years from the 
date of issuance of this order, respondent Jeffrey Katke shall provide 
~wrritten notice to the Federal Trade Commission within thirty (30) 
days of: 

A. Any change in his business or employment that may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of this order; 

B. The discontinuance of his business or employment; and 
C. His affiliation with any new business or employment; each 

such notice to include his business address and telephone number, 
home address, and a statement describing the nature of the business 
or employment and his duties and responsibilities. 

XI. 

This order will terminate on October 23, 2017, or twenty years 
from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade 
Con1mission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying 
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order, 
whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing of such a 
complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided, further, that if such complaint is dis1nissed or a federal 
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the 
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on 
appeal, then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as 
though the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not 
tem1inate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or n1ling is upheld on appeal. 
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XII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall, within sixty (60) 
days after service upon them of this order, and at such other times as 
the Commission may require, file with the Commission a report, in 
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they 
have complied with this order. 

Commissioner Anthony not participating. 
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CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 
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Docket C-3773. Complaint, November 5, 1997--Decision, November 5, 1997 

This consent order prohibits, among other things, the Tennessee-based corporations 
and its officer from claiming that PCM ortho-k or any substantially similar 
service provides a cure for vision deficiencies; that all people can achieve 
nmmal vision without eyeglasses or contact lenses on a pe1manent basis if they 
wear devices used with such services occasionally or at night; that the four 
academic studies prove PCM ortho-k is safe and effective in correcting 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism; and that PCM ortho-k has 
been approved by the FAA and all branches of the military. In addition, the 
consent order requires reliable scientific evidence for any future success or 
efficacy claims. 

Appearances 

For the Co1m11ission: Christa Vecchi, Matthew Daynard and 
Dean Graybill. 

For the respondents: John L. Ryder, Apperson, Grump, Duzane & 
MaA~ell, Men1phis, TN. and lvfichael Evangelisti, Black, Babango 
& MorgCI:n, Memphis, TN. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Con1n1ission, having reason to believe that 
Mid-South PCM Group, P.C., Eye and Vision Clinic, P.C., and 
International Computerized Orthokeratology Society, Inc., 
corporations, and J. Mason Hurt, O.D., individually and as an officer 
of the corporations ("respondents"), have violated the provisions of 
the Federal Trade Con1n1ission Act, and it appearing to the 
Con1mission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, alleges: 

1. Respondent Mid-South PCM Group, P.C. ("Mid-South") is a 
corporation fom1ed under the laws of the state of Tennessee, with its 
principal office or place of business located at 2865 Summer Oaks 
Drive, Bmilett, TN. 
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2. Respondent Eye and Vision Clinic, P.C. ("Vision Clinic") is a 
corporation formed under the laws of the state of Tennessee, with its 
principal office or place of business located at 2865 Summer Oaks 
Drive, Bartlett, TN. 

3. Respondent International Cotnputerized Orthokeratology 
Society, Inc. ("ICOKS") is a corporation formed under the laws of the 
state of Tennessee, with its principal office or place of business 
located at 2865 Summer Oaks Drive, Bartlett, TN. 

4. Respondent J. Mason Hurt, O.D., is the sole owner and 
President of the corporate respondents. He formulates, directs, and 
controls the acts and practices of the corporate respondents, including 
the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His principal office 
or place of business is the same as that of the corporate respondents. 

5. Respondents are engaged, and have been engaged, in the 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, and distribution to the public of 
ophthalmic services, including orthokeratology ("ortho-k") or 
"Precise Corneal Molding" ("PCM") services, which involve the use 
of a series of contact lenses purportedly to reshape the con1ea 
gradually for the treatment of myopia (or "nearsightedness"), 
hyperopia (or "farsightedness"), and astigmatism. The contact lenses 
used in these PCM ortho-k services are "devices," within the meaning 
of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

6. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint 
have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in 
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

7. In the course and conduct of their business, respondents have 
disseminated or have caused to be disseminated advertisements or 
promotional materials for the purpose of promoting the sale of PCM 
ortho-k services. Respondents advertise and promote their services 
through the use of print advertisements, radio and television 
advertisements, internet advertisements, free consultations, videos, 
brochures, and pamphlets, which are provided to patients and 
prospective patients, and some of which are provided to other 
optometrists for distribution under their own name to patients and 
prospective patients. Respondents' advertisements and promotional 
materials include, but are not necessarily limited to, attached Exhibits 
A through H. 

8. The advertisements and promotional materials referred to 
above, including but not necessarily limited to attached Exhibits A-H, 
contain the following statements: 
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A. "21st Century Eyecare" 
"Saturday 10 a.m.- 12 p.m. ET 

It sounds too good to be true -- a safe, non-surgical alternative to restore clear 
vision safely, gently, and permanently. 
In a modest departure from ordinary talk radio, Talk America will air a new 
program featuring an emerging national network of eye doctors who are 
performing a new, non-evasive (sic), non-surgical corrective vision procedure that 
reshapes the cornea, much lie (sic) braces straighten teeth. It's called 21st Century 
Eyecare .... 
Dr. J. Mason Hurt, a Memphis-based optometrist, has developed a revolutionary 
new corrective eye procedure called Precise Corneal Molding (PCM for short), that 
will soon render glasses and contact lens (sic) obsolete .... 
Precise Corneal Molding is the result of merging technology and physiology. PCM 
evolved from a procedure called ? m1hokeratology,' clinically practiced for over 
thirty years. Orthokeratology involves reshaping the cornea by fitting patients with 
a series of special hard contact lenses, each having a slightly different curve. 
Orthokeratology was limited by the older technology of the lenses and the 
difficulty in precisely monitoring and controlling the reshaping process. 
Send Emaj] Directly to Dr Hurt and Sam Cooper." (Exhibit A) (Internet Ad) 

B. "Precise Corneal Molding (PCM): 
Your Clearest Choice, Your Greatest Freedom" 

" .... In many cases, just a matter of days to weeks frees the majority of the patients 
from their dependence upon eyeglasses or contacts during daytime hours . 
.. .. By slight modification in the shape of the cornea, clear functional vision may be 
restored to the individual. 
Recently several surgical procedures have been developed to attempt to accomplish 
the same purpose. However, their limited success has been due to the effects off 
(sic) scarring, irregular healing and most importantly, its temporary effect .... In 
addition, the surgical scars cause surface irregularities on the cornea, resulting in 
permanent blurring that even glasses or contacts cannot eliminate. Molding avoids 
those complications since there is not injury to any eye tissue. The soft cornea 
simply reshapes itself to fill the mold. The mold is similar to a contact lens in its 
appearance and sensations upon wearing. The mold is worn while sleeping and/or 
while awake. The procedure takes just hours in mild cases to a few months in very 
difficult cases to reach good functional vision. The mold is worn regularly until the 
best vision is achieved and the cornea is allowed to stiffen in its new shape. At that 
point the mold wearing is gradually reduced until a minimal wear time is 
established that maintains that shape and good functional vision. This guarantees 
continued clarity without the gradual blurring that usually accompanies the surgery. 
Therefore, the cornea can easily be fine tuned the rest of ones (sic) life by minor 
modification in the retainer mold . 
.. .. PCM opens new horizons to everyone regardless of age, occupation, or ability 
to wear contact lenses in the past. 
PCM is safe, reliable and inexpensive. PCM gives you a cure, not a maintenance 
of your visual handicap .... " (Exhibit B) (Patient Handout) 

C. "Precise Corneal Molding" 
" .... 'I shifted from soft contact lenses to PCM and I can see 20/20 when I take them 
off!'-- T.K 
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'I have been through the program and I am very happy with the results. I'm taking 
my daughter in for Precise Corneal Molding, too!'-- A.S ..... 
COMPARE 
PCM is a safe, gentle, affordable, non-surgical alternative for wearers of glasses. 

Surgery PCM 
Age as a limiting factor Yes No 
Reversibility No Yes 
Loss of work time Yes No 
Worsening of night vision Yes No 
FAA and military approval No Yes 

What is PCM? 
Imagine being able to easily read an alarm clock without your glasses, see street 
signs clearly, or participate in sports without lenses of any kind .... 
... Because the procedure is non-invasive, PCM has provided thousands of patients 
with better vision without the risks or complications of surgery . 
. . . PCM utilizes a series of prescription eye molds to reshape the cornea much like 
orthodontists use braces to straighten teeth .... 
. . . The benefits are realized in weeks or months, depending on the severity of vision 
problems. Retainer molds will be used on a limited basis to maintain the new shape 
of the cornea. 
Since 1962, PCM and its predecessor, Orthokeratology, have been used to help 
pilots, athletes and others requiring unaided vision. Now, new research 
developments such as computerized corneal topography and new mold designs and 
materials have established PCM as the eye care trend of the future. 
The Safest Option 
In contrast to Radial Keratotomy and laser surgery, PCM does not require injury 
to the eye, resulting in glare-inducing scars. There is also no disruption of vision 
as eyesight improves. 
PCM for ChjJdren 
One· of the most exciting uses for PCM is controlling nearsightedness in 
children .... PCM prevents deteriorating vision and even reverses it. 
·Proven Safe Results 
PCM is highly effective in correcting nearsightedness, farsightedness and 
astigmatism .... University research studies have shown corneal molding to be safe 
and effective. These studies include The University of Houston College of 
Optometry ( 5 years), University of California at San Diego Medical School (7 
years), University of California at Berkeley College of Optometry (3 years), and 
Pacific University College of Optometry (5 years)." (Exhibit C) (Patient Handout) 

D. "Precise Corneal Molding" 
TIM LINDSEY speaks as the words scroll down the screen: "Over 190 million men, 
women and children in America are lifetime victims of poor vision. Millions of 
Americans are chained to the use of glasses and contact lenses .... There is a solution 
today. If you are one of the 190 million Americans, this show is for you. Precise 
Corneal Molding, three words that will change the way you see the world, without 
glasses or contact lenses. 

In the next 30 minutes, you will be introduced to a gentle, non-surgical, 
affordable procedure that will make glasses and contact lenses a thing of the past 
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in your life .... From 8 to 80, Precise Corneal Molding clearly is the medical eye care 
breakthrough of the century. 

The gift of sight, a sense given to all human beings [spoken while the 
following is printed on screen: a gift given to nearly every human being at birth], 
yet more than 75 percent of Americans have vision disorders that require 
prescription glasses or contact lenses to correct. They do bring improved vision, but 
with every prescription change, the vision grows weaker and weaker, not stronger. 

To eliminate vision disorders, surgical procedures have been developed and 
introduced but with limited results. In the 1960's, before· the popularity of soft 
contact lenses, an ortho-keratology procedure was developed that c·ould actually 
reshape the cornea of the eye and caused improved vision for a limited time. 

The procedure was accepted by the FAA, a department of the Federal 
Government that regulates the airline industry .... 

In 1992, Dr. J. Mason Hurt, an optometrist, perfected a process called Precise 
Corneal Molding or PCM. With PCM, patients who had previously worn glasses 
or contact lenses were able to see without the use of either and without surgery. 
Here is why." 
DR. J. MASON HURT, O.D. (perfected P.C.M. process): "Corneal molding is very 
safe and effective, and I would like to show you why (standing in front of diagram 
of the eye). The cornea or the clear window that we see through is very soft and is 
subject to change. It changes its shape on a very regular basis .... 

The cornea wants to change shape. Now we just guide it to the shape we would 
like for it to have, and we do that by building a mold which will rest (draws on 
diagram) in the zone where we are having our shape problems, and we can reshape 
this cornea in a fashion very similar tq wearing of contact lenses in a safe, 
nonsurgical, noninvasive technique that we call Precise Corneal Molding." 
STEVEN FENSLER, Computer Programmer: " .... And for the past two years, I had 
been wearing reading glasses along with my contacts so that I could read pages, 
and then I was getting very tired. Been on molds for seven months, and I don't use 
my reading glasses anymore at all, either with my contacts or without them. I can 
see everything at work I want to see .... " 
PEGGY COLLINS, College Coordinator: "You can see. It does correct your 
vision .... There is no surgery, there is no blood .... Just little contacts in your eyes, 
you sleep with them at night.. . .I recommend it." .. .. 
CONNIE BRADEN, Homemaker: "Scott [her son] had broken his glasses at 
school, and we came to· get his eyes checked, and his eyes had gotten so bad in just 
a few months that I was told that he would have to have glasses changed every six 
months. So we started with the contacts, and within one week, he could see 20/20." 
CRAIG JARRELL, Oriental Rug Sales: "For anyone that has problems seeing, I 
would recommend it to all my friends that wear glasses; they need to come up here 
and get this done. It's just great to be able to take contacts out and still be able to 
see." .... 
ANN POSEY, School Teacher: " .... my vision had just gotten so bad, and I couldn't 
wear contacts any more, didn't like wearing glasses, wasn't wanting to have any 
type of surgery .... Knowing that my vision is going to be 20/20 all the time is just 
really exciting .... " 
... .JACKIE GREENE, Sales Manager: "I heard about this procedure and it really 
sounded too good to be true. But I am so excited about it now because I've 
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probably had the procedure maybe six weeks, and already, within six weeks, I can 
drive my van without any corrective lenses whatsoever .... " 
.... DR. HURT: [explains the PCM procedure to a patient by using the map of her 
cornea] " .... As we keep it centered, all of these [pointing to various parts of the 
cornea] will mold away. So we are going to be able to mold away your astigmatism 
as well as your nearsightedness. And as we end up with this pink, what I call smiley 
face down here, then you will have your bifocal as well. ... " 
.... ANN POSEY, School Teacher: "Number one, it is wonderful to be able to wake 
up in the morning and to open my eyes and to see everything around me with no 
contacts in, nothing in, just to be able to open them up and to see .... Number two, 
there is such security knowing financially that later in life I am ~ot going to have 
to buy more glasses, change my prescriptions, get more prescription sun glasses. 
I am not going to have to lose a contact and fmd it or anything like that. I know that 
my vision, I am going to be able to see. And that is just wonderful." .... 
NARRATOR: " .... Now, through Precise Corneal Molding you can see clearly day 
or night and continue to see clearly for the rest of your life without depending on 
glasses or contact lenses .... " 
... .JACKIE GREENE, Sales Manager: "I am very excited about this procedure, 
because it will work for children and I have four kids of my own. And for them not 
to have to go through what I went through in the third grade, if any of them for any 
reason has a vision problem and needs corrective lenses, they will definitely get 
this procedure." .... 
ELLYN BENGAL, Bookkeeper: "I have been doing this about a year now .... If for 
some reason I need my glasses, I have to hunt for them up now .. ;.But mostly, I 
don't wear, you know, anything. I use the molds at night and a little bit during the 
day but not much." .... 
DR. HURT: "Precise Corneal Molding is becoming the procedure of choice all 
across the country. No longer do you have to be satisfied with just getting by or 
being visually handicapped. It is now the best that science has to offer .... YOU can 
enjoy the freedom of seeing again without the use of glasses or contact lenses. No 
more wearing glasses, no more wearing contacts. The opportunity of seeing well 
all the time without being dependent upon these is now a reality and not a 
dream .... " (Exhibit D) (Infomercial) 

E. "60 Sec Radio Commercial" 
"You were not born to wear glasses or contacts. All of us were designed to have 
clear vision. And now, when the design needs correction, there's Precise Corneal 
Molding. Precise Corneal Molding is safe, gentle, non-surgical method of 
correcting nearsightedness and farsightedness that works!! It can also eliminate 
astigmatism and restore good functional vision without the use of glasses. The 
P-C-M practitioner in your area is offering a free corneal topography consultation 
so you can see how P-C-M can work for you! All you have to do is call 
1-800-846-2-0-2-0 that's 1-800-846-TWENTY-TWENTY!! The call is free and the 
improved vision without glasses is .... well. ... priceless .... " (Exhibit E) 

F. NARRATOR: "Thousands of men, women and children all over the country 
are experiencing the gift of improved vision without glasses or contact lenses. 
Precise Corneal Molding, three words that will change the way you see the world. 
Precise Corneal Molding is a safe, gentle, nonsurgical, affordable procedure that 
corrects nearsightedness and farsightedness. 
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PCM eliminates the need for glasses and contact lenses forever. The PCM 
practitioner in your area is offering you a free Precise Corneal Molding 
consultation. All you have to do is call 1-800-305-5030. The call is free, and the 
improved vision without glasses or contact lenses is well, priceless .... " (Exhibit F) 
(Short Video Promotion) 

G. "Precise Corneal Molding Success Stories: 
From the offices of J. Mason Hurt, O.D." 

"'PCM is wonderful! I can see clearly now, even when Scuba Diving. Before PCM, 
I had Poor Vision. Yet with PCM, I went back to 20-20, without surgery. I am so 
excited that I tell everyone about the benefits of PCM.' Peggy Collins, College 
Co-Ordinator. 
'PCM is like a Miracle. It's hard to believe I can see so well without glasses and 
without Surgery. I would recommend PCM to anyone who is Near-Sighted, Far
Sighted or has Astigmatism.' Sara Ann Nichols, Systems Analyst. 
'Before PCM, my son Scott had to change glasses every six months. Yet after PCM, 
he could see 20-20 within one month.' Connie Braden, Housewife. 
'Before PCM, I could hardly see my computer monitor, and for the last two years, 
I wore both contacts and glasses. After PCM, I can see clearly and I am very 
happy.' Steven Fensler, Computer Programmer." 
(Exhibit G) 

H. "Welcome to the PCM Team" 

p'civl is virtually problem free, and there is no risk. It is safer than contact lens 
wear. Unlike surgery, there is no such thing as mistakes. Nothing that may be 
induced by molding cannot be undone and fixed. If illness ·or extenuating 
circumstances occur, this only delays for a short time the final success of PCM .... 

A safe altemative to RK surgery 
In contrast to radial keratotomy surgery, which involves making incisions on the 
eye, PCM does not leave scar tissue which may cause vision glare at night or other 
side effects. PCM is also free .of surgical complications or pain, and there is no 
disruption of vision as eyesight improves. 

Saving children's vision 
One of the most exciting uses for PCM is controlling myopia (nearsightedness) in 
children . 
.. .. PCM prevents this deteriorating vision in children by actually halting myopia in 
its tracks and even reversing it. 

Results 
Myopia (nearsightedness): PCM is highly effective in improving myopia. Mild to 
moderate degrees of myopia are corrected and higher degrees of myopia can be 
controlled to allow functional vision without lenses as well. 
Astigmatism: PCM usually either eliminates or greatly reduces astigmatism to great 
functional clarity. 
Hyperopia (farsightedness): Mild to moderate cases may be improved as well. 

Natural vision improvement 
... The procedure, which is also known as PCM, has provided corrective eye care 
to thousands of patients without the risks or complications associated with surgery . 
... PCM utilizes a series of molds prescribed in progressive stages to gently reshape 
the cornea, similar to the way braces are used to straighten teeth. 
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The PCM procedure involves thorough examinations, lens changes and/or lens 
modifications as needed until desired results are achieved. The process can take 
from a few weeks to a few months or longer to complete, depending on the severity 
of the problem. The result is dramatically improved vision with retainer molds 
being worn on a limited basis, sometimes only a few nights a week while you are 
sleeping, to maintain the new shape of the cornea. 

Safety 
Four University research studies have shown corneal molding to be safe and 
effective, with no harmful side effects. These studies include: 

University of Houston College of Optometry ( 5 years) 
University of California at San Diego Medical School (7 years) 
University of California at Berkeley College of Optometry (3 years) 
Pacific University College of Optometry (5 years) ..... " 
(Exhibit H) (Patient Handout) 

9. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. PCM ortho-k provides a cure for any refractive VISion 
deficiency thereby permanently eliminating the need for all corrective 
eyewear, including eyeglasses and contact lenses. 

B. All people can achieve normal vision without eyeglasses or 
contact lenses on a permanent basis if they wear PCM ortho-k devices 
occasionally or at night. 

C. PCM ortho-k has been approved by the Federal Aviation 
Administration and all branches of the United States military for use 
in correcting refractive vision deficiencies. 

D. Studies at the University of Houston College of Optometry 
(1976-77), University of California at San Diego Medical School 
(1980), University of California at Berkeley College of Optometry 
(1982-83), and Pacific University College of Optometry (1984), 
prove that PCM ortho-k is safe and effective in correcting 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism. 

E. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements 
for respondents' PCM ortho-k services reflect the typical or ordinary 
experience of members of the public who receive those services, 
which experience is that respondents' PCM patients typically achieve 
20/20 vision and no longer need corrective eyewear. 

10. In truth and in fact, 

A. PCM ortho-k does not provide a cure for any refractive vision 
deficiency thereby permanently eliminating the need for all corrective 
eyewear, including eyeglasses and contact lenses. 
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B. All people cannot achieve normal vision without eyeglasses or 
contact lenses on a permanent basis if they wear PCM ortho-k devices 
occasionally or at night. 

C. PCM ortho-k has not been approved by the Federal Aviation 
Administration and all branches of the United States military fo~ use 
in correcting refractive vision deficiencies. 

D. Studies at the University of Houston College of Optometry 
(1976-77), University of California at San Diego Medical School 
(1980), University of California at Berkeley College of Optometry 
(1982-83), and Pacific University College of Optometry (1984), do 
not prove that PCM ortho-k is safe and effective in correcting 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism. 

E. Testimonials from consumers appearing in the advertisements 
for respondents' PCM ortho-k services do not reflect the typical or 
ordinary experience of members of the public who re<;eive those 
services, which experience is that respondents' PCM patients 
typically achieve 20/20 vision and no longer need corrective eyewear. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph nine were, and 
are, false or misleading. 

11. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set forth in paragraph nine A- B, at the time the representations were 
made. 

12. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph nine A - B, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph eleven was, and 
is, false or misleading. 

13. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that: 

A. A significant number of people can achieve normal vision 
without eyeglasses or contact lenses on a permanent basis if they 
wear PCM ortho-k devices occasionally or at night. 

B. All or most people will experience stabilized vision after only 
a few weeks or months of PCM ortho-k treatments. 

C. PCM ortho-k prevents and reverses deteriorating nearsighted
ness in children. 

D. PCM ortho-k is safer than contact lenswear. 
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E. PCM ortho-k is more effective than refractive surgical methods 
in eliminating nearsightedness, farsightedness, and all forms of 
astigmatism. 

F. PCM ortho-k has helped thousands of people achieve normal 
VISIOn. 

14. Through the means described in paragraph eight, respondents 
have represented, expressly or by implication, that they possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations 
set forth in paragraph· thirteen, at the time the representations were 
made. 

15. In truth and in fact, respondents did not possess and rely upon 
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in 
paragraph thirteen, at the time the representations were made. 
Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph fourteen was, and 
is, false or misleading. 

16. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the 
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation 
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

21st Century Eyecare 

Sarunfuy 10 a.m.· 12 p.m. ET 

It sounds too good to be true- a safe, non-surgical alternative to restore ciear vision safety, gently and 
permanently. 

In a modest departure from ordinary talk radio, Talk America will air a new program featuring an 
emerging national network of eye doctors who arc performing a new, non-evasive, non-surgical 
corrective vision procedure that reshapes the cornea, much lie braces straighten teeth. lt"s called 21st 
Century Eyecare. 

Over the past eight months, Dr. Hun and co-host, Sam Cooper have produced 21 sr Cenrur;.· Eye care. a 
live call-in program airing on Memphis talk station, WMC. The phone lines have been jammed ever 
since. Why? Over 70% of their listeners are int crested in eye care - and no one else is talking about it 
like they are. 

Dr. J. Mason Hurt, a Memph.is-based optometrist, has developed a revolutionary new corrective eye 
procedure called Precise Corneal Molding (PCM for shon), that will soon render glasses and contact 
lens obsolete. 

Sam Cooper is a veteran broadcaster, having done over I ,000 radio and 600 TV interviews over the past 
two decade~ Sam_stumbled onto this procedure last summer and has been helping radio listeners 
discover the joy of visual freedom by co-hosting the p rogram ever since. 

Precise Corneal Molding is the result of merging technology and physiology. PCM evolved from a 
procedure called "onhokeratology," clinically practtced for over thirty years. Onhokeratology involves 
reshaping the cornea by fining patients with a se ries of special hard contact lenses, each ha..,ing a 
slightly different curve. Onhokeratology was limited by the older technology of the lenses and the 
difficulty in precisely monitoring and controlling the reshaping process. · 

Send Email Directlv to Dr Hun and Sam Coot:'er 

Hom.eiHow To Cont:~ct Us 

:Vch.\/t.Jstr:rZV hli~mr:nct.J. _.,,m 

This sire is mainl:lintd by lnrrnrr I.Jirw~v C.lnntrrions 
C T11ik Am(ri,·a Radiu .\"erwork 1995 
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J. MASON HURT, 0.0 
PRECISE CORNEAL MOLDING 
2865 SUMMER OAKS DRIVE 

BARTLETT, TN 38134 
(901 ). 382-7803 

I have been Dr. Hurt's office and Business Manager since 1988. Since he 
began what is now called the I. C. O.K. procedure of Precise Corneal Molding 
(PCM) in November of 1992, I have helped Dr. Hurt develop the I. C. O.K. Office 
Management System to convert the highest percentage of PCM consultations 
into PCM patients for Precise Corneal Molding. Media Fund began doing our 
marketing three months ago and our sales have increased dramatically from 
$37,000.00 in June. $65.000.00 in July to $126.000.00 in August and we 
should exceed S150.000.00.in September. 

515 

I will be conducting a seminar for I. C. O.K. Business Managers and/or I. C. O.K. 
Doctor's Clinical Assistants in Memphis September 24th and 25th in conjunction 
with I. C. O.K. Society's Symposium. The $495.00 Seminar fee will include Video 
a·nd I.C.O.K. Office Procedures Manual. I believe I can teach your Office 
Manger to get the same results that we helped Dr. Hurt achieve in August and I 
am sure you both would be proud to duplicate our $126.000.00 August income. 

If you have a staff member who should attend please fax their reservation to me 

at (901) 385-1581. 

Thanks. 

Millie C. Middleton 
Dr. Hurt's I.C.O.K. Busjness Manager 
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PRECISE CORNEAL ;\'lOLDING 

PRECISE COR:"--"EAL MOLDING IS A PROCESS \\-1-ITCH RESHAPES TrlE 
COR.:'-I"EA OF THE E'r"E Ai\'D THEREBY REDUCES THE DEPE?'-.'DENCE CPO:\ EYE 
WEAR. THE PROCEDURE STARTED OVER THIRTY-EIGHT YEARS AGO .-\.;'-I'D HAS 
HAD RE~-1ARKABLE SUCCESS SINCE. EARLY ON ONLY OLD FASHIONED HARD 
CO'N'TACT LENS !v1ATERIAL WAS USED. THE ~1IER.E::-..'T PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED 
WITH TIL-\ T PLASTIC PROLONGED THE PROCEDURE FOR u'P TO TWO i"EARS. BUT 
WITH THE ADVE~"T OF SPACE AGE POL YJvfERS A.'\ID COMPl TIR ASSISTED 
LATHES. MOLDS A VAll..ABLE NOW CAl"i RESHAPE THE COR.:'\"EA IN ON1. Y A 
FRACTION OF THE TThfE. IN :Nl.<\.J'N CASES, JUST A r-..lA.TTER OF DAYS TO WEEKS 
FREES THE MAJORITY OF THE PATIE~"TS FROM THEIR DEPE~"DENCE l"PON 
EYEGLASSES OR CO!'I'TACTS DURING DA YTL\fE HOlJRS. 

THERE IS NO HOCl'S-POCUS. SLIGHT OF HA . .:"'"D OR EX..-\GGERATION. THE 
PRINCIPAL u'PON WHICH PRECISE CORNEAL ~viOLDDJG (PC\f) IS BASED. IS QUITE 
SOli''N"D .-\!"''D SIMPLE. BASIC.-\!..!.. Y A ... "\1 INTIIVIDUAL REQUIRES SPECTACLES TO 
SEE IF THEIR CORNEA IS TOO FLAT, TOO STEEP OR Ou"T OF ROUND I1\ RELATION 

TO THE OTHER ELEYIEN1"S OR PARTS OF THE EYE. THE COR.l'\TEA IS THE SOFT 
CLEAR WI!"-<'DOW WHICH PASSES LIGHT INTO THE EYE. IT ~L.lJ<ES UP ABOUT 
TWO-THIRDS OF THE Ei"E'S TOT AI.. POWER TO FOCUS THE LIGHT PRECISE!.. YON 
THE RETINA.. (.RECEfVDIG SCREEN) IN THE BACK OF THE El:"E. BY SLIGHT 
MODIFICATION IN THE SHAPE OF THE CORNEA.. CLEAR FUNCTIONAL \lSION MAY 
BE RESTORED TO THE IN'DIVIDU.-\1... 

RECE~"TL Y SEVER.-\!.. SURGICAL PROCEDURES HA. VE BEEN DEVELOPED TO 
ATTE?viPT TO ACCOi\1PLISH THE SA.\1E PURPOSE. HOWEVER THEIR LL\ITITD 
SUCCESS HAS BEEl'i Dl.J"E TO THE EFFECTS OFF SCARRING. IRREGULAR HE.-\LING 
A.:'-I'D MOST L'viPORT A."'TL Y, ITS TE!viPORARY EFFECT. SINCE THE COR.:'-I"EA IS SOFT 
IT CO'N"TThu"ES TO CH..\:'-JGE SH..1..PE AS TIME GOES BY AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
PRESCRIPTION CONTINu"ES TO VARY LEADING TO MORE DEPE~'DENCE CPON 
EYE WEAR WITHIN :-.tONTHS TO JUST A FEW YEARS. N ADDITION, THE 
SURGICAL SCARS CAUSE SURFACE IRREGULARITIES ON THE CORNEA. 
RES'l.JLTING IN PER.J\1.AJ'\J"ENT BUJRRING TIL-\T EVEN GLASSES OR CO'N"TACTS 
C..1...!"JNOT ELL'vfiNA TE. MOLDING A VOIDS THOSE COMPLICATIONS SINCE THERE IS 
NOT INn.TR Y TO A.NY El:"E TISSL"E. THE SOFT COR.:~"EA SThfPL Y RESH..1..PES ITSELF. 
TO FILL THE MOLD. THE \.10LD IS SThffi.AR TO A CO:\TACT LENS IN ITS 
APPE.-\.R...1...!'iCE .-\.1'\J'D SENSATIONS l'PON \V"E.-\RI?'iG. THE :'v!OLD IS WOR.'\' \VHTI...E 
SLEEPL\G .-\..;'\Jl)/OR V/HILE A W.-\KE. THE PROCEDCR.E T.-\K.ES n.'ST HOl 'RS IN \ill.D 
(.-l.SES TO A. FEW ~10?\ 'TES IN\ "'ER Y DIFFICl1. T C.-\SES TO R.E:.-\CP. GOOD 
r\... :.:c-:-:o~.-\i... \ 1510~< :.-L:: ~!OLD :s \\'OR.."-' F:..=:·~\...1..~~~ :· :_:~!U.. -:-:-:::::: 5.::.3-:- \-:SIC\. 
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IS ACHIEVED A . .~.'\:1) THE COR.!".i"EA IS A.LLO'N'ED TO STIFFEN IN ITS ?'<"EW SHAPE. AT 
Tii.o\T POil'I"T THE MOLD V/EARING IS GRADCALL Y REDCCED L ");Til. A :V!p'<Thl-\L 
\\-'EAR TLVfE IS ESTABLISHED THA.T MAIN'TAINS THAT SRo\.PE A •. ,m GOOD 
FUNCTION.AJ. VISI~N. THIS GUA.R.>u"'TIES COI\TINLi'ED CLARITY \\-1THOFT THE 
GRADUAL BLURRING THAT USUALLY ACCO!YfPA.1"--1ES THE Su'RGERY. 
THEREFORE, THE CORNEA CAN EASILY BE Ffl\I'E TI ~'ED THE REST OF ON'ES LIFE 
BY MINOR MODIFICATION IN THE RETAJ'N'ER MOLD. 

PCM IS NOT ONLY A GREAT ALTER.J'IJATIVE TO THE WEARING OF 
SPECTACLES OR CON"TACT LENSES, Bu"T IT A.LSO FREES THE f.\'DiviDUAL FROM 
THE DISTRACTIONS CAUSED BY PERSPIRATION, DUST, WIND, \VEATHER .>u-....'D 
TEMPER.o\TUR.E. THERE ARE NO MORE BL~'D SPOTS CAUSED BY fRA,\fE OR LENS 
EDGES. IT IS GREAT TO WEAR REGULAR FASillON SU1\iGLASSES, TO GET L:"P AT 
1'<1GHT OR IN THE MOR.!'-<'ING A..'l>.lD SEE. TO GO SWllvfMING AND SKIING. TO DRIVE 
IN A COI\rvERTIBLE WITH THE TOP DOWN, TO WORK IN THE DUST, GR-\SS. OR IN 
THE GA.RDEN, A.:'-<'D TO BE ABLE TO SEE IN CASES OF Ei\fERGENCY. PCM OPENS 
NEW HORIZONS TO EVERYONE REGARDLESS OF AGE, OCCUPATION. OR ABILITY 
TO WEAR COI'<'TACT LENSES IN THE PAST. 

PCM IS SAFE, RELIABLE. A.:'-11) IN'E:xFENSiv'E. PCi\f GIVES YOU A Cl:"RE NOT 
A MAJ}.f'J"ENA . .t'fCE OF YOlTR VISUAL HA..'IDICAP. PCM IS THE BEST INVESTME'N"T 
OF YOu'R TIME A.t"''D RESOURCES. YOU DESERVE SUCH FREEDOM A.~·iD 
CONVE?-.rr:ENCE. YOU ARE WORTH IT. CONSIDER PCM, TRY IT A.:.VD THEN STA.:."--'D 
BY .>u"'D MARVEL AT THE SPLEN'DID RESu1.TS. 
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Patients Sec 
The Difference 

·"I shilled lium son contncl lenses to 

I'CI\1 1
M and I can sec 20/20 whenltake 

lhcni oll1" -- T.K. 

"I have been through the program mi(J I am 

very happy with the resi11ls. l'mtakii1g my 

daughter infill·l'rct:i~:~ Corneal Moltling lM, 

lou!"-- A.S. 

"I a111 very happy with I'CI'vt'M allll would 

rcconullcnd it wiih no reservation."-- D.M. 

"I nevcrrcalizcd howpreeious lhcginof 

sight was untill11ndcrwentlhe PCM'M 
procedure."-- A.S. 

Cotnpare! 
PCM 1

M is a safe, gentle, affordable, 

r ton-surgical alternative for wearers of 
. glasses. 

I Auc as a limiting factor 

S!•rgcry r_c..M•" 
Yes No 

r Reversibility No Yes 

Loss of work thrie Yes No 

Worsening of night ~islon Yes No 

FAA and mililary approval No Yes 

Find Out If 
PCM·rM Is Right 

For You 

Call for afree PCM1~1 

consultation. Co~~;-~ i1i. ~;Hf 
view an info~lmition~i video . 
to help de~~rmine ifyou are 

a candidate fur this 
ptocedtire.·. 

If PCM'M is determined to 

he an option for you, you 
too may be one of the 

many who arc no longer 
dependent on glasses. 

Mid-South PCMTI\I Group, P.C. 
. J. M~tson ilurt, O.l>. 

2H65 Summer· O:tlcs Dr·ivc 
Bartlett, TN 3Hl34 

901/382-7803 
H00-947-4257 

'-~-
:;: 

!. 

Pi4 ecise 
·Cor11eal 

···Molclitlg1.rv1 

(PCMrr~t) 

Safe 
AfTqrdablc 
Gentle 
Non-Surgical 

Visual Freedom 
fl·01n glasses. 

Mid::Soufh PCI\•1 1M (;nlllp, 1'.( ·. 
J. Mason llurf, 0.1> . 
2865 Summer ~: .. lls lh·in 
Uartlctt, TN JH IJ•I 
901/382-7H03 
H00-947-4257 
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What is PCMTM? 
lnmginc heingahlc to easily read an alarm 

clock without yom glasses, sec street 

signs clearly, orpariicipatc in sports 

without lcnscsofany kind ... These arc 

jtisl a few oft he freedoms people arc 

enjoying through Precise Corneal 
Molding aM (I'CI'vl aM). 

I'CM IM is a sail:, gcnlle,artillllahlc, and 

non-smgical proeedmc that dranratically 

improves natural vision hy 1 eshaping the 

liont of the eye, the co mea, with scicntili

cally shaped 111olds. Becan:;c the proce

dure isnon-invasive,I'CM aM has pro

vided thousamlsofpatients with better 

vision withont the risksorcomplications 

ofsmgcry. 

Ncarsightc<lncss, farsiglrtedr1css and 

astigmatism occur whcu light rays entering 

I he eye lhrongh the co mea fi1cus incor

rectly. I'CtvfaM utilizes a series of pre

scription eye molds lo reshape the cornea 

nmch like 01 tho<..lontists usc braces to 

straighten teeth. The resull is a gradual 
C(Hrcclionofvision, c11ahling patients to 

sec clearly throughont the procedure. 

The I'CMrM procedure involves a series of 

thorough examinations by Dr. J. Mason 

I hart, recognized in the medical conuuunity 
as an expert ini'CM IM, ami a series of 

mold modilications. The benefits arc 

realized in weeks or months, depending on 

the severity of vision prohlcnas. Retainer 

molds will be used on a limitcdhasisto 

rn;aintain the new shape ufthc cu1nca. 

Since I 'J62,1'CM aM and its predecessor, 

OrthoJ..:cratulogy, have been used to help 

pilots, athletes and others requiring unaided 

vision. Now,ncw research developments 

such as computerized corneal topography 

and new mold designs ami materials have 

established I'CM aM as the eye care trend of 
thclirtnre. 

The Safest Option 
In contrast to l{adial Keratotomy aud laser 

surgery, PCM aM docs not require injury to 

the eye, resulting in glare-inducing scars. 

There is also no disnrption of vision as 
eyesight improves. 

JMII 000019 

PCr rn·1 ror Children 
One urthc most exciting usc:; loa 

I'Ctvl aM iscontrollint~ncar:;iglatcdw·.·; in 

children. Unli.ntunatcly, ncar :;ighlt·• I 

ness is a progrcssi vc corulition, \1 hit Ia i:. 

why 75%ofpaticnt~ wlro a1c rw;u 

sighted must periodically inu•.·;a:.c tlwia 

prescript ion. For example. on I)' ·I'~" • d 

H-ycar-oldsare ncar sir..;hted, wlaik 11\t'a 

JO'Y.,ofthe gcneaal populatioua·. 

nearsighted. I'CI\ I"·' prc\·cnt:; tkl•·rao 

mting vision and cvcnr ~:\'cl :;c:; i1 

Proven Safe Rcsull~; 
I'CM aM ishighlyellcctivc in u•aaLTiiiiJ'. 
nearsightedness, liu:;ightedm:s:; ;ua• I 
astiginatisnr. Even Sc\·ea c l'a:;c:; lind J'll';al 
bcnclit lioru I'( :MaM 

University research studies lra\'c sh• 1\'.n 
comcalmuldingtohe salt: and dkl'la\·1· 

Thescstudicsindudcthc: I lnin:r:;ity "' 
lloustonCollcgeof< lplo111ctr)'(~ ycaa:;), 
UuivcrsityofCalili1111iaat SaniJiq!•' 
Medical School (7 years).! lni\'t·a:;ily "' 
Calili11niaat llcd;dcy ( 'ollcgeol I 11'1"a1a 
ctry (J yc;u s), and Pacific I lniv('l:;il\· 
CollcgcofOptornetry( 5 yc;u s). 
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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

2 

MR. LINDSEY: Over 190 m~llion me~. women and 

4 children in America are lifetime victims of poor vision. 

5 Mill~ons of Americans are chair.ed to the use of glasses ar.d 

6 contact lenses. It alters life-styles, is expensive, and 

7 vision only gets worse. 

8 There is a solution today. If you are one of the 190 

9 million Americans, this show is for you. Precise corneal 

10 moldi~g. three words that will change the way you see the 

11 world without glasses or contact lenses. 

12 In the next 30 minutes, you will be introduced to a 

13 gentle, nonsurgical, affordable procedure that will make 

14 glasses and contact lenses a thing of the past in your life. 

15 Precise corneal molding, three words that will literally 

16 change your life. 

17 Thousands of people all over America are experiencing 

18 the gift of improved vision. From 8 to 80, precise corneal 

19 molding truly is the medical eyecare breakthrough of the 

20 century. 

21 NARRATOR: The gift of sight, a sense given to all 

~~ huma~ beir.gs, yet more than 75 percent of Americans have 

visicn disorders that require prescription glasses or contact 

:·i:. ~ 
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weaker, not strange~. 

2 To eliminate vision disorders, s~~gical procedures 

have been developed and introduced but with limited results. 

4 In the 1960's, before the popularity of scft contact lenses, 

5 an ortho-keratology procedure was developed that could 

actually reshape the cornea of the eye and caused improved 

7 vision for a limited time. 

The procedure was accepted by the FA~, a department 

9 of the Federal Government that regulates the airline 

10 industry. The process required pilots to wear- contact· lenses 

11 that allowed the eye to focus properly for several hours. 

12 Pilots were only required to have functional vision during 

13 flight time, but the results of the procedure proved very 

14 promising. 

15 In 1992, Dr. J. Mason Hurt, an optometrist, perfected 

16 a process called precise corneal molding or PCM. With PCM, 

17 patients who had previously worn gltsses or contact lenses 

13 were able to see without the use of either- and without 

19 surgery. Here is why: 

20 DR. hUffiT: Corneal molding is very safe and 

21 effective, and I would like to shew you ~hy. The cornea, the 

~~ clear window that we see through, is very scfc and is subject 

2:: tc change. ::: cl'!ar.ges its si:ape en a 'l'ery regular basis. 
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1 their eye. A perscn is farsighted, conversely, when the 

2 distance is too short for the size of lens they nave inside 

3 the eye. A person r.as astigmatism when one of these curves 

4 isn't perfectly rcund. In our molding procedure, we can 

5 counter these problems in a safe and effective way simply by 

6 reshaping the curve on this cornea in a very safe and natural 

7 way. 

The cornea wants to change in shape. Now we just 

9 guide it to the shape we would like for it tc have, and we do 

10 that by building a mold which will rest in the zone where we 

11 are having our shape problems, and we can reshape this cornea 

12 in a fashion very similar to wearing of contact lenses in a 

13 safe, nonsurgical, noninvasive technique tha: we call precise 

14 corneal molding. 

15 MR. FSNSLER: It really does. I was getting to the 

16 place where I could hardly see my monitor anymore, where if I 

17 had to stand back and use someone else's monitor, I couldn't 

18 see it at all. A.nd for the past t·wo years ::: had been wearing 

19 reading glasses along with my contacts so that ~ could read 

20 pages, and then was getting very tired. 

21 I've been on molds fer seven months, and I dc~'t use 

22 my read:..ng g!asses a!'lJ'IDCre at all, eithe.:- ' . ...,:.::: :7:f . .::=~=ac:s .__ 

23 wi:~cut :hem. I can see every:hing ac wor~ : wa~c __ ;A~ 

q.:: s::.cc::-.:::-. 

::::.:...:;.rs: 

? -- - ----= ::-.-:: 
,'1.::.- :.: ::..·: ' 
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1 visio~. If fo~ some ~eason you get sick and you are not able 

2 to wea~ your contacts, the~ it's no problem, you can sta~t 

3 the procedure ove~ again, there is no hassle, there is no 

4 surge~y, there is no blood, there is np nothing like that. 

5 Just little contacts in your eyes, you sleep with them at 

6 night, and it's a great insomnia pill. I recommend it. 

7 DR. SHUM: I am very enthusiastic about the 

8 procedure. recommend it to my patients daily, many, many 

times a day. hand out pamphlets on the subject. 

10 explain, I take time, I talk to the patients about this, and 

11 it is a wonderful procedure, and it works very well. 

12 MS. NICHOLS: The one day that I really realized that 

13 this was doing some good, my son came in and had a T-shirt 

14 on. I didn't have my glasses on, and I could read his 

15 T-shi~t, and it was like a miracle. I couldn't believe I 

16 could read his T-shirt. So, I just went around reading 

17 things. Now I can watch TV without my lenses in, without the 

18 molds in, and before I couldn't even find the TV. 

19 MS. B~~EN: Scott had broken his glasses at school, 

20 and we came to get his eyes checked, and his eyes had gotten 

21 so bad in just a few months that I was told that he would 

22 have :c tave glasses cta~ged every six mon~hs. So, we 

23 star~~d wit~ :he c~n:ac:s, and wi:hin one week, h~ cc~~d ~~~ 

: •. ?.,_ 
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1 would recommend it to all my friends that wear glasses. They 

2 need to ccme he~e and get this done. It's just g~eat to be 

3 able to take contacts out anQ~still be able to see. 

4 N.l\.~RATOR: You were not born to wear glasses a::d 

5 contact lenses. We were all designed to have clear vision. 

6 When the design needs correction, now there is F~ecise 

7 corneal molding, a safe, gentle, nonsurgical met~od of 

8 correcting nearsightedness and farsightedness. ?CM can also 

9 eliminate astigmatism and restore good, functional vision 

10 without the use of contacts or glasses. 

11 The PCM practitioner in your area is of~ering you a 

12 free precise corneal molding consultation. All you have to 

13 do is call 1-800-846-2020. The call is free, and the 

14 improved visibn without glasses or contact lenses is, well, 

15 priceless. 

16 Call now, 1-800-846-2020, and schedule your PCM 

17 consultation with a PCM practitioner in your area. T~at's 

18 1-800-846-2020. Precise corneal molding, the clear c~oice 

19 for the 21st century. 

20 MS. RICP~DS: I come from a long line of four-eyes. 

21 We all have glasses. got my l~ttle bl~e-pci~~=d glasses 

22 when I was in :~e fifth g~a~e. I ~ated them t~=~. and I have 

23 hated glasses eve~ since. So, 

::--.-::::-:-- -·.:..::: 

? ::: ... -= .-.: .:·: ._. ~ 
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1 because I hated them, too, but I didn't want to wear 

2 glasses. 

3 Certainly like most people, I would never want my 

4 eyes to be touched in a surgical way, a~d this gives you an 

5 option that you don't have to do that. Don't be afraid to 

6 give up your soft lenses, and don't be afraid to try hard 

7 lenses, which is what these molds are, or gas-permeable 

8 lenses, because they are not uncomfortable at all, they are 

9 very comfortable, and you will be able to see much better. 

10 MS. ROBBINS: would highly recommend it to anyone 

11 who is considering it. have a brother who is almost 

12 legally blind, and he was like, yeah, okay, I am going to 

13 wait to see what happens to you first, because you knew, if 

14 am going tc have to wear contacts, I would just assume wear, 

15 you know, what I have got, but he doesn't realize that when 

16 he gets up in the morning, if he doesn't put his glasses on, 

17 he can't see, and with this, it wouldn't -- I have just beer. 

18 trying to talk him into going in and checking it out, because 

19 it would make a big impact with him, and it is so wonderful 

20 not having to wear glasses. 

21 MS. POSEY: Dr. Hurt told me about it the end of 

22 Febr~ary, and I immediately signed up. It has been almcsc 

23 like a miracle, really, beca~se my vision had just gotten sc 

-- .... --·- --·-._- .... ~ . - ... . - . --= 
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1 ar:d found out about this, and I thought, Oh, sign me uo. 

2 The contacts were r.ice. This is goi~g to be a 

wcnderful day, net having to wear anything at all. Knowing 

4 that my vision is going to be 20/20 all the time is just 

5 really exciting. 

6 I wore the molds, started really weari~g them en 

7 Saturday morning, and within 24 hours, r could tell that my 

8 vision had changed. It was amazing. There was a big jump 

9 after wearing them for about three weeks, to take the molds 

10 out, and all of a sudden, to see that there was writing on 

11 the television or to be able to see outside the window, the 

12 cars, and know that there were things out there. I had never 

13 dreamed of not having glasses or contacts in my life, and now 

14 I can. 

15 Nk~RATOR: You were not born to wear glasses or 

16 contact lenses. We were all designed to have clear vision. 

17 When the design needs correction, rfw.there is precise 

18 corneal molding, a safe, gentle, nonsurgical method of 

19 correcting nearsightedness and farsightedness. PC~ can also 

20 eliminate astigmatism and restore gocd, functional vision 

21 without the use of contacts or glasses. 

22 The PCM practitior.er in your area ~s cffering you a 

23 ::::--ee ;r:cise corneal :no~:i.:.::g c~ns~lcat:!.~n. .~ . .:: i'Ct..: ha,~~ .. e ~-

:::..- -::::--.:: . .:: · . ...;7:,_-' 
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1 priceless. 

2 Call now, 1-800-546-2020, a~d sc~edule your PCM 

consultation with a PCM praccitio~er in your area. That's 

4 l-800-846-2020. Precise cor~eal molding, the clear choice 

5 for the 21st Ce~tury. 

6 MS. GREENE:: ~eard about this procedure, and it 

7 really sounded too good to be true. But I am so excited 

8 about it now, because I've probably had the procedure maybe 

9 six weeks, and already, within six weeks, can drive my van 

10 without any corrective lenses whatsoever, and it's going to 

11 be so exciting to water ski this summer and be able to see 

12 the people in the beat, and there are just so many things I 

13 have to look forward to. 

14 NARRATOR: As a precise corneal molding patient, you 

15 will receive the advantage cf the most modern equipment in 

15 the eyecare industry. The corneal topography system used by 

17 PCM practitioners produces a computerized map of your cornea 

:!.8 that allows your doctor to prescribe the perfect meld for 

19 you, a mold that w~ll be comfortable and very effective in 

20 reshaping your cornea and allowing you good, functional 

21 vision without glasses cr contact le~ses. 

22 kr:cw it 

~~ leeks l~ke the mcc~ co ycu, but th~s -~a p:=:~re c~ :~e 

:-:--.::·..::-.:.?.: :--.. ·.·::-.·· 
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1 are nearsighted, if you can see those areas of red and pink. 

2 What we ar~ going to do with this molding process is 

flatten this portion of the eye, and as we do, we are going 

4 to tend to see the red, the oranges move down this way, and 

5 this is where we are going to find that you will end up with 

6 that bifocal benefit. The colors are going to gradually 

7 change as your eye flattens out up and through here to more 

8 the greens and the blues, and you will see this as the 

9 process continues over the coming months. 

10 This is our starting place. This little X right here 

11 is your line of sight. That's what you're seeing through. 

l2 If you notice on this map, you will notice that figure 8 

13 where you have got a green bowtie this way and an orange 

14 bowtie this way, this is your astigmatism. And so you 

15 notice, it's all in the center, so if you allow this mold to 

16 rest where we want it to and as we keep it centered, all of 

17 this will mold away. 

18 So, we are going to be able to mold away your 

19 astigma~ism as well as your nearsightedness and as we end up 

20 with this pink what I call a smiley face down here, t~en you 

21 will have your bifocal, as well, okay? So, we'll s~arc 

22 wearing the lenses, and ~ will ~ave :~em designed tjis wee~, 

23 and i: usually :akes five business days :o get chem in, and 

?. = =: :::-:. 
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1 start plotting out t~e c~anges that ~ave taken pla~e. G~eat, 

2 you did wonderful. 

3 NARRATOR: PCM is bei~g heralded as cne greatest 

4 scientific breakthrough in the eyecare ind~stry this 

5 century. By simply wearing the prescribed corneal molds only 

6 a few hours a day, you can eliminate the need to wear slasses 

7 or contact lenses and actually correct nearsightedness, 

8 farsighcedness and astigmatism without surgery. 

9 You were not born to wear glasses or contact lenses. 

10 We were all designed to have clear vision. When the design 

11 needs correction, now there is precise corneal molding, a 

12 safe, gentle, nonsurgical method of correcting 

13 nearsightedness and farsightedness. PCM can also eliminate 

14 astigmatism and restore good, functional vision without the 

15 use of contacts.or glasses. 

16 The PCM practitioner in your area is offering you a 

17 free precise corneal molding consultation. All you have to 

18 do is call 1-800-846-2020. The call is free, and the 

19 improved vision without glasses or contact lenses is, well, 

20· priceless. Call now, 1-800-846-2020, and schedule your PCM 

21 consultation with a PCM practitioner in your area. Tha~·s 

22 1-800-8~6-2020. ?recise cor~eal melding, t~e clear c~cice 

-:.:-= . 
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1 no mess involved with it, a~d just the thought of not having 

2 to wear contacts or glasses or anything by the time I get 

done with this is just absolutely wonderful. 

4 MS. POSEY: Number one, it is wonderful to be able to 

5 wake up in the morning and open my eyes and to see everything 

6 around me, with no contacts in, nothing in, just: to be able 

7 co open them up and to see, or to read things without looking 

8 for my glasses or looking for things. 

9 Number two, there is such security knowing 

10 financially that later in life I am not going to have to buy 

11 more glasses, change my prescriptions, get more prescription 

12 sunglasses, I am not going to have to lose a contact and find 

13 it or anything like that. k~ow that my vision, I'm going 

14 to be able to see. And that is just wonderful. 

15 NARR~TOR: PCM is not a wonder drug or a surgical 

16 procedure. It is a high-tech scientific procedure that can 

17 work for most people who require glasses or contact lenses. 

18 By gently reshaping the cornea of your eye, the PCM process 

19 can restore even difficult cases to good, functional vision, 

20 even if you've worn glasses all your live. 

21 MRS. FENSLER: Actually Dan was the ~irsc to use it. 

~~ ~e even got t:c do it before his dad, a~c t:hen --~dad 

s:arted, and t~en was :te last:, but ~e were really happy 

:-::-.·:'.·,/' -=--~=-- ;:.. -·--- ·-
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1 MS. ROBBINS: It's definitely worth the mc~ey that 

2 you spend on it. It will change your life. You won't have 

3 to deal with glasses, you won't have to deal with contacts, 

4 you won't have to deal with not being able to see. It's just 

5 it's so nice not to be able to have to put those glasses· 

6 on at all. 

7 MS. MIDDLETON: For me to be able to be a small part 

8 of what has taken -- what this process has done for just the 

9 basic general public of Bartlett. So, -- there is over 

10 Dr. Hurt has done over three hundred and sixty something 

11 patients, and each and every one of those lives have been 

12 changed tremendously. 

13 MS. STREEFF: The biggest benefit of CKR is being 

14 able to see, is getting out of bed and you can see, is 

15 getting in the car, and you can see everything, is walking in 

16 the rain, and your glasses don't get wet. That's the biggest 

17 benefit, that freedom of not havin~ to remember your glasses, 

18 not having to remember your contacts, not having to remember 

19 your solution, not having your eyes irritated. So -- and 

20 it's amazing. I can't get over it. 

21 MR . GAR.~ER : started with the procedure in March, 

22 and I noticed very qu~ckly that this procedure was going to 

23 work for me and work ~ell. On a scale cf 1 to 10, as far as 

:-.:. ·:-: :::::.: 
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1 and the -- and the success that will continue. 

2 I have still got a way to go, but at this point, 

3 there is no comparison from where I started to where I am now 

4 only after about four and a half months. 

5 MS. BENGAL: This is great. I think I was around 

6 20/1000 when I star~ed. I am down to-20/70. If I -- if I 

7 never get any better than I am now, I'm happy, but I know 

8 that I will. 

9 NARRATOR: Don't suffer through the agony of wearing 

10 contact lenses that may cause irritation to your eyes. No 

11 longer do you have to be dependent on glasses that become 

12 thicker and stronger with each new prescription. 

13 Now, through precise corneal molding, you can see 

14 clearly day or night and continue to see clearly for the rest 

15 of your life, without depending on glasses or contact 

16 lenses. 

17 You were not born to wear glasses or contact lenses. 

18 We were all designed to have clear vision. When the design 

19 needs correction, now there is precise corneal ~olding, a 

20 safe, gentle, nonsurgical method of correcting 

21 nearsightedness and farsightedness. PCM can also eliminate 

22 astigmatism and restore c;:ooC., functional vis:..on wit:-_out the 

~~ use of c8ntacts cr c;:lasses. 

24 The ?C~ prac~iticner 

===-.:~ .. -=:.::.::-.. 
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1 do is call 1-800-846-2020. The call is free, a~~ the 

2 improved vision without glasses and contact lenses is, well, 

priceless. 

4 Call now, 1-800-846-2020, and schedule your PCM 

5 consultation with the PCM practitioner in your a:::-ea. That's 

6 1-800-846-2020. Precise corneal molding, t~e c~ear choice 

7 fer the 21st century. 

MS. STRANY: started wearing my molds January 11th, 

and by the end of the first eight hours of wear, my vision 

10 had improved that quickly. I could not even wear my glasses 

11 after eight hours. 

12 MS. GREENE: I am very excited about this procedure, 

13 because it will work for children, and ! have fc~r kids o£ my 

14 own. And for them to not have to go through what I went 

15 through in the third grade, if any of them for a~y reason has 

16 a problem and needs corrective lenses, they will definitely 

17 get this procedure. 

18 recommend it to everyone. Nellie, 

19 his of~ice manager gave me brochures, and I keep it in cur 

20 office, and I tell everybody, because even with small 

21 children that wear their glasses, people dcn't k~cw how bad 

22 c~ ~cw emCa=~assi~g :t is tO wear glasses t~at === l~~e ccke 

23 ~c~~les a~d can't see, and until you experience i:, ycu don't 
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1 really want to talk about it. 

2 MR. G.:;RNER: My recommendation is wish that there 

had been a procedure like this when I was a c~ild and could 

4 have prevented my vision from ever getti'-~ as bad as it did, 

5 and I think that's -- I think it's a wonderful opportunity 

for children, especially children who are active, play 

7 sports. Because I unfortunately had to wear the glasses 

throughout all that, and it was terribly unpleasant at 

9 times. 

10 MS. BENGAL: I have been doing t~is for about a year 

11 now, and I drive one of my hobbies is cooking. I cook 

12 without glasses, which was never a possi=ility before. I do 

13 everything. If for some reason I need my glasses, I have to 

14 hunt them up now. They are either in the car, because ! 

~5 leave them in ·~e car sometimes, just in case, but mostly, 

16 don't wear, you know, anything. I use ti:e mo.l:is at night and 

17 a little bit during the day, but not muc::. 

18 MS. COLLINS: About six years age, my husband and I 

19 started scuba diving, and ycu can't wear glasses underneath 

20 your scuba diving mask, and you can wear c=ntacts, but if 

21 your mask flocds, then the contacts wash out, and ycu ~ave 

22 lest t::em. ;...r:C. you can get prescri;ticn ::1asks, "::ut ysu 

23 couldn't for my model cf mask. 

:::a: 
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1 something needed to be done, and Dr. Hurt had a solution. 

2 NARRATOR: You were not born to wear glasses or 

contact lenses. We were all designed to have clear vision. 

4 When the design needs correction, now there is precise 

5 corneal molding, a ·safe, gentle, nonsurgical method of 

correcting nearsightedness and farsightedness. PCM can also 

7 eliminate astigmatism and restore good, func~ional vision 

8 without the use of contacts or glasses. 

9 The PCM practitioner in your area is offering a free 

10 precise corneal molding consultation. All you have to do is 

11 call 1-800-846-2020. The call is free, and the improved 

12 vision without glasses or contact ler.ses is, well, 

13 priceless. 

14 Call now, 1-800-846·-mo, and schedule your PCM 

15 consultation with the PCM practitioner in your area. That's 

16 1-800-846-2020. Precise corneal molding, the c~ear choice 

17 for the 21st Century. 

18 MS. BRADEN: It's nice to knew that r.e can go to 

19 school and I don't have to worry about him forgetting his 

20 glasses or anything, because I know that he can see when he 

21 gets up in the morning. 

22 ~lR. F:::NSLE:R: ·.vould de:ini:ely reo::smme::d ttis to 

23 ether ~ecple. This is a great way tc go. 7tere is no wcrry 

-:.- .... - ~ .: --·- ·- -.... -- - ·.:;.:::.:.:-: 
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1 going to pep my eyeball kind cf thing, as somebody --

2 somebody said as ·s6 many stc~ies have been about lase~ 

19 

surge~y. I'm really anxious to see that it works for me all 

4 ·the time, and I would always recommend it to anybody. There 

5 is just ~o doubt in my mind, it's the way to go. It's well 

6 worth i':. 

7 MS. ROBBINS: It is definitely worth the money that 

8 you spend on it. It it will change your life, and you 

9 won't have to deal with glasses, you won't have to. deal with 

10 contacts, ycu won't have to deal with not being able to see. 

11 It's just -- it's so nice not to be able to have to put those 

12 glasses en at all. 

13 NARRATOR: The optometrists in your area have 

14 undergone specialized training for prescribing and treating 

15 your vision disorder th~ough precise corneal molding. There 

16 are trained PCM practitioners all over America, and through 

17 the International COK Society, a na'twcrk of doctors confer 

18 with each other to ensure you, the PCM patient, a complete 

19 bank of professional knowledge and ex~erience in the ?CM 

20 process is available. 

21 The precise cor~eal molding procedu~e is designed to 

22 become the ~rocedure of choice for ~ec~:e who wan= tc 

23 elimi~a=e the ~eed to wea~ glasses c~ ==~=ac= le~ses. .!.C. l.S 

-= ="·-=- ...... _ 
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1 available in most cases. 

2 If you hate the d?ily depe~dency of glasses or 

contacts, just co see to read a ne~spaFe~ or a street sign, 

4 if you're tired of spending hours with ~essy cc~cact 

5 solutions, and if you want the ex;erie~ce cf a ~onsurgical 

6 correcting procedure that will cc::tinue to allc•.v ycu 

7 functional vision for the rest of your life, p~ecise corneal 

8 molding is the answer, and now is the time. 

9 DR. HURT: Precise cornea: molding is becoming the 

10 procedure of ~h~ice ~1; across the couc;ry. No longer do you 

11 have to be sata.s:Hed with" just'' getting· by or being visually 

12 handicapped. It is now the best that science has to offer. 

13 You do not h·ave ·-to be content wit;, the things t;,e way they 

14 are. This is the closest thing tc a cure that science has to 

15 offer. 

16 You can enjoy the freedom of seeing again without the 

17 use of glasses or contact lenses. No i:'.cre wearing glasses, 

18 no more wearing contacts. The o~~ortunity of seeing well all 

19 the time without being dependent upon t~ese is ~ow a reality 

20 and not a dream. This is the bes~ that science can offer. 

21 and we·•re here to help you do tha:. 

23 t~at ~e can give you, the best care, t~e best se~vice a~d t~e 

~:: :..: ::.:-.:. ·.·./-= ·.·::.-- . ·-...-:.: ::.:.:::. -- =-== ::---.:.: 
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1 you get that freedom and that ycu e~·cv tte q~al!ty of life 

2 that you should have. 

~R. LINDSEY: Precise ccrneal molding, truly three 

4 words that will change the way you see t~e world today. The 

5 doctor and I both invite ycu tc pick up the phone and call 

6 the 800 number on the screen. Your eyesight is cne of your 

7 most important possessions. Precise corneal ~olding is 

8 nonsurgical, safe, gentle and affordable. 

The call is free, the evaluation is free, and you, 

10 too, can enjoy the freedom from glasses and contact lenses 

11 forever. Make this important call new. Our operators are 

12 standing by. 

13 Thank you. 

14 MS. ST~~= I was astounded. I was so happy, and 

15 now, I'm not quite through with the process, but for me to be 

16 able to function in my home and be able to see, to get up in 

17 the middle of the night and be able to see and walk around 

18 the house and not have to reach for my glasses. 

19 MS. RICHARDS: Don't be afraid to give up your soft 

20 lenses, and don't be afraid to try hard lenses, which is what 

21 these molds are, or gas-permeab:e lenses, because they are 

22 not unccmfcrtable at all, they are very ccmfcrtab:e, and ycu 

23 wi:l ce able to see much better. 
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anybody who needs glasses. 

2 MS. POSEY: Oh, I would definitely rate this a 10 en 

a scale of 1 to 10, 10-plus, because it has ceen so easy, it 

4 has happened so quick, the change. It just it happe!:s 

5 overnight. All I did was wear them and see :t happen 

6 tonight, to my body, to my eyes, and my eyes -- my vision is 

7 here to stay for the rest of my life. It is worth 

8 everything'. 

9 "ICOKS, International Cooperative Ortho-Keratectomy 

10 Society, 1-800-846-2020, ICOKS, Inc., i\!emphis, Tennessee, 

11 1994." 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
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1 C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N 0 F R E P 0 R T E R 

2 

3 MATTER Nr.JrvlBER: 9623279 

4 CASE TITLE: MID-SOUTH PCM GROUP, et al. 

5 TR&~SCR!PT!ON DATE: 11/28/96 

6 

7 HEREBY CERTIFY that the transcript contained herein 

8 is a full and accurate transcript of the notes taken by me at 

9 the hearing on the above cause before the FEDE~ TRADE 

10 COMMISSION to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

11 

12 Df>. TED : I/ 7 I '1 7 

14 L~~J~ 
15 Susanne Q. Tate 

16 

17 

18 

19 C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N 0 F P R 0 0 F R E A D E R 

20 

21 I HEREBY CERTI?Y ttat I proofread the :ranscript for 

1 

~ .-.- --- - . t.:..;.-~_·:-= 
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60 Sec Radio Commercial 
(Use High Energy Enthusiastic Voice) 

One Spot Female and One Spot Male (Rotate) 

YOU WERE NOT BORN TO WEAR GLASSES OR CONTACTS. ALL OF US 

WERE DESIGNED TO HAVE CLEAR VISION. AND NOW, WHEN THE 

DESIGN NEEDS CORRECTION, THERE'S PRECISE CORNEAL MOLDING. 

PRECISE CORNEAL MOLDING IS A SAFE, GENTLE, NON-SURGICAL 

METHOD OF CORRECTING NEARSIGHTEDNESS AND FARSIGHTEDNESS 

THAT WORKS!! IT CAN ALSO ELMINATE ASTIGMATISM AND RESTORE 

GOOD FUNCTIONAL VISION WITHOUT THE USE OF GLASSES. 

THE P-C·M· PRACTIONER IN YOUR AREA IS OFFERING A FREE CORNEAL 

TOPOGRAPHY CONSULTATION SO YOU CAN SEE HOW P-C-M CAN 

WORK FOR YOU! ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL 1-800-846-2-0-.2-0 

THAT'S 1-800-846-TWENTY-TWENTY!! THE CALL IS FREE AND 

THE IMPROVED VISION WITHOUT GLASSES IS .... ·~ WELL .... PRICELESS 

CALL NOW. . . 1-800-846-2-0-2-0 ... AND SCHEDULE YOUR CORNEAL 

TOPOGRAPHY CONSULTATION WITH THE P-C-M PRACTITIONER IN 

YOUR AREA. THAT'S 1-800-846-2·0·2-0 ... THAT'S 1-800-846-TWENTY· 

TWENTY 

PRECISE CORNEAL MOLDING. THE CLEAR CHOICE, 

FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST .CENTURY. CALL FOR THE P-C·M 

FR:..CTITIONER IN YOUR AREA .... 1-800-846-TWENTY-TWENTY. 
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OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPf PROCEEDING 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

l\tlATTER NO. 9623279 

TITLE 

DATE 

PAGES 

1\UD-SOliTH PCM GROUP, et al. 

RECORDED: UNKNOWN 
TRANSCRIBED: NOVEJ\t!BER 28, 1996 
CORRECTED: JANUARY 7, 1997 

1 THROUGH 7 

PRECISE COR.J."'lEAL MOLDING LWONIERCIAL 

FOR THE RECORD, INC. 
603 POST OFFICE ROAD, SUITE 309 

WALDORF, MARYLAND 20602 
(301)870-8025 

::· ·.· :: . ':" . - ·.~ 
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1 FEDE~~~ T~~E COMMISSION 

2 

4 In the Matte~ of: 

5 Mid-South PCM Group, et al. Matter No. 9623279 

------------------------------} 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPTION 

14 RECORDED: UNKNOWN 

15 TRANSCRIBED: NOVEMBER 28, 1996 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 
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2 

3 NPRRATOR: Thousands of men, women and children all 

4 over the country are experiencing the gift of improved vision 

5 without glasses or contact lenses. Precise cor~eal molding, 

6 three.wo~ds that will change the way you see the world. 

7 . Precise corneal moldlng is a safe, gentle, nonsurgical, 

8 affordable procedure that·corrects nearsightedness a~d 

9 farsightedness. 

10 PCM eliminates the need for glasses and contact 

11 lenses forever. The PCM practitio~er in your area is 

12 offering you a free precise corneal molding consultation. 

13 All you have to do is call 1-800-305-5030. The call is free, 

14 and the improved vision without glasses or contact lenses is, 

15 well, priceless. 

16 Call 1-800-305-5030 and schedule your free PC~ 

17 consultation with the PCM practiti~ner in your area. That's 

18 1-800-305-5030. Three words that will literally change the 

19 way you see the world, precise corneal ~olding, the clear 

20 choice for the 21st Century. 

21 "Client, L-3 Media Marketing; ti~le, Precise Corneal 

22 Molding; date, 10/8/94; agency, Direc: ?RCMO; le~gth 90; 

23 Creacive Resou!"ces, Inc., (6l5) 8S9-53~2. 11 

MR. L:~DSEY: ?recise cor~eal melding, :~ree ~crds 

:..:.:··_:- ::.:-.:: 
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1 all over America are experiencing the gifc of improved 

vision. From 8 to 80, precise corneal molding tr~ly is the 

medical eyecare breakthrough of the century. 

4 NARRATOR: You were not born to wear g:asses or 

contact lenses. We were all designed to have clear vision. 

When the design needs correction, now there is precise 

7 corneal molding, a safe, gentle, nonsurgical ~ethod of 

8 correcting nea,rs.i;g,htedness and f~rsightedness. PCM can also 

9 eliminate ast±gmatis~ and .rester~ good, functional visiori 

10 without the use of cont~~t; or.glasses. 

11 A PCM practitioner in your area is offering a free 

12 precise corneal molding consultation. All yo~ have to do is 

13 call 1-800-305-5030. The call is free, and the i~proved 

14 vision without glasses or contact lenses is, well, 

15 priceless. Call now, 1-800-305-5030, and schedule your:PcM 

16 consultation with the. PCM practitior:.er ir. your area. That's 

17 1-800-305-5030. Precise corneal molding, the clear choice 

18 for the 21st Century. 

19 MR. LINDSEY: Precise corneal molding, truly three 

20 words that will change the way you see the world today. Yo~r 

21 eyesight is one of your most important possessior.s. 

22 "Client, L-3 Med~a ~arketi~g; ticle, ?recise Cor~ea: 

23 Melding; dace, 10/8/?4; agency, Direct ?~CMO; le~gch 120; 

.... , C:-~at.:..v·-: ?.-=~-=u~.:~s, ::--.c., (.S:=; 8?~-;?..;::·• 
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EXHIBITF 

5 

1 will literally change your life. Thousands of FEQple all 

2 over America are experiencing the gift of improved vision. 

FrQm 8 to 80, precise corneal molding truly is t~e medical 

4 eyecare breakthrough of this century. 

5 Thousands of men, women and children all over the 

£ country are experiencing the gift of improved vision without 

7 glasses or contact lenses. Precise corneal molding, three 

8 words that will change the way you see the world. Precise 

9 corneal molding is a safe, gentle, nonsurgical, affordable 

10 procedure that corrects nearsightedness and farsightedness. 

11 PCM eliminates the need for glasses and CQntact 

12 lenses forever. The PCM practitioner in your area is 

13 offering you a free precise corneal molding cons~ltation. 

14 All you have to do is call 1-800-305-5030. The call is free, 

15 and the improved vision without glasses or contact lenses is, 

16 well, priceless. 

17 Call now, 1-800-305-5030, and schedule your free PCM 

18 consultation with the PCM practitioner in your area. That's 

19 1-800-305-5030. Three words that will literally change the 

20 way you see the world, precise corneal molding, ~he clear 

21 choice for the 21st Century. 

22 MR. L:NDSEY: Precise ccr~eal ~cldi~g. cruly :~ree 

23 wcrds t~at wil: change che way you see the wcrld t~day. 7he 

-=-·.-~.:::;::: --

? : .:.: -...:. -;.. -- ... ...; 
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6 

1 most important possessions. Precise corneal molding is 

2 nonsurgical, safe, gentle and affordable. 

3 The call is free, ~he evaluation is free, and you, 

4 too, can enjoy the f~eedom from glasses and contact lenses 

5 forever. Make this important call now. Our operators are 

6 standing by. 

7 Thank you. 

8 (Whereupon, the videotape was concluded.) 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
I 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

: ~ :: •'"..:, :=-.: -- .... 
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EXHIBITF 

7 

1 C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N 0 F R E .P 0 R T E R 

2 

~~TTER WUMBER: ~623279 

4 CASE TITLE : i\!ID- SOUTH PCM GROUP . e t a:!. . 

5 TR.l>.NSCRIPTION D.:l.TE: NOVE~-1BER 28 1996 

6 

7 I EEREEY CERTIFY that the transcript contained herein 

8 is a full and accurate transcript of the notes taken by me at 

9 the hearing on the above cause before the FEDERAL TRADE 

10 COMMISSION to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

11 

12 DATED : i /7 I q 7 

Jwo<AA-U d) J~ 
13 

14 

15 Susanne Q. Tate 

16 

17 

18 

19 C E R T I F I C A T I 0 N 0 F P R 0 0 F R E A D E R 

20 

21 I HEREEY CERTIFY that I proofread the transcript for 

22 accuracy i~ spe::ing, h:~her.ation, punct~ati=n a~d f=rmat. 

23 
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• PRECISE·CORNEAL MOLDING SUCCESS STORIES : 

• 

From the office of J. Mason Hurt, O.D. 
2865 Summer Oaks Drive 

Memphis, Tennessee 38134 
(901) 382-7803 

"PCi\4 is Wonderful! I can see clearly now, even when Scuba Diving. Before PCM, I had Poor Vision. Yet with 
PO.;!, I went back to 20-20, without surgery. I am so excited that I tell everyone about the benefits of PCM." 

Peggy Collins, College Co-Ordinator 

"PCJ\tf is like a Miracle. It's hard to believe I can see so u:ell without glasses and without Surgery. [ u:ould recommend 
POd to anyone who is Near-Sighted, Far-Sighted or has Astigmatism" 

Sara Ann Nichols, Systems Analyst 

"Be/ore PC'v!, my son Scoll had to change glasses every six months. Yet after PClv!, he could see 20-20 within one 
month." 

Connie Braden, Housewife 

"Before PCM, I could hardly see my computer monitor, and/or the last two years, I wore both Contacts and Glasses. 
After PCM, I can see clearly and I am r.,•ery happy. " 

Steven Fensler, Computer Programmer 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

EX::I3IT G 

• • • • • • • 
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I~ ~I ,P-rvf1 
PRECISE COR."lE.o\.L N!OLDING ... 

MID SOUTH PCM GROUP, P.C. 

J. Mason Hurt. O.D. 
2865 Summer Oaks Drive 

Bartlett. TN 38134 
901/382-7803 

ATTAC~~E~T? (a)(2l 

:IC.OKS: 

EXHIBIT H 

JMH 000279 

124 F.T.C. 
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WELCOME TO THE PC:VI TEA~f! 

You have made one of the most important decisions of your life, and you •vill see 

great improvement in your ability to see unaided and in your visual freedom. Our 

goal is to provide you with the ~est vision that is possible for you. Perie<±on cannot 

be guaranteed, but we strive for excellence and optimal visual clarity. You are 

important to us, and so is the success of POL 

~Taximum success depends upon excellent teamwork. \-Iy staff and I will utilize the 

best teclmiques and materials, along \vith extensive experience, to bring our patients 

to the desired goal. rt is crucial that you follow all instructions to the letter. You 

must maintain regular schedul~ appointments, a good line of communication, and 

patience. 

Everyone is different and eaci1 person responds diiferently. Do not expect to use a 

limited number of molds. Our pledge is to accomplish our goal of best functional 

vision in the shortest time possible, \vith the least number of molds necessary. It 

may take one pair or many, but be assured that it ..,viJl be the least needed for your 

case. 

PG! is virtually problem free, and there is no risk. It is safer than contact lens wear. 

Cnlike surgery, there is no such thing as mistakes. Nothing that may be induced by 

molding cannot be undone and fi.:xed. U illness or extenuating circ-..lll1stances occur, 

this only delays for a short time the final success of PCvL 

We are glad that you have joined the PC~f team. Now prepare yourself for _the 

results you are soon to see. 

553 

__/ 
J. \laser, Hurt. O.D. ~i 000230 
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EXHIBITH 

A SAFE AL TER.:'l A TIVE TO RK SURGERY 

J:n contrast to radial keratotomy surgery, which involves making ir,dsions on the 

eye, PO! does not leave scar ::issue which may cause vision glare at nig.hr or other 

side efiects. PC:VI is also free of surgical complications or pain, and the::e is no 

disruption of vision as eyesight improves. 

SAVING CHILDREN'S VISION 

One of the most exciting uses for PC:\-! is controlling myopia (nearsightedness) in 

c...IUldren. 

Cniortunately, nearsightedness is a progressive disease, whic...~ is why 75% of the 

nearsighted population have to periodically increase their prescription. A.s years 

pass, from elementary school to college and late:: life, a person's vision g:adually 

worsens. For instance, only -!% of 8 year olds are nearsighted, '.Vhile over :30','iJ of the 

general population is nearsighted. PC:YI prevents this deteriorating ,.;sion in 

children by actually halting myopia in its tracks and even reversing it. 

RESULTS 

Myopic (nearsightedness): PCM is highly effective 
in improving myopia. Mild to moderate degrees of 
myopia are corrected and higher degrees of myopia 
can be controlled to allow functional vision without 
lenses as well. 

... 

Astigmatism: PC M usually either eiiminates or ~-~_;_ 
greatly recuces astigmatism to greet fur.c;ioncl c!cnty. 

Hyperopic (fcrsightedness): Mile to r.iCCercte 
ccses rr.ay ce imcrcvec cs 'Ne!l. 

····. 
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NATURAL VISION Il'viPR 0 \t'"E!\-fENT 

Imagine being able to easily read the alarm doc.!,;: without your glasses, see street 
signs dearly, or participate in sports without lenses of any kind. These are just a few 
of the ways people's lives are chan~..ng after undergoing the procedure known as 
PCvL 

PCvl is a non-invasive procedure that dramatically improves natural vision by 
reshaping the front curvature of the eye (called the cornea) with specially designed 
molds. The procedure, which is also kno'WTI as POL has provided corrective eye 
care to thousands of patients without the risks or complications associated with 
surgery. 

Visual defects known as neazsightedness (myopia), farsightedness (hyperopia), and 
astigmatism occur when light rays entering the cornea focus incorrectly, producing 
blurred vision. Often by changing the shape of the cornea the defect can be 
resolved. PCvl utilizes a series of molds prescribed in progressive stages to gently 
reshape the cornea, similar to the way braces are used to straighten teeth. The molds 
consist of a highly oxygen penneable material with a special design that encourages 
the pliable tissue of the cornea to conform to the corrective curvature of the lens. 
The changes are so gradual that the patient enjoys clear comfortable vision at ail 
times. 

The PCvl procedure involves thorough examinations, lens changes and/ or lens 
modifications as needed until desired results are achieved. The process can take 
from a few weeks to a few months or longer to complete, depending on the severity 
of the problem. Tne result is dramatically improved vision with retainer molds 
being worn on a limited basis, sometimes only a few nights a week while you are 
sleeping, to maintain the new shape of the cornea. 

SAFETY 

Four University research studies have shown corneal molding to be safe and 
effective, with no harmful side effects. These studies include: 

University of Houston College of Optometry (S years) 

l'niversity of California at San Diego Medical School (7 years) 

l"nive~ity or Ciliiomia at Be:keley College or Optome~; (.3 ye.1..-sl 
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I JUST RECEIVED MY FIRST SET OF :\-fOLDS ... NOW WH.A"i; 

Tne first t.b..ree days •vill be the most trying of your new journey. Since the molds are 

likeiy to move more the first several days, you will find improved comiort when the 

molds tighten a little. The body will have to adfust to a new appliance, so you \vill 

notice that you will not tear as well as you normally do, therefore frequent 

lubrication will be necessary. 

Should you find that the molds displace during waking hours or upon rising, just 

remove them and reinsert them. Dryness, or molds that you have outgrown, may 

shift vertically or horizontally Jnd cause some temporary blurriness upon removal 

of the molds. If this happens to you, reinsert the molds for two hours and then 

remove. 

Cpon rising, always allow the eyes to moisten \vith tears and lubricants before you 

try to remove them. Should you not be able to remove the molds, you ;nay use L.h.e 

contact !ens remover to gently Wt an edge up to break the vacuum. Should this fail, 

feel tree to call the number prov-ided. Irritation upon cleaning and lubricating may 

indicate sensitivity to the c.l-temicals. If this occurs, piease call for a change in care 

regimen. 

Pain, e:'<cessive redness and discharge are not typical; please call. Even though the 

molds are not responsible, your eye may not recover properly i£ the molds are 

continued. Please call and return to the office for evaluation. 

To er-.sure the greatest opportunity of success, it is essential to maintain the wear 

sc..'"tedule that has been recommended. as well as returning to the clinic for your 

sc.'"teduled appointme!1t. 

Pr:Jtie:::ce. compliance, time and our professional c:u-e will brJ1g you the results you 

desire. 
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A NEW LOOK ON LIFE 

PCvl enables people to participate in activities that were previously difficult or even 
impossible without lenses, such as contact sports, swimming and working outdoors. 
The procedure also provides functional vision without glasses or contacts so that 
simple tasks such as reading an alarm clock or clearly seeing street signs are not 

difficult any more. 

PATIENT COM:MEl'iTS 

"I .sliifted from .soft r:ont/lCt lenses to PCM, uruf I can .su. 20120 wlien I 

taR! tN.e:m. off!" -T.K. 

''I liave 6een tfirougfi tfie program and I :Jm very liappy witfi. it, and I am 
6ringing my riau:Jfiter in to do it." · A.S. 

"I ruver redi.=ed tww pre~.[} U.S tlie gift of sigfit was untii I went tlirougfi 

efu procedure.." -A.S. 

"I am very fia.ppy witli tlie program and I wouM rec.ommendPCM witli 
n..o reservatitms. " - D.~l. 

557 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation 
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption 
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a 
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer 
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its 
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission, would charge 
respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and 

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having 
thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, an 
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said 
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an 
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in 
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other 
than jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and 
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents 
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating 
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the 
executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public 
record for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with 
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules, the Commission 
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional 
findings and enters the following order: 

l.a. Respondent Mid-South PCM Group, P.C. ("Mid South"), is 
a Tennessee corporation, with its principal office or place of business 
at 2865 Summer Oaks Drive, Bartlett, TN. 

l.b. Respondent Eye and Vision Clinic, P.C. ("Vision Clinic"), is 
a Tennessee corporation, with its principal office or place of business 
at 2865 Summer Oaks Drive, Bartlett, TN. 

l.c. Respondent International Computerized Orthokeratology 
Society, Inc. ("ICOKS"), is a Tennessee corporation, with its 
principal office or place of business located at 2865 Summer Oaks 
Drive, Bartlett, TN. 

l.d. Respondent J. Mason Hurt, O.D., is the sole owner and 
President of the corporate respondents. He formulates, directs, and 
controls the policies, acts or practices of the corporate respondents. 
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His principal office or place of business is the same as that of the 
corporate respondents. 

2. The Federal Trade Cortunission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order, the following definitions shall 
apply: 

1. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

2. "Clearly and prominently" shall mean: 

A. In a television or video advertisement, the disclosure shall be 
presented simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the 

· advertisement. The audio disclosure shall be delivered in a volume 
and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of a size and shade, and 
shall appear on the screen for a duration, sufficient for an ordinary 
consumer to read and comprehend it. 

B. In a radio advertisement, the disclosure shall be delivered in a 
volume and cadence sufficient for an ordinary consumer to hear and 
comprehend it. 

C.· In a print advertisement, the disclosure shall be in a type size, 
and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an ordinary 
consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multipage documents, the 
disclosure shall appear on the cover or first page. 

D. In an advertisement on any electronic media received by 
consumers via computer, such as the Internet's World Wide Web or 
commercial on-line computer services, the disclosure shall be in a 
type size, and in a location, that are sufficiently noticeable so that an 
ordinary consumer will see and read it, in print that contrasts with the 
background against which it appears. In multi-screen documents, the 
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disclosure shall appear on the first screen and on any screen 
containing ordering information. 

Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the 
disclosure shall be used in any advertisement. 

3. "Refractive vision deficiency" shall mean any vision deficiency 
treatable by corrective lenses, including but not limited to 
nearsightedness (myopia), farsightedness (hyperopia), astigmatism 
(distorted vision), and presbyopia (aging eyes). 

4. "Substantially similar service" shall mean any ophthalmic 
service or procedure using contact lenses or similar devices to modify 
the shape of the cornea and reduce or eliminate refractive vision 
deficiencies. 

5. Unless otherwise specified, "respondents" shall mean 
Mid-South PCM Group, P.C., Eye and Vision Clinic, P.C., and 
International Computerized Orthokeratology Society, corporations, 
their successors and assigns and their officers; J. Mason Hurt, O.D., 
individually and as an officer of the corporations; and each of the 
above's agents, representatives and employees. 

6. "Commerce" shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of Precise Corneal 
Molding ("PCM") services or any substantially similar service, in or 
affecting commerce, shall not represent, in any manner, expressly or 
by implication, that: 

A. Such service provides a cure for any refractive VISion 
deficiency thereby permanently eliminating the need for all corrective 
eyewear, including eyeglasses and contact lenses; 

B. All people can achieve normal vision without eyeglasses or 
contact lenses on a permanent basis if they wear devices used with 
such service occasionally or at night; 

C. Such service has been approved by the Federal Aviation 
Administration and all branches of the United States military for use 
in correcting refractive vision deficiencies; or 
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D. Studies at the University of Houston College of Optometry 
(1976-77), University of California at San Diego Medical School 
(1980), University of California at Berkeley College of Optometry 
(1982-83), and Pacific University College of Optometry (1984), 
prove that such service is safe and effective in correcting 
nearsightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of PCM services or 
any substantially similar service, in or affecting commerce, shall not 
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication, 
about: 

A. The number of people who can achieve normal vision without 
eyeglasses or contact lenses on a permanent basis if they wear devices 
used with such service occasionally or at night; 

B. The number of people who will experience stabilized vision 
after only a few weeks or months of treatments under such s'ervice; 

C. The ability of such service to prevent or reverse deteriorating 
nearsightedness in children; 

D. The comparative safety of such service and contact lenswear; 
E. The comparative effectiveness of such service and refractive 

surgical methods in eliminating nearsightedness, farsightedness, or 
any form of astigmatism; or 

F. The number of people whom such service has helped achieve 
normal vision; 

unless, at the time the representation is made, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any service, 
procedure, or product in or affecting commerce, shall not 
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misrepresent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, the 
existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions or interpretations of 
any test, study, or research. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any service, 
procedure, or product in or affecting commerce, shall not represent, 
in any manner, expressly ot by implication, that such service, 
procedure, or product is endorsed or approved by any governmental 
or professional organization or association, or complies with or meets 
standards or guidelines for such services, procedures, or products 
established by any such organization or association, unless such is the 
case. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any service, 
procedure, or product, in or affecting commerce, shall not represent, 
in any manner, expressly or by implication, that the experience 
represented by any user testimonial or endorsement of the service, 
procedure, or product represents the typical or ordinary experience of 
members of the public who use the service, procedure, or product, 
unless: 

A. The representation is true and, at the time it is made, 
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific 
evidence that substantiates the representation; or 

B. Respondents disclose, clearly and prominently, and in close 
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial, either: 

1. What the generally expected results would be for users of the 
service, procedure, or product, or 

2. The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve, that is, that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results. 
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For purposes of this Part, "endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16 
CFR 255.0(b). 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of ophthalmic 
services, procedures, or products, purporting to treat, mitigate, or cure 
any refractive vision deficiency, in or affecting commerce, shall not 
make any representation, in any manner, expressly or by implication, 
about the relative or absolute efficacy, performance, benefits, safety, 
or success of any such service, procedure, or product, unless the 
representation is true and, at the time the representation. is made, 
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific 
evidence that substantiates the representation. 

VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents shall: 

A. Not disseminate to any optometrist or eye care provider any 
material containing any representations prohibited by this order; 

B. Send by certified mail, return receipt requested, an exact copy 
of the notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each optometrist or 
eye care provider with whom respondents have done business since 
January 1, 1994, within thirty (30) days of the date this order 
becomes final, to the extent that such persons are known to 
respondents through a diligent search of their records, including but 
not limited to computer files, sales records, and inventory lists. The 
mailing shall not include any other documents; and, 

1. In the event that respondents receive any information that 
subsequent to receipt of Attachment A any optometrist or eye care 
provider mentioned in subpart B of this part is using or disseminating 
any advertisement or promotional material that contains any 
representation prohibited by this·order, respondents shall immediately 
notify the optometrist or eye care provider that respondents will 
terminate said optometrist or eye care provider's right to market 
and/or perform PCM ortho-k if he or she continues to use such 
advertisements or promotional materials; and, 
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2. Terminate any optometrist or eye care provider mentioned in 
subpart B of this part about whom respondents receive any 
information that such person has continued to use advertisements or 
promotional materials that contain any representation prohibited by 
this order after receipt of the notice required by subpart B of this part; 

C. For a period of three (3) years following service of this order, 
send by certified mail, return receipt requested, an exact copy of the 
notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each optometrist or eye 
care provider with whom respondents do business after the date of 
service of this order who has not previously received the notice. Such 
notices shall be sent no later than the earliest of: (1) the execution of 
a sales or training agreement or contract between respondents and the 
prospective optometrist or eye care provider; or (2) the receipt and 
deposit of payment from a prospective optometrist or eye care 
provider of any consideration in connection with the sale of any 
service or rights associated with PCM ortho-k. The mailing shall not 
include any other documents. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Mid-South, Vision Clinic, 
and ICOKS, and their successors and assigns, and respondent J. 
Mason Hurt, O.D., shall, for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by thi.s order, maintain 
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission 
for inspection and copying: 

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the 
representation; 

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the 
representation; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other 
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints and other communications with 
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection 
organizations. 
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IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Mid-South, Vision Clinic, 
and ICOKS, and their successors and assigns, and respondent J. 
Mason Hurt, O.D., shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and 
future principals, officers, directors, and managers, and to all current 
and future employees, agents, independent contractors and 
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject 
matter of this order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current 
personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this 
order, and to future personnel within. thirty (30) days after the person 
assumes such position or responsibilities. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Mid-South, Vision Clinic, 
and ICOKS, and their successors and assigns, shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in their legal 
form of organization, including but not limited to dissolution, 
assignment, sale or other change that would result in the emergence 
of a successor partnership( s) or corporation( s ), the creation or 
dissolution of a subsidiary, parent, or affiliate that engages in any acts 
or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy 
petition; or a change in respondents' name or address. Provided, 
however, that, with respect to any proposed change in respondents' 
legal form about which respondents learn less than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date such action is to take place, respondents shall notify 
the Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such 
knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified 
mail to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of 
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent J. Mason Hurt, O.D., for a 
period of five ( 5) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall 
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his current businesses 
or employment, or of his affiliation with Mid-South, Vision Clinic, 
or ICOKS, or of his affiliation with any new business or employment. 
The nqtice shall include the respondent's new business address and 
telephone number and a description of the nature of the business. or 
employment and his duties and responsibilities. All notices required 
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by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, 
Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal 
Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 

XII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Mid-South, Vision Clinic, 
and ICOKS, and their successors and assigns, and respondent J. 
Mason Hurt, O.D., shall, within sixty (60) days after the date of 
service of this order, and one year thereafter, file with the 
Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner 
and form in which they have complied with this order. 

XIII. 

This order will terminate on November 5, 2017, or twenty (20) 
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal 
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an 
accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation 
of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, that the filing 
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20) 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this Part. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondents did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the 
complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

BY CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
[To Be Printed on International Computerized Orthokeratology Society, Inc. 
letterhead] 

[date] 

Dear [optometrist or eye care provider]: 

Mid-South PCM Group, P.C., International Computerized Orthokeratology 
Society, Inc., Eye and Vision Clinic, P.C., and l Mason Hurt, O.D., recently settled 
a civil dispute with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the States of Arizona, 
Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas (the States) involving advertising claims 
for our Precise Corneal Molding (PCM ortho-k) service. As a part of the settlement, 
we must make sure that you stop using or distributing advertisements or 
promotional materials that you may have previously received that include these 
claims. 

Our settlements with the FTC and the States prohibit us from making false or 
unsubstantiated claims for PCM ortho-k or any "substantially similar service," 
defined as "any ophthalmic service or procedure using contact lenses or similar 
devices to modify the shape of the cornea and reduce or eliminate refractive vision 
deficiencies." Please see the attached FTC Complaint and Agreement Containing 
Consent Order for detailed information. Although we do not admit that the FTC's 
allegations are true, we have agreed to send this letter as a part of our settlement 
with the FTC. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Mason Hurt, O.D. 
President 
International Computerized Orthokeratology Society, Inc. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

BLUE CORAL, INC., ET AL. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9280. Complaint, July 12, 1996--Dedsion, Dec. 9, 1997 

This consent order prohibits Blue Coral, Inc., Blue Coral - Slick 50, Inc., and Blue 
Coral- Slick 50, Ltd., successors-in-interest to Quaker State- Slick 50, Inc., 
Slick 50 Management, Inc., Slick 50 Products Corp. and Slick 50 Corp., 
among other things, from making any claims about the performance, benefits, 
efficacy, attributes or use of any engine treatment, oil additive, or Slick 50 
engine lubricant, unless the companies possess and rely on competent and 
reliable evidence to substantiate the claims. In addition, it prohibits the 
companies from claiming that any other Slick 50 motor vehicle lubricant 
reduces wear on a part, extends the part's life, lowers engine temperature, 
reduces toxic emissions, increases gas mileage or increases horsepower, unless 
they can substantiate the claim. The respondents also will be required to notify 
resellers of the product about the settlement with the Commission and the 
restrictions on advertising claims. Finally, the consent order holds open the 
option that the Commission may seek consumer redress. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Lawrence Hodapp, Robert Frisby, Jonathan 
Cowen and Laura DeMartino. 

For the respondents: William MacLeod, Collier, Shannon, Rill & 
Scott, Washington, D.C. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Quaker State - Slick 50, Inc., a corporation; Slick 50 Management, 
Inc., a corporation; Slick 50 Products Corp., a corporation; and Slick 
50 Corp., a corporation, or their predecessors-in-interest 
("respondents"), have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that a 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, 
alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Quaker State - Slick 50, Inc. 
("Quaker State - Slick 50"), is a Delaware corporation, with its office 
and principal place of business located at 1187 Brittmoore Road, 
Houston, Texas 77043. Quaker State- Slick 50 is a holding company 
for Slick 50 Management, Inc., and is the successor-in-interest to 
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Slick 50, Inc., which was merged with and into Quaker State - Slick 
50 on July 11, 1995. 

Respondent Slick 50 Management, Inc. ("Slick 50 Management"), 
is a Delaware corporation, with its office and principal place of 
business located at 1187 Brittmoore Road, Houston, Texas. Slick 50 
Management is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Quaker State - Slick 
50, and is a holding company for Slick 50 Products Corp., Slick 50 
Corp., and the "Slick 50" trademark. 

Respondent Slick 50 Products Corp. ("Slick 50 Produ~ts") is a 
Delaware corporation, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 1187 Brittmoore Road, Houston, Texas Slick 50 Products 
is a wholly-owned second-tier subsidiary of Quaker State - Slick 50. 

Respondent Slick 50 Corp. is a Delaware corporation, with its 
office and principal place of business located at 1187 Brittmoore 
Road, Houston, Texas Slick 50 Corp. is a wholly-owned second-tier 
subsidiary of Quaker State - Slick 50. 

PAR. 2.' Respondents have manufactured, advertised, promoted, 
offered for sale, sold and distributed various aftermarket motor oil 
additives (sometimes referred to as engine treatments) known by the 
product name Slick 50 to consumers. These products consist 
primarily of particles of the polymer polytetrafluoroethylene 
("PTFE") suspended in a fully formulated motor oil. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for Slick 50, including, but not 
necessarily limited to, the attached Exhibits A-I. These 
advertisements contain the following statements and visual 
depictions: 

A. A television advertisement for Slick 50: 
Video: Key starting the ignition followed by metal file and metal rope grinding 
together. 
Announcer: Every time you cold start your car without Slick 50 protection, metal 
grinds against metal in your engine. 
Video: A key turning the ignition accompanied by sound of metal grinding. 
Announcer: With each turn of the ignition you do unseen damage, because at cold 
start-up most of the oil is down in the pan. 
Video: Shows a box of Slick 50, and then shows a bottle of Slick 50 being poured 
into a funnel. 
Announcer: But Slick 50's unique chemistry bonds to engine parts. It reduces wear 
up to 50% for 50,000 miles. 
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[Super: Proven by Independent Lab /Tests.] 
Video: A large heavy ball is dropped down onto the car and demolishes it. 
Announcer: So get Slick 50, while there's still time. 
Video: Shows three different boxes of Slick 50 and then shows the demolished car. 
Announcer: Slick 50's engine formula, the world's number one selling engine 
treatment. 
[Super: Advanced Technology/Street Smart Science.] (Exhibit A) 

B. A television advertisement for Slick 50: 
Video: Family is in a cemetery watching a car fall into a grave. 
Announcer: There is nothing quite so tragic as an untimely loss. 
Video: A bottle of Slick 50 is poured into a funnel. 
Announcer: So protect the life of your car's engine with Slick 50. 
[Super: Advanced Technology/Street Smart Science.] 
The world's number one selling engine treatment. (Exhibit B) 

C. A radio advertisement for Slick 50: 
Experts say up to 80% of engine wear takes place at start-up. They explain it this 
way ... when you first start your car, the oil is down in the oil pan. It's a good ten 
seconds before it starts working again. Tenseconds of harsh, metal-to-metal wear. 
Slick 50 Engine Formula protects against that wear... by bonding the slipperiest 
stuff ever invented directly to those wear points. A special chemical package makes 
it happen ... and nobody else has it. 
So when you start your engine, Slick 50 is on the job even when your oil isn't. If 
you're serious about fighting wear, give your engine what it takes. Slick 50 Engine 
Formula. (Exhibit C) 

D. A promotional brochure for Slick 50: 
LUBRICATION AND TODA Y'S ENGINES 

Today's engines are marvels of modem engineering ... But there's a downside 
to this new technology. As operating conditions become more extreme, your motor 
oil can lose its ability to effectively lubricate the engine .. .it becomes obvious that 
under many conditions, even modem motor oil formulations may not provide the 
anti-wear protection you need. 

WHAT IT TAKES IS SLICK 50 AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE FORMULA 

Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula is a technologically advanced automotive 
engine treatment that protects critical engine parts against wear ... at start-up and 
through thousands of miles of punishing stop-and-go driving. Its unique and 
effective protection lasts through dozens of oil changes, for 50,000 miles. That's 
what it takes ... and here's what it does. 
*Reduces engine wear up to 50% 
*Provides protection during crucial start-up period 
*Protects during high-temperature, high-stress conditions 
* Protection lasts for 50,000 miles 

if you have Slick 50, what you have is a protective coating of PTFE bonded on 
there. (Expert endorser) 

What makes Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula different is an advanced 
chemical support package designed to bond a specially activated PTFE to the metal 
in your engine. (Exhibit D) 

E. Slick 50 product packaging: 
PROVEN PROTECTION 
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At Start-Up: Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula is best known for providing 
wear protection at start-up. In one tightly controlled sequence of start-stop tests 
conducted by a renowned independent testing laboratory, engines treated with Slick 
50 showed a full42 percent less wear on the piston rings than identical untreated 
engines. (See Chart 1) 

Claims for Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula are verified through these and 
other independent laboratory tests conducted at nationally recognized facilities 
monitored by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 

i3'ENEFITS SHOWN IN INDEPENDENT TEST PROGRAMS 
Reduces engine wear up to 50% 
Provides protection at start-up 
Protects in high temperature, high-stress conditions 
Protects for 50,000 miles. (Exhibit E) 

F. Slick 50 product packaging: 
SLICK 50[.] THE ENGINE LIFE EXTENDER 
SLICK 50 ADVANCED FORMULA ENGINE TREATMENT[.] Extends Engine 
Life ... 
Reduces friction, heat & wear 

Since Slick 50 was first developed more than 15 years ago, it has been tested 
more than any other engine treatment. It's been proven to work. 

WHY SLICK 50 IS BETTER PROTECTS BETTER THAN ORDINARY MOTOR 
OIL START UP PROTECTION 

When you turn off your engine, virtually all your motor oil drains down into 
the pan, leaving critical parts unprotected. After a few hours, when you turn the 
key and drive, metal grinds against metal. This is when up to 80 percent of all 
engine wear occurs. THERE'S ONE SOLUTION. Slick 50's unique formula ... is 
proven to bond to vital engine parts, protecting them better than ordinary motor oil. 

MAKES ENGINES LAST LONGER 
Less heat and wear on critical parts means better long term performance and 

cooler running. This lowers your risk of costly engine repairs, rebuilds, and 
expensive breakdowns. 
PROVEN THE BEST 
50,000 MILE ENGINE WEAR TEST ... 
41% LESS WEAR ON TOP ROD BEARINGS 

Industry recognized lab tests in real engines, under real operating conditions, 
prove Slick 50 significantly reduces wear for 50,000 miles. Slick 50 is the only 
engine treatment to have tested, passed and published the results of these stringent 
tests. (Exhibit F) 

G. Slick 50 promotional brochure: 
Count on Slick 50 to: 
*Reduce engine wear at start-up. 
* Lower engine temperature by reducing friction. 
* Improve horsepower. 
* Increase gas mileage. 
* Reduce toxic emissions. 
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Military specifications are MIL-L-2104-C MIL-L-46152-A. 

TEST RESULTS CONFIRM MORE THAN 50% WEAR REDUCTION 

it's performed in U.S. Government vehicles. 
(Exhibit G) (English language) and (Exhibit H) (Spanish language) 

H. Slick 50 Home Page on I:ntemet 
("http://www.slick50.com"): 

124 F.T.C. 

Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula significantly reduces wear on critical engine 
parts: 
* Protects the engine at start-up, when substantial engine wear occurs. 
*Reduces wear on engine parts operating under conditions of boundary lubrication 
(that is, making metal-to-metal contact), including the first and second piston rings. 
*Reduces engine wear by up to 50 percent for 50,000 miles. 
*Long term, by reducing engine wear, Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula can 
contribute to lower maintenance and repair costs and to extended engine life. By 
reducing ring wear, it also has the potential to reduce automotive emissions. 
(Exhibit I) 

PAR. 5. Through the use of the statements and visual depictions 
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to 
in paragraph four, including, but not necessarily limited to, the 
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that: 

A. Automobile engines generally have little or no protection from 
wear at or just after start-up unless they have been treated with Slick 
50. 

B. Automobile engines commonly experience premature failure 
caused by wear unless they are treated with Slick 50. 

C. Slick 50 coats engine parts with a layer ofPTFE. 
D. Slick 50 meets military specifications for aftermarket motor oil 

additives. 

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact: 

A. Automobile engines generally do not have little or no 
protection from wear at or just after start-up, regardless of whether 
they have been treated with Slick 50. Most automobile engines 
achieve adequate oil flow soon after start-up. Even prior to full oil 
flow, most automobile engines using the grade and weight of motor 
oil recommended in the owner's manual and changed at the 
recommended intervals are adequately protected against wear. 

B. It is uncommon for automobile engines to experience 
premature failure caused by wear regardless of whether they are 
treated with Slick 50. Engine wear, including wear at or just after 
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start-up, is insufficient to cause engine failure within the life of most 
automobiles, when owners use the grade and weight of motor oil 
recommended in their owner's manual and change the oil at 
recommended intervals. 

C. Slick 50 does not coat engine parts with a layer ofPTFE. 
D. Slick 50 does not meet military specifications for aftermarket 

motor oil additives. 

Therefore the representations set forth in paragraph five were, and 
are, false and misleading. 

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements and visual depictions 
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to 
in paragraph four, including, but not necessarily limited to, the 
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that: 

A. Compared to motor oil alone, Slick 50: 

1. Reduces engine wear. 
2. Reduces engine wear by more than 50%. 
3. Reduces engine wear by up to 50%. 
4. Reduces engine wear at start-up. 
5. Extends the duration of engine life. 
6. Lowers engine temperatures. 
7. Reduces toxic emissions. 
8. Increases gas mileage. 
9. Increases horsepower. 

B. One. treatment of Slick 50 continues to reduce engine wear for 
50,000 miles. 

C .. Slick 50 has been used in a significant number of U.S. 
Government vehicles. 

PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements and visual depictions 
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to 
in paragraph four, including, but not necessarily limited to, the 
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that at the 
time they made the representations set forth in paragraphs five and 
seven, respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that 
substantiated such representations. 
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PAR. 9. In truth and ·in fact, at the time they made the 
representations set forth in paragraphs five and seven, respondents did 
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated such 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
eight was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 10. Through the use 9fthe statements and visual depictions 
contained in the advertisements and promotional materials referred to 
in paragraph four, including, but not necessarily limited to, the 
advertisements and promotional materials attached as Exhibits A-I, 
respondents have represented, directly or by implication, that: 

A. Tests prove that, compared to motor oil alone, Slick 50: 

1. Reduces engine wear by more than 50%. 
2. Reduces engine wear by up to 50%. 
3. Reduces engine wear at start-up. 

B. Tests prove that one treatment of Slick 50 continues to reduce 
engine wear for 50,000 miles. 

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact: 

A. Tests do not prove that, compared to motor oil alone, Slick 50: 

1. Reduces engine wear by more than 50%. 
2. Reduces engine wear by up to 50o/o. 
3. Reduces engine wear at start-up. 

B. Tests do not prove that one treatment of Slick 50 continues to 
reduce engine wear for 50,000 miles. 

Therefore the representations set forth in paragraph ten were, and are, 
false and misleading. 

PAR. 12. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Sect.ion 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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EXHIBIT A 

Key scarcing che ignicion followed by 
mecal rod and mecal rope grinding 
togecher. 
Every cime you cold scare your car 
without Slick 50 protection, metal 
grinds against metal in your engine. 
A key turning the ignition accompanied 
by sound of metal grinding. 
With each turn of the ignition you do 
unseen damage, because at cold start-up 
most of the oil is down in the pan. 
Shows a box of Slick 50, and then shows 
a botcle of Slick 50 being poured into a 
funnel. 
But Slick SO's unique chemistry bonds to 
engine parts. It reduces wear up to 50% 
for 50,000 miles. 
[Super: Proven by Independent Lab 
Tests. J 
A large heavy ball is dropped down onto 
the car and demolishes it. 
So get Slick 50, while there's still 
time. 
Shows three different boxes of Slick 50 
and then shows the demolished car. 
Slick SO's engine formula, the world's 
number one selling engine treatment. 
[Super: Advanced Technology/Street Smart 
Science. J 
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EXHIBITB 

Family is in a cemetery watching a car 
fall into a grave. 
There is nothing quite sb tragic as an 
untimely loss. 
A bo~tle of Sli~k 50 is poured into a 
funnel. 
So protect the life of your car's engine 
with Slick 50. 
(super: Advanced· Techno.J,..Qey 1 s tree.t Smart: 
*ience~T· 
·The world" s number one.;~'Sel-ling engine 
treatment. 

124 F.T.C. 
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PA,CT HA..RVEY: 

?a~.4.:-:arvey #'2 
:60 Radio 

~pprcved, 3H J/17/93 

If you're one of the millions of Americans who believe in 

taking good care of your car, chances are you've heard about 

a product c.1lled Slick 50 Engine Formula. Slick 50 was 

developed to help reduce wear in automobile engines. Over 

the past few years, it's become something of a phenomenon. 

\Vhy7 Because ir "l.t;'Orks. !c does j'usr what it says i[ does. -It 

reduces engine '.vear, ::speci.::lly during start-up. Expe:-cs say 

up to SO% of e::gine ·.:.-·e.2.r :akes place at stan-up. 1hey 

explain it this V:'ay ... wne:1 you first Start yo.ur C3.r, ~he oil is 

down in ~he oi 1 pan. I( s a good r::::1 secor;ds before it s:2ns 

- o •' I I 0 ' 

l tn se::c;:cs Oi :-:2.:-sn, !T!etal-t.o-me[at \,:.:ear. 
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EXHIBITC 

: :. ~...:. ·:-: 

Slick 50 Engine Formula protects against that wear ... by 

bonding the slipperiest stuff ever invented directly tO those 

wear points. A special chemical package makes it happen ... 

and nobody else has it. · 

So when you start your engine, Slick 50 is on the job even 

when your oil isn't. If. you're serious about fighting wear, 

~ive your engine- what it takes. Slick 50 Engine Formula. 

##### 
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WHAT IT TAKES IS 
SUCIC SO" AUTOMOTIVE 
ENGINE fORMULA 
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e~gine lreatmenr categbry. Since then, store shdv, 
have filled up with look-alikes ~ imirariou~. But 
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chemistry- or !he unique way if prmects inremal 
combustion engints. That's why Slick 50 Automo 
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UNIQUE SUCK SO 
CHEMISTRY .. IS 
Tlf£KEY 

engine is stoned cold. you /zqye lle)J liule 
ol1 circulating all(/ link or I1IJ oil on the 
metal pans of your errgi~.lf you have 
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~ROll:CliON FOR 
50,000 MILES 

Slil~ SO is proud to be the leader in the engine 
treatment category and with that leodmhip comes o 
mponsibility lhot we ta~e very serioudy-to maintain 
the highest level of quality and performance in our 
products, and to stand behind those products wirh 
integrity. lo you, we offer our guarantee that our 

produlls will work as advertised. 

Slick 50 Aulomolive Engine Formula will not 
void engine manufacturen' warranties. 

iii.: SU!a{ :iO W:IDWllV ()i= PWCODU(I;a 

Aulomolivelnginefo•mulo 
llighPe~IDimomelnginelom!Uin 

RVIngiflefo•mula 
BigRigfo•mula 
4 (ytleMoJinelnginefDfmula 
7(y<leMaJinelnginefolmula 
4 (y<leMorouy<lefoJmula 

Hyde Small !JJgine fomwlo 
Hycle SmoU lngina formula 
Man !rail!• 
Aula T1ilnli 
Onetu~· 

Onel;•eme· 

Cl IIIFI~® ..,..,...,. ..... 
50 

!"'All SI.ICK 511 I'UOIH1CTS 
~-~·ou~·(~.u:'"f.'~!~ .... 

PROVING AND IMPROVING 
THROUGH TESTING 
AND RESEARCH 
SLI<K SO ENGINE TREATMENTS aren't what they 
were 15 years ago. They're beuer. Since they were first 
clevelopccl, an ongoing program of testing and research 
has focused exclusively on two goals; to prove what 
Slick 50 pnxluciS do and find ways to make them better. 

SLICK 50 PRODUCTS <ORPORATION has commit· 
ted millions of dollars to a resting program that's far 

more extensive than it 
has to be. To prove 
that our claims are 
reliable, the company 
employs independent 
testing Mx>rdlories as 

1/ ...... ,.,,,,,},·.ko·.lmlhu•. o'ol</ well as our own 

~~~J:';··.~;;~: ·:;::.:;.~,~;;'~:~~::::',·;;~,:·:. '"'"' advanced automotive 
/,1\o ,/,ff'''' """ 111 mn,,,,,.,,,,,;dn \aboi-dlory, plus IO(rr~ 
'" ,,,,. '"1':""' ,,,, ,,,g,·. technology-oriented 
racing teams. Comprehensive road tests are also 
conducted in the harshest of real-world conditions, using 
taxi cab fleets and big rig heavy hauler.; amund the world. 

''""'''.':"" ,,;,_~1'111 
/''"t.:'•'"'"{lcrluuator\ 
uu./fi,·f,Jinlin . .;, 

INDEPENDENT LABORATORY TESTS PROVErhar 
Slick 50 Automotive Engine Fommla actually reduces 
wear at start-up and during 50,()(X) miles of operation. 
1l1e laboralories are nationally rewgnizcd facilities 
monilored ~y Jhe American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM). 

MATERIAlS TESTING is devoted to producing new 
and beller products. Slick SO's brand new, well
equipped laborarory 
in Houston, Texas, 
is dedicated lo the 
purpose of creating, 
developing and 
tesling lhe neltl gen
eration of Slick 50 
products. The 
company is deter
mined lhat each new 
product will earn the 
number one place in 
its own category. 

_ _J 
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BLUE CORAL, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBITD 

THE 50,000 MILE MARATHON 
While some olher products claim to proiei:l for 50,000 miles, 
Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula is the only product we 
know of that has actually been tested for 50,000 miles. Identical 
engines wen: used - half trcaled wilh Slick SO AulOillO!ive Engine 
Formula and half lubrit:aled only wilh a premium grade, multi
visrosity moiCf oil as n:commended by the engine manufacturer. 

The oil was changed every 3,000 miles in all engines; no 
additional engine treatment was added. Alter 50,000 miles, tests 
cpnfirrned thai Slick SO ~lion Slayed on the job lhrougll nne 
Lllan fifteen oil changes, long after lhe original treatment. 

Blllh the tre;ued and untrcaled engines were also ltSlCd for wear 
on the rod end bearings. On lhe engines treated with Slick 50 
Cha, 1 Automotive Engine 

Formula, !he top half of 
lhe bearings- which takes 

41% lESS WEAR most of lhe wear-inducing 

ON ROD BEARINGS load- showed 4t percent 

A<IUII051 -- less wear lhan bearings 
from ttlc untreated 
engines! 41 percent less 
ww is an impressive 
ligu~e by any standards -
even our own. 

h ( ·,,,/,,,,,,;,,,, Tlu· t'fllll/''""··., iuruln·mc·nt in radu.~ rtmJW-".Ii·om 

.\ IIU \. lllfllf/11'\c·/,·\ cmr/ ·~11'11"'''/'PII't'lhuu/.\. 1\illc}l J,y our !IIIII 

•h "" 1111' '''"<,.,,till lho· ''"'I'· 11 /1o'l<' <"ll.~illn u1·tt:·•l 0111 

START-UP TESTING: DON'T TRY THIS AT HOME 
Slick 50 AulDmocive Engine Formula is best known for 
providing wear prolection al s1a11-up, and no claim has b<;en 
tested more thoroughly or rigorously. As in other tests, 
identical V -6 engines were used - half utaled with Slic~ 50 
Automotive Engine Fomtula and half not All engines were 
started, idled and then run for ~s:n minutes at the equ1valcnt ul 
50 mph. This was Cbor1l 

repealed 330 limes. 
Then lhe oil and oil 
Iiller were changed and 
the engines were run 
anottlcr four hours at 70 
mph to flush them out 

The oil was then -
drained from all engines 
llld the oil fillers 

_,fcmoved. The engines 
. were lheo stanc:tl 500 
times- with no oil in 
'~em at alii Remember, 
like lhe uotreared 
cn&ines.lbose trealed 
wilh Slick 50 Autom~ 
tlve Engine Formula had 

42% LESS WEAR 
ON PISTON RINGS 

been fiuslal out wilh 1001.0r oil bcf~n the lky-llan lesiS were run. 
After Lbe engines had been dry slalled 500 limes, Lhe 

engines IScaled with Slick SO Automotive Engine Formula 
showed a full42 perccntless wear oolhc pistoo rings! 

583 



584 FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIONS 

Complaint 

EXHIBITE 

$3.00 off the purchase 
price of Slick so• 

Automotive Engine Formula'• 
See inside for detaik. Offer expires March 31, 1995 

124 F.T.C. 
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BLUE CORAL, INC., ET AL. 

Complaint 

EXHIBITE 
.• ·. :.· .•• :: ••. ,.-.•. ~ ..•.• ; .. .•.''C• ~ 

$3.00 MAIL·IH REBATE ON SLICK W. ::,.•, ': ·, .. ! 
. AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE fORMULA~.·. : . ~. :· ~ 
• Pw<Hso 1 ~ •I saa s_o '"'-"" htfM ,......, oit4 '"'"i u.oo ~, ..i 
-Ttrl<l+ftodotckf•.,_~rtyeo..rtlrocWtr~f......, · ·, 
,1. TWs oripol roloete corttncoto 

•, 1. Dtrto4 orftloof ,.,olpt wlllo ·Sict 50_A,_tln bp.. f~ sM.rt~t · 
,.. "'"' pr1u •,...... •• drdoL v~ 1101y .. ,..._ .- HfaoWI · 

· h!'IIIS, 1n4 oM.a.dr li,IHS: • . ' .. 
l. PtHI ol ,.... ... "-~ lnWt Alp til~ Sldr SO '"'-"" gf.. 

, ............. ,.. ......... IIMto .. · ::" 

Skk 50 AUiomoliYI Engine f«mria k a ptapnelcry blend ollive 11ientili<a!ly 
lamUared themicrl campounck. Working tagerher, tlrey help bond a specially 
pranued l'lfi Ia ~metal in ygur ellqine, wMh ptovidn maximum ptalection 
from oil draftgt 11 al dlange lor 50,000 llli1es. 

I'TfEisrhodipporiolliGfldsuOflllllltvtrinvllllecf.AIIUih,iluiMalbe'borrded' 
to any ~~~tfuu by ari!Ddy melilod!. llowmf, !he me !hod Uled by Sli.:k 50 
Au1cmortM EngiM falmulo is l01lr• 01dinay. 

1101! engine" k'*-'llll'e little 1111111 rlron l'lfi and molar ail. !lome don'! 

con!Wl ony mP. d!l When makes lid so .lutomolive Engine Formula 
dillerenliso!helllicalwpporl poduge delignedrahelp1pecio8yactivvled PTfE 
bond Ia !he metal in ywr engine, so~ doe!n'! druin awoywilh yiKJI nexl oil 
change. No alhet ptocW hOI Slick 50 Automolil'e Engine formula's chemi!lry, and 
thai's wily noothtrprocluct 111'1 pravidl ill unique p!aledion. 
Aid that't why H't 11M H selling 111giM trtaflllent in tht world. 

81Hifi!S 

Suppon• a "''de 'a.nc1y of moci"'C'Otls. 
Lcmpcnlwc,.uo.;~dn,·•nHClMtod•llolu. 

M.&ltnUC'IotiiJI'k.hll' llollhthCJr\(141. E.n~llll:) 
1h111hc PTFE JOC' '*hc1'C ,(, u~pp:ncd 10 

and Wl).lhe'rc. 

EnM~tt-.ahM.•hc PTFE .,.,II nuc w:nlc CX~I•n 
lhco.lpan..lndprcvcru, . .:lump•ni.NO 
WUn~ra:n~ Ju~o~pourn•n~ycu're 
ttlol.lylol"· 

Mu•m•IC1chcdf~e•cncyof•htbond•ns 
p!'CX'C"H. 

Jl!aTDa n f:dgo ncr ... ,IOI'I ~ 
P'l'FE.anJrTCUJ.~LN.~ ... ,u 
1.1:31(CI'~.IXD,....Io. 

41301037 0693 

l,oMo-01 
1-{,do-fnpool ... ~ 

l~,do-!npoo!...,;,•• 

1-{,doW..r,dom..•• 
l~rdo_. ......... 

'-lloom!-~ 
IMIIIIrwa'" O.W.IIII 
..... ,,_ ... O....C..tN' 

0.1.*' G .. ~'•-"''" 

.:-~= •. · .. ···~· ~;·:~I '· ·"'~ 

•te .. e ..... 

·1 iiE ~U(i( SO 
0.J,1111 OF 
i'Hillllh]S 
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Count on Sliclt 50 to: 
• Redu1e engine wear olslorl·up. 
• lower engine lemperolure by redudng lrillion. 
•Improve bDrsepower. 
• lnueo1e gosmileoge. 
• Redute loli£ emi\sioM. 

Your Petrnlon Guarantee: 
All Peltolon produrts oreguoronleed lo perfortp os 
sloted when used as direded by monulodurer. 

Military lpetili<olions ore Mll·l-2\0H Mll·UMSH. 

e:l .,..,.. 
Jlllll1 ............ 

50 
\\•\ \0 i1 o f<\>41~~<1 of 

'•"•'···'"' .. (o<p<J<olcOII~tct· 

f'tho\01\, ln' 
H81 &ul\moo•• Rood 
........ _111104] 

/1'1":.-L (\./ L 

?ht 

/.1 /,.;r d JA.-lf 

TEST RESU!.TS CONARM 
~~flll. ..,N 

WEAR REDUCnoN 

w • .,.,_ 
00!.0 0100 01!10 .0200 

Mo . I Relere,,e Q,! fngin;;:: . ~1%~1nEnglne-Well l 

·•I 

__...s2-:~Re<luc!.J.InEnc,rn.Wo01 

I 
Silt It 50 nduced wur bJ_OY~r 50% 

Slkk SO E111lne tnt Ruulte 

fttii!N4Wiftf mo.un.m GAd onttogt 1fC!Ot"" r•gi .. partt 
r••o•fltJ bt ~~ (fA:t«ri<JnlltJ lndtl>ltUH•I ldtHflotf o1l•g 
ASTM priX!IJ•Ifl tAD•.J SM 511 l•gilll1mlmtnlltomolilf/lr 
r.Jo<td ••~1111 "'" ~p lo SJ% in m••imum _, otlllf on4l1% 
oft-Q9J wh« fOIIIp<" 'J<IlOII WNI ell eogil.f p«fii•Jlllg 
lnownASIAIIIft,.•• 

t.: •ler: 
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WfiY.:STARTING 
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THING-TO DO 
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: i:i', \!_; OIL 

l111ort·up, th.tro's 10 oil io rour engi111, 10 eaposed patti 
guod togorloer. 

At start-up, 
your oil's in the pan, 
not in the engine 
In fact, 70Y. to 80~. of all mechanical 
engine w~ar happens in those critical 
seconds after you tum the key 

ll.ul' s bewuse as soon ,os your cor's shut 
..... n. gravity begins pulling oil bock inlo the pon 
;;,r; ..,ith any additives il contains. And alter 

.. Jr hours, no protective cooling remains lo 
lubriwte your engine. 

As a resulr, exposed mechanicol engi~e paris 
grind together al stor1·up until oil con begin 
!irculating ogoin. And in those fin! uilicol 
1ewnds, permanent domoge occurs. 

Slich 50. Protective 
treatment for one 
of life's biggest 
investments 
For most families, 
buying o new 1or is o mojor 
e1pense. Plus, modern 
engines rev higher, run 

honer ond hove doser toler· 

oncesthon ever. So keeping 
them performing the way 

the monufo11urer intended 

is more dilli1ult ond more 
1ostly than ever. 

But not when you treat your 
1or with Sli1k SO. Within 30 
minutes, it begins to bond 
with metal purls ueoting o 
Iough super slippery lOOt· 
ing. One that mn redu1!! 
engine wear lor over 50,000 
miles. Sli1k 50- the "ONE 
QUART, ONE TIME" engine 
treatment treats the engine 
... notthe oil. 

Run cool even 
when the outside 
temperature's hot 
Summer driving imposes 
e1tro strain on your cor's 
engine. Temperatures ore 
higher, 10 stop and go 
mnditions toke o greater 

toll. Vocation trips ore 

longer. And pulling trailers 
ond boots also odd ellro 
engine strain. 

But be1ouse Sli1k SO 
helps insulate engine ports 
from rubbing, there's less 
lrir1ion. As o result, your cor 
runs moler with for less 
danger of overheating. 

Over a billion miles 
of proof 
So lor Sli1k 50 has been 
suuessfully used in more 
than t5 million mn driven 
thousands of miles eo1h . 

It's performed in U.S. 
Slick 50 is easy to use Government vehides. It's 

The ne11 time you change been used by poli1e depor1· 
your oil and filter, simply 

substitute one bottle of Sli1k 
SO lor the lost quort of oil. 

Thot'1 oil there is to it. 
Unlike additives, Sli1k SO 
does not hove to be added 
every lime you chonge 

menls. By mmmeuiol Reel 
owners. And by ro1e 101 
driven. And tests by on EPA 

re1ognized independent lob· 
oratory show it con prote11 
your 1or ogoinsl engine 
wear, too. 

Slicl1 50 treats iio..: en~;iuo ... ntJIIhe oil. 

Slick 50 mnloins PTFE, the wmld's most slippery 
solid substance ond the one with the greatest re1is· 
lome lo wear. PTFE also docm'l rust or mrrode. 
It's immune lo ocids ond olkolines. hnd the mo1e 
pressure it's under, the more slippery it hewme1. 

"ONE QUART, ONE TIME" 
protects and lubricates for more than 
50,000 miles. 
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AlouQ.tiiOt elmor01. ra aobiNlltJit. ~till, \11fO•k\tt~ 
(IUIUUIQ. 

AI arrancar, el aceite 
se encuentra en Ia 
bandeja y no en el 
motor 
la velll;)rl es IJIIP. el 70 a 60% del 
dc"igas\n mer.i'mico del motor ocurre 
en esto~ scgundos criticos cuando Ud. 
;"ttranca elmotor 

fslo paso porque ol opaqor el cache, lo 
gmvedod empiezo o jolor el O(eile del molar hocio 

Ia bondeja junto con los odilivos que wnlengo. Y 
de~pues de 4 horos, Ia wpo proledoro no se quedo 

poro lubriwr el motor. 

A wnsequefl(io de eslo, los pmlcl meuinims del 
motor expuesloslriuionon ol momenlo del orranqe 

hoslo que el O(eile vuelve o (irtulm. Y es en eslos 

primer01 momenlos nilims wando O!UHe el doiio 

permonenle. 

Slick 50. Un 
tratamiento 
protector de una 
de las inversiones 
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su vida 
!'oro Ia lomilio, Ia 
10mpro de un oulo nuevo es 
un goslo mayor, Ademos, 

\01 molores modernos 

don mos revolu!iones 
por 1egundo que onlel, 
fun<ionon con lemperotums 

mol elevodol, y lienen un 

nivel de tolerantio mcis bojo 
que numa. All que es oun 

mol dilicil y mos 11110 
goronlizor el rendimienlo 
romo deberio m. 

Pero no es osl wando cuido 

su motor ton Slitk Sll. En 
menos de 30 minutos, Slitk 

50 empiezo a odherirse £On 

los partes melolitos 

lormondo uno topo super 
lubrirante, una <opa que 

puede reducir el desgo11e 
de su motor por mcis de 
50,600 millos. 'ilitk Sll-
"un tuarto, solo uno vet". Un 
lrolomienlo porn el molor 

... no por o el areile. 

Slick 50 es facil 
tl~ usar 
la proaimo yez que Ud. 

hoga su wmbio de oreile 

y de lihro, 1implemenre 
SU!Iiluyo el ultima IUaJIO 

de oreile por un bare de 
~!irk 50. 

Eso eslodo lo que neresilo. 
Slitk SO, no tomo los 
odilivos, no se tiene que 
ogregor en 10da rornbio de 
or eire. r unriona a boja 

lemperoluro oun wondo 
hore mutbo rolor. 

Maneje sin 
problemas aun 
cuandohace 
muchocl'lor 
Manejnr en el verano hare 

que el motor se esluerze 
mci1. Y tomo hace mutho 
<alar, los parodos 10nlinuos 
desgaslan el motor. los 
viojel de varotionel son 

lorgns y jolondo remolques 

y bouos tombien 1ouso un 
gran desgosle. 

Pero tomo Slick 50 oyudo o 
ai!lor lo1 paries del molor y 

prevenir elrore, hoy menos 
lri({ion. Por e1o, el 101he 
hoboio Q lemperoluro mol 
baio y ton menos r iesgo de 
tolenlmse. 

Mas de , •• , l•iUt•·• •'" 
millns tl" ,.,., .. , .... , 

llo11o ohoro Slit~ SO ho 

Slick SO:...Un tratamiento 1nra ,.1 

nmlor ... uo para el 01tPile. 
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de miles de millos. 
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EXHIBIT I 

Product Benefits 
Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula significantly 
reduces wear on critical engine parts: 

• Protects the engine at start-up, when substantial engine 
wear occurs. 

• Reduces wear on engine parts operating under 
conditions of boundary lubrication (that is, making 
metal-to-metal contact), including the first and second 
piston rings. 

• Reduces engine wear by up to 50 percent for 50,000 
miles. 

• Long term, by reducing engine wear, Slick 50 
Automotive Engine Formula can contribute to lower 

maintenance and repair costs and to extended engine 
life. By reducing ring wear, it also has the potential to 
reduce automotive emissions. 
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DECISION AND ORDER 

The Federal Trade Commission having issued its complaint 
charging the predecessor corporations of the respondents named in 
the caption hereofwith violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, as amended, and the respondents' predecessors 
having been served with a copy of that complaint, together with a 
notice of contemplated relief; and 

The respondents, their attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth 
in the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for 
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondents of facts, other than jurisdictional facts, or of violations 
of law as alleged in the complaint issued by the Commission. 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3 .25( c) of 
its Rules; and 

The Commission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days, now 
in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25(f) 
of its Rules, the Cbmmission hereby makes the ·following 
jurisdictional findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Blue Coral, Inc. is a corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of business 
located at 1215 Valley Belt Road, Cleveland, Ohio. 

2. Blue Coral-Slick 50, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Blue 
Coral, Inc., organized, existing and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place ofbusiness located at 225 E. John Carpenter Freeway, 
Irving, Texas. 

3. Blue Coral, Inc. is the general partner in Blue Coral-Slick 50, 
Ltd., a limited partnership, with its principal office located at 1385 
West 2200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah. Its certificate of limited 
partnership is filed with the State of Ohio. 

4. Blue Coral, Inc., Blue Coral-Slick 50, Inc., and Blue 
Coral-Slick 50, Ltd. are successors-in-interest to the four corporations 
named as respondents in the Federal Trade Commission's complaint 
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against Quaker State - Slick 50, Inc., Slick 50 Management, Inc., 
Slick 50 Products Corp., and Slick 50 Corp. 

5. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall appJy: 

"Slick 50" shall mean the aftermarket motor oil additive known 
as Slick 50 Automotive Engine Formula, Slick 50 Advanced Formula 
Engine Treatment, or any Slick 50 trademarked product of 
substantially similar composition. 

''Motor oil product" shall mean a product for use in conjunction 
with or in place of fully formulated motor oil. 

"Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies, or other evidence based on the expertise 
of professionals in the relevant area that has been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so, using 
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and 
reliable results. 

I. 

It is ordered, That respondents Blue Coral, Inc. and Blue 
Coral-Slick 50, Inc., corporations, and Blue Coral-Slick 50, Ltd., a 
limited partnership, their successors and assigns, and their officers, 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, advertising, labeling, packaging, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Slick 50, or any substantially similar motor oil 
product containing polytetrafluoroethylene (hereinafter "PTFE"), in 
or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from representing, in 
any manner, directly or by implication, that: 

A. Automobile engines generally have little or no protection from 
wear at or just after start-up unless they have been treated with such 
product; 
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.B. Automobile engines commonly experience premature failure 
caused by wear unless they are treated with such product; or 

C. Such product coats engine parts with a layer of PTFE; 
provided however, that this provision shall not prohibit any claim that 
relates to chemical or physical reactions between Slick 50 and metal 
surfaces of engine parts that is substantiated by competent and 
reliable scientific evidence. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Blue Coral, Inc. and Blue 
Coral-Slick 50, Inc., corporations, and Blue Coral-Slick 50, Ltd., a 
limited partnership, their successors and assigns, and their officers, 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, advertising, labeling, packaging, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of Slick 50, any other engine lubricating product 
used in a motor vehicle and sold under the Slick 50 trademark, or any 
engine treatment or oil additive, in or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do 
forthwith cease and desist from: 

A. Misrepresenting, in any manner, directly or by implication: 

1. That such product meets military specifications or the 
requirements, standards, or specifications of any other governmental 
or private organization; or 

2. The existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions, or 
interpretations of any test or study. 

B. Making any representation, in any manner, directly or by 
implication: · 

1. That, compared to motor oil alone, such product: 

a) Reduces engine wear; 
b) Reduces engine wear by more than 50%, by up to 50o/o, or by 

any other specific quantity; 
c) Reduces engine wear at start-:-up; 
d) Extends the duration of engine life; or 
e) Lowers engine temperatures, reduces toxic emissions, increases 

gas mileage, or increases horsepower; 
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2. That one or any other number of treatments of such product 
reduces engine wear for 50,000 or any other number of miles; 

3. That such product has been used in a significant number or any 
other number of U.S. Government vehicles; or 

4. Regarding the performance, benefits, efficacy, attributes or use 
of such product, 

unless, at the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable evidence, which when 
appropriate must be competent and reliable scientific evidence, that 
substantiates the representation. 

III. 

It is further ordered, That respondents Blue Coral, Inc. and Blue 
Coral-Slick 50, Inc., corporations, and Blue Coral-Slick 50, Ltd., a 
limited partnership, their successors and assigns, and their officers, 
agents, representatives, and employees, directly or through any 
corporation, subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with 
the manufacturing, advertising, labeling, packaging, offering for sale, 
sale, or distribution of any lubricating product used in a motor vehicle 
and sold under the Slick 50 trademark, other than any engine 
lubricating product, including but not limited to any fuel treatlnent, 
transmission fluid, or brake fluid, in or affecting commerce, as 
"commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do 
forthwith cease and desist from making any representation, in any 
manner, directly or by implication, that such product: 

A. Reduces wear on any motor vehicle part; 
B. Extends the duration of any motor vehicle part's life; 
C. Lowers engine temperatures; 
D. Reduces toxic emissions; 
E. Increases gas mileage; or 
F. Increases horsepower, 

unless, at the time of making such representation, respondents possess 
and rely upon competent and reliable evidence, which when 
appropriate must be competent and reliable scientific evidence, that 
substantiates the representation. 
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IV. 

It is further ordered, That, for five (5) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondents, their successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

A. All labeling, packaging, advertisements and promotional 
materials setting forth any representation covered by this order; 

B. All materials that were relied upon to substantiate any 
representation covered by this order; and 

C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations or other 
evidence in their possession or control, or of which they have 
knowledge, that contradict, qualify, or call into question such 
representation or the basis upon which respondents relied for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers or 
governmental entities. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirty (30) 
days prior to any proposed change in the respondents such as 
dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the emergence of a 
successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or 
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance 
obligations arising under this order. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of their 
operating divisions and to each of their officers, agents, 
representatives, or employees engaged in the preparation and 
placement of advertisements, promotional materials, product labels 
or other such sales materials covered by this order, and shall obtain 
from each such person or entity a signed statement acknowledging 
receipt of the order. 
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VII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall: 

A. Within thirty (30) days after the date of service of this order, 
send by first class certified mail, return receipt requested, to each 
purchaser for resale of Slick 50 with which respondents have done 
business since January 1, 1993, notice of this order in the form 
attached as Attachment A. The mailing shall not include any other 
documents; and 

B. In the event that respondents receive any information that 
subsequent to its receipt of notice of this order any· purchaser for 
resale is using or disseminating any advertisement or promotional 
material specified in Attachment A, respondents shall: (1) 
immediately send such purchaser for resale a letter requesting that it· 
stop using or disseminating any item specified in Attachment A and 
notifying it that the respondents will report its use or dissemination 
of any item specified in Attachment A to the Commission; and (2) 
within thirty (30) days notify the Associate Director for Enforcement, 
Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission, in 
writing, of such purchaser for resale's identity and its use or 
dissemination of any item specified in Attachment A. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall, for five (5) years after the last correspondence to which 
they pertain, maintain and upon request make available to the Federal 
Trade Commission for inspection and copying: 

A. Copies of all signed statements obtained from persons or 
entities pursuant to part VI of this order; 

B. Copies of all notification letters sent to purchasers for resale 
pursuant to subparagraph A of part VII of this order; and 

C. Copies of documents sufficient to show any redress made 
available to consumers pursuant to any class action lawsuit pending 
against respondents or any of their affiliates, which challenges 
conduct similar to that challenged by the Commission in this 
proceeding. 
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IX. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall provide notification of all proposed class action 
settlement tem1s relating to any class action lawsuits pending against 
respondents or any of their affiliates, which challenges conduct 
similar to that challenged by the Commission in this proceeding, to 
the Associate Director for Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer 
Protection, Federal Trade Commission, in writing, at least ten (1 0) 
days before any such proposed settlement is submitted to a court for 
final approval. 

X. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate on December 
9, 2017, or twenty years from themost recent date that the United 
States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or 
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging 
any violation of the order, whichever comes later; provided, however, 
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of: 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
years; 

B. This order's application to any respondent that is not named as 
a defendant in such complaint; and 

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any p,rovision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will tenninate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint had never been filed~ except that the order will not 
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the 
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such 
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal. 

XI. 

It is further ordered, That respondents, their successors and 
assigns, shall, within sixty (60) days after service of this order, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the 
manner and form in which they have complied or intend to comply 
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with this order; and, every ninety (90) days after final court approval 
of any settlement of a class action lawsuit which challenges conduct 
similar to that challenged by the Commission in this proceeding, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, disclosing the amount of 
consumer redress made available by the respondents pursuant to such 
settlement, until such time as the respondents have satisfied their 
obligation to make available redress pursuant to any such settlement. 

Commissioner Anthony not participating. 

ATTACHMENT A 

BY CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
[To be printed on respondents' letterhead] 

Dear [purchaser for resale]: 
[date] 

As you may be aware, on July 12, 1996, the Federal Trade Commission 
("FTC") issued a complaint against Quaker State - Slick 50, Inc., Slick 50 
Management, Inc., Slick 50 Products Corp., and Slick 50 Corp. 

In its complaint, the FTC alleged that advertisements for Slick 50 Engine 
Treatment ("Slick 50") have made false and unsubstantiated claims that: (1) 
Automobile engines generally have little or no protection from wear at or just after 
start-up unless they have been treated with Slick 50; (2) Automobile engines 
commonly experience premature failure caused by wear unless they are treated 
with Slick 50; (3) Slick 50 coats engine parts with a layer ofPTFE; and (4) Slick 
50 meets military specifications for aftermarket motor oil additives. 

The FTC also alleged that advertisements for Slick 50 have made 
unsubstantiated claims that, compared to motor oil alone, Slick 50: (1) Reduces 
engine wear; (2) Reduces engine wear by more than 50%;.(3) Reduces engine wear 
by up to 50%; (4) Reduces engine wear at start-up; (5) Extends the duration of 
engine life; ( 6) Lowers engine temperatures; (7) Reduces toxic emissions; (8) 
Increases gas mileage; and (9) Increases horsepower. In addition, the FTC alleged 
that Slick 50 advertisements made unsubstantiated claims that: (1) One treatment 
of Slick 50 continues to reduce engine wear for 50,000 miles; and (2) Slick 50 has 
been used in a significant number of U.S. Government vehicles. 

Finally, the FTC alleged that Slick 50 advertisements falsely claimed that tests 
prove that, compared to motor oil alone, Slick 50: ( 1) Reduces engine wear by 
more than 50%; (2) Reduces engine wear by up to 50%; and (3) Reduces engine 
wear at start-up; and that tests prove that one treatment of Slick 50 continues to 
reduce engine wear for 50,000 miles. 

On December 9, 1997, the FTC issued a consent order to cease and desist 
which prohibits certain claims for Slick 50. We consented to the issuance of the 
order for settlement purposes only and without admitting any of the FTC's 
allegations that we violated the law. The order requires us to request that our 
distributors and wholesalers stop using or distributing advertisements or 
promotional materials containing claims challenged by the FTC. As one of our 
distributors or wholesalers, we are required to send [purchaser for resale] this letter. 
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Specifically, the FTC order prohibits us in the future from making claims that 
(1) Automobile engines generally have little or no protection from wear at or just 
after start-up unless they have been treated with Slick 50; (2) Automobile engines 
commonly experience premature failure caused by wear unless they are treated 
with Slick 50; and (3) Slick 50 coats engine parts with a layer ofPTFE. The order 
also requires that we have a reasonable basis for any performance claims we make 
for Slick 50 Engine Treatment or other engine lubricating product sold under the 
Slick 50 trademark, as well as any engine treatment or oil additive. In addition, it 
requires that we have a reasonable basis for certain specific claims we make for 
other lubricating products sold under the Slick 50 trademark. 

We request your assistance by asking you to discontinue using, distributing, 
or relying on any of your advertising or promotional material for Slick 50 Engine 
Treatment received from us prior to July 1, 1997. Please also notify any of your 
customers who resell these products and who may have such materials to 
discontinue using those promotional materials. If we receive information that you 
are continuing to use those materials, we are required to notify the FTC of your 
failure to comply with this request. 

Under separate cover, we will be sending you replacement promotional 
material that you will be able to use. 

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

[name] 
President 
[respondents] 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

COOPER INDUSTRIES, INC. 

MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket C-3469. Consent Order, Oct. 26, 1993--Modifying Order, Dec. 15, 1997 

This order reopens a 1993 consent order -- that required the respondent to divest 
certain assets and to license certain technology for manufacturing industrial 
fuses -- and this order modifies the consent order by setting aside provisions 
of the consent order which required Cooper to license and divest low-voltage 
industrial fuse technology that it gained in its acquisition ofBmsh Fuses, Inc.; 
and by substituting a provision requiring prior Commission approval of certain 
acquisitions with a provision requiring prior notification. 

ORDER REOPENING AND MODIFYING ORDER 

I. THE COMPLAINT AND ORDER 

On August 15, 1997, Cooper Industries, Inc. ("Cooper"), the 
respondent named in the above-referenced consent order ("order") 
issued by the Commission on October 26, 1993, filed its Petition to 
Reopen and Vacate Consent Order ("Petition"). Cooper asks that the 
Commission reopen and vacate the order pursuant to Section 5(b) of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC" Act"), 15 U.S.C. 45(b ), 
and Section 2.51 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, 16 CPR 2.51, based on changed facts. and the public 
interest and consistent with the Statement of Federal Trade 
Commission Policy Concerning Prior Approval And Prior Notice 
Provisions, issued on June 21, 1995 ("Prior Approval Policy 
Statement").1 The thirty-day public comment period on Cooper's 
Petition ended on September 15, 1997. No comments were received. 

The Commission has determined to grant, in part, Cooper's 
Petition by reopening the order and modifying it to set aside the 
requirements of paragraph II through VII, but to deny the request to __ 
vacate the order. Rather, the Commission has determined to substitute 
for the prior approval requirement of paragraph VIII the prior 
notification and waiting period requirements of Section 7 A of the 
Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18a, commonly referred to as the 
Hart-Scott-Rodino ("HSR") Act, for all non-HSR reportable 

1 
60 Fed. Reg. 39745-47 (Aug. 3, 1995); 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) ~ 13,241. 
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acquisitions otherwise meeting the specifications of paragraphs VIII 
and IX. This modification therefore eliminates the need for the 
separate prior notification requirement of paragraph IX, and the 
Commission has determined to set aside that paragraph. 

The complaint in this matter alleges that Cooper's agreement to 
acquire the Fusegear Group, including Brush Fuses, Inc. ("Brush"), 
from BTR pic violated Section 5 of the FTC Act, and that the 
acquisition of the Fuse gear Group, including Brush, wo~ld violate 
Section 5 of the FTC Act and Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 
18, by lessening competition and tending to create a monopoly in the 
market for low voltage industrial fuses ("LVI Fuses") in the United 
States. 

The resulting order became final on October 29, 1993.2 Paragraph 
III of the order requires Cooper to grant a license within twelve 
months to a licensee, who has received prior approval by the 
Commission, to obtain and use the LVI Fuse Technology and 
Know-how to manufacture any and all types of LVI Fuses that had 
been manufactured by or for Brush and sold within the United States 
within the last three years prior to the acquisition ofBn1sh by Cooper 
("License"). Paragraph II orders Cooper to divest the Brush Assets to 
the licensee, but only to the extent the licensee chooses to acquire 
those assets. Paragraphs IV and V contain additional requirements 
related to maintaining the Brush Assets pending divestiture and to an 
interim supply agreement. Paragraph VI provides for the appointment 
of a trustee should Cooper fail to grant the License and divest within 
the requisite period, and paragraph VII specifies Cooper's notification 
and reporting obligations. The purpose of the License and divestiture 
is to remedy the lessening of competition in the LVI Fuse market and 
to assist the licensee to manufacture, distribute, and sell a full line of 
LVI Fuses.3 Cooper failed to grant the License within the time 
required, and the Commission approved the appointment of a trustee, 
on February 12, 1996. The trustee also failed to grant the License 
before his term expired 9n February 15, 1997. 

II. THE PETITION 

In its Petition, Cooper describes its and the trustee's efforts to 
license and asserts, with supporting affidavits,4 that despite these 
efforts, a licensee for the LVI Fuse Technology and Know-how has 

2
116 FTC 1243 (1993). 

3 
Order ~~ II and III.A. . 

4 
Affidavits of James R. Deen, Associate General Counsel, and Homer Blalock, Trustee. 
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not been found. Cooper believes that the value of the License and 
related assets now is reduced to such an extent that "no willing buyer 
is likely to come forward. "5 It also asserts that the prior approval and 
prior notice requirements of the order are "unique" and that "there is 
no 'credible risk' that Cooper will undertake an anticompetitive and 
unreportable transaction." Cooper further argues that the de minimis 
nature -of less that $3.5 million sales specified in paragraph IX is 
prima facie evidence of the Commission's lack of concern about such 
acquisitions and that, therefore, such prior notification is unnecessary. 

III. STANDARD FOR REOPENING AND MODIFYING FINAL ORDERS 

Section 5(b) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(b ), provides that the 
Commission shall reopen an order to consider whether it should be 
modified if the respondent "makes a satisfactory showing that 
changed conditions of law or fact" so require. A satisfactory showing 
sufficient to require reopening is made when a request to reopen 
identifies significant changes in circumstances and shows that the 
changes eliminate the need for the order or make continued 
application of it inequitable or harmful to competition. S. Rep. No. 
96-500, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1979) (significant changes or changes 
causing unfair disadvantage); Louisiana-Pacific Corp., Docket No. 
C-2956, Letter to John C. Hart (June 5, 1986) at 4. (unpublished) 
("Hart Letter").6 

Section 5(b) also provides that the Commission may modify an 
order when, although changed circumstances would not require 
reopening, the Commission determines that the public interest so 
requires. Respondents are therefore invited in petitions to reopen to 
show how the public interest warrants the requested modification. 
Hart Letter at 5.; 16 CFR 2.51. In such a case, the respondent must 
demonstrate as a threshold matter some affirmative need to modify 
the order.7 For example, it may be in the public interest to modify an 
order "to relieve any impediment to effective competition that may 
result from the order. Damon Corp., 101 FTC 689, 692 (1983). Once 
such a showing of need is made, the Commission will balance the 
reasons favoring the requested modification against any reasons not 
to make the modification. Damon Letter at 2. The Commission also 

5 
Petition at 11. 

6 
See also United States v. Louisiana-Pacific C01p., 967 F.2d 1372, 1376-77 (9th Cir. 1992) ("A 

decision to reopen does not necessarily entail a decision to modify the order. Reopening may occur 
even where the petition itself does not plead facts requiring modification."). 

7 . 
Letter to Joel E. Hoffman, Damon Corp., C-2916 [1979-1983 Transfer Binder] Trade Reg. Rep. 

(CCH) ~ 22,207 at 22,585 (March 29, 1983)("Damon Letter"). 
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will consider whether the particular modification sought is 
appropriate to remedy the identified harm. !d. at 4. 

The language of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden 
is on the petitioner to make a "satisfactory showing" of changed 
conditions to obtain reopening of the order. The legislative history 
also makes it clear that the petitioner has the burden of showing, other 
than by conclusory statements, why an order should be modified. The 
Commission "may properly decline to reopen an order if a ~.~quest is 
merely conclusory or otherwise fails to set forth specific facts 
demonstrating in detail the nature of the changed conditions and the 
reasons why these conditions require the requested modification of 
the order." S. Rep. No. 96-500, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 9-10 (1979); see 
also Rule 2.5l(b) (requiring affidavits in support of petitions to 
reopen and modify). If the Commission determines that the petitioner 
has made the required showing, the Commission must reopen the 
order to consider whether modification is required and, if so, the 
nature and extent of the modification. The Commission is not 
required to reopen the order, however, if the petitioner fails to meet 
its burden of making the satisfactory showing required by the statute. 
The petitioner's burden is not a light one given the public interest in 
repose and the finality of Commission orders. 8 

IV. REOPENING AND MODIFYING THE ORDER IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

As Cooper described in its Petition, supported by the required 
affidavits, it and the trustee seemingly have done all that is possible 
to grant the License. Immediately after the order became final, 
Cooper notified all those companies thought to be likely potential 
acquirers of the License that the License was available. The 
availability of the License also was widely advertised, first by Cooper 
and then by the trustee. Although both Cooper and the trustee 
received serious inquiries, each of the initially interested parties 
declined to pursue. the License after performing a more detailed 
evaluation. Cooper asserts that now, more than four years since the 
order became final, the value of the License and related assets is 
reduced to such an extent that "no willing buyer is likely to come_ 
forward." 9 

Although the fact that the passage of time has reduced the value 
of the assets was foreseeable and thus does not constitute the change 

8 
See Federated Department Stores, Inc. v. Moitie, 425 U.S. 394 (1981 )(strong public interest 

conside.rations support repose and finality). 
9 

Petition at 11. 
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in fact necessary to justify reopening the order, it would be futile to 
continue to require Cooper to grant a License and inequitable to 
require it to keep paying a trustee to attempt the same. Accordingly, 
Cooper has demonstrated an affirmative need to reopen the order. 

In balancing whether Cooper has demonstrated that the reasons 
to set aside the licensing, divestiture, and related requirements 
outweigh the need to continue to impose these obligations on Cooper, 
the Commission notes that the purpose of the order was to increase 
competition by granting a License to a licensee to manufacture, 
distribute, and sell a full line of LVI Fuses. Such a licensee could not 
be found, and the evidence indicates that the value of the License is 
now so reduced that such a licensee will not be found, regardless of 
the additional effort. The diligent attempts of the trustee to market the 
License demonstrate that further attempts to license, even at no 
minimum price, are likely to be fruitless. 10 Because there is no need 
to continue to require Cooper either to attempt to grant a License or 
to maintain the Brush Assets (as it has since those assets were 
acquired), the divestiture obligations of the order should be set aside. 

V. PRJOR APPROVAL POLICY STATEMENT 

In its Petition, Cooper also asks the Commission to vacate the 
prior approval and prior notification provisions of paragraphs VIII 
and IX. Paragraph VIII and paragraph IX together prohibit Cooper, 
for ten years, from making any acquisition of interests in or assets of 
specified entities without either the prior approval of the Commission 
or HSR-type prior notification. The value of the acquired entity's 
sales of LVI Fuses in each of the three years preceding such 
acquisition determines whether prior approval or prior notification is 
required. Cooper contends that these prior approval and prior notice 
requirements are unique and asserts that prior approval is 
unwarranted because "there is no 'credible risk' that Cooper will 
undertake an anticompetitive and unreportable transaction." 11 It adds 
that the de minimis level of sales that triggers paragraph IX's prior 
notification provision is prima facie evidence that the Commission 
was particularly unconcerned about such acquisitions, and, therefo:ce, 
that prior notification also is unwarranted. 12 

10 . . k 8 . h' h h The respondent made the same showmg m Promodes, S.A., Doc et No. 922 , m w 1c t e 
trustee accomplished divestiture of only some of the supermarkets to be divested. Order Granting 
Request to Reopen and Modify, 117 FTC 37 (1994). 

11 
Petition at 14. 

12 Jd. 
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The Commission, in its Prior Approval Policy Statement, 
"concluded that a general policy of requiring prior approval is no 
longer needed," citing the availability of the premerger notification 
and waiting period requirements of the HSR Act to protect the public 
interest in effective merger law enforcement. Prior Approval Policy 
Statement at 2. The Commission announced that it will "henceforth 
rely on the HSR process as its principal means of learning about and 
reviewing mergers by companies as to which the Comrr~}ssion had 
previously found a reason to believe that the companies had engaged 
or attempted to engage in an illegal merger." As a general matter, 
"Commission orders in such cases will not include prior approval or 
prior notification requirem·ents." !d. 

The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies 
as needed in the public interest, including ordering narrow prior 
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited 
circumstances. The Commission said in its Prior Approval Policy 
Statement that "a narrow prior approval provision may be used where 
there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to 
engage in an anticompetitive merger would, but for the provision, 
attempt the same or approximately the same merger." The 
Commission also said that "a narrow prior notification provision may 
be used where there is a credible risk that a company that engaged or 
attempted to engage in an anti competitive merger would, but for an 
order, engage in an otherwise unreportable anticompetitive merger." 
Id. at 3. As explained in the Prior Approval Policy Statement, the 
need for a prior notification requirement will depend on 
circumstances such as the structural characteristics of the relevant 
markets, the size and other characteristics of the relevant markets, the 
size and other characteristics of the market participants, and other 
relevant factors. 

The Commission also mmounced, in its Prior Approval Policy 
Statement, its intention "to initiate a process for reviewing the 
retention or modification of these existing requirements" and invited 
respondents subject to such requirements "to submit a request to 
reopen the order." !d. at 4. The Commission determined that, "when 
a petition is filed to reopen and modify an order pursuant to ... [the 
Prior Approval Policy Statement], the Commission will apply a 
rebuttable presumption that the public interest requires reopening of 
the order and modification of the prior approval requirement 
consistent with the policy announced" in the Statement. !d. 
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The presumption is that setting aside the prior approval 
requirement of paragraph VIII is in the public interest. The record 
contains no evidence suggesting that this matter presents the limited 
circumstances identified in the Prior Approval Policy Statement as 
appropriate for retaining a narrow prior approval provision, i.e., a 
credible risk that, but for the prior approval provision, the respondent 
would ~attempt the same or approximately the same merger. 

Prior notification, however, is appropriate for acquisition~ that fall 
below the HSR threshold for the relevant market because the 
acquisition in this matter was just such a non-reportable acquisition, 
acquisitions of LVI Fuses from other producers are still possible, and, 
thus, a credible risk exists that Cooper could engage in future 
anticompetitive acquisitions that would not be subject to the 
premerger notification and waiting period requirements of the HSR 
Act. Cooper argues that the de minimis level of acquisitions requiring 
paragraph IX prior notification shows that the Commission has no 
concern for such acquisitions, but Cooper has presented no facts to 
support that assertion. Although such small acquisitions may not have 
required prior approval, they raise potential antitrust concerns 
sufficient to require prior notification. Accordingly, prior notification 
should be required for all acquisitions and may now be incorporated 
in one paragraph. 

Accordingly, It is ordered, that this matter be, and it hereby is, 
reopened; and 

It is further ordered, That the order be, and it hereby is, modified 
to set aside paragraphs II through VII and paragraph IX, as of the 
effective date of this order; and 

It is further ordered, that paragraph VIII of the order be, and it 
hereby is, modified, as of the effective date of this order, tb read as 
follows: 

It is further ordered, That for ten (1 0) years from the date this 
order becomes final, respondent shall not, without prior notification 
to the Commission, directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries, 
partnerships, or otherwise: 

A. Acquire any stock, share capital, equity or other interest in any 
concern, corporate or non-corporate, which manufactures (either 
directly or indirectly), and sells the Relevant Product (other than sales 
to subsidiaries or divisions of the concern) in or into the United 
States; or 
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B. Acquire any assets used for, or previously used for (and still 
suitable for use for) the manufacture and sale in or into the United 
States of the Relevant Product from any concern, corporate or 
non-corporate, except in the ordinary course of business. 

On the anniversary of the date on which this order becomes final, 
and on-every anniversary thereafter for the following nine (9) years, 
Cooper shall file with the Commission a verified written report of its 
compliance with paragraph VIII of the order. 

The prior notifications required by this paragraph VIII shall be given 
on the Notification and Report Form set forth in the Appendix to Part 
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as amended 
(hereinafter referred to as "the Notification"), and shall be prepared 
and transmitted in accordance with the requirements of that part, 
except that no filing fee will be required for any such notification, 
notification shall be filed with the Secretary of the Commission, 
notification need not be made to the United States Department of 
Justice, and notification is required only of respondent and not of any 
other party to the transaction. Respondent shall provide the 
Notification to the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to 
consummating any such transaction (hereinafter referred to as the 
"first waiting period"). If, within the first waiting period, 
representatives of the Commission make a written request for 
additional information, respondent shall not consummate the 
transaction until twenty (20) days after substantially complying with 
such request for additional information. Early termination of the 
waiting periods in this paragraph may be requested and, where 
appropriate, granted by letter from the Bureau of Competition. 
Notwithstanding, prior notification shall not be required by this 
paragraph for a transaction for which notification is required to be 
made, and has been made, pursuant to Section 7 A of the Clayton Act, 
15 U.S.C. 18a. 

Commissioner Starek concurring in the result only. 
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IN THE MATTER OF 

WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

Docket 9261. Complaint, Sept 24, 1993--Decision, Dec. 24, 1997 

This consent order requires, among other things, the New York-based corporation 
to provide certain types of evidence to substantiate future weight loss and 
weight loss maintenance claims; requires disclosure statements regarding the 
actual maintenance experience of the customers; and requires in some 
instances that testimonials concerning weight loss or maintenance success 
contain a statement reflecting the generally expected success for program 
participants or indicate that dieters should not expect to experience similar 
results. 

Appearances 

For the Commission: Ronald Waldman and Michael Bloom. 
For the respondent: Keith Pugh and Edward Henneberry, Howrey 

& Simon, Washington, D.C. and Robert Hollweg, Woodbury, N.Y. 

COMPLAINT 

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that 
Weight Watchers International, Inc., a corporation (hereinafter 
"Weight Watchers" or "respondent"), has violated the provisions of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act, and it appearing to the 
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the 
public interest, alleges: 

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Weight Watchers International, 
Inc. is a Virginia corporation, with its principal office or place of 
business at 500 N. Broadway, Jericho, New York. 

PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised, offered for sale,_ and sold 
weight loss and weight maintenance services and products, including 
1000 to 1500 calorie-a-day weight loss programs which it makes 
available to consumers at numerous company-owned and franchised 
"Weight Watchers" centers nationwide. 

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this 
complaint have been in or affecting commerce, as "commerce" is 
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
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PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be 
disseminated advertisements for the Weight Watchers weight loss 
program, including but not necessarily limited to the attached 
Exhibits 1 through 21. 

SUCCESS CLAIMS 

PAR. 5. The advertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits 1 
through 17, contain the following statements: 

(a) Quick, successful weight loss. [Exhibit 1] 
(b) The feelings of success cultivated during the early weeks of the Program 

foster the self-efficacy needed to see weight-loss goals to fruition. Therefore, 
Weight Watchers members not only lose weight successfully, they learn the 
necessary skills to keep it off for a lifetime. Through the cultivation of healthy 
eating and exercise habits, and the implementation of strategies for dealing with 
challenging weightless situations, our members learn to rriake proper weight 
management a lifelong habit. [Exhibit 2] 

(c) Our program not only helps you slim down, it helps you stay that way. 
Y ou'lllearn how to eliminate the habits that have contributed to unwanted weight 
gain and replace them with constructive ones .... 

Weight Watchers has already helped more than 30 million people around the 
world lose weight. In our At Work program you, too, will shed pounds with our 
medically approved program .... Explores food-related behavior patterns and 
helps you establish healthy eating and exercise habits so that you not only lose 
weight but also maintain the loss .... 

At each At Work Program meeting you will receive additional weight-loss 
tools that make it easier to reach and maintain your goal weight. . . . Most 
importantly, you'll be setting the foundation for a lifetime of successful weight 
management, joining the tens of thousands of people who have reached and 
maintained their goal weights through our program. [Exhibit 3] 

(d) As a Weight Watchers member, you'll discover an infinite number of 
choices. Best of all, you'll fmd that you control your diet; your diet does not 
control you. And when you've reached the weight you want, we'll show you how 
to stay there for the rest of your life .... 

At Weight Watchers, you will lose weight at the pace that is best for you on 
a diet of foods you'll be able to eat for the rest of your life. [Exhibit 4] 

(e) We pride ourselves on providing a state-of-the-art Program that works .... 
That's why the Weight Watchers program is a safe and healthy route to permanent 
weight loss .... 

We're sure you'll agree that the Weight Watchers program is an investment in 
the future. The new knowledge, attitudes, and values you develop will last a 
lifetime for a slimmer, happier, healthier you. [Exhibit 5] 

(f) Lose fast with results that last. [Exhibit 6] 
(g) Its [sic) our most livable, effective way to lose weight ever. So hurry and 

join Weight Watchers. That way you'lllearn how to lose weight and maintain it for 
a lifetime. [Exhibit 7] 
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(h) HUNGRY FOR A WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM THAT REALLY 
WORKS? WEIGHT WATCHERS WORKS FOR A LIFETIME [Exhibit 8] 

( i) Trusting a weight loss program. 
Weight Watchers has been in business for 27 years. We don't rely on fads or 

gimmicks--just a safe, sensible approach to weight loss, based on sound nutrition, 
that works. And with our new 1991 Personal Choice Program, you decide the plan 
that's best for your lifestyle. You eat real food . . . and set your own pace. With 
the support you need to lose the weight and keep it off--all for just $1 0 a week. 
[Exhibit 9] 

(j) Our Unique Four-Way Approach to Weight Loss 
The new Quick Success program--it's not a diet, it's a total weight-loss 

package. Using our proven four-way approach, you'll progress toward one ultimate 
goal-permanent weight loss. Here's how it works . ; .. [Exhibit 1 0] 

(k) If you're having a hard time losing weight, chances are the problem isn't 
lack of willpower. It's what you're forced to eat. 

That's why our Personal Choice Program works so well: You get a wide 
variety of delicious real foods, including treats like pizza and chocolate cake. 
What's more, you can choose the foods you like. We'll show you how. 

With a Program this flexible, we know you'll fmd the power within you to lose 
weight. And there's a Weight Watcher's meeting near you to help.[Exhibit 11] 

(1) Mary Mach, Lost 91lbs./maintained for 16 years. 
IT WORKS! [Exhibit 12] 

(m) Jeanie Darnell Lost 77 lbs./maintained for 2 years. 
IT WORKS! [Exhibit 13] 

(n) I can't believe it. I ate pizza with my kids, the same meals I cooked for my 
family, and even had a snack with my coffee. And you know what? I lost every 
single pound I wanted to .... 
What's more, because I can live with this program, I stuck to it and reached my 
goal. [Exhibit 14] 

( o) Tracy Burgess, before. Tracy Burgess, after .... 
Want proven results? Join Weight Watchers today. [Exhibit 15] 

(p) [W]e've helped millions and millions of people lose weight. And learn 
how to keep it off, year after year after year. [Exhibit 16] 

( q) If it's a smaller figure you're after, we've got one. With this terrific offer, 
it's a great time for you to join Weight Watchers and get one of your own. 

You'll learn how to eat real foods right away. Handle real-life challenges. And 
develop permanent habits that won't just help you reach your goal weight. They'll 
help keep you there. 

So take advantage of our great offer today. While your smaller figure may last 
forever, ours won't. So hurry and join Weight Watchers today. [Exhibit 17] 

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictiop.s 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph five, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 1 through 17, respondent 
has represented, directly or by implication, that: 
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(a) Weight Watchers customers typically are successful In 
reaching their weight loss goals; 

(b) Weight Watchers customers typically are successful in 
maintaining their weight loss achieved under the Weight Watchers 
diet program; and 

(c) Overweight or obese Weight Watchers customers typically are 
successful in reaching their weight loss goals and maintaining their 
weight loss either long-term or permanently. 

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph five, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 1 through 15, respondent 
has represented, directly or by implication, that at the time it made the 
representations set forth in paragraph six, respondent possessed and 
relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated those 
representations. 

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the 
representations set forth in paragraph six, respondent did not possess 
and rely upon a reasonable · basis that substantiated those 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
seven was, and is, false and misleading. 

20% FASTER WEIGHT LOSS CLAIMS 

PAR. 9. The advertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits 18 
through 21, contain the following statements: 

(a) GREAT SAVINGS ON FASTER WEIGHT LOSS. 
PROVEN-EFFECTIVE, TOO! 

Research proved it! Last year's Quick Success Program melted pounds 20% 
faster than before. And this year's New 1989 Quick Success Program is even 
better, thanks to an easier-to-use food plan, an expanded and simplified optional 
exercise plan and that wonderful meeting experience .... Come prove to yourself 
what we already know -- this is the program you can count on [Exhibit 18] 

(b) Last year alone, this proven effective program [the "Quick Success 
Program"] helped millions of members take off weight over 20% faster than ev~r. 
This year, it's even easier. [Exhibit 19] 

(c) THE PROVEN-EFFECTIVE WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT FASTER. 
Research proved last year's Quick Success Program melted pounds 20% faster than 
before. And now it's even easier to lose weight that fast! [Exhibit 20] 

(d) Learn about our fastest-ever weight loss program! 
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Research proves our Quick Success Program works 20% faster than before. 
And this year, it's new and even better, with a revised, easier-to-follow food plan 
and an expanded optional exercise plan. [Exhibit 21] 

PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph nine, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 18 through 21, respondent 
has represented, directly or by implication, that: 

(a) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1988 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program lost weight 20% faster than participants in 
weight Watchers' prior weight loss program; 

(b) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1989 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program lost weight as fast or faster than participants in 
Weight Watchers' 1988 "Quick Success" weight loss program; and 

(c) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1989 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program lost weight 20%, or more than 20°/o, faster than 
participants in Weight Watchers' 1987 weight loss program. 

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact: 

(a) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1988 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program did not lose weight 20% faster than participants 
in Weight Watchers' prior weight loss program; 

(b) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1989 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program did not lose weight as fast or faster than 
participants in Weight Watchers' 1988 "Quick Success" weight loss 
program; and 

(c) Participants in Weight Watchers' 1989 "Quick Success" 
weight loss program did not lose weight 20o/o, or more than 20%, 
faster than participants in Weight Watchers' 1987 weight loss 
program. 

Therefore, the representations set forth in paragraph ten were and are 
false and misleading. 

PAR. 12. Through the use of the statements and depictions_ 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph nine, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 18 through 21, respondent 
has represented, directly or by implication, that at the time it made the 
representations set forth in paragraph ten, respondent possessed and 
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relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated those 
representations. 

PAR. 13. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the 
representations set forth in paragraph ten, respondent did not possess 
and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated those 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
twelve was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 14. Through the use of the statements and _"depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph nine, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 18 through 21, respondent 
has represented, directly or by implication, that competent and 
reliable scientific evidence has proven that participants in Weight 
Watchers' 1988 "Quick Success" weight loss program lost weight 
20% faster than participants in Weight Watchers' prior weight loss 
program. 

PAR. 15. In truth and in fact, competent and reliable scientific 
evidence has not proven that participants in Weight Watchers' 1988 
"Quick Success" weight loss program lost weight 20% faster than in 
Weight Watchers' prior weight loss program. Therefore, the 
representation set forth in paragraph fourteen was and is false and 
misleading. 

COMPARATIVE PROGRAM CLAIMS 

PAR. 16. The advertisements referred to in paragraph four, 
including but not necessarily limited to the attached Exhibits 3 and 5, 
contain the following statements: 

(a) We've adapted our proven weight-loss method--the world's most 
successful--to fit the high-pressure life-styles and hectic schedules of today's 
workplace. (Exhibit 3] 

(b) We provide the most effective weight-loss methods and support for you to 
be successful, but you make it happen. [Exhibit 5] 

PAR. 1 7. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph sixteen, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 3 and 5, respondent has 
represented, directly or by implication, that Weight Watchers weight 
loss programs are superior to other weight loss programs in enabling 
participants to achieve and maintain weight loss. 
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PAR. 18. Through the use of the statements and depictions 
contained in the advertisements referred to in paragraph sixteen, 
including but not necessarily limited to the statements and depictions 
in the advertisements attached as Exhibits 3 and 5, respondent has 
represented, directly or by implication, that at the time it made the 
representation set forth in paragraph seventeen, respondent possessed 
and relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated that 
representation. ,-

pAR. 19. In truth and in fact, at the time it made the 
representation set forth in paragraph seventeen, respondent did not 
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substantiated those 
representations. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph 
eighteen was, and is, false and misleading. 

PAR. 20. In providing advertisements referred to in paragraph 
four to its individual franchisees for the purpose of inducing 
consumers to purchase its weight loss services and products, 
respondent has furnished the means and instrumentalities to those 
franchisees to engage in the acts and practices alleged in paragraphs 
four through nineteen. 

PAR. 21 The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this 
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or 
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 
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long-term success. 
• lncroulng caloric oulpullhrough Tht Quick 
Succeu Eurdso Plan. When exen:iso is used In 
conjunclion wilh O.el lor weigh! loss. a highe1 
pe11:en1aqe of nel weighllos1 wiR be ocr.pose lirnre. In 
addilion. lha inclusion olen exerciso prascriplion 
incruse~ the ~kel.hood that dietary management wil 
succeed. ond olso olle11 phyliolog<:al. pl)dloloc<:ol. 
ana social advanlagas. ThO Ou<:k Success E>ertin 
Plan anords ol Weigh! Walchtl1 members. from lhe 
.-donlary 10 lha more octi~ lhe opportunily 10 bener.l 
flominCitase_d phy'stcal activity al arryOt an olics lout 
l("'o'Ci'S ol r.rcrt•on. Memben rnay pancipala In one Of 

mOta cl r • ..., aerobic activities: Walk.inQ, Walking· 
Jogging. Slar;onary Bic)<:ling. Outdoor Bic)dino. and 
S'""mm•ng. II lOW IO modoralo h.•..,ls (60·80% ol 
aqo prodicted ma•imum heart rate) In order to provide 
oplimal calorie· and lal·burnino t>enor.rs and minimal 
suess on bones and join!! Welnlegrale thesolcm
impacl acl;vilies lnlo our gonlle. pruden! approach lo 
increasing physical octivily In order lo pro;ide en 
enjO)"Obla palh 10 a more "'ti"" ~r ... Siyfe. Out Exe11:ise 
Plan meell guidelintl forlhe e.tertisa componenl ol 

• ,I(,Joc,b'Jor hctt>"' ft1)1T1 r. 400 ro 1.600 /lol me11 1nd from 

I.S00101.100/oi,.OUII'II. 

t RHheplng b4hoY1or lhto"9h Tht Ovid IUCCHI 
StH.OIKOV"Iry Plan. The neceally b lhl CNWI-...Ighl 
irdvldual tl dMIIop. llrtnglhel\ llld nialrcaln I 
11r000 lllOIMIIon tl ~ weigh~ UMCII bt 
overemphasized. Wrlhouiiii.CCeSS In INt 11"11. Mlghl· 
lou resulll wil noc be long-la1111ng. Using beNYior 

:::'S:~ry~,~~~~ 
octJons. ~ed lhrouoh a lefl.leac:tinq moc:Ue, INt 
Plan leodllr.l membe11 lhl necessary aUla 1o reshape 
lheir udng IOd ...,rclse behiNior IOd dMop mora 
posi!MIIelf Images. Througto INt Plan. membefl may 
..ot11 on IUCh chollangn 11 ~no• eallng. 1011-
deluting lhrughl:l and ee~ng lriQoer1. while llrMng 
1<:1.wrd 1 ilelima ol conlrolled uUng. 

• Pnl't'ldlng lnaplr~llon through our Oroup 
Support Sytlem. Of allassocialed COI'Oiions. lha 
JlS)CholooQI bunden Inked ,.;lh ~ nitJY 
causo !he mos1 Mlering. Thefl Yttf{ lha Qroup 
Support System. !he haRmllt d !he Welgl1l Waletoerl 
orgllrir:alion. It lhl cru• dour Mlgtof-losl PrDg~Wn. 
Empell!y. encour~oemert molivltion. llld 1Uppof11t1 

~~~~~":~~:::~ 
usot. rut Program. and fellow membefl...tlo ahlri !he 
umt Mlglot-lossooncerns.lniNIWIIII\ ~ 
IOd lru1dng e<MIOMlert membefllnm !he lldlt. and 
build !he c:orlldence thlrf netdlo ~ lo::llcM 
!he Progrwn. Plus. our c:anpr~ 0\kk Sl.a:esl 
Proqram It eatltr tl loll"" !han - blfM. lncnUng 
panidpenll' adhetence and, IU~. Might lou. 

FIGURE I 
A .. raga Dally Nulrlent Supply lot Woman 

Following lht w .. k I Food Plan 

K.lcaloriH 1.200 
Pro~-. 150'Wnl 

C.""""'"'" IM!I!Wftl 
Fo1 M..-
Corc>.m lllOO-.,_ 
VlllamlnA 2DOOII.E. 
-c 10$-
Thl.min u-• 
Hildn 14 mZ~otwM 

Aiboll- u..-. 
CrdOIIIOd 15Q-
~ 2Jl00-

Nola·~ ....... -~,..,..,.,~-~ ==IUttet'C ....... Iori'WfLitft.,..'lb.A'tsfood.....,...., 

tf"''IPAAM.t.vvuu 

Sal., Hnlthy, end [IM!M Weight Lou 
<>-!he long 11m\ cu rnemberl ....rage a 
ont-W lo- Joloorwn losa pet ....... ..ell 

latQIIto-. oocurmo'" lhlh ... -k1 '" roct. 
our mutth lhowt thai cb1ng lhllnt 5 -k1 ol our 
,_ 0\kk !Mx:ea Progrwn, membeflloM ~ 

~~==-=~~Plan 
1o prt)I"IQI rnulrrun loa d ldpose Ussue ..tlilt 
~ngiHn body"-

L
on~llonil Uf..Sty1e Ctoan~n 
Theleeflngt d ucess CIJ!Mied during lho 
oarly Wlltk1 d lha Progrwn bsler lht 1811-etrocacy 

needed 10 '" MIQhl-!<m ooeJt 1o fru!lion. Therefore, 
Wr!lrjt. Wal:h1111 membefl rd ortr lose "ohl 
~.theylaemlhanecesse.rysiOiislo 
r..ep l oil b-1 ,,.,._Through lhl Ml-nlion or 
healihy tiling and.-os. habftl, and lht 
lmplllle!Diion d llnlleglet lor dealing -Mill 
ctolltnglng ~-losllftulllonl, our membeflleorn 
., maka ~ MIQiol menagemenla Mofong hili!. 

FIGURE2 
Mlcn~nutrlenl Olatrtbutfon ol The 

Quick Succ111 Food Plan (1,200 Kllocalorlu) 

'Rop<noro U promo d,.,... ""*" ,_. 12011 d 
~-tomtUOO-d"«tt>dl'O'ld 
~.,.. ... tom I 1.200 AJbct- <lilt 

/0'~···- .. - -, •..... -

Walght Walcllatl hal I '"lghl-loll ltMCt 
1o IIIHI rrt~ne'l lllldL M. on bctoad on 

priMda -==~.:= !r:nd 
I Olx lradAAlnll Qt01/P llr.Q - nefQhbors lnd 
friends mHIIng .,;v-ln ~ofr oonvnuniheslo lhoro in 
lhelt'MIIg111-losaalloc1s. 
1 Olx~N ~ Progr~m -groups ol 
ltD<M'fiOII<ara'lltromoelrlghiollheir..otkplac-. 

I Olx lXCMM fnnll ~- pro<lding fo(s of 
pttiOI\IIaftanllon tl_,ll (IIOOPt of 8 10 12 members 
'lltro sheralhe umt Mighl·loss concerns. 

JJ!EIGI/T JiftTCIIERS 
LINK IN TilE 

IfEALTH·(JARE SYSTEM 

Weight Watchar1 piiMdaa lcnH:ool might 
lou lmplamenltd at the community 1...-.1 
by 1pecfafly trained atoll membtra. <>.rr 

utiqulapproldlll 1o Ollcw prMII MiQNng IOd 
lrlronallor* Md lmpira11onal group mHdngs. This 
...., M ~hand In hllld with Olhtr huM-cart 
IIOMcel bt proddng Might-loa expert!• IOd the 

~~~ated~~::;r.:;:;.~~~~ 
cM'Iengn IDgllh« 

~~:3~l:~~~·:, :J~";.~~h1!'li:O~~·~~~~~d=~o 
lou. Whla M 111 npedllly llo]ed 11 handling 
peopla with ~0 poundl or mora 1o loso. we are equany 
pop1Aar wM1 ~lis 'lltro 111lou than 20 pounds 
oYtrMIQhl. 0... Program It Worm11fvo. lnspiretional. 
IOd fun, and M haVIIISiabfilhed an e¢elltnt 
ra~lionwfth)01.Wp1Uonts. 

We recommond thai tvtry mombtr ottk horlhla 

r.
hylfclon'a appnl't'"ll btlort beginning our wolghl· 

011 Progr~m, and Ilk your eupport by ancour~glng 
lhtlr portlclpallon and recognlrlng lhalr progr111. 
Our Progrwn. a -r palalatlt melhod d lntoMnUon. 

~~~~~~ ~~:;~~i!:' 
Program )OJ can rteaMIInd wfth conMonc& 

Waigh! Watch_orl -lht oourn lor ~tnolblt 
weigh! lou. 1 
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610 Complaint 

EXHIBIT3 

Let Weight Watchef"v 
Work For~: 
Where Yotf~k! 
You'd liiG! to lose~ but lhere"s just not enough time 
to CO'mliiiO a program that wil help you succeed.. Rigtl(? 
w~ The Welt;tt. Watchets AI. WOl1c PI'Ogr.IIT\" was 
designed with tM needs Q_busy Y.OI1dng people In mind.. 

Wffve Ulp(ec:l Ol.ltprMO~-bss tneUlod--Che 
¥10!td'amost~ frt tM hlgh-pres:sure life
s:tytes an:thec:dc~ d.today's~Nd 
!'ON. In ooopetafion with )'OUf ~our eqJertise 
ls IIYalable 10 )'OU ~'Where you YoOOc.. 

1be M. Wort. Program offers 
unparalleled convenience.. 
~ ION.WottProQr..mrneetirgsCOUdn't be-easief 01" 

mcn~M~areheldoo~pcemises 
d.a'h5_ )S:liK ll.n:h break or before 01" alter hoUis. So the 
udf~chlldren,erranjs, chauslioo. 
~t,t time-don't vet In the way ot )'OUf attendance. 
:. . ·i.,. 
Tlle M. \\brk Program 
~derstands your needs. 
We designed our program to accommoda1e the unique 
needs ot v.oc1dng people. During our meetings, we"ll 
rl:v:Nt)'OU how to: . 

• Cepe wtlh cdfee bc'ealcs and candy machines.. 

;. Btcwn bag wtlh ftalc. 

• Beat tM aftef-v.odc~ 

• Manage sttes:s and malttaln moCivalion. 

• ,.. Ume-out foe~ . 

1be At Work Program is more than a diet. 
TheN. v.br1i: Program ls rooch more than a cRl.lt"s a 
progcam that fits )'JU'" ifestyle rather than requring that 
you change ll Designed 17( a 91"01.4' 0( promlnerC medical. 
exetdse. n.rtrition ard psychological proCessionals. e:-.-ery 
lace( of•The AI. WoO< Pl'tlgram Is geared to the special 
needs ot ¥.00dng people ¥.00 want to lose weight safely 
and efledively . 

.....Ur program not only helps~ srm down. it helps 'PI stay 
that way. You"lllearn how lo eruninate the habits that have 
oontrixJted to tm.'r.ll'lt.ed ~ightgain and reptaee them 
with construct~ ones. \lis doesn"t mean you !\ave to 
give up the foods yoiJ10Ve. Our flexible food plan stm has 
room for cheeseburgers. French fries. chocotate layer 
calle and other foods many people mistakenly think they 
have log~ up. In lad. with the Weight Watchers" Pl'tlgram. 
no one will even knc7.ol 'PJ"re on a diet. -

~ 
~ 

-~ 

~ 
~ 

L'"UlHT j 

The At Wort<. f. '\:,..-am starts with success. 
Weight Watchet-s has already helped mcxe than 30 
milr100 people around lhe YoQC1d lose weighL tn our N. 
Wo<lc Program ~. too. wm shed pounds with our 
~ny approo.ed pct?gram compc-ising lhe lolloMng: 

• FOOD PlAN-Promotes laster yet S<:le ~loss 
through por1ioo control and an ela::hange system that 
enables 'PI to eat the~ foods you~ 
YoOOc. a.l·home and on the go. 

• exeose PlAN-Helps you srm dowrt. rum~ancs 1ee1 
goodwilh ac:tlolceofliYe opClonal ~ adMde:s 
ard four leYe(s d.~ tailored to )'CCX needs . 
and preferences. • 

• SEI.FOISCCNERY Pl.AN--€lq)lo(es focxkelated 
behavior patterns and helps you establish healthy 
eating aro e2tc:1se habits oo that you not ortt lose 
weight but also maintain the loss. 

• GROUP LEARNING AND SUPPORT-You"l get~ 
the-mlnrte lnfonnatloo about "Weight-i"elaled Issues 
In an ll1rnOSphefe of m.rtual ~ lnsplrafion and 
moUvafion that wtll help you and your~ stay 
6n the road to suooessful 'Weight control 

The At Work Program 
conUnues with success. 
N. each AI. Wxlc Program meeting you will receiYe adci
tional welgtlt-bss tools that make It easier to reach and 
malrQin your goal weight. You'll learn that welgtC loss and 
delidoos food 00 hand In hand and that ea!lng well does 
not mean det?Jin;l ~the rewards you want foe hard 
v.tiOC Most ~.you'll be setting the founda1lon 
for a ifetme a suocessful weight rnanagetnett. )olrU'Q 
the tens a thousands d. people who haYe reached and 
malralned.lhelr goal weights thi"CX..gh our prog~ 

The At Work Proiram means 
privacy and personal choice.. 
AI.. WoO< Program ITieiTbef'S are weighed each~-
In privacy. You"re free to tell anyone you wart haN mJch 
weight you"w lost and toN proud you are. but we v.oo't 
tell 8I'I'/CII'le without your consent. The same goes foe 
meetirig participation. You can actively participate Of just 
sit back and learn from the experiences of 'P.Jr leader 
and fellow members. 

The At Work Program leaqers care. 
Geruine caring is one olthe factors that helps AI. Wor't. 
Program men-bers succeed. Our leaders knc7.ol how it feels 
to want to lose oweight because they are all Weight Watchers 
success stories who themselves have met and maintained 
their weight-loss goals on cur program. Their own~ 
mares them keenly aware of what you are experiencing, 
and 'PJ'n find that you benefit from their knowledge. 
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WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT 5 

............ ··------·---~ ·s ---

Why Weight Watchers? 

moehirlJJUx:eec2shsu::::c:ess,goeslleold~·~Weii(J:t 
WaiCtletstm~morepeoplesu:ceed8lWell;ttlosslwi~Oiher 

~-tosscxganlz:afionnlle¥101fc1 

Weit,;ltWak:hetslsh~leader~m:S~ 
prognms.~OM&quaderOtnUydln:Mtedgsanci~_, 
meni:lershw:xidCNet. WeprtcleC~ne~YesonproMrloactlfa af.tl&.ert 
Program hit~ Pus,OJSFrognmls~byellpettsbht 
l'adsdmediclle.RAI'kion,elCI!tdse.~.erd~eRtet 
ihe forefrortctntNtdeYelopmerGnlle'Mic:lt-bsslielcl. Wilhpcudert 
c:holesteroC, sodim.et'dsi'r1llosugatv.dues.CU'~ panwnec.ersmeet 
wilhguidelinessrdilnedbyile,t,rneri::anHsartAssoclalica¥1~ . 
HeattFcu'ldaflon, lleNneft:MerdCI!mdianCIIIICefSocleGes.m:S hi 
NnericanilndCanacian~~ ThaCav.trtUloWeJitlt 
Watchetspn:vwnlsasafer.dheallhyrouebpermanettwdl;ttloss. 

Ou-Prognmcx:nahsabx-wayeppcoach: aFoodPian,an&erclseflal). 
lheSeii-OiscoYery~.erda~~9Jslem. lhesebrlacetsct 
OU"Progfanmeshtlgehrt)pcaW:Se)'OU\'I'tl\apaSIOI'*«<ad~ 

~-bss~aswelasartl!NtWa:(clfW'tilga'diodng. We 
pn:Mclellemostelfec:Mwelgtt-bssrneh:lds&n:Sawortb')'I)Ubbe 
successfU. tu)OIImake I happen. 

We'resue)WiageellatlleWdl;ltWaadlersPft)QI'amlsan~n 
1he fuiLe. lhentNtknowledge,alllludes. erdYIWes)'CUdeYelopwilllasta· 
.He&ne foradmner, happief.healttieryou. 

GoodNutrition.and Weight Loss:. 

Tbe VttalLink 

r.:J ome peoplerrigl11hinkgood nMtion and-*P loss have iUie il 
l::.lc:orrmon. NoctWlg c:cUd be IU'Iherftorn lhe 11\111\. Pennanent weight 
loss is bestac:hieYed lfvough good rutrilion, Ylhic:h is Yt'tl2ll the Weif;J:t 
Watcher$ pcogramollers. . 

O.XProgram embodies 1he IYee basic elements of good nuriion: balance, 
moderation, and variety. These IYee ~are c::rilical to stayng healthy 

621 
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WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

EXHIBIT 7 

'2'26 

Complaint 

EXHIBIT7 

COURIER-STArtDARD 
EHT£.RPR15E 

FORi PLAit., HY 
WEEKL V ' • 778 

OCT 10 1990 

v . . 

~~~~ 
T\ {\ ~ \ Safe, sensible weight loss for 27 years. 

Introducing 2 for 1 Speci_al 
Join by October 27, Share the cost. 

. . . Pay only $14.50 each. 

Come alone or. bring a 
friend: -It's ·that •simple. 
What's also simple is the 
food plan itself. Its our most 
liveable, effective ·way to 
lose· weight ever. So hurry 
and join Weight :Watchers. 
That wayyou'lllearn how to 

. lose weight and maintain it 
· for a lifetime. 

Ask about ourBlim.ming 
Savings Special!. .. · 
3 Ways to Win: Slim down, 
Save money and Special 
Prizes! 

FAST & ;~;;~;;~~l· Join for 
Half Price 
Save $14.50 

AMSTERDAM 
·Horace J. Inman. · 
Sr. Ciiizens Ctr. 
53 Guy Park Avenue 
Thursday 6:30pm 

CANAJOHARIE 
United Methodist Church 
East Main Street 
Thursday 6:00pm · 

GLOVERSVILLE . 

~~e~~Ma~n1~~7all 
Wednesday 5:30pm 
.Thursday 9:00am 

As I< about our prepayment a&violfll and our AT WORK Program,... 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 

1-800..338-8838 

I 

• I 
I 

~ 
I 
I 

• I 
~==..r:.::r==:: .. ~~.1teo.,'=..,~~~;:.c:::~~-:=.::., I 
wEoKT WAT'CHf:Pe IH'T£RNA~ ~HO w:G:fi WA1'CtlERSIMTO\tU.T~ INC. I 

---------------------~ 

ww I 1 324 7 
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.ETI' 
.uu.d ~l Olwrch 

10,00 a..S.x&.IO P• 
........ w.; ................. ~tl'll 
......,_ .... ~-~-...
oOQI"&lll--.--r-Q 

Complaint 

EXHIBITS 

~-·····--·----·m 
W..t~yF ................. JIO' 

YOU SAVE $20 -
OS..Iqir..&.9tSI.U81 

214/369-2341 
c:.AU.. .._. 100HDA,.__,_.,. 
~ EMT TCXM WEETNl 

II<I'OAUATCH~ 

CAll.. OOllC-<:1 

124 F.T.C. 

EXHIBIT 8 

~ioo. •....•.•.•.. tJl 
Weoi:1,.P ................. ,!! 

YOU SAVE $18 
M.rll;ino"" 21..1Jel 
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EXHIBIT9 

0LLI ;:., t.....iU i 1 ~. N 

.y; 

KEYES MARTih 
AOvcrtiSino. Qlre<:t M.>rkcting. Sales promotion. 

EXHIBIT 9 

Copy 
12/il/90 

0dlt' .. ··-·---·-···-.. --. 
liy 

Wci!!ht \IJat.chcrs 

M"'-1iuu• _ .. ~~~P.::!~rs; . ..- .. 

Weigbt Watchers 
January Kick-off ad 

(Headline) 
Trusting a weight Joss program 

235 - 4 X 10.5 
!.i-.e: __)_3SA._: __ 3_.X.JO .• s_. 

23SD - 6 X 18 
Appo·ov.,l. ,._. ... :.,; •. ,: .... --·---·------

Pg. of 2 

(Copy) 
Weight Watchers bas bee.c in business for 27 years. We don't rely on 
fads or gim.aiicks--jnst a safe, sensible approach to weight loss, 
based on sound nutritio.o., that works. Ao.d with our new 1991 
Personal Choice<£..J>rogram, you decide the plan that's best for your 
life~e. You ea.t C"eal food ____ and set your own pace. With the 
support you need to lose the weight and keep it off--all for just $10 

·a week. 

(Caption) 
Stephanie Fein 
President. Weight Watchers in New Jersey. at goal weig.bt for 13 

years 

(Offer copy) 
FREE Regisr.t'aLion 
Pay only •$10 for 1st meeting. 
Save $19 

(Logo) 
We1ght Watchers 
Safe. sensible weight l.oss fat· 27 years. 
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EXHIBIT 10 

OuR llNrouEFouR-Hftr 
APPROACH TO Jf'EIGHT LOSS 

The naY Quick Success program-it's not a dieL 
it's a total ~ghHoss pa~ge. Using our prOYen 
lour-way approach, )W'D progress laNard ooe 

u!timale goaJ--petmanent ~ght loss. Here's ho.Y it 
v.oOG .•. 0 

1. Our FOOD PLAN promotes safe ~ght loss 
lhrougf1 a wriety ot nutritious and sa!is1ying k:lods. 
Plus 
0 Irs easy to folk1N - gui<ing )® with simple 

Meru Planners. 
0 It titS )001 ile:styte - pi'Ov'i(jng -~ v.ih .

"sperdng ana.varce· ot extra calories. plus plans
for oo-ing out. celebrating special occasions. and. 
mCJ(e! 

. Our EXERCISE PlAN helps )® sfun down, firm up. 
and feel good. ll otters 
0 Ave "fi!J!lfNiimming". sctMties - wai!Qng, 

walldng-joggng, slationary bic)ding, outdoor 
~. and swVrvning, plus special firming and 
loring~ 

0 Four levels ol partidpation - irduding ooe that's 
iJst right fof )®! 

3. Our SEtFOISCCNER'i' PL.AN- helps }00 put )001' 

Food and &srcise Plans irio a:::tion.. h helps you 
0 DlsccNer )OIR' fr>o<Helaled behENior pattsms 

through self-tests and quizzes. 
0 LBam new sl<tiJs to help )® delo'elop healthy eating 

and eet:ise habits. 
0 Look end'"' your best whie }00 sfm down. 

4. Our uriQue GROUP SUPPORT system is the key 
that has helped m1fions ot people lose v.9ght. It 
brings)® 
0 A sense ol belonging, cultivated by the caring and 

interadioo from )Wr ~kly meeting. 
0 Team spirit. spar1<ed by the pursuit ol a common 

goal. 
0 Inspiration Blld motivation to get )® through the 
~-and ultimately to )Wr goal! 

Food Plan + Exercise Plan+ Self~ Plan+ 
Group Support = the Quick Success program. which 
can mean permanent ~ght loss! 

EXHIBIT l:-1 
Tho Woq-11 ~ I>O>O'W" Ns "-' deooOoPOd ..-do<""~ It'd 
~d 1 gr<14>d oclonisls It'd~ oom"""" hS!>odma.., ( 1>e 
Cldeslard...,.cucx:ess~U~-bs:s~;,a,.,~ 

I'( H""'Y Sob'O( M.D. 
MeOal Consu:>tt - fooner O<CCIO< d llle ~ lnslliules d Huon ll'<l 
d l>e InsUlAe d 1-UNn NW<Oon II~ Ur-MnGy. 

-Q~Ptt.Q 

E.-cislo ~- P!Oesoo< d Pt1)'ical Ed..c:a6on and an EJBtise 
~II Queens CdeQe d h Coy I.J<"Mniry d New'*"'<. 

A::lmo Kmttaricic. Ptt.Q 
Psr,ddagic:olc.n..cn-Scciii~..C.ao:pocialya~>e 
bcNo'orll &sl>edl d ~ ~ -~ 

LMo G. Pwdl:d.. Ptt.Q 
Vee~-~ boc:IQ<>.rd r. t:lod -a.~~ 
II h! UrMrsily d Slrd'd)de n ~ h! l.lrMnily d WIICOnSil, It'd 
..C. lhl H..l. Heinz~-

,_,.., u.s.. A.DA.D. 
M.Ctficrisi..C.eo;>ertsei'ISpaurd~~Preoooniw 
~ ~~~l'rornobl~ 

Ndy M.nhot. M.fU.. ltQ 
~...,--.. .. n.m.ioNi.......,... ard ....,q.c cr:r&nll 

M'oryGtact Sc.ctloloc. R.Q 
~..C.~i'l~andruRion. 

NbwDMI 
e.-:ile epociaisi..C. _.... .. .....as.. b...,.,.., &I'd""~ 
~ 

AMI r ~ MSPH. &10. I'Ul 
~ c.n..cn- Forma1y o;,..,.,.. d NWcion b WeiQtl ~ 
n.m.iaNI. 

awn Eder Gord:r\ u.s.. I'Ul 
N..cttm eor..-t - For!'*'Y 0-id. Too:trial S<M::es tor W<it1'C Wllct'lll 
~ 

C Wriq-c wa:t'oer> lr&emaional. k'e 1967, 1988. 1>J riQtU .........ed. WE(iHT 
WAIO-tERS. OUO< suc:x:as, THE AT v.QAK PAOGRAM_ INNER ORClE. 
It'd SELF-OCSC(JIER'f l"uVV 110 rOQiSieu!d ~demal'«s d Wriq-c ~ 

'""''""""""'- k'e 
PrW-oed nUS.A. 
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.tJI>Vi""fl 0"'1 1014 ""1 -·7 . 11 "1 ll ==1l 

... . llleWeight,LQss.:· .. ~~- .. , Jl 
PlaJn ForPeople \Vf.jo· :: 

. Like 1b Eat. . · • , -:···t. :~ 

[
~ . . . Ifyou',re havingahiw t;me.fos~~~~~~~:~r~:: ~ 
.AS!f;.uJ\"JUT 0 'R chances are the problem isn!t lack or · · . · · ··t · 

'FR,E E· willpo~ar. It's whatyo:~·re fo~c~ to.e_a~: . . ;:~; :<i: 
FAST START That s why our Peri?nal Cho1ca*. :· : ._·. : . : 

OPTION! Program works so wep. You get a ~de .. .. .. ·. ; 
,.,... . . • . . variety Clf delicio~s reSJ foods, including .. ·... .· : ·. 

treats like pizza and chocolate c:~e~ What.•~··:.-·,· :: 
more, you can choose the 'foods you.like·, ,·.· :. :.: :. 
We'll show you how. ··: .... ·. ··.:· 1 

With a Program tb.is'flexible;_we ]plo~ ·.'> ... ·.:._ ', 
you'll find the power Within you to'.l«;l~:· . . :. ~·-: :
~eight. And there's·a:jVeight Watcher•· : ·. · :· ~ ·: 
meeting near you to h~lp: Join no:W for·'·' ··:r-:·l"· ·:._ ': 
$11.00, a $17.00 savin,ga._ ·. . .. _-· .·':·· ··:·>-

.. ~ ~ "..·'. ·::.'.' ··~--~-·:.~,~~!;.~"·' ~-
CALL 595-~1300 TODAY!·:· .. · .. ·:. 

. . :""'·'f•\ 
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EXHIBIT 13 

EXHIBIT 11 

J.....;.Domel 
lost n lbaJiftCIIi,ntoifled ,, 2 .,.Of' •. 

~;..~,~-~~ 
~ ~ A> peaple VO"f, sodO<>s indi,.;duol w<>ighllo ... 

· JOIN BY JUNE 30 
lhete are IJ'Io'e' ,,CO ~'wJv tneelu'lQS ... ,he ME fRO AREA F01 ir4ormahCWl. can 

CITY' HAI.L CENTER 4\lh STREET CENTER 

1S P,J•., Row. 7rr. Flool t7 E .a~r~ S1rnr & 
\Qoc:tc»tleC•tyM,IIl 

E.:t.'S'I' SIOf C£;HTER LEXINGTON AVE. CENTER 
211Jf861h$Uef"! 717Ltot•nq•o"'A"'"!nuel. 

l8e! 2no! l•o Alrenu'lt '!~Sih Suoe1 

r~YC .•tSSi•:!-'~';:-~.::. 

1·800-333-3000 

: • NEW LOCATION • I 
I 6TH AVE~UE CEHTEA ! 
~ ~;~=~=~:~ ~:raus 1 
; (Between 51 & 52 Su'"t~- \ 
L~r Conc'ovrMI 

JCth STREET CENTER 
lQti"'.W 3<ttnSufloe'&.!:.IT"·.7U"tF'Ioo• 

24th STREET CENTER 

220 E. 24th Stre-et (Belwfltn 2~ t. ).ta A~uel 

WEST SlOE CENTER 
178£) Bro.~oway-Jra F100t 

(84!'1-.nS7th&58thStr..u) 

5 BOP.OS 
(718) 229·1090 

CC.U:'\; ~~- "-4A.SSJ..u B!:RGE"G 
HU050N COUNTIES 

ROCKLAND 
COUNTY 

(914) 634·7809 (9'~l .;zJ :2G:J \516\ 829·4434 (201) 712·0266 

629 
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EXHIBIT 14 

~ ··~rL:-~cu:·-~ 
· · Introducing an l 

exciting new way 
to lose weight. 
I cn"l believe iL I ate piZLl 1\ith my 
kids, the same muls I rooked Cor 
my family, and even had a snack 
with my co !Tee. And you Jcl\0\q whal? 
I lost fNer1 sin&Jc pound I wanted to. 

It works fast. ~ng 
New Fast. & flexible f'romnt from 
Weight Watchen fitU1~coml'f$bly 
into my UCcst7fe l!Gl~ l . 
wouldn't notia: resaltS"Tigflt any;---
Wu I swpriscd when 1111 husbed · 
t.old me how pat I looked al\er jim. 
ooe~ · 
\liiQI.'s more, because I can riYe with i 
lhis prog1'2lll, I stuck t.o it and rt'3Chcd I -

my tpaL And belieYe me. there's 
nolhing more sal.isfyillg th.1n succ:es:s.. 

And it fits my 
lifesty~ ... ____ ........._ __ _ 

1 HalfPrice 
I Join For Only $12 

I Join by FebnAty 28 at these convenient limes and 1oca&ons: 

I AWANCE 

I 
1st Federal Bank Uncoln 
(Alliance Branch) 

I 223 BOll: Butte 
Meeting Room 

I ·Tues. 6pm 

I WciQh~ns bcQin a1llncs 'sted. Meelin<;~s be9in Vz hoo..lr late<. 

l 
Fot more ino!Tnation. c.aa 

1-800-332-6745 

I 
I 
I 
r 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-= NEVV FAST & FLEXIBLE PROGRAM 

.. -= 
HT WATCHERS HITEJ\1-I(,TIQ:-IAL FEBRUARY , 1990 WE I GHT WATCHERS NEIJSPAPER AD C 

i Cil t ion: ;~LL I IiNCE T! f·I!:S IIER~\LO 

114 EAST 4TII STREET 
rtLL I ANCF.., NE 6930 l 

.ocL: Rrcr: Phon•.::: 308-762-~060 

071-1.\ 1~ 

'~ 
C) 

~ 

:s; 
i!~ 
~u 

r it le: A) NO M[f1HCLE U) TESTH!ONU\L C) I LO\.'F.. f7AST ;~: I L ~': :: :.·. I:.., 0 

Job u: ~<'"' ,:._•1 
~· 

t,[• ~;I ~E: :·.1\1.1 : r::ol X fi.OO = 16.0(1 inchc:s 

11~· TJ! I Jt ~I J [,r, 11·. ::.: J.l\1.1. I·Jt·r r~r_r,lt! :Tr"I·T. r:C:t'f"-~..-.1 ., 1. t·::·.'l· 
·.•>.: i r,c::,:r linn l.•rrlcr I,:•r .-~~-1.11.1/ cl:d.t:~~·. 
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EXHIBIT 15 

A . ._---------------------... -----------------------
EX.HIBIT 15 

WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL 
"Hangers" 

ll1<bl 

RESS OWNER !Not too DRESS OWNER !Happy): 
appyl: Tracv.Buro-. beforL Tracy Burgess. afcer. 

. New 
. Quick." Success· 
• Program 

VOICE OVER ANNCR: Now, 
at Weigl\! Watchers.- !he 
difference ... 

LENGTH: 21 SECONDS 

(Cut to nightgown worn 
~I 

between "before" and "after·· 

Pantonigfttleworn~l · 

; fasL 

VOICE OVER ANNCR: Our !Dissolve to dress wom~.) !Pan to dress worn af1.er.l 
new Quick Succes!; ~rci:in . 

Cut to before evening gown. 
~t"i:JXeOos.l · 

a st. 

has 11 unoque... toed plan that... helps you lose weight ... 

(Pan to after evening gown, 
after tuxeoos.l 

TUXEDO OWNERS (Happy!: 
Whooo Whoooo. 

(Pan to bike pants worn ~.I 

haonitv ever after 

VOICE OVER ANNCR: Want 
proven results' Join Weight 
Watchers today. 

!Dissolve to sweats worn 
belore.l 

And stan living ... 



ATTENTION N HI-SYSTEM® CLIENTS: 

THE NEWS IS NOT ALL BAD. 

Brin~ any proof of your Nutrf-System membership lo any Weight Watchers 
Personai.Culsln.,. Cente~:,and Join completely free. All you'll pay for is the fabulous food. 

',., .......... ., ......... enod .., ............ ol 

- Nuul·ll"'""' , ................ _,.,. 
Wwl&fol W..~IJ ro~ CD holp ,....-. 

Slmplr lor .... In 1"1' of,.,.., Nuul·lrn•• 
MaiHialt •• •nr Wt'4fht Watch~n P~nonll 

c ...... c-or. 
Then • ...m ... rou purchue row arn weell ol 

•elktout Pet'IOf\11 Cuh&ftt foo•h. th.,e's ao 

,.._.""lion .. -"'r IH popblo. ThM't a uv~ott 
or noo. It\ ...... ,,. 

And tht loodt an 10 roo.t. OW' ~f'\ben 

twetr the( .. • 'he best-uulnc thfr"~~~~'• e•ti 
rrltd. Ancl 10 ..... <k 10 pupwe, fOY don"t hawt-

to lote ,.,. to lo•• welih\. 
AtWelpW.om..,-... _•lotofW 

............ onclplrltho......,.,. ... _ ........ 

lrotrn4. 

n. ... ....,_ ... \ ..................... . 
healohr com\lnocloA of pod -"lon. eurdo• 

""'....,.. lupport. 
Ani that'• Mw we·•e hel,ed •llllont aftcl 

ml11ono of puph looo - ...... AA• loarn ~ 
o:o hop It oil, ,.,. allv ,.., """' pnr. 

• .. - -1<. llu< ....... ,....~o~~ow .... ,..,.,_. ·-5o tf you'•• ••e. .,.,., .. Nuul-5rntl'll.. we 

~~~-~~~.'!- .... ~ 

wok- ,.,.. to cr, W ..... Wotth"W Pwroonol 

Cuh". 0... vllor h niW -• tt.r I, 19tl. 
W.- r.,....nl to,...._ ro• ooon. 
foo-........, ...,_..,_- ooAtdtu~W-';tM 

w.u .. n lot' Nutri-Spllem or for .....,1, el 

.,...... ""'""' ......,_.. Culo .... C~nt., [.,d.., ... 
OUI' ...... c ..... r IC. .... H~tel leacon. 
l1JO-d-.$oolc.emJ.<o11: 

800-lll-3000 

vv~~~ 

~,._..,. • .,...._,r...,._.._.......,.....,_.,,._.....,._ ~c.a..._._...~ .. ....,....,.,..,...._.,c.- .,.__....., ............ ~_.~....,_,..__ .... _ • ....._._ ........ _.,.....,. 
c--ltt•••-•1 11- ._..,,.....,.._ ........ OII• ............. NWC..W--............ N-• ...... _ ....... _...........,c:---.~ .... -c-. ... oa..- ......... c.-.. _......- • ._ ... __ ....,,_ (-.•-• ....... '-

A'WOIIl••C~-.,. 01"IY .. JCH1'""AitH.UN1'111NAriCJINM..HC..,._ .............. .......-..M.,..__. 
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~-\.!Jfl:~~ !1··.-~,~·~·~:·.·.·-.H~ ... : ·1·:~. 'I' ' • : • • • • ~- • "i . . . 

' ' 
GOODBYE. 

Ifit'"s a analler figure you're after, 
we've got one. With this terrific offer, 
it'•.• put time for you to join Weight 
Watchers and get one of your own. 

You 'llleam how to eat real foods 
n,bt away. Handle real-life challenges. 
And develop permanent babita that 
won't just help you reach your goal 
weight. They'll help keep you there. 

So take advanta(e of our great offer 
today. While your smaller figure may 
lut fo!e\'eT, ours won't. So hurry and 
join Weight Watchers today. 

EXl:1IBI'l' l 7 

633 

N 
uperiellced I P· 
--told &Ml Dn 
eoNiitlon Cor wh· 
we eMuld a~~ticip 

The pain ... 
&houcb .. .,. Jnl 
find IDtiiiiCIM in 
IIIGft, .. IDUit fl 

libifity or Jolin( 
anpl. Altholllh 
wi&h 111. •• ar 
rri•"illf. Then 
cloud luariac 
bN&b, It II diffi 
&hrourh &he d• 
br .. ll:iDC down 
around .-ich '' .,... 
~Ann. II• 

up 1 child? Alt 
l&r'Dnr in Caith. 
Mn!&o~· 

Way .. uk,c• 
been ill Gill' an
our cbil4rtn out ' 
Or il....,.ccaY li• 
about 011r Cl&her u 
Cor &he loll? Car. • 
themf-?ht 
what lias ahead" 
help Ill? 
-~Tb.-e 

DEAR PARE~ 
E..ry perent .: 
CMI your pail!. 
CNII blow. 

You fi'Wt ftC • 
the nawn or he 
ln&J' ha,. Ia!\. I 
I! any af my n 
wiU pur wm 
yoY.Owrthe. 
lilta family, &l'ld 

DEAlt~: I 
wri&e tJUs Jea.tr 
iftl I IDedical 1 
~WI' 
I 'ft1')' pri""" : 
under any cir:
IDII:W with 11'1: 

The otbtr n 
IIDDiethina \hat 
k.ni'W about Ill) 

tbJ"'I~IIw 
IJ'Icl Ill)' doctor. 

I know G.o 
whall ha'l 'b8d 
i.t &hat ~~,e m11 
d.enCI. 

Tllil il·nct tll 
happenedl!Gt 

=,·~;t~ 
DEAR Wlfl 
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EXHIBIT 18 

ExHmrr 18 

IIJ.JII;S 
•c..~~ 
•lA& l:XI-..ItCS .. 4:CS~ 

u,. 
•t.a4:CS,.. . 
"""'-at""n:cs.,ss ... 
~ ...... '* .... 

"'lhn.'-"61111 
•N.i:ar .. &ICG• 
•$&.t::ll• 

GREAT SAVINGS 
ON FASTER 
WEIGHT LOSS. 

PROVEN-EFFECTIVE, TOOt 
lc:Jalth r1ftMd t! ~ )'Qts Quick~ Ptopm 
mcllc:d pounds 2t:M rucr lhan be(~ And this )'Qt's 
New 1989 Quid:~ p~ Is CVCI'I bcaer, chanb 
to an a.slcr~ rood plan. an e:qnnded and slmpli
rled opciorW a:cn:isc: plan snd th3t wonderful m=ing 
a:perience nw:le eYer~ more wondcrl'ul! Come PfO''e 
10 ~ &iw •-c al.ad!• know -Ibis is &he ~nrn 
~ an count on! 

HALF-PRICE 
SAVE $10 

Don\ CIUG CCII! Join &cdzy and sz~ bi;! 

II&UCI!ftl. --.a... 
flll'-a.."' . .._a,. 
•n.n.C;G,. 
c:aJIIIIM 
~-..o-m ......... 
•n.n.a.,ss.,. 

lloWIII 
ap.. .... a.. ........ 
UQIIII. 
~ ....... a-a •-.a.,. 
U1ltS1WIC ........_.,_.. 
•n.n.tG,..,at ... 

aDem 
.... G.t. .....c:» ... 
a:llltf 
tiiiM'-SE .-.., ... 
""""''• 

Weio1" w~ may be able 1o ccme let~ Cclnwnurilrcw A!WOAI< lie& C.. vs lot kR1het ~ 

1-600-541-5630 

• ~~~~~~~~J:~~~~ • -._ ... _._.....-s.,c-.- -. 

ion: DllllNGS GI\Zt:TTF. 
4 0 1 H • OI'WAOI.IA T 
BILLINGS. MT 59103 

106-134!(1 

E!~fTT LJILL.li\MS Phone: 406-6S7-'t200 

Gh~l'l~ $1'\VII~G:: {JN FASTF.I~ I.II':IGHT I.OSS 
24? 

AO S17.E: SALI ::1 ccd x 7 .~0 = 2C: .SO inches 

·' ·- r ··- ·.,.." •. ·"'I l"l.:t.l r·!·:. 

I.':J I · OOOOOiJ 1 ~ 7 
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Before you know it. 
1bo many d~ neYer make it from ~rore· to "after~ 
Some lose motivation along the way. Others get too hungry rrom skimpy, 

so-called meals. And a few just giYe up_~fore the end of the first day. 
tr ~u·re one or these people, then Weight Watchers New Quick Success 

Program can help~ reach ·wr· a ioe,sooner than ~u think. 
Last year alone. this PfoYen effec:tive program helped millions or mem· 

bel'$ take off weight OYer 20% faster than eYer. This year, it's eYer\ easier. 
Our New Quick Success Program now includes even n\0~ delicious 

choices on its food plan. And as a ~ht ~member, )OU11 rec:eiYe 
the kind of support and rnodYation you need to change poor eating 
ha.bits-.and stick to~ rood ~ 

Ir you({ Uke to make an~ c:Ommitrnent to )Qlr ~loss 
elfDrt, we ~an optional exercise plan. Irs also the perfect way to buUd. 
mnf\dene:e and have some fun. • 

Sol! you've been thinking that •after" will never come, stop worrying. 
And start thinlcif\S_ ~the great new figure-and rashions~1l have 
soon after }oinirig Weight Watchers. · 

For the Weight Watch~ \ocation nearest you, . 
check your local telephone listing. . . New for lS89 

QUick Success· Program 
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D:Hmrr 20 

THAT 
MILLION DOLLAR 
FIGURE IS 
NOW ON SALE! 

THE PROVEN-EFFECTtVE WAY 
TO LOSE WEIGHT B\S1'ER. 

Re:seartb pttM:d last )'afs Quick 
Success- Pro,ammeltedpccmds·20% 
flster liwl bebre.. ADd now it's e\'all easier 
tD lose 'Wdcbt that Ds:t! Tbe New 1989 
Quick Succr:ss Prcggmbas a l'ftisedmod 
plm. plusara~aadlimp&&ed 
optioaa1 esDltile plm.ltiJI4. 'We~ eftll 
impmyedtha~mectmz 
~Sowbltare;rguwa!tiagt= 

IIALN'IUCB. 
SA.VB$00 

We\oe mduczd tbe pdce ol mduc:illg. if J'OU 
joiDDaW. 

THE NEW QUICK SUCCESs· PROGRAM 
-::-.=-.... --:=.."':.~--====--:=....~~-:· --...-=.-:::.':&..-~~ 
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JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH 
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER 

DECEMBER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
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Statement 

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER DEBORAH K. OWEN 
CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART 

124 F.T.C. 

The Commission's decision to accept for public comment consent 
orders with three major marketers of low calorie diets, and to issue 
Part III complaints against two others, represents an important, and 
largely appropriate, next step in the Commission's efforts to address 
allegations of false and unsubstantiated advertising claims in the diet 
industry. However, I must dissent on two aspects of th~ proposed 
remedies in these matters. 

First, in the earlier very low calorie diet cases, I took the position 
that the mandated weight loss maintenance disclosures were likely to 
be too complex to enlighten consumers if made during short radio or 
TV ads. 1 I recommended requiring more concise disclosures for such 
broadcast ads, which would be supplemented by full disclosure at the 
point of sale. The contemplated relief in the present five matters 
adopts much of this approach, and, as such, represents a significant 
improvement over the very low calorie diet consents. Hoyvever, this 
improvement would not apply where a broadcast maintenance claim 
includes a number, percentage, or other descriptive term to convey a 
quantitative measure. I am concerned that this proviso will 
significantly reduce, if not eliminate, the incidence of shorter, more 
understandable broadcast ad disclosures, without providing 
sufficiently compensating gains in preventing deception. 
Furthermore, the proviso's language regarding descriptive terms 
conveying a quantitative measure is vague. Appropriate, non
deceptive claims may be inadvertently chilled as a result, and vexing 
compliance questions may arise as respondents attempt to conform to 
the requirements of the orders. Accordingly, I dissent with respect to 
inclusion of this proviso in the proposed consents and notice orders. 

Second, I dissent with regard to the notice of possible action 
under Section 19(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 
57b, in the Jenny Craig and Weight Watchers matters. Consumer 
redress has not been included in any of the recent settlements with 
marketers of very low, and low calorie diet programs,- and there 
appear to be no distinguishable appropriate grounds for seeking this 
relief from Jenny Craig and Weight Watchers. Moreover, assessing 
consumer injury and determining levels of fair and equitable redress 

1 . . 0 0 • • • 0 

See Statement Concurnng m Part and Dtssentmg m Part m Jason Pharmaceuttcals, Inc., File 
No. 902-3337, National Center for Nutrition, Inc., File No. 912-3024, and Sandoz Nutrition 
Corporation, File No. 912-3023 (Aug. 10, 1992). 
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are apt to pose insurmountable problems for meaningful Section 
19(b) actions in these matters. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging 
the respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of Sections 
5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, and the 
respondent having been served with a copy of that complaint, 
together with a notice of contemplated relief; and 

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission 
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order, 
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set 'forth 
in the complaint, a statement that the signing of said agreement is for 
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by 
respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such 
complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint, other than 
jurisdictional facts, are true, and waivers and other provisions as 
required by the Commission's Rules; and 

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn 
this matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3.25(c) of 
its Rules; and 

The Con1mission having considered the matter and having 
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such 
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days, now 
in further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3.25(f) 
of its Rules, the Commission hereby makes the following 
jurisdictional findings and enters the following order: 

1. Respondent Weight Watchers International, Inc. is a 
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by 
virtue of the laws of the State of Virginia, with its principal place of 
business located at 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 

2. The Federal Trade Con1mission has jurisdiction of the subject 
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding 
is in the public interest. 

ORDER 

DEFINITIONS 

For the purposes of this order, the following definitions shall 
apply: 
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A. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence" shall mean those 
tests, analyses, research, studies, surveys, or other evidence based on 
the expertise of professionals in the relevant area, that have been 
conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified 
to do so, using procedures generally accepted in the profession to 
yield accurate and reliable results. 

B. "Weight loss program" shall mean any program designed to 
aid consumers in weight loss· or weight maintenance, when ~ffered to 
consumers in classes or meetings of one or more individuals where 
person-to-person instruction in weight loss or weight maintenance is 
provided. Food products shall not be considered, for purposes of this 
order, part of a weight loss program unless they are advertised, 
promoted, offered for sale or sold as a necessary part, e.g., "Personal 
Cuisine," ofa "weight loss program." Cardio-Fitness Corporation 
programs shall not be deemed, for purposes of this order, "weight loss 
programs," unless they are advertised, promoted, offered for sale, or 
sold using the Weight Watchers trademark or name and otherwise 
satisfy the definition of "weight loss program." 

C. "Broadcast medium" shall mean any radio or television 
broadcast, cablecast, home video, or theatrical release. 

· D. For any order-required disclosure in a print medium to be 
made "clearly and prominently" or in a "clear and prominent 
manner," it must be given both in the same type style and in: 

(1) Twelve point type where the representation that triggers the 
disclosure is given in twelve point or larger type; or 

(2) The same type size as the representation that triggers the 
disclosure where that representation is given in a type size that is 
smaller than twelve point type. 

E. For any order-required disclosure given orally in a broadcast 
medium to be made "clearly and prominently" or in a "clear and 
prominent manner," the disclosure must be given at the same volume 
and in the same cadence as the representation that triggers the 
disclosure. 

F. For any order-required disclosure given in the video portion of 
a television or video advertisement to be made "clearly and 
prominently" or in a "clear and prominent manner," the disclosure 
must be of a size and shade, and must appear on the screen for a 
duration, sufficient for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend 
it. 
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I. 

It is ordered, That Weight Watchers International, Inc., a 
corporation ("respondent"), its successors and assigns, and 
respondent's officers, representatives, agents, and employees, directly 
or through any corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device, 
including franchisees or licensees, in connection with the advertising, 
promotion, offering for sale, or sale of any weight loss program, in or 
affecting commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from: 

A. Making any representation, directly or by implication, about 
the success of participants on any weight loss program in achieving 
or maintaining weight loss or weight control unless, at the time of 
making any such representation, respondent possesses and relies upon 
competent and reliable evidence, which when appropriate must be 
competent _and reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates the 
representation; provided, further, that for any representation that: 

(1) Any weight loss achieved or maintained through the weight 
loss program is typical or representative of all or any subset of 
participants of respondent's program, said evidence shall, at a 
minimum, be based on a representative sample of: 

(a) All participants who have entered the program, where the 
representation relates to such persons; provided, however, that the 
required sample may exclude those participants who dropped out of 
the program within two weeks of their entrance or who were unable 
to complete the program due to change of residence or medical 
reasons, such as pregnancy; or 

(b) All participants who have completed a particular phase of the 
program or the entire program, where the representation only relates 
to such persons; 

(2) Any weight loss is maintained long-term, said evidence shall, 
at a minimum, be based upon the experience of participants who were 
followed for a period of at least two years from their completion of 
the active maintenance phase of respondent's program, or earlier 
termination, as applicable; and , 

(3) Any weight loss is maintained permanently, said evidence 
shall, at a minimum, be based upon the experience of participants 
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who wen~ followed for a period of time after completing the program 
that is either: 

(a) Generally recognized by experts in the field of treating obesity 
as being of sufficient length for predicting that weight loss will be 
permanent, or 

(b) Demonstrated by competent and reliable survey evidence as 
being of sufficient duration to permit such a prediction. 

B. Representing, directly or by implication, except through 
endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.D herein, that 
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained 
weight loss, unless respondent discloses, clearly and prominently, and 
in close proximity to such representation, the statement: "For many 
dieters, weight loss is temporary."; 

Provided, further, that respondent shall not represent, directly or 
by implication, that the above-quoted statement does not apply to 
dieters in respondent's weight loss program; 

Provided, however, that a truthful statement that merely describes 
the existence, design, or content of a weight maintenance or weight 
management program or notes that the program teaches participants 
about how to manage their weight will not, without more, be 
considered for purposes of this order a representation regarding 
weight loss maintenance success. 

C. Representing, directly or by implication, except through 
endorsements or testimonials referred to in paragraph I.D herein, that 
participants of any weight loss program have successfully maintained 
weight loss, unless respondent discloses, clearly and prominently, and 
in close proximity to such representation, the following information: 

( 1) The average percentage of weight loss maintained by those 
participants; 

(2) The duration over which the weight loss was maintained, 
measured from the date that participants ended the active weight loss 
phase of the program, provided, further, that if any portion of the timy 
period covered includes participation in a maintenance program(s) 
that follows active weight loss, such fact must also be disclosed; and 

(3) If the participant population referred to is not representative 
of the general participant population for respondent's programs: 
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(a) The proportion of the total participant population in 
respondent's programs that those participants represent, expressed in 
terms of a percentage or actual numbers of participants, or 

(b) The statement: "Weight Watchers makes no claim that this 
[these] result[s] is [are] representative of all participants in the Weight 
Watchers program."; 

provided, however, that for representations about we,ight loss 
maintenance success that do not use a number or percentage, or 
descriptive terms that convey a quantitative measure such as "most of 
our customers maintain their weight loss long-term," respondent may, 
in lieu of the disclosures required in C.(l )-(3) above, 

(i) Include, clearly and prominently, and in immediate 
conjunction with such representation, the statement: "Check at our 
centers for details about our maintenance record."; and 

(ii) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first 
dissemination or broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no 
sooner than thirty (30) days after the last dissemination or broadcast 
of such advertisement, give to each potential participant, by following 
the procedures set out in Appendix A, a printed document containing 
all the information required by paragraph I.B and subparagraphs 
I.C(l)-(3) ofthis order; 

Provided, further, that compliance with the obligations of this 
paragraph I.C in no way relieves respondent of the requirement under 
paragraph I. A of this order to substantiate any representation about 
the success of participants on any weight loss program in maintaining 
weight loss; 

Provided, however, that in determining the success of participants 
in maintaining weight loss, respondent may exclude those 
participants who dropped out of the program within two weeks of 
their entrance or who were unable to complete the program due to 
change of residence or medical reasons, such as pregnancy; 

D. Using any advertisement containing an endorsement or 
testimonial about weight loss success or weight loss maintenance-
success by a participant or participants of respondent's weight loss 
program if the weight loss success or weight loss maintenance 
success depicted in the advertisement is not representative of what 
participants of respondent's weight loss programs generally achieve, 
unless respondent discloses, clearly and prominently, and in close 
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proximity to the endorser's statement of his or her weight loss success 
or weight loss maintenance success: 

(1) What the generally expected success would be for Weight 
Watchers customers in losing weight or maintaining achieved weight 
loss; provided, however, that in determining the generally expected 
success for Weight Watchers customers, respondent may exclude 
those customers who dropped out of the program within nyo weeks 
of their entrance or who were unable to complete the program due to 
change of residence or medical reasons, such as pregnancy; and that 
for endorsements or testimonials about weight loss success, 
respondent can satisfy the requirements of this subparagraph by 
accurately disclosing: 

(a) The generally expected success for Weight Watchers 
customers in the following phrase: "Weight loss averages (number) 
lbs. over weeks"; or 

(b) (i) The average number of pounds lost by Weight Watchers 
customers, using the following phrase: "Average weight loss 
(number) lbs. More details at centers"; and 

(ii) For a period of time beginning with the date of the first 
dissemination or broadcast of any such advertisement and ending no 
sooner than thirty (30) days after the last dissemination or broadcast 
of such advertisement, give to each potential participant, by following 
the procedures set out in Appendix B, a printed document containing 
what the generally expected Sl!ccess would be for Weight Watchers 
customers in losing weight, expressed in terms of both average 
number of pounds lost and average duration of participation in the 
Weight Watchers program, or, 

(2) The limited applicability of the endorser's experience to what 
consumers may generally expect to achieve; i.e., that consumers 
should not expect to experience similar results; 

provided, however, that a truthful statement that merely describes the 
existence, design, or content of a weight maintenance or weight 
management program or notes that the program teaches participants 

. ! how to manage their weight, or which states either through the 
endorser or in nearby copy that under the program "weight loss 
maintenance is possible," or words to that effect, will not, without 
more, be considered for purposes of this paragraph a representation 
regarding weight loss maintenance success or trigger the need for 
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separate or additional maintenance disclosures required by other 
paragraphs of the order; 

Provided, further, that: 

(i) A representation about maintenance by an endorser that states 
a number or percentage, or uses descriptive terms that convey a 
quantitative measure, such as "I have kept off most of my weight loss 
for 2 years," shall be considered a representation regarding weight 
loss maintenance success; and -~ 

(ii) If endorsements or testimonials covered by this paragraph are 
made in a broadcast medium, any disclosure required by. this 
paragraph must be communicated in a clear and prominent manner 
and in immediate conjunction with the representation that triggers the 
disclosure. 

E. Making comparisons between the efficacy or success of one or 
more of respondent's weight loss programs and the efficacy or 
success of any other weight loss program(s), including but not limited 
to any other of respondent's weight loss programs, unless, at the time 
of making such representation, respondent possesses and relies upon 
competent and reliable evidence, which when appropriate must be 
competent and reliable scientific evidence, that substantiates the 
representation. 

F. Making any representatio11~ directly or by implication, about 
the rate or speed at which any participant in any weight loss program 
has experienced or will experience weight loss, unless true. 

G. Making any representation, directly or by implication, about 
the existence, contents, validity, results, conclusions, or 
interpretations of any test, study, or survey, unless true. 

H. Making any representation, directly or by implication, about 
the performance or efficacy of any weight loss program, unless true. 

II. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed 
change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution, assigrunent, 
or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation(s), the 
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other change in the 
corporation(s) that may affect compliance obligations arising out of 
this order. 
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III. 

It is further ordered, That for three (3) years after the last date of 
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, 
respondent, or its successors and assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for 
inspection and copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such 
representation; and 

B. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations, or other 
evidence in its possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call 
into question such representation, or the basis relied upon for such 
representation, including complaints from consumers. 

IV. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within ten ( 1 0) days 
after the service of this order, distribute a copy of this order to each 
of its officers, agents, representatives, independent contractors, and 
employees involved in the preparation and placement of 
advertisements or promotional n1aterials, and to its regional 
managers; and distribute to those having point of sale responsibilities 
under the order, written instructions implementing the point of sale 
obligations of the orders; and, for a period of five (5) years from the 
date of service of this order, distribute same to all future such officers, 
agents, representatives, independent contractors, employees, and 
regional managers. 

v. 

It is further ordered, That: 

A. Respondent shall use its best efforts to obtain its weight loss 
program franchisees' and licensees' compliance with this order by 
doing the following: 

(1) Respondent shall, within forty-five (45) days after service o{ 
this order, distribute a copy of this order to each of its weight loss 
program franchisees or licensees, return receipt requested; 

(2) Respondent shall review advertising and promotional 
materials submitted to it from its franchisees or licensees prior to 
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dissemination and publication to determine compliance with the 
requirements of this order; 

(3) Respondent shall notify any franchisee or licensee in writing 
if any advertising or promotional material does not comply with the 
requirements of this order and that it should not be disseminated or 
published; 

(4) Respondent shall monitor franchisee and licensee advertising 
and where it finds advertising that has not been submitt~p to it and 
which it believes is not in compliance with the requirements of this 
order, it will notify such franchisee or licensee in writing of its 
findings and that such advertising should be withdrawn; 

( 5) Respondent shall maintain separate files for each franchisee 
or licensee containing a copy of the signed receipt and copies of any 
correspondence relating to any advertising and promotional materials 
with respect to the issues raised by this order for a period of three (3) 
years; 

(6) Upon request, respondent shall make these files available to 
the Commission staff for inspection and copying; and 

(7) Where this order provides for the distribution of documents 
containing certain information to participants, respondent shall 
include such information in "Program" materials which its 
franchisees or licensees are required to supply to each participant. 

B. Respondent shall include in all future weight loss program 
franchise or license agreements with new franchisees or licensees a 
requirement that the franchisee or licensee operate its business in full 
compliance with the prohibitions and affirmative requirements 
imposed on respondent pursuant to Part I of the Commission's .order; 

provided further, for purposes of this part of the order, the term "new 
franchisees or licensees" means those who are not franchised or 
licensed to conduct any weight loss program, or those who do not 
own or control such franchisees or licensees, at the time the order 
becomes final. 

VI. 

It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within sixty (60) days 
after the date of service of this order, file with the Commission a 
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which 
it has complied with this order. 
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VII. 

It is further ordered, That this order will terminate twenty (20) 
years from the date of its issuance, or twenty (20) years from the most 
recent date that the United States or the Federal Trade Commission 
files a complaint (with or without an accompanying consent decree) 
in federal court alleging any violation of the order, whichever comes 
later; provided, however, that the filing of such a complaint will not 
affect the duration of: · 

A. Any paragraph in this order that terminates in less than twenty 
(20) years; and 

B. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has 
terminated pursuant to this paragraph. 

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court 
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order, 
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal, 
then the order will terminate according to this paragraph as though 
the complaint was never filed, except that the order will not terminate 
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline 
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or 
ruling is upheld on appeal. 

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting, having no reason to believe 
the law has been violated. Chairman Pitofsky was recused, and 
Commissioner Thompson did not participate. 1 

1 
Prior to leaving the Commission, former Commissioner Starek registered his vote. in the 

affirmative for issuing the decision and order in this matter. 
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Response to Petition 

Petition of Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc., to Quash 
Subpoena Duces Tecum. 
Hoechst AG, File No. 971-0055. 

October 17, 1997 

Dear Mr. Spears: 

This is to advise you of the ruling of the Federal Trade 
Commission ("Commission") on the Petition of Hoechst Marion 
Roussel, Inc. to Quash ("Petition")· filed on May 1, 1997, in the 
above-referenced matter. 1 The Petition seeks to quash a subpoena 
duces tecum ("Subpoena") issued by the Commission on March 26, 
1997.2 

The ruling set forth herein has been made by. Commissioner 
Roscoe B. Starek, III, pursuant to authority delegated under 
Commission Rule of Practice 2.7(d)(4), 16 CFR 2.7(d)(4). 
Commissioner Starek has carefully reviewed the Petition, the 
accompanying exhibits, and the Declaration of Mr. Edward 
Stratemeier, General Counsel of HMRI ("the Stratemeier 
Declaration" or "the Declaration"). He has also considered the oral 
presentation on the Petition made on June 18, 1997, and the 
supplement to the Petition filed on June 24, 1997 ("Pet. Supp. "). The 
Petition is granted in part and denied in part for the reasons stated 
below. 

1 
After granting several extensions of time to file a petition to quash, pursuant to Commission 

Rule of Practice 2.7(d) (3), 16 CFR 2.7(d) (3), the staff insisted that any such petition be filed by April 
30, 1997. Petitioner filed a timely petition to quash on that date, and another version on May 1, 1997. 
The cover letter to the May 1 version stated that it corrected typographical and other errors found in 
the previous day's version and provided information about negotiations on April 30, 1997, with 
Commission staff to modify the Subpoena. The May 1 cover letter requested that the May 1 version 
be accepted for filing as a corrected copy. The Commission· has determined to accept the May 1 
version in substitution for the timely Petition filed on April 30, 1997. -

2 
Although the Subpoena was addressed to Hoechst AG ("Hoechst") in care of Hoechst Marion 

Roussel, Inc. ("HMRI" or "Petitioner")-- a subsidiary ofHoechst with its North American headquarters 
in Kansas City, Missouri -- the Petition was filed only on behalf of HMRI. HMRI falls within the 
definition of "Hoechst" or "The Company" found in Definition A of the Subpoena. Because the 
Subpoena and the Petition are aimed primarily at documents in the possession of HMRI (including the 
files ofHMRI's predecessor entities and of its agents and attorneys), the Commission has determined 
to consider the Petition insofar as it relates to those materials. The Commission declines, however, to 
accept the Petition's implicit assertion that only HMRI and not other Hoechst entities are subject to the 
Commission's Order and the Subpoena. 
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I. BACKGROUND 

Hoechst, HMRI, and various officers, employees, affiliates and 
other subsidiaries of Hoechst are bound by a Commission Decision 
and Order issued on December 5, 1995, in Hoechst AG, Docket No. 
C-3629 ("the order").3 The order, which resolved the Commission's 
investigation ofHoechst's acquisition of Marion Merrell Dow, Inc., 
addressed concerns that the acquisition would lessen competition in 
four product markets, including, as relevant here, the market for the 
manufacture and sale of diltiazem hydrochloride used in the treatment 
of hypertension or angina. Among its other requirements, the order 
obligated Hoechst to grant Biovail Research Corporation ("Biovail") 
-- a research firm with which Hoechst had been developing diltiazem 
prior to the acquisition -- a right to refer to certain scientific data 
about diltiazem in FDA applications (order~ II.A.1) and prohibited 
Hoechst from instituting any patent infringement action against 
Biovail with respect to any "Biovail Diltiazem Products" (a term 
defined in order~ II.A.3). 

On March 18, 1997, the Commission issued a Resolution 
Authorizing the Use of Compulsory Process in an investigation 
intended "[t]o determine whether respondent Hoechst AG is violating 
or has violated the order in Docket No. C-3629." On March 24, 
1997, as part of this compliance investigation, the Commission issued 
the Subpoena challenged by HMRI's Petition. 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. HMRI's claim that the Commission's resolution authorizing the 
Subpoena is fatally flawed because HMRI cannot have violated 
the order. 

HMRI argues -- most clearly in the supplement to its Petition -
that the resolution authorizing compulsory process in this matter is 
"fatally flawed" and that therefore the Subpoena must be quashed. 
The crux of HMRI's argument is that the resolution authorizes an 
investigation only of whether "HMRI" is violating or has violated the 
order and, moreover, does not authorize an investigation of 
contemplated or anticipated conduct.4 HMRI contends further that 

3 .. : . 
The defimtwn of the respondent "Hoechst" IS set forth m paragraph LA of the order. 

4 
See Pet. Supp. at 1. HMRJ repeatedly characterizes both the investigation and the Subpoena 

as directed only at HMRl. The resolution plainly states, however, that the investigation is directed at 
Hoechst AG and the "Hoechst" entities encompassed by order paragraph LA. 
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the "objective facts of this case" make it facially obvious that HMRI 
could not have violated -- and is not now violating -- the order 
provisions with which the investigation is concerned (,-r,-r II.A.1 & 
II.A.3). Therefore, HMRI suggests, the Subpoena is not supported by 
a valid resolution and must be quashed. See Pet. Supp. at 4-5. 

To be valid, a compulsory process resolution need only (1) 
establish the agency's statutory authority to conduct the inquiry and 
(2) announce the purpose and scope of the investiga,tion with 
sufficient specificity to allow a determination of whether the 
information sought is reasonably relevant to the stated purpose. FTC 
v. Invention Submission Corp., 965 F.2d 1086, 1090 (D.C. Cir. 1992), 
cert. denied, 507 U.S. 910 (1993); FTCv. Carter, 636 F.2d 781,788 
(D.C. Cir. 1980); FTC v. Texaco, Inc., 555 F.2d 862, 874 & n.26 
(D.C. Cir.) (en bane), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 974 (1977); see also 
RNR Enterprises, Inc. v. SEC, 1997 U.S. App. Lexis 12174 (2d Cir. 
May 22, 1997). The resolution at issue here announces an 
investigation to determine whether the named respondent to a specific 
cease and desist order has violated or is violating that order. As 
HMRI concedes, it is clear beyond question that the Commission has 
authority to investigate compliance with its orders. Pet. Supp. at 4 
n.1; United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 651 (1950). 

Although it characterizes the resolution as flawed, HMRI does not 
actually challenge the resolution, HMRI concedes the Commission's 
authority to investigate compliance with its orders, does not challenge 
the legality of the resolution itself, and does not assert that the 
resolution fails to describe this inquiry adequately. Rather, HMRI 
argues that, as a factual matter, it cannot be violating or have violated 
the order -- as HMRI interprets the order -- and thus HMRI concludes 
that the "real" purpose of the investigation must be something other 
than its announced purpose. Pet. Supp. at 4 & n.l. As will be 
discussed in Part II.B, infra, the Subpoena (as modified by the instant 
ruling) seeks information reasonably relevant to the investigation of 
possible violations of the order properly announced by the resolution. 

B. HMRI's contention that the information sought by tke Subpoena 
is irrelevant to an investigation of order violations because HMRI 
cannot have violated the order and because, both as a matter of 
law and under binding Commission regulations, documents 
reflecting interpretations of the order are irrelevant. 
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HMRI correctly states that the resolution announces an 
investigation of possible order violations and argues that it cannot 
have violated order paragraph II.A.l or II.A.3. Therefore, HMRI 
claims, the information sought by the Subpoena is by ·definition 
irrelevant because it is "impossible" for a violation to have occurred. 
Pet. Supp. at 4 & n.1. Although the resolution authorizes a 
potentially broader investigation than that depicted by HMRI, 
Petitioner is correct that Subpoena Specifications 1-4 and 6-11 focus 
on information relating to Hoechst's (and thus HMRI's) compliance 
obligations under order paragraph II.5 

--

Contrary to Petitioner's argument, however, it is not "impossible" 
for Hoechst entities to have violated the order. Paragraph II.A.1 
imposed an obligation on Hoechst to provide, within seven days after 
the order became final, a "right of reference" to Biovail that allows 
Biovail to use certain Hoechst scientific data to obtain FDA approval 
to manufacture and market certain drugs. HMRI interprets this 
provision extremely narrowly, asserts that it has complied with its 
own interpretation, and argues that any obligation to provide a 
broader right of reference can be triggered only by a future request 
from Biovail. See Pet. Supp. at 5-6. It is not necessary to resolve 
dispositively the merits ofHMRI's reading of paragraph II.A.1 to see 
that HMRI's narrow interpretation appears to neglect the order's 
unconditional requirement that the right of reference be provided 
within seven days after the order became final. 6 Whether Hoechst's 
(and HMRI's) conduct to date has violated order paragraph II.A.1 is 
a factual question whose resolution should be advanced by the 
information sought by the Subpoena. 

HMRI also argues that the Subpoena seeks internal documents 
reflecting subjective interpretations of the order and that, as a matter 
of law, those documents are irrelevant to the construction of the 
order. In HMRI's view, judicial precedent on the construction of 
consent orders establishes that documents reflecting a party's 

5 
It is unnecessary to· consider Specification 5 of the Subpoena, which seeks documents 

discussing plans that Hoechst is considering, has considered, or has determined to implement (or not 
to implement) if Biovail files a new drug application or an abbreviated new drug application 
("ANDA") with the FDA for approval of a formulation of once-a-day diltiazem other than-Tiazac. An 
important purpose of Specification 5 was to discover documents relating to Hoechst's intention to file 
suit against Biovail, given that such a suit could delay FDA action on an ANDA for up to 30 months. 
See 21 U.S.C. 355 (j) (4) (B) (iii). Since the Subpoena was served on Hoechst, Biovail has filed an 
ANDA with the FDA for such a drug, but Hoechst has not filed suit against Biovail within the period 
prescribed by statute. Accordingly, there is not evident need for the information sought by 
Specification 5. 

6 
Although Hoechst/HMRI submitted a right of reference in December 1995, it appears that 

HMRI placed limitations on that right of reference in July 1996 and that counsel for HMRI sought 
confirmation of those restrictions in a letter to the FDA dated October 28, 1996. 
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subjective interpretations are irrelevant to the construction of an 
administrative consent order. 

HMRI's argument on this point, however, focuses entirely on 
what, if anything, a court might properly rely on as extrinsic evidence 
in interpreting the order. HMRI's position ignores the range of other 
information -- whether or not ultimately admissible in court -- that is 
relevant to the Commission's pending pre-complaint investigation. 
The Commission has broad authority to gather relevant ip.formation 
to determine whether a respondent has violated an order issued by the 
Commission and whether enforcement action would be in the public 
interest. In United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 642-43 
(1950), the Supreme Court distinguished between the limited scope 
of judicial subpoenas and the Commission's power to gather 
information: 

The only power that is involved here is the power to get information from 
those who best can give it and who are most interested in not doing so. Because 
judicial power is reluctant if not unable to summon evidence until it is shown to be 
relevant to issues in litigation, it does not follow that an administrative agency 
changed with seeing that the laws are enforced may not have and exercise powers 
of original inquiry. It has a power of inquisition, if one chooses to call it that, 
which is not derived from the judicial function. It is more analogous to the Grand 
Jury, which does not depend on a case or controversy for power to get evidence but 
can investigate merely on suspicion that the law is being violated, or even because 
it wants assurance that it is not. 

A Commission investigatory subpoena will be enforced if the 
documents are "not plainly irrelevant" to the investigative purpose. 
FTC v. Carter, supra, 636 F.2d at 788, citing SEC v. Arthur Young & 
Co., 584 F.2d 1018, 1029 (D.C. Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 
1071 (1979). It is the respondent's burden to show that the requested 
information is irrelevant. FTC v. Invention Submission Corp., supra, 
965 F.2d at 1090. In the current, pre-complaint stage of a nonpublic 
investigation, there is no requirement that the documents sought be 
admissible in a hypothetical judicial proceeding to prove some 
potential charge or complaint; all that is required is· that the 
information sought be relevant to a determination of whether the law 
has been violated and whether the Commission should exercise its 
prosecutorial discretion to proceed. FTC v. Texaco, Inc., supra, 555 
F.2d at 874 & nn.24-25. See also Moore Business Forms, Inc. v. 
FTC, 307 F.2d 188 (D.C. Cir. 1962) (court enforced subpoena over 
contention that documents were "meaningless" to any theory of 
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violation, where the agency had not yet formulated a ruling on the 
factual question raised by the company). 

Alternatively, HMRI argues that the Commission may not 
subpoena internal company documents discussing the meaning or 
interpretation of the order because Commission Rule 2.32, 16 CFR 
2.32, requires that all consent agreements contain language stating 
that 

no agreement, understanding, representation, or interpretation not contaiped in the 
order or the aforementioned [consent] agreement may be used to vary or to 
contradict the terms of the order. 

But by its terms, Rule 2.32 is not a limitation on investigative 
activities but is merely guidance to the staff on certain waivers, 
procedures, and other "boilerplate" language that should appear in 
Commission orders. Obviously, the Commission must seek to define 
what materials it asserts are relevant_ in ascertaining the meaning of 
its orders. As relevant here, Rule 2.32 prohibits "sidebar" agreements 
and routine reference to extrinsic materials and declares the 
Commission's general policy with respect to the use of extrinsic 
materials. HMRI's Rule 2.32 argument -- like its argument about 
documents reflecting subjective order interpretations -- confuses 
relevance in an investigation with ultimate probative value in 
litigation. Nothing in Rule 2.32 bars the Commission from seeking 
records that may demonstrate an intent to violate the order, constitute 
admissions, or otherwise bear on the penalty or other remedy that 
should be sought. 

Moreover, the agency's remedy for most order violations is to file 
a civil penalty action in federal court. No matter what HMRI or the 
Commission may think about the clarity of the order, a court called 
upon to judge Hoechst's order compliance-- particularly a court not 
convinced that the order is unambiguous -- may determine to consider 
extrinsic evidence to interpret the order. 7 Reviewing courts have 
considered a broad range of evidence to determine the correct 
interpretation of ambiguous consent orders. See United States v. ITT 
Continental Baking Co., 420 U.S. 223 (1975) (compliant and . 
negotiating history); Dr. Pepper/Seven-Up Companies, Inc. v. FTC, · 
151 F.R.D. 483 (D.D.C. 1993) (Commission's complaint, negotiating 
history, and internal legal memoranda); United States v. American 
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, 782 F. Supp. 778 

7 
The staff and HMRI apparently agree that the order is clear on its face but disagree as to what 

obligations are imposed by the allegedly unambiguous language. 
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(S.D.N.Y. 1991) (negotiating history, internal legal memoranda, and 
post-decree conduct of parti~s to decree). In employing its broad 
investigative authority in aid of its exercise of prosecutorial 
discretion, the Commission is entitled to subpoena information that 
might ultimately be cited or relied on in a federal court proceeding to 
redress order violations. 

HMRI's arguments and admissions themselves demonstrate the 
relevance of the information sought by the Subpoena. Order 
paragraphs II.A.1 and II.A.3 use the term "Biovail Diltiazem 
Products," which paragraph I.J defines to include once-a-day 
diltiazem formulations that Hoechst was developing with Biovail. 
HMR1 contends that Tiazac is the only "Biovail Diltiazem Product," 
and that accordingly Hoechst has already performed all obligations 
imposed by paragraph II.A.1 respecting the grant of a right of 
reference to -Biovail. 8 Pet. Supp. at 5. HMRI nonetheless concedes 
that some inquiry into the HMRI/Biovail relationship is relevant to a 
determination of which products were developed under the 
Hoechst/Biovail relationship. !d. at 10- I' 1. Plainly HMRI and the 
staff disagree over the meaning of the term "Biovail Diltiazem 
Products" and the potential scope of Hoechst's obligations under the 
order. As limited by this ruling-- and as explained in Part II.C, infra 
-- the Subpoena seeks information relevant to clarification of those 
Issues. 

C. HMRI's argument that the Subpoena is unlimited in scope and 
imposes an undue burden. 

HMRI takes the position that the Subpoena requires a search of 
literally hundreds of entities, including its affiliates and subsidiaries, 
its law firms, and a variety of entities in which it has an ownership 
interest. The Petition also argues that the Subpoena covers an 
unnecessarily broad time period, extending beyond the period of its 
relationship with Biovail. In support of these contentions, HMRI 
filed the Declaration of Mr. Stratemeier. That Declaration detailed 
the scope of the search required to comply with the Subpoena. Mr. 
Stratemeier also represented under oath that HMRI had collected the 
files of its predecessor or acquired entities (Marion Merrell Dow and 

8 
Paragraph I.J of the order defines "Biovail Diltiazem Products" as: 

the sustained release and/or extended release diltiazem products that Hoechst was developing with 
Biovail pursuant to the Rights Agreement that Hoechst and Biovail entered into on June 30, 1993. 

This definition appears by its terms to encompass multiple products, raising a threshold obstacle 
to HMRI's argument that Tiazac was the sole "Biovail Diltiazem Product." 
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Hoechst Roussel Pharmaceuticals, Inc.), as well as the files of 
specific responsible individuals identified by name,9 and that those 
files were being maintained in the possession of HMRI when Mr. 
Stratemeier executed his Declaration. · 

When the Commission's need for relevant documents to complete 
its law enforcement investigation is balanced against the burden that 
would be imposed on HMRI and other Hoechst entities, it appears 
that the Declaration -- in combination with factual developments that 
occurred after all papers were filed i~ this matter10 

-- provid~s a basis 
for some narrowing of the Subpoena. In addition, it appears that a 
search for some records may be unnecessary and, accordingly, may 
at a minimum be deferred until the staff has reviewed the initial wave 
of production and determined whether a further search is required. 

Essentially, the Declaration suggests that all relevant responsive 
documents are in HMRI's possession. At the oral presentation before 
Commissioner Starek, however, Mr. Spears of Gadsby & Hannah 
(representing HMRI) agreed that responsive factual documents were 
also likely to be in the possession of either his law firm or Skadden 
Arps Slate Meagher & Flom ("Skadden Arps"), HMRI's counsel in 
their merger investigation that culminated in the Commission's 
issuance of the order. 11 Moreover, the staff may ultimately ne.ed 
documents created or prepared by Skadden Arps lawyers or 
employees (subject to specific privilege claims) to complete its 
Inquiry. 

Nevertheless, it appears acceptable to defer any search for 
Skadden Arps internal materials-- as distinguished from Hoechst
generated documents in that law firm's possession -- until the staff 
has reviewed material received from Hoechst and HMRI material and 
determined whether information from other sources would advance 
the investigation. 12 Accordingly, the required search is divided into 
two successive phases and limited as follows: 

PHASE I: Production in this phase may be limited to (a) all responsive documents 
or portions of documents in the possession or custody of HMRI; (b) all responsive 
documents or portions of documents in all files of all individuals identified in the 
Stratemeier Declaration, wherever those individuals' files are located within 

9 . 
Strateme1er Dec.~~ 5, 9-10. 

10 
See note 5, supra. 

11 . . 
Transcnpt of Oral Presentatwn at 49 (June 18, 1997). 

12 
In addition, Specification 8 is limited to require only the production of documents that discuss 

joint development of once-a-day diltiazem formulations by Biovail and Hoechst entities or their 
predecessors. Petitioner need not produce documents that discuss only Biovail's unilateral 
development activities or activities involving third parties. 
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Hoechst (as "Hoechst" is defmed in the Subpoena); (c) all responsive documents 
or portions of documents in all files· of Marion Merrell Dow and Hoechst Roussel 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., identified in the Stratemeier Declaration; (d) all responsive 
Hoechst-generated documents or portions of Hoechst-generated documents in the 
possession, custody,· or control of Gadsby & Hannah or Skadden Arps. 
PHASE II: If the staff determines it to be necessary, the production will also 
include all responsive documents or portions of documents in the possession, 
custody, or control of Skadden Arps, except for responsive documents produced 
during Phase I or listed in a privilege log during Phase I. 13 

Moreover, as noted above, 14 events that occurred after the filing 
of the Petition have obviated any immediate search for information 
on HMRI's intention (if any) to file a patent infringement action 
against Biovail. Accordingly, Specification 5 is eliminated. 15 

HMRI suggests further that, in the event the Commission does not 
quash the Subpoena, the time period which Biovail and Hoechst 
Roussel Pharmaceuticals, Inc., had a development relationship (i.e., 
June 30, 1993, to August 25, 1995). Pet. Supp. at 11 n.l 0. HMRI 
argues that documents dated or generated before the beginning or 
after the end of that period are irrelevant. 

On the contrary, the period between January 1, 1993, and June 30, 
1993 is relevant to this investigation. HMRI concedes that the 
relationship between Biovail and Hoechst Roussel Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc., is a legitimate area of inquiry, Pet. Supp. at 10-11, and 
responsive documents generated or prepared during the six months 
during which that relationship was formulated are relevant. 
Documents generated or prepared during the period immediately 
following the termination of the relationship are also relevant. In 
addition, Specifications 1 and 3 seek, inter alia, documents relating 
to HMRI's attempt to limit the right of reference in letters sent to the 
FDA in July and October 1996. Whether this limitation violated the 
order is obviously relevant to this investigation. As to these two 
Specifications, therefore, the first 11 months of 1996 are also 
relevant. 

13 
HMRI may file a further petition to quash within 10 days after service on it of any ~tten 

request by the staff to conduct the Phase II search. -
14 
- See note 5, supra. 
15 

Although Petitioner need not produce information called for by Specification 5 regarding 
litigation plans, other specifications of the Subpoena seek information about Hoechst's compliance 
obligations under order paragraph II.A.3, which prohibits the filing of patent infringement suits against 
Biovail relating to the "Biovail Diltiazem Products." Because, as HMRI concedes, there is a legitimate 
basis for seeking information about the meaning and scope of "Biovail Diltiazem Products" (defined 
in paragraph I.J), documents discussing compliance obligations under paragraph II.A.3 are relevant 
even if specific violations of that paragraph may not have occurred. Compliance with those other 
Subpoena specifications is therefore required (as modified and limited by the instant ruling). 
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Accordingly, Instruction 2 of the Subpoena is modified by (1) 
deleting from the first sentence the phrase "on or after January 1, 
1993" and substituting therefor the phrase "during the period January 
1, 1993, through December 31, 1995"; (2) deleting the second 
sentence; and (3) adding the following as a new second sentence: 
"As they relate to Hoechst's actual or potential obligations under 
paragraph II.A.1 of the order, however, Specifications 1 and 3 cover 
documents dated, generated, received, or, if a contract or agreement, 
in effect during the period January 1, 1993, through Noverpber 30, 
1996." 

D. HMRI's claim that the Subpoena is directed at its counsel's files 
and improperly fails to provide adequate safeguards for proper 
assertion of the attorney-client and attorney work product 
privileges. 

Finally, Hoechst contends that the Subpoena must be quashed 
because it seeks documents from the files ofHoechst's in-house and 
outside counsel that may contain information protected by the 
attorney-client and attorney work product privileges. Essentially, 
HMRI argues that the Subpoena is directed primarily at attorneys' 
files and thus should be quashed absent a demonstration of need. 

This argument is obviated by the modifications set forth in Part 
II.C, supra. The initial phase of the search does not require any 
search of outside law firms' files for anything except documents 
generated by employees of Hoechst or of HMRI. 16 Specification 5 
(seeking information on litigation plans) is withdrawn, and (with 
some exceptions) no document generated after the last day of 1995 is 
sought. No further search of Gadsby & Hannah's files is required. A 
Phase II search of Skadden Arps's files will be required only if further 
information is needed after Phase I production is reviewed. 

HMRI also argues that it need not produce a privilege log. HMRI 
bases this claim both on the Subpoena's allegedly sweeping nature 
and on the proposition that Subpoena Instruction 7 requires so much 
information that filing a log fully compliant with that instruction 
would divulge privileged information. But because HMRI's objection_ 
to the Subpoena's reach (Pet. Supp. at 14-15) was based on the scope 
of Definition A-- which defined the "Hoechst" entities to be searched 

16 
This discussion necessarily uses short-form descriptions of the specific modifications of the 

Subpoena set forth in Part II.C, supra. These short-form references do not vary or modify the specific 
modifications set forth in Part II.C. 
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-- and on Specification 5 -- which sought current litigation plans -
HMRI's first argument is obviated by the Subpoena modifications 
discussed above. The scope of the search has been limited, 
Specification 5 has been withdrawn, and no recently created 
documents are sought. 

With regard to HMRI's second ground for objecting to production 
of a privilege log, the Commission's Rules of Practice, in accord with 
judicial precedent, require a party seeking to withhold do£uments or 
other evidence on the basis of privilege to provide sufficient 
underlying facts to establish its privilege claim. See 16 CFR 2.8A. 
The burden is on Hoechst "to present the underlying facts 
demonstrating the existence of privilege." FTC v. Shaffner, 626 F .2d 
32, 37 (7th Cir. 1980); accord, United States v. Construction 
Products Research, Inc., 73 F.3d 464, 473 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 117 
S. Ct. 294 (1996). Hoechst's blanket assertion of attorney-client and 
work product privileges is insufficient to satisfy its burden. FTC v. 
Shaffner, 626 F.2d at 37. 

Hoechst also claims that the Commission has failed to make an 
allegedly required showing of need to compel the production of 
privileged documents. 17 This argument is unavailing: the Subpoena 
does not require the production of privileged documents. Rather, the 
Subpoena requires Hoechst to produce all responsive non-privileged 
documents, non-privileged portions of documents that contain some 
allegedly privileged information, and a privilege log. The purposes 
of the privilege log are to identify the responsive documents (or 
portions of documents) that Hoechst claims are privileged and to 
provide sufficient information about those privilege claims to equip 
the Commission to assess and, if necessary, challenge the validity of 
questionable claims. 

Instruction 7 of the Subpoena is entirely consistent with Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure 26(b) (5) and 45 (d) (2). Instruction 7 
explicitly states that although the description of a withheld document 
must be sufficient to allow the Commission to assess the validity of 
the privilege, HMRI need not disclose any privileged information or 
communication. As Federal Rules 26(b) (5) and 45 (d) (2) 
emphasize, a proper assertion of privilege must describe the nature of 
the allegedly privileged document or communication and provide 

17 0 0 0 0 

HMRI appears to suggest that the Comm1ss1on must make a he1ghtened showmg ofneed, 
rather than of relevance, before it can subpoena documents that happen to be in the files of someone 
licensed to practice law. This is incorrect. FTC v. Shaffner, supra, 626 F.2d at 36-37. HMRl cannot 
argue that a heightened showing is necessary as to privileged documents because, by refusing to submit 
a log, it has failed to establish the privileged nature of the withheld documents. 
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sufficient information to allow the party seeking the information to 
contest the claim. United States v. Construction Products Research, 
Inc., supra, 73 F.3d at 473-74 (party asserting attorney-client or 
work-product privilege must supply a specific explanation of why 
each document is privileged and affidavits or evidence establishing 
existence of privileged relationship, if existence of privileged 
relationship is not facially obvious). HMRI's failure to provide the 
required information at the times specified below for compliance will 
waive its privilege claims. SeeDorf & Stanton Communic~tions v. 
Molson Breweries, 100 F.3d 919, 922-23 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 
117 S. Ct. 2455 (1997). 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Petition is granted in part and 
denied in part, and, pursuant to Rule 2.7(e), 16 CFR 2.7(e), Hoechst 
is directed to comply with Phase I production pursuant to the 
Subpoena, as modified, on or before October 31, 1997, and to 
produce by that date any privilege log that it chooses to submit in 
compliance with Instruction 7 of the Subpoena. Phase II production 
(if any is required), including submission of any privilege log, will 
occur 30 days after receipt by HMRI of a written instruction from the 
Assistant Director for Compliance, Bureau of Competition, to 
produce Phase II documents. 

Pursuant to Rule 2.7(f), 16 CFR 2.7(f), within three days after 
service of this decision, Petitioner may file with the Secretary of the 
Commission a request for full Commission review. The filing of 
such a request shall not stay the return date in this ruling unless the 
Commission otherwise specifies. 
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Request of Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc., for Full 
Commission Review of Ruling on Petition to 
Quash Subpoena. Hoechst AG, File No. 971-0055. 

November 19, 1997 

Dear -Mr. Spears: 

The Commission has considered (1) the Petition filecf on behalf 
of Hoechst Marion Roussel, Inc. ("HMRI"), and other Hoechst 
entities to quash the pending subpoena duces tecum in the above
referenced matter ("the Subpoena"); (2) the transcript of the oral 
presentation on the Petition made on June 18, 1997; (3) the 
supplement to the Petition filed on June 24, 1997; (4) the October 17, 
1997, ruling by Compulsory Process Commissioner Starek, granting 
the Petition in part and denying it in part ("the October 17 ruling"); 
(5) the specifications of the Subpoena, as modified by the October 17 
ruling; and (6) your client's request for full Commission review of 
that ruling. 

You ask that the Commission hear oral argument on review of the 
October 17 ruling. The Commission denies that request. There is no 
legal requirement that the Commission hear oral argument on 
petitions to quash subpoenas. FTC v. Hallmark Cards, Inc., 265 F .2d 
433 (7th Cir. 1959). Moreover, there was ample opportunity to make 
an oral presentation before Commissioner Starek, and the 59-page 
transcript of that presentation is before the Commission. 

The Commission has determined that the request for review raises 
no issues that were not fully considered and discussed in the October 
17 ruling. Upon review of all the material noted above, the 
Commission concurs in and adopts the October 17 ruling. 

In determining to order enforcement of the Subpoena as modified, 
the Commission wishes to address a misunderstanding that has arisen 
in your request for full Commission review. 1 Your request states 
HMRI's understanding that it need not produce any privilege log until 
it has exhausted all judicial appeals on its contention that some 
subpoenaed documents are irrelevant to the investigation.2 On the 

1 . . . . . . 
The Comm1ss1on also notes that there IS an error m Attachment C to your request, wh1ch IS a 

CompareRite that you created to reflect the modifications to the Subpoena made by the October 17 
ruling. The last sentence of Instruction 2 (both in its original version and as it appears in your 
Compare Rite) was deleted by the October 17 ruling. Therefore, the Subpoena is no longer continuing 
in nature. 

2 
Request at 18 n.21. 
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contrary, the October 17 ruling clearly required Illv1RI to produce the 
privilege log(s) called for by Instruction 7 of the Subpoena at the 
times specified for compliance with the Subpoena.3 The Commission 
rejects the apparent suggestion that HMRI may contest enforcement 
on one legal ground (relevance) and then -- after the exhaustion of 
appeals from a federal court order rejecting HMRI's relevance 
arguments and ordering enforcement-- may recommence litigation 
on its privilege claims. The Commission is entitled to the logs on the 
date(s) ordered for compliance with the Subpoena, so that it can 
determine whether to challenge the privilege claims in any 
enforcement action that may be necessary. See Commission Rule 
2.13. Therefore, the Commission will deem waived any assertion of 
privilege that is not made (and perfected with all supporting exhibits 
or affidavits) by the dates for compliance set forth below. 

By letter dated October 31, 1997,.Commissioner Starek granted 
your request to stay compliance obligations pending a ruling by the 
full Commission. Commission Rule 2.7(f). The Commission hereby 
directs that on or before December 3, 1997, Hoechst (1) comply with 
Phase I production pursuant to the Subpoena, as modified, and (2) 
produce any accompanying privilege log in compliance with 
Instruction 7 of the Subpoena. Phase II production (if any is 
required), including the submission of any privilege log, will occur 
30 days after receipt by HMRI of a written instruction from the 
Assistant Director for Compliance, Bureau of Competition, to 
produce Phase II documents. 

3 . 
October 17 ru1mg at 13. 
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